










 



Caligari Software License Agreement 

This is a legal agreement between you and Caligari, Corp. This agreement permits you to use one copy of the Caligari 

software product on any single computer, provided you use it on one computer at a time. The license only grants the 

right to use this software and does not grant ownership in of the software or related materials to anyone. The software is 

owned by Caligari or its suppliers and is protected by US copyright Laws and International Treaty provisions. This 

license is your proof of license to exercise the rights granted herein and must be retained by you. 

 

US Government Restricted Rights 

The Software and documentation are provided with Restricted Rights. Use, duplication, or disclosure by the 

government is subject to restrictions as set forth in subparagraph (c)(1)(ii) of the Rights in Technical Data and 

Computer Software clause as DFARS 252.227-7013 or subparagraphs (c)(1), (2) and (3) of the Commercial Computer 

Software - Restricted Rights at 48 CFR 52.227-19 as applicable. Contractor/manufacturer is Caligari Corporation, 1 

Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052. 

 

The warranty could be listed separately on another page from the License Agreement and included by reference. 

 

Limited Warranty  

Limited Warranty. Caligari warrants that the Software will perform substantially in accordance with the accompanying 

written materials and will be free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal use and service for a period 

of ninety (90) days from the date of receipt. Some states do not allow limitations on the duration of an implied 

warranty, so the above limitations may not apply to you. This limited warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may 

have others, which vary from state to state.  

 

Customer Remedies. Caligari’s entire liability and your exclusive remedy shall be, at Caligari’s option, either (a) return 

of the purchase price or (b) repair or replacement of the Software that does not meet Caligari’s Limited Warranty and 

that is returned to Caligari with a copy of your receipt. This Limited Warranty is void if failure of the Software has 

resulted from accident, abuse or misapplication. Any replacement Software will be warranted for the remainder of the 

original warranty period or thirty (30) days, whichever is longer. Some of these remedies and product support services 

offered by Caligari may not be available outside the United States of America. 

 

No Other Warranties. Caligari disclaims all other warranties, either express or implied, including but not limited to 

implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, with respect to the Software, the 

accompanying written materials and any accompanying hardware. This limited warranty gives you specific legal rights. 

You may have others, which vary from state to state. 

 

No liability for Consequential Damages. In no event shall Caligari or its suppliers be liable for any damages 

whatsoever (including, without limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business 

information, or other pecuniary loss) arising out of the use or inability to use this Caligari product, even if Caligari has 

been advised of the possibility of such damages. Because some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of 

liability for consequential or incidental damages, the above limitation may not apply to you. 
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     Chapter 1 INTRODUCTORY TUTORIALS 

 

1.1 Polygon Edit in Workspace View  

Step 1: In the Default layout, drop a Simple Cube object from the Base Objects library into the 3D Workspace 

View.  

 

 

 

Step 2: Right-click the cube to enter Point Edit mode or use the pick by paint method from the toolbar. Make 

sure you set selection to face, and left-click inside one of the side faces to select it. (When selected, it will be 

highlighted green)  

 Encircle the view around the cube using green semicircle on the View widget, and left-click on the opposing 

face while holding the CTRL key to add it to the selection. 
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 On the Point Edit toolbar, click the Sweep tool. After both faces are swept, scale them down by dragging the 

scale part of Point Edit widget, holding both mouse buttons.  

 

 

 

Step 3: Now select the two top faces, sweep them, and scale them down, using the same steps as above. 
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Step 4: Click the Sweep icon a few more times. Notice that the new extrusions inherit and continue the alterations 

you made in the previous step. 

 

 

 

Step 5: Select Paint Selection  and select all front facing polygons. Now click twice on Add One Layer from 

SS  (located on the lower left toolbar by default) to smooth the front part of the edited object using 

subdivision surface tool.  
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Step 6: Select Edge selection and select the center bottom edge in front. Drag the mouse outward from the 

subdivided face to form the nose of the emerging spaceship. 

 

 
Finished Space Ship 
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Introductory Tutorial: Workspace Point Edit: Spaceship 

 Video link  

resources/chapter1/pe.wmv
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1.2 NURBS Editing in Model View 

Step 1: From Model View in Default layout, open the Material Library , and select the SolidCubes material. 

Draw a medium-sized NURBS cylinder  (from the toolbar to the left of the Model window). 

 

 

 

Steps 2 & 3: Right-click the NURBS cylinder to enter edit mode. Left-click to select the top circle curve. Use the 

selection box control to scale the circle smaller and move it slightly down. 
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Steps 4 & 5: From the NURBS context edit menu, select Draw Trimming Curve . Draw a simple closed curve 

on the surface of the cylinder. Select the Extrude from Edge  tool. 

 

         
 

 

Steps 6 & 7: Pull the yellow handle to offset the trimmed patch slightly. Exit edit mode by selecting the Object  

tool to see resulting surface better. Right-click the cylinder to enter the edit mode again. Select the top edge of 

the extruded trim patch, and pull it away from the adjacent surface. 
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Steps 8: Select the Blend  tool (from the toolbar at the bottom of the Model window), and then select both curves 

on the extruded patch and adjacent surface. Adjust the blend handles to get a smoother blend. Enter edit mode 

again, select a control vertex on the bottom circle. Right-click on the control vertex again to enter CV edit 

context. Adjust the vertical yellow handle to add curvature to the side of the teapot. 

 
 

 

Step 9: Copy the resulting teapot two times and paint two copies with different materials. Glue all three of them 

together and select the Render Object  option. Not bad for a few minutes’ work! 
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1.3 Creating a Mechanical Part (Model View)  

Step 1: Select the Cube  tool and click in two places to create two cubes. With one cube selected, activate 

the Object Union  tool, and click the other cube to Boolean union them into a single object. 

 

Step 2: Right-click on the cube assembly to bring up the point edit tools. Select the Add Edges  tool and 

connect the matching corners of the two cubes. Faces are created as they are defined by four sides. You now 

have a solid object that you can perform other operations on. 

 

    
 

 

Step 3: Create a custom cube by activating the Cube   tool, left-clicking and dragging a square, and without 

releasing the left mouse button, right-clicking and dragging the square to create a tall rectangle. Use the 

Object Move  tool to move the rectangle so that it intersects the first object as below. Press CTRL+C to 

create a copy of the rectangle, and drag it to the other end of the assembly. 

 

Step 4: Right-click the Object Union  tool, and uncheck Delete Edges. Move the bottom face up inside the 

first object using the selector control, and Boolean union them together. Boolean subtract   the custom 

cube from the other end. 
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Step 5: An easy way to add a similar piece of geometry is to use the Polygon Bevel  tool. Rotate your view 

using the green base of the View Control to see the bottom of the object. Activate the Polygon Bevel tool, 

and then move your mouse cursor over the bottom face under the Boolean joined geometry. As you move 

across the face, a new face will appear inside the original one. When it is about half the size of the original 

face, left-click once to “set” it. Use the Sweep  tool to sweep it downward once, and then use the selector 

cage to adjust the distance. 

 

        

  

Step 6: Use the Sweep  tool and the selector box to sweep and adjust the distance and size of the front face.  
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Step 7: Right-click the object, and select the Add Edges  tool again. Add two new edges at the locations 

indicated in the image below. Connect the new edges with the Add Edges tool to form a span. 

 

         

 

Step 8: Click on the Add SubDivision Level  tool three times tool to smooth out the object.  
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Step 9: Drag and drop the material labeled “Rough” from the material library, and render the object using the 

Render Object  tool. 

 

 

 

We now have a weather-beaten mechanical part that took minutes to create. 
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1.4 The Magic Ring Primitive Manipulator (Model View) 

One way to start off a project is with a 3D polyhedron primitive shape. A variety of these are found in the 

primitive toolbar..  

 

 

 

A click on one will activate the tool and put you in “Creation” mode. Let’s select the cube primitive to start out. 

Notice the small yellow box tagged to the cursor as you hover over the grid. Left-click on the grid and a basic 

polygon primitive will appear. Notice the multi colored ring attached to the object. This is the “Magic Ring”. It 

actually allows you to create an infinite number of primitive shapes from each of the basic polygon primitives. By 

alternately left or right-click dragging in different directions on one of the four colors in the ring you can control 

all the parameters and possible shapes of a primitive. A right-click on the active tool icon will bring up all the 

numerical entry counter parts of the Magic Ring. 

 

A left-click drag side to side on the blue diamond (not shown) will rotate the basic cube around. A right-click drag 

side to side on the blue diamond will change the number of longitudinal faces around the sides of the primitive. 
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Draw a cube Add sides 

 

 

A left-click drag side to side on the tan corners of the ring will adjust the spherical rounding of the primitive 

corners. A left-click drag up and down on one side of red part will adjust the conic angle of the primitive and open 

the hole inside the primitive.  

 

  
Round the edges Make a Hole in the middle 

 

 

Horizontally left-clicking and dragging will change the angle of the primitive vertical wall. Vertically 

left-clicking and dragging will shorten the wall length. 
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Tilt the wall Shorten the wall 

 

 

Horizontally right-clicking and dragging on blue diamond will increase further the number of segments in the 

primitive wall . 

 

 

 

As you can quickly see by combining all these controls in different combinations, an immense number of 

primitive shapes are right at your fingertips through the wonder of the magic ring. 
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Once you like the look of your primitive you can click elsewhere on the grid and start making changes from the 

point you left off with the previous one. Once satisfied you can leave it as is and create as many as you like or, 

with a right-click on the grid, tapping the space bar, or clicking on the object tool, you can exit the primitive 

creation mode.  
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1.5 The Selector Cage (Model View) 

When you exit the primitive creation mode, you will notice a blue selector cage around the active object. This is 

the key to learning trueSpace. It is the easiest tool to learn and yet one of the most important. The selector cage 

controls all aspects of the active object or selection relating to its location, rotation, and scale. A right-click on the 

Object  tool will bring up the numerical control panel for this manipulator. 

 

 

 

Notice as you mouse over the various parts of the selector cage that the activated part turns yellow. It does not take 

long to learn the basic functions of the four different parts. 

 

The points of the corners will scale the object proportionately. The sections next to the corners will scale the 

object in the direction you drag them or scale the object proportionately when you hold down both mouse buttons 

at the same time and drag. The middle sections will move the object in the direction you drag them. The rotation 

diamonds in the middle of those will rotate the object around its various axes. As you mouse closer to the 

diamonds you will notice that they darken in color to match the axis they will rotate around. Blue is Y, Green is X, 

and Red is Z. 
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Why is this manipulator the key to learning trueSpace? Within the Modeling View, from the entire object down to 

the selection of faces, edges and vertices you will find this same control cage.  

 

           
You even use it to adjust the UV projections for materials and in the UV editor to position textures exactly on 
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faces.  

 

      

 

Many of the point edit tools even use it to control the changes they make on the geometry. Once you learn this tool 

you will find that you have control over most of the aspects of shape creation in Model View.  
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1.6 Mixed Editing in Model and Workspace Views 

The real-time live bridge in trueSpace allows you to edit your model in both views with different sets of tools, 

while going back and forth between Model and workspace. This provides added flexibility as long as you 

remember that some operations may override object construction history. For example, you will lose Player SDS 

history after you apply (older) Model View Point edit. Even with this limitation, the number of design scenarios is 

greatly expanded with the ability to alternate between both views. 

 

Step 1: Start in Default Layout with Model View open. Draw a cube  using a cube tool from the primitives 

toolbar.  

 

 
Step1: Load the cube into Model View 

 

Step 2: Open the “LW materials” library and drag the “grafitiWall” material onto the cube. Select the Cubic UV 

Projection  icon. Finally, select the QuadDivide  icon to subdivide each face of the cube.  
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Step2: Cube after material assignment and quad-division 

 

Step 3: Right-click on the cube to enter point edit mode. The cube will become transparent, and Model’s point 

edit toolbar will appear. Select and sweep in turn three faces using the Sweep  tool from the toolbar. Drag 

the swept faces out using center part of blue NAV widget (selector cage). 

 

 
Step3: Three swept faces (top one was scaled slightly) 
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Step 4: Now switch to Player View using the Workspace tab on the title bar. 

 

 
Step4: Switching to Player View 

 

Step 5: Click twice on the Add One Layer  SDS icon on the left side of the Workspace View to add two 

SDS layers. 
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Step5: SDS tool applied twice 

 

Step 6: Right-click on the smoothed object to enter edit mode. The object becomes transparent, and the 

Workspace-side point edit toolbar appears. Select the Add Loop  tool and add a horizontal loop on the 

main part of edited cube, then scale the new slice up using the small grey cube of the point edit 3D widget.  

 
Step6: SDS loop added and scaled 

 

Step 7: Now switch back to Model View using its tab on the title bar. Open the UV Mapping Editor  panel, 

select the paint brush, and paint a white pattern into UVE panel. It immediately appears on  the 3D model. 
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Step7: UVE paint creates “Alien hut”  

 

Step 8: Close the UVE (you will be asked to save the altered texture), and then open the PhotoRender panel by 

right-clicking on the Render Scene   icon. Choose “Image” from the Background drop-down list, and 

then left-click the Background button to open the Background Image panel. Load “5.jpg”. Select the Render 

Scene icon for a final photo render inside Model View. 

 

 
Step8: Alien hut fully rendered in Model View 
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1.7 Creating Behaviors Using Link Editor (Workspace View) 

This tutorial will teach you how to add a simple but realistic behavior to your models using drag, drop and link 

inside the Link Editor. In example below, we will make the propeller spin when the plane moves forward. 

 

Step 1: Start in Default Layout with Player View opened. From the Base library, drag and drop the “Plane” object 

into the 3D View. When it appears in Link Editor view, click on its orange triangle to enter it. You should see 

3 objects: Propeller, PlaneBody, and Transform 

 

Note: Propeller and PlaneBody are just plain 3D objects. The Transform object glues them together, so if 

you move plane, both plane body and plane propeller move together. 

 

Enter the Propeller object by clicking on its orange triangle. 

 

 
Pict.1: Load the Plane model and enter its propeller object 

 

Step 2: In this step you prepare to replace the 0D joint (identity Transform) with the 1D one. The 1D joint is called 
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Rotation Engine and you can find it in Objects/Tutorial objects library. Drag and drop it into the Propeller 

object. 

 

 
Pict.2: Add Rotation Engine object into propeller object 

 

Then open the default aspect of the Transform object. To do this, left-click on the Transform object in Link Editor 

and again click on the Default tab. 

 

       
Pict.3: Select the transform object and switch it to Default aspect. 

 

Since we will be reconnecting some links we need to display them first. To do it choose Developer tab on the Link 

Editor. 
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Pict.4: Choose Developer aspect 

 

Step 3: The last step is to plug-in the Rotation Engine. Drag and drop all the links from Transform object into 

corresponding connectors on the Rotation Engine. It is recommended you start with input connectors (red 

ones) and finish with output connectors, so the recommended order would be as follows: 

 

1. Matrix 

2. OwnerMatrix 

3. ObjMatrix 

4. WldMatrix 

 

 
Pict.5: Move all the links from Transform to Rotation Engine object 

 

We are done! Now, the propeller should rotate when you move the plane object. To test this, click on its wing in 

Player view. It should become selected. Then move it. If you want slowdown or speed up the rotation, just adjust 

the RotSpeed slider. 

 

Notice that the propeller rotates only when you move the plane forward or backwards. If you uncheck the 

ForwardRot attribute, then it will rotate on any movement of plane. 
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1.81 Bridge Video 

One important aspect of working in trueSpace is the Bridge. In trueSpace, the Bridge acts as a communication 

medium between the Workspace and the Model windows. There may be circumstances where utilizing the Bridge 

is required, while other times the Bridge is not necessarily required. The ability to turn the Bridge on or off as 

required, will benefit your work by saving time and effort. 

 

 
 

Introductory Tutorial: Bridge 

 

 Video link 

 

resources/chapter1/bridge.wmv
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1.82 Interface Video 

Within trueSpace, the ability to customize your interface holds great power and potential. Some important aspects 

of the interface and how to customize these elements are covered in this tutorial. 

 

 
 

Introductory Tutorial: Interface 

 

 Video link 

 

 

 

resources/chapter1/intro1.wmv
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1.83 Setting Video 

Each window in trueSpace has settings associated with it. The ability to customize the settings for various 

windows in trueSpace, allows you to customize the windows for better workflow or for individual 

taste/preference. Many of the important settings are introduced in this tutorial. 

 

 
Introductory Tutorial: Settings 

 

 Video link 

 

 

 

 

resources/chapter1/settings.wmv
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Chapter 2: User Interface 
 

2.1 Spaces and Views 
The purpose of trueSpace is to help you enter, navigate, edit, and create 3D Spaces (or scenes) and 

objects inside them. In order to make these spaces visible to human eyes, trueSpace provides a variety 

of 2D and 3D Views as well as 2D and 3D Controls to interact with the 3D objects you create.  

 

2.1.1 Spaces 

Spaces and the objects inside them exist independently of the user and his views. When you enter and 

edit objects in a space, you or other users visiting the same space later will see it permanently changed. 

 

In most 3D authoring programs, 3D spaces can only be stored on your local hard drive and are 

accessible only to you. In trueSpace they can be stored anywhere on the web, allowing multiple 

participants to interact with them. These are called shared spaces. You can interact with the objects in a 

shared space in the same ways as those in local spaces. Even better, you can interact with other 

participants inside shared spaces, allowing you to collaborate with your partners or customers. 

 

2.1.2 Views 

Views make 3D spaces accessible to human senses, mostly to your eyes. Unlike spaces, which exist for 

many users, views belong just to you. They are considered local to your machine. When two users enter 

the same space, one could view it in wireframe form while others could view as solid if they desire. 

While the space is the same, individual/local views of it are not. 

 

Views are your window on the objects you are working with. Just as Microsoft Word provides multiple 

views of your text data, so trueSpace provides multiple views of your scene and the objects in it. Using 

views, you can navigate through trueSpace as you work. In trueSpace, being in a “space” means 

literally entering an object where work will be done. In this way, you can expand your local or shared 

“universe” by creating new objects and entering them. Perhaps most are familiar with Stacking Dolls, 

where many dolls are each encapsulated inside a larger doll. trueSpace objects and spaces are 

composed with similar encapsulation of objects. Views allow you to navigate through your objects, 

allowing you to explore, learn and create. 
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2.1.3 Layouts 

On your desktop you can open multiple views, each with its own toolbars and libraries, and arrange 

them into layouts. It is usually desirable to have more than one view open simultaneously. For 

example, you may want to have both a 3D view and a 2D view of the same space open for modeling 

and behavior modification, respectively. You may also want to have access to panels containing various 

tools and libraries alongside the views with which you are working.  

 

 

Animation Layout with several Views opened 

 

You can quickly change the layout of the desktop to best suit the way you work. To access a preset 

layout, just choose one from the Layouts library or from Tabs on title bar. You can also change the 

layout by opening additional panels and views such as 1D (Script Editor) views, 2D (Link Editor) 

views, or 3D Workspace or Model views. You can overlap windows or dock them, and easily save new 

layouts to the layout library and title bar tabs. 
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2.1.4 Contexts (Projects) 

A Context is the state of a space in which you are interacting, together with your preferences and 

layouts. In addition to the space itself and your presence within it, a context includes the rules of 

behavior for objects and participants. The image below sums up some of these concepts:  

 

 

The relationship between contexts and participants 

 

Everything in trueSpace is context dependent, and the meaning of any action may change as you move 

from context to context. For example, you can control a tricycle object in a street “play” context by 

rotating its pedals or rotating its handlebars to steer. By right-clicking on the tricycle, you can exit the 

“play” context and enter an “edit” context, where you can modify the tricycle by adding, for example, a 

bell to its handle bars. 

 

You can create and edit individual spaces and save them as scenes, but sometimes it is useful to save a 

complete context, i.e. a space together with a layout containing your views and other tools.  
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2.1.5 Desktop 

When you first open trueSpace you will see the desktop with a default layout. This layout contains 

several views and other panels with tools and libraries. It should look similar to the image below. 

 

 

 trueSpace Default layout in Desktop context. 

 

The desktop context is the highest level context of the trueSpace interface. It is a collection of windows 

which together comprise your overall workplace. The trueSpace desktop is part of the Windows 

desktop. 

 

Note: trueSpace‟s interface is optimized for high-resolution desktops, and a resolution of at least 

1280x1024 is recommended. 
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2.2 Windows and Panels 

Views are represented as Windows on the desktop. They are literally your windows into the space 

where you are working, which is really nothing other than an object that you have opened to edit. You 

can imagine that, by opening this view, you have entered the object and are inside of it. This is called 

your current context. You can navigate within the context of this 2D aspect by using the 2D navigation 

widget.  

 

 

Link Editor View showing the Normal Map Generator 

 

2.2.1 Active View Windows 

The Active View Window is the window to which are all keyboard and mouse input are sent. The 

active view window is indicated by a lightened title bar. To activate a different view window simply 

click anywhere inside of it. Only one window may be active at a time. 
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 Link Editor is the active View in this layout 

 

2.2.2 Object Aspects  

Objects can be displayed in various windows in 3D, 2D or 1D aspects. Below you see the same object 

in different views and displaying different aspects. The main objective is to ensure you understand that 

with trueSpace, objects have evolved to multiple dimensions. 

 

     

3D aspect (Workspace)                   2D  aspect (Link Editor)                  1D aspect (Script Editor) 

 

Even inside of a single view, objects can still display multiple aspects. This is most useful in 2D, where 

aspects of an object are called Panels.  

 

When selected in the Link Editor, Panels display tabs of all available aspects. You can edit these 

aspects and add new ones by right-clicking on panel‟s title bar.   
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Color Picker’s Description aspect in Edit mode 

 

The expanded aspect below left was created automatically, but the Default and Description aspects 

were edited/created by a user.  

 

 

Color Picker Exp View               Color Picker Default View                Color Picker Description View 

 

Panels 

A Panel is a 2D representation of an object. The object can be shown in 3D view as well. Panels are 

mostly used for storing and displaying trueSpace UI controls. Panels below were both user created. 
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User created aspects for object panels in Link Editor 

 

2.2.3 Windows Aspects  

Every trueSpace object can display itself in one or more Aspects (the visible user interface) and 

windows are no different. The aspect of most trueSpace windows can be changed using the title bar 

popup menu. This popup menu is different for different types of windows. 

 

View Aspects 

The most important aspect category of a view window is its dimensional aspect. Dimensional aspects 

are shown on a title bar in form of a popup. Below you can see the result of switching the dimensional 

aspect from 3D to 2D. Both views show same content but in different dimensions. 
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You can change the Workspace View to the Link Editor View simply by changing its dimensional aspect 

 

Toolbar Aspects 

For toolbars, the aspect popup menu is available by clicking the black triangle on the bottom right-hand 

corner of the toolbar. Here you can select from 1D (text) or 2D (icons). 

 

 

You can turn Icon toolbar into a text menu with one click 

 

Library Aspects 

Libraries have three aspects to choose from. You can choose a dimensional aspect of either 1D (text), 

2D (icons), or 1+2 (both text and icons) by clicking on the popup menu in the upper right-hand corner 

of the Library title bar. 
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  1D Text View                       2D Icon View                              1+2 Text plus Icons 

 

2.2.4 Drag and Drop Manipulation 

Starting in the Library stack, you can drag and drop an item to another library, creating a copy in the 

other library. If you hold the Shift-key and drag an item, you actually move the item from the original 

library to the other library.  

 

In the Link Editor, pressing the CTRL key while dragging an object creates a copy of that object.  

 

 

Dragging object between and inside windows 
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Window Snapping 

Toolbars, panels, and windows can be snapped together on the desktop simply by dragging them. 

Windows can be snapped edge-to-edge or corner-to-corner. Each window could have its own set of 

toolbars.  

 

Complex Floating layout with some windows snapped 

 

2.2.5 Windows Docking 

You can dock any trueSpace window by CTRL+dragging into another open window. A new outer 

window will be created to hold two or more inner windows.  

 

Docking Position 

You can dock a window to the top, bottom, left, or right side of an open window. trueSpace shows you 

a preview of the docking position as transparent outline while you CTRL+drag the window to be 

docked.   
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Control-key plus drag of toolbar on left, showing the toolbar now docked on the right 

 

 

An outer docking position will be used if there is already a docked hierarchy present and the mouse is 

closer to the window border. This docking position will be shown interactively. 

 

Docking More Windows 

Here is an example of Workspace and Link Editor view windows docked inside trueSpace main 

window:   

 

 

Docking windows in trueSpace 
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While CTRL+dragging a third window, you can dock it either on the same level of the hierarchy: 

 

 

Three windows docked at the same hierarchy level 

 

Or you can drag it to a docked window to create a two-level hierarchy: 

 

 

Three windows docked hierarchically on two levels 
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More complex docking of preset 4-View layout 

 

Window Settings  

 

This can be used to set your  windows  to an appropriate size by entering values and clicking on Apply 

it is a common dialog available to all windows. The menu to show the settings dialog is shown by a left 

click on the top left part of any windows title bar. 

 

   

 Windows Settings 
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o Work area dimensions :  

If Checked the this places a border around the work area by adding pixels to the outer frame. 

For example: When checked if the width is set to 100  the working area inside the frame is set 

to 100 but the window size will have the added pixels added to its overall dimensions. 

When its unchecked if the width set to 100 then the whole window including the frame is set 

to 100.  

 

A good example of use could be if  you want to ensure your window matches the size settings for a 

Render To File preset, or if you want to use the size of your window in the Render To File dialog as a 

custom setting , then you can open the Window Settings dialog in the top left of the Workspace 

window and it  will show you the Width and Height details you would need enter into the Render To 

File dialog. 

 

 Further reference:   Chapter 7 Light&Render 7.1.7 Real-time Render To File 

 

Docking Panels 

Panels are docked the same way as any window, but the result is a little different. When a panel is 

docked, a special area is created where only other panels and libraries can be vertically docked. If there 

is not enough space for all the docked panels, then a vertical scrollbar will appear, allowing you to 

scroll through these tall spaces. 
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Docked library panels in Stack View.  

 

Undocking a Window 

To un-dock a window from a docked hierarchy, CTRL+drag the window from its docked position, to a 

new location of your choice. 

 

Docked Window Aspect 

The aspect of each docked window is changed in the standard way. Changing the aspect of a docked 

window will not affect other windows. 

 

2.2.6 Maximizing and Restoring Windows 

When you want to temporarily maximize a docked window, you can accomplish this by clicking the 

Maximize icon on the title bar of the view you want to maximize. In this example, the Workspace 

window was maximized by using the Maximize option . 
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Default layout before Workspace view is maximized 

 

 

Workspace window in maximized state 

 

Note : the double border informs you this window is in its maximized state. To return to the original 
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docking configuration click the Restore icon on the title bar.  

 

Windows Folding 

Every window has a dividing handle which can be dragged to resize the window the center handle 

highlights orange when mouse over, left clicking on the handle  will fold and minimize or maximize a 

window according to the direction the triangle in it is pointing. 

The direction of the folding can be reversed by a R-click over the white triangle in the handle 

 

  

Anim view  handle is left clicked 

 

 

Anim view in folded state 
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2.3   Library Browser – Libraries 

    
 

2.3.1 Library Browser  

Every library in trueSpace exists in the Library Browser. From the library browser, you can create and 

organize your libraries. By default, trueSpace comes with a wide variety of pre-existing libraries full of 

library items such as objects, materials, scripts, buttons and an assortment of other library types. 

 

 

 

Library Browser’s Main Library Place is minimized 

 

 

Library Browser expanded to show Main Library Place libraries 

 

By default, the Main Library Place is expanded in the Library Browser. It contains all the libraries that 

come with trueSpace. It may also contain any libraries you wish to create or import. The menu shown 

below (right-click on Main Library Place) shows options available at this level of the Library Browser. 
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Main Library Place: right-click menu 

 

Create Library: To create a custom library, choose the Create Library menu item. In the Create 

Library dialog enter a name for the new library and specify it‟s type. In this case, a new object library is 

created. Click “OK” on the dialog when you have named and set the type for the new library. It will 

show itself at the bottom of the Library Browser. 

 

                           

 

Create Library menu item, new library appended to bottom of Library Browser 

 

 

Import Library: when you wish to import libraries from other sources, that exist on your hard drive, 

the Import Library menu item is used. This is actually a very powerful menu item as the following 

illustrations demonstrate. 
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Import Library menu item brings up the Import Library dialog 

 

When the Import Library dialog shows up, you can navigate to your hard drive and any libraries which 

may be available for importing. Here in the illustration above, my trueSpace7 libraries are showing as 

available for import. I have some custom objects I wish to import. I simply select a library I wish to 

open and click the Open button on the dialog. This will cause trueSpace to load the entire library into 

the Library Browser‟s selection dialog below. 
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Select all or some of the items contained in the library 

 

By default all items in the library are checked for import. If you wish to only select a few items, 

uncheck the top-level checkbox. This will deselect all the items. You may then select only the items 

you wish to be imported. Special note that in the illustration above, The main Objects library contains 

sub-libraries, which in turn contain the actual items. When you select an item from any given sub-

library, the sub-library is actually imported with the items you want included in the import process. 

Once you have made your decisions on what to import, you click the Import button to begin the 

process. 
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Libraries and items being imported into the Library Browser. 

 Progress of the operation is displayed. 

 

Once the process completes importing, the new libraries will append to the bottom of the Library 

Browser. 

 

 

Imported libraries show up at bottom of Library Browser 
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A double-click on the  library in the Library Browser list will load that particular library to the top of 

the Library stack. 

 

  

Loading a library from the Library Browser to Library stack area 

 

In addition to double-click method, a right-click on the library name in the Library Browser, displays a 

set of menu items. The Open Library menu item will also load the library in the Library stack. 

 

Close: this menu item will close the current selected main library place. 

 

 

Close menu item used to close a Main Library Place in the Library Browser 

 

Create New Library Place: this tool further enhances the library browser by providing you the ability 

to create top-level Main Library Places. As your ability and use of trueSpace grows, chances are so will 

your libraries. To help organize the Library Browser, you create top-level Places to store your libraries. 

You may have top-level Places such as Landscape, which could contain sub-libraries for Plants, 

grasses, trees, shrubbery and so forth. Perhaps yet another Main Library Place called Textures, with 
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sub-libraries for Red, Green, Blue, Black, White and so forth, where you could organize some textures 

by color if desired. It would not be long before you are able to organize the Library Browser so it works 

well for you.  

 

 

Create new Library Place menu item creates top-level library places for you 

 

Once you select the Create new Library Place menu item, you are presented with the Create Library 

Place dialog. 

 

 

Create Library Place dialog allows you to name and locate 

 where the new Library Place will be on your hard drive. 

 

 Name: enter the name of your new library place here. 

 Path: use the browse button to right hand side and browse to a location on your hard 

drive. trueSpace will use this location to store sub-libraries to. If you wish to further refine 

your organization, create a New Folder in the path and point to it instead.  

 

Now that we have covered Library Places, the next step is to cover libraries themselves. With an 

understanding of how to create and organize Main Library Places/Project Library Places, we can add 

specific libraries and items as desired.  Yes we have covered importing libraries and items already into 

Main Library Places, so now we will explore the right-click menu items for a library. 
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Right-click a library to reveal menu items 

 

Open Library: opens the selected library to top of the Library Stack. 

Delete Library: deletes the selected library from the library place. Use with caution as this also deletes 

the entire folder and all its contents from the hard drive and sends it to the recycle bin. 

Rename Library: rename the selected library. 

Edit Description: allows you to enter or edit information as you desire. This description you create 

appends to the library‟s tooltip during mouse-over the library. 

 

 

Edit Library Description as desired 
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Description appends to the library’s tooltip during mouse-over 

 

Change Icon: allows you to select an image on your hard drive to use as the icon for the object. 

 

 

Using Change Icon to add custom icon for library 

 

Import into Library:  import items into the current selected library. This scenario is much the same as 

previously described for Main Library Place: Import Library. You are provided with dialogs to locate 

specific libraries and an import dialog to select/check items you wish to import into the current selected 

library. 

Create Library Place: works the same as previously described for Main Library Place right-click 

menu.  

2.3.2 Library Stack  

 

By default, the stack area of trueSpace is located along the right-hand side of the interface. The Library 

tab will change the Stack aspect to Library view.  
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Library Stack view 

 

 Each Library is represented by its own title-bar. 

 Minimize /maximize a library by clicking the white triangle, or double-click in the title-bar 

  Each library can be in one of three aspects to provide a different view of the library. 

 

1D 2D 1+2. 

 

 Close icon. This will close/remove the library from stack view. It doesn't delete a library 

from the system, the library can be re-opened again from the library browser. 
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Scrolling Libraries. 

 

 

Middle Mouse wheel scroll when over an item. 

 

 

 

Left Mouse pressed and drag or Middle Mouse wheel scroll 

when over the handle will scroll 

 

 

Left Mouse pressed when over the arrow will scroll 

continuously up , Left Mouse clicked scrolls in increments 

with each click. 

 

 

Left Mouse pressed when over the arrow will scroll 

continuously down , Left Mouse clicked scrolls in 

increments with each click. 

 

 

  

Resizing. 

 

 

 

Resize Libraries by Dragging with the Left mouse 

on the divider between Libraries 

 

Rearranging -   the library structure can be moved around by placing the cursor over the title -bar then  

hold the  CTRL key and press the L-Mouse button  to drag and drop between Libraries so the most 

used can be placed within easy reach. When you drag and drop you will see a target border around the 

drop area. Below the Characters library is dragged to the top of the stack. 
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Ctrl key + left-mouse drag  Border defines dock area Release Mouse and drop the library 

 

  

 

2.3.3 Library Items 

Items in libraries have a right-click menu. 

 

 

Library Item right-click menu 

 

 Load Item: loads the selected item into workspace. 

 Rename Item: allows you to rename the current selected item in library. 

 Insert: inserts the currently selected object in Link Editor/Workspace into the library. The 

new item will locate itself to the left or above the current selected item in library. 

 Insert as:  as we covered earlier with creation of libraries, different libraries of different types 

are allowed. To simply insert into a library, will insert the selected object/item as that type of 
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file. If however the currently selected object/item is not of the same type as the library itself, 

you can select the type of item to insert into the library. The illustration below indicates the 

available types. 

 

 

Insert as extended menu items 

 

 Object (.RsObj): trueSpace object file format. 

 Scene (.RsScn): trueSpace scene file format.  

 Layout (.rsl): trueSpace layout format. most of the objects you will insert into libraries will be 

of this type. 

 D3D Material (.RsMat): trueSpace D3D material file. 

 D3D Scene Lights (.RsSLgts): trueSpace D3D scene lights. 

 Collada Export (.Dae): Collada file format export. 

 X File Export (.x): DirectX export format. 

 BMP (.bmp): Standard .bmp image format. 

 DirectDraw Surface (.dds): The DirectDraw Surface (.dds) file format is used for storing 

textures and cubic environment maps, both compressed and uncompressed. This makes the 
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format useful for Playstation 3 and Xbox 360. 

 Windows bitmap (.dib): Windows and os/2 bitmap format. 

 Radiance Image (.hdr):  high dynamic range imaging. 

 JPG (.jpg): jpg image file format. 

 Portable Float Map (.pfm):  PFM (Portable Float Map) is an unofficial extension to the pbm 

image format collection that supports HDR imaging. 

 Portable Network Graphics (.png): PNG supports palette-based (palettes of 24-bit RGB 

colors) or greyscale or RGB images. 

 Project (.RsPrj): trueSpace Project file format.  

 Skeleton (.RsSkel):  trueSpace skeleton format. 

 

Replace:  will replace the item selected in the library, with the currently selected item in the 

Link Editor/Workspace. 

 

Change Thumbnail:  here at the item level of libraries, the Change Thumbnail menu item has 

an expanded aspect to it. As illustrated below, there are a number of options for you to choose. 

 

 

 

Change Thumbnail extended menu items 
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 Manual:  select an image file manually from some location on your hard drive(s). 

 3D Object:  creates a 3D thumbnail representation of the selected object in Workspace. 

 Work View:  screen-grab of current selected window is used as thumbnail. 

 Screen:  full monitor screen-grab is used as thumbnail. 

 Icon:  default trueSpace generic type icon used as thumbnail. 

 Library Icon:  default trueSpace library icon is used. 

 Auto:    

o If the object is visible in 3D view, the object is rendered. Furthermore, if a 3D 

window is open, its camera settings are used to create the thumbnail. 

o If the object is not render-able, but has 3D attributes, then only the View screen shot 

is used. 

o If neither of the two options above are successful/available, then node's icon is used. 

If the node‟s icon is missing as well, then the Library default icon is used. 

 Auto for Scenes: when scenes are the selected item: 

o Active or first found 3D view is used to create thumbnail. 

o Screen shot is used if no 3D view is found. 

 Auto for Projects, Layouts and System files: 

o Screen shot only is used. 

 Auto for Materials, Physics and other file types. 

o Own rendering is used. 

o 3D Object. 

o Active or the first 3D view is used. 

o Object Icon. 

o Library Icon. 

 

Delete Item:  delete the currently selected library item. 

Description:  just as you can edit/append the description for a library or Library Place in the Library 

Browser, so can a library item have a description that you can edit/append. 
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Editing the item description for the object 

 

Properties:  display and edit/append the property information as illustrated below. Changes made are 

saved when you close the panel. The default properties displayed may change from time to time as 

developers add more features. Basic edit is easy enough; double-click the value area of properties to 

edit. 

 

 Library item properties being edited 

 

Import: allows you to import items from libraries on your hard drive. Much the same as previously 

discussed for adding items to libraries in the Library Browser.  

 

Export:  exports the currently selected library item to hard drive location of your choice. 

 

Within the libraries themselves is another menu, which you access by right-click in an open area of the 
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library. 

 

 

Right-click open/empty area of library to access menu items 

 

Insert:  inserts currently selected object in Link Editor/Workspace into the library as library‟s type. 

Insert as:  depending what you have selected in the Link Editor/Workspace, the Insert as menu will 

populate with options. 

 

  

Depending on what type of object is selected in LE or Workspace, menu items populate accordingly 
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Object (.RsObj): trueSpace object file format. 

Scene (.RsScn): trueSpace scene file format.  

Layout (.rsl): trueSpace layout format. 

D3D Material (.RsMat): trueSpace D3D material file. 

D3D Scene Lights (.RsSLgts): trueSpace D3D scene lights. 

Collada Export (.Dae): Collada file format export. 

X File Export (.x): DirectX export format. 

BMP (.bmp): Standard .bmp image format. 

DirectDraw Surface (.dds): The DirectDraw Surface (.dds) file format is used for storing textures 

and cubic environment maps, both compressed and uncompressed. This makes the format useful 

for Playstation 3 and Xbox 360. 

Windows bitmap (.dib): Windows and os/2 bitmap format. 

Radiance Image (.hdr):  high dynamic range imaging. 

JPG (.jpg): jpg image file format. 

Portable Float Map (.pfm):  PFM (Portable Float Map) is an unofficial extension to the pbm 

image format collection that supports HDR imaging. 

Portable Network Graphics (.png): PNG supports palette-based (palettes of 24-bit RGB colors) 

or greyscale or RGB images. 

Project (.RsPrj): trueSpace Project file format.  

Skeleton (.RsSkel):  trueSpace skeleton format. 

 

 

Import: refers to library‟s ability to import objects from other libraries or locations on your hard drive. 

Standard file selection dialog is presented for navigation and selection of library or items/objects. 

Thumbnails: You can change the size of thumbnails in the 2D aspect of a library.  
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2D (aspect)  library item’s icon display size 

 

2.3.4 Saving Items to a Library 

You can drag and drop objects to a library from any window that will allow it. There are two useful 

sources: 

 

From the Link Editor: 

1. Hold CTRL. 

2. Left-click on the object‟s title bar and hold the button down. 

3. Drag the object into a library. 

4. Release the mouse button. 
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Control-key +  dragging objects from the Link Editor to a library 

 

In the example above, a camera is being added to the Objects library. 

 

From other libraries: 

 

1. Left-click on the item you want to copy and hold the button down. 

2. Drag this object into the destination library. 

3. Release the mouse button. 
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Drag and drop between libraries 

 

Note that in the example above we added a material to a 3D object library. This is perfectly legal in 

trueSpace, where object categories are entirely up to you and your intentions. 

Libraries can  be populated by dragging items from your hard drive directly from a Windows Explorer  

valid  items can also  be dragged and dropped into the Link Editor or the Workspace. 
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Drag and drop items from your hard drive to a library 

 

It is also possible to drag and drop items from within a trueSpace library, into your Windows Explorer.  

1. Select an item then Use Left mouse button and Drag the item to a folder. 

 

 

Drag from library to a folder 
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2. Release the mouse in the target destination then use a single left  click to drop. 

The Item is created on Left mouse click in target folder . 

 

 

Item created on drop and Left - Mouse click 

 

Objects can be dragged from the Link-editor and the Workspace to Windows Explorer folders. 

 

1. Select an item then Use CTRL key + Left mouse button and Drag the item to a folder. 

2. Release the mouse in the target destination then use a single left  click to drop. 

The Item is created on Left mouse click in target folder . 

 

 

CTRL key + Drag from the Link Editor to a folder 
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Item created on drop and Left - Mouse click 

 

 

CTRL key + Drag from the Workspace to a folder 

 

 

Item created on drop and Left - Mouse click 
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2.4 Toolbars 

A toolbar is a simple form of a library. It is a one-level, 2D container for storing unlinked icons that 

typically activate some tool. All icons are of the same type, and they “stick” to each other along their 

edges. A toolbar container always “snaps” tight around the icons inside of it.  

 

Toolbar icons are normally darkened or de-saturated in color by default De-saturated icons represent a 

“not applicable” state of the tool. They will show full-color when in an “applicable” state. Icons will 

highlight when you mouse-over them.  

 

You can minimize and maximize a toolbar by double-clicking its handle.  

Below is a simple toolbar whose items are shown in their 2D aspect as Icons. 

 

 Maximized toolbar . 

Minimize by a Double Click on the Handle 

 Minimized toolbar. Maximize by Double Click on the Dot . 

 Fix a toolbar‟s position by pinning it. The toolbar‟s Handle will indicate what state it's in.  

  Floating: toolbar floats on the desktop. 

 Pinned: the toolbar is pinned in location/relation to trueSpace.  

Snap to edge: when in this state, the toolbar can be snapped to trueSpace window edges. If the 

toolbar approaches a corner of trueSpace, it will snap to both edges and place itself nicely into a corner. 

o When actually snapped to edge, Floating state is not available for the toolbar. Move the 

 toolbar away from edges to access Floating state for toolbar. 
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  Rotate 90 degrees by left-click on the bottom right corner. 

  Resize by dragging the bottom right corner.  

 

Set the toolbar to 1D text  or 2D icon . Use the white triangle to show  the toolbar‟s menu. to return the 

original toolbar to default state/settings, select the Reset option. 

Note- The Reset option is only available on native trueSpace toolbars. Custom toolbars do not display 

this option. 

 

   

Toolbars can also be reconfigured from 2D icon to text state by choosing 1D 

 

2.4.1 Pop-Up Toolbars 

When you press and hold a mouse button on an icon that has a red triangle in the corner, its pop-up 

toolbar is displayed. The placement of the inner toolbar depends on the current position of the outer 

toolbar. 

 

Toolbar with active icons 

 

The inner toolbars of a horizontal toolbar are expanded upwards, and the inner toolbars of a vertical 

toolbar are expanded to the right. If there is not enough space above or to the right of the toolbar, then a 

downward or leftward direction is used. This is similar to how pop-up menus work in Microsoft 

Windows. You must expand the inner toolbar and select the desired icon to activate the command. The 

button representing a sub-toolbar changes to the last-used button of that toolbar for easier access to 
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frequently-used functions. 

Some buttons have a small green triangle in upper right corner, this indicates that you can open  an 

attribute panel for this tool in Stack. You can also use Right mouse Drag on such buttons to open a pop-

up toolbar without actually activating the tool. 

 

 

Red triangle indicates an available pop-up toolbar, green triangle shows a panel on r-click 

 

2.4.2 Snapping Toolbars 

When a toolbar is dragged, it snaps to the nearest edge or corner of a nearby window. When you do 

snap a toolbar, it will retain its position as you resize the main trueSpace window. 

 

 

Toolbar snapped to corner of window 

 

2.4.3 Toolbar Drag and Drop 

 

To create new toolbars, Control-drag the button outside any toolbar or library and drop it into the 

Workspace. The original toolbar will be missing the icon/tool afterwards. To create a copy Control-

Shift-drag the icon into the workspace which leaves the original toolbar intact. 
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Control-drag  toolbar button to create a new toolbar 

 

New toolbars have an “x” in upper corner used to close them.  

 

Re-arrange toolbar buttons by dragging and dropping.  

Left-click and drag a button while holding the CTRL key. The drag target‟s position is indicated by a 

blue line. 
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Rearranging toolbar icons 

 

By holding the CTRL key while dragging, the button will be moved and the source button deleted. To 

make a duplicate copy of the source button, hold SHIFT+CTRL instead.  
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Use SHIFT+CTRL and drag to create a copy of the tool 

 

 

2.4.4 Shortcut customization 

Assign a shortcut to a given toolbar button by pressing CTRL and right-clicking on the button. A dialog 

opens to change or set the shortcut. 

 

 

Assign shortcut for Material Pick tool 

 

The dialog shows information about the currently assigned shortcut for the button (if any), as well as an 

edit field where you can enter a new shortcut by pressing the key combination. If this shortcut is 

already assigned, then the current assignment is shown in the edit field as well. 

 

Advanced shortcut editing is possible outside of trueSpace by editing the Window.Shortcuts.xml file 

located in the Scripts directory. We recommend this approach only to experienced users. A list of all 

possible names for shortcut keys is in the file shortcut_description.txt, and a backup of the default 

shortcut list is stored in the file Window.Shortcuts.default. 
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2.4.5 Preset Shortcuts 

trueSpace comes with a set of predefined shortcuts for Workspace, Link Editor, and some that work in 

every view. The following table shows the list of these predefined shortcuts. 

 

Workspace shortcuts 

Key Description 

DELETE Delete selected object 

CTRL K Delete selected object 

CTRL M Start the material pick tool 

CTRL R Render to File 

Z Object move tool 

X Object rotate tool 

C Object scale tool 

A Camera move Tool 

S Camera Rotate Tool 

D Camera Field of view Tool 

Q Set object coordinate system 

W Set world coordinate system 

E Set screen coordinate system 

CTRL ~ Set the selected camera as active 

CTRL 1 Switch to Perspective Eye view 

CTRL 2 Switch to top orthogonal view 

CTRL 3 Switch to bottom orthogonal view 

CTRL 4 Switch to front orthogonal view 

CTRL 5 Switch to back orthogonal view 

CTRL 6 Switch to left orthogonal view 

CTRL 7 Switch to right orthogonal view 

CTRL 8 Switch to Nearest orthogonal view 

CTRL 9 Reset View 

CTRL Z Undo 

CTRL SHIFT Z Redo 

CTRL C Copy object 

ARROW KEYS Navigate Hierarchy 

SHIFT X Toggles X axis lock on and off 

SHIFT Y Toggles Y axis lock on and off 

SHIFT Z Toggles Z axis lock on and off 
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Workspace Point Edit shortcuts 

Key Description 

ESC Quits Tool and returns to selection mode 

SHIFT DEL Collapse Loop 

CTRL F Form Face 

TAB Toggles PE Widget visibility 

V Select Vertices 

F Select Faces 

E Select Edges 

L Select Face Loops 

T Select Context 

SHIFT 4 Set Tangent coordinate system 

NUM + Grow Selection 

NUM - Shrink Selection  

SHIFT Q Select Connected 

SHIFT C Convert Selection 

SHIFT S Smooth Selection 

SHIFT O Outline Selection 

CTRL I Invert Selection 

CTRL S Add SS 

CTRL SHIFT S Subtract SS 

1 Pick and Move selection 

2 Paint Selection 

3 Lasso Selection 

4 Rectangle Selection 

5 Soft Selection 

6 Select by Material 

 

Link Editor shortcuts 

Key Description 

DELETE Delete selected object 

CTRL Z Undo 

CTRL SHIFT Z Redo 

CTRL C Copy object 

ARROW KEYS Navigate Hierarchy 
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Anim View shortcuts 

Key Description 

LEFT ARROW Previous keyframe 

RIGHT ARROW Next keyframe 

CTRL K Set keyframe 

CTRL C Copy Object 

CTRL X Delete Object 

CTRL V Paste Object 

CTRL A Select All 

CTRL Z Undo 

CTRL SHIFT Z Redo 

 

 

Global shortcuts 

Key Description 

SHIFT CTRL F1 Open 3D window 

SHIFT CTRL F2 New LE window 

SHIFT CTRL F3 New Output console window 

SHIFT CTRL F4 Open Progress panel 

SHIFT CTRL F5 Open History Window 

SHIFT CTRL F6 Open Stack View 

SHIFT CTRL F7 Command prompt 

SHIFT CTRL F10 Open Network connection 

SHIFT CTRL R Reset to default context 

SHIFT CTRL N Generate new space 

 

 

UV editor shortcuts 

Key Description 

CTRL Z Undo 

CTRL SHIFT Z Redo 
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2.5 Widgets 

trueSpace provides visible 3D control objects, called widgets, that allow you to manipulate objects, 

views, and other aspects of your 3D space. Widgets respond to your mouse clicks and movements and 

translate that input into movement, rotation, and other actions. The image below shows some of the 

many controllers in the 3D Workspace view. The Object Navigation and View Navigation widgets are 

two of the most commonly-used widgets in trueSpace. 

 

 

trueSpace offers many different widgets 

 

trueSpace widgets are easy to use and can be easily customized to suit your needs. You can change the 

widget‟s shape, color, control surfaces, location, inputs and actions, and more. You can even create a 

new widget from scratch, without a single line of programming or scripting. See DEVELOPER’S GUIDE 
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CHAPTER 2: WIDGETS for more information on customizing and building widgets. 

 

2.5.1 Using Widgets 

To use a widget, simply left-click and drag on the part of the widget that controls the action you want to 

perform. Additional actions may be available by holding the CTRL or SHIFT keys while you click and 

drag. Actions controlled by the widget depend on the particular widget you are using.  

 

Usable control surfaces will highlight in yellow as you mouse over them. This is important feedback, 

allowing you to see which action you are about to perform. 

 

The Object Navigation Widget 

The object navigation widget was designed to help you manipulate the position, orientation, and scale 

of an object. The image below shows which control surfaces control which actions.  
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When you click and drag on any of the object navigation widget‟s control surfaces (move, scale, etc.) 

the other surfaces will be hidden from view until you release the mouse button. This gives you a clear 

visual indicator of which action you are currently controlling. The Object Navigation widget‟s 

orientation depends on which Coordinate System is currently selected. Take a few moments to select 

different Coord System options, to grasp how the widget orients itself.  

 

Triangle surfaces, although described as free-movement surfaces, will actually restrict movement to the 

axis whose arch surface is directly beside the triangle. Right-click-drag to move in a restricted mode. 

The cube surfaces represent scale. Scale is restricted by default to the axis the cube is attached to. You 

can however scale uniformly in all axis directions by simultaneously holding down both left and right 

mouse buttons and dragging your mouse.  

 

The View Navigation Widget 

The view navigation widget is used for moving your own view through 3D space. With this widget you 

can move, pan, and rotate the view, or make the view circle around the selected object. The image 

below shows which control surfaces control which actions for the View Widget.  

 

 

Control surfaces of the View Navigation Widget 
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2.6 Stack View 

Stack view is a large vertical window shown in Default view docked on the right side of trueSpace. Its 

purpose is to contain and display your libraries, object information and important settings. Stack has 

three aspects: Library aspect, Panels aspect and Settings aspect. Switching between aspects is 

accomplished through the buttons in the title bar of the Stack.  

 

 

Stack View on right-hand side of trueSpace 

 

You can use also this area as a standard docking zone for panels and libraries, but be aware that your 

panel or library will be moved down when new panels are added. Also, if there are more than 20 panels 

or libraries, then bottom panels and libraries will be closed. 
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Library Aspect 

 

The Library aspect houses various libraries, which can be 

loaded via the Library Browser. When you do load a 

library, it will appear at the top of the Library aspect. If at 

first glance you do not see the newly loaded library, use 

the scroll bar at right-hand side of the Stack. It will allow 

you to scroll as required to see all libraries currently loaded 

in the stack. 

 

The image on left shows some of the libraries loaded by 

default. If the individual libraries are not fully expanded, 

you will see inner scroll bars, which are used to scroll the 

individual library as required to see all the items contained 

in the library. 
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Panels Aspect 

 

The Panels aspect displays panels of currently selected 

tool and currently selected object.  

 

Each panel in turn can have multiple aspects itself which 

are selectable from the pop-up in upper right corner. 

 

Each aspect presents you with a convenient set of UI 

controls with which you can change the attributes of  an 

object or tool. 

 

Aspects are created by author of each object. This is 

easy to do and you too could create new aspects using 

Panel Editor. 
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Settings Aspect 

 

The Settings aspect of the stack houses attributes for the 

currently selected window in trueSpace.  

 

The illustration to the left is displaying settings for a 3D 

Window in trueSpace. The Settings aspect is considered 

Context Sensitive in that it will display information for 

whichever window you have selected. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Info Panel 

 

The Info panel will by default, locate itself under the 

Stack View. The current selected object‟s information is 

contained here in regards to Location, Rotation, Scale, 

Bounding Box Size, Name and number of Vertices in 

the object. If you close the Info panel, you can easily 

access it by right-click on the Object tool in Workspace.  
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2.7 3D View – Workspace 

The trueSpace 3D Workspace view supports full Microsoft DirectX9 functionality for the real-time 

display of transparency, normal maps, shading, pixel and vertex shaders, and other effects. 

Complex lighting models, such as real-time shadows, and post-processing effects such as glow and 

bloom, allow you to pre-visualize your scene with complex materials, lighting, etc., before you render a 

final image. 

 

 

The Workspace view shows realistic materials and lighting with real-time feedback 

 

2.7.1 Object Navigation Tools 

You can either use the object navigation widget to manipulate your objects, or you can use the 

navigation icons (Move, Rotate, and Scale), which are accessible from the navigation toolbar shown 

below. Each Workspace window includes a navigation toolbar by default.  
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Dynamic Pose 
 

Phys Move 
 

Move 
 

Rotate 
 

Scale 
 

Look At 
 

 

 

 

 Dynamic Pose  The Dynamic Pose tool allows you to manipulate characters in real-time. The 

Dynamic Pose tool is covered in more detail in Chapter 8: Characters. 

 

 Physics Move 

You can use the Physics Move tool  during a simulation to set the speed of objects with physical 

attributes. To interact with physical objects during a simulation, you must first select the Physics Move 

Tool from the navigation toolbar. (The tool remains active until another tool is selected.) Then, click 

and drag on any physical object in the Workspace view. If the object has physical attributes and a 

simulation is running, then the object will change speed according to the speed and direction of the 

mouse movements. Ref: Chapter 10 Physics 

 

 Object Move  Press the Move button to activate the tool. The Move tool remains active until 

another tool is selected. Left-click and drag to move the selected object along the X and Y axes. Right-

click and drag to move the object along the Z axis. Movement occurs in the current coordinate system 

(World/Object/Screen), which you can set in the Workspace View title bar.  

 

 Object Rotate Press the Rotate button to activate the tool. Left-click and drag to rotate the 

selected object in the Workspace about X and Y axes, Right-click and drag to rotate it around Z axis. 

Rotation is performed in the current coordinate system. 
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 Object Scale Press the Scale button to activate the tool. Left-click and drag to scale the 

selected object along the X and Y axes . Right-click and drag to scale the object along the Z axis. 

Scaling is performed in the current coordinate system. 

 

 Object Look At 

This command is used to make an object, camera, or light continually realign itself to remain pointed at 

another object. The program accomplishes this by automatically pointing the original object‟s Z axis at 

the second object‟s axis location (see the Axes tool). To use Look At, select the object that is to be 

constrained, select Look At, then select the target object. When an object is under Look At‟s influence, 

it is constrained and cannot be rotated manually. 

 

2.7.2 View Navigation Tools  

The Workspace view camera can be manipulated using either the view navigation widget or the Move, 

Encircle, and Zoom view navigation tool icons on the navigation toolbar. 

 

 

            

 

First Person Navigation 
 

Camera Move 
 

Camera Rotate 
 

Camera FOV 
 

Rectangle Zoom 
 

 Look At Selection    Reset View 

 

 

 

 First Person Navigation Press the button to activate a first person navigation mode, use the 

predefined WASD keyboard keys to navigate the Workspace. A Right-click on the tool displays a panel 
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in the stack where settings can be adjusted for using a different set of Keys to use for the navigation 

movements, speed and mouse sensitivity. When the tool is active a Right -click or ESC key will toggle 

the mode on and off to allow for selecting objects to edit or manipulate. To quit the tool use the ESC 

key twice or Left click the Object arrow to quit FPN mode. 
 

 Camera Move  Press the Camera Move button to activate the Camera/Eye Move tool. Left-

click and drag to move the camera along the X and Y axes. Right-click and drag to move the camera 

along the Z axis  

 

 Camera Rotate Press the Camera Rotate button to activate Camera/Eye Rotate tool. Left-

click and drag to rotate the camera around the selected object in X and Y axes. Right-click and drag to 

rotate the camera around the Z axis in the Screen coordinate system.  

 

 Camera FOV  Press the Camera FOV button to activate the tool. Left-click and drag to 

change the field of view of the camera. 

 

 Rectangle Zoom    Press the Rectangle Zoom button to activate the tool. 

Zoom In : Hold left mouse down and Dragging the mouse  left to right zooms in to the  area specified 

and is marked by a rectangle framing the selected area. 

Zoom Out : Hold left mouse down and Dragging  right to left zooms out. when zooming out, the tool 

zooms out to the specified area where the current view is to be placed and marked by a rectangle 

framing the selected area. Exit the tool by a r-click in an empty part of the Workspace window.  

 

 

 Look At Selection   Left-Click on the tool places the active Workspace view so the current 

selection is in the center of the viewing area. 

 

 Reset View   Left-Click on the tool places the Workspace view so the current selection is in 

the center of the viewing area. 
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2.7.3 Workspace View Drag-and-Drop 

You can add new objects to a space by dragging them from a Library directly into the Workspace view. 

An example of this is shown in the image below. 

 

 

Dragging an object from a library into the Workspace view 

 

You can also drag and drop materials onto objects in the Workspace view. Simply drag the material 

from a Library and drop it onto the target object in the Workspace view. This will automatically apply 

the material, replacing any existing material. 
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Dragging Anisotropic Map Material onto an object in the Workspace view 
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2.7.4 Render Preferences 

Change the appearance of objects in the Workspace 

view by altering the Workspace render attributes 

(Scene at right). Change how the current surface, 

edges, vertices/points, and other features are 

rendered in the Workspace. The 

transparency/opacity of each component is 

controlled by a slider. The Scene setting is global 

for workspace. 

 Surface Opacity 

 Edges 

o Color: dbl-click for color 

o Opacity 

 Points 

o Color 

o Opacity 

o Size 

 Show Object Attributes 

 Transparency Mode 

 Show hidden lines 

 Show backfaces 

 Ignore object attributes 

 

Change rendering attributes for the whole view or 

for each individual object. The settings for 

individual objects are much the same as for the 

global/scene settings. When changing appearance on 

an object-by-object basis, be sure to check Enable 

Obj Mode near the bottom-right of the Object 

Render Attributes panel (top=right).  

 

Render Preferences with Show Object Attribs 

enabled to reveal the per-object options  

 

 

The image below shows the results of different combinations of object render preferences. 
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Solid surface with translucent edges and 2 transparent surfaces  

showing both transparent edges and points 

 

If unchecked the Show Hidden Lines (under the Advanced aspect), then all vertices (and edges for 

wireframe mode) that would not be visible in the solid rendering mode will be hidden, regardless of 

object transparency settings.  

If two-sided rendering mode is enabled by clicking on Show Backfaces (under advanced options), then 

the back sides of single-sided faces will be properly lit and rendered. The following images show the 

Pharaoh object with and without two-sided rendering mode enabled. 

 

  

Show backfaces unchecked 
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 Show backfaces checked 

 

 

Please note the following performance tips: 

 Two-sided rendering mode can cause rendering to be up to two times slower due to the 

increased number of rendered faces. You should only use it when you specifically require it 

for a particular object (like a plane or a mesh with holes). 

 Wireframe and point modes also have a negative impact on performance because the object is 

treated as transparent. 

 

2.7.5 Ground Preferences 

Ground (grid) settings can be changed for each workspace window on the Settings panel. The colors for 

the grid and number of tiles per patch (TilesCount) can be changed. The Grid patch always cover one 

unit square so using Zoom parameter it can be scaled appropriately. 

 

 

Workspace Ground settings 

 

In some scenes (like our Studio for example) you want to disable rendering of the grid for each view or 

override your own global grid settings, no matter what display layout you use. It is in fact very easy. 

Just place your own grid object (available in the “DX – View, Components” library as “Scene 

Ground”) into the scene and this grid will override any per-view settings. When the grid is active, it is 

displayed in preferences as “Workspace –Ground”. 
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Three grid objects with various size and color settings 

 

 

2.7.6 Desktop Preferences 

Desktop preferences apply to entire desktop not just to workspace, but we decided to describe them 

here.  
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Desktop Default 

Default Aspect: 

 

• BridgeSync: Sets the rate of synchronization between Workspace and Model Views. 30 fps is 

the default, and you can set the rate slower if you experience a slow down in program response 

due to the amount of data going between Model View and Workspace View. 0 fps means the 

synchronization will be executed only in selected cases such as when selection changes. 

Moving objects  will not be synchronized in real-time. 

 

• Bridge Switch: This combo box allows you to turn the bridge on or off. There are three 

options: 

◦ On: Bridge is deactivated only when modeler is closed. Use this mode if: 

 You do lot of animations with behaviors 

 Switch often among layouts 

 Want to be sure you won't lose any information during switches  

 

◦ Off: Bridge is always deactivated. Use this mode if: 

 You work with large models, or you convert large models from older 

trueSpace versions. This is the most memory efficient and fastest mode. 

 You use only the functions available in trueSpace6.6 for quick modeling and 

KF animation 

 

◦ Auto: Bridge is deactivated when Modeler is closed or Modeler is open and all Link 

Editor Views  and View3Ds are closed. This is a Default mode. Use this mode if: 

 You want to use Model and Workspace and your objects do not use a lot of 

behaviors combined with key-frames animation which could get lost during 

bridge activation/deactivation. This is the best compromise for most of the 
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workflows. 

 

To summarize the philosophy behind using the bridge modes: 

 

Bridge On is a safe mode. It uses more memory and it is slower due to always on sync but if you have 

a medium size project where it is critical not to lose objects on both side of the bridge this is the mode 

you would use. 

 

Bridge Off is for large projects which do not require much sync between Model and Workspace.  

 

Bridge Auto is for most everyday work and is the Default mode. It is both fast and memory efficient 

but in some cases you may lose work on either Model or Workspace side.  

 

When you turn the bridge to On or to Auto after you have worked in Off state, you will be presented 

with a dialogue box which will allow you to specify the direction of synchronization for Model and 

Workspace  sides:  

 

 

 

Sync is smart and will preserve all the work on the destination side that is not in direct conflict with the 

source side. You may lose some work, however, if you create some Workspace script behavior  on a 

grouped object and then  execute Boolean operation on the subobjects of the group in Model side. If 

there is a conflict, the Source side overwrites destination changes. 

 

• SyncMethod: Called when the bridge is turned On to synchronize content on Workspace and 

Model side of the bridge. 

◦ Smart Sync: Source side overrides the destination side if there are conflicting changes on 

the same object. If changes are on different objects, destination changes are kept.  

◦ Full Merge: More comprehensive but slower method which attempts to preserve even 

changes on the same object. 

 

• Support Model procedural animation: Allows you to turn off transfer of procedural animation 

to model side to increase the speed of bridge synchronization. If you want to see Workspace 

scripts running in Model you set this checkbox to On. That way you can move for example 

object in Model View and see color is  procedurally changed by Workspace script. 
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• Dynapick: Allows you to select and move objects with a single click and drag. This applies to 

the Workspace View only, but there is a similar option in Model Preferences. Make sure that 

you also select  Move Object Icon on Workspace toolbar otherwise Dynapick may not work 

reliably. 

 

• Camera Undo: Allows you to exclude camera navigation from the Undo stack.  

 

• Undo/Redo History depth: Allows you to set number of Undo steps remembered by program. 

A larger number is better, but it uses more memory.  

 

 

Desktop Widgets 

 

Widgets Aspect. 

 

• Object Navigation: Turn on and Off Object Widget.  

• View Navigation: Turn on and Off View Widget. 

• Camera: Turn on and Off Camera Widget. 

• Spotlight: Turn on and Off Spotlight Widget. 

• Point Edit: Turn on and Off Point Edit Widget. 

• Bone Envelope: Turn on and Off Bone Envelope Widget.  

 

 

Desktop Colors 

Colors Aspect. 

 

• Picking: Double click to Set picked object color.  

• Selected: Double click to Set selected object color. 
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2.7.7 Perspective and Orthogonal Views 

You can switch the view type from perspective projection to special orthogonal projections like top-

view and front-view by clicking on the appropriate icons on the Workspace tool bar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Set Camera Isometric 

Perspective Nearest Ortho 

Top  Bottom 

Front Back 

Left Right 

 

Switching the view to a different type 

 

 

 

 Perspective View    Nearest Ortho 

The Perspective view is the default view and is the most flexible. In this view you can move the point 

of view in any direction on any axis.  The Nearest Ortho will determine which orthogonal view is 

closest to the current view. It is that orthogonal view which will appear in the selected window. 
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Perspective View Nearest Ortho 

 

 

 Front View    Back View 

The front view is orthogonal (no perspective), looking down the world Y axis. Back View is the 

opposite of the front view and looks from the -Y direction. The view can be moved and scaled 

(zoomed) but not rotated.  

 

    

Front View Back View 
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 Left View    Right View 

The left view is orthogonal, looking down the world X axis. Opposite is the right view, which looks 

from the -X direction. The view can be moved and scaled but not rotated. 

  

  

Left View Right View 

 

 

 Top View and    Bottom View 

The top view is orthogonal, looking down the world Z axis. Opposite is the Bottom view, which is 

looking up the Z axis.  
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Top View Bottom View 

 

 

 Set Camera    Isometric  

Set Camera view sets the view from the currently selected camera. The orientation of the view is in 

regard to the selected object‟s Z axis. This view can be moved, rotated, and scaled, either with the 

navigation tools or by manipulating the selected camera object. The Isometric view will set the view to 

a standard isometric view. Use of view rotation is disabled when in Isometric view. 

 

  

Set Camera Isometric 

 

You can set the active camera for the view by selecting the camera you wish to use and then clicking on 
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the Set Active Camera tool on the Workspace view title bar. 

 

 

2.7.8 DirectX9 Materials 

The trueSpace Workspace view provides support for Microsoft DirectX 9, enabling advanced features 

such as normal mapping, per-pixel rendering, and vertex shaders. You will find some DirectX 

materials under the Shaders panel of the Materials library.  

 

 

 

 

You can inspect the materials of the object by clicking on the material inspect tool on the Workspace 

toolbar.  

 

 Material Inspect 

While the tool is enabled, click on objects to show their materials in the stack view, where you can 

easily change the material parameters. Clicking on the icon again disables the tool. 

 

 

Location of Material Editor tools in Workspace toolbar. 
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Editing a material using the Inspect material tool  

 

 Reference: Chapter 5 D3D Material Editor 

 

2.7.9 Workspace File and Help Menu 

Although most of the actions in trueSpace can be accomplished through icons, there are two menus 

available: File and Help. The File menu has options for loading and saving objects, as well as access to 

the Workspace Hardware Settings. 

 

 

 

New scene  

This removes all objects from your Workspace and starts you off with a fresh scene. It will first prompt 

ch5_SurfacingWorkspace.doc#D3D_Material_Editor
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you to save your work by pressing no and saving it to a library or to continue and clear the scene. 

 

 

 

 

Load 

Allows for the loading of tS7 supported object types. Opening an object adds it to your scene. 

The drop down list in the windows dialogue to shows the supported types. 

 

Save 

Will allow for the saving of tS7 objects to a directory. The drop down list in the windows dialogue 

shows the supported types. If you want to save a particular object then you will need to select it in the 

LE first. 

 

Recent Files 

This provides a list of the most recent files loaded through the menu for quick access. 

 

HW settings 

Gives access to the Workspace hardware settings. 

 

Exit 

This will exit the program. trueSpace will automatically save your current project and the scene for the 

Workspace. If the bridge is on then the scene will load to the Model window as well when you next 

launch trueSpace. 

 

 

Help: About 
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This displays the trueSpace splash screen with the programming credits, the version information, and 

the display mode in which trueSpace is running. 

 

Help: Manual 

This will take you to the contents page of the PDF version of the manual you are reading now. 

 

Help: Caligari on the web 

This will take you to the Caligari web site where you will find all the latest information about 

trueSpace, including plugins, forums, and user galleries. 

 

Help: Updates and Patches 

Look to this area for updates as they become available. 

 

 Workspace Hardware Settings 

You can enable Workspace hardware settings panel by clicking on the icon on the Workspace tool bar 

as well. 

 

Workspace hardware settings  

Here you can control how your graphics hardware handles rendering the real-time view. This lets you 

achieve the balance of quality versus performance that best suits your hardware. 
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Workspace hardware settings Panel 

 
 Shading Quality– You can set trueSpace to display using particular shader versions. Lower 

versions give better performance but less visual quality. This may be necessary to maintain good 

performance on graphics cards that are more than 2 or 3 years old. “Full Quality” will use the best 

pixel shader version that your hardware can support – remember that while your hardware may 

support a particular version, switching to an earlier version will still give you better performance. 

 Maximum Texture Size – Overrides any textures in the scene, and specifies the maximum size to 

be sent to your graphics card. This can help on graphics cards with lower amounts of memory (less 

than 256Mb), but will give a more blurred look to any textures in the scene. 

 Maximum Shadow Map Size – This will override any Shadow Map sizes set for shadow casting 

lights in the scene. If a scene has been created for higher quality, you can quickly reduce the 

demands on your hardware using this setting, without having to find and edit the light sources 

yourself. 
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 Shadow Resolution Reduction – This reduces the overall shadow quality for all lights in the 

scene, giving better performance but lower quality and broader, more blurry shadows. 

 Shadow Filtering Quality – Overrides the setting in the individual lights, and lets you specify 

what settings to use. Generally you use this to lower the filtering quality to give better 

performance, but you could use it to force Poisson disk shadows for all lights in the scene even if 

the scene was not set up to use them. 

 Hardware Shadow Filtering – Enables Hardware Shadow Filtering (discussed in section 7.1.4, 

Shadowing Improvements). You may need to disable this manually if you experience poor 

performance, or if your hardware / driver does not support this feature and this has not been 

properly detected by trueSpace. 

 Hardware Skinning – This uses the GPU to perform calculations relation to skinned objects 

(objects that are controlled and animated by skeletons). Enabling this will reduce the load on the 

CPU, and give better performance with newer graphics card hardware. The effect will be most 

noticeable on either complex models, or where there are many models in the scene being animated 

by skeletons. Note that it has no effect on an object that is currently selected – selected objects 

must be processed by the CPU, so be sure to deselect any models animated by skeletons for best 

real-time animation playback. 

 

The Hardware settings allows you to increase the speed of rendering by lowering the quality of the 

output. Shading Quality allows you to pick a different Pixel Shader level. For example, GeForce FX 

cards allow you to render with Full Quality mode, but perform better with Pixel Shaders 1.1. You can 

limit the size of textures to increase the speed and reduce memory consumption by changing Maximum 

Texture Size and Texture Resolution Reduction properties. Similarly, you can tweak shadow map 

quality and speed. You can disable shadows by selecting “No Shadows” in the Maximum Shadowmap 

Size property. Disabling shadows can greatly increase rendering performance. Shadow Filtering 

Quality is another option which can help you to increase the performance of rendering. Choose “No 

Filtering” to disable smooth edges of shadows for all lights. Or, choose another filtering type to 

increase the quality of shadow edges.  

 

Workspace hardware settings are stored in the D3DView.Settings.xml file in the Scripts directory so that 

you can easily backup your tweaked file or share it with your friends. 

 

General tips for improving performance include: 

 Try to lower the shadow filtering quality or shadow map size. 

 Try to disable shadow rendering at all. 

 Try to lower the resolution of textures. 
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 Try to lower the shading quality level (recommended for owners of GeForce FX cards). 

 Reference: section 7.1.4, Shadowing Improvements 
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2.8 2D View – Link Editor 

2.8.1 Link Editor Description 

To edit any object in trueSpace requires that you must first enter it. This is true whether you are 

viewing an object in 1D, 2D, or 3D aspect. Here in the Link Editor, which is the 2D area of trueSpace, 

you will eventually enter and work with objects. The Link Editor provides you with a toolset to browse, 

assemble, analyze and modify the structure of objects. 

  

 

 
 

Name View Tabs Windows Aspect Exit  Min/Max/Close 

 

 

Link Editor settings 

 

On the Link Editor title-bar, from left to right are: 

 Dropdown list of commands: 

o Iconize All: this will change all objects in the Link Editor to a small icon (Preserves 

most space). 

o Minimize All: minimize all object to a title-bar: maximize space with name of object 

visible. 

o Expand All: expands all objects to their full panel size. 
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o Zoom to fit All: zoom the Link Editor so all objects are visible. Makes it easy to find 

an object. 

o Center Selected: centers the Link Editor view on the selected object. 

o LE Properties: changes the stack view to Preferences and loads the Link Editor 

settings for modification. 

 Name: the name of the current space or object. 

 View Tabs:  

o Artist: hides some elements considered unnecessary for creation process.  

o Developer: adds back these elements as they are necessary for development. 

 Window Aspect: ability to change the window to desired aspect. 

 Window: 

o Minimize 

o Maximize 

o Close 

 

 

2.8.2 Main Elements of the Link Editor 

There are several tools available for navigating in the Link Editor view. 

 

Navigation Control 

 

The Navigation Control consists of two rectangles and is located in the lower right-hand corner of the 

Link Editor view. The gray rectangle represents the entire contents of the object you have entered. The 

position of this rectangle is fixed. The cyan rectangle represents your view relative to the contents of 

the object. You can move this view rectangle to encompass different portions of the 2D space. 

 

The navigation control also provides the ability to reset the view, zoom, and perform other navigation 

tasks as described in the sections below. 

 

Reset View 

Right-click the navigation control to reset the view. The Link Editor view will zoom and move so that 

you see the entire contents of the current space. 
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Reset the Link Editor view by right-clicking the navigation control 

 

Zoom View 

Right-click and drag on the navigation control to zoom the view in and out. In zoomed view object 

controls are not displayed, but you can get a better view of the structure of the space.  

 

 

Zoom the Link Editor view (out and in) by right-clicking and dragging navigation control 

 

Move View 

Left-click and drag on the navigation control to move the view location in any direction. 
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Left-click and drag on the navigation control to move the Link Editor view 

 

Center View on Selected Object 

Left-click on the navigation control to center the camera on the selected object. If more than one object 

is selected then the view will move to the center of all selected objects. 

 

 

Left-click once on the navigation control to center the view on the currently selected objects 

 

Link Editor View Filters  

As you begin to build and work with more complex objects with many attributes and links, you may 

find your Link Editor view becoming more and more visually confusing, with a “spaghetti-like” mass 

of links making it difficult examine the structure of your object.  

 

View filters can help reduce object and link clutter in Link Editor view. The filtering tools are 

accessible from the Link Editor Preferences Panel. You can filter objects by type, showing or hiding 
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transformation and material nodes, and you can filter various link and connector types, allowing you to 

hide items like control flow links and unconnected connectors.  

  

 

Link Editor Filter Panel 

 

The “Developer Aspect” simply shows all object, links, and connectors, as seen in the image below. 

 

 

The Developer Aspect shows all objects, links, and connectors 

 

Showing everything may not always be a good idea because the view can quickly resemble spaghetti 

with only a few objects. In the image below the Developer Aspect is turned off.  
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The same objects with some links and connectors filtered in Artist aspect 

 

By default, all exported links are filtered out (shown as orange or blue half circles), and connectors 

without visible controls on the object‟s panel are hidden.  

 

The Link Editor filter should allow you to customize how the objects and links are visible as desired. 

When the Link Editor becomes too cluttered, just remember to utilize the filter for better workflow. 

 

2.8.3 Objects Description 

Objects in trueSpace have a structure about them. Much of what you see in the Link Editor and an 

object‟s structure will be familiar. The object‟s material, size, shape and such are included in the 

structure (if required). There are other more profound changes or alterations to be made as well. Within 

the context of the Link Editor, you are creating structural modifications to the very nature of what an 

object is. You have the power to change how it works, how it looks and how it reacts.  

 

Objects vary in structure. Some objects are very simple, while other objects and creations are of a more 

complex structure. The trueSpace libraries are full of objects with structure you can explore. You also 
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have the capability to create new objects using existing objects or a combination of custom and existing 

objects.  

Inside the Link Editor, objects are represented by 2D panels. Every objects panel has a title-bar with 

common associated actions: 

 

 

An object in the Link Editor 

 

 A left-Click in the left hand side of the title bar gives a pop-up menu containing a list of 

commands for the object: 

 

 

L-Click Menu 

 

    

Iconize      

  

Minimize   

   

Rename   

 Object L-click Menu 

  

o Iconize: minimize the object in the Link Editor to an icon. 

o Minimize: minimizes the object to just title-bar size. 

o Rename Object: allows you to rename as desired. 

o Show automatically: determines if an object panel is viewable to truePlace users. 

o Detach: loads the objects panel into the stack. 
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o Close: will act as a delete function for the object. 

 

 

 

 The name of the object. 

 An orange Enter Object button (if appropriate). 

 A Close (Delete) button. 

 

   

Object Name Enter Object Close Object 

 

Aspects 

           

Red Triangle input connectors Blue Triangle output connectors 

 

Located on each object‟s panel are attributes. The attributes can be represented by various controls  

types. Attributes of one object can depend upon attributes of other objects. This relationship of 

dependency is represented by a link displayed as a spline curve connecting export "blue output" 

connectors from one object, to import "red input" connections on another object., and is created by 

holding the left-mouse down and then dragging from one attribute to the other which then connects the 

attributes of objects and passes the information along the "wire".  
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Creating a link to form a dependency 

 

 

The connection is made and color is passed from one object to the other 

 

Above, a simple dependency between the Color Picker object‟s output attribute “outColor” and the 

Plane object‟s input attribute "DiffuseColor". The result of this dependency is a change in the Plane‟s 

body color. There are other attributes on these objects, both input and output, which are not being 

utilized in a dependency relationship. Some of these attributes are available for modifying. For instance 

the Color Picker object has four color attributes, one for each corner of the main color area surrounded 

by these four color attributes. Double-clicking on the color attributes will bring up a Color selection 

dialog  to allow changing  the colors of the mix. The image below shows a change in these colors and 

the result in real-time is displayed on the body of the Plane object. 

 

 

Color changes will  be passed and updated to the planes exported material color in realtime through the link 

 

With all this power and capability, objects within the Link Editor may require more than one aspect, to 

showcase the available attributes. For this reason, an object may have more than one aspect for you to 

choose. When the aspects were created for the object, or when you create custom objects, you will 
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organize an aspect for the benefit or feature you wish to present. Below shows three aspects of the 

Color Picker object. Each aspect has a different layout of the attributes with a purpose in mind. By 

default, all objects will have an expanded and a default aspect. Additional aspects are considered 

custom aspects as the Description aspect demonstrates in the Color Picker object. 

 

 

 

 

Expanded Aspect Default Aspect Description 

 

Where do these attributes come from? Take a look inside the Color Picker object for some help with 

this question. On the left-hand side we see the front panel of the Color Picker object. In the right-hand 

side we see two objects, which are encapsulated inside the Color Picker object. Some input attributes , 

inColor1 to in Color4 on the Gradient Bitmap object have been exported or exposed to the front panel. 

We also see some Output attributes which have been exported or exposed to the front panel from the 

Color Format object. When exposed together on the front panel of the Color Picker object, we have the 

ability to modify these attributes and change the outColor attribute at bottom of the Color Picker object 

image on the left-hand side.  

 

  

Closer look inside Color Picker object 
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Once you understand where attributes come from and how easy it can be to modify them, you are in a 

good position to begin exploring objects, aspects, attributes, links and relationships in the Link Editor. 

As your knowledge increases, you will be able to create custom objects and relationships as desired.  

 

2.8.4 Creating and Editing objects in the Link Editor 

An object in the Link Editor can be either a base object or a compound object:  

 

 Base objects cannot be entered. They may have both attributes and a method (a procedure or a 

function) that can change value of the attributes, but the method is not accessible to you. The 

methods implemented by an object can be a constant, or a more complex function. The result 

of the function can depend on the input values of other attributes of the same object. An 

example of a complex function that depends on other attributes is the procedural Torus2 

object. The illustration below shows the Torus2 object, which is located a level inside the 

default primitive Torus object.  

 

  

Torus2 Base object 

 

o Based on the input attributes Lattitude segments, Longitude segments, Radius, 

SliceRadial and Thickness, the Torus2 object calculates the output attribute Mesh. 

 

 Compound objects allow for grouping an assembly of objects within one compound object. 

They expose some of the attributes of their inner objects to the outside context. The objects 

inside of a compound object can be either base objects or compound objects, with their own 

internal assembly of sub-objects. Using our default primitive Torus object, we see exported 

attributes available on the Default Aspect of the panel as illustrated below. 
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Exposed attributes from internal objects 

 

The Link Editor provides a set of tools for modifying the structure of objects and creating new objects. 

These tools can be categorized into the following groups: adding/removing objects, adding/removing 

attributes, and creating/deleting dependency relations among attributes of different objects. 

 

Adding/Removing Objects 

To add an object to the Link Editor from a library, simply drag and drop it into the Link Editor view. 

To do this, first make sure that the container object where you want to add the new object is opened in 

the Link Editor, and then drag the object from library and release the mouse button over the Link Editor 

view. The new object will be added to the opened object. 

 

  

Dragging an object from a library into the Link Editor 

 

To remove an object from the Link Editor view, click the Close button on the object‟s panel, or use the 

menu and choose close , or press Delete on the keyboard with the object selected. All connections to 

the deleted object will also be destroyed. 
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deleting an object from the Link Editor 

 

Creating Connections 

You can connect the attributes of two or more objects using dependency links. These attributes must be 

of compatible types. In other words, you must connect colors to colors, numbers to numbers, meshes to 

meshes, etc. Attempting to connect a mesh type attribute with a matrix type attribute will not work; no 

link will be formed.  

 

Before creating the connection, switch both objects to the Expanded, Default, or another aspect where 

you can see their attributes. Mouse over the first attribute and press the left mouse button, then drag the 

mouse to the second attribute and release the mouse button. If the attributes are compatible, and one is 

an output and the other is an input (see below), then a connection will be created.  

 

Attributes which send messages to other attributes are called output connectors. They are represented 

by a triangular blue socket positioned on the bottom or right side of an object‟s panel. Attributes that 

are able to accept messages from other attributes are input connectors. They are represented by red 

triangles positioned on the top or left side of the panel boundary. 

 

Below a Timer event (Objects-Tutorial-Objects Library) Time is connected to A in the BinaryOp 

(Math-Operations Library) BinaryOp input B value is changed to 200 and the Operand is left at * 

(multiply) the result is then linked to the roll on the Plane which has been exported from inside the 

Plane for the propeller's expanded matrix.  
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Click and drag to connect two attributes in the Link Editor 

 

When the timer is activated the propeller will rotate as the data from the Time is sent through the link to 

the BinaryOp which multiplies the input value by 200 and passes the result to the roll on the plane. 

 

  

When you finish the connection a new dependency link will appear 
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Disconnecting and Reconnecting 

You can also disconnect and reconnect dependency links. To change the attribute connected by a 

dependency link just mouse over the link near that attribute and press the left mouse button. This will 

disconnect the link at that point. Now, drag the link to another compatible attribute and release the 

mouse button to create a new link. If you release button without moving to an attribute, the link is 

deleted. 

 

Exporting Attributes 

You can export attributes to the outside of a compound object so that it can be connected to other 

objects or attached to a control on outer panel. By doing this you can build an interface which other 

objects or you can access and change, and with which the object can communicate through links with 

other objects. 

 

To see how you can export internal attributes, load the “Heart” object from the Objects-Base Library 

into the Link editor. Change its panel to the Exp aspect. You will see that this object has 3 exported 

attributes: Material, Mesh and WldMatrix.  

Let us export two more attributes (start and end of pulsating cycle) from the inside of the Heart object 

to the front topmost  panels aspect  by first entering the Heart object in the Link Editor by clicking on 

the orange triangle in its title-bar. 

 

 

 

Original panel 

 

Make sure you turn the Developer aspect on so that you can see all the interior links. Then left-click on 

the two controls (which are on the panel of the internal object called Engine), and drag both attributes 

outside of the Link Editor view‟s left edge before releasing the mouse button. You should see bright 

green link as you drag. You can also right-click an attribute and select the Export option to perform this 

task.  
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 Right-click commands for attributes  

 

  

Start and End being exported outside of the Heart object 

 

Depending on the type of attribute exported (input or output) the new attribute will now appear on the 

panel of the outer container object. Now, both attributes are exported to the Heart object Exp aspect 

panel these two additional attributes allow you to specify the range of Heart‟s beat directly from the 

Heart object panel. 
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new attribute will now appear on the panel of the outer container object 

 

 Reference: Panel Editing 

 

Moving Connectors 

To help simplify and organize the visual content of the object and to reduce link clutter in the Link 

Editor. The position of an object‟s connector sockets (red and blue triangles) can be adjusted in any 

aspect state. 

Mouse over the desired connector and press CTRL and the left mouse button, then drag the mouse to 

position the connector along the outside edge of the object. 

 

 

Position connectors by holding CTRL and dragging 

 

Dragging connectors around an object‟s panel can be very useful when you want to achieve a clean and 

uncluttered layout inside the Link Editor: 

 

Rectangle Selection 

Use the Rectangle Selection tool to select multiple objects in the Link Editor. This tool allows you to 

select a group of objects. Click and drag anywhere on the Link Editor background. 

Left-click and drag your mouse, to draw a rectangle around the desired objects then release the mouse 

button to select the objects encompassed by the rectangle.  
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Left-click and drag to create a rectangular selection 

 

2.8.5 Encapsulating Objects 

 

 

 

   

 

 Encapsulate in 3D 

The Encapsulate In 3D tool makes a group, and within that group each original object is still a separate 

individual entity, which can be manipulated separately from the other objects in the encapsulated 

group. 

Example: the scene has several elements , rhinos and trees which can be managed better by combining 

them into a single object, this will allow for easier and less cluttered scene management and also the 

group of objects can be saved and copied the same as any regular object. 
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To encapsulate a group of objects, first select the objects that you want to assemble into the new object 

using rectangle selection, and then click the  encapsulate in 3D button.  

 

 

Rectangle select the elements and click on encapsulate in 3D 

 

Enter a name for the new object that will contain the grouped elements.  

After you press Return, the assembly of selected objects are contained inside the new object. 

 

When entering the  newly created object by clicking on its orange enter-context button. the 

encapsulated group now share a common transform, and can be moved as a group when the object is 

selected, or if navigated into then each object still exists as a separate entity and can be selected and 

moved independently from the entire group. 
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Give a name and press Return on the keyboard, then enter the new object by its orange square 

 

 

Inside the group each original object is still separate and can be selected individually 

 

 Encapsulate Objects  

The Encapsulate tool, located in the Link Editor toolbar, is used to enclose a group of selected objects 

inside a new container object. Any connected attributes will be automatically exported from the 

container object, and existing links will be maintained. This tool is best used on objects that don't have 

a mesh representation e.g. for math functions or scripts , if you need to be able to see and move a mesh 

based object in the Workspace then you would use the encapsulate in 3D tool instead.  
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Existing context with three objects 

 

To encapsulate a group of objects, first select two or more objects to assemble into the new object using 

rectangle selection, and then click the encapsulate button. Finally, enter a name for the new object.  

 

  

Two selected objects just before creation of a new one 

 

 

Illustration showing encapsulation and naming of new object 
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After pressing Return, the assembly of existing objects are contained inside the new object. 

Enter the newly created object by clicking on its orange enter  button and export any attributes that are 

needed on the top level of the new object, e.g. A from BinaryOp and B from BinaryOp 1 and changing 

those values will change the result linked to the ConeObj Longitude. 

 

 

New object replaces previous selected objects 

 

 

MathOp object entered the linked result to the cone obj  is retained and exported automatically 
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exported attributes on the top level of the new object 

 

Changing the values on the exported attribute for the A and B values changes the longitude of the Cone 

 

The output Result from the MathsOps could be linked to other objects that accept its type of values as 

well or even link it to multiple objects to drive the data and results.. 

 

 

MathsOps delivers its result to multiple inputs on different objects 
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2.9 Editing  Materials  

 
The Link Editor can also be used  to create materials for your objects using various components. These 

components work much like other objects in the Link Editor. They have attributes and panels, and you 

can connect them together to create more complex structures from simple objects.  

The Material editing capabilities and use is covered in detail in chapter 5 and can be accessed by 

following the link below. 

 

 Reference PDF Manual Section 5.3 Workspace Material Editor  

 

 

Inside a Material 

 

 

ch5_SurfacingWorkspace.doc#Workspace_Material_Editor
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2.10 2D View – Panel Editor 

 

2.10.1 Panel Editing  

You can quickly and easily change the layout of an object‟s panel, add new controls using the 

trueSpace Panel Editor, to give your objects interesting and meaningful and aesthetic interfaces for 

yourself or others to use and interact with.  

Panels display user-friendly controls of an object in a 2D aspect. These controls are linked to one of the  

object‟s attributes and allow for changing their values using the mouse (by clicking or dragging a 

slider) or the keyboard (by typing into an edit field). 

Panel Editing mode is activated by right-clicking on the object‟s title bar where you can change the 

position, appearance, and even the type of controls for a given attribute. In this mode the main Panel 

Edit library will appear to the right of the object, 

 

  

Right-click in the title bar enters Panel Edit mode. 

 

The Panel Editor Toolbar  has four library categories: 

 

  Push Button Icon: Opens the Controls library. This library contains all of the controls 

available for the Panel. Left-clicking any control adds this control to the panel. 

 Attr:  Opens the Attribute library. This library contains all the visible attributes of the object 

this will differ from object to object depending on the Attributes that already exist. 

Left-click and hold on any attribute in this library, will show all the control types that are  available for 

that attribute. Select a control to add it to the panel and automatically attach it to  that attribute.  Left 

clicking an attribute without holding the button down will add a text control  (a label) displaying the 

name of the attribute. 
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  Typ: Opens the Type library. This library will show just those type-compatible 

controls that can replace the currently selected control. When added, the new control is linked 

to the same attribute as the old control. 

  Pnl: Opens the Panel properties dialog. In this dialog for changing panel settings like 

background color, whether controls are resized and moved with big steps (PE grid), or if the 

control is resizable. 

 

 

     

Panel Edit Mode toolbars 

 

When in Panel Edit mode, left-click on any control to select it. 

 A blue rectangle with drag able handles will highlight the control. The  handles can be used to move 

and resize the control. The control can also be moved using the arrow keys. 

 

Controls can be resized by pressing SHIFT+arrow combinations, and CTRL+SHIFT+arrow will 

change the control size by 1 pixel. 
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Using the handles to move and resize a selected control 

 

If the Panel Editor grid is enabled, any movement or resizing will snap to the grid; when  off, the 

control can be moved and resized freely. The panel grid can be temporarily disabled by pressing the 

CTRL key. The same applies to moving the controls with the keyboards arrow keys.  

 

   

Holding CTRL and using the arrow keys or the move with the cursor allows for finer movement 

 

Pressing the DEL key will remove the selected control from the panel. 

 

  

 

 

When a control is dragged in edit mode they collide and push each other away. If the control is wide, it 

pushes other controls beneath it; if it is tall, it pushes other controls sideways. When  the selected 

control is moved out of the way, the displaced controls will tend to return to their previous positions. 
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Picked color, R,G,B, Values,  displaced, when the control collides with them, then when the controls moved 

out the way they move back into their original positions 

 

Right-clicking on a selected control will open up its property panel with three tabs: Link, Position and 

Properties. 

  

  

Properties tab 

 

 

• Link: Select the attribute connected to this control from the drop-down list. The control is then 

attached to this attribute and displays the attribute‟s values if the control is of a compatible 

type. 
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• Position: Set the control‟s exact position and size. You can also set snapping options, i.e. 

whether the control is aligned with the border when resizing or moving. The “Bring to Top” 

button moves the selected control to the top of the z-order so that all other controls are beneath 

it. “Send to Back” causes the selected control to be moved beneath all other controls in z-

order. 

• Properties: This displays properties that are different for each control. These property dialogs 

are described in the next section. 

 

Any changes to panel properties take effect immediately. To close the properties dialog, use the close 

button at the upper right corner of the title bar, or right-click the selected control again. 

When another you control is selected  (by left-clicking it), this dialog will display the properties for the 

newly selected control. 

 

2.10.2 Save or exit panel edit mode. 

Panel edit mode is exited  by right-clicking the object‟s title bar, and selecting a choice of options from 

a menu: 

 

• Insert: Adds the newly created aspect to the list of aspects. You can give the aspect a name 

using the small dialog or the expanded aspect popup. 

• Replace: Replaces the old aspect (the aspect that was active before editing) with the newly 

created aspect. 

• Rename: rename  the selected aspect. 

• Make Default: allows you to make current aspect the default for panel. 

• Export: Exports the current aspect for the panel to make the settings available in the stack. 

• Cancel: Exit edit mode and leave aspects unchanged. 

  

R-Click the title bar Select Insert,  Name the edited aspect, and its added to the tabs on the object 

 

Some important points to note when building your own panels: 

When a Panel is created, trueSpace creates three default aspects: Minimized, Expanded, and Default. 
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The Minimized aspect displays only the title bar, with no controls. The Expanded aspect only displays 

all visible attributes with no edit controls. The Default aspect is editable by the users and should show 

only most useful controls. 

 

You can build panels using a top-down approach, adding controls using the Panel Editor‟s Control 

library and linking them to attributes with the Link tab of the control‟s property dialog. 

Or, you build them using a bottom-up approach, adding controls from the Attribute library, which will 

be automatically attached to the selected attribute. 

 

 

 

Adding and modifying user controls on a panel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.10.3 Control Types 

A  wide variety of controls can be added to an object‟s panel from the Panel Editor‟s Control and 

Attributes libraries:  Here is a list of controls and a description of the properties available for each item. 
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Push ToolButton Controls: 

Main  Push ToolBar Controls 

 

 

 

 PickColor  Bitmap 

 Combo  Material 

 Text  ToolBar Scrubber 

 CheckBox  HTML View 

 Bitmap Button  ToggleButton 

 Slider  Edit Control 

 Clickable Bitmap  OpenFile 

 RadioButton  Button 

 

 Material Preview  

 

The Material Preview control renders the materials, multi-materials, or shaders in real-time, and reacts 

to attribute changes. 

 

  

Material Preview  
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• Supersampling: Smoothes the appearance of the material. 

 

o Color style 

• Base: use trueSpace default color scheme. 

• Special: gives the selected field a lighter background color. Useful for title areas or 

explanatory areas of the panel.. 

• Custom: activates the Bkg Color so a custom color can be used. 

• Bkg Color: Opens a dialog for setting the background color of the control. 

 

 Pick Color  

 

Pick Color allows you to select a color as an attribute. Select a new color by double-clicking the 

control. The chosen color will be assigned to the attribute and displayed in the control.  

  

Pick Color Control 

 

• Color Style Base: use trueSpace default color scheme. 

• Color Style Special: gives the selected field a lighter background color. Useful for title areas, 

or explanatory areas of the panel. 

• Color Style Custom: activates the Bkg Color so a custom color can be used. 

• Bkg Color: Opens a dialog for setting the background color of the control. 

 

 

 Toolbar Scrubber 

 

The Toolbar Scrubber can be used as a replacement for the slider control. It can take less space than a 
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slider control . 

 

  

Cable object from Base Library uses Scrubber Control for adjusting  its values 

 

• Min Value: minimum value for scrubber. 

• Max Value: maximum value for scrubber. 

• Step Value: each click on scrubber changes value by this amount. 

• Update on Change: When checked scrubber updates values when control is dragged on, if 

unchecked then values update on mouse release. 

• Direction: set scrubber for horizontal or vertical orientation. 

• Color Style Base: use trueSpace default color scheme. 

• Color Style Special: gives the selected field a lighter background color. Useful for title areas, 

or explanatory areas of the panel. 

• Color Style Custom: activates the Bkg Color so a custom color can be used. 

• Bkg Color: Opens a dialog for setting the background color of the control. 

 

 Combo Control   

 

The Combo Control allows you to populate a drop-down list (one of several options) with values that 

can be called from a script. Depending on which option in the Combo Control you select, the 

script/code will react accordingly. In the example shown, the Script Editor would be programmed to 

execute a particular part of the code depending on which string has been selected in the drop down list. 

This Shader was kindly supplied by Marcel Barthel as an example of using the combo control it uses 

various image blending processing techniques on the bitmaps loaded into its interface. 
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• Combo List Values: as shown above, a number of choices are input into the value area for 

selection. 

• Combo Style: choose which style of Combo you wish to use depending on the scenario. 

• Color Style Base: use trueSpace default color scheme. 

• Color Style Special: gives the selected field a lighter background color. Useful for title areas, 

or explanatory areas of the panel. 

• Color Style Custom: set color as desired. 

• Bkg Color: Opens a dialog for setting the background color of the control. 

• Sort: check box determines if the values will be sorted or not. 

 

 Resource Color Blend Shader 

 

Follow the link and drag and drop the Color Shader Blend object to the Link Editor to study the way its 

uses the combo control , it is quite a complex shader so some digging around will be necessary to 

understand how this works . 

 

resources/chapter2
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Color Blend dragged and dropped to the Link Editor 

 

 

Shader applied to a cube and the selections picked from the combo dropdown list 
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 Text Label 

 

Labels are text strings that you can place on the panel. They are usually placed next to controls to 

explain their meaning, but they can be placed freely and display any text you want. 

  

Example Text Labels  Text Control Panel 

 

• Text: The text to be displayed in the control. 

• Word wrap: Display long text as multiple lines. 

•     Color Style Base: use trueSpace default color scheme. 

• Color Style Special: gives the selected field a lighter background color. Useful for title areas 

or explanatory areas of the panel. 

• Color Style Custom: activates the Bkg Color so a custom color can be used.. 

• Bkg Color: Opens a dialog for setting background color. 

• Text Font: Opens a dialog for setting the font and color of text. 

• Align: Changes the alignment of displayed text. 

 

 HTML View Control  

 

The HTML View Control allows you to load up html files inside the Link Editor. 

If Document input type is chosen it can be attached to any of string type attributes (connectors). The 

string value of the connector is converted to html document and displayed in the controls area. It also 

accepts html tags so it is possible to format the output. A main advantage is that the display and  

content can be dynamically changed using the connectors value. 
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• Static URL: as shown above, enter url of web page you wish to load into the control. 

• Input Type URL: tells trueSpace you wish to enter a url. 

• Input Type Document: tells trueSpace you wish to load other than a URL. For instance you 

may wish to place HTML code that would open a PDF or a Media file of some type. You 

could also add formatted text in HTML code. 

• Color Style Base: use trueSpace default color scheme. 

• Color Style Special: gives the selected field a lighter background color. Useful for title areas, 

or explanatory areas of the panel. 

• Color Style Custom: activates the Bkg Color so a custom color can be used. 

• Bkg Color: Opens a dialog for setting the background color of the control. 

 

 

  

Load HTML pages or html code into trueSpace Link Editor 
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Txt document set as local url 

 

  

 Document string  set with html formatting ,  the hyperlink will open the page in the Html controls window 

 

 Check Box  

 

The Check Box control has two states: checked and unchecked. You can use it to control Boolean (true 

and false) or numerical object (0 and -1) attributes. Using this control, you can change any attribute 

with only two states.  

  

Check Box control on Timer Event object 
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• Color Style Base: use trueSpace default color scheme. 

• Color Style Special: gives the selected field a lighter background color. Useful for title areas, 

or explanatory areas of the panel. 

• Color Style Custom: activates the Bkg Color so a custom color can be used. 

• Bkg Color: Opens the dialog for setting the background color. 

• Pen Color: Opens the dialog for setting the pen color. 

 

 

 Toggle Button  

 

The Toggle Button is a control that executes script commands any time the button is clicked, or can 

replace activity . The Timer Event object uses a checkbox by default to start or stop the Timer. This 

button has two states: released and pressed. Left-clicking the button will change its state, and one script 

is executed depending on the last state.  

 

 

 

• Text  on Up: Text that is displayed when the button is released. 

• Text-Down: Text that is displayed when the button is pressed. 

• Script on Up: Script that is executed when you click on the button while in its un-pressed 

(released) state.  
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• Script-Down: Script that is executed when you click on the button while in its pressed state. 

• Word wrap: Automatically wrap text to more lines in script edit fields. 

• Timer: Fills Script fields with commands that start and stop the system timer. 

• This and Panel: Contain identifiers for this node and this panel. 

• Color Style Base: use trueSpace default color scheme. 

• Color Style Special: gives the selected field a lighter background color. Useful for title areas, 

or explanatory areas of the panel. 

• Color Style Custom: activates the Bkg Color so a custom color can be used. 

• Bkg Color: Opens a dialog for setting the background color. 

• Text Font: Opens a dialog for setting the font, size and color of the text. 

 

 

Toggle Button Example 

 

Note: It is recommended that you link the toggle button with a boolean connector. 

This will help the control to remember its pressed or released state. (For example, try 

to activate the Living Circle demo, enter the Living Circle object in the LE, and then 

return back – the toggle button state becomes confused.) 

 

 Bitmap Button Control 

 

Use this to drive scripts or commands that can be executed on right -click or left click whilst over the 

button, it also allows for a tooltip to be shown when mouse is over it. Use a Bitmap to specify an image 

input for the control by Control-key + double Left-click on the control (when not in Panel Editor 

mode). You can choose an image from your hard drive. 

Note:  this control needs to be linked to an image type input attribute for it to allow the loading of an 

image to the button. If there is no attribute of a suitable type to use as a link for the button , add a new 

attribute, of type bitmap (common data) to your object to be able to load an image to the button. 

The example below has the Toolbar commands for the copy and delete functions added to it. 
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The Commands are executed on the selected object in this case.  

 

 

Bitmap Push Button 

 

• Text  : Text that is displayed on the button. 

• Tooltip: Text that is displayed when the mouse is over the button. 

• Script on LClick: Script that is executed when you L-click over the button. 

• Script on RClick: Script that is executed when you R-click over the button.  

• Word wrap: Automatically wrap text to more lines in script edit fields. 

• Timer: Fills Script fields with commands that start and stop the system timer. 

• This and Panel: Contain identifiers for this node and this panel. 

• Color Style Base: use trueSpace default color scheme. 

• Color Style Special: gives the selected field a lighter background color. Useful for title areas, 

or explanatory areas of the panel. 

• Color Style Custom: activates the Bkg Color so a custom color can be used. 

• Bkg Color: Opens a dialog for setting the background color. 

• Text Font: Opens a dialog for setting the font, size and color of the text. 

• Keep Aspect Ratio: When checked, the displayed bitmap retains the aspect ratio of the image. 

• Text Over: Checked the text shows over the image , unchecked the text is hidden. 
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L-click over the control and command to Copy is executed on the selected object 

 

 

R-click over the control and command to Delete is executed on the selected object 

 

 

 Text and Number Field  

 

Text and Number Fields allow you to type text or numbers to set the value of an attribute. 

 

  

Text and Number Fields and the  Edit Control Panel properties 
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• Precision: set decimal precision. How many decimal places show on form/field. 

• Multiline: check this box if you require more than one line for display in the control. 

• Update on Change: gives feedback when changed in form of update. 

• Color Style Base: use trueSpace default color scheme. 

• Color Style Special: gives the selected field a lighter background color. Useful for title areas, 

or explanatory areas of the panel. 

• Color Style Custom: activates the Bkg Color so a custom color can be used. 

• Bkg Color: this button opens up color picker to set background color of the control. 

• Text Font: Opens a dialog for setting the font, size and color of text. 

 

 Slider 

 

With a Slider you can change attribute values by clicking and dragging the slider‟s knob. 

 

 

Slider Control 

 

• Min Value: minimum value for scrubber. 

• Max Value: maximum value for scrubber. 

• Step Value: each click on scrubber changes value by this amount. 

• Update on Change: When checked scrubber updates values when control is dragged on, if 

unchecked then values update on mouse release. 

• Direction: set scrubber for horizontal or vertical orientation. 

• Color Style Base: use trueSpace default color scheme. 

• Color Style Special: gives the selected field a lighter background color. Useful for title areas, 

or explanatory areas of the panel. 

• Color Style Custom: activates the Bkg Color so a custom color can be used. 

• Bkg Color: Opens a dialog for setting the background color of the control. 
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Slider Control attached to attribute Period 

 

 Open File   

 

Open File allows you to specify a file on disk as an attribute for the object. This loaded file can contain 

graphics, data, models, etc. 

  

Open File 

 

• Color Style Base: use trueSpace default color scheme. 

• Color Style Special: gives the selected field a lighter background color. Useful for title areas, 

or explanatory areas of the panel. 

• Color Style Custom: activates the Bkg Color so a custom color can be used. 

• Bkg Color: Opens a dialog for setting the background color. 

 

The Cabage Eater scene has an example of load file , if you look inside the WormEater it uses the 

sound memory , where you can load a wav file using standard window dialog for the object then use 

the import button to "fix the wav" into the objects memory. 
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Example of Open File in Scenes Base Library 

 Clickable Bitmap  

 

Advanced version of the Bitmap control enhanced by mouse input. Mouse events, like moving the 

cursor over the bitmap and clicking on it are sent to user defined scripts.  

 

 

Clickable Bitmap Control Example - Objects-Script Object Library 

 

• Script: Here you can handle mouse messages. Use presets to obtain mouse position and button 

status. 

• Events: Select which events you want to handle. 
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• Presets: Select allows for preset scripts to populate the Script area rather than build scripts 

from scratch. 

• Picker: select one or more cursor rendering styles. 

• Keep Aspect Ratio: When checked, the displayed bitmap retains the aspect ratio of the image. 

 

 

 Push Button  

 

The Push Button is a control that executes a script command any time the button is pressed. You will 

need to manually specify what command is executed.  

 

 

Example of  Button Control from Objects-Script Object Library 

 

• Text: Text to display on the button control. 

• Word wrap: Automatically wrap text to more lines in the script editor. 

• Script: The script that is executed when the button is pressed. 

• Enable Timer: Fills the Script field with script that starts the timer. 

• Disable Timer: Fills Script field with script that stops the timer. 

• Color Style Base: use trueSpace default color scheme. 

• Color Style Special: gives the selected field a lighter background color. Useful for title areas 

or explanatory areas of the panel. 

• Color Style Custom: activates the Bkg Color so a custom color can be used. 

• Bkg Color: Opens a dialog for setting the background color. 
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• Text Font : Opens dialog for setting the font, size and color of the text. 

• This and Panel: Contain identifiers for this node and this panel. 

 

 

 

 Radio Button 

 

Similar to the checkbox, the radio button has two states. The difference is that the radio button is 

checked when the input attribute has the same value as the radio button. This value can be set in control 

properties. This control can be accessed via scripting to group several Radio Buttons to work in 

tandem. 

 

 

Matrix Info object in the Scripts-Objects library uses 4 Radio Buttons in a group configuration:  

only one Radio Button can be selected at any given time 

 

• Value: This is set to the attached object attribute when you click the radio button. If the radio 

button is checked, then object attribute has the same value. 

• Color Style Base: use trueSpace default color scheme. 

• Color Style Special: gives the selected field a lighter background color. Useful for title areas, 

or explanatory areas of the panel. 

• Color Style Custom: activates the Bkg Color so a custom color can be used. 

• Bkg Color: Opens a dialog for setting the background color. 

• Pen Color: Opens a dialog for setting the pen color. 
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 Bitmap 

 

Use a Bitmap to specify an image input for a control by Control-key + Double Left-click on the control 

(when not in Panel Editor mode). You can choose an image from your hard drive(s). 

 

Bitmap Controls 

 

• Keep Aspect Ratio: When checked, the displayed bitmap retains the aspect ratio of the image. 

• Color Style Base: use trueSpace default color scheme. 

• Color Style Special: gives the selected field a lighter background color. Useful for title areas, 

or explanatory areas of the panel. 

• Color Style Custom: activates the Bkg Color so a custom color can be used. 

• Bkg Color: Opens a dialog for setting the background color of the control. 

• Load Image Dialog: Control-key +  left-click on the Bitmap control will open the Load Image 

dialog. You can load an image from your hard drive in this dialog. 

 

   

Bitmap Controls use ctrl + left-click to load images from the hard drive  
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2.10.4 Tutorial: Editing a Simple Panel 

 
In this tutorial you will learn how to edit the Default aspect of a trueSpace panel. Start by dragging a 

simple material, called “Texture” (located in the Materials – DX9 library) into the Link Editor and 

selecting the Default aspect. 

On the left you see the automatically-generated default aspect of the simple material that we just 

loaded. Right-click the material‟s title bar to switch to edit mode (right side of image). 

 

Entering Panel edit Mode creates  the Main Edit Toolbar, which has additional controls and toolbars 

that can be accessed for adding/editing the panel. When editing a panel this Main Edit Toolbar always 

appears. Other toolbars are accessed from this toolbar. 

 

 

Preparing to edit the panel of a simple material R-Click title to show Panel edit tool bar 

 

In this mode individual 2D controls can be selected , then moved around, scaled , etc.  

First, select all unneeded controls, and eliminate them with the DEL . Then select the text edit control 

for the DefTexCoordScaleX attribute, and left-click on the Type library at the right to show all of the 

alternative controls for this attribute type. The Type toolbar is context sensitive in that it will show only 

the types of controls that are available for the selected control on an object‟s panel.  
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Deleting unneeded controls from a panel 

 

Choose the Slider control and it immediately appears within the blue rectangle that highlights the 

selected control on the panel. Do the same for DefTexCoordScaleY.  

 

 

 

Now, we will change the slider for DefTexCoordScaleY to be oriented vertically instead of horizontally. 

Right-click the slider control to display its properties, and click the Properties tab.  
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R-Click to show properties  

 

Once there click the Vertical option under Direction to change the orientation of the slider. 

 

 

Change it to vertical and resize it by dragging the bottom handle 

 

Use the blue selection rectangle to move and scale both sliders so that they appear as in the illustration. 

Select the Bitmap Control and move it to the upper left hand corner of the panel, near the top of the 
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vertical slider. Now, scale the bitmap by dragging the scale handle on the blue selection rectangle until 

your layout is similar to the example.  

 

 

Adding and modifying user controls on a panel 

 

In a few simple steps we have created a direct-manipulation 2D control. By aligning the sliders that 

control texture scale with the correct axes, the users of this material will now have a visual clue as to 

what the controls actually do, rather than rely on arcane attribute names like DifTexCoordScaleX.  

To save your edited panel, just right-click again on the panel‟s title bar and select Insert to name your 

new aspect.  

 

 

Insert and name the new aspect to save the changes 
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Finished Panel with added aspect and original panel before adding new aspect 

 

Now you can change the panel‟s aspect to this new aspect at any time. If you edit and select the 

Replace option, the new panel layout will replace the existing aspect with that name. 
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2.11 1D View – Script Editor 

 

2.11.1 Script Editor Overview 

Almost every object in trueSpace also has a structure which can be explored by entering the object. 

Once inside, you can look around using a 3D, 2D, or 1D view simply by changing the aspect of the 

opened window. The 3D Workspace and Model views are great for creating and modifying the visual 

aspects of objects, while the 2D Link Editor view is intended for building the internal structure and 

defining the way an object behaves. There is still another level, which allows for an increase in control 

over the way objects interact. We call this 1D view the Script Editor.  

 

Not all objects expose their internal functioning in script form, but some do. In the image below you 

can see one such script-based object (called Smartie Mod) as it is represented in the Workspace view. 

You can also see inside of that same object in the 2D Link Editor. It contains an object called Texture 

Modulation, and when you enter that object, it automatically shows the 1D or script aspect (right-side 

image below), which you can edit using the Script Editor. 
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The Smartie Mod object shown in 3D, 2D, and 1D Views 

 

The Script Editor allows you to create and edit scripts. Scripts are sets of instructions, written in a 

scripting language such as VBScript. With scripts,  you can create and modify the behavior of objects 

in trueSpace. You can create scripts that define new models parametrically, modify existing models, 

produce animation and movement, cause objects to interact in some ways and much more.  
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The Script Editor (1D View) 

 

Script creation is not difficult, but it is technically programming. To create scripts you will have to 

research a scripting language and become familiar with it. You will also need to learn how the 

trueSpace system and other objects interact with the scripts you create.  

 

 

Script Languages and Types 

You have the ability to write your scripts using the jScript and VBScript languages. You can find 

more information on using these languages in trueSpace scripts, including where to find additional 

language-specific documentation, in the DEVELOPER’S GUIDE. 

 

Scripting in trueSpace applies primarily to two types of script-based objects: Script Commands and 

Script Objects. Scripting can also be used to define shaders. Both types are viewable and editable 

using the Script Editor.  
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Script Objects are objects that interact continuously with other objects in trueSpace. You can use a 

Script Object for just about any purpose, such as generating procedural geometry, deforming models, 

performing mathematical operations, creating procedural animation and motion, etc. You can use a 

Script Object to react to various events in almost any way you can imagine. You can also link your 

Script Objects with other objects in the Link Editor to create even more complex interactions. Nested 

inside the Tank Girl after 20 years object we find a scenario where mesh is modified by using a slider 

control. The illustration below shows a MeshShrinkFilter used for the feed /quotient values. 

 

   

A Script Object used to modify a mesh 

 

Script Commands are the basic building blocks of activities, responding to requests from the user and 

other objects in the Link Editor to perform whatever action you specify. Unlike script objects, which 

react to events and requests for data on a constant basis, script commands must be specifically 

requested to perform their action. This is accomplished by attaching the script command to the Control 

flow in the Link Editor. The Terrain System object utilizes several command script objects, all 

connected by special control (green) links. 
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Script Commands in the Link Editor 

 

2.11.2 Script Editor Workflow 

 
Access to the Script Editor is done by entering a Script Object or Command in the Link Editor (using 

the orange enter button, found in the upper right-hand corner of the object panel). If the object is script-

based, its script will be displayed in the Script Editor as shown below.  
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A Script Command viewed in the Script Editor 

 

All scripting activities in trueSpace begin with a script-based object. To create a script-based object:  

 

 Open the System library, select Scripts, and drag a jScript/VBScript Object or 

jScript/VBScript Command into the Link Editor. This creates an empty, generic script object 

and provides a basic template that you can use to create your script.  
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Dragging a VBScript Object into the Link Editor 

 

 Alternatively, you can also use an existing script-based object from one of the libraries as a 

starting point, which you can then edit. For an example, drag the StreetLampAuto object from 

the Activities - My Activities library into the Link Editor and examine its contents and script.  

 

 

The Script Object found in the StreetLampAuto object 

 

Now that you have created (or copied) a script-based object, you can edit it as desired. To edit the 

object simply enter it by clicking on the orange enter button. This will open the Script Editor and allow 

you to edit the object‟s attributes and the text of its script. If it is a new object, you would begin by 
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defining Attributes in the Script Attributes view (see below), and then add your specific commands to 

the template script pre-generated by trueSpace. 

 

  

Script Attributes view (left) and Script Methods view (right) 

 

When you have edited a script and want to see the results of your changes, you should click the 

Commit button on the Script Editor toolbar. This will check the script for errors, and if there are none, 

the system will begin using your updated script. If errors are detected, then you will be notified of the 

problem and given some idea of its location and type within your script.  
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Click the Commit button to update your script and check for errors 

 

Once you have completed your scripting tasks, you can exit the Script Editor by clicking the Go Back 

button (the orange triangle near the upper-right of the Script Editor window). 

 

2.11.3 Script Editor Interface 

 
The trueSpace Script Editor has two primary views: the Script Attributes view, where you will create 

and modify your script‟s attributes, and the Script Methods view, where you will write and edit your 

script. The following toolbar buttons are available in both views and provide commonly used functions 

when working with scripts. 

 

 

Import Script: Imports script text from an external file. 

 

 

Export Script: Export script text to an external file. 
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Commit: Performs a syntax check and updates the object. 

 

 

Cut: Deletes highlighted text and stores it on the clipboard. 

 

 

Copy: Copies highlighted text to the clipboard. 

 

 

Paste: Pastes text from the clipboard into your script. 

 

 

Undo: Undoes the last action. 

 

 

Redo: Restores a previously undone action. 

 

 

Find: Searches for text in your script. 

 

 

Add advanced handlers: Add advanced methods handlers to your script. A basic set of handlers are 

generated by default, but you can add additional handlers for reacting to changes in the shared space, 

receiving custom notifications, changing attribute dependencies, etc. 

 

Script Attributes View 

Select the Attributes tab in the Script Editor to show the Script Attributes view. This is where you will 

create the input and output parameters that will connect your script to other objects. When creating a 

new script-based object, you should start here to define the object‟s attributes before you begin to 

create your script.  
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The Script Attributes view 

 

You can change “Name” and “Description” to fit your object‟s purpose. You can also add, edit, and 

remove attributes using the buttons at the left of the view.  

 

Adding attributes 

 

Press the Add attr button to add a new attribute to your object. This will open the Add New Attribute 

dialog box to fill-in a name for the attribute, choose its type and direction, and enter a description. 

Check „registered‟ to pick an existing registered attribute (like mesh or matrix). Check ”control” to 

make this attribute part of the control flow. Check “Local” to ensure this attribute is available locally 

only. 
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Add New Attribute dialog box 

 

Editing Attributes: 

 

Select an existing attribute from the list and press the Edit attr button to edit the details of that 

attribute. Remember that, if you edit an attribute, you may need to edit your script accordingly. This is 

especially true if you change the attribute‟s direction or type. 

 

 

Edit existing attributes using Edit attribute panel 

 

Removing Attributes: 

 

Select an existing attribute from the list and press the Remove attr button to delete the attribute. 

Remember to ensure your script no longer references the deleted attribute! 
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Script Method view  

Select the Methods tab in the Script Editor to show the Script Methods view. This is where you will 

write and modify the script itself. When creating a new script, this will contain a pre-generated template 

based on the type of object and attributes you have already defined in the Attributes view. This is why 

it is usually best to define an object‟s attributes before writing its script. 

 

 

The Script Methods view 

 

Tutorial: Modifying a Script  

The best way to get started working with scripts in trueSpace is to modify an existing script and watch 

the results. In this example you will change the way the torus, in the Torus Script Tutorial object, is 

modified by altering its script.  

 

Open the Objects-Tutorial Objects library and double-left-click on the Torus Script Tutorial object 

to load it into trueSpace. 
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Enter the Torus Script Tutorial object by clicking on the orange enter button, on the upper-right side of 

the object‟s panel. 

 

 

The Torus Script Tutorial object as it appears in Workspace and the Link Editor’s Space 3D scene level 

 

 

The Link Editor view inside Torus Script Tutorial object  

 

The Torus Script Tutorial object actually encapsulates/contains two sub-objects. One of these is called 

Torus and it is responsible for creating the torus mesh/material that is seen in the Workspace view. The 

Radius, Longitude, Latitude and the Angle can be directly controlled by typing values into the text 

fields on the object‟s front panel.  

 

Angle, is connected to the second object, a jScript Command called Random Number. This is the object 

which we will modify. Before we advance further, it is important for you to set the script in motion for 

the first time. You instantiate by clicking on the RandomNumber‟s Start button. A random number is 

sent across the link to the Torus‟ Angle attribute. You should see a change in the shape of the torus 

object. Click the Start button a few times and watch the results. Usually the torus will change by just a 

small amount. Review the values for Angle on Torus to better understand how it works.  
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Clicking Start bends the torus randomly 

 

Enter RandomNumber by clicking on the orange triangle on its panel. This will open the Script Editor. 

Click on the Attributes tab to see the Script Attributes view. RandomNumber is shown as an output 

attribute. This connects to Angle on the Torus object, which controls how much the torus bends.  
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RandomNumber’s attributes as seen in the Script Attributes view 

 

Click the Methods tab to open the Script Methods view. This will give you a view of the script in 

RandomNumber.  

 

 

The RandomNumber script in the Script Methods view 

 

There is one function contained in this script. The Execute method, is called each time you press the 

Start button on the object‟s outer panel. The purpose of this function is to generate a random number 

and then pass that out through the RandomNumber output attribute, to whatever object(s) are attached 

to it. Here is the function: 
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function Execute(ret) 

{ 

 // Set range of random numbers 

 Range = 1.0; 

 // Output random number 

 ret.Param(‘RandomNumber’) = Math.random() * Range; 

} 

 

The pre-defined JScript function Math.random() creates a random number in the range of 0 and 1. This 

value is multiplied by the variable Range to expand that range of random values. By changing Range to 

10, you will get random values that range from 1 to 10. Change the value of Range by highlighting 

”1.0” and typing ”10.0.” then commit the changes. 

 

// Set range of random numbers 

Range = 10.0; 

 

 

 

Click the orange triangle to exit out of the Script Editor, and press the Start button on RandomNumber 

a few more times. You should see something like the image below. The torus has the potential to be 

much more ”twisted” than before because you have expanded the range of random numbers that are 

available, for delivery, to the Angle attribute.  
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Now the torus is even more ”twisted” 

 

Try changing the range even further to see what happens. If you break the script simply get a new one 

from the library and try again.  
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2.12 Other Views 

 

 
 

Add New Windows 

  Make copy of Window 

  3D Window 

  Link Editor  

  Command Prompt 

  Command History 

  Output Console 

  Status View 

  Stack View 

  Anim View 

  Package Manager 

  Scene View 

 

 

 Make copy of Window  

To make a copy of the current selected/active window, use this tool. Copy of a stack window is 

disabled for this tool. 
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Duplicated Anim Views 

 3D View   

The 3D View is also referred to as 3D or WorkSpace. Most of your work is either created or viewed 

from this window. 

 

 

3D View 

 

 Link Editor View   

The Link Editor view is primary area for exploring structure of trueSpace. You are able to enter and 

explore some objects, to reveal additional levels of structure. You also interact with objects 

programmatically from within the Link Editor by setting values or connecting attributes. 

 

 

LinkEditor View 
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 Command Prompt  

The Command Prompt view allows you to directly input commands. Each command starts with a 

namespace (Space, System, WinMng, and so on), followed by a separator dot and a command. 

 

Example command : which generates reference documents from within trueSpace. 

 

1. Open up a Command window and type in. 

2. RsApp.Help 

3. press Return on the keyboard. 

 

Executing this command  generates 2 files called RsCmdDoc.xml , RsNodeDoc.xml  in the 

\trueSpace7.*\tS folder, these can be opened in internet explorer or another viewer to read their 

contents and provide a useful source of object reference, the descriptions are also covered in the 

developers documentation and the SDK. 

 

 

The Command Prompt view 

 

Please consult the reference guide for more information on the namespaces and commands available to 

you via the Command Prompt view. 

 

 Command history 

The Command history view displays commands that occur in trueSpace. These commands may 

originate from one of your custom script objects or perhaps from another script object at work in 

trueSpace. Double clicking in the command line and pressing enter will re-execute the command 
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Command History View 

 

 Output Console  

The Output Console view shows a log of commands and results performed by trueSpace.  

 

 

Output Console View 

 

 Status View   

The Status View displays information on the status of render engine and gives feedback for other 

processes . 

 

Status View 
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 Stack View   

The Stack View displays Preferences, Objects and Libraries . The images below illustrates Preferences 

view of the Stack. 

 

Stack View 

 

 

 Anim View   

The Anim View is also referred to as 4D. It displays and allows you to edit animation keyframes . 

 

 

Anim View 

 

 

 Package Manager   

The Package manager is used to install new packages/ plugins  (*.dll ,*.rsx) and also to load and unload 

existing ones from a r-click menu. 

It displays the Status, Name , Description of version number, Size and Full Path of the extension. 

To load a new extension , choose install new and browse to the package (*.dll ,*.rsx) once the package 

is in the List then it can be loaded and unloaded. 

A package / plugin is removed by the menu Uninstall plugin. 

Non valid menu choices are disabled for system packages, e.g.; System packages cannot be uninstalled. 
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Package Manager 

 

 Scene View 

The Scene View provides a tree based view of all the objects in  the current project. Object structures 

can be expanded or folded by using the + and - signs to the left of the name to allow navigation into 

their sub-parts. The  entire project graph can be browsed. 

Rename: L-click select object and L-click again gives a rename option for the selected object. 

Right-click menu gives an option to browse the selected object in an LE window or choose to Delete 

the object. 

Note- For safety of the project graph integrity deleting objects that exist outside of the "Space3D" is 

disabled. (Space3D can be the name of your currently opened  scene). 

 

 

Scene View 
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2.13 Macro Recording and 3D Recording 

 

 

2.13.1 Macro Record 

 
Macro record is a powerful tool that can save you time during intensive work with trueSpace, repeating 

similar operations for various objects, etc. It also allows you to share your results/actions with other 

users.  

 

We will distinguish between 2 types of macro record: Scene (plain) record, and Selection based record. 

 

With Scene recording, you can record actions like putting several objects into the scene, relocate them 

to form some pattern, etc. It produces a plain macro that could be played back to recreate the exact 

same pattern in another scene.  

 

With Selection based recording, on the other hand, you can record some actions for one particular 

selected object, and then apply the captured macro to another object or selection of objects.  
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Note: There is no UI difference between recording or playback of those two types. 

The macro recorder automatically decides which type is used and adjusts the final 

script to the first or second type. 

 

Comparison with 3D record 

Advantages: 

 Macro record produces much smaller records as it uses high-level script notations of actions.  

 A macro recorded for one object can be applied to another object(s).  

 

Disadvantages: 

 Macro record cannot reproduce the flow of actions (e.g. object moving). It creates the final 

state with no animations. 

 Macro record may fail to record or playback more complex scenarios.  

 

Macro record toolbar 

 

 

 Macro Record - jScript  Macro Record - VBScript 

 

The macro record toolbar can be invoked from the main toolbar, next to the  Record Toolbar  

icon. You can choose between two languages for macros: jScript or VBScript (features are the same). 

The macro record toolbar contains 3 icons: Start Macro Recording, Stop Macro Recording, and 
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Play Latest Macro Recording. Normally you would press them in that listed order to capture and 

playback a macro.  

 

Note: You can playback a macro also by pressing the Start button on recorded macro 

object that appears in the scene after recording is over. This is the preferred way.  

 

2.13.2 Macro Record Tutorial 1: Scene Macro Record  

 

  

Macro Recorder 

 

Follow these steps: 

1.  Start with a new scene. 

2.  Invoke the macro record toolbar. 

3.  Press the Start Macro Record icon (red circle). 

4. Now, add some objects to the scene.  

 

5.  Finish recording by pressing the Stop Macro Record in the toolbar. 
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6. A “Recorded macro” object appears in the scene, containing the captured script. You can enter 

it and check how simple the final script looks. Exit back to the scene level using the orange 

triangle in the scripts title-bar 

  

Jscript MacroRecording  

 

7. You can save the macro to a library and use it later to load the same objects from the libraries 

in another scene to automate the loading process for regular object you want to use. 

 

 

 

8. The macro will remain in the toolbar until trueSpace is exited. 

 Clear the scene using the “new scene” icon, and press the Playback macro record icon 

 The objects will appear. 

 

 

2.13.3 Macro Record Tutorial 2: Selection-based Macro Record  

 

Follow these steps: 

1.  Start with a new scene. 

2. Add the Sphere object and Head object into the scene, and expand Head‟s ObjMatrix attribute. 
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Expand Heads objMatrix 

 

3.  Now select the Sphere object and start macro recording.  

 

 

Sphere selected 

 

Note: Ensure that the Sphere is selected, otherwise the macro will not work properly! 

 

4. Expand Sphere object‟s Matrix attribute. 
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Expand Sphere object’s Matrix attribute 

 

5. Switch both Expand objects to the Exp aspect, and link the tx and tz attributes from Head‟s 

expanded matrix to tx and tz in Sphere‟s expanded matrix. This will constrain the z and x 

positions between the two objects, and the Sphere will jump to its new position next to the 

Head. 

 

 

link the tx and tz attributes from Head’s expanded matrix to tx and tz in Sphere’s expanded matrix 

 

6.  Finish macro recording by pressing the Stop Macro Record button. 
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7. Now add two more spheres to the scene, select both of them in the LE, and playback the 

recorded macro. The recorded actions will be applied to the whole selection, so both spheres 

jump to their constrained positions. 

 

 

add two more spheres, select both of them, playback the recorded macro 

 

8. Play with the result. Move the head in various directions and watch the constrained spheres move. 

 

  

Spheres are constrained to head  

 

9. Add several more objects and apply the macro to them as well. 

 

 

2.13.4 Record Toolbar 
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 Record Toolbar 

3D record is content-based recording. Unlike script recording, which processes actions, 3D record 

works only with the content of recorded space. This technique allows the detection of all changes 

caused by user action, activity, or simulation and then replays them, even in reversed order. Because of 

this, 3D record can be a powerful tool for recording the history of events, creating animations, 

presentations, training courses, and tutorials. It can also be useful as unlimited undo support during 

scene and object editing.  

 

3D record implements full streaming support for recording and playing, so the size of recordings is 

limited only by available disk space.  

 

Record Toolbar Preferences  

 

 

Right-click Record Toolbar to access preferences 

 

 

 Compress during recording: Enables or disables compression during recording. It 

significantly reduces the size of the record file. 

 Maintain record time: Allows applying events with constant or real recorded delays. 

When this option is enabled, replay will take the same amount of time as recording; each 

event is applied with the same delay as it was recorded. If disabled, constant 10ms delays 

are used for all events.  

 Speed of replay: Controls the speed of playback. The speed value directly alters the 

delays between events during replay. A higher speed value results in faster replay, while a 

lower speed value causes slower replay. This option may also be specified when replaying 

records. 

 Streaming during record and replay: When enabled, events are saved to the file during 

recording, reducing memory usage. Streaming also improves speed of initialization and 

processing. You cannot use reverse playback while streaming is enabled. 
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3D record toolbar 

The main 3D record functionality is accessible from the 3D record toolbar. 

The 3D record toolbar opens when you left-click on the  Open Record Toolbar button located 

in the main toolbar.  

 

 

3D record toolbar 

 

  Record: Starts recording. First, the current state of recorded space is saved, and then all 

subsequent changes in content, activities, or simulations are recorded until the stop button is 

pressed. 

  Stop: Stops recording or replaying the recording. When replaying it resets the position 

to the beginning of the recording. 

  Pause: Interrupts the replaying of the recording. Unlike the stop command, it allows 

you to continue replaying from the last interrupted event. The pause command has no effect 

when recording. 

    Play: Starts replay of recorded or imported events. The speed of replaying can be 

controlled in record preferences panel. 3D recorder uses a separate thread for replaying events, 

which greatly improves user interaction with the scene during replay. 

     Reverse Play: Starts reversed replay of recorded or imported events.  

  Clear: Erases the current record from the record manager.  

      Open media control: Opens control for attached media preview file. Record manager 

allows the synchronized replay of 3D record and 2D video media files. Because 3D record 

does not record UI changes, the media preview file provides a convenient way to include 3D 

recorded video fully synchronized with 3D recording. For example, you could watch a 2D 

Video course, stop it at any time and continue where video left off by direct interaction with 
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3D scene. You can find more information about creating and attaching media preview in the 

reference documentation. 

 

 

Opened Video Preview panel 

 

  Export: Saves recorded events to the specified file. You may also use the record library 

for exporting and sharing recordings among users. 

  Import: Loads recorded events from the specified file or library. When loaded, it 

replaces the current scene with the initial state of the recorded space. It also opens a control for 

attached media if available.  

 

 

2.13.5 3D Record Tutorial 1: Recording Physical Simulation and User 

Interaction 

Follow these steps: 

 Switch to the full layout and generate a new space.  

 Select the Workspace and open the “molecules1” scene from the Base scene library. 

 Open the record toolbar and start recording by pressing the record button. 

 Start the simulation using the Start/Stop tool and then select the PhysMove tool. 

 Use the PhysMove tool and interact with molecules for 30 seconds during the simulation. 

 Stop recording by pressing the Stop button in the record toolbar. 

 Stop the physical simulation. 

 Store the recording in the record library, or export it directly using the record toolbar. 
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2.13.6 3D Record Tutorial 2: Playing a Recording 

Follow the steps in the previous tutorial to create a recording of physical simulation with user 

interaction. 

 

 Open a recording from the record library by single-clicking on the recording. You can also 

import records by using the Import button. Initial record state will display in Workspace when 

successfully loaded.  

 

  

Load or import a record 

 

 Right-click on the Open Record Toolbar button in the main toolbar to bring up record 

preferences panel. 
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R-click the open record tool button to show the RecPref panel 

 

 Uncheck the Maintain Record Time option in the preferences panel, and press the Play button 

located in the record toolbar to start replay. 

 You may control the speed of replay by using the slider in the preferences panel. 

 You can also navigate in the view using the view widget during replay. 

 Press the pause button to interrupt replay, and press it again to continue in replaying. 

 Use the Stop button to finish record replay. 

 

 

 

Record playing 
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2.14 3D View – Model 

 

Model View 

 

Model View of trueSpace will be familiar to users of previous generations of trueSpace. There are 

literally hundreds of modeling and animation tools available in the older, pre-trueSpace7 format, and 

we decided to keep this part in its existing format with only minor changes such as newly redesigned 

icons.  

 

In some cases keeping the older modeling tools with their interfaces intact means that you will see 

duplicates of some control elements between the older legacy Model View, and the newer Workspace 

View. Over time, as we transfer all modeling tools to the Workspace View, the duplicates will be 

eliminated. For now, however, you can enjoy all the benefits and comfort of the existing tools, which 

are integrated with the new Workspace tools via a real-time bidirectional bridge. This bridge has many 

benefits. For example, you can use the existing key frame editor and watch as well as edit the animation 
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in the new photorealistic Workspace View. We hope that it is worth putting up with the inconvenience 

of a few duplicate icons and toolbars. 

 

2.14.1 Views 

The view above is the default view for Model. The title bar and menus are along the bottom of the 

screen, and strips of icons arranged in logical groups surround the main work area or workspace. The 

grid that crosses through the workspace runs along the X and Y axes and is used as a visual reference as 

you work, but it will not appear in your final rendering.  

 

There are two view modes in trueSpace: standard and 4-view.  

 

Standard View Layout  

The default interface for Model View, this presents you with a perspective view, and up to three 

auxiliary windows of different views. Each auxiliary window can be moved and sized independently, or 

in the case of dual monitor support, can be moved to the second monitor‟s screen. To access the 4-

views option, either click and drag on this icon, or just hover the mouse pointer over the icon with the 

button depressed, and a flyout menu will appear. 

 

 

Standard View Layout 
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4-Views Layout  

This layout splits the screen into 4 equal parts of top, front, left and perspective views. These view 

windows can be resized by dragging on the division line between the views, and changed using the 

View Select icon (see below). Dual monitor support has no effect in this view. 

 

 

4 View Layout 

 

Camera View  

Although in Model View any object may be used as a camera, special non-rendering camera objects are 

also available. One or more such cameras may be placed in a scene, each one with its own settings and 

animations. The camera‟s point of view can be zoomed in our out by altering the Z-scale parameter in 

the Object Properties Panel, accessed by right-clicking the Object Tool. (See ARTIST GUIDE 

APPENDIX B: PREFERENCES, for more information about this panel.) 

 

To place a camera object in a scene: 

1. Activate the Camera (or Panoramic Camera) tool. The mouse cursor will change to a 

pointer with a small camera icon attached to it. 
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2. Click and hold the left mouse button to place a camera object in the scene.  

3. Drag while holding down the left mouse button to move the newly placed camera object 

parallel to the ground (XY plane). 

4. While still holding down the left mouse button, press and hold the right mouse button to move 

the camera vertically along the Z axis. 

5. Hold down the CTRL key to rotate the camera. The camera will follow the cursor‟s 

movement. 

 

Tip: The Camera View is most often used with Camera objects, but it is also useful 

for “aiming” other types of objects. For example, use the Camera View on a 

spotlight to pinpoint the light’s center of focus, or use it on a character’s eyes to see 

exactly where they are looking. 

 

New View 

This icon group enables you to open up to three new view windows of any view type while in Standard 

Views Layout: top, bottom, left, right, perspective, front, or back . 

 

 

New View options 

 

Video Safe Area 

Although computers display the entire working area of the screen, video displays and TV sets are 

usually set up with a portion of the display hidden behind the frame, or bezel, which surrounds the 

screen. Therefore all video imagery which is intended for video playback with an amount of bleed area 

should be designed in such a way so that the important visual information is kept within the video safe 

area. 

 

User-specifiable safe area lines are provided by trueSpace, showing the relevant part of the view, which 

is guaranteed to be visible in the video output. These lines can be set on a per-view basis. 
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The View Options panel (available by right-clicking the view type icon) contains the interface for 

enabling the safe area lines. 

 

 

 

• Safe area: Enable safe area lines in the active view. 

• Width: The width (in percent of the complete view width) of the safe area. 

• Height: The height (in percent of the complete view height) of the safe area. 
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2.14.2 Display Modes 

D3D Mode  

D3D is short for Direct3D and is the default mode for trueSpace. This allows you to see a preview of 

your objects with lighting and textures in real time as you make changes without having to take the 

time to render. Most 3D accelerator cards support Direct3D. 

 

Right-clicking on the D3D icon gives you a properties menu where you can adjust the display settings. 

This is covered in detail in APPENDIX B: PREFERENCES. One feature of immediate interest is the 

transparency setting: 

 

Transparency: This sets the level of transparency used in real time rendering for objects that are being 

edited. 

 

• Level 1: This setting will give you the best performance, but the lowest quality of 

transparency. In some cases you will not see what is behind foreground objects. 

• Level 2: At this transparency level, all objects are fully transparent, but they are highly 

saturated with light. In this level the color blending is the same between 2 or more objects, so 

it becomes difficult to distinguish between overlapping objects. 

• Level 3: This is the highest quality transparency, but also the slowest to render. 

 

Wire Frame Mode  

Wire frame mode renders only the vertices and meshes that make up your objects and scenes. This is 

the quickest interface if your graphics card cannot do D3D or OpenGL as there is much less calculating 

and rendering to be done, but it is also the least informative: you cannot see previews of how your 

textures will look or how the lighting strikes your models as you work with them. 

 

   

D3D Solid Mode                      OpenGL Solid Mode                       Wireframe Mode 
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2.14.3 Draw Modes 

With this icon group you can set the real-time render modes. 

 

Draw as Solid  

trueSpace will render all objects in your scene as completely opaque, shaded, and preview rendered. 

 

Draw as Solid Outline  

trueSpace will render the objects just as in solid mode and also outline the edges and vertices of the 

objects. 

 

  

Solid Mode Solid Outline Mode 

 

 

Draw as Transparent  

This will allow you to partially see through objects. 

 

Draw Transparent Outline  

This is similar to Draw as Transparent, with the added function of highlighting all vertices and edges. 
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Transparent Transparent outline 

 

 

Draw as Wireframe  

This will not give you a preview render of what your object will look like in the final render, but it will 

speed up navigation in the interface because there is less information on screen for the video card to 

update. 

 

 

Wireframe 

Draw as Radiosity   

trueSpace will create a real time radiosity solution. You can navigate in real-time or create a non real-

time photorealistic render. 
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Draw as Radiosity 

 

Per-object Draw Modes 

 

 

In addition to setting the global Draw Mode, you can also set per-object draw modes. This allows you 

to do things such as manipulate a wireframe mesh using a solid mesh or texture painted on a backdrop 

as reference. 

 

The per-object Draw Modes are accessed via the object‟s Selector Context Toolbar, described later in 
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this section. The available per-object draw modes are Solid, Solid Outline, Transparent, 

Transparent Outline, Wireframe, and three additional modes: Pass through, Textures from 

Illumination, and Object Mode Off. 

 

To enable or disable per-object draw modes for all objects in the scene, use the Pass Though toggle on 

the Display Options panel, accessed by right-clicking any of the global draw modes. See  APPENDIX B: 

PREFERENCES for details on this setting. 

 

Note: Holding down the ALT key while selecting a global draw mode will set all objects‟ draw modes 

to the same selection. Holding down the ALT key while selecting Pass Through will switch off all per-

object draw modes. 

 

Draw Object with Textures from Illumination  

If textures from illumination have been generated for this object (see ARTIST GUIDE CHAPTER 5: 

LIGHTING AND RENDERING), enabling this mode will cause the current object to be drawn as solid 

with textures from illumination. This mode will not be available if the current object does not have 

textures generated from illumination. 

 

Object Mode Off  

When enabled, this turns off the custom per-object drawing mode for the current object until it is either 

disabled, or another drawing mode is chosen for the current object. 

 

Pass through  

If Pass through is turned off, global settings are used. If  Pass through is turned on, then screen settings 

and local flags are combined and used. 

 

 

2.7.4 Navigation and Selectors 

Moving around your world in trueSpace can be done through two different tools: the View Navigation 

Tool, and the View Control. Each of these will move the view around your scene, rotating, moving or 

zooming.  
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View Navigation Tools View Control 

 

 

The View Control is in every view window for quick and easy access. It enables you to move and 

rotate as needed, all from one location. The View Control consists of control points: rods that run 

parallel to their axes of influence for rotations, and planes that are used for moving. 

 

Each control point also has a right drag function that performs the same action (rotate or move) but on 

the other axes. In addition, the green base of the control is used for rotating around the currently 

selected object, and the gray sphere at the center has two functions: left-drag to move the view control, 

and right-click to open up the options panel for the view control. 

 

 

 

The control options, left to right as pictured: 
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Walk / Fly: Toggle control between Walk and Fly modes of the navigation tab on the View Control. 

Left-click and drag or hover over the downward arrow to get the flyout list. There are two modes of 

moving in trueSpace: Walk and Fly. The difference is subtle and all in the mouse buttons, but it can be 

significant. In Walk mode, your view moves when you move your mouse. Hold your left button down 

and moving your mouse left or right will move your view in that direction. Hold down the right mouse 

button and moving your mouse forward or back will move your view up or down. The view only 

moves as far as you move your mouse. In Fly mode there is no need to keep moving the mouse; the 

view will move as long as you still hold the button down. For instance, in fly mode if you click the left 

button and move the mouse to the left slightly, your view will continue to move as long as you keep the 

mouse button depressed. 

 

Size control: Drag on this option to resize your View Control. 

 

Delete View Control: Clicking this will cause the View Control to disappear. If you wish to bring the 

View Control back, you can use the Global Panel or the Preferences panel. In the Preferences panel, 

simply toggle the “3D controls” checkbox. The Global Panel is a 3D interface that you can use to 

adjust many of the settings in trueSpace. To bring back that View Control: 

 

 

 

1. Open the Global Panel . 

2. Select Menu Settings. 

3. Select “Enable View Controls creating” to turn it off. 

4. Select “Enable View Controls creating” to turn it back on. 

5. Close the global panel by clicking the “x” on its interface. 

 

The View Control will be automatically recreated when the creating option is enabled. The Global 

Panel is covered extensively in  APPENDIX B: PREFERENCES. 
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Close properties: Closes this list of control properties. 

 

Navigation Icons 

In addition to maneuvering around your environment with the View Control, you can use the Eye 

Tools. 

 

Eye Move  

After selecting this tool, a left drag in the workspace will move your view on the XY axes, and right 

drag will move you on the Z axis. In the World system, clicking the left mouse button and dragging 

causes the eye to move parallel to the XY reference grid. Clicking the right mouse button and dragging 

causes the eye to change altitude over the XY reference grid. 

 

Eye Rotate  

Although the coordinate system controls for eye rotation appear the same as for other navigation tools, 

they have different meanings. Regardless of which coordinate system is chosen, eye rotation (turning 

about its own axis) and revolution (orbiting) are based on the Screen coordinate system. 

 

By selecting the World coordinate system, the eye will orbit the world center, even if the eye does not 

directly point at it. 

 

By selecting the Object coordinate system, the eye will orbit the active object‟s center (see below) 

even if the eye does not directly point at it. If no object is active, the eye will orbit the world center. 

 

Eye Zoom  

Zooming in a perspective or camera view is analogous to changing the focal length of a lens. You can 

zoom from fish-eye to super-telephoto. The photographic effects of the eye‟s real-world counterparts 

are apparent in trueSpace. For example, when the eye is zoomed to telephoto ranges, objects will 

appear to be crowded together. Zooming in an orthographic view moves the eye in and out without 

visual distortion. 

 

Eye Zoom is independent of any coordinate system; it moves along an axis perpendicular to the screen. 

Within a perspective view, the amount of zoom on the eye is limited. To “pull out” of a scene or to get 
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close to very small objects, use the Eye Move tool in the Screen coordinate system. 

 

Mouse Wheel Support 

The mouse wheel allows easy eye manipulation without the need to switch tools: 

• Turning the mouse wheel forward moves the eye/camera toward the center of the coordinate 

system. 

• Turning the mouse wheel backward moves the eye/camera away from the center of the 

coordinate system. 

• Dragging the mouse while the mouse wheel is pressed-in rotates the eye around the selected 

object. (Note that this feature does not work in the orthographic views.) 

 

Look at Current Object  

Use this tool to center the current view on the currently selected object. This moves your point of view, 

not the object.  

 

Reset View  

This tool will return the current view back to the default angle and location. This can be very useful for 

normalizing the view of your scene after you have changed the view often to focus on specific objects. 

 

2.14.5 Object Selector Box 

The Object Selector Box is a bounding box that surrounds the currently selected object. It will appear 

as a light blue box with conical rotation handles at the center of each side. Using this bounding box you 

can move, rotate or scale the object. The conical handles at the center are for rotating, the center portion 

of the edges is used for moving the object, and the outer portions of the edges are used for scaling the 

object. In addition, the joint between two edges is a control point for proportional (3D) scaling. 
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The axis of movement, rotation or scaling depends on the edge that is grabbed as well as the initial 

direction of dragging. For instance, if you drag on the center edge at the bottom right of an object and 

are dragging in a rightwards motion, your object will move along the ground on the Y axis. However, if 

you grab the same edge and drag your mouse toward you, the object will move downward along the Z 

axis. Once you are moving in one direction, you can change the direction by depressing the right mouse 

button while still holding the left button. Similarly, to go back to manipulating on the initial axis, 

release the right mouse button. This method allows you to easily move along separate axes without 

needing to reorient your selection. 

 

To temporarily hide the Object Selector, hold down the CTRL key. This is very useful when trying to 

select objects or portions of objects that are small enough to be obstructed by the selector, such as point 

edit mode.  

 

The rotary diamonds in the center of the box edges are used for rotating the object. (If they are not 

visible, you may need to toggle them on by clicking the selector orientation sphere.) Simply drag on 

one of the diamonds to rotate the selected object around the corresponding axis. You can also move the 
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object‟s center by right dragging on the diamonds. To see this in effect, display the axes for your 

object, then drag on one of the rotary diamonds. You will see the axes move, and when you release the 

mouse button the diamond will stay parallel to where you moved the axes to give you visual cues as to 

where the object‟s center lies. 

 

2.14.6 Object Selector Sphere 

The sphere selector serves a number of different functions, including 

• Re-orienting the object selector box. 

• Selecting sub-objects within a hierarchy. 

• Toggling display of the Rotation Control. 

• Accessing a context toolbar containing common tools. 

 

Using the selector sphere to re-orient the object selector box 

 

Original bounding box orientation on left, dragging the selector sphere onto a face in middle and after 

releasing the sphere, the selector box is reoriented to the face’s coordinate system at right 

 

The sphere selector control can be used to define the selection or orientation further. For example, with 

a single object, you can drag the sphere and drop it on the face of an object to reorient the selector box 

to the face‟s coordinate system. 
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Using the selector sphere to change the current selection in a hierarchy 

 

Original bounding box on left, move sphere around sub-objects in middle, while the right side image 

illustrates when you let go of the sphere and sub-obj shows bounding box 

 

The sphere can also allow you to edit parts of an object within a hierarchy. For example, if two objects 

are glued together you can drop the sphere on one of the objects to select just that one. The glue 

relationship and the hierarchy of the objects is preserved as you edit the sub object: 

 

Using the selector sphere to toggle display of the Rotation Control 

 

Rotation diamond located on bounding box at left, while Rotation Control appears at right with diamonds 

now missing from bounding box 
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You can also use the sphere to toggle between displaying the rotation diamonds on the bounding box or 

the Rotational Control. Click once on the sphere control to toggle between these two modes. 

 

The Rotation Control appears while the object is in an edit mode, such as point edit. The control can 

be used to rotate the selected object. This control looks similar to the View Control, and it functions 

much the same as well. However, the Rotation Control is used for manipulating an object, while the 

View Control manipulates a viewpoint. In addition, the right mouse button is used for rotating the 

object in fixed 90° increments. 

 

The control temporarily disappears if mouse drag is detected to prevent the control from obscuring the 

view of the object itself, but it will reappear when hovered over. As with the Object Selector Box, the 

Object Selector Sphere is oriented by the selected coordinate system. The screen coordinates are not 

supported and if they are selected, the object‟s axes are used for orienting the control. Drag on the 

center of the rotation control to move it. 

 

Selector Context Toolbar 

Right-clicking the selector sphere will call up a context toolbar that allows you to create object notes 

and set per-object properties. 

 

 

 

Note Editor 

The notebook is a handy little tool that can be used to jot down object information, texturing ideas, 

shader settings, or anything you may wish to recall at a later time. Each object has only one notebook 

associated with it, and only one may be open at any time. While open, the notebook will always reflect 

the notes associated with the currently selected object. 
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The Notebook icon is housed both on the selector context toolbar (accessed by right-clicking the 

object‟s selector orientation sphere), and on the same toolbar as the Object tool. This Notebook is a 

toggle that applies to the currently selected object. When enabled, the notebook for the active object is 

displayed anytime this object is selected. Selecting a different object will cause the notebook to close 

(if the object‟s Notebook icon is not enabled). The state of the Notebook toggle is saved in the .SCN or 

.COB files. 

 

Changes to the notebook are saved automatically, and closing the notebook hides it from view. The 

notebook is not copied when the object is duplicated. 

 

 

Blue indicates empty notebook. Orange indicates not empty 

 

The selector orientation sphere will indicate whether or not the object‟s notebook contains any 

information: blue for empty, and orange when a note is present. 
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Per-object Draw Modes 

This toolbar allows you to set the draw mode (discussed previously in section 2.7.3) on a per-object 

basis.  

 

Physical Material Parameters 

These tools are described in detail in  CHAPTER 9: ANIMATION. 

 

Axes Tools 

This toolbar houses the axes-manipulation tools: normalize scale/rotation/location, move axes to center 

of object, show/hide axes. These tools are described in detail in section 2 of  CHAPTER 4: MODELING. 

 

Object Render and Radiosity Options 

This button opens the object rendering options panel, described in detail in APPENDIX B: 

PREFERENCES. 

 

Animation Parameters 

These tools are described in detail in  CHAPTER 9: ANIMATION. 

 

2.14.7 Toolbars 

Icons 

All Model icons are accessed primarily through left and right mouse clicks. Left-click activates the 

icon, and right-click will bring up an options or settings panel if the tool has one. There are three states 

that an icon may have: Active, Inactive, and Unavailable.   

 

 An available icon will look like a button with a gray background  

 

 An active button will have a white background.  

 

 An unavailable button will be grayed out or ghosted. Most often a tool will only be 
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unavailable if it does not make sense in the current context. For instance, if there are no 

objects in your scene yet, the Object Union button has nothing to work with so it is shown 

as unavailable. As soon as an object is created, this button becomes available.  

 

The availability of a settings panel is indicated by tiny red triangle in the upper-right corner of the icon. 

To access the settings panel for a tool, right-click on its icon. (Some tools will not have a panel, and in 

this case right-clicking will do nothing.) 

 

 

Settings for Object tool can be opened by right-clicking on Object Icon 

 

In addition to the icons that are arranged in groups and are immediately visible, many icons are actually 

part of a family of tools that can be accessed through a pop-up list. The availability of a pop-up list is 

indicated by a tiny green triangle in the upper left corner of the icon. To activate the pop-up, left-click 

on the icon and drag or hover for a second.  

 

Toolbars  

 

Model Point Edit Toolbar 

 

While most Model toolbars were converted to the new format, some were kept in the older format 

which is slightly different. If you wish to re-arrange the tools on a toolbar or create new toolbars, you 

have the power to do so. There are two types of manipulation available: toolbar sizing, and 

customization. Toolbar sizing allows you to collapse a toolbar into a small square (effectively clearing 

as much work area as possible), to expand and show all icons on the toolbar strip, or to maximize and 

show all icons (including flyouts) on a tool bar.  
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A collapsed toolbar will appear as a small square. Hovering over the square will display the full 

toolbar, but it will collapse again as soon as the mouse moves off. Clicking on the handle of the toolbar 

once will expand it to show all icons on the toolbar strip, and it will not collapse when the mouse 

moves off. 

 

Clicking on an expanded toolbar will maximize it. A maximized toolbar will show all icons in all 

groups on that toolbar: 

 

 

                              Minimized Toolbar                            Maximized Toolbar 

 

Clicking on the toolbar handle again will minimize it again, although the toolbar will still display until 

you move your mouse off of the handle.  

 

Model toolbars can have several different location states: docked, floating, and context. A floating 

toolbar is one that has been dragged to an arbitrary place in your workspace. To dock a toolbar, simply 

drag it to an edge of the screen, and it will adhere to the side. A context toolbar is one that appears 

when a certain mode has been entered. For instance, when you right-click on an object, you enter edit 

mode, and you get a context sensitive toolbar that will sit below your object and will move with it. If 

you move the toolbar away from its parent object, it will be frozen at its new location. You can tell the 

toolbar is frozen by the small black nail in its handle bar (as shown in the image above). Moving it back 

over the parent object re-attaches it to the object. 
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Reset Toolbars Layout   

 

Reset Toolbar Layout location in trueSpace 

 

After working with trueSpace for a period of time, you may find that you have changed your toolbars 

and icons around. If you require all toolbars to be at a default state, the Reset Toolbars Layout tool will 

do just that. It restores your toolbars for Model view to a default state. 

 

3rd Party eXtensions  

3rd party trueSpace extensions can be seamlessly integrated into the standard trueSpace toolbars. To 

load a 3rd party trueSpace eXtension, click the 3D plugin icon. You will be presented with the open 

extension dialog: 

 

 

Open trueSpace Extension dialog 

 

To load a particular plugin, just select the .tsx file in the dialog and click Open. The icon for the plugin 

will be added to the modeling toolbar to the left of the 3D plugin icon. You can use the trueSpace 
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toolbar customization options described earlier to place the icon into any toolbar in trueSpace interface, 

or even to create a new toolbar for the plugin. To unload the plugin, just drag the plugin‟s icon to the 

Recycle Bin. Note that the information about plugins loaded into the trueSpace workspace as well as 

their position in toolbars is stored in the project/configuration library. 

 

Delete Icons  

In addition to building toolbars, you can also destroy them; shift-dragging a toolbar or icon to the 

trashcan on the layer toolbar will delete it. 

 

Icon Finder  

Clicking on the Icon Finder tool will bring up a repository of all tools available in Model. (Note: Use 

of the Icon Finder and Icon Helper is currently limited to the legacy Model toolbars, such as the 

object context toolbars.) This repository is a toolbar unto itself and thus will react the same as any other 

toolbar. Clicking on the tool again will hide the icon repository. 

 

 

Icon Finder location in trueSpace 

 

Icon Helper  

The Icon Helper window allows you to easily find any tool or option within the trueSpace interface. 

(Note: Use of the Icon Finder and Icon Helper is currently limited to the legacy Model toolbars, such 

as the object context toolbars.) To open the Icon Helper, either click its icon or press CTRL+F1 while 

hovering the mouse cursor over a tool within the workspace. (Note: Using CTRL+F1 to call up the 

Icon Helper automatically opens the window with the selected tool highlighted.) You may scroll 

through the list of all usable tools (and their descriptions), or narrow the selection by using the 

Category drop-down box. 
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With it you can also find out to which tool a hot key is assigned by clicking within the “Search Hot 

Key” field and pressing a key. If the hot key is already used, the tool will become selected. When a tool 

is selected, the assigned hot key will be displayed in the “Assigned Hot Keys” boxes. These boxes may 

also be used to assign, change, or remove the selected tool‟s hot keys by clicking inside one of the 

boxes and making the desired changes. 

 

 

 

The Icon Helper window contains the following controls: 

 

• Category: This drop-down box allows you to narrow the list to a category of tools. There are 

two special categories: Options and Hot Keys. The Options category includes all check boxes 

and radio buttons, including those found in options panels for tools. The Hot Keys category 

displays all tools and options with assigned Hot Keys. 

• Find Text : Click to open a dialog box that allows you to search for a tool by 

specifying text. 

• Inspect Tool : Click to start inspect mode. In inspect mode, the cursor changes, and 

you may click on any button in the interface. The selected button will be highlighted in the list 

box, allowing you to do things such as assign or change its hot keys. Right-click to stop 

inspect mode. 

• Find Tool  : This button allows you to locate a tool within interface. After clicking this 
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button, a short animation shows you where the highlighted tool or option button is housed. 

(Note: Do not move the cursor during the animation because the cursor‟s position is controlled 

by the program.) 

• Save Hot Keys : This button allows you to save a list of hot keys in text or HTML 

formats for reference. Note: When saving to HTML, the icons are saved into a subfolder of 

the chosen destination. The subfolder name is created from the HTML file name with suffix 

“images.” For example, if you save the hot key list as c:\test\keylist.htm, the images would be 

stored in the c:\test\keylist_images folder. 

• Tool list: This list box displays all the available tools and options. 

• Assigned Hot Keys: Here you may assign, change, or remove a hot key. To add or change a 

hot key setting, click an edit field and press a key. (Note: You may use any edit field, but the 

key will be displayed in the first empty field.) To remove an existing hot key, click on the 

“Remove Hot Key”  button. To make the hot key perform the “Right-click” functionality of 

the highlighted tool, check the “RClick” box. (For example, if you set CTRL+S as a hot key 

for the Scene Editor, and enable “RClick” for this hot key, then pressing CTRL+S would open 

the preferences panel for the Scene Editor as if you had right-clicked the SE icon.) 

• Search Hot Key: You can find out to which tool a hot key is assigned by clicking within the 

“Search Hot Key” field and pressing a key. If the hot key is already used, the tool will become 

selected. 

 

Note: Double clicking an entry runs the tool or toggles the option, as appropriate. 

 

2.14.8 Object Tool and Panels 

Object Tool  

The object tool is used for selecting objects and manipulating them. When you select the object tool 

you will exit whatever other mode you may have been in, such as painting or point editing. A right-

click on the object tool will bring up the object properties panel with the properties of the current object 

displayed. 
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Expanded view of Object Information Panel 

 

The red triangle in the upper right corner gives you access to a more extensive object information 

panel, and clicking on the red triangle again will collapse the object information panel back to its 

compact form.  

 

The properties displayed in the object information panel take two forms: information that is not 

changeable through this panel, and measurements that can be manipulated by typing directly into the 

fields in the panel. Any information in a white box is editable, while the information in gray boxes is 

not. For instance, you can change the location, rotation and size of an object by clicking in the box, 

typing a new number and hitting return, but you cannot change the class of the object through this 

panel. This panel is covered in detail APPENDIX B: PREFERENCES. 

 

Panels 

Panels open up and tile automatically from left to right along the bottom of the screen. However, you 

can move a panel to wherever you want by dragging its title bar. By default some panels will display a 

subset of its options to keep the panel small and manageable. However, when you need to adjust more 

details than are displayed by default, many panels will have a red triangle icon available on the menu 

bar that will display all the available settings. 
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Color panel minimized                                            Color panel expanded 

 

After clicking the red triangle icon, it will change from pointing downwards to pointing upwards. Click 

the triangle again to roll the expanded options back into the panel, leaving the minimal panel display 

and an uncluttered desktop. 

 

When working with many objects, materials and other tools, you may get a lot of panels open at one 

time and you may want a way to organize the clutter quickly. The following two tools will be 

invaluable in this case: 

 

Close All Panels  

This will close any panels that are currently open, leaving you with an unobstructed view of your 

workspace. If you would rather just hide all panels, press the TAB key. This will give you an 

unobstructed view of your workspace, and allow you to get all your panels back by pressing the TAB 

key again 

 

Dock All Panels  

Sometimes you can have a lot of panels open that you would just like to organize in a quick and logical 

way, and not close any of them. Use the Dock All Panels tool for this. Your panels will be lined up 

orderly along the bottom of your workspace. 
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All Model panels in docked state 

 

2.14.9 Projects, Libraries, Menus, and Files 

Just like with toolbars, Model View has a duplicated library structure that in some ways parallels the 

newer Stack View Library structure. The reason for this again is to keep for existing users content 

created with previous generations of trueSpace in a familiar format. New trueSpace users may jump 

right in to new Stack View libraries. Over time more and more libraries will be moved to newer format.  

 

In most cases you can load/save objects to and from trueSpace scenes in either newer or older libraries. 

While you model and render it may be convenient to use the Model side libraries. Then, when you add 

some procedural behaviors or DX9 materials, you may decide to store the scene in the new format in 

Stack View library. What is great that even after you have added new additions to older scenes, it still 

can be saved in both formats! This is quite practical. For example, for an illustration project you can 

use the known and trusted older Model format, while for a game project you can save your content in 

the new Stack View format, and you still can move objects between both projects with ease. 

 

Library Basics 

Like Stack View libraries, Model libraries are visual representations of what is stored on your hard 

drive, so you no longer need to worry about the Windows file system. While you may still choose to 

load scenes and objects through a file list, you also have a visual method that is much quicker and less 

error prone. Each library and item has a file associated with it. When you create new libraries, 

trueSpace creates a new subdirectory off the \libraries directory. When you add items to the library, 

trueSpace adds files to the subdirectory. This is true for all user-created libraries, but some of 

trueSpace‟s default libraries do not have directories associated with them because they are always a 

part of trueSpace.  
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Object Library Material Library Scene Effects Library  Shader Library 

 

 

The library interface is a collection of panels that each contain items of a particular type, such as 

objects or materials. Each item is represented by an icon and a name. The panel can be moved by 

dragging the title bar, resized by dragging a corner or edge, and closed by clicking the corner „x.‟ Each 

library panel also has three controls specific to libraries located on the title bar: 

 

 

 

The up and down pointers increase and decrease of the size of the icons within the panel. The „T‟ 

button will toggle item names on and off (the Shader library, above, does not display names). The small 

icons view can give you a more complete list but will not leave much room for item names. To select 

an item from a library, simply left-click the item to make it active, or drag and drop it directly into your 

scene. 
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In the case of objects, clicking on an item will create it at XY coordinates 0,0 (the center of your 

workspace). 

 

Right-clicking within the library panel will call up a menu of actions used to control the contents of a 

library. This menu has several options depending on the context: 

 

   

 

The menu is separated into two sections. The actions that affect the library‟s contents are under the 

Item heading. Actions that are specific to library file management are listed under the Library heading. 

 

Item Menu Selections 

• Insert: This will add the currently active item to the library and is context sensitive for the 

current library type. For example, if the currently active object in your scene is a sphere with a 

brick texture mapped to it, clicking Insert in the object library will add your sphere to the 

library along with the material map. On the other hand, clicking Insert in the material library 

will store only the brick texture. 

• Replace: Replace is only available when you select an existing item within the library. This 

action will replace the library object with a copy of the currently selected object in your scene. 

The name of the object will be kept the same. This will also overwrite the object file in the 

library directory, so make sure you wish to replace your object before you choose this option. 

• Rename: This will change the name of the selected item and name of the file stored in the 

library directory.  

• Delete: This will remove the selected library item from the current library and delete the item 

from your hard drive. 
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Library Menu Selections 

• New: New will create a new, empty library of the selected type, and a subdirectory under the 

libraries directory named new0. You may wish to rename this to something more suitable for 

the items you store in this new library. 

• Rename: This renames the current library and its subdirectory in the Libraries directory on 

your hard drive. 

• Load: The Load command will bring up a list of the libraries of the same type that have been 

imported or shared from other projects. Select a library and click Ok to load it as the active 

library. The Select Library dialog also contains the following features for working with loaded 

libraries: 

 

 

 

◦ Browse: Use this menu option to open and share a library from another project. Because 

the library is shared and not duplicated, any changes you make to a library loaded this 

way will affect the other projects that use the same library. 

◦ Delete: This command deletes the library from your hard drive. 

◦ Remove: This command deletes only the link to a shared library, without deleting the 

library from your hard drive. 

◦ Show Thumbs: This toggle displays or hides the thumbnails for the listed libraries. 
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• Save: This command saves changes made to the current library. 

• Save As: This command saves a copy of the current library under a new name. A dialog box 

will appear asking you to name the copy. 

• Import: Import copies a library from another project. Unlike sharing, which allows multiple 

projects to use and make changes to the same library, importing duplicates a library, copying it 

to the current project. (For information on sharing libraries, see the File:Load:Library 

command below.) Changes made to an imported library will not affect the project from which 

the library was imported. 

• Browse: Use this menu option to open and share a library from another project. Because the 

library is shared and not duplicated, any changes you make to a library loaded this way will 

affect the other projects that use the same library. 

 

Library types 

Project Library  

In real life you often work on a project basis. Projects in Model View consist of your workplace 

configuration, several libraries including artwork either imported or created, and your current scene. 

Your workspace state is automatically saved so that you find it the way you last left it when you start 

trueSpace again. 

 

It is also very convenient to create new libraries while working on a project and drag objects, materials, 

etc. into them right from workplace. trueSpace will automatically name them for you so that you can 

continue working without interruption. 

  

When you create a new project, trueSpace will create a new directory of the name that you specify 

under the \projects directory and store all information belonging to this project in subdirectories of that 

folder. You are also given the option to import the default libraries. As mentioned above, importing 

will create a copy of the library in the new project directory. This takes a bit more hard disk space than 

sharing, but greatly simplifies the maintenance of the artwork for your current project. 

 

trueSpace Model View has a default project that is used as the working project if a new one if not 

created. This is called \truespac.tsp and is located in the root directory of the trueSpace installation. 
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Configuration Library  

 

 

The configuration library stores toolbar arrangements, open panels, view windows and their positions, 

and real time render settings. This is useful for customizing your interface for the task at hand. An 

animation scene may have one layout, and a static image scene may have a completely different layout.  

 

Scene Library  

 

 

Scenes can also be stored in libraries. This allows you to browse your existing scenes using graphical 

representations. When you choose Insert from the library‟s pop-up menu, your current scene will be 

added to the library, and a preview render of it will be generated for use as an icon. Scenes saved via 

the file menu are not automatically inserted into this library. However, once you save a scene into the 

library, using the file menu to update your saved file will be reflected in the library. To save the scene 

automatically, see the preferences panel in APPENDIX B: PREFERENCES. 
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Object Library  

 

 

The object library can be used to hold objects or backups of objects from your scene. Any object that 

you create or import can be stored in an object library.  

 

Paths  

 

 

This library stores spline paths to be used for animation, sweeping, and other path-based functions. 

trueSpace4 path libraries imported into this library will be saved in the new format. 
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Curves  

The curve library allows you to select a curve from the draw panel or from an existing object and save 

the curve to the library. The illustration below shows the steps involved in adding a curve to the new 

Curve Library. 
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LightWorks Materials  

 

 

A LightWorks material is a combination of color, transparency, reflectance, and bump shaders into 

an overall “look.” For example, you may define a brick material by using a brick image map in the 

color shader, a rough texture in the bump shader, and a low-gloss finish in the reflectance shader. This 

combination can be saved as a single item into the material library and recalled for later use. Materials 

can be saved into the library by either inserting them through the pop-up menu, or dragging and 

dropping from an object from the workspace. (Note that you can drag a material from any object in the 

scene, not limited to the selected object.) Material libraries from trueSpace4 or earlier (*.MLB files) 

will be imported and saved under the new library format when they are opened in trueSpace. 
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Color/Procedural Shaders  

 

 

Color shaders are similar to textures except they are based on procedures and algorithms rather than 

existing images. This library stores color shaders and their settings. You cannot add items to this library 

through trueSpace, but new shaders that have been installed from outside of trueSpace will 

automatically show up here. 

 

Displacement Shaders  

 

 

Displacement shaders define how uneven the surface of your material appears. As with the color shader 

library, you cannot add to this library from a scene, but externally installed shaders will show up here. 
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Transparency Shaders  

 

 

Transparency shaders define procedures that give your materials transparent qualities. trueSpace 

supplies an assortment of transparency shaders for you to use. As with the color shader library, you 

cannot add to this library from a scene, but externally installed shaders will show up here. 

 

Reflectance Shaders  

 

 

Reflectance shaders define procedures that simulate a range of reflective materials, from flat to mirror-

like. As with the color shader library, you cannot add to this library from a scene, but externally 

installed shaders will show up here. 
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Image Browser  

 

 

The Image Browser allows you view directories of images using thumbnails instead of filenames. 

Images can be dragged and dropped directly onto main preview, color preview, or bump preview of the 

Material Editor. (See  CHAPTER 6: SURFACING for more information on the Material Editor.) Many 

properties panels within trueSpace that contain the option to load an image allow you to call up the 

Image Browser by left-clicking the option‟s entry box. (Right-clicking the same box will allow you to 

use the standard Windows file browser instead.) 
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Lights  

 

 

Custom light arrangements can be saved and reloaded at a later time. This lets you create specific light 

configurations that can be easily duplicated in many scenes, and also lets you experiment with lighting 

sets without risk of losing saved settings. 

 

Note: Lights residing on locked or hidden layers do not get replaced when a new light setup is selected 

from the Lights library. 

 

Scene Effects Library  

 

 

This library stores foreground and background shader settings. trueSpace comes with several sample 

scene effects, and you can add more as you create your own setups. 
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Menus and Files 

Although most of the actions in trueSpace can be accomplished through icons, there are two menus 

available: File and Help. The File menu has options for loading and saving objects, scenes, and 

libraries, as well as access to the preferences panel, display options and optimizations for processor 

instruction sets. See APPENDIX B: PREFERENCES for more information on the preferences panel. 

 

File Menu 

 

 

New: Scene  

This removes all objects from your Model View scene and starts you off with a fresh workspace. If you 

have not saved your current work, trueSpace will first prompt you to save your work.  

 

New: Library  

This will present you with a list of library types that you can create. Each of these already exists in the 

default trueSpace toolbars, and by using this menu option you can create empty libraries of your own. 

They will be attached to the library toolbar by default. 

 

New: Project  

This will present you with a dialog where you can name your new project. Once you have named it and 

clicked OK, trueSpace will create a new project folder for you in the \project subdirectory. A project 

will store all your settings from your trueSpace session. 

 

Load: Scene  

This will allow you to load a previously created scene. Loading a new scene will also unload the 

current scene you are working in. If you have not saved your work you will be prompted to do so. 

trueSpace can read .SCN, .WRL, and .WRZ files.  
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Load: Object 

trueSpace can import many different formats of objects. The native trueSpace object format is .COB, 

but others are available. Opening an object adds it to your scene.  

 

Load: Library 

Use this menu option to open and share a library from another project. Because the library is shared and 

not duplicated, any changes you make to a library loaded this way will affect the other projects that use 

the same library. They will be attached to the library toolbar by default. 

 

Load: Radiosity 

Use this option to load a saved radiosity solution. For more information on radiosity, see CHAPTER 7: 

LIGHTING AND RENDERING. 

 

Save: Scene  

trueSpace stores a scene as a file with a .SCN extension by default. However, it can also save a scene in 

iSpace (.ISS) and VRML (.WRL) formats. If your scene has been previously saved and already has a 

name, you will not be prompted for a new name. If the scene has not been saved before, you will be 

prompted to give it a name and choose the format. 

 

File: Save: Object  

This will save your currently selected object to its own file. By default trueSpace saves to the .COB 

format, but many other formats are available for exporting. (See DEVELOPER’S GUIDE CHAPTER 10: 

FILE FORMATS for more information on the available file formats.)  

 

Save: Preferences 

This command saves any changes made to the Preferences during the current working session. 

Preferences are normally saved when exiting trueSpace. 

 

Save: Hot Keys 

This command saves the Hot Keys set using Icon Helper during the current working session. Hot keys 

are normally saved when exiting trueSpace. 

 

Note: Hotkeys are stored in the trueSpace.key file. You can bring in your old hot keys by copying this 

file to your trueSpace directory. The file keylist.txt that is saved from the Icon Helper is a simple text 

file that can be printed out for reference, and is not used by the program to set hotkeys. 

 

Save As: Scene or Object  
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Use the Save As menu item when you wish to save an already named scene or object to a new file, 

leaving the original one untouched, without any updates since you first loaded it, or last saved it.  

 

Save As: Radiosity 

Use this option to save a radiosity solution that has been calculated for the current scene. For more 

information on radiosity, see CHAPTER 7: LIGHTING AND RENDERING. 

 

Save As: Texture from Illumination 

If any objects in the scene have textures generated from lighting, this option can be used to export the 

scene as either a regular trueSpace scene or to web formats that support baked on textures, such as 

Viewpoint and Shockwave 3D. See  CHAPTER 7: LIGHT&RENDER for more information on creating 

textures from illumination. 

 

Archive 

The archive function stores all resources in your scene, such as objects and materials, to its own 

directory under the \archive subdirectory. If the current scene has already been named, a folder inside 

the archive folder with the scene name will be created. Otherwise, the default name “newscene” is used 

for the scene and folder. This is an easy way to back up a scene and all its resources to one location.  

 

Recent Files 

This provides a list of the most recent files loaded or worked on for quick access.  

 

Preferences 

This opens the trueSpace Model View preferences panel: 

 

 

 

The options available on this panel affect the overall appearance and functionality of trueSpace. This 

panel and its options are covered in detail in  APPENDIX B: PREFERENCES. 
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File: Display options 

This brings up a panel for setting real-time display options. This panel is also available by right-

clicking on the Draw Objects icon and is covered in detail in  APPENDIX B: PREFERENCES . 

 

 

 

File: Exit 

This will exit the program. If AutoSave in the preferences panel is enabled, trueSpace will 

automatically save your current project and the scene. Otherwise, it will prompt you to save if any 

changes have been made since the last save. 
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     Chapter 3 MODELING - Workspace 

3.1 Object Tools 

  

 

 

The object tools allow for basic manipulation of the object itself. The tools to do this are found under the first 

fly out on the main modeling toolbar, as seen in the image on the left. 

 

Below you will find a description of each individual tool on this fly out. 
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3.1.1 Object 

 

The Object tool is used to select an object. Once an object has been selected, the remaining object tools 

can be used. Choose the Object tool and left click on an object in the Workspace to select it. 

Once an object is selected, it will show the Object Navigation Controller which can be used to move, rotate and 

scale the object. The Object Navigation Controller is highlighted in the image below: 

 

 
Object tool used to select the head object 
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3.1.2 Normalize Location  

 

The Normalize Location tool allows you to move either the object, or its axes if the Axis Tool has been 

activated, to the world origin at co-ordinates of (x=0, y=0, z=0). 

  
Using the Normalize Location tool moves the head from its position in space (left) to the world center (right). 

Note that the object is moved so that its axis are on the world origin. 

 

3.1.3 Normalize Scale  

 

The Normalize Scale tool allows you to normalize the scale of the object. There are times when an 

object will for instance not be entirely symmetrical. 

 

  
Using the Normalize Scale tool resets the head’s dimensions from “squashed” (left) to a scale of 1 in each  

direction, restoring it to normal proportions.  
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3.1.4 Normalize Rotation  

 

The Normalize Rotation tool is used to orient the object‟s axes to the orientation of the World Axis. 

You may also Show Axes (direct access to the axes) and use Normalize Rotation to normalize the 

rotation of the object‟s axes only, without changing the rotation of the object itself. 

 

  
Using the Normalize Rotation tool resets the head’s rotation  

 

3.1.5 Normalize Orientation  

 
This tool does not affect the object itself, but rather the axis for the object. When used, Normalize 

Orientation will move the axis to the center of the object, and rotate them to align with the object. 

 

To view the axis, use the Axis Tool, described in the following section. 

 

  
Moved and rotated axes on left; on right Normalize Orientation applied 
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3.1.6 Axis Tool 

 

The Axis Tool will display the axis for the currently selected object. As shown in the illustration below, 

the Axis Controller will then be shown at the location of the axis for the object. 

This allows you to manipulate the axis for the object using the move and rotate tools, which can be accessed 

directly using the Axis Controller. You can also use the Normalize Location, Normalize Rotation and Normalize 

Orientation tools to adjust the axis. Note that the actual object itself cannot be manipulated while the axis is 

shown. Once you have finished working with the axis, left click on the Axis Tool again to close the Axis 

Controller and return to working with the object itself. 

 

 
The Axis Tool displays the Axis Controller (highlighted) to manipulate  

the axis for the selected object 
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3.2 Point Edit Selection Tools 

An object‟s Mesh can contain combinations of elements. Those elements are Vertices, Edges and Faces. These 

basic elements form the foundation for creation of complex meshes/objects in trueSpace.  

 

Point editing in trueSpace is handled by a wide range of tools which let you select a group of vertices, edges or 

faces to work with. To enter point edit mode, right click on the selected object. If your object is a procedural one, 

for example a new primitive that can be adjusted using the various settings, then you will receive a warning telling 

you that the object will be converted into an editable mesh, as seen below. 

 

 

 

To enter Point Edit mode, click “Yes”. Note however that this will “freeze” the object into a regular polygonal 

form. You will no longer be able to use the controls for primitives to adjust the shape for example. If you want to 

keep using those controls, you can click “No” to cancel entering Point Edit mode. You can also choose whether 

trueSpace should display this warning each time, using the “Do not show this message again” checkbox. 

 

Once you click on “Yes” you can begin to select and work with collections of vertices, edges or faces. For all 

Point Edit selection tools, you can control whether you add to, remove from, or replace the current selection. By 

holding down the Control key and clicking, you can add additional elements to the selection. By holding down the 

Shift key while clicking on already selected elements, they are removed from the current selection. If you click 

without holding down any key, then any previous selection is replaced with the new selection you make. 

 

Once you have made a selection, a navigation widget appears in location near the selected elements. This 
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navigation widget is used to move, rotate and scale the selected elements. Note that you can disable the view of 

this widget by pressing the TAB key. This can make it easier to make selections or to work with certain tools. To 

re-enable display of the widget, press the TAB key again, which can make it easier to manipulate and work with a 

selection. 

 

 

3.2.0 Mesh Editor Settings 

There are many options and settings that will control how Point Edit works, adjusting everything from the colors 

used in making a selection, to how certain tools work. This section details those options before we get into looking 

at the tools themselves. Where the options apply to a particular tool, you will find them repeated under that tool‟s 

description. 

 

The Default aspect 

This aspect is shown on activating Point Edit mode. 

 

 
The Default aspect of the Mesh Editor Settings panel. 

 

 Front Faces – If checked, selection tools will only select elements that are facing your current view. 

This is useful when working on the surface of a model and you do not want to accidentally select 

vertices, edges or faces on the back of the model. This is the same as Select Visible Geometry mode – 

checking this option will highlight that icon (or choosing that icon will check this parameter). 

 

If unchecked, the selection tools will select all elements whether they are facing the current view or not, 

and whether they are visible or not.  This is useful when wanting to select whole areas of a model, 

including the front and back. This is the same as Select All Geometry mode – un-checking this option 

will highlight that icon (or choosing that icon will un-check this parameter). 

 

 Opacity – This controls how transparent the solid surface of an object is during Point Editing. Lower 

values make the surface more transparent, with zero giving you wireframe editing. Higher values make 

the surface more solid, with 1 giving you an entirely solid appearance. Adjusting this is useful for 
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controlling the view, with a more solid surface ensuring you have less visual clutter from vertices, edges 

and faces at the back of the object (handy if you are working with Front Faces checked or Select Visible 

Geometry active), and a more transparent view letting you see those vertices, edges and faces at the back 

of the object (useful when working with Front Faces unchecked or Select All Geometry active). 

 

 Preserve Unwrap - If checked, then when you move a vertex its UV coordinates are updated so that 

texture is not distorted. If a vertex shares UV coordinates (2 adjacent faces with welded adjacent edges 

also in UV space) then the calculated UV is averaged for all those faces 

 

 
The UV map texture applied to a cube, with the top face subdivided, and a vertex  

selected for moving (highlighted). 
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With Preserve Unwrap un-checked, the vertex “drags” the UV map with it when moved (left). With Preserve Unwrap 

checked, the vertex is moved, but the UV map is not “dragged” along with it (right). The highlight shows the final 

location for the vertex. 

 

 

 Show Triangles – In order to ensure correct rendering, trueSpace automatically triangulates all models. 

Normally option is unchecked, which means that this “behind the scenes” triangulation is hidden, 

showing you only the edges and faces you have created and are working with directly. If you check this 

option, then you will see the triangulation that trueSpace uses. Note that this is a visual item only, you 

cannot then select those triangles directly - you must use the Select Triangle Faces or Select Triangle 

Edges tools to work with the underlying triangulation. Checking this option is useful if you are going to 

be using those tools. 

 

 Show SDS Faces – On Point Editing an object with one or more SDS layers, by default this option is 

unchecked and trueSpace only shows the base layer faces, and not the extra faces and geometry added by 

the SDS tool. If you check this option, then trueSpace will display those faces. Note that this is a visual 

item only, and you can still only select the faces from the base layer and not the extra faces and geometry 

added by the SDS layer(s). 

 

 Auto Triangulation - When you move a vertex, this controls when affected polygon gets 

re-triangulated. 

Continuous: Auto-triangulation happens as you move the vertex. 

On Release: Auto-triangulation occurs only after you release the mouse button. 

None: No auto-triangulation is done. 

 

 Highlight – This sets the color used for highlighted vertices, edges and / or faces. A highlighted item is 
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one beneath the mouse cursor, to show what element would be selected if you clicked on the mouse at 

that location. You can adjust this color to best suit your needs, usually depending on the lighting in the 

scene, and the colors of the object and the background. 

 

 Selected – This sets the color for selected vertices, edges and / or faces. You can adjust this color to best 

suit your needs, usually depending on the lighting in the scene, and the colors of the object and the 

background. 

 

 Deselected - This sets the color for vertices, edges and / or faces that are neither highlighted nor selected 

(ie the default color for those elements while Point Editing). You can adjust this color to best suit your 

needs, usually depending on the lighting in the scene, and the colors of the object and the background. 

 

 

 

The Soft aspect 

This aspect must be selected manually. This section is repeated under the Soft Selection tool write up. 

 

 
The Soft aspect of the Mesh Editor Settings panel. 

 

 Point Size – This controls the size of the vertices in Point Edit mode. Note that this is controlled 

separately from the size of the vertices outside of Point Edit (which is set in the Scene dialog in the 

Settings aspect of the Stack). This affects all Point Edit modes, and not just Soft Selection mode. 

 

 Soft Selection Gradient – These three colors are used to show points that are weakly selected (left most 

value), regularly selected (middle value) or strongly selected (right more value). You can edit these to 

your personal preference. These values only affect Soft Selection mode. 

 

 

The Autofacetize aspect 

This aspect is shown with a right click on the Auto Facet Normals tool, or can be selected manually. The value has 

no effect while actually using Point Edit mode, and only has an effect when Auto Facet Normals is clicked on. 
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The Autofacetize aspect of the Mesh Editor Settings panel. 

 

This controls the angle below which the Auto Facet Normal tool will treat faces as requiring smoothed normals 

(above this angle, the faces will be faceted). A higher value will give more faces that are smoothed, and a lower 

value will give less faces that are smoothed. 

 

 

The Heal Tool aspect 

This aspect can be selected manually, or opened with a right click on the Heal Tool. This section is repeated under 

the Heal Tool write up. 

 
The Heal aspect of the Mesh Editor Settings panel. 

 

 Heal Mode– This parameter controls how the Heal Tool will join vertices together. For full details, see 

the write-up under the Heal tool. 

  

 

The Mirror Tool aspect 

This aspect can be selected manually, or opened with a right click on the Mirror Tool. This section is repeated 

under the Mirror Tool write up. Note that these settings apply solely to the Mirror Tool, and not the Mirror 

Modeler. 

 
The Mirror Tool aspect of the Mesh Editor Settings panel. 

 

 Mirror Mode - This controls how the mirror result is calculated. The options are: 

Selection: The object or selected elements will be mirrored around the axis of the object or selected 

elements. 

World X Axis: The object or selected elements will be mirrored around the world X axis (flipping the 
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object left to right). 

  
The original object (left) and the result of the Mirror Tool with World X Axis chosen (right). 

 

World Y Axis: The object or selected elements will be mirrored around the world Y axis (flipping the 

object front to back). 

  
The original object (left) and the result of the Mirror Tool with WorldYX Axis chosen (right). 

 

World Z Axis: The object or selected elements will be mirrored around the world Z axis (flipping the 

object top to bottom). 
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The original object (left) and the result of the Mirror Tool with World Z Axis chosen (right). 

 

Manual: The object or selected elements will be mirrored around the axis set using the Normal and 

Position values. The three position values set the x, y and z location for the mirror plane in the world 

space, while the three normal values set the direction of the mirror plane. 

 

 Normals Flip – This applies when mirroring selected elements in an object, and not when mirroring 

the whole object. 

Auto: trueSpace will calculate whether or not to flip the normals for the mirrored elements. 

Flip: This forces the normals to be flipped on the mirrored elements. 

Keep:This keeps the normals on the mirrored elements the same as they were originally. 

 

 Manual Settings – These parameters define the mirror plane for when the Mirror Mode was set to 

manual, and they allow you to set the mirror plane that should be used. The first three parameters 

control the normal, that is the direction that the mirror plane is facing in world space. The next three 

parameters control the location in world space of the mirror plane. 

 

You can either manually enter the values, or you can choose an object or element such as a face, and 

then use the Pick buttons to copy the normal or location of that object or selected element. For 

example, you could pick a face on the object, use Pick to choose its location and its normals, and 

then the Manual mode will in effect mirror the object around that chosen face. Note that using either 

of the Pick buttons will automatically set the Model Mode to manual. 
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Selecting a face on the object (left) then using the Pick option for Normal and Position of the mirror plane 

captures the location and facing of that face to use when mirroring (right). 

 

  
Exiting Point Edit mode (left) lets us mirror the whole object at once with the Mirror Tool – the object is now 

effectively mirrored through the plane we had previously selected (right). 

 

 

 

 

The Delete aspect 

This aspect can be selected manually, or opened with a right click on the Delete Selected Elements tool. This 

section is repeated under the Delete Selected Elements write up. Note that these settings apply solely to the Delete 

Selected Elements tool and not to regular object delete outside of Point Edit. 
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The Delete aspect of the Mesh Editor Settings panel. 

 

 Keep stray vertices– If un-checked (the default), then any “unnecessary” vertices are removed as part of 

the delete operation. If checked, these vertices are kept even if they are no longer necessary, allowing 

you to continue working with them. The simplest example is where you delete an edge, and the vertices 

on the ends would simply divide another existing edge if left. 

 

Note that when checked, this option will override Merge Collinear Edges – vertices will be kept even if 

the Merge Collinear Edges setting would normally have removed them. 

 
The initial selection of an edge. 
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With Stray Edges un-checked, the vertices on the ends of the edge are deleted when the edge is deleted, since 

they are not required to define the remaining geometry (left). When checked, the vertices are kept, even though 

they are “unnecessary” to define the geometry, allowing you to continue working with them (left). 

 

 

 Merge collinear edges – If checked, then edges that almost form a straight line after the deletion will be 

merged into just one edge. It un-checked, then those edges will be kept as separate. How close to a 

straight line the edges need to be is defined by the Angle parameter (see examples below Angle 

parameter). 

 

Note that Keep Stray Vertices will override this setting, resulting in vertices being kept even if this 

parameter is checked and would normally have removed them. 

 

 Angle – Edges that meet at an angle lower than this value will be treated as collinear, those that meet at 

an angle above this value will be treated as separate edges. Only has an effect when Merge Collinear 

Edges is checked. 
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Our initial selection of an edge – notice how the lower left edges that the selected edge connects to are in a 

straight line, but the top left edges the selected edge connects to form a shallow angle (left). With Merge Collinear 

Edges checked and an Angle of 35, both pairs of edges are treated as making a straight line so have their 

component edges merged (right). 

 

  
With Merge Collinear Edges un-checked, neither pair of edges are merged, leaving them intact (left). With Merge 

Collinear Edges checked and an adjustment to the angle, now set to 5, only the lower left pair of edges are now 

considered to make a straight line, so they are merged while the other pair of edges remain separate (right). 

 

 

The Selected Materials aspect 

This aspect can be selected manually, or opened with a right click on the Select By Materials tool. This section is 

repeated under the Select By Materials write up. 
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The Select Materials aspect of the Mesh Editor Settings panel. 

 

This controls how the Select By Materials tool works, and has only one parameter. If this is checked, then the 

Select By Materials tool will choose all elements painted with that material so long as they are touching the initial 

selection – other elements which are not touching the initial selection will not be selected, even if they have the 

same material. If unchecked, then all elements on the object that use the same material as the initial selection will 

be selected, whether or not they are touching. 

 

 

The following tools can be used to make your Point Edit selection: 

 

 
The basic selection tools for Point Editing. 
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3.2.1 Select By Painting 

 

This selection tool allows you to pick (but not instantly move) one or several of the selected elements. 

Holding the left mouse button will let you paint over the surface to select all the elements you move 

across. 

 

 

3.2.2 Select By Rectangle 

 

This tool allows you to draw a rectangle around elements to select them.  Any elements within the 

rectangle become selected. 

 

 

3.2.3 Select By Lasso 

 

Select By Lasso allows you to left-click-drag your mouse pointer around elements, creating a lasso. 

Any elements within the lasso become selected.  

 

 

3.2.4 Select By Move 

 

This tool will select an element, based on your choice of Vertices, Edges or Faces and begin moving the 

element immediately. You simply left-click and drag, to select and move the element.  

 
 

The Soft Select tool 
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3.2.5 Soft Selection  

 

Soft Selection projects a gradient on the mesh and assigns evaluated weights to the touched vertices. As 

you transform the selected vertices, they are affected according to their weight. This means that some 

vertices, edges or faces will be strongly affected by any edits you make, while others will only be 

weakly affected. This gives a much more organic or rounded edit. 

 

      
The Soft selection settings panel – right hand image shows a Custom Profile being used 

 

 Object space - Determines if Object or World space will be used to map the Soft Selection onto the 

object. 

 Connected – This checkbox determines if the selection is allowed to select other object‟s elements or 

not. Imagine a character‟s upper and lower parts of the torso are separate meshes attached to same 

skeleton. This checkbox determines if you can select elements on both upper and lower torso, or if only 

elements of one object can be selected. 

 Radius - provides control over the overall size of the soft selection brush. 

 Widget Outlines - provides control over widget/controller inference lines. This only affects how the 

brush is displayed. 

 Custom profile - allows you to import images via the image area to the right of Smoothness slider. Hold 

the Control key and double click to open the Load Image dialog box. Note that images should be 

grayscale. White on the outside and darker on the inside will give a shaped brush (darker areas are more 

strongly selected than lighter areas).  

 Smoothness – This setting has only has an effect when a Custom Profile is used, and it controls the 

rotation of the custom profile as you move. 

 Magnitude – Controls the maximum strength of the brush. At values of less than 1, no points will be 
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“fully selected” resulting in a selection area that is blue through to yellow, with no green. Above 1, there 

will be fewer points with weaker selections, making most points fully selected (in other words, there will 

be a sharper boundary edge to the selection at values of above 1) 

 Sharpness – Adjusts the sharpness of the brush. Higher values will result in a brush that has more points 

strongly selected, and less points weakly selected around the edge (this will look like a wider, broader 

shape in the graph window), so that edits and manipulations will have a sharper defined edge. Lower 

values will result in more points around the edge being weakly selected (which will look like a narrower, 

sharper curve in the graph window), which will result in edits and manipulations having a softer, 

smoother edge. This setting has no effect when a Custom Profile is used. 

 

  
Loading the Terrain object from the Script Objects library, and flattening it, gives a good starting point for modeling out 

own landscape (left). A right click activates point edit, revealing a fairly dense mesh, perfect for working with Soft 

Selection brushes (right). 
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This shows the parameters used for the Soft Select tool in this first part of the example. 

 

  
Left click and drag to paint over the surface. Green points are strongly selected; yellow less strongly selected; and blue 

are weakly selected (left). We can use the widget to manipulate the points, pulling them up from the surface. This 

Magnitude gives quite a sharp edge to the resulting mountains (right). 
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This shows the new parameters used for the remainder of the example. 

 

  
Changing the parameters to give a less sharp, less strong brush lets us make a new selection with a left click and drag 

to paint over the surface (left). Now when we manipulate the points, we get rounder, softer shapes  

on our landscape (right). 
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Exiting point edit lets us see our new shapes (left). Continuing with the same settings, we can select and manipulate 

repeatedly to build up a pleasing landscape shape (right). 

 
The Soft Selection tool has options to control the colors used. These are found in the Mesh Editor Settings options 

panel in the stack, under the Soft aspect: 

 

 
The Soft aspect of the Mesh Editor Settings panel. 

 

 Point Size – This controls the size of the vertices in Point Edit mode. Note that this is controlled 

separately from the size of the vertices outside of Point Edit (which is set in the Scene dialog in the 

Settings aspect of the Stack). This affects all Point Edit modes, and not just Soft Selection mode. 

 

 Soft Selection Gradient – These three colors are used to show points that are weakly selected (left most 

value), regularly selected (middle value) or strongly selected (right more value). You can edit these to 

your personal preference. These values only affect Soft Selection mode. 
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The secondary select and transform selection tools.  

 

3.2.6 Invert Selection 

 

This unselects all currently selected elements, and selects all currently unselected elements. If the initial 

selection is all of one type, then the new selection will be of the same type. 

 

If the initial selection is of mixed type, the final selection will be of all one type. For the final selection, faces take 

priority over edges and vertices, and edges take priority over vertices. This means if the mixed selection had any 

faces, then the final selection will be faces; if the mixed selection had no faces, but did have edges, then the final 

selection type will be edges.  

 

Invert Selection works across the whole mesh, including unconnected areas. 
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With a set of faces selected (left), the Invert Selection tool swaps which faces are selected and which unselected (right). 

Note how unconnected areas, such as the eyes, are included in the new selection. 

 

 

 

 

3.2.7 Select connected 

 

This expands the current selection to include all connected elements of the same current type. 

Unconnected elements will not be included in the new selection. 

Unconnected elements can take several different forms. For example, if you Boolean Union two non-touching 

object together, then the elements on each remain unconnected, even though they are now counted as one object. 

The Cut Selected Edges tool can also leave you with one object which has unconnected elements, for example if 

you selected an Edge Loop, then used Cut Selected Edges, then you end up with two “halves” in the same object. 

 

If the object you are editing has been sliced apart using Scissor tool for instance, the entire object is not connected 

and the result may look like the image below, where a sphere was sliced in half. In such a case only the connected 

elements will be selected. 
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Using Select Path with edges followed by the Cut Selected Edges tool “separates” the top of the head (left). A single 

face is then selected on this part of the mesh (right). 

 

 

 
The Connect Selected tool then selects all faces on this part of the model,  

but not on the rest of the head. 
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Clearing the selection, then selecting a different face on the other section of the model (left) gives a different result from 

the Connect Selected tool (right). Note how the eyes are not selected, as there too are unconnected objects connected 

via Boolean Union. 

 

 

  
Clearing the selection and selecting some faces on one eye (left) results in only that eye  

being selected when Connect Selected is used (right). 
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3.2.8 Clear Selection 

 

This clears the current selection, without needing to leave Point Edit mode. You can then start a new 

selection afresh. 

 

 

 

3.2.9 Select By Materials 

 

This tool will select all faces that have the same material. It will only work with faces, and not with 

edges and vertices. 

 

If you activate this tool before making a selection, then it will select all faces with the same material as the next 

face or faces you select. With the tool active and no selection made, you can left click and drag to use a rectangle 

select to select one or more faces. If more than one material is included in that selection, then the final selection 

will include all faces with any of those materials. 

 

  
Left clicking to select this face (left) will select all faces with the same material. The same effect is seen if the  

face is already selected and then the Select By Material tool is used. Notice the eyes are not selected. 

 

If you activate this tool after a selection has already been made, then it will extend that selection to include all 

faces that have the same materials. If the original selection had faces with more than one material, then the final 

selection will include all faces with any of those materials.  
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Left click and dragging to select multiple faces (left) will select all faces with any of the materials in this selection; 

this time the eyes are selected also as their material is included. The same effect is seen if the selection is 

already made before using Select By Material. 

 

The Select By Materials tool has one option, which can be accessed by choosing the Select Materials aspect in the 

Mesh Editor Settings panel in the stack, or with a right click on the Select By Materials tool. 

 

 
The Select Materials aspect of the Mesh Editor Settings panel. 

 

There is only one parameter. If this is checked, then the Select By Materials tool will choose all elements painted 

with that material so long as they are touching the initial selection – other elements which are not touching the 

initial selection will not be selected, even if they have the same material. If unchecked, then all elements on the 

object that use the same material as the initial selection will be selected, whether or not they are touching. 

 

 

3.2.10 Select Path 

 

This tool works with vertices and faces, and requires two (or more) clicks. The first click will select one 

face or vertex; a second click will then cause trueSpace to create a selected path between the first and 

second selection. 

 

When working with vertices, the resulting selection will be edges joining the selected vertices together. When 

working with faces, the resulting selection will be faces. If the selection type is changed to edges, then clicking 

will not add a path, but will add the selected edge only. 
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With Select Path active, the first face is selected (left); with a second click on a distant face, trueSpace creates a 

selection of faces along a path from the first to the second face (right).  

 

Unlike the other selection tools, you can continue to add more to your selection with a left click without holding 

the CTRL key. Extra clicks will continue the path from where the nearest current end of the path; sometimes 

this will involve retracing the path along already selected elements, giving the appearance of a branch in the 

middle of the path. 

 

You can hold the Shift key to remove individual elements only, you cannot remove a path at once. Note that 

using this feature may give unpredictable results, and it is suggested you exit Select Path mode before refining 

the selection by removing elements. 

 

 
Another click continues our path from the previous selection 

 (with no need to hold the CTRL key.) 
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The main selection modifier tools 

 

3.2.11 Grow Selection 

 

The Grow Selection tool first converts the current selection to vertices, and then expands it selection to 

include surrounding neighbor vertices. Note that the resulting selection is always a vertex selection, 

regardless of whether the initial selection was vertices, edges or faces. 

 

  
With some faces selected, the Grow Selection tool turns this into a vertex selection, and then expands the  

selection to include the nearest neighbours.  
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3.2.12 Shrink Selection 

 

The Shrink Selection tool first converts the current selection to vertices, and then shrinks that selection 

by removing the outer vertices. Note that the resulting selection is always a vertex selection, regardless 

of whether the initial selection was vertices, edges or faces. 

 

 

  
With a group of faces selected, the Shrink Selection tool turns this into a vertex selection, and then shrinks the  

selection by removing the edge vertices from the selection, leaving only the central vertices still selected.  

 

3.2.13 Convert Selection 

 

Converts the current selection into whatever type is currently chosen. For example, if you use vertices 

to make a selection, then change the selection type to faces, the Convert Selection tool will transform 

the current selection into faces rather than vertices. 

 

It is important to note that when converting from vertices or edges to faces that only completely enclosed faces 

will be counted as being in the new selection. Also, certain patterns of “open” selections can result in no faces 

being selected, or all faces being selected. 

 

As you might expect, when converting from faces to edges or vertices, this is not a problem, since a selected face 

is always made up from a precisely defined set of edges or vertices. 

 

This tool can be especially useful for converting mixed selections into just one type. 
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With some faces selected, changing the selection type to edges then clicking Convert Selection turns the  

current selection into edges.  

 

 

 
Changing selection type to vertices then clicking Convert Selection  

once more turns the current selection into vertices. 
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3.2.14 Smooth Selection 

 

This transforms the current selection into a soft selection, where points have varying degrees or 

strengths of selection. It always turns the selection into vertices, regardless of what the initial selection 

type was. 

 

It also always expands the current selection rather like the Grow Selection tool, except in this case the new 

vertices being added having a “weaker” selection that the original points. The color of each vertex indicates how 

strongly it is selected, and so how strongly it will be influenced by edits such as moving, rotating or scaling. Green 

represents full selection strength, with yellow being partially selection, and blue being lightly selected (see Soft 

Selection for a more detailed description and examples). 

 

  
Starting with a regular selection of faces (left), moving these gives a sharp edged and unnatural  

deformation to our object (right).  
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By using Smooth Selection on our original selection of faces, we transform it into a selection with soft edges (left). 

Now when we manipulate these edges, our deformation has a smoothed edged to it, and looks 

less harsh and unnatural (right). 

 

  
Applying a second smooth select before making our transform softens the edge of the selection even further, 

extending it to include more vertices (left). Now the final transform is even more smooth and natural  

looking for the mesh. (right).  
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3.2.15 Outline Selection 

 

This takes the current selection, and selects the vertices that outline that original selection. This leaves 

only the vertices from the edge of the previous selection in the final selection. 

 

 

  
With a selection made (left), the Outline Selection transforms this to leave only the edge vertices selected (right).  

 

When the original selection contains a “hole”, if this is small, then the Outline Selection tool will give the same 

result as if the hole was not there. 

 

  
A small “hole” in the original selection (left) will not be treated as an outer edge by the Outline Selection  

tool (right). Notice that this is the same result as in the previous example. 
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With a larger hole however, the Outline Selection tool will include the vertices around the hole as being on the 

edge, so will include them in the new selection. 

 

  
With a larger “hole” in the original selection (left) the Outline Selection tool will include the vertices  

around the hole in the final selection (right).  

 

 

 
 

 

The Hide / Show selected geometry tools 
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3.2.16 Hide Selected Geometry  

 

This will hide the currently selected elements so that they are no longer rendered in the real-time view, 

and so they can no longer be selected or edited. This can be useful for hiding the geometry on the 

outside of an object so that you can select, edit and work with geometry inside the object. 

 

Note that you cannot select an object with the Object tool if you click on an area of hidden geometry – only by 

clicking on the visible geometry can you select an object. 

 

 

  

  
Selecting the outside faces with the rectangle select tool and then using Hide Selected gives  

unrestricted access to the teeth and mouth so that we can work with them. 
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3.2.17 Hide Unselected Geometry  

 

This hides the unselected elements, so that the selected elements are the only ones that remain visible, 

and are the only ones that can be selected and edited. This is useful for focusing work on a particular 

area of an object, without the distraction of other elements being visible in the scene. 

 

  
When working with a complex piece of a model such as an ear, it can help to hide the rest of the object to give an 

uncluttered view. Selecting the part of the model we want to work with then using Hide Unselected makes this easy. 

 

3.2.18 Show All Hidden Geometry 

 

This shows all hidden geometry, undoing the effects of either of the Hide tools, so that the whole object 

is visible and can be selected and edited once more. 

 

Note that using this tool after using one of the Hide tools does not restore the selection that was used to hide the 

geometry. If you have only just used one of the Hide tools and wish to change the selection to refine what is 

hidden, use Undo to step backward, removing the effect of the Hide tool as well as restoring the selection used 

during the Hide step. 

 

3.2.19 The Hide Tools and the UV Editor 

Note that the Hide tools will also hide the faces in the UV Editor. This can be helpful in simplifying the 

information shown in the UV Editor so that you can work more easily with certain parts of the mesh. The Unhide 
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tool will then unhide the geometry in the UV Editor also. This can be especially useful early in UV mapping when 

you need to lay out your UV map. Using tools such as Select By Material and Select Connected can be helpful in 

isolating parts of the model to show or hide. 

 

 
Using Select Connected, the faces on the head are selected, but the teeth are left unselected –  

this can be seen in the UV Editor. 

 
Now using Hide Selected not only hides the geometry in the 3D window, but also in the  

UV Editor window. 
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3.2.20 Using the UV Editor for Selections 

The UV Editor can be a very useful away to select geometry to work with on your model once the UV Map is laid 

out. This will let you quickly and easily select parts of your model to work with in Point Edit.  

 

 
The UV Editor can be a powerful selection tool during Point Edit. Using the Rectangle Select in the UVE makes it easy to 

select the faces for the interior of the mouth. 

 

 

 
Then using the Point Edit Hide Unselected tools, you can clear your 3D view to easily work with those faces. 
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3.3 Selection Items  
 

When working with any of the selection tools, such as Select By Painting, Select By Rectangle, etc, you need to 

define what type of element you want to select. You can work with vertices (points), edges, or faces, and these 

tools let you specify the kind of element you wish to select. The selection tools are: 

 

3.3.1 Select Context   

 

This tool will let you select whatever kind of element you point at, changing the select type “on the fly” 

to the context of what you are pointing at. This means if you point at an edge, it will let you select that 

edge; point at a vertex, and it will select that vertex; or point at a face, and it will select that face. 

 

 
Select Context used to select a range of faces, edges and vertices. 
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3.3.2 Select Vertices   

 

This selection type lets you only select vertices (points). 

 
Using the select tools with a selection type set to vertices. 
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3.3.3 Select Edges   

 

This selection type lets you only select edges. 

 
Using the select tools with a selection type set to edges. 
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3.3.4 Select Triangle Edges   

 

This selection type lets you only select edges, including the ones trueSpace uses to triangulate the mesh. 

By default, these extra edges for triangulation are not shown in trueSpace, and this selection type 

overrides that default and allows you to see and select the triangle edges of the object. 

 

 
Using the select tools with a selection type set to triangle edges. 
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3.3.5 Select Faces     

 

This selection type lets you only select faces. 

 
Using the select tools with a selection type set to faces. 
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3.3.6 Select Triangle Faces   

 

This selection type lets you only select faces, including the ones that result from trueSpace triangulating 

the mesh. By default, these extra triangulated faces are not shown in trueSpace, and this selection type 

overrides that default and allows you to see and select the triangle faces of the object. 

 

      
Using the select tools with a selection type set to triangle faces. 
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3.3.7 Select Edge Loops  

 

This selection type lets you select edges that form a “loop”. While this loop often goes around an object, 

there are times when it will be more complex, for example a loop constructed around an eye on a 

character. 

 

  
A simple edge loop will run all the way around an object; a more complex edge loop may encircle part of the geometry 

of an object, such as around the eye socket on a character. Using Edge Loops as the selection type 

will select these loops of edges with a single click. 
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3.3.8 Select Face Loops  

 

This selection type lets you select faces that form a “loop”. While this loop often goes around an object, 

there are times when it will be more complex, for example a loop constructed around an eye on a 

character. 

 

  
A simple face loop will run all the way around an object; a more complex edge loop may encircle part of the geometry 

of an object, such as around the eye socket on a character. Using Face Loops as the selection type 

will select these loops of edges with a single click. 
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3.4 Sweep, Draw, Topology Tools 

The Point Edit tools allow you to perform tasks on your mesh to change the geometry. These tools are used in 

conjunction with the Select and Context Point Edit tools to provide you with essential mesh-editing tools. The 

Point Edit Operations tools are as follows: 

 

 
The sweep, bevel and tip tools, are explained below. 

 

 

3.4.1 Dynamic Sweep   

 

The Dynamic Sweep tool will allow you to sweep faces in the direction of their normals. A normal refers 

to a face‟s direction, which by default is perpendicular to the surface of the face. In easy terms, the sweep 

will occur in the same direction as the face is pointing. 
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Using the Dynamic Sweep tool. 

 

 
The Dynamic Sweep settings panel. 

 

 

The Normal Sweep settings panel has the following attributes: 

 Boolean mode: You can select between four modes. Examples are given below. 

 
An initial selection is made, ready to sweep. 
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Boolean – In this mode, if you sweep a face through a part of the object, then the sweep will actually 

“cut a hole” through the face you sweep it through. This is very useful for drilling a hole through an 

object, or cutting out a part of a shelled object. 

 
Sweeping our selection downward with Boolean mode active gives  

a hole through the object. 

 

Boolean on Release – This carries out the Boolean operation as with the first setting, but the results 

of the Boolean are not shown in real-time and will only be shown once the mouse button is released. 

This allows for greater real-time performance on older hardware or with particularly complex 

Boolean sweeps. When this option is used, the screen will look like the sweep is in Disabled mode, 

until the mouse button is released when the effect of the Boolean will become apparent. 

 

Disabled – The sweep is carried out normally, with no Boolean operations done at all. If you sweep 

one face through another, then you will end up with overlapping geometry. This mode is most useful 

when you are not sweeping so far as to go “through” another part of the object 
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Sweeping our selection downward with the sweep Boolean mode set to Disabled 

does not create a hole, but does create overlapping geometry which could be problematic. 

 

Shell – This option lets you create a shell either inside or outside of the original object. This works 

best if all faces on the object are selected, results may be unpredictable or hard to work with if you 

use this option with partial selections. Sweeping inward will maintain the original surface as the 

outside, and allow you to create a new surface for the inside. Sweeping outward will make the 

original surface the inside faces, and add a new exterior surface. 

  
The Shell option works best if all faces are selected. Sweeping inward creates a hollow shell, with the original surface 

providing the outside, and the new sweep surface providing the inner faces (left). Cutting away part of the object with a 

Boolean afterward reveals the hollowed-out structure that results. 
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Sweeping our selection downward with the Shell option leaves the outer faces intact, and creates a new 

set of inner faces. This is generally not desired, unless you plan to work further with the geometry to 

restore it to a “valid” state. 

 

 Offset: This lets you enter a numerical value for the sweep. If you single click on a selected face, 

then this is the value that will be used to determine the distance the face will be swept. If you click 

and drag to set the sweep visually, then this value is updated with current sweep distance when you 

release the mouse button, letting you duplicate the same sweep distance on another face with a 

single click. 

 Segments: Sets how many segments the final sweep is made up from. 

 
With Segments set to 3, the sweep produces three segments, useful for  

manipulating the swept area later. 

 

 Average Normals: When checked, the sweep will average the normals for the patch (the area of 
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selected faces) and use that to sweep the vertices of the faces. When unchecked, the actual normal of 

each individual vertex will be used – this can result in the vertices sweeping “outward” or “inward”, 

as seen in the comparison below. 

 
For this example, one edge was selected and raised, then two faces selected for sweeping. 

  
With Average Normals checked, the vertices are swept according to the averaged normals for the patch (left). When 

unchecked, each vertex sweeps along its own normal – since the faces were angled, the vertices at the edges have 

normals facing in a direction other than vertical, so they sweep outward along that direction (right). 
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 Faces grouping: If more than one face is selected, you may or may not wish for the selection to be 

swept as a group. You may wish to have each face in selection, swept individually. This allows for 

each face to move in its own normal direction and maintaining its original shape/size. When 

Grouping is checked, the selection as a whole is moved in the direction of each face‟s normal, with 

adjustment of each face to keep the selection “together”. 

 

 
The initial selection of faces 

 

 
With Faces Grouping unchecked, the faces sweep separately. 
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With Faces Grouping checked, the faces sweep together as one, adjusting to stay in touch with each other at 

the edges. 

 

 Auto alignment: When this is checked, the sweep will snap to faces underneath the mouse pointer. 

This lets you begin to drag the sweep, then point at a particular face, and have the sweep snap to 

match it. It works in conjunction with the Region setting. 

  
With a face selected, the Dynamic Sweep tool is activated (left). A left click and drag will sweep the face  

as expected (right). 
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Moving the mouse pointer to point at an existing face, such as the earlier sweep seen on the right in the image, makes 

the new sweep snap to match the face beneath the mouse pointer (left). Pointing at a different face, such as the end of 

the object, causes the sweep to snap to that location (right). 

 

Note that the snap is done to the face that is visible beneath the mouse pointer. This means you 

cannot snap to faces that are pointing away from the current angle of view - in the image below, the 

face beneath the mouse pointer is not the reverse one on the opposite side of the model, but is the 

visible one at the side of the model. Snapping to faces that are pointing in a different direction from 

the sweep will not give expected results. 

 

  
The sweep cannot snap to faces that are not underneath the mouse cursor, such as those facing away from the current 

point of view (left), nor can it sweep to faces which are pointing in an inappropriate direction (right). 

 

 Region: This sets a region in screen pixels around the face normal where auto alignment is disabled. 
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This means that the lower the value, the closer to the face normal the mouse cursor has to be for the 

face to be used in snapping. This lets you leave Auto Align checked, and still only have snapping to 

faces where it is desired, so that you do not have to continually activate or deactivate Auto 

Alignment. Too low a value in the Region parameter, and Auto Align would try to snap to any face 

that happened to be under the mouse cursor. Too high a value in the Region parameter and no 

snapping will take place. The default value of 32 is usually the best to use. 

 

  
With Region set at the default value of 32,the sweep snaps as soon as we point at the face (left). Raising this value to 80 

makes the snap “less sensitive”, now the mouse cursor only triggers the sweep when it points further  

inside the face. (right).  With higher values still, the snap may never happen. 

 

 

3.4.2 Bevel Tool 

 

The Bevel tool is used in conjunction with selected faces or edges. Left click and drag to size the new 

faces or beveled edge, and release the mouse button to finalize the bevel. 

When more than one face is selected, the bevel tool is applied universally across all selected faces – each face is 

beveled separately, rather than the whole group being beveled as one. The section on this tool is divided into two 

parts, the first will cover beveling faces, the second will look at beveling edges. 
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Adding bevel to selected faces. 

 

Bevel Settings Panel .When you activate the Bevel tool, your Object Stack view shows the Bevel tool settings 

panel. 

 

 
Bevel tool settings 

 

 Bevel Style: There are three different bevel styles to choose from : 

Angle – The Offset value is used to set the angle (in degrees) of the bevel. You then use the mouse to 

choose in real-time the height of the bevel. You can choose angles from 0 to 89, where 0 will give a 

bevel flat to the surface, and the closer to 90 the value gets, the result gets closer to an entirely 

vertical bevel (in effect, a sweep). Note that a value of 90 and above will give an “infinitely tall” 

bevel so those values are to be avoided. 

Height – As well as being angled, the bevel is also raised or lowered from  the surface of the face. 

The height is controlled by the Offset value (values of between 0 and 1 are usually best), and the 

mouse then lets you set the angle. After choosing the desired angle, you can left click and drag to 

adjust the height visually in real-time, overriding the initial height set using the Offset value. Once 

you have selected a height visually in real-time, that value is stored in the Offset parameter, so you 

can automatically apply it to any subsequent bevels if desired. 
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Using Height mode lets you sweep as well as bevel. With a height set visually  

for the middle four faces, the same height is automatically applied  

to the next bevel, seen un-finalized at the back left. 

 

Inset  – This bevels the faces inward, leaving them flat on  the surface with no change in height. 

The Offset parameter has no effect with this setting. 

 

  Quads: when checked, the new face created will be connected to the original outer face. If 

unchecked, the new face will be created without vertex to vertex connections, leaving it “floating” 

on the surface of the original face. The illustration below shows how the Quad mode setting affects 

how the bevel is drawn on the faces.  
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With Quad mode unchecked, the new faces are not connected to the outer edges of the original faces (left) 

When Quad mode is checked, then the new faces are connected to the outer edges (right). 

 

 Offset: This value controls either the height of the bevel (in Height mode) or the angle of the bevel 

(in Angle mode). It has no effect on Inset mode. 

 

 Colinear threshold: This is used to remove redundant vertices after beveling an edge. If two edges 

form an angle below this threshold, they will be combined into one edge. 

 

 

Beveling Edges 

When beveling edges, the Angle mode is the one you are most likely to want to use. This will let you “round off” 

an edge to give it a smoothed appearance. 
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Our line of edges selected ready to be beveled. 

 

If you want to round off an edge, for best results with Angle mode, use an Offset of -10 to -22. 

 

  
Mouse movements will control the range of the bevel (left), and then a click will set the bevel. This example uses an 

offset of -15 to give a rounded result. 
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Exiting Point Edit mode, and using the Auto Facet Normals tool shows the rounded result. 

 

Using Offset values of -23 to -27 will give an almost flat face. Offset values of -28 to -35 will give an “inverted” 

beveled edge, which dips inward rather than rounds outward. 

 

 
Starting from the original selection once more. 
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This time using an Offset of -35 in Angle mode (left), our bevel is inverted (right). 

 

This continues in strength from -36 downward, with an offset of -45 giving a right angled corner – note though 

that the ends of the edges may need editing after the bevel as the outer edge of the bevel will now have recessed in 

further than the other connecting edges, giving an overlap (see below). 

  
With an Offset of -45, we get a right angle, but we have some overlap at the end (left). Selecting those four edges lets us 

prepare to delete them (right). 
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Now Delete Selected Elements leaves a clean 45 degree inward bevel. 

 

If you use the Height mode, then you can create the same effects as with Angle, but the values used in offset need 

to be much smaller making it easier to work in Angle mode. Using inset mode will create a new set of edges on the 

surface of the object, but will not adjust the original edge‟s location. You can of course adjust the edge position 

after using the Bevel tool, though normally it is easier to do both at once by using the Angle setting. 

 

Note that the Bevel tool does not allow you to set how many segments to use in the resulting bevel, and will 

always create three edges in place of the first single edge. If you want to create a smoother look for your bevel, 

you can repeat using the Bevel tool on the original edge, again creating three edges and so adding more segments 

to the bevel for a more rounded result. 
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With the middle edge selected from the first bevel (left), we can apply a second bevel (right). 

 

  
A click creates the bevel (left) – exiting Point Edit mode and using Auto Facet Normals shows the more rounded result. 

 

 

Best results are usually achieved beveling across selections of edges as seen above. You can bevel a single edge, 

but the results may be harder to work with, you can see an example below. 
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With one edge selected (left) we can still apply a bevel (right). 

 

 
The result is more complex than beveling the entire line of edges, and may require  

editing depending on your desired result. 
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3.4.3 Sweep   

 

The Sweep tool is used in conjunction with selected face(s). Sweep or Loft the face(s), by first selecting 

the face(s) and then press the Sweep tool.  

Subsequent clicks on the Sweep tool will continue sweeping the selection. On subsequent sweeps, the Sweep tool 

will exhibit a “memory” of how the face was created. It will repeat the same “operation” on the subsequent sweep. 

 

  
With four faces selected (left), the Sweep tool sweeps all four faces – you can adjust the height of the sweep with the 

Point Edit widget (right). 
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3.4.4 Tip   

 

The Tip tool is used to create a vertex with edges between all original vertices on selected face(s). This 

creates a single point, either flat on the original face, or raised or lowered from the surface, giving a 

pointed shape as a result. 

 

  
With a face selected (left), the Tip tool joins all the vertices to a single point in the center and raises the point. (right). 

 

 
A view from a different angle of the result of the Tip tool. 
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3.4.5 Mirror Modeler  

 

The Mirror Modeler tool allows you to model across a “mirror-plane”. This allows you the ability to 

model symmetrical objects such as characters, heads and similar by working on only one half of the 

object, while the Mirror Modeler tool takes care of making another identical half. 

 

You may select one or more “elements” to act as the mirror plane. This means you can select vertices, edges, 

faces, or any combination. 

 

Not all combinations will work well, however you have the ability to experiment as desired. The safest and most 

basic form is to use a face as the mirror plane selection. Once you decide on the “mirroring plane”, press the 

Mirror Modeler tool to start the process. From that point on, you may work on either side of the mirror plane and 

model as desired, with your modeling being mirrored on the other half of the object on the other side of the 

mirror-plane. 

 

If you need to remove the procedural effects of Mirror Modeler, you use the Flatten History tool. This is necessary 

if you want to edit one half of the model separately from the other, or if you want to export to Virtual Earth, X 

format, etc. 
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Selecting a plane (left) then clicking Mirror Model duplicates the entire model using the  

selected plane as the “mirror” (right) 

 

Once you have created this initial Mirror Modeler scenario, selecting elements on one side of the object, 

automatically selects the mirrored elements (or vice-versa). The full compliment of Point Editing tools is 

available to use on selections. The Selection Navigation Controller, will always show up on the original half of the 

object.  

  
Point Edit selections made on one side of the model are mirrored to the other side automatically (left). Then the full 

range of Point Edit tools can be used, for example applying a bevel to one side causes the bevel to occur on the other 

side of the model also (right).  
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Now sweeping one of the new beveled faces causes the sweep to be mirrored. This allows  

you to mirror the object while you work, rather than wait until one half is completed.  

 

The Mirror Modeler tool has a settings panel associated with it. After you have activated the Mirror Modeler tool, 

right-click on the Mirror Modeler icon to load the settings panel into the Objects aspect of the Stack area. 

 

 
The Default aspect of the Mirror Modeler options panel 

 

The settings panel has two aspects as illustrated above. Either “Default” aspect or “Selection” aspect will be 

showing. On the “Default” aspect, you will find the following attributes: 

 

 Picked mirror plane: you may have more than one plane, which the object(s) are mirrored from. 

With each subsequent plane, the entire object (original + mirror) is then mirrored. You can create 

quite a complex object using multiple planes. You will populate the drop-down list box to the right 

of Picked mirror plane with subsequent planes. You are able to select whichever plane you wish to 

edit. 

 Remove mirror plane: removes the currently selected plane in Picked mirror plane drop-down list. 

 Update from selection: the Update button will allow you to select a different element(s) on your 

object and will update the mirror accordingly. You may not select the proper element the first time, 
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so you have ability to change afterwards if desired. Hitting the Update button will update the 

scenario for you. 

 Name: you may set the name of the Picked mirror plane here for easy reference. 

 Offset: you may set the Offset value as desired. This value will move the objects closer or further 

away from each other, depending how you adjust this setting.  The Offset will work off the mirror 

plane‟s normal direction. 

 Weld distance: this settings allows you to tweak how large an area the original and mirror objects 

will overlap. As you increase the value, trueSpace builds geometry between the objects associated 

with the “plane” you have selected.  

 Remove mirror faces: When unchecked, objects are joined by elements on a common face, with 

each object having its own face at point of mirror. When checked, a common face joins objects. 

 Weld topology:  will remove the mirror faces from the geometry. Toggle this setting on/off and 

you should see faces appear and disappear as you toggle. 

 

 
The Selection aspect of the Mirror Modeler options panel 

 

 Desaturation: this setting controls the saturation the selected elements, on the mirror side of object. 

It allows you to have feedback on what is actually being selected. 

 

  
Selecting a face at the side of the model while still in Mirror Modeler mode (left) then applying two new layers of Mirror 

Modeler duplicates our object further (right). Notice how selected one face causes all eight faces to be selected.  
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Now the Sweep tool causes all eight faces to be swept. Using multiple layers of mirroring like  

this can let you build complex shapes quickly. 

 

If you are finished modeling and no longer require the interactive mirroring and want to create a final object, use 

the Flatten History tool. Note that this removes all interactive mirroring, and gives you a final, static polygonal 

object. 
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3.4.6 Mirror Tool   

 
The Mirror Tool allows you to make a selection of elements on an object and Mirror that selection.  If 

no selection of elements is made, the entire object is mirrored across the x-axis. 

  
With no faces selected (left), the Mirror tool mirrors the whole object (right).  

 

  
With particular faces selected (left), the Mirror tool mirrors just those faces (right). Note that some selections may result 

in inverted normals, or “twists” in the object’s mesh. 
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Exiting Point Edit mode lets us see the object now the selected faces are mirrored. 

 

The Mirror Tool has some options associated with it. These can be selected manually in the Mirror Tool aspect of 

the Mesh Editor Settings option panel in the stack, or opened with a right click on the Mirror Tool.  

 

 
The Mirror Tool aspect of the Mesh Editor Settings panel. 

 

 Mirror Mode - This controls how the mirror result is calculated. The options are: 

Selection: The object or selected elements will be mirrored around the axis of the object or selected 

elements. 

World X Axis: The object or selected elements will be mirrored around the world X axis (flipping the 

object left to right). 
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The original object (left) and the result of the Mirror Tool with World X Axis chosen (right). 

 

World Y Axis: The object or selected elements will be mirrored around the world Y axis (flipping the 

object front to back). 

  
The original object (left) and the result of the Mirror Tool with WorldYX Axis chosen (right). 

 

World Z Axis: The object or selected elements will be mirrored around the world Z axis (flipping the 

object top to bottom). 
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The original object (left) and the result of the Mirror Tool with World Z Axis chosen (right). 

 

Manual: The object or selected elements will be mirrored around the axis set using the Normal and 

Position values. The three position values set the x, y and z location for the mirror plane in the world 

space, while the three normal values set the direction of the mirror plane. 

 

 Normals Flip – This applies when mirroring selected elements in an object, and not when mirroring 

the whole object. 

Auto: trueSpace will calculate whether or not to flip the normals for the mirrored elements. 

Flip: This forces the normals to be flipped on the mirrored elements. 

Keep:This keeps the normals on the mirrored elements the same as they were originally. 

 

 Manual Settings – These parameters define the mirror plane for when the Mirror Mode was set to 

manual, and they allow you to set the mirror plane that should be used. The first three parameters 

control the normal, that is the direction that the mirror plane is facing in world space. The next three 

parameters control the location in world space of the mirror plane. 

 

You can either manually enter the values, or you can choose an object or element such as a face, and 

then use the Pick buttons to copy the normal or location of that object or selected element. For 

example, you could pick a face on the object, use Pick to choose its location and its normals, and 

then the Manual mode will in effect mirror the object around that chosen face. Note that using either 

of the Pick buttons will automatically set the Model Mode to manual. 
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Selecting a face on the object (left) then using the Pick option for Normal and Position of the mirror plane 

captures the location and facing of that face to use when mirroring (right). 

 

  
Exiting Point Edit mode (left) lets us mirror the whole object at once with the Mirror Tool – the object is now 

effectively mirrored through the plane we had previously selected (right). 

 

 

 

3.4.7 Copy Selection 

 

The Copy tool allows you to copy the current selected geometry elements. The illustration below shows 

a simple copy of faces, followed by movement away from their origin to demonstrate. 
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With particular faces selected (left), the Copy Selection tool will create a new copy of those faces, which we can then 

move away from the original (right). Note that the new faces still belong to the same object even though they are appear 

to be no longer attached to the rest of the object. 
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3.4.8 Separate Selection 

 
This separates a selection, breaking it off into a separate model. Note that it acts as a cut, the original 

model “loses” the selected faces. You can use Copy Selection first, and then use Separate Selection to 

preserve the original object and create a new independent copy of part of the object. 

 

  
With particular faces selected (left), the Separate Selection tool detaches them from the original object (right). Note how 

the original object is still in Point Edit mode, while the now separate arm is not. 

 

 
With the arm now separated, we can move, edit and manipulate it independently of the original object. 

Note that separate acts like a cut and not like a copy. 
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3.4.9 Flip Selected Faces  

 

The Flip Selected Faces tool will flip the normals of the selected faces, so that they are facing in the 

opposite direction. In the first image below, a grouping of faces was selected and the flip tool was used. 

Immediately, you see through the faces selected, indicating that they have indeed been flipped. The 

second image shows the view of the object with faces flipped once point edit mode has been exited. 

 

 
With some faces deleted from a torus, we have a good test object to show the Flip faces tool at work. 
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Selecting some faces (left) when we look inside we see the faces are not visible from the back (right). 

 

  
Using the Flip Face tool, the faces now have their normals facing the other way. Now the faces are invisible from in 

front (left), but visible from the back (right). 

 

 

 

3.4.10 Delete Selected Elements 

 

The Delete tool allows you to delete any selected elements. In the images below, some faces are first 

selected and then deleted. Vertices and edges may also be selected, although trueSpace will refuse to 

delete if bad geometry would result. 
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With some faces selected (left), the Delete Selected Elements tool removes those (right). 

 

  
With some edges selected (left), the Delete Selected Elements tool removes those (right). 
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3.4.11 Form face 

 

The Form face tool allows you to select a group of edges, vertices or a combo of both, and create a new 

face. Notice the second row of images below shows selection of every second edge. The Form face tool 

will do some geometric calculations to create the face from an “incomplete” set of elements. 

 

  
Using Edge Loop selection, it was easy to grab the ring of edges (left). Now the Form Face tool creates a solid face 

across the end of the half-torus (right). 

 

  
The tool will work with partial selections, here every second edge has been manually selected (left), and the Form Face 

tool still creates the complete end cap (right). 
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Not all partial selections will give the desired result. Here several edges were not included in the selection (left) and the 

Form Face tool creates only a partial cap (right). It is usually best to select as much of the desired area as you can to 

ensure the desired result 
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3.4.12 Split polygons  

 

The Split polygons tool will take selected faces/polygons and split them using triangulation calculations. 

The illustration below (left hand image) shows result of Split polygons tool being used on top face of a 

cube primitive. More complex faces will be divided using multiple triangles as required. 

 

  
Selecting multiple faces (left), the Split Polygons tool works on each individually (right). 

  
On a more complex face, in this case created by deleting a vertex in the middle of a face (left), more complex 

triangulation is created by the Split Polygons tool (left). 
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3.4.13 Merge polygons 

 

The Merge polygons tool allows you to merge selected polygons into one single face.  

 

Note: the tool leaves the underlying edges in place and does not remove those – you can see this as the 

internal vertices remain visible. This will affect the operation of some tools such as Quadrify Polygons, while 

other tools such as Sweep or Tip will still give expected results. You can manually select and delete the “floating 

vertices” that remain in the merged face, which will then give expected results on using all tools. Alternatively, 

rather than use the Merge Polygons tool, you can select and delete vertices or edges manually to begin with. 

 

  
Selecting multiple faces (left), the Merge Polygons tool joins them together into one face (right). Note how the internal 

vertices are still visible (the size has been increased in the Soft aspect of the Mesh Editor Settings panel for visibility) 
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Checking “Show Triangles” in the Mesh Editor Settings panel displays the underlying geometry – note that Merge 

Polygons leaves this unchanged (left). This will give unexpected results with some tools, such as the Quadrify 

Polygons tool (right). To end up with one face on the exposed and the underlying geometry, either delete the internal 

vertices manually after using Merge Polygons, or simply select and delete vertices and edges in place of the Merge 

Polygons tool initially. 

 

 

  
Even with a more unusual selection of faces (left), the Merge Polygons tool still joins them together into one face 

(right). Again notice how the internal vertices are still present, as the underlying geometry is unchanged. 
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3.4.14 Swap Edge 

 
Every model is triangulated automatically by trueSpace for display in the real-time and offline rendering 

engines. This tool shows the underlying triangulation, and lets you “flip” the direction of the 

triangulated edge on a particular face. 

 

This can be useful to ensure the smoothing algorithms in the shaders work well to give the desired rounding of the 

faces. 

 

  
In this case, a face has been selected to highlight where we will be working (left). Activating the Swap Edges tool shows 

the underlying triangulation of the model (right). Note that no triangulation has been applied at this step, this is the 

triangulation that trueSpace uses when rendering. 
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With Swap Edges activated, clicking on the edge changes the direction it runs in across the face (left). We can continue 

clicking on other edges to flip those to, in this case to the right of the image (right). 

 

 
Notice when we exit Swap Edge, the triangulation returns to being invisible once more. Remember, this tool does not 

add triangulation to the mesh, but lets you control the underlying triangulation trueSpace always uses for all models. 
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3.4.15 Optimize Triangulation 

 
This tool will rework the triangulation on a mesh to optimize it. This is useful when exporting to other 

applications, to ensure your mesh is correctly and efficiently triangulated, or after importing a mesh to 

ensure its triangulation is correct and efficient for use in trueSpace. 

 

 

3.4.16 Quadrify Polygons 

 
The Quadrify Polygons tool will convert selected polygons into quads (faces with four sides). This is 

helpful as some 3D packages or render engines cannot handle faces with more than four sides. It can also 

be useful for models that you have imported into trueSpace. 

 

You can begin by selected faces, including the whole object if desire, then using the Quadrify Polygons tool. 

Alternatively, with no faces selected, you can activate the Quadrify Polygons tool and click on any face you wish 

to turn into quads. 

 

  
With two faces selected at once, here created using Merge Polygons, the Quadrify tool divides the faces into Quads. 
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Here, no faces were selected, and the Quadrify Polygons tool was activated. A click on the leftmost face split it into 

quads, and now the rightmost face is highlighted, ready for another click to quadrify it. 
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3.4.17 Add Loop  

 

The Add Loop tool allows you to create a new edge-loop around the geometry. The illustration below 

illustrates a horizontal loop on a cylinder primitive. It is possible to create vertical edge-loops, where the 

geometry will permit. 

 

The loop the tool makes will be determined by where you point the mouse. trueSpace will try to add a loop even 

on complex geometry, making this a powerful tool for adding new geometry to work with. 

 

  
The direction of the loop is determined by the edge you point at with the mouse, with the loop being created across the 

edge you point at; so pointing at one of the vertical edges would add a horizontal loop (left), and at one of the horizontal 

edges would add a vertical loop (right). 

 

 
The Add Loop tool can add loops even on complex geometry, in ways that are more useful than just surrounding the 
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circumference of the object – here a new loop would be added around the eye, following the flow of the geometry. 

 

 

3.4.18 Collapse Loop  

 
The Collapse Loop tool will collapse the selected loop down to a single vertex, or collapse a face loop 

down to an edge loop. 

Note that if you want to remove an edge loop but keep the remaining geometry, you should select the loop using 

Select Loop and then use Delete Selected – this will delete the edges and vertices and leave other geometry. The 

Collapse Loop tool however will fuse connecting edges to a single point. 

 

  
With a loop selected (left), the Collapse Loop tool collapses it to one single vertex (right). 

 

 
Starting with the same selected loop, using Delete Selected Elements removes the loop and leaves  
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the other geometry intact; contrast this with the result from the Collapse Loop tool. 

 

  
With a face loop selected (left), the Collapse Loop tool collapses it to an edge loop (right) Note how the other edge loop 

remains untouched. 

 

  
You can even collapse a face loop that runs along the end of an object, such as this one selected here (left). In this 

instance, the loop is collapsed to a single point, giving a “tip” to the object (right). 
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A different angle of view, plus selecting the vertex, shows what this last Collapse Loop operation achieved. 

 

 

 

3.4.19 Quad Divide Selected Faces 

 

The Quad Divide Selected Faces tool uses each edge of a selected face and divides that edge equally, 

inserts a vertex at the center of that edge, then creates an edge, which extends to a common vertex for all 

edges of that face. The result is an equal division of selected faces. The image below illustrates several 

varieties of subdivided selections. 

 

  
With some selected faces (left), Quad Divide Selected Faces divides each face into four (right). 
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3.4.20 Smooth Quad Divide  

 

Smooth Quad Divide works just as the Quad Divide Selected Faces tool works, except at very end when 

it will run an SDS-style algorithm to smooth  and round out the resulting geometry.  

  
With the same faces selected as for the Quad Divide Selected example (left), the Smooth Quad Divide tool divides each 

face into four but also rounds the result to smooth it out (right). 

 

 

 
The result of Smooth Quad Divide from another angle. Note that you could apply the Smooth  

Quad Divide tool repeatedly to continue adding more geometry and smoothing. 
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3.4.21 Add Polygons  

 

The Add Polygons tool allows you to create a polygon on existing geometry. You can begin on an 

existing edge or vertex, or start in the middle of an existing face.  

The tool will let you continue to click to add new vertices, connecting them to the previous last vertex with an 

edge, until you click on the initial vertex to close the shape.  You can add vertices even across several faces. A 

right click before closing the shape will cancel the Add Polygons tool. Alternatively you can use Undo to step 

back through the points you have added. 

 

  
In this example, the Add Polygons tool is used to start in the middle of a face, crossing over an existing edge to join to 

another existing edge (left). Another click adds a similar set of edges on the other half of the model right). 

 

  
More clicks continue the construction of the desired shape. 
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Clicking on the starting vertex closes the shape, leaving all the faces for that shape selected (left). At this point, the Add 

Polygons tool could be used to start a new shape – in this example though, we have activated Dynamic Sweep and 

pulled out and scaled down the selection left from this use of the Add Polygons tool (right). 

 

 

 

3.4.22 Add edges  

 

The Add edges tool allows you to add edges to existing geometry. You can begin on an existing edge or 

vertex, as seen in the first examples below. 

 

  
With Add Edges selected, you can start by clicking on an edge to create a new vertex, or selecting an existing vertex as 

has been done here (left). Moving the mouse lets you choose where to place the end of the edge (right). 
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A left click sets the end of the edge, and it becomes finalized (left). A new click on another edge creates a new vertex, 

the beginning of a new edge – note how it does not connect with the last vertex we added (right). 

 

  
Moving the mouse lets us snap the end of this edge to the end of our last edge (left). A left click finalizes our new edge, 

connecting it to our previous (right). 
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Selecting the end vertex of our last edge, we can move the mouse across several faces at once (left). A left click 

finalizes the edge, which will cross over the faces, creating vertices at each existing edge it intersects, much faster than 

drawing the edges individually (right). 

 

 
Adding a final edge, and then selecting all the edges we have added, we can manipulate those to begin to add some 

detail to the forehead, perhaps changing it into something more alien! 

 

If you begin the Add Edges tool on an existing vertex or edge, then you can keep adding edges that continue on 

from the end of the last edge with just a single click, even if the edge crosses over several faces. However, when 

you click on an existing vertex or edge, effectively closing the shape you are drawing, then the tool will no longer 

continue to add edges from the end of the previous edge, and the tool restarts by selecting the beginning of a new 

edge. 
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Starting on an existing edge or vertex, you can keep clicking and drawing a new edge from the last point you drew (left). 

When you connect an edge to an existing edge or vertex, then the tool restarts and your next click  

will begin a new edge (right). 

 

 
Starting in the middle of a face, unconnected to an existing edge, will let you click on an existing edge without 

“restarting” the tool – your next click will add a new edge that continues on automatically from the end of the last edge. 

Starting with the tool in this way makes it more similar to the Add Polygons tool 
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3.4.23 Add vertices  

 

The Add vertices tool allows you to create new vertices on existing geometry. You can either add a 

vertex on an existing edge, or in the middle of an existing face. 

 

  
With the Add Vertex tool active, clicking on an edge adds a new vertex (left). You can also click anywhere on a face to 

add a vertex (right).You can keep clicking to add more vertices. 

 

 
Here the Rectangle Select tool has been used to highlight the vertices we just added. Notice that the Add Vertex tool 

does not connect vertices to each other, or to existing geometry (unless you click on an existing edge) 
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3.4.24 Form Polygonal Bridge 

 

The Form Polygon Bridge tool allows you to create geometry between two or more viable faces. It can 

also be used to attach various mesh parts together. This tool will also work on SDS meshes, and this 

allows you to smoothly connect variously shaped parts/meshes. 

 

Note: when blending SDS faces, both polygons must be part of the same object. You can merge SDS objects 

together by removing SDS layers and merging objects together using Boolean operations in Model view. 

 

Where only two faces are used, a bridge is created between them where possible. If more than two faces are used, 

a combination of blending and bridging is used to create the geometry. 

 

To use the tool, you can select some faces then activate the tool, or activate it without a selection being made and 

then left click and drag to select the initial face or faces that you want the bridge / blend to start from, and then 

release the mouse button once the selection is made. The next step is to left click again and drag to select the face 

or faces you want the bridge to connect to. You will see the bridge displayed in real-time as you do this. Release 

the mouse button once you are satisfied with the result. 

 

A right click at this point will cancel the bridge, or you can left click and drag on more faces to extend the bridge 
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to include those. If the bridge is finished, then you can left click on the Form Polygonal Bridge icon, or on the 

Object Select icon in order to finalize the bridge and exit point edit mode.. 

 

  
With the first face selected,(either using the Point Edit selection tools, or by activating Form Polygonal Bridge and 

selecting the face (left),  selecting another face with a left click shows the bridge that will be made. 

 

 
A left click on the Object tool or on the Form Polygonal Bridge tool finalizes the bridge and exits Point Edit mode. 
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With more than one face selected (left), a bridge can be made to another selection of more than one face (right). Note 

that the number of faces at either end of the bridge do not have to match. 

 

  
Starting with a different shape (left) a bridge is made between different numbers of face (right). 
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Rather than finalize the bridge at this point, we left click and drag to select more faces and the bridge extends to include 

those (left). We could continue to add other face selections if desired, but for this example a left click on the Object tool 

or the Form Polygonal Bridge tool finalizes the result (right). 

 

 

If the faces selected are facing opposite directions, a hole is created rather than a “bridge”. By selecting faces that 

are facing away each other, the tool tries to create hole instead of shape. To create a hole, simply select faces that 

face away each other. If the detection routines fail, you can manually use the Invert option on the properties panel. 

 

  
To make a hole, simply select faces on a different side of the same object. Beginning with a selection of faces (left), a 

second selection is made with the Form Polygonal Bridge tool (right). 
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Another face is added to the selection (left), and then on finalizing the bridge with a left click on the Object tool, the 

holes become visible (right). 

 

 
Moving to a different angle shows how the area has been hollowed out. 

 

 

 
Polygon bridge/blend settings panel 

 

The Form Polygonal Bridge settings panel has the following attributes: 

 Auto invert: enables the inversion detection routine, which detects if you are creating holes or 
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connecting shapes. If the algorithm fails to detect the operation you desire, you can use the manual 

setting by un-checking Auto Invert, and manually checking the Invert option for holes, or un-checking 

the Invert option for a solid bridge. 

 Create Caps: When you edit multiple objects at once, this setting tells the tool to end the created hull on 

the other object faces with a cap. 

 Delete inner polygons: If checked, then the original selected polygons are removed before applying the 

tool. This avoids leaving the original faces “inside” the final object. 

 Invert: If checked, this forces hull inversion during computation, which allows you to choose two faces 

on the same object to create a hole through it. If unchecked, then the tool will create new geometry to 

bridge between two faces. You can use this option to manually choose what you want the tool to do if the 

Auto Invert option does not give the desired function. 

 Keep triangles: If checked, the new geometry created by the tool will be triangulated. If unchecked, then 

the new geometry will not be triangulated. 

 Max non-planarity: Specifies the largest angle deviation for merging triangles to polygons. When a 

surface in the new geometry has an angle above this level, then the triangles will be retained; with an 

angle below this level, the triangles will be merged into a new single face. 

 

 
Hull aspect of Polygon bridge/blend settings panel 

 

 Blended area preview color - Selects the color of the preview hull. 

 Opacity - Specifies the transparency of the preview hull. It can be set either by a numeric value or by the 

slider. 

 

 

 

3.4.25 Weld Geometry Together  

 

The Weld Geometry Together tool contracts all selected elements to a single point. You can begin with 

a selection of faces, edges or vertices, then a click on the Weld Geometry tool will collapse the selection 

down to one single vertex. 
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With four faces selected, the Weld Geometry fuses all the vertices on those faces down to one single vertex, 

retaining the connections to other vertices. 

 

  
With three vertices selected, the Weld Geometry fuses them down to one single vertex, 

retaining the connections to other vertices. 

 

If you enter Point Edit mode and go straight to the Weld Geometry tool without first making a selection, then you 

can select geometry using a rectangle selection – on release, the Weld tool will instantly weld the selection you 

made. This rectangle selection will work using the current selection type set for Point Editing, ie Context, 

Vertices, Edges or Faces. 
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Starting the Weld Vertices tool with no selection lets you use a rectangle select to make a selection; the selection is 

based on the current selection type in the Point Edit tools, in this case faces (left). On release, the selection is collapsed 

to one vertex (right). You can then continue using the rectangle select mode to select and collapse more vertices. 

 

 

3.4.26 Heal Vertices 

 
The Heal Vertices tool is used to automatically check the selected elements and join together any 

vertices that are within a certain radius of each other. This is useful for joining vertices that are very 

close together, or “collapsing” faces that are very small, etc. 

 

In effect, you rebuild an area of the mesh, and are able to do this automatically rather than having to manually 

select groups of vertices and weld them together. This can be useful in several examples. First, it can help clean up 

bad geometry, which may be helpful with an imported model. You may want to run the Heal Vertices tool on the 

entire mesh in situations such as this. 

 

Next, it can be helpful when you Boolean two objects together. If you have faces that exactly match in shape, it 

can be hard or impossible to place the faces exactly together for the Boolean union to work, and using the Heal 

Vertices tool can tidy up if there was a small overlap, or even better, you can ensure the faces are close together 

but not touching. In both cases, the matching vertices on the faces will be close enough to be joined together by 

the Heal operation. You may want to run the Heal Vertices tool on just the area where the objects joined, selecting 

the vertices with the loop or lasso tool. 

 

Where faces do not match, Booleans can sometimes produce poor geometry at the scenes, with small triangles and 

other areas that almost but did not quite line up. The Heal Vertices tool will tidy up these areas, giving you cleaner 
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geometry that is easier to work with. An example of this is shown below. 

 

  
This character from the character library was made with a separate torso and head, and for this example the head was 

moved downward, and then Boolean Union used to join the two together, but there are some problem areas 

highlighted, (left). The end result is shown in close up, where we can see some small triangles, and other geometry that 

could be problematic and hard to work with (highlighted, right). 

 

 
After using the Heal Vertices tool, this area of the mesh is cleaned up, restoring simple geometry that will give us less 

problems, and that is easier to work with should we need to make edits (highlighted) 
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The same character after the Boolean Union and before the Heal Vertices tool, again with some geometry from the 

Union that is not as clean or useful as it could be (highlighted, left). The Heal Vertices tool helps tidy this up 

(highlighted, right). 

 

 

The Heal Tool options 

This aspect can be selected manually in the Mesh Editor Settings options in the stack, or opened with a right click 

on the Heal Tool. 

 
The Heal aspect of the Mesh Editor Settings panel. 

 

 Heal Mode– This parameter controls the location of the new vertices created when the Heal Tool joins 

the original vertices together. For each option, two examples are shown, one applied to a pair of vertices, 

and one applied to the whole object. In both cases, a large Heal Radius was used so that the tool would 

work on vertices that are far apart, for ease of viewing. The starting conditions are shown below: 
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The two initial conditions, with two vertices selected so Heal Vertices will only affect those (left), or no vertices 

selected for applying Heal Vertices to the whole object (right). 

 

Center: Vertices are joined together and the resulting final vertex appears in the center of the joined vertices. 

  
The Center method of operation moves the final vertex to the center of the vertices joined together by the  

Heal Vertices operation.  

 

First: Vertices are joined together and the final vertex is placed at the location of the first vertex from the ones 

joined together by the Heal Vertices operation. Which vertex is first is calculated by the algorithm used in the 

Heal Vertices operation. 
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The First method of operation moves the final vertex to the first vertex (as determined by the algorithm) from the 

ones joined together by the Heal Vertices operation. 

 

Last: Vertices are joined together and the final vertex is placed at the location of the last vertex from the ones 

joined together by the Heal Vertices operation. Which vertex is last is calculated by the algorithm used in the 

Heal Vertices operation. 

  
The Last method of operation moves the final vertex to the last vertex (as determined by the algorithm) from the 

ones joined together by the Heal Vertices operation.  

 

Coincident: Vertices are joined together and the final vertex is placed at the nearest vertex in the set of 

vertices that have been processed. Since vertices are processed from 1st to last, this means if you have 2 

meshes merged together then the 1st mesh will stay intact, and the vertex from the 2nd mesh will be welded to 

the first one. 
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The Coincident method of operation moves the final vertex to the nearest vertex in the set of vertices that have 

been processed. 

 

 

 Heal Radius – This value controls how wide the area is used to look around a vertex to find other 

vertices that it should be joined with. A smaller value will only heal (join together) vertices that are very 

close together, while larger values will heal vertices that are farther apart. Smaller values are usually 

best, as you only want to fuse vertices that are so close that they would be better handled by one vertex 

rather than many. 
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3.4.27 Cut Selected Edges  

 
The Cut Selected Edges tool slices selected edges (or edges around a face if a face is selected) to separate 

them from the rest of the object. You can think of this as using scissors to cut along the edges  

 

  
With four edges selected, the Cut Selected Edges tool is applied (left). Now using Select Vertices, clicking on the center 

vertex and raising it up shows that the vertex is now separated from the others (right). 

 

 
In fact, the one central vertex is now four separate vertices, as we can see here where each has  

been moved to a new height. 
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3.4.28 Select Visible Geometry 

 

With this setting active, the selection tools will only select elements that are facing your current view. 

This is useful when working on the surface of a model and you do not want to accidentally select 

vertices, edges or faces on the back of the model. 
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Using Select Visible Geometry setting and the Rectangle Select tool in the front view (left), only the  

visible faces are included in the selection (right). 

 

 

3.4.29 Select All Geometry  

 

With this setting active, the selection tools will select all elements whether they are facing the current 

view or not, and whether they are visible or not.  This is useful when wanting to select whole areas of a 

model, including the front and back. 

 

  
Using the Select All Geometry setting and the Rectangle Select tool in the front view to make the “same” selection (left), 

this time all faces on the front and back are selected (right). 
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3.5 Soft Paint   

 
 

Unlike displacement paint, Soft Paint does not apply displacement defined by its simple gradient brush to a 

bitmap, rather it moves vertices of objects underlying mesh directly, usually along the direction of surface normal.  

 

This gives it greater flexibility and ability to make bolder, more expressive strokes. Below is a sphere after several 

soft paint brushes were applied.  

 

 

 

There are several brushes in Soft Paint Brush panel, te  Height brush, Distort brush, Grab brush, Smooth brush 

and Twist brush.  Most have two or more modes. You can see that Height brush has Add and Subtract mode for 
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example. 

 

           

 

3.5.1 Painting with Soft brushes   

Load the PaintSphere object into workspace and select height brush. Default mode for Height brush is Add. 

 

 

 

Gently apply brush strokes to left and right side of the sphere. Immediately you will see smooth bulges appearing 

on the sphere surface. Bulges height will accumulate as you go over same spots over again.  
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Next apply Grab brush which allows you to pull area under brush either along surface normal (1D) or freely in 2D.  

Using 2D mode we can easily pull tips of both bulges closer together. 

 

 
      

Distort brush allows you to squeeze vertices into a center of the Distort brush along the surface (Shrink) or push 

them away from brush center still maintaining general surface direction (Expand)  In the image below Shrink 

mode was used on several areas. 
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The Smoothing brush will average surface roughness (smooth) or increase it (sharpen). 

 

 

Twist is similar to Distort but will rotate vertices inside brush circle along brush center, clockwise or 

counterclockwise based on the direction of mouse movement after you press mouse button. 
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softPaint1 tutorial: exploring Soft Paint Brush in trueSpace 
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3.6 Subdivision Surfaces 

 

The trueSpace Subdivision Surfaces (SDS) tools allow you to take a basic mesh that can seem quite boxy and give 

a model that is much more smooth and organic. You can apply SDS evenly across an entire object, or you can 

apply it selectively and in different levels to specific selections of faces, edges and vertices. 

 

The subdivision level is changed using the Add SS and Remove SS tools. Adding SDS will add an extra layer of 

smoothing, resulting in a more rounded shape with more geometry, while removing SDS will reduce the level of 

smoothing and leave less geometry. Add and Remove work on the selected elements (faces, edges or vertices), 

and if no elements are selected or you are outside point edit mode, then the SDS level for the whole mesh is 

changed. These tools will also update the Link Editor (LE) topology if required. 

 

If you are finished with SDS and want to work with the final polygonal version of the smoothed object, you use 

the Flatten History tool. This will “freeze” the object in its current form, making it impossible to remove SDS or 

work with the original underlying simple control cage mesh. This can be useful for moving on to add smaller 

details on the mesh, using the Soft Brush tool, or when you need to export the object to Virtual Earth, X format, 

etc. 
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3.6.1 Add SS   

 

In conjunction with the Add SS tool, the Mesh Editor Settings panel has option to turn on/off the display 

of SDS faces. Of course there are circumstances when showing all the SDS faces is not required, in 

which case you can easily turn them off. For illustration purposes we turn them on to show the geometry 

created when using the Add SS tool. 

 

 

 

The series of images below show levels of SS added to a cube shape. You can easily see how the cube becomes 

rounded and smooth as you apply additional layers of Subdivision Surfaces. 
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As mentioned, you can selectively choose faces, edges and vertices for exposure to the Add SS or Remove SS 

tools. The illustrations above applied SS to the entire object.  

 

 
SDS subdivision levels on Skull object 
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3.6.2 Remove SDS   

 

The Remove SS tool allows you to select elements (faces, edges and vertices) and remove levels of 

Subdivision on the selection. The image below illustrates the selection of a face and removal of several 

levels of subdivision.  

 

 
 

3.6.3 Reset SDS   

 
This tool will reset all SDS on the object. By default, the tool will remove all layers of SDS, and reset all 

edge weights and vertex weights too. 

A right click will open the options panel for the tool. Here you can 

choose to enable or disable what items are reset when the Reset SDS 

tool is used. You can also select the Reset SDS aspect of the Mesh 

Editor Settings panel.  

 

3.6.4 Vertex Weight   

 

The Vertex Weight tool allows you to adjust the influence/sharpness of the selected vertex on the SDS 

control mesh. Left-click-hold-drag to the left to increase sharpness/influence, or to the right to decrease 

the influence. The images below show the extremes of SDS Vertex Weight influence on a cone primitive 

with one level of SDS applied. 
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3.6.5 Edge Weight   

 

The Edge Weight tool allows you to adjust the influence/sharpness of selected edges on the SDS control 

mesh. In the illustrations below, a skull object is used and Add SS tool used on the skull. The Edge 

Weight tool was selected and both extremes are shown. 
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Sds1 tutorial: exploring SDS in trueSpace 
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3.6.6 Tutorial: Making of Zumbo  

You do not have to wait for a Stork to bring a friendly little creature with big, floppy ears and a snout to life. 

  

 
 

Step 1: Load a simple 6-sided cylinder with 6 vertical slices. Right-click on it to enter point edit mode. You 

will see that cylinder turns transparent with a dark polygon outline, and a point edit toolbar appears on screen 

with simple selection mode set to face selection. With a left-click you can select a polygon. 
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Step 2: Click the SDS+ icon in the vertical toolbar on the left side of Workspace view twice. Now the cylinder 

will become perfectly smooth, but will have the same number of dark outlines (which now appear curved).  

 

 
 

Step 3: Encircle your view around the cylinder and select every other face around its perimeter using 

CTRL+left-click. 
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Step 4: Left-click on the Memory Sweep icon (4th from the left, above) a few times. After the first sweep, 

rotate and scale, then repeat the sweep 3 more times. 

 

 
 

Step 5: Select the Add Loop tool (4th from the left, above), and place your cursor so that the previewed vertical 

slice runs right through the center of Zumbo‟s snout. Left-click to make the addition of the new loop permanent. 

Note that new loop will flatten the curvature between existing curves. 
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Step 6: With the loop still selected, scale the loop smaller and move it using the PE NAV widget to get nice 

indentation in the snout. (If you lost your loop selection, simply use Select Loop to select it again.) 

 

 
 

Step 7: Click on the small black triangle on the PE toolbar to rotate the toolbar 90 degrees and get it out of the 

way. Select both front facing polygons above the snout individually, and sweep each with a simple sweep. 

There, we are done. My, what big eyes you have, Zumbo! 
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3.7 Boolean Tools 
   

 
 

Boolean tools let you combine objects in various ways, by adding them together, subtracting one object from 

another, keeping only where they overlap, and so on. They are used to cut holes in objects, or to fuse one object 

into another. 

 

Below you will find a description of each tool. At the end of this section, you will find a description of the 

options available on the Boolean Panel and how those affect the Boolean tools. All Boolean operations are 

performed on a base object, which is the object selected at the time the Boolean tool is activated. This base 

object is then modified by a drill object, which is the object clicked on after the Boolean tool is activated. 

 

3.7.1 Boolean Union 

 

The Boolean Union tool adds two objects together, adding the drill object onto the base object and 

fusing their geometry into one object. Select the first object, then activate the Boolean Union tool, and 

then select a second object you want it joined to. 
 

You can continue to click on other objects to union those to the new object created by the last mouse click. A 

right click will exit Boolean Union mode, leaving the newly created object selected. 

It is important to notice that the Boolean Union tool differs from the Encapsulate In 3D tool. The Encapsulate 

tool makes a group, and within that group each original object is still a separate individual entity, which can be 

manipulated separately from the other objects in the encapsulated group. 
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Starting with the sphere, then clicking the cube, then the cylinder, the Boolean Union tool  

joins these three objects together, as can be seen when we enter Point Edit mode. 

 

With Boolean Union, there is no group – the final result is one object, and the original separate objects base and 

rill objects can no longer be selected or edited independently (although see section 3.7.8 Booleans With History 

for information on manipulating and editing objects after doing Boolean operations). 

The Union will be performed even if the base and drill objects did not overlap or touch in space, and the result 

will still be one object. 

 
Contrast the previous image with this, where Encapsulate in 3D was used –  

note how the sphere and cylinder still have their separate geometry, even inside the cube,  

as they are still fully separate objects. 
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3.7.2 Boolean Intersection  

 

The Boolean Intersection tool keeps only where two objects overlap, deleting the rest of the geometry. If 

you click on an object that does not overlap (intersect) with the current object, then the tool does nothing 

– this avoids unintentionally deleting two objects and ending up with an empty result. 

 

You can continue to click on other objects to add further Boolean Intersection operations with new object 

created by the last mouse click. A right click will exit the Boolean Intersection tool, leaving the newly created 

object selected. 

  
With the sphere selected (left) and clicking on the cube, the Boolean Intersection tool keep only the area where the two 

objects overlapped, deleting the rest of the objects (right). 

 

3.7.3 Boolean Subtraction  

 

The Boolean Subtraction tool subtracts the drill from the base object. Unlike other tools, the order in 

which you select your objects is critical for Boolean Subtraction 

Begin by selecting the object you want to subtract FROM. For example, if you are subtracting a cube from a 

wall to make a window, you begin by selecting the wall. Now with your base object selected, activate the 

Boolean Subtraction tool, and then click on the object that you want to subtract from the currently selected 

object. This second object is referred to as the drill, as it is used to drill a hole into the first selected object. 
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With the sphere selected and clicking on the cube, the Boolean Subtraction tool uses the cube as a drill to cut away 

parts of the sphere (left). With the cube selected, clicking on the sphere uses the sphere to  

cut away parts of the cube(right).  

 

The second object is always subtracted from the first, so it is important to select the objects in the correct order. 

You can continue to click on other objects, and those too will be subtracted from the new object created by the 

last mouse click. A right click will exit Boolean Subtraction mode and leave the newly created object selected. 

 

 

3.7.4 Create Cut Edges  

 

This creates new edges on the surface of the base object, where the drill object cut into it. No geometry is 

deleted or lost from the base object. 

You can continue to click on other objects, and those too will cut new edges on the surface of the new object 

created by the last mouse click. A right click will exit Create Cut Edges mode and leave the newly created 

object selected. 
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With the cube selected, using Cut Edges leaves the edges from the sphere cut into the  

surface of the cube, without deleting any geometry from the cube. 

 

3.7.5 Boolean Merge Geometry  

 

This offers another way to join objects together. With this tool, the result is one object, same as the 

Boolean Union tool (and unlike with the Encapsulate In 3D tool). However, unlike the Boolean Union 

tool, the geometry of the objects is not fused together, and overlapping faces are preserved. 

 

While the geometry is not merged, the faces on the objects will have edges cut into them where the overlap with 

other objects occurred – in the example below, note how the cube has new edges cut into it where it overlapped 

with the sphere and cylinder. This is unlike the Merge Geometry tool, which does not cut new edges into the 

object surfaces. Unlike the Merge Geometry tool, you cannot manipulate the objects separately any more. Using 

Select Connected will select the entire object, and not the original separate objects. 

Note that edges are cut into both objects involved in the operation – in the image below, the cube has new edges 

and vertices cut into it from the cylinder, and the cylinder has new edges and vertices cut into it from the cube 

(the same is true of the cube and cylinder).  
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Using Boolean Merge Geometry with the sphere selected and clicking on the cube then the cylinder, gives one object 

but preserves the separate faces of each as seen on entering point edit. Also note how the shape of the cylinder has 

been cut into the surface of the cube as new edges. 

 

 

3.7.6 Merge Geometry  

 

This offers another way to join objects together. With this tool, the result is one object, same as the 

Boolean Union tool (and unlike with the Encapsulate In 3D tool). However, unlike the Boolean Union 

tool, the geometry of the objects is not fused together, and unlike the Boolean Merge Geometry tool, you 

can continue to manipulate objects separate, and new edges are not cut into the objects‟ faces. 

 

While the end result is one object, the fact that the geometry is not merged means you can still select the 

original shapes by selecting one element (e.g. a face) on a shape, and using the Select Connected tool. Since the 

geometry has not been fused together, this will select only the geometry that belonged to that original shape, 

and you can then manipulate those separately from the rest of the object. This is unlike the Boolean Merge 

Geometry tool, which does not let you use Select Connected to manipulate the objects separately. 
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Using Merge Geometry with the sphere selected and clicking on the cube then the cylinder, gives one object but 

preserves the separate faces of each as seen on entering point edit (left). Using the Select Connected tool means you 

can select all faces for the cube and move it away, then select all faces for the sphere (right). 

 

While the end result looks similar to grouping using Encapsulate In 3D, you cannot navigate between the 

objects using the arrow keys as there is no hierarchy – the objects are fused together into one object even though 

there geometry is not changed. This allows you to use tools such as the Morph tools, which cannot be activated 

on an encapsulated group, but can be used on an object made with Merge Geometry. 

Note – when to use each of the union and merge tools: 

You would use Boolean Union where reducing unnecessary geometry is useful (or even critical as you need the 

surfaces to be combined for further editing, animation, etc), and when you have no need to keep the objects 

separated at all. 

You would use Boolean Merge Geometry in place of Boolean Union where you want to preserve overlapping 

faces (which become internal faces in the final object), and where you need the edges cut into the objects for 

further manipulation. This is useful where you want to preserve separate faces and geometry for the objects you 

are joining, but you do want to treat them as one object for using tools such as Morphs or for processing using 

scripts (so that Encapsulate in 3D is not a solution). 

You would use Merge Geometry in place of Boolean Union where it is important to preserve the separate faces 

and geometry for the objects you are joining, where you need to manipulate the objects separately at times, but 

you do want to treat them as one object for using tools such as Morphs or for processing using scripts (so that 

Encapsulate in 3D is not a solution), and when having the edges cut into the surface is not important. 
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3.7.7 Boolean Options Panel  

 

 

 Mode of operation – This value controls how SDS for the base object and Boolean history are handled, and 

has three possible settings 

 

Sample scene with a cube with two layers of SDS applied. The cube has been quad divided prior to having SDS 

applied so that it gives a rounded cube shape rather than a sphere. With the cube selected,  

Boolean Subtraction is used to cut the sphere from the cube, and the results are shown  

below depending on the Mode used. 

 

o Control Mesh – If selected, when the base object is an SDS object, then the drill is subtracted from the 

control mesh of the base object, and not from the final mesh resulting from the SDS. SDS is then 

“re-applied” to this new control mesh, and you can remove SDS layers or work with the control mesh for 

the resulting object. History is not kept for the Boolean operation. 
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With Mode of Operation set to Control Mesh, the sphere is cut from the underlying control mesh, and the final SDS 

object changes as a result (left). Since the cube remains as an SDS object, the SDS layers can be removed to see the 

underlying control mesh (right). 

 

o Flatten Result – If selected, then the Boolean operation is performed on the final mesh resulting from 

SDS. This finalizes the SDS prior to performing the Boolean operation, so you will no longer be able to 

remove SDS layers or edit the control mesh. History is not kept for the Boolean operation. 

 

With Mode of Operation set to Flatten History, the SDS on the cube is finalized, and the sphere is subtracted from that. 

SDS layers cannot be removed from the final object, as it is no longer an SDS object.  

 

o Keep History – If selected, this makes the Boolean operations non-destructive, storing the history so that 

you can change the results later by moving or editing the drill. If the base object has SDS applied, this is 
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still finalized before performing the Boolean operation, so you will be unable to remove SDS layers or 

edit the control mesh afterward. 

  
With Mode of Operation set to Keep History, again the SDS on the cube is finalized, and the sphere is subtracted from 

that (left). However, we can now select the sphere and move it, changing the result of the Boolean operation (right). 

 

If the drill was an SDS object, then you can still work with the drill after the Boolean operation to remove 

SDS layers or manipulate the control mesh for that object, and the result of the Boolean operation will 

update accordingly. See section 3.7.8 “Booleans with History” for more information on the Keep History 

setting. 

 

 Keep drill object – If this is checked, then the object used as the drill (i.e. the second object selected in a 

Boolean operation) will be preserved. Otherwise it will be deleted as part of the Boolean operation. This 

applies to all Boolean operations. Note that the first selected object is always “lost” during the Boolean 

operation, as it is transformed into the new object – if you need to preserve this main, base object, simply take 

a copy of it or save it to a library before beginning Boolean operations. 
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With cube selected, clicking on the sphere with Boolean Subtract cuts the sphere from the cube. If Keep Drill is 

unchecked then the sphere is deleted (left). If Keep Drill is checked, the sphere is kept (right -  the cube has been 

moved after the Boolean Subtraction so that you can see the subtraction was still performed). 

 

 Keep Material – If checked, then the material(s) from the drill object will be kept on the faces of the final 

object resulting from the Boolean operation. If unchecked, then the final object will take its materials from 

the base object only, ignoring any materials from the drill object. 

  
With cube selected, clicking on the sphere with Boolean Subtract cuts the sphere from the cube. If Keep Material is 

unchecked, then the cube retains its own original material and ignores the material on the sphere (left). If Keep Material 

is checked, then the material of the sphere is used on the faces created by the Boolean operation. (right). 

 

 Enable highlight – When enabled, the base object will be highlighted, and then any object you mouse over 

will be highlighted. This lets you be certain of the object you are about to choose as your drill. When 
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unchecked, the Boolean operation will still work as normal, but there will be no highlighting to show which 

object you are about to select. 

 Quad mode – When enabled, the resulting object will have edges added to ensure that all faces are Quads. 

This avoids the Boolean operation resulting in “n-gon” faces, i.e. faces that have many vertices and edges, 

and also avoid any floating vertices that might appear in the middle of a face, unconnected to any edge. Both 

of these results can sometimes be problematic for some render engines, or when exporting. 

 

When disabled, the resulting object will not have any extra processing done. This can make the object easier 

to work with in trueSpace. 

  
With cube selected, clicking on the sphere with Boolean Subtract cuts the sphere from the cube. If Quad Mode is 

unchecked, no extra edges are created and only those on the original objects are used (left). If Quad Mode is checked 

then extra edges are added to ensure the geometry is made from four or three sided faces only (right). 

 

 Snapping threshold – This parameter determines the distance below which two vertices will be merged. 

This lets you avoid two vertices very close together as a result of the Boolean operation. A larger value will 

merge vertices that are further apart, while a smaller value will only merge those vertices that are closer 

together. 

 

3.7.8 Booleans with History 

One of the most powerful features of the Boolean tools in the workspace (as opposed to those found in the 

Model aspect) is that you can keep the history. This means that you can return to any Boolean operation and 

edit either the drill or the base object, using the Move, Rotate or Scale tools, or even point editing the object or 
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adding and removing SDS to a drill object. This gives a different result from the Boolean operation, in real-time, 

just as if those edits had been done prior to carrying out the Boolean operation. 

You can even change the type of Boolean operation that was done, changing a Subtraction into an Intersection. 

The history of Boolean operations stacks, so you can return to the first of five Boolean operations and edit that, 

and the results of the subsequent four operations will also change accordingly. 

Note that when point editing a drill object in a subtraction or intersection, you will not be able to see the mesh, 

but you will still be able to select faces, edges and vertices which will highlight when moused over. 

When you select an object with Boolean history stored for it, the CSG Operation panel will be displayed in the 

Stack (CSG stands for Constructive Solid Geometry). This panel lets you change some values, altering those 

originally used during the Boolean operation. 

 

 

 

This panel has the following options: 

 

 Operation – Here you can change the Boolean operation that was carried out, swapping a Subtraction into an 

Addition or Edge Cut etc. 

 Keep Material – This lets you adjust whether the drill material is used for the Boolean operation, or if 

materials are taken entirely from the base object. This changes whatever value you had set when you carried 

out the Boolean operation. 

 Quad Mode – This lets you adjust whether or not Quad Mode is used for the Boolean operation. This 

changes whatever value you had set when you carried out the Boolean operation. 

 Snapping Threshold– This lets you specify the Snapping Threshold used for the Boolean operation. This 

changes whatever value you had set when you carried out the Boolean operation. 
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3.8 Displacement Paint 
 

 
 

The main idea behind displacement paint is to create an additional geometrical detail on the object using a bitmap 

brush as a modeling tool. You can place a bitmap on the surfaces just once, like a stamp or you can refine the 

underlying surface mesh  by continuous motion of paintbrush over the object surfaces. This works best with a 

simple gradient brush which allows you to literally sculpt the surface by painting peaks and valleys.  

 

 

3.8.1 Brush Displacement  

 

The Brush Displacement tool is a smaller bitmap used to “paint” values into an underlying larger bitmap 

wrapped around the object. 

Its associated panel will allow you to make local changes on your “paintbrush” such as magnitude (height) or 

Sharpness (slope of a simple gradient brush which is generated procedurally or any bitmap brush you can easily 

load from file dialogue). 
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3.8.2 Map Displacement  

 
The Map Displacement tool will create a larger bitmap which is wrapped around the object‟s mesh. This 

bitmap is stored together with the object mesh and is used at render time to add more polygons to the 

base object mesh, to add more detail. 

 

The associated panel will allow you to influence the appearance of surface detail uniformly and globally, i.e. the 

overall magnitude, scale and threshold where the surface starts to bend. 

 

 

 

Gain scale: Rough tuning of total displacement amount 

Gain value: Fine tuning of total displacement 

Zero threshold : Pixel value considered to be at zero displacement level. If particular pixel value is less than Zero 

threshold, it is displaced into the object.  

UV Set: UV coordinates used for displacement mapping. Enables user to choose other than diffuse map UV set. If 

chosen UV mapping does not exist, no displacement is performed. 

U rep. / V rep: Allows tiling displacement texture in specified scale 
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Height map: Texture used as a height map for displacement. Can be grayscale or colored. Alpha channel is taken 

into account. 

Allow unwrap: If enabled, consequent use of displacement brush will alter selected UV mapping to optimally 

place triangles in texture space.  

 

 
dispMapping tutorial: explore Displacement Mapping in trueSpace 
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3.8.3 Painting with a Gradient Brush   

Load PaintSphere object into workspace and select simple gradient brush. 

 

 
 

Select the Map Displacement brush  and apply it to sphere surface with Left Drag of the mouse. The small 

white cone in the middle will show you the magnitude of your strokes on the surface of the sphere. With the 

default Positive magnitude you can quickly draw some peaks on the sphere surface as seen below:  
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Now, click on the middle mouse button to reverse the direction of the paintbrush. Now you can paint valleys with 

negative magnitude brush on the sphere surface right next to the peaks you painted previously. 
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Let us switch back to paint some more peaks to create a vague impression of a cat like, animal face. 
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3.8.4 Painting with a Bitmap Brush 

Load a default cube object, scale it vertically and subdivide the top face a few times: 

 

 
      

Next, load a bitmap into a brush by double clicking on the brush texture rectangle on the Map Displacement panel. 

We chose a simple cross bitmap.  
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You can then position, rotate and scale the bitmap brush using right drag on a mouse. In the image below, we 

positioned am orange cube inside default cube to better highlight displacement.   

 

 

Finally you can press left mouse and drag to push the shape of the brush to deform the cube mesh. 
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In most cases it will be better to use bitmaps with a black background. Here we created a few surface indentations 

using diagonal gradient bitmap with positive and negative brush magnitude. 

 

  

In the image below we created a simple relief imprint using the Caligari Logo bitmap. For this example it was 

necessary to subdivide top face of the cube one more time to capture the resolution of bitmap image. 
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dispBrush tutorial: explore the Displacement Brush in trueSpace 
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3.9 Hair Tools 
 

New features in trueSpace 7.5 are the hair generation tools which can be used to create a wide variety of hair 

and fur effects. Here we will look at some of the basic tools for this new feature. 

The hair tools can be found in the main toolbar at the bottom of the workspace window. If no object is selected 

then the tools will be in their inactive state and grayed out. Once an object is selected, the tools become 

available for use. 

 

Hair tools in main toolbar 

When the hair tools are active the panel settings in the stack become available. These settings control the overall 

aspects of the hair such as length, curliness, color etc. while the tools themselves allow more fine control over 

the hair. 
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Hair settings panel 

 

You can quickly and easily change the effect of any hair you have generated using the settings in this panel and 

you can use the brush settings to refine the hair as it is generated. For instance, the brush magnitude affects just 

how much hair is generated as you move the cursor over the object while the radius sets the area that will be 

covered.  

In order to show these settings in more detail we can load a basic head from the character library supplied with 

trueSpace 7.5. 

 

Character Library 

 

In the stack view choose the library aspect and load the HeadEyes1 object; you should have a scene similar to 

the one below.  Now we are ready to make some hair. 
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A simple scene with the head object inserted in the workspace 

 

3.9.1 Generating hair 

In this tutorial you will learn how to generate hair on an object and then use the hair tools to fine tune how the 

hair looks. The easiest way to start is to choose the density brush  from the hair tools menu which we can 

use to draw areas of hair onto our model. Once you activate the tool a cursor will appear where the standard 

cursor was and indicates the radius of the brush, the direction of the hair and where the hair will be applied. You 

can adjust both the magnitude and brush radius setting from the hair control panel shown previously.    

Generating and manipulating hair can use up system resources quickly so save frequently. 

You can also adjust brush settings with the mouse.  Holding the right mouse button down while moving the 

mouse horizontally will adjust the radius of the brush.  Moving vertically will adjust the magnitude of the 

brush.  These changes are reflected in the hair control panel. 
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The hair generation cursor shows where hair will be applied 

We can now start painting hair onto the object, for now it will be the default color and length but we can adjust 

that later. Don‟t worry if the hair looks a little wild, we can easily adjust this later. By rotating our view around 

the object we can access all areas of the model and paint a basic coverage of hair where we want it to appear.  

Although the hair is produced on the object‟s faces, distribution of the hair is determined by the vertices.  For 

that reason it is much easier to accurately place hair if the opaque-wireframe mode  is used when 

applying hair. 

Another option is to use the polygon draw tool  to define a scalp line on the model.  For even greater 

accuracy, point edit can be used after a hair tool is activated to select a specific face or group of faces where the 

hair is to be applied.  

In point edit, either paint selection  or soft selection  can be used to quickly define the areas on the 

object where the hair is to be applied.  To initiate point edit selection and application of hair, activate a hair 

brush then click on one of the point edit selection tools.  Paint the area where you want the hair applied 

(remember that control- select adds to the selection and shift-select removes from the selection).  When you‟ve 
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defined the area, click again on the hair brush and fill in your hair.  Right click to exit the hair brush.  You 

can either then select another brush or right-click again to exit point edit.  The blow dryer is the only hair tool 

that cannot be masked using point edit selection. 

 

Using point-edit paint selection to select specific faces for hair application 

 

Using point-edit soft selection to quickly paint areas for hair application 
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Basic hair generated using the density brush 

Once we have hair covering the object we can start to make adjustments to the hair itself. Don‟t worry if you 

need to go back and refine where the hair is applied, you can use the density brush at any time to generate more 

hair.  

Save your file and take some time at this point to adjust the sliders in the hair control panel and see how they 

affect the hair.  By now you‟ve probably noticed that when you‟re editing the hair, it‟s displayed as lines.  

When it‟s not being edited, the default profile for the hair is „circle‟.    Before proceeding to „style‟ the hair, 

you may want to make some adjustments to the panel settings.  Try reducing the Realtime percentage of hair 

displayed from 10% to 2% for faster system response.   

The Direction Brush  affects the root end of the hair and the Blow Dryer  affects the tips of the 

hair.  A softer hair setting will cause the Direction brush to take effect further out from the root of the hair.  

Conversely, it will cause the Blow Dryer to affect the hair closer to the root.   Naturally, gravity also has a 

greater effect on a softer hair setting. 

Adjust the settings in the hair control panel to reflect a Softness setting of 0.6 and a Realtime display of 2%. 
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Adjust hair settings 

Tilt the head over on the Y-axis about -5.0 degrees and gently nudge the ends of the hair with the Blow Dryer to 

start to give the effect of parting the hair. Then you can remove the tilt to the head and return it to its normal 

orientation. 

 

Starting to style the hair 
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Change your softness setting to 0.4 and continue directing and shaping the hair with the Blow Dryer.  Don‟t 

forget that you can adjust the magnitude of the brush to adjust the affect it has on the hair.  Remember that the 

blow dryer affects the tips of the hair, so sweeping it along the edge of the hair has the most controlled effect. 

 

Adding shape and direction to the hair 
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On areas where the hair needs more of a push to put it into place, rotate your view so that you see the edge of 

the hair and use the blow dryer to tap the edge of the hair into place.   

If even a very slight amount of curl is applied to the hair, the blow dryer can also be used in small motions and 

taps to direct and encourage curls in areas of the hair. 

Change the Soften setting to 0.6 and you‟ll see that the hair style is starting to take shape. 

 

Change Softness to 0.6 to see the results so far 

We can now use the length brush  to add or subtract length from the hair. You can choose add or subtract 

from the hair control panel and then use the hair tool as before but this time the hair will grow or shrink where 

you use the cursor depending on which setting you chose. This allows you to fine tune the length of the hair in 

different places, a bit like having a haircut. Remember that you can add or subtract hair at any time if you feel 

you have taken too much or added too much on in any particular place.   

 

The Hair Length tool also has a Max Length setting on the control panel.  This allows it to be used to cut or 

grow hair to a pre-determined length.  To use this feature the length brush mode needs to be „add‟ whether you 
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want the hair longer or shorter.  The max length setting determines the length the brush applies.  If the max 

setting is shorter than the length setting in the hair control panel, the hair will be shortened.   

 

Trimming hair with the Hair Length tool 

Once you‟re finished trimming the hair, change the softness setting to 0.8 and use the Softness brush  

around the neck and the bottom half of the back of the head to further relax the hair.   

With the additional softening, you can use the Direction brush  to comb back the hair that‟s right behind 

the ears and on the sides of the neck. 
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Ready for the finishing touches 

Once we have a basic hairstyle we can start to play around with a few other tools in order to get the required 

look. If we want to change the whole hairstyle we can change the parameters in the hair control panel. These 

will affect the whole hairstyle while the individual tools allow you to apply that feature to selected areas of hair.  

The basic style is finished.  But there are still some final touches that you can add to make your hair look 

realistic. 

The color gradient swatches on the control panel determine the two ends of the gradient spectrum used to color 

the hair.  By double-clicking on those boxes you can change the color gradient that shades your hair. 

Click on the drop-down selection to go to the advanced control panel.  From there you can tell your hair to cast 

shadows, select the thickness of the hair root and tip, add random direction and add randomness to the hair 

length. 
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Change color gradient.  Click on Default for pull-down to the Advanced pane 

 

 

Change the thickness of the hair root and tip 
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vRay render of the finished hair 

Once you have a hairstyle you are happy with, it can be saved with your scene or object, or even saved as a 

hairstyle in the libraries which you can then apply to other objects. This way you can build up a library of 

hairstyles that you can interchange between characters and objects. 

On the subject of rendering hair…the Line profile in the hair control panel is best for displaying hair in the 

Workspace.  The Circle profile will give better rendered results, particularly if you use the Lightworks render 

engine. 

When rendering hair in Lightworks, remember that the render engine „sees‟ the density as it is displayed in the 

Workspace Workspace.  For that reason you‟re going to want to increase the Realtime percentage in the 

control panel prior to rendering.  Depending on your hair object and your system resources, also experiment 

with decreasing the density setting and increasing the Realtime percentage.   
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3.9.2 Advanced Hair Generation  

Once you are familiar with the basic hair tools, you may want to try different methods of hair application.  One 

of these methods is to create a „scalps‟ for applying hair to your figure.  By using scalps your character can 

have a full head of hair, wispy beard, curly sideburns and bushy eyebrows.  Also, because the scalp is an 

independent object, it can be further modified with the point edit tools even after hair has been applied to it. 

 

Scalp creation for the application of hair 

We‟re going to use the point edit tools to slice off part of the head to make a new scalp object.  Hair can then 

be applied independently to that object. 

Start by saving a copy of your head to a library as an object.  That‟s going to be our base and we‟re going to 

call it back into the scene after our new scalp is created. 

Right-click on your object to enter point edit mode.  Click on „Select Nearest Element‟   Next, select 

the Polydraw tool  to literally start drawing a scalp on your object.  If your scalp uses existing edges, 
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you may need to right-click to exit this tool and then re-activate it to continue drawing new edges.  If you 

make a mistake, Undo  will delete a drawn segment at a time, starting with the last-drawn segment. 

 

Use the Polydraw tool in point edit to draw the scalp on your object 

When you‟ve finished drawing a scalp on your object, you may want to save this copy of your object to the 

library in addition to the base copy you saved in the beginning. 

The next step is to select all the faces within the scalp that you‟ve drawn.  You may find it quickest to use the 

Paint Selection  tool to select the faces around the edge of the scalp and switch to the Rectangle or Lasso 

Selection for the broader areas.  Remember that control-select adds to selection and shift-select removes from 

selection. 

Once you have all of the faces within the scalp area selected, use the Copy tool  to copy the selected 

faces and right-click. 
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Copy the selected faces 

Now we‟re going to separate your new scalp from the rest of the head.  Select any face not within the area of 

the scalp.  Use the Extend Selection to Connected  tool to select all the faces that are not part of your 

new scalp.  
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Select all faces that are not part of the copied scalp 

Select the point-edit Delete tool  to delete these faces.  Now all that remains is your new scalp.  

Right-click to exit point edit and give your scalp a new name in the Info Panel.  Save it as an object in your 

library. 

When you double-click the base object in the library that you originally saved, your new scalp should be a 

perfect fit.  Also, when you render, you‟ll find that it already has the texture or material of the original object 

applied to it. 
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Your scalp and base object should be a perfect fit 

With the scalp selected, you can click on the Blow Dryer  hair tool to automatically populate your scalp 

with hair and you‟re ready to start styling.  This automatic fill does not populate the hair at the full density 

setting.  If you decide that you want to increase the density, in specific areas or overall, you can use a broad 

density brush on the scalp without concern about stray hair getting on the base object. 

Sometimes it‟s easier to work with less hair density.  You can always add density later and the added hair will 

follow the styling that you‟ve already done. 
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Populate your entire scalp with hair with a single click 

Use this technique to create additional scalps for hair objects to complete your character‟s look. 
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hairTools tutorial: exploring the Hair tools in trueSpace 
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3.10 Modeling with Procedures 

The new command-based architecture in trueSpace makes it possible to create objects procedurally – i.e. ex-

ecuting a series of commands that automatically create your object instead of performing modeling tasks 

manually. There are many advantages to defining an object procedurally:  

 

• Compact: A three-line procedure can create an entire forest of trees that can be stored in a small 

fraction of the space that polygonal representations would require.  

• Dynamic: You can easily add parameters (for instance “age” for an Oak tree) to a procedural object 

which can be animated and constrained to other variables to change the nature of an object. 

• Flexible: You can create procedural objects in a number of ways (plugins, scripts, Link Editor 

structures), and you can define exactly how they work to fit the specific needs of your project. 

 

You can create procedural objects in trueSpace via a couple of different methods. One is to use a script object. 

Script objects can define a model by creating a mesh from scratch, or by creating and attaching sub-objects (e.g. 

creating a series of spheres to represent a molecule). By exposing various script attributes you can let the user of 

your object easily change how the object is created. ConeObj, GearObj, and WavyPillar are all good examples 

of procedural models using only scripts. For more information on using scripting you should also read through 

developer’s Guide ChApter 6: sCript editor. 

 

You can also use compound objects for the task. By linking together a series of scripts and other objects in the 

Link Editor, you can create a compound object that executes a set of commands to build your procedural 

model. Take a look at the Tree Generator object for an example of this method.  

 

Finally, you can modify existing objects and meshes using scripts. Look inside the Terrain System object for an 

example of this – a flat, grid mesh is modified to apply terrain height data to it, creating a hilly patch. Vertex 

shaders can also be used to procedurally modify the appearance of a model (in the DirectX Workspace view) as 

in the FeedTheDinoGPU example. For more information on using vertex shaders you should read through 

developer’s Guide ChApter 5: mAteriAl editor. 

 

The various trueSpace libraries contain a number of examples of procedural objects, and several of these are 

discussed below. The best way to learn about these objects is to drag them into your scene and play with their 

panel controls to see how the changes affect the final model. When you are ready to go further with 

procedurally creating or modifying objects, you can try changing the scripts and structures of the example 

objects, and then move on to creating your own from scratch. 

 

ConeObj – Script-Generated Mesh 
The ConeObj is a procedural model that uses a script object to create a 3D representation of a cone. The object 

is located in the Objects library under Script Objects. To examine it, drag it into the Link Editor or into the 

Workspace view.  

 

If you want to see how the three sliders affect the creation of the model, just move them left and right and 

observe the result. Changing the Height slider, not surprisingly, makes the cone taller. Similarly, moving the 
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Radius slider changes the size of the cone‟s base. The Longitude slider adds more points, and thus more detail, 

around the base of the object. The more points you add, the smoother the cone appears. 
 

 
Objects – Script objects library: ConeMesh script is located inside the ConeObj 

 

The inner-workings of ConeObj are explored more fully in developer’s Guide ChApter 6: sCript editor if you would 

like to try your hand at modifying the script that creates the cone mesh.  

 

GearObj – Script-Generated Mesh 
The GearObj works in much the same way as the ConeObj – using a script object to create a mesh from scratch. 

It is located in the Objects library under Script Objects alongside ConeObj. Drag it into the Workspace view or 

the Link Editor to see its panel and the resulting model (shown in the image below). 
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Objects – Script objects library: GearObj shown in Workspace view and the Script Editor 

 

Here the script writer has exposed four attributes and linked them to sliders on the object‟s outer panel. 

Changing the Height slider, of course, alters the height of the model. The Inner and Outer Radius sliders 

change the overall size of the gear and the depth of its teeth. If you move the Inner Radius slider to near the 

same value as Outer Radius, you will see that the teeth shrink to nothing.  

 

As with the ConeObj, changing the value of the Longitude slider alters the number of points along the outer 

radius of the gear. Since these are used to define the teeth of the gear, increasing Longitude results in more teeth 

around the gear model.  

 

If you would like to try modifying the way the gear is constructed you should read through the details of how 

the script in ConeObj works (see developer’s Guide ChApter 6: sCript editor) to get an idea of how this object is being 
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created. The principles are the same. Using ConeObj, GearObj, and other objects from the library as examples, 

you can explore ways to build your own from-scratch meshes using Script Objects in trueSpace.  

 

Twist Deform – Mesh Modifier 
The Twist Deform object is a mesh modifier object. It takes an input mesh and outputs a new, modified mesh 

object. You can see it at work by dragging in the Twisted Torus object from the Objects library under Base. If 

you enter Twisted Torus you should see something like the image below, with the Torus mesh feeding through 

the Twist Deform object and emerging modified from the other side. 

 

 
Twisted Torus shown in Workspace view and the Link Editor 

 

The Twist Deform object itself can be found in the Objects library under Tutorial Objects. You can add it to any 

object that exports a Mesh attribute. In the case of Twisted Torus, the object exports the Angle attribute from 
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the Twist Deform object, allowing the user of Twisted Torus to change it easily. 

 

Twist Deform is a compiled object, meaning that you cannot change how it works internally. The object 

provides you with access to its Angle attribute, letting you change how much the mesh is twisted. To see an 

object that modifies a mesh with a script, read through the next section about the Terrain System object. 

 

Terrain System – Script-Modified Mesh 
This object generates a textured terrain patch procedurally. To examine this object, locate it in the Object 

libraries under Script Objects then drag it into the Link Editor or Workspace view. After the object initializes, 

you should see in the Workspace window a terrain like the image below. 

 

 
TerrainGen modifies a flat grid mesh with height data from the terrain algorithm 
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Terrain generation is accomplished with an algorithm adapted from Bob Nystrom 

(http://www.robot-frog.com/3d/index.html). The algorithm iteratively places “hill” objects on a flat terrain 

(picture dropping balls of soft clay on a board), effectively building up a soft, rolling terrain. Following 

generation of hills, the terrain is iteratively flattened and then normalized to scale the heights to a range of 0 to 

1. 

 

Functionally, it is built with two JScript Script Command objects. One creates a flat grid mesh of a specified 

size, while the other calculates the terrain data and then alters the original mesh by moving its vertices upward 

according to the terrain data. You could change the effect of this object by editing the script that generates the 

data. For instance, you could substitute an algorithm to simulate ripples in a pool.  

 

The features of the terrain are controlled by the control panel in the Default aspect (shown below). 

 

 

 

The following parameters and commands are available: 

• Size: This slider allows you to resize the terrain mesh between 10 and 100 divisions in the X and Y 

axes. A mesh that has 10 divisions will take up 10x10 units in world space. After changing the slider 

you should select the Make/Remake Mesh button. 

• Make/Remake Mesh: This button recreates the terrain mesh with the number of divisions chosen with 

the Size slider. Following mesh construction this command will call a routine to regenerate the terrain 

data for the new size. 

• Hills: This slider changes the number of hills that will be added to the terrain. The value can range 

from 10 to 400. 

• Hill Min Size: This slider changes the minimum size of generated hills. The value can range from 4.0 

to 15.0. 

• Hill Max Size: This slider changes the maximum size of generated hills. The value can range from 

16.0 to 30.0. 

http://www.robot-frog.com/3d/index.html
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• Make Island: Checking this option will confine hill generation to the center area of the terrain mesh, 

resulting in an island-style terrain. 

• Flattening: This slider changes the number of “flattening loops” executed by the terrain generation 

script. Low-lying terrain areas will become flatter, resulting in more distinct hill forms surrounded by 

low terrain. The value can range from 1 to 10. 

• Z Scale: This slider simply changes the Z scaling of the final terrain object. Low settings result in 

flatter terrain. The value can range from 1.0 to 20.0. 

• Generate Terrain: This button regenerates only terrain data – the mesh is not altered otherwise. Select 

the Generate Terrain button to see the results of any options changes. 

 

Also included in this object is an adapted version of the Layered Plastic material that interpolates between two 

bitmaps (grass and rock are included but can be changed) based on the surface normal of the terrain. Normals 

pointing upward result in grass, and normals pointing “to the side” result in rock texture. Normals in between 

these directions result in an appropriate blending between grass and rock. 

 

Other terrain generation algorithms or height map interpretation could be substituted for the included method. 

To do this, alter the TerrainGen JScript object or replace it entirely with an object that reads in a greyscale 

bitmap and alters the Z component of the input mesh appropriately. Similarly, the included material could be 

modified to blend between additional textures or perform other processing based on altitude and surface normal. 

Textures can be changed quite simply by double-clicking on the bitmap image. 

 

FeedTheDino – Script-Modified Mesh 
The FeedTheDino object, also located in the Objects library under Script Objects, is another example of a 

script-modified mesh, this time using an input number (Feed quotient) to move the mesh‟s vertices along the 

surface normal at that point. To examine the object, drag it from the library into the Link Editor or the 

Workspace view. You should see something close to the image below. 
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FeedTheDino modifies a mesh by moving its vertices along its surface normals 

 

This object has a slider labeled Feed Quotient on its front panel. Change the slider to see how the object‟s script 

reacts. You should see the dinosaur grow skinnier as you move the slider left and fatter as you move it right. To 

see how it works, enter it by clicking on its orange enter triangle at the upper right of the panel. You should be 

able to locate two linked objects: Shape, which is the dinosaur mesh, and a script object called Mesh Shrink 

Filter. These are shown in the image below. 
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Shape is the dinosaur mesh, and Mesh Shrink Filter Is a script that modifies it 

 

If you examine the script inside Mesh Shrink Filter you will see how the object accomplishes its magic. In short, 

the script gets a list of vertices and normals for the mesh, and then processes each of those vertices by moving 

them along their normals by an amount equal to the attribute quotient, which is exported to the front panel as 

the Feed Quotient slider. 
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MakeTree – Script-Generated Group 
The MakeTree demo produces nicely colored and shaped tree objects. Trees are generated by using a random 

fractal technique, so each time you run the generator the final tree object will be different.  

 

After pressing the “Make one tree” button, you may have to wait a little while for the tree to be generated. (It 

can take more than 10 seconds depending on your machine and the parameters, so please be patient.) The final 

tree object is placed in a separate encapsulator in the scene called Tree object (unlike for the Terrain generator 

demo, where the terrain object is placed inside the main object). To generate another tree object, press the 

“Make one tree” button again.  

 

When you enter the generated Tree object using the LE, you can see many (several hundreds) sphere elements 

placed here, as the tree consists of small spheres  

  

The MakeTree object‟s panel allows you to change generator‟s parameters. The following parameters are 

available: 

• Complexity of the tree: This slider allows you to set the complexity of the tree. Higher values mean 

more complex results, but also more time required to generate the tree. 

• Root color / Leaves color: Allow you to change the colors used for the entire tree. 
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Several instances of tree, created by MakeTree script object 

 

Also see the Make Crystal and Cube Array generators. They use similar techniques to a generate crystal-like 

molecular structure, and a simple array of given elements.  
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3.11 Flatten History 

 
The location of the Flatten History tool 

 

The Flatten History tool is used to remove any construction history and procedural modeling, giving a final 

polygonal mesh. Note that Undo History remains in place even after using this tool, however it will affect 

procedural modeling techniques such as those described in the last chapter. 

 

Note – when using Export to X format, or Export to Virtual Earth, you do not need to use Flatten History prior to 

export. The export process only works with the final geometry, ensuring compatibility with the export without the 

need to actually flatten the object first. This lets you export to X format or Virtual Earth, getting the expected final 

geometry in the exported file, while keeping your object in a procedural state for further work in trueSpace. 

 

The Flatten History tool is useful for when you want to move onto a particular kind of modeling that you can‟t do 

while the object is procedural, for reducing file size on disk or in a library where you only need to store the final 

polygonal geometry, and for reducing upload and download sizes for objects in shared spaces. 

 

Here are the main cases where you might want to use the Flatten History tool: 

 

 Finalizing SDS – If you require a regular polygonal mesh rather than an active SDS mesh, using Flatten 

History will remove all SDS layers and leave the final smoothed mesh. This means you can no longer 

use Remove SDS layer, or edit the underlying control cage. 

 

Note that for objects in a shared space, this could result in a larger object that will take longer to upload 

and download. An SDS object only needs to send the underlying control cage geometry, plus SDS 

information, which is usually less data than describing the full polygonal geometry of the final 

smoothed mesh. 

 

 Finalizing Mirror Modeling – If you have used the Mirror Modeler and are happy with the result and 

want to produce a final polygonal mesh, then Flatten History will remove the active mirroring and leave 

one object made from the two original halves. Using the tool means that Mirror Modeling will no longer 
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apply, and each half of the model can be - and indeed has to be - modified separately. 

 

Note that for objects in a shared space, this could result in a larger object that will take longer to upload 

and download. A Mirror Model object only needs to send one half of the geometry plus the mirroring set 

up, which will be less data than describing the full polygonal geometry of the final mesh. The more 

levels of Mirror Modeling that are applied, the more significant this difference becomes. 

 

 Finalizing Procedural Modeling – if you have used a procedural object and are happy with the result 

and want to produce a final polygonal mesh, the Flatten History tool will create the final mesh, and 

remove all procedural / scripting nodes from inside the object. The tool does not remove any interface 

for the procedural object, so sliders and values may still be present in the object‟s Link Editor panel – 

hwoever, these values will do nothing, and you will not be able to change the object using them, since 

the procedural parts of the object will have been removed. 

 

Here the tool will most likely simplify the object for use in shared space, depending on just what the 

object was. With most procedural objects, the geometry remains the same, but the new finalized version 

will be smaller in terms of its data as it will no longer have the scripting and procedural parts inside it. 

 

 Finalizing Booleans –Booleans on the workspace side are procedural and can be changed even after 

carrying out the Boolean. If you are happy with the result and want to produce a final polygonal mesh 

from a Boolean operation, the Flatten History tool will achieve this. This should reduce the size of an 

object for use in shared space, since it will store only the final geometry and not all the separate 

geometries used to carry out the Boolean. 

 

 Finalizing Mesh Simplifier / Normal Mapping – Both these tools are procedural and keep a copy of 

the high polygon count version of the object. If you are happy with the result and will no longer want to 

change it, the Flatten History tool will remove the high polygon copy. This is useful before including the 

object in a shared space. 
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3.12 Snapping and Distance Tools 

 
The location of the snapping tools 

 

3.12.1 Grid Snapping 

 
Grid Snapping lets you control whether edits to an object‟s position, rotation or size happen smoothly, or 

whether they snap to preset values and amounts. 

By default, movement will allow smooth movement through space, but will snap to a value when that value is 

approached. Rotation and Scale however will not allow smooth movement between snap values, and instead will 

simply jump from one snap value to another when the mouse is moved far enough. 

 

 
The Grid Snapping options panel. 

 

 Move – Checkboxes and values control whether or not Move edits are affected by snapping. 

 Rotate – Checkboxes and values control whether or not Rotate edits are affected by snapping. 

 Scale – Checkboxes and values control whether or not Scale edits are affected by snapping. 

 X, Y, Z – These checkboxes control whether snapping affects the edit in the X, Y and / or Z directions. 

These can be set independently for the Move, Rotate and Scale tools. 

 StepX, StepY, StepZ – These parameters control the value that the tools will snap to. For movement and 

scale, these are distance values, while for rotation these are angles in degrees. 

 Coordinates – This controls the coordinates used for snapping. 

Default – The snapping is based on the current settings for trueSpace – if you are working in World 
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mode, then the snapping will be to the World grid; if you are working in Object mode, snapping will be 

to a grid aligned with the object. 

Local – Ignores current settings in trueSpace, and orients snapping to a grid aligned with the object (even 

if trueSpace is set to use World co-ordinates). 

World - Ignores current settings in trueSpace, and orients snapping to a grid aligned with the world (even 

if trueSpace is set to use Object co-ordinates). 

 Offset – When unchecked, the object will snap to settings based on its current position, rotation or scale. 

For example, if it starts at an X value of 1.5 with a StepX of 1, the object will snap to 2.5, 3.5, etc, or 0.5, 

-0.5, etc. The object will always snap relative to its initial position, rotation or scale. 

 

When checked, the object will snap to settings based on a world grid, independent of its own current 

position, rotation or scale. In our previous example, the object starting at an X value of 1.5 and a StepX 

of 1 and a default Offset value in X of 0.000 will snap to values of 2, 3, 4 etc, or 1, 0, -1. The object will 

always snap to these preset values, regardless of its initial position, rotation or scale. 

 

The offset parameters let you change where the object snaps to by offsetting the origin for the world snap 

values. These values only apply when Offset is checked.  For example, with a StepX of 5, and an Offset 

X value of 0, the object will snap to -10, -5, 0, 5, 10, etc. With StepX of 5and an Offset X value of 1, the 

object will snap to -9, -4, 1, 6, 11, etc – the grid the object snaps to has been moved by 1. If the Offset X 

value was changed to 2, then the object would snap to -8, -3, 2, 7, 12 etc, and so on. 

 

 

3.12.2 Other Snapping Options 

The Snapping panel has other aspects that let you control other options for snapping. These are listed below 

(except Dimensions, which is listed under the Distance Feedback Display section). 

 

Default Aspect 

This lets you enable and disable the three snapping types directly, as an option to using the icons on the main 

toolbar. Using the toolbar icons will change the checkboxes on this panel, and using the checkboxes on this panel 

will highlight or de-highlight the icons. You can enable or disable any or all of these at one time. 
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The Default aspect of the Snapping options panel. 

 

 Grid Snapping – If checked, Grid Snapping is enabled, otherwise it is disabled. 

 Distance Feedback – If checked, Distance Feedback Display is enabled, otherwise it is disabled. 

 Point Edit Snapping – If checked, Point Edit Snapping is enabled, otherwise it is disabled. 

 

 

Axes Lock Aspect 

This lets you lock out movement in certain directions, and control movement in the orthogonal views. Note that 

these settings affect movement even when Grid Snap is NOT enabled. 

 

 
The Axes Lock aspect of the Snapping options panel. 

 

 Locked Axes – This locks changes in the X, Y or Z directions, and is the same as activating or 

deactivating the X, Y and Z locks on the main toolbar. Activating or deactivating these checkboxes will 

highlight or un-highlight the icon on the main toolbar, and using the icons on the main toolbar will check 

or un-check these parameters. 

 

 Screen Space in 2D – This has an effect in the orthogonal views (top, front, side) only. When 

unchecked, the X and Y constraints apply to the world X and Y, meaning you may not be able to move 

the object in the X direction on screen from the angle you are looking at even if the constraint for X is not 

checked. When checked, then the X and Y constraints apply to the on-screen X and Y, irrespective of 

world X and Y, so that you would be able to move the object in the X direction on screen if it is not 

locked, even if that is the Y or Z direction in World space. 

 

 Angle – When Screen Space In 2D is checked, this allows you to rotate the axis by an angle so that 

movement along an axis occurs at that angle. 
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A cube viewed from the Top view, ready to move. Screen Space In 2D is checked, and all  

movement is constrained except along the X axis. 

 

  
With an Angle of 0, movement occurs directly along the screen X axis, irrespective of what direction this might be in the 

World axis (left). By setting the Angle to 45, clicking on the X movement are of the widget this time moves the object 

along a line rotated 45 degrees (right). 

 

 

Advanced Aspect 

This aspect lets you control snapping with the Scale tool. 
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The Advanced aspect of the Snapping options panel. 

 

 Multiplicative Scaling – When checked, a scale value of 1 will double the size of the object when 

scaling up, or halve the size of the object when scaling down. So an object with size 1 will scale in jumps 

to size 2, 4, 8, etc, or 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, etc. A scale value of 2 will make the object treble in size if scaling 

up, or become one third the size on scaling down, so an object with size 1 will scale in jumps to size 3, 9, 

27, etc, or 0.333, 0.111, 0.037, etc. Similarly a scale value of 3 makes the object jump in steps four times 

the size, or one quarter the size, and so on. 

 

When unchecked, with a scale of 1 an object will scale upward by one of its current size. So an object of 

size 1 will scale in jumps to 2, 3, 4, etc, while one of size 2 will scale in jumps from 2 to 4, 6, 8, and so on. 

With a scale value of 2, it would scale in jumps to 3, 5, 7, etc. When scaling down, the denominator of the 

fraction increases by the scale value, so with a scale value of 1, the object will scale to one half, one third, 

one quarter, one fifth, and so on; with a scale value of 2, the object will become on half, one quarter, one 

sixth, one eighth and so on. 

 

One important thing to note is that the scaling is dependent on the original size of the object when 

Multiplicative Scaling is disabled, so stopping and starting a scale operation has a different effect than 

carrying on through the snapping in one go. For example, an object of size 2 with a scale of 1 will scale 

upward to 4 on one step. If you keep the mouse button pressed and move to the next snap, the object will 

be size 6, the original size of 2 being added once again to the size of the object. However, if you release 

the mouse button at size 4 and then scale upward, the next snapping point will be 8 rather than 6, as the 

scaling is now adding 4 per step, the original size of the object when the scaling operation was started. 

 

When Multiplicative Scaling is checked, stopping and starting the scale operation does not have this 

effect. 
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3.12.3 Distance Feedback Display 

 
When enabled, Distance Feedback Display will show a numeric value in the 3D space for all relevant 

Point Editing operations. For example, if sweeping a face, it will give real-numeric time feedback 

showing how far the face is being swept, or if drawing an edge, the length of that edge, etc.  

 

 
The Dimension aspect of the Snapping options panel. 

 

 Coordinates –  

Default – This takes the axis from the current trueSpace setting, showing measurements in respect to 

either the World or Object co-ordinate system depending on what is currently in use.  

Local – This overrides the current trueSpace setting, showing measurements in respect to the Object 

co-ordinate system (even if trueSpace is currently set to use the World co-ordinate system). 

World - This overrides the current trueSpace setting, showing measurements in respect to the World 

co-ordinate system (even if trueSpace is currently set to use the Object co-ordinate system). 

 Dimensioning Mode – This parameter has a drop down list, and controls what measures are shown by 

the Distance Feedback Display. The examples below show the tool in use with the Add Edges tool. 

1D: This shows one measurement only, the straight line distance between two points. In our example 

with Add Edges, this is the straight line distance between the initial point and the final point for the edge. 

If the edge is drawn on a flat face, this will be the length of the line itself. If the edge is drawn across 

faces, it will be the straight line through space between the start and end point. 
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In 1D mode, the dimension tool shows the distance between the start and end point. Across one face, this is the same 

as the length of the new edge (left). Across multiple faces, the straight line distance between the two points may not 

follow the new edges that are added (right). 

 

 

2D: This shows measurement in two directions. 

  
In 2D mode, the dimension tool shows 2D vectors between the start and end point,  

with results shown above adding an edge across one face (left) or multiple faces (right). 

 

3D: This shows measurement in all three dimensions. 
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In 3D mode, the dimension tool shows 3D vectors between the start and end point. Across one face, the result is the 

same as 2D mode, so this is not shown. Across multiple faces it gives separate X, Y and Z value as seen above. 

 

 Color – This upper color value controls the color of the lines. 

 Text Size – This parameter lets you adjust the size of the text. This is particularly useful to compensate 

for being zoomed in close, or zoomed out far away. 

 Color – This lower color value controls the color of the text. 

 

 

3.12.4 Point Edit Snapping 

 
Point Edit Snapping works when in Point Edit mode, and allows snapping when you are moving 

vertices, adding edges and loops, etc.  

 
The Default aspect of the Point Edit Snapping options panel. 
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 Front Facing – Controls whether snapping is only done to front facing edges and faces (note that Snap 

To Vertices will be unaffected by this setting). When checked, snapping will only be to front facing 

elements, limiting snapping to visible elements facing the camera. When un-checked, snapping will 

work on elements that are not facing the current view, allowing snapping to faces and edges to apply to 

back faces on an object, etc. 

 

 Snap Pairs – This parameter takes effect when you are working with selections of more than one 

element. If this is checked, then snapping occurs when any of the vertices in that selection gets close to a 

snapping point. If this is unchecked, then snapping only occurs when the widget for the selection gets 

close to a snapping point. 

 

An example is shown below. Note that for visibility, snapping is being done to an existing edge. In this 

case, this produces overlapping and invalid geometry, and the example is only shown for the visibility of 

the different snapping – most likely you would not want to overlap your geometry in this way! 

  
The initial set up has four vertices selected for moving (left). With Snap Pairs disabled, only the widget will snap, 

as can be seen clearly when we cross over the existing edge – the first two vertices do not cause a snap, only 

when the widget nears the snapping point does snapping take place (right). 
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When Snap Pairs is enabled, the vertices themselves snap to the edge, resulting in two different snaps. The first 

occurs when the first set of vertices near the snapping point (left), and then the selection snaps again when the 

other vertices near the snapping point (right). 

 

 

 Snap To Vertices – When checked, snapping will occur to nearby vertices. When un-checked, nearby 

vertices are ignored and will not cause snapping. Note that Snap To Vertices is not affected by the Front 

Facing flag, and when enabled will always allow snapping to vertices on the back of an object. 

 

 Snap To Edges – When checked, snapping will occur to nearby edges. When un-checked, nearby edges 

are ignored and will not cause snapping. Snapping to edges on the back of an object will only occur if 

Front Facing is un-checked. 

 

 Snap To Faces – When checked, snapping will occur to nearby faces. When un-checked, nearby faces 

are ignored and will not cause snapping. Snapping to faces on the back of an object will only occur if 

Front Facing is un-checked. 

 

 Edge Points – When snapping to an edge, trueSpace will create a certain number of anchor points that 

divide that edge evenly. This parameter controls how many such points should be created along an edge. 

The default value of 1 will create 1 such point, which will be exactly in the center of the edge. A value of 

2 will create two such points, dividing the edge into thirds, and so on. This is the same parameter as listed 

under the Vertex aspect, a change in either location will update the other parameter. 
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With Edge Points set to a value of 1, Edge Snapping will snap to a point that divides the edge exactly in half (left). 

With a value of 2, the edge is divided with two points, giving snapping points that split the edge into thirds (right). 

 

 
With Edge Points set to value of 6, the edge is divided into 7 equal sections, with 6 snapping points. 

 

 

 Inferences – If checked, then inference lines will be shown and snapped to during Point Edit operations. 

Inference lines are extended from existing vertices on a face, at an angle from the incoming edges to that 

vertex. The angle is set by the Angle parameter. For most angles, most vertices will create two inference 

lines, one such line for each edge coming in to the vertex. If un-checked, then no inference lines are 

drawn or snapped to. 

 

This is the same parameter as shown on the Inferences aspect – changing the parameter in either aspect 

will change it in the other. 
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 Angle – This controls the angle between an existing edge coming into a vertex and the inference line 

coming out of the vertex. 

 

 
With an angle of 45 degrees, and a face that is a perfect square, each vertex has only one inference line  

(and they meet in the center of the face). 

  
With an angle of 30, each vertex now produces two inference lines. The angles have been drawn into the above images 

in blue, showing how the inference line is drawn at an angle of 30 to the edge coming into the vertex. With two edges 

coming into this vertex, there are two possible inference lines from it. 

 

This is the same parameter as Angle Steps in the Inference aspect – changing the parameter in either 

aspect will change it in the other. 

 

 Ruler – If checked, the inference lines will have snap points marked on them (the distance between these 
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snap points is determined by the Step parameter). If unchecked, the inference lines will not have snap 

points along their length. 

 

This is the same parameter as shown on the Inference aspect – changing the parameter in either aspect 

will change it in the other. 

  
With Ruler unchecked, inference lines do not have snapping points on them (left). With Ruler checked, then 

inference lines are divided up with snapping points along their length (right); the distance between the snapping 

points is determined by the Step parameter. 

 

 Step – Inference lines created by Inferences, Parallels and Axis Aligned settings are divided along their 

length with specific points to snap to. This lets you snap not only to the line, but to specific 

measurements along that line. The Step value controls the distance between these points, so a smaller 

value will give more points along the inference lines which will be closer together, and a larger value will 

give fewer points along the inference lines which will be further apart. 
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A Step of 0.2 creates snapping points every 0.2 apart along the inference line. 

 

 

 

 

  
With a Step of 0.4, the snapping points are spaced out further apart along the inference line (left), and a Step of 0.7 

gives even fewer snapping points due to the larger distance between them (right). 

 

 

This is the same parameter as shown in the Inference aspect – changing the parameter in either aspect will 

change it in the other. 

 

 Parallels – If checked, inference-like lines are drawn from a vertex parallel to the edges of the face. 

Point Edit operations will snap to these lines. Note that if the edges on the face are not parallel to each 

other, then you will see two parallels generated one parallel to one edge, one parallel to the other. 
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This is the same parameter as Parallels on the Inference aspect – changing the parameter in either aspect 

will change it in the other. 

 

 Axis Aligned – When this is checked, lines are drawn based on the axis of vertices and snapping occurs 

to those lines. When unchecked, these lines are not drawn. This is the same parameter as Axis Aligned 

on the Default aspect – changing this parameter in either aspect will change it in the other. 

  
All other lines are turned offer (inference, parallels) in these images. With Axis Aligned un-checked, not snapping 

lines are drawn (left). When enabled, snapping lines are drawn from the relevant vertices (right). 
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For comparison, here is the same situation but with Axis Aligned un-checked, and Parallels checked. Notice the 

difference – the vertex in the lower left of the face now generates a snap line parallel to the edge it is on (which in 

this case follows the edge itself), rather than generate a snapping line along its axis. 

 

  
Another comparison between Parallels and Axis Aligned. On the left, Axis Aligned is disabled, and Parallels are 

enabled, and you can see how the snap line is parallel to the edge of the face (left). On the right, Axis Aligned is 

enabled, and Parallels disabled, giving snapping lines that are based on the axes of the vertices (right). 

 

 

 Lock to Selection –This option lets you constrain editing in Point Editing to particular directions. For 

example, if you set a lock based on a polygon, then you will only be able to move points in the plane 

defined by that polygon (ie, in 2 directions), or if you set a lock based on an edge, you would only be able 

to move points in the direction defined by that edge. 

 

Once you have checked this option, you will need to make a selection on your object, and then use the 
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Set button to define the lock (or you can use the Set button first, and then check this box). 

 

 Set – This takes the current selection in point edit, and uses it to define restrictions to the direction of 

editing. Clicking this button will define the restrictions, which will be shown as red arrows. Once the 

Lock To Selection checkbox is enabled, then point editing will be constrained to these directions. 

 

If restrictions are already set, using Set will replace those with new restrictions defined by the current 

selection. 

 

 Reset – This clears the restrictions on direction for point editing, and clears the arrows indicating those 

restrictions. You will be able to point edit freely, even if Lock To Selection is checked. 

 

 

Vertex Aspect 

This aspect lets you set the options that affect vertex snapping. 

 

 
The Vertex aspect of the Point Edit Snapping options panel 

 

The following three checkboxes control the same settings as in the Default aspect – checking or 

un-checking these will also check or un-check these parameters in the Default aspect, and vice versa. 

 

 Snap to Vertices – When checked, snapping will occur to nearby vertices. When un-checked, nearby 

vertices are ignored and will not cause snapping. Note that Snap To Vertices is not affected by the Front 

Facing flag in the Default aspect, and when enabled will always allow snapping to vertices on the back of 

an object. 

 

 Snap to Edges – When checked, snapping will occur to nearby edges. When un-checked, nearby edges 

are ignored and will not cause snapping. Snapping to edges on the back of an object will only occur if 

Front Facing in the Default aspect is un-checked. 
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 Snap to Faces – When checked, snapping will occur to nearby faces. When un-checked, nearby faces 

are ignored and will not cause snapping. Snapping to faces on the back of an object will only occur if 

Front Facing in the Default aspect is un-checked. 

 

 2D Snap – When checked, snapping will only occur to snapping points on the current face beneath the 

mouse pointer. When unchecked, snapping can occur to any snapping points beneath the mouse pointer, 

even those on a back face, so long as it is within the Snap Distance. This parameter is checked by default. 

 

This is the same parameter as shown on the Inference aspect – changing the parameter in either aspect 

will change it in the other. In the examples below, the Snap Distance was raised to 32 from the default of 

16. 

 

  
With 2D Snap disabled, when the mouse pointer passes over a vertex on the back face, snapping still occurs (left 

and right). Note that the Add Edges tool still only draws to the face beneath the mouse pointer even though the 

snapping is to a vertex on a back face. 
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With 2D Snap enabled, the mouse pointer in the same positions no longer snaps to the back vertices  

and edges (left and right). 

 

 Edge Points – When snapping to an edge, trueSpace will create a certain number of anchor points that 

divide that edge evenly. This parameter controls how many such points should be created along an edge. 

The default value of 1 will create 1 such point, which will be exactly in the center of the edge. A value of 

2 will create two such points, dividing the edge into thirds, and so on. This is the same parameter as listed 

under the Default aspect, a change in either location will update the other parameter (see example images 

under the Default aspect write up). 

 

 Only Face Edges –If this is checked, then snapping will only occur to the geometry you create and work 

with. If un-checked, then snapping will also occur to the underlying triangulated geometry maintained 

“behind the scenes” by trueSpace. The default is that this is checked. 
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With “Only Face Edges” checked (the default), snapping occurs to the edges you work with. 

 

  
Activating” Show Triangles” in the Mesh Editor Settings panel shows the underlying triangulation that trueSpace 

creates and maintains (left). Un-checking “Only Face Edges” allows snapping to occur to these  

underlying edges as well as the regularly visible edges (right). 

 

 Snap Distance – This value controls how close to a snapping item you need to move before snapping 

will take place. It also controls the visibility of snapping points along existing edges. Smaller values will 

give more free movement, meaning you have to move closer to a snapping point before snapping takes 

place. You will also only see a limited range of snapping points. A larger value will give less free 

movement, and you will not have to be so close to a snapping point before snapping takes place. You will 

also see a wider range of snapping points. The default value of 16 is usually good, but you can vary this 

to suit your needs, in particular if your object is scaled particularly large or small. 
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 Snap Pairs – This parameter takes effect when you are working with selections of more than one 

element. If this is checked, then snapping occurs when any of the vertices in that selection gets close to a 

snapping point. If this is unchecked, then snapping only occurs when the widget for the selection gets 

close to a snapping point. 

 

This is the same parameter as Snap Pairs on the Default aspect – changing the parameter in either aspect 

will change it in the other. Please see the Default aspect write-up for illustrated examples. 

 

 Marker – The numeric value specifies the size of the point to be drawn showing the markers along an 

edge where Point Edit operations will snap to. The color parameter sets which color to use when drawing 

the marker lines and points. Note that markers are only shown along existing edges, and not along 

inference lines. 

 

 Snap – When a Point Edit operation actually snaps to an edge, inference line or point, the result is shown 

using the color set here. The numeric value controls the size used to draw the point being snapped to. 

 

 

Select Lock aspect 

This aspect lets you control the visual representation of the Select Lock including color and opacity. 

 
The Select Lock aspect of the Point Edit Snapping options panel 

 

 Marker Color – This sets the color used with the Lock marker. This does not update in real-time (you 

will need to reset and then set the tool again to see the color change). 

 

  

 

 

 

Inference aspect 

This aspect lets you set the options that affect the display and use of inference lines. 
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The Inference aspect of the Point Edit Snapping options panel. 

 

 Axis Aligned – When this is checked, lines are drawn based on the axis of vertices and snapping occurs 

to those lines. When unchecked, these lines are not drawn. 

 

This is the same parameter as Axis Aligned on the Default aspect – changing this parameter in either 

aspect will change it in the other. See examples under the Axis Aligned write-up for the Default aspect. 

 

 Parallels – If checked, inference-like lines are drawn from a vertex parallel to the edges of the face. 

Point Edit operations will snap to these lines. Note that if the edges on the face are not parallel to each 

other, then you will see two parallels generated, one parallel to one edge, one parallel to the other. 

 

This is the same parameter as Parallels on the Default aspect – changing the parameter in either aspect 

will change it in the other. 

 

 Inference Lines – If checked, then inference lines will be shown and snapped to during Point Edit 

operations. Inference lines are are extended from existing vertices on a face, at an angle from the 

incoming edges to that vertex. The angle is set by the Angle parameter. For most angles, most vertices 

will create two inference lines, one such line for each edge coming in to the vertex. If un-checked, then 

no inference lines are drawn or snapped to. 

 

This is the same parameter as shown on the Default aspect – changing the parameter in either aspect will 

change it in the other. Example images are shown under the Default aspect write-up. 

 

 Angle Step – This controls the angle between an existing edge coming into a vertex and the inference 

line coming out of the vertex. This is the same parameter as Angle in the Default aspect – changing the 

parameter in either aspect will change it in the other. See the sample images under the Default aspect 

write up. 

 

 Ruler – If checked, the inference lines will have snap points marked on them (the distance between these 

snap points is determined by the Step parameter). If unchecked, the inference lines will not have snap 
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points along their length. 

 

This is the same parameter as shown on the Default aspect – changing the parameter in either aspect will 

change it in the other. Example images are shown under the Default aspect write-up. 

 

 Step – Inference lines created by Inferences, Parallels and Axis Aligned settings are divided along their 

length with specific points to snap to. This lets you snap not only to the line, but to specific 

measurements along that line. The Step value controls the distance between these points, so a smaller 

value will give more points along the inference lines which will be closer together, and a larger value will 

give fewer points along the inference lines which will be further apart. 

 

This is the same parameter as shown in the Default aspect – changing the parameter in either aspect will 

change it in the other. 

 

 Marker Color – This sets the color used to draw the inference lines and the snap points on them. The 

default color is white. 

 

 Active Color – This sets the color used when a Point Edit operation snaps to an inference line. The 

default color is yellow. This can be set separately from the color used when snapping to an existing edge 

if desired. 

 

 Active Radius – This value controls how close to a snapping item you need to move before snapping 

will take place. It also controls the visibility of the inference lines. Smaller values will give more free 

movement, meaning you have to move closer to a snapping point before snapping takes place. You will 

also only see a limited range of inference lines, those that are nearby the mouse pointer. 

 

A larger value will give less free movement, and you will not have to be so close to a snapping point 

before snapping takes place. You will also see a wider range of inference lines. The default value of 16 is 

usually good, but you can vary this to suit your needs, in particular if your object is scaled particularly 

large or small. 

 

 Point Size – This sets the size of the points used on the inference lines. The default is 5. 
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        Chapter 4 Modeling –Model View 

 

 

4.1 Base Tools 
4.1.1 Copy and Erase 

 Copy 
The Copy tool simply creates a copy of the selected object(s) in place. 

 

A note about naming: trueSpace names each copy the same as the source object, appended by the next sequential 

number. So if the object is called “sphere,” the copied object will be called “sphere,1.” 

 

 Erase 
The flip side of copying an object is erasing it. To erase an object, either use the erase icon, or simply hit the DEL 

key on your keyboard while the object you wish to erase is selected. This will erase the current object from your 

workspace.  

 

4.1.2 Undo and Redo 

 Undo 

 Redo 
The Undo tool (CTRL+Z keyboard shortcut) reverses the last operation performed on an object. This makes it easy 

to try things out in trueSpace and quickly undo something that did not work out the way you planned. 

 

If you Undo something and then change your mind, you can use the Redo icon.  

 

Each of these tools can store multiple levels of actions. If you wish to undo the last 4 actions you performed on your 

object, selecting Undo 4 times will bring you back to where you were prior to those actions. If you wish to redo the 

changes you just made, 4 clicks on the Redo icon will restore all the changes. 

 

4.1.3 Glue tools 

 Glue as Sibling 
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Two or more object can be linked together using the glue tools. After being glued, objects will act as one, although 

they are still individual objects. This is different from performing a Boolean operation because none of the objects 

are changed, they are only linked so they can be manipulated together. After gluing objects, any action such as move, 

scale, rotate, paint, etc. will by default affect the glued objects as a group.  

 

Gluing objects defines a hierarchy of those objects, which can be navigated through to locate specific objects 

within the group. These can be edited separately while still maintaining their relationship. To select individual 

objects you can use either the Move Up  and Move Down  icons, the arrow keys on your keyboard, or the 

sphere control of the object selector cage. 

 

A glued group has its own axis, separate from the axes of the individual objects. This axis is initially determined by 

the first object used to form the group. For example, if you select a few objects, and then activate the Glue as 

Sibling tool, the newly formed group will have the same axis as the first object selected. Altering the axes of the 

individual objects has no effect on the axis of the hierarchy as a whole. 

 

Objects can be unglued later, but all manipulations done to the group will still apply to the individual objects after 

being unglued. The gluing relationships define how the individual objects in a group behave during animation.  

 

Each simple object (those having no sub-objects) has a symbolic node associated with it that is used for defining it 

in the hierarchy and in animation. 

 

 
 

 Unglue 
To unglue parts of a hierarchy, the desired members must be first isolated by moving through the hierarchy using the 

hierarchy navigation tools in the Navigation group, the up and down arrow keys on your keyboard, or the Scene 

Editor‟s object list. Once a member or group of members is isolated, select the Unglue tool to detach it from the 

hierarchy. 

 

4.1.4 Group Tools 

 Group as LoD 

 Ungroup LoD Objects 
The Group icons are used for arranging objects into LoD (Level Of Detail) groups. This is primarily used for 

speeding up manipulation of complex scenes. When you have many objects that can be represented by one object, 
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but you still wish to be able to bring out the individual objects at a later time, you can tell trueSpace to use one 

object to represent a collection. To do this, select an object, then click the Group icon. The cursor will change to a 

glue bottle. Every object you click on will then be hidden inside the original object. To bring the objects back, use 

the Ungroup icon. 

 

4.1.5 Global and Interactive Replace 

The Global Replace and Interactive Replace tools allow you to replace one or more objects in a scene with a target 

object or group of objects, while choosing which aspects (such as orientation and scale) to keep.  

 

The active object or selection of objects becomes the replacement object when either tool is activated. If the 

replacement object is a selection of objects, the selection is converted to a sibling hierarchy first.  

 

 Global Replace 
To use the Global Replace tool: 

1. Select the object or selection that you wish to use as the replacement object. 

2. Activate the Global Replace tool. A drop-down list containing the available targets in the scene will appear. 

Repeated names, and names with numbers after them such as “Cube,1” and “Cube,2” will only be listed 

once.  

3. Select an item from the drop-down list, or click one of the target objects in the scene, and all instances of 

objects with the target‟s name will be replaced with the replacement object(s) according to the property 

settings. 

4. The cursor will change to a modified target after a selection is made, indicating that movement, rotation, or 

scale of the replacement object(s) can be performed to update the relative positions of the copies. Selection 

of new replacement objects is also possible in this mode, which will revert the cursor back to target mode. 

 

The tool remains active until exited by either a right-click in the workspace, or activation of a different tool. 

 

 
Sample Scene Setup 
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All objects named “Sphere” (including those followed  

by a number) replaced by the source object. 

 

 Interactive Replace 
The Interactive Replace tool is used in much the same way as the Global Replace tool, but with it you must click 

each object to be replaced.  

 

To use the Interactive Replace tool: 

1. Select the object or selection that you wish to use as the replacement object. 

2. Activate the Interactive Replace tool. 

3. Click the target object in the scene to replace it with the replacement object(s) according to the property 

settings. Hold down CTRL while selecting targets to replace multiple objects. 

 

Hierarchies 
To replace an object that is part of a hierarchy, hold down the SHIFT key before clicking. The cursor will change to 

a more accurate targeting cursor, indicating that any targets that are part of a sibling hierarchy will remain part of the 

hierarchy. Without holding down the SHIFT key, the entire hierarchy would be replaced with a single instance of 

the replacement object(s). 

 

CTRL Paint Mode 
If Global Replace by Name is checked in the Interactive Replace tool‟s options panel, holding down the CTRL key 

while dragging over target objects replaces all target objects that have the same name as the initial target. 

 

Right-click the Global Replace or Interactive Replace tool to bring up its options panel. 
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• Keep Target Animation: When enabled, the replacement will maintain the highest level of animation 

assigned to the target object. 

• Keep Target Orientation: When enabled, the replacement will maintain the same axis orientation as the 

target object. 

• Keep Target Scale: When enabled, the replacement will maintain the same scale as the target object. 

• Keep Target Layer: When enabled, the replacement will maintain the same layer assignment as the target 

object. 

• Restrict within Layer (Interactive Replace tool only): When enabled, the replacement will be restricted 

to the active layer. 

• Global Replace by Name (Interactive Replace tool only): When enabled, all objects with the same name 

as the first one clicked for replacement will be replaced. CTRL+ drag will allow paint-over mode. 

• Random Replacement: If a group of replacement objects is selected, and Random Replacement is checked, 

the target objects are replaced randomly by one of the objects from the group instead of with the whole 

group. The selection of objects from the group would be limited to top-level. 

 

Tutorial: Stampeding Tricycles 
We will use simple cubes to set up an animation and replace them with more complex objects as the final step. 

Using low-polygon, fast-drawing objects as placeholders is one way to help speed up composition of complex 

scenes and animations. 

 

1. Start a new scene, and place a default cube near the right-hand side of the screen. 
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2. Click the Path tool and create a simple animation path for the cube by picking a few points on the grid. 

Enable Look Ahead. 

 

 
 

3. Right-click the Geometry Paint tool (covered in detail later in this chapter), and set options as shown in 

the image below. Activate the Geometry Paint tool, and click to paint a few copies of the cube on the grid. 

Note: The random scaling also affects the attached animation paths. 
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4. From the Objects library, drag a tricycle into the scene. (We will only be using this as the copy source, so it 

does not matter where you place it.) Click the Axes tool, and rotate the tricycle‟s axes so that the Z-axis is 

pointing toward the front of the tricycle. Click the Axes tool again to hide the axes. 

 

5. Right-click the Global Replace tool, enable Keep Target Animation and Keep Target Scale. Click the tool 

the activate it, and click one of the cubes (or select Cube from the drop-down list that appears). Delete the 

source object and play the animation. Notice how the tricycles inherited the animation and scale of the 

individual cubes. 
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 4.2 Layers 

 
 
No matter what the final outcome, every scene begins with an idea and a blank canvas. As the number of elements in 

a scene increases, so can the difficulty of working with a specific object while every other object is still visible. 

Narrowing down the number of elements on the screen helps not only to promote workflow efficiency, but also to 

lessen the load on system resources by reducing the number of objects being drawn by the video card. 

 

Layers in trueSpace are a very useful tool for ensuring that even highly complex scenes are well-organized and 

easily workable. They are similar in concept to the layer tools found in many popular image editing and paint 

applications, but differ in functionality. While layers in 2D applications are like stacked transparent slides, layers in 

trueSpace are used to group elements together without actually gluing them. Each layer can be given a unique name 

and wireframe color, making it obvious at a glance which elements in a scene occupy the same layer. 

 

There are many advantages to using layers. Layers can be used to logically group objects within a scene and may be 

hidden or revealed with a single click. For example, a scene containing a multi-part car model may use several 

layers to separate the frame, body, and interior, simplifying the process of hiding one or more groups to concentrate 

on a specific area. 

 

Layers may also contain lights. Since each light added to a scene increases render time, separating lights onto 

different layers and hiding those not needed during test renders can significantly speed up real-time rendering. In 

addition, lights residing on locked or hidden layers do not get replaced when a new light setup is selected from the 

Lights library. 

 

4.2.1 The Layers Toolbar 

The Layers toolbar behaves much like the standard trueSpace toolbars and can be minimized, expanded, and 

relocated using its handle. (See Artist Guide ChApter 2: user interfACe.) Its orientation depends on which edge of the 

screen it is moved to (or placed against). 

 

In a new scene, only three buttons make up the Layers toolbar: the default “Basic” layer, and the Add New Layer 

button, and the Trashcan button.  
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Each layer button consists of a color swatch and a status indicator. The square color swatch represents the wireframe 

color to be used for all non-selected objects within the layer when viewed in Wireframe, Solid Outline, or 

Transparent Outline mode.  

 

The Active Layer 
The active layer appears depressed on the toolbar. This is the layer in which all newly created, loaded, or copied 

objects will be automatically stored. Only one layer may be active at any given time. 

 

The Status Indicators 
The diamond-shaped status indicator represents one of three possible states: visible, locked (not editable), or hidden. 

Hidden layers are also considered locked. Clicking the status indicator of a layer button toggles between visible and 

hidden states. To change the state to locked, click and hold on the status indicator to reveal all three states. 

 

 
 

 The Add New Layer Button 
Left-clicking the Add New Layer button will create a new layer, automatically giving it a sequence number, default 

name, and wireframe color. (All of these except the sequence number can be changed after the layer‟s creation using 

the Layer Settings panel.) 

 

The status indicator of the Add New Layer button can be used to change the state of all layers, excluding the active 

layer, at once. Clicking it, just as clicking an individual layer‟s status indicator, toggles between visible and hidden. 

Clicking and holding the indicator will reveal all three states. Note that the state of the active layer will not change, 

making this a quick and simple method for hiding all layers but the active layer. 

 

 The Trashcan 
CTRL or SHIFT drag-and-drop a layer icon to the trashcan to delete it. 

 

The Layer Settings Panel 
Right-clicking the Add New Layer button brings up a settings panel that includes information about the current layer 

and options that affect all layers.  
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• AutoActive: When enabled, selecting an object in the workspace automatically activates that object‟s 

layer. 

• Use Layer Colors: When enabled, all objects in the scene being displayed in Wireframe, Transparent 

Outline, or Solid Outline draw mode will be displayed with their wireframe color corresponding to the 

layer color. When disabled, all objects in the scene will be drawn using the default wire colors set in the 

Display Options panel. (See Artist Guide Appendix B: Preferences for information about the Display Options 

panel.) Note that this option overrides and resets the individual Use Wirecolor option for each layer. 

• Layer Name: You may edit this field and give each layer a unique name. (Note that the name for the Basic 

layer cannot be changed.) 

• Layer Objects: This is a list of all objects belonging to the active layer. 

• Add Layer: This button adds a new layer, placing its icon next to the Add New Layer button. 

• Layer Number: This number is unique to each layer and may not be changed. Unlike layers in 2D 

applications, the layer number does not affect object placement or visibility. 

• Total Layers: This number is a count of all layers in the scene. 

• Object Count: This number is a count of all objects belonging to the active layer. 

 

The Layer Wire Color Panel 
Right-clicking the any layer button brings up a color panel that allows you to choose the color for the selected layer, 

as well as enable or disable its usage.  

 

 
 

• Wire Color: Use the color picker to assign a color to the current layer, or right-click the color picker to 

bring up the RGB color panel. 

• Use As Wire Color: When enabled, the layer wire color will be used for all objects on the current layer if 

the draw mode is set to Wireframe, Transparent Outline, or Solid Outline. 

 

Layer Direct Management 
Drag-and-drop is supported by the layers toolbar and provides alternate methods for copying, moving, and deleting 

layer contents. 

 

To delete: CTRL or SHIFT drag-and-drop a layer icon to the trashcan on the layers toolbar to delete the layer‟s 

contents and the layer icon itself.  
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To copy one layer’s contents to another layer: Drag the source layer, and drop it onto the target layer while 

holding the CTRL key. The cursor will show the outline of a box overlapped by a „+‟ to indicate that the layers will 

be merged when the mouse button is released. 

 

 
 

To merge layers: Drag the source layer, and drop it onto the target layer. The cursor will show the outline of a box 

to indicate that the layers will be merged when the mouse button is released. The empty source layer will be deleted. 

 

 
 

To duplicate a layer: Follow the same instructions as for merging, but drag the icon over the Add New Layer 

button instead. The cursor will show the outline of a box overlapped by a „+‟ to indicate that the layer will be 

duplicated when the mouse button is released. 

 

 
 

Layer Toolbar Customization 
 

Because the layers toolbar supports many of the same operations as trueSpace‟s standard toolbars, it can also be split 

into groups for further organization, as below: 

 

 
 

4.2.2 Layer Manipulation Using the Scene Editor 

The Scene Editor can also be used to create and manipulate layers. It is particularly useful for moving objects 

between layers. If the layer controls are not visible, enable layer controls by opening the Scene Editor‟s preference 

panel, accessed by clicking the first button on the SE‟s toolbar: 
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Enable the checkbox for Show Layer Controls/Indications. The Scene Editor will display the current object‟s or 

group‟s layer as a colored square swatch on the left side of the object list in any view mode. (For more information 

on the view modes available in the Scene Editor, see Artist Guide ChApter 6: AnimAtion.) 

 

Moving an object to a different layer is as simple as painting the object‟s color swatch with a different layer‟s color 

using the Layer Paint tool on the Scene Editor‟s toolbar, or dragging and dropping between layers within the Scene 

Editor. 

 

To move an object or group of objects to another layer using layer painting:  
If the Object List is not already in Tree View mode (default), click and hold the view mode icon, and choose Tree 

View from the list of view modes:  

 

Click and hold the Layer Selection button to reveal a list of color swatches representing the scene‟s different layers. 

Selecting one of these colors will make that layer active. Selecting the “+” will create a new layer and make it active. 

Objects created or imported will appear in the active layer. 

 

 
 

To move an object or group to a different layer, first choose the layer color from the Layer Paint tool‟s popup list.  

 

With the Layer Paint tool enabled, click the color swatch next to the object you wish to move. The swatch will 

change to the new color to indicate that the object was moved. 

 

 
Choose a Layer Color                “Paint” the Layer Swatch  

 
 

To move an object or group of objects to another layer using drag-and-drop: 
Change the Object List display mode to Objects by Layer by clicking and holding the view mode icon, and 

choosing Objects by Layer from the list of view modes:  
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To move an object or group to a different layer, simply drag and drop onto the layer title. 

 

 

    

Select an Object 

  
Drag & Drop to Another 

Layer 

 

Releasing the Button 
Moves the Object 

 

 
 

Note: Layer assignment in the Scene Editor cascades, meaning that by moving the top object of a hierarchy to a 

different layer, all of its children move as well. 
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4.3 2D Draw Tools 
 
Briefly described, NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline) curves are made up of control points connected by 

splines. Each control point has two handles that determine how smooth or sharp the corner made by the control 

point will be. The handles exert a pull on the splines almost like a gravitational effect: the longer the handles, the 

greater the effect on the spline. Long handles help to create smooth corners, while short handles make the corner 

sharper. By default, the handles work together, so that any change you make a handle on one side of the control 

point is reflected on the other side. They can be manipulated independently, however. 

 

 
 

2D curves drawn in trueSpace can serve as the foundation for many types of objects. Although curves are NURBS 

objects upon creation, they can be converted to polygons and manipulated with the polygon editing tools, discussed 

later in this manual. The word “curve” can be deceiving. Curves can have open or closed shapes, sharp or rounded 

corners. They can be given depth with a simple sweep and bevel, or extruded and manipulated into complex 3D 

shapes. This section starts with the basics by discussing how various 2D shapes can be created and edited. 

 

Vertical and horizontal text, although created as polygons and not NURBS objects, are also covered in this section. 

Easily created with basic keyboard input, text in trueSpace is based on True Type fonts, allowing you a large 

diversified pool of possible fonts for use in the program. 

 

4.3.1 The DrawPanel 

  DrawPanel 
This interface is based on the idea of a “window,” which allows for the easy manipulation of 2D shapes for 3D 

modeling. The DrawPanel‟s main focus is for use with NURBS. We use the DrawPanel as an interface to draw 

curves that we can then change into NURBS surfaces, which themselves are used in the construction of other 

NURBS objects. 

 

DrawPanel Schematic 
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The DrawPanel is a 2D interface for working with curves. You can activate the DrawPanel by clicking on its icon 

or by drawing a curve in the workspace. If you activate the DrawPanel by its icon, your mouse pointer changes to 

indicate the DrawPanel tool is active. Click and drag in the workspace to produce a DrawPanel. When you finish 

drawing a panel, your mouse pointer returns to normal and a context sensitive toolbar appears. This toolbar houses 

all the NURBS curve drawing tools. Choose a curve draw tool to draw a curve on the DrawPanel.  

 

 
 

Note: You do not require a DrawPanel to be present in the workspace to draw a curve. You may choose any curve 

drawing tool and just draw a curve in the workspace. When you finish drawing the curve, a DrawPanel will appear 

surrounding the curve. In fact, each curve you draw has its own DrawPanel. In the workspace, only the selected 

curve‟s DrawPanel is actually visible.  

 

Whenever you finish drawing a curve, another context sensitive toolbar will appear and the curve toolbar will 

disappear. This new toolbar houses surface tools that can be applied to the curve on the DrawPanel. This context 

sensitive toolbar is covered in the NURBS section proper, as it actually contains tools used in NURBS surface 

creation. For now, we will continue covering NURBS curves. It is important that you have a good understanding of 

NURBS curves before we introduce you to the next level of NURBS. Let‟s continue with the DrawPanel discussion. 

 

The top blue bar on the DrawPanel is the title bar, which is used to move the DrawPanel around the workspace. As 

you move the mouse over the title bar it highlights. Left-click and hold while you drag your mouse around the 

workspace to move the DrawPanel.  

 

The Ortho View button will toggle between the current view and an orthogonal view of the DrawPanel for easier 
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curve editing.  

 

Both sidebars and the bottom bar can be used to resize the DrawPanel. Drag the sidebars to change the width the 

DrawPanel, and drag the bottom bar to change its depth. Additionally, dragging the bottom right corner button will 

scale/size the DrawPanel in both directions at once. 

 

DrawPanel/TriPanel Options Panel 

 

 

The DrawPanel/TriPanel Options panel provides you with an assortment of settings for the DrawPanel. You can 

project an image on the DrawPanel. You must enable the DrawPanel Image option, and turn on Toggle Use of 

Textures in Solid Render in the Display Options Panel in order for the image to be visible. Left-click the Image 

Selection Box to bring up the Image Browser. When you find the image you wish to use as a background on the 

DrawPanel, double click or drag and drop onto the DrawPanel. Settings for DrawPanel X and Y sizes are provided as 

an alternate and finite method of sizing the panel. You can manually enter numbers or use the slider to adjust the 

size. 

 

4.3.2 NURBS Curve Drawing Tools 

NURBS curve drawing in trueSpace is very straightforward. You have many predefined curve drawing tools. These 

tools allow for easy creation of standardized curves. Also included in trueSpace is an assortment of freehand 

drawing tools. Together these tools allow you to create any curve shape. Along with the standardized curve tools are 

control-point editing tools. These tools allow for control and manipulation of control-points on curves and the ability 

to open or close a curve. While a curve is in edit mode you have access to a context sensitive toolbar, which houses 

the editing tools. 

 

NURBS curves are constructed with control-points connected by a spline. When editing a curve, we are 

manipulating control-points. The manipulation of control-point parameters affects the spline. We will cover the edit 

tools and how they are used before we move into curves themselves. By the time we discuss the various curves we 

can draw, you should have a good understanding of how to manipulate and edit any given curve. It is important to 

remember we are only discussing curves. These curves begin life on the DrawPanel and are 2D at this point in time. 

We have not moved into 3D space yet. Understanding 2D curve editing and creation will form a solid basis for later 

levels of NURBS.  

 

Edit Mode and Control-Point Handles 
To enter curve edit mode, right-click a curve. In edit mode, the individual control points for the curve will be visible 

as yellow dots along the spline. The currently selected control point will have visible control handles extending from 

the point. 
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You have two control handles for each point you wish to edit (except end/start points). Control-Point Handles are 

constructed with the actual control-point as center and two handles reaching out from this center point. At the very 

end of each handle is that handle‟s activation control. Each handle controls a spline segment on either side of the 

control-point. Where only one point exists, or where the selected control-point is a start or end point, only one 

handle will appear for that particular control-point. When moving one handle endpoint, the endpoint on opposite 

handle also moves to keep the curve continuity in current control point, so that both handle endpoints and control 

point are kept in one line. You can turn this feature off by depressing the CTRL key while dragging the handle 

endpoint. By moving the handles independently, you can create sharp corners on the curve. You can also change the 

length of single handle this way. (By default, both handles have the same length.) 

 

 
 

The image above shows a typical set of control-point handles. Clicking on either end of the handles (outside points) 

will activate that handle. Drag a handle with the left mouse button moves the handle in the X axis or the Y axis. 

Drag a handle with the right mouse button moves the handle in the Z axis. Dragging the handle‟s end point away 

from the center will lengthen the handle, causing the spline segment to become more pronounced or scaled. Moving 

the handle‟s end point towards the center will shorten the handle, reducing the effect. 

 

NURBS Curve Options Panel 

 

 

The NURBS curve options panel is accessible by right-clicking on either the Draw Polygon Curve tool or the Add 

Curve tool. It houses two parameter settings, which affect editing of curves.  

• All handles: When this option is checked every control-point‟s control handles are visible. Uncheck this 

option to display control-handles on only the currently selected control-point. 

• Smooth edit: When Smooth edit is on and you are moving a control point, tangents (handles) in 

neighbouring control points are updated to keep the shape smooth. You can see the difference between 
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Smooth Edit turned on and off when you turn on All Handles.  

 

NURBS Curve Edit: Context Sensitive Toolbar 

 
 

 Start New Curve 
Selecting this tool effectively ends the edit mode on a previous curve. When selected, the Start New Curve will 

activate the Draw New Curve Point tool, which allows for drawing of control-points on the new curve. Left-click 

in the workspace to add control-points to the new curve.  

 

 Open Curve 
Selecting this tool will create a new control-point adjacent to the currently selected point. It will effectively remove 

the spline segment between these two points. These points become the curve‟s start and end points. The two points 

are literally beside each other and one point must be moved to open up the gap created between them. 

 

 

 

 Close Curve 
Each open curve has a start point and an end point. Selecting this tool will insert a spline between these two points, 

effectively closing the curve. 
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 Draw New Curve Point 
The Draw New Curve Point tool activates curve drawing/edit mode. With each left-click a new control-point is 

added to your curve. This tool will only work on open curves, and by adding new control points, you are actually 

lengthening the curve.  

 

Animation note on control points: New control points can be added only at frame zero. Entering drawing mode 

automatically resets the active frame to zero. When new control points are added, animation of the old points is 

preserved. Some control points may change as a direct result of smoothing. If a control point is changed as a result 

of smoothing, its key-frame at frame zero is also updated. 

 

 
 

In the example above, a curve was drawn using the Circle Drawn by Center and One Point tool (explained later in 

this section). The curve was then opened with the Open Curve tool. Additional control points were added using the 

Draw New Curve Point tool. 

 

 Move Curve Point 
The Move Curve Point tool allows you to move individual points on your curve. The control-point or its handles 

can be moved in any of the X, Y, or Z planes. Right-clicking on the Move Curve Point tool will bring up the 
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coordinates panel, which allows you to restrict movement according to axis. When working with the curve edit tools, 

it is most helpful to have several view windows open. This will allow you to move your curve points in all 

directions.  

 

 
 

 Insert New Curve Point 
The Insert New Curve Point tool allows you to add more detail to a curve. Select the Insert New Curve Point tool 

and left-click on the curve at the location where you wish to insert a new control-point.  

 

 
 

 Delete Curve Point 
Selecting this tool deletes the currently selected control-point.  

 

 Sharp Corner 
Sharp Corner, when selected, will make the curve surrounding the selected point sharp. Depending on which curve 

parameter tool is selected, this tool‟s effect will be applied to only the selected control-point or all control-points on 

the curve. 
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 Smooth Corner 
This option provides you with the smoothest possible corner. As with the Sharp Corner tool, depending on which 

curve parameter tool is selected, this tool‟s effect will be applied to only the selected control-point or all 

control-points on the curve. 

 

 
 

 Change Selected Point 
When this toggle is active, operations only affect the currently selected point. Neighboring control points are not 

affected by any changes made to the selected control-point. This toggle works in conjunction with corner tension 

tools (Smooth/Sharp corner tools).  

 

 Change All Points 
When this toggle is active, the changes you make to a parameter will affect all control-points. This toggle works in 

conjunction with corner tension tools (Smooth/Sharp corner tools). 

 

2D Curve Drawing Tools 
The 2D curve drawing tools are grouped into basic categories and are available from the regular trueSpace menu as 

individual icons, or as one of the DrawPanel’s context toolbars. This toolbar appears when you activate/draw an 

empty DrawPanel, or if you delete a curve from an existing DrawPanel. Each tool can be used either on an empty 

DrawPanel, or in the workspace itself, in which case a DrawPanel will automatically be created for you. 

 

Curve Resolution Panel 

 
 

Right-clicking on any of the circle, ellipse, circular arc, or elliptical arc drawing tools will activate the Curve 

Resolution Panel. The panel is used to set the resolution of the end curve. The higher the number, the smoother the 

resulting curve will be when drawn. The range of the Curve Resolution panel is from 3 to 100. 
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 Add Polyline 
The Add Polyline tool, when selected, activates the Draw New Curve Point tool and allows you to draw a polyline 

(composed of straight line segments) by placing points on an empty DrawPanel.  

 

 
 

 Freehand Curve 
With the Freehand Curve tool, you can create spline curves by simply drawing the shape while keeping the left 

mouse button pressed. This tool allows you to treat your mouse pointer as if it were a pencil or a pen. trueSpace will 

create control points as you draw, eliminating the need to place them by hand. Hold down your left mouse button to 

freehand draw a curve in the workspace or on an empty DrawPanel. With a little practice, you can even write words 

with this tool! 

 

 
 

 Add Curve 
With the Add Curve tool, you create a spline curve by drawing control points. Each left-click while the Add Curve 

tool is active adds a new control point to the end of your curve and connects the new point to the previous point with 
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a spline. 

 

 Add Regular Polygon 
The Add Regular Polygon tool allows you to draw regular polygon curves in the workplace or on an empty 

DrawPanel. Right-clicking the Regular Polygon tool will activate the Regular Polygon Resolution Panel, which 

allows you to define the number of sides the polygon will have. In this way, it is easy to create a polygon as simple 

as a three-sided triangle or as complex as a twelve-sided dodecahedron, and beyond. 

 

 
 

The Circle Drawing Tools 
The circle drawing tools each draw a circular curve using a different method of calculating how the curve is actually 

drawn. The icons themselves are a good indication of how trueSpace will build the curve. Knowing how each circle 

curve creation tool reacts will assist you in deciding which tool to use in any given situation.  

 

 Circle: Center, Point 
The Circle Drawn by Center and One Point curve tool is the most basic application of the circle draw tools. The 

center point is where you actually begin drawing the curve, while the “One Point” exists under your mouse pointer 

as you drag the mouse across the workspace/DrawPanel. Circles created using this tool grow outward from the 

center point. It does not provide the unique abilities of the other circle draw tools for positioning or shaping the 

circle as you draw.  
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 Circle: Two Points 
The Circle Drawn by Two Points curve tool uses two points on the circumference of the circle to calculate the 

circle‟s shape and size. The first point is located where you begin drawing the curve. This point acts as the pivot 

point. The second point exists under your mouse pointer as you drag the mouse around the workspace/DrawPanel. 

Again, the curve resolution panel will affect your circle‟s shape and the number of control-points the curve is 

constructed with. Unlike the previous tool, which draws a circle outward from a center point, drawing a circle with 

this tool is more akin to “stretching” a circle between two points. 

 

 
 

 Circle: Three Points 
The Circle Drawn by Three Points curve tool uses three points on the circumference of the circle to calculate the 

size and shape of the curve. Use of this tool is actually a two-step process.  

 

The first two steps are exactly the same as for the Circle Drawn by Two Points tool. Stretch a circle between two 

points by clicking and dragging. 

 

Define the third point by clicking and dragging in the workspace again. You will notice that no matter where you 
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move your mouse, the first two points you placed will always be on the circumference of the circle. The third point 

you are placing defines the size of the circle while keeping all three points on the circumference. 

 

 
 

The Ellipse Drawing Tools 
The ellipse drawing tools provide you with a unique and interesting series of curve drawing tools, based on elliptical 

shapes. They are similar in use to the circle drawing tools. 

 

 Ellipse: Center, Point 
The Ellipse Drawn by Center and One Point curve draw tool is the most basic of the ellipse drawing tools. Click 

and drag to form a basic elliptical shape centered about the initial click. 

 

Holding down the CTRL key while building this curve allows you to rotate the curve on the surface of the 

DrawPanel.  

 

 
 

 Ellipse: Center, Vertex, Point 
The Ellipse Drawn by Center, Vertex and One Point tool uses a center point, one vertex and one point on the 

circumference of the curve to size and shape the curve. This is another two-step tool. The first step begins by a left 

mouse click in the workspace/DrawPanel. This initial click represents the location of the center point. Drag the 
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mouse and release to define the position of the vertex. Releasing the mouse button ends the first step. 

 

The second step of this process involves picking another point on the curve. Drag the mouse again to reshape and 

resize the curve. The entire process ends when you release the mouse button. 

 

 
 

 
 

 Ellipse: Two Focuses, Point 
The Ellipse Drawn by Two Focuses and One Point tool uses two focuses and one point on the circumference of 

the curve to size and shape the curve. This is another two-step tool. The first step begins by a left mouse click in the 

workspace/DrawPanel. This initial click represents the location of the first focus point. Drag the mouse and release 

to define the position of the second. Releasing the mouse button ends the first step. 

 

The second step of this process involves you picking another point on the curve. Drag the mouse again to reshape 

and resize the curve. The entire process ends when you release the mouse button. 
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 Ellipse: Two Vertices, Point 
The Ellipse Drawn by Two Vertices and One Point tool uses two vertices and one point on the circumference of 

the curve to size and shape the curve. This is another two-step tool. The first step begins by a left mouse click in the 

workspace/DrawPanel. This initial click represents the location of the first of two vertices. Drag the mouse and 

release to define the position of the second. Releasing the mouse button ends the first step. 

 

The second step of this process involves picking another point on the curve. Drag the mouse again to reshape and 

resize the curve. The entire process ends when you release the mouse button. 
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The Arc Drawing Tools 
The arc drawing tools have much in common with the circle and ellipse drawing tools. Drawing an arc begins with 

defining the complete circle or ellipse, then using this shape to define the arc. 

 

 Circular Arc: Center, Two Points 
The Circular Arc Drawn by Center and Two Points allows you to define an arc by choosing first the radius of the 

circle, then the length of the arc, using a two-step process. The first step begins with a left mouse click in the 

workspace/DrawPanel and determines the location of the center point. Drag the mouse to size the circle. Releasing 

the mouse during this first step determines radius of the circle and ends the first step of this process. 

 

The second step begins with selecting another point on the circumference of the circle. This second point determines 

the length of the arc and can be resized until you release the mouse button and end the drawing process.  
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 Circular Arc: Three Points 
The Circular Arc Drawn by Three Points tool allows you to define an arc by choosing first the length of the arc, 

then the radius of the circle, using a two-step process. The first step begins with a left-click/drag in the 

workspace/DrawPanel to define the length of the arc. 

 

The second step of this process begins with picking a third point on the circumference of the circle. The point is 

placed on the opposite side of the curve to serve as a center point for the resulting angle. This point is calculated so 

that the two sides of the angle are equal in length. As illustrated below, there are two possible shapes depending the 

size of the interior angle created by the third point. In the first example, we have an  interior angle <=180 degrees. 

This results in a wedge shape. Angles >180 result in the shape illustrated in the second image. 
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 Elliptical Arc: Center, Vertex, Point 
The Elliptical Arc Drawn by Center, Vertex and Point tool is a two-step process. The first step begins with a left 

mouse click in the workspace/DrawPanel, which determines the location of the center point. Drag the mouse to size 
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the ellipse. Releasing the mouse determines the location of the vertex and ends the first step of this process. 

 

The second step begins with selecting a point on the circumference of the ellipse. When you click a point on the 

outside of the curve, you have chosen the “one point.” Drag the mouse around the circumference of the ellipse. The 

ellipse is opened up, and the opening follows your mouse as you drag around the circumference until you release the 

mouse button to end the process. This tool provides you with the ability to choose the length of the arc. Drag the 

mouse around the circumference to lengthen or shorten the arc. You can also reshape the ellipse as you drag your 

mouse in this final step. 

 

 
 

 
 

 Elliptical Arc: Center, Three Points 
The Elliptical Arc Drawn by Center and Three Points tool is a two-step process. The first step begins with a left 

mouse click in the workspace/DrawPanel, which determines the location of the center point. Drag the mouse to size 

the ellipse. Releasing the mouse determines the location of the first point and ends the first step of this process. 

 

The second step begins with selecting a point on the circumference of the ellipse. When you click a point on the 

outside of the curve, you have chosen the second point. Drag the mouse around the circumference of the ellipse. The 

ellipse is opened up, and the opening follows your mouse as you drag around the circumference until you release the 

mouse button to define the location of the third point and end the process. This tool provides you with the ability to 
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choose the length of the arc. Drag the mouse around the circumference to lengthen or shorten the arc. 

 

Holding down the CTRL key while building this curve allows you to rotate the curve on the surface of the 

DrawPanel.  

 

 
 

 
 

4.3.3 Text Tools 

The text tools are different from the rest of the curve drawing tools in that they create polygonal objects instead of 

NURBS curves. The DrawPanel and its tools are not available when working with text objects. Text entered from 

the keyboard instantly becomes polygons in the workspace, which can be extruded and beveled for depth. (See 

section 4.6 for information on sweeping and beveling text objects.) 

 

To create a text object, activate a text tool, then click anywhere in the workspace and begin typing. The font, style, 

and size of the text must be set before typing by right-clicking either tool to access the Font Properties Panel. 
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To exit the text tool, simply choose any other tool. When creating text, trueSpace groups all the characters in a word 

as siblings so that they can be individually manipulated.  

 

Two variations of text are available in trueSpace: Horizontal and Vertical.  

 

 Horizontal Text 
Horizontal text is created horizontal to the ground plane, at ground level. The text baseline is created at ground level, 

parallel to the current view plane. The axis for the object is placed at the position where the text was first entered. 

 

 Vertical Text 
Vertical text is created perpendicular to the ground plane, at ground level. The text baseline is created at ground 

level, parallel to the current view plane. The axes for the object are placed at the position where the text was first 

entered. 

 

 
 

4.3.4 Tutorial: Drawing a Goblet Profile 

For this tutorial, we will create the profile of a drinking goblet using some of the tools mentioned in this chapter. 

When completed, the profile can be lathed into a solid 3D object.  
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1. Because we will be using the Lathe tool to finish the model, we will only create half of the profile. The 

edge that will serve as the center axis for the lathe tool needs to be perfectly straight for best results. Switch 

to Top View  , toggle Grid Mode   on, enable Add Curve mode , and create the first 3 points 

as shown, forming part of the base and stem. Note that we did not create the DrawPanel first, although we 

could have done so. The disadvantage to creating the DrawPanel instead of letting the drawing tool create it 

is that we would be restricted to placing points within the DrawPanel. If the panel turned out to be too small, 

we would have to interrupt our workflow to resize the panel. The DrawPanel will not appear until you exit 

the drawing tools. 

 

2. You will notice that the control points we are placing are smooth. In a later step, you will “flatten” this 

edge, but for now we just want to lay down points. Toggle Grid Mode off now, and continue placing 

points as shown. 

 

 

                   
                 Step 1                          Step 2 

 

 

3. To close the shape, choose Close Curve   from the context toolbar. 

 

 Now we have a very rough half-profile of a drinking goblet. In the remaining steps, we tweak the shape and 

add more detail. 

 

4. Select the first point we placed, which is the edge of the base of the goblet. Convert this to a sharp corner 

by choosing Curve: Sharp Corner   from the context toolbar. Do the same for the second and third 

points we placed, making up the inner edge of the stem. 

 

 This will insure that the base remains flat and the inner edge flush so that the lathe tool creates the desired 

object. 
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             Step 3          Step 4 

 

 
5. Zoom to the rim of the goblet and further define this edge by manipulating the control handles. In this 

example, I have given the shape of the glass near the rim a smoother S-shaped curve by lengthening the 

control handles and tilting them to the right. 

 

 
Step 5 

 

6. Continue to manipulate the other control points until you have a shape you like.  
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Step 6 

 

7. The areas where the stem connects to the cup and the base are a little too smooth. Add a sharper edge to 

these joints by CTRL+dragging one handle at a time. 

 

8. For a little more variety, add a knob of glass just beneath the cup by using the Insert New Curve Point 

  tool to place two new points below the cup. 

 

9. Work them into the right shape using a combination of point movement and corner sharpening by dragging 

and CTRL+dragging the handles. You may have noticed that as you manipulate points the edges we 

flattened began to bow out. This is nothing to worry about. Just apply Curve: Sharp Corner   on the 

original three points again. Our shape should be ready for lathing. 

 

 

          
Step 7 Step 8 Step 9 

 

 

10. Select the Lathe tool   from the sweep toolbar. The curve will be converted to a polygon, and the 

lathe controls will appear. Right-click it to bring up its property panel. Enter 32 for segments and 360 for 
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angle. The radius will depend on the size of your object. Drag on the double arrow next to this value until 

the vertical bar representing the center “snaps” to the left edge of your glass stem. At this point, you are 

ready to lathe. Click the Lathe icon again to apply these settings to your curve. Here‟s our final goblet, 

rotated upward and moved for better viewing: 
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4.4 Primitives 
Although many objects can be built up from a 2D curve, sometimes it is more convenient and efficient to start from 

a basic 3D shape and mold it to your liking. trueSpace comes with a library of many 3D shapes, called primitives. 

These basic building blocks range from simple shapes like the cube and sphere, to more complex shapes such as the 

torus and saddle. There is also a generalized primitive that allows for great flexibility when creating primitives. 

 

4.4.1 Types of Primitives 

There are several types of primitives: polyhedra (tan object icons), NURBS (blue object icons), Metaballs (green 

icons), and deformation objects (red icons). The following is a description of each type: 

 

Polyhedra 

 
 

This is the simplest type of object, consisting of vertices that can be manipulated and joined to form more complex 

objects. If Magic Ring is enabled in the preferences settings, and Scalable is chosen as the mode, then polyhedron 

primitives can be modified both with the Magic Ring and as a Generalized Primitive. 

 

NURBS 

 
 

NURBS (Non Uniform Rational B-spline) objects are defined by control points and isocurves rather than individual 

vertices. For more information on NURBS modeling, see section 4.8. 

 

Metaballs 

 
 

Metaballs are actually fields of influence that combine to create complex objects. Using simple shapes, you can 

create elaborate organic objects. For a complete description of Metaballs, see section 4.14. 

 

4.4.2 Creating Primitives 

Depending on your needs, primitive creation can be as easy as clicking a single button, or far more interactive, using 

editable property panels to adjust parameters. What happens when you click on a primitive depends on your settings 

in the preferences panel. The three settings that concern primitive creation are Magic Ring, On Grid, and 

Scalable/Automatic. 
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• Magic Ring: If Magic Ring is enabled, then the Magic Ring 3D control will appear on newly-created 

polyhedron primitives. (It is not usable with the other primitive types.) The Magic Ring is not available 

when primitive creation is set to Automatic. 

 

• On Grid: If On Grid is enabled, any newly created primitive will be placed so that its bottom edge rests on 

the grid. Otherwise, it will be placed so that its center is on the grid. 

 

• Scalable/Automatic: When set to Automatic, selecting a primitive from the library or toolbar causes 

trueSpace to immediately place the object at 0,0. When set to Scalable, you must place the object yourself 

after activating the tool. 

 

At its simplest, primitive creation consists of selecting a primitive in the toolbar group. For instance, selecting the 

sphere primitive from the tool group, then clicking anywhere in your workspace will place a sphere of default size. 

 

 
 

If you want more control over creating your primitives you will want to enable “Magic Ring” in the preferences 

panel. With the Magic Ring selected in the preferences panel, you can click and drag to size your object and use the 

Magic Ring tool to adjust many of its aspects.  
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Try the following: 

 

1.   Select “cube” from the primitives menu. 

 

2.   Left drag in the workspace to create the cube in whatever dimensions you prefer. 

 

3.   Without releasing the left button, hold down the right button and move the mouse to adjust the cube‟s 

vertical size. 

 

 
 

4.    Release both buttons when you have your object the height you want it.  

 

Now you can use the Magic Ring control (the multi-colored bar running through your object) to perform many 

alterations on your object, such as set divisions, round the corners, or flatten it out. 

 

Property Panels 
Most polyhedron and NURBS primitives have property panels that can be used to adjust their parameters before 

placing them in a scene. (The property panels for Metaball and Plastiform primitives are described in detail in their 

appropriate sections.) Depending on the type of primitive, property panels may have any of the following parameters 

available: 

 

Resolution or Latitude/Longitude determines density of the control mesh.  

 

 
                              Resolution: 1            Resolution: 3  
 

Start Angle and End Angle (sphere, cylinder, cone, and torus) determine how far around its vertical axis the shape is 

wrapped. The base of a rotary primitive is usually a circle, but altering these values results in a circular arc instead of 

a circle 
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End Angle: 300  

 
 

Top Angle and Bottom Angle (sphere only) determine how flat the top and bottom poles of the sphere are. 

 

 
                                                 Top Angle: 120 
                                                Bottom Angle: 60 
 

Top Radius only applies to the cylinder object and determines the radius of the cylinder‟s top cap in relation to the 

radius of its base. 

 

 
Top Radius: 0.5  

 
 

Closed Arc (sphere, cylinder, and cone) determines whether or not trueSpace will create a new patch inside the open 

arc created by altering the Start Angle or End Angle. 

 

 
                                    Closed Arc: Off          Closed Arc: On  

 
 

Top Cap and Bottom Cap (sphere, cylinder, and cone) determine whether the poles of the object are left open or 

closed. (Note that this only applies to the sphere object if Top Angle or Bottom Angle are not at their default values.) 
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                                     Top Cap: Off             Top Cap: On  

 
 

One Patch (sphere, cylinder, cone, cube) determines whether the object is one continuous patch, or made up of 

separate patches. For example, a NURBS cube created with One Patch disabled is actually made of three separate 

patches: top, cloak, and bottom. Enabling One Patch creates an object with more control points and isocurves than 

an object created with One Patch disabled. The following image shows the results of selecting and moving the points 

making up the top of the cube with One Patch off and on. 

 

 
                                    One Patch: Off           One Patch: On  

Inner Radius (torus only) determines the ratio between the inner and outer radius of the control mesh. 

 

Pipe Start Angle and End Angle (torus only) are similar to the sphere‟s Top Angle and Bottom Angle. If the Start 

Angle is greater than zero, and the End Angle is less than 360, only part of the pipe will be created. 

 

 
Ring End Angle: 180 Pipe Start 

Angle: 90 Pipe       End Angle: 

360 

 

 
 

The saddle object is different from the rest of the NURBS objects. In addition to usual parameters for Latitude and 

Longitude, the saddle object also has parameters specifying the roundness of the mesh in the U and V directions. An 

angle of 1.0 produces a planar saddle, and an angle of 2.0 produces a parabolic saddle. The image below shows the 
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results of varying the U and V grades between 0.01 and 4: 

 

 
 

Note: A newly placed primitive‟s properties are adjustable as long as its icon remains active. In the case of all 

polyhedra except the geosphere, right-clicking the active icon will bring up the Generalized Primitive panels 

(explained in section 4.4.3). In the case of NURBS primitives, the original property panel may be used to adjust the 

primitive‟s aspects. 

 

4.4.3 Magic Ring 

The Magic Ring is a useful tool for changing the parameters of a primitive after it is initially placed in the 

workspace. Each of its multicolored sections adjusts a different parameter: 
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1.  The red portion controls the radius, angle, and divisions of the base (if the primitive has one).    

Left-click and drag left or right to change the radius, and up or down to change the angle. Right      click 

and drag to set the divisions of both the top and bottom base. 

2.  The green portion controls the angle height and divisions of the lateral area.  

3.  The tan portion controls the spherical radius and divisions. 

4.  The blue diamond controls the rotation and vertical faces. 

 

Example: Start with a basic cylinder: 

 

 
 

With the left mouse button, drag upwards or downwards on the red bar to change the angle of the base. Drag left or 

right to change the size of the base. 

 

 
 

With the right mouse button, drag the red bar to change the number of divisions of the bases. 
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Adjust the tan bar with the left mouse button to change the spherical value of the lateral area, giving a rounded look 

to the edges. Use the right mouse button on the tan area to change the divisions. 

 

 
 

Use the green bar on the same beginning cylinder primitive to adjust the base angles and object height with the left 

button, or the lateral divisions with the right mouse button. 

 

 
 

Lastly, if you use the left mouse button on the blue diamond, you can adjust the rotation of the object, whereas the 

right mouse button will increase or decrease the lateral faces. 
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When you are finished with your primitive, select any other tool, or right-click your object once, and the Magic 

Ring will disappear. You cannot go back and use the Magic Ring on the same object later; once the primitive is set, 

the Magic Ring will not appear again until you create a new primitive. 

 

Generalized Primitive Panel 
A Generalized Primitive is a geometric primitive based on several modifiable parameters. All of the polyhedra 

primitives except the Geosphere are special cases of a Generalized Primitive, and can be edited as such after they 

are created. 

 

After creating a primitive, and while the Magic Ring is still active, right-click the object icon you used to create the 

primitive to open the Generalized Primitive panel. From here you can numerically many parameters. A 

generalized primitive has four areas that can be modified: 

 

Rotary: The primitive is defined by means of rotary parameters: Top Radius, Bottom Radius, Center Radius, Height, 

Starting Angle, Longitude, Face Longitude, and Face Latitude. 

 

Conic: Conic bases are defined by angle and latitude. 

 

Spherical: Spherical vertices are defined radius, longitude, and latitude. 

 

Torus: Torus is defined by only one parameter: Starting Angle. 

 

The generalized primitive panel is actually two panels of logically grouped parameters; one panel that defines the 

primitive‟s shape, and another that defines the primitive‟s angles and divisions. 

 

Primitive Shape 

 
 

Primitive Shape options can be used to change the overall form of the primitive. Size, height, width, angle of tops 

and bases, and more can be adjusted using these parameters. 

 

 Rotary Top Radius 
This modifies the radius of the top face of your primitive. Example: Reduce from default of 1 to 0.5: 

 

 
 

 Rotary Bottom Radius 
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This modifies the radius of the bottom face of your primitive. Example: Reduce from default of 1 to 0.5: 

 

 
 

 Rotary Both 
Both faces can be modified at once so they stay equal. This is equivalent to scaling an object in X and Y axes 

without a change in the Z axis. 

 

 Rotary Height 
This modifies the lateral height of your primitive. This is equivalent to scaling in the Z axis. 

 

 Conic Angle 
This sets the conic angle of the primitive‟s faces. The example shows what happens when you change the default 

value to from 0 to 50. 

 

 
 

 Spherical Radius 
This sets the spherical radius of the object and generally serves to round off the edges where lateral faces meet the 

top and bottom faces. Example: Change the default from 0 to 0.5. 

 

 
 

 Rotary Longitude 
This sets the number of longitudinal divisions for your object. Example: Change the default from 16 to 32. 
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Primitive Parameters 

 
The primitive parameters affect the detail and rotation of your object. 

 

 Rotary face longitude 
Rotary face longitude adjusts the number of divisions on the primitive‟s lateral area faces. The more divisions you 

set, the more faces that area will consist of. You can adjust this to be 1 or greater, but it cannot be 0. 

 

 
 

 Rotary face latitude 

 
 

This adjusts the division of the primitive‟s lateral area. This functions exactly as the longitude tool, but on a different 

area of your primitive. This parameter can be anything greater than zero. 

 

 Conic latitude 
This adjusts the latitudinal divisions of any base from conic angle. If a primitive has a conic angle of zero then the 

bases are divided like a chessboard dependant to the rotary face‟s longitude. Conic latitude can be greater or equal to 

zero. 
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 Spherical longitude 
This defines the longitudinal division of each spherical portion of your primitive. Effectively this can “round off” 

the edges of some primitives creating complex geometric shapes. This parameter can be greater or equal to zero. 

 

 
Sphere, change of spherical longitude    

(from 16 to 4) 

Cube with spherical radius equal to 0.5, 

change of spherical longitude (from 4 to 1)  

 

  
 

 Spherical latitude 
This sets the latitude division of each spherical portion of your primitive. If your primitive has a spherical latitude 

equal to zero, each of the spherical vertices has zero height and the number of subdivided faces is 1. 

 

 
Sphere, change of spherical latitude (from 8 to 2) 

 

 Rotary starting angle 
This sets the angle of the first vertex of the primitive‟s base. This parameter can be greater or equal to zero. 

 

 
Cube, change of rotary starting angle (from 45° to 90°) 

 

 Torus starting angle 
This sets the angle of the first vertex of a torus. This can be zero or greater. 
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4.5 Boolean Operations 
 

 
 
The Boolean variants allow for union, subtraction, and intersection operations on polyhedral objects. By default, 

the original objects are deleted and replaced by the resulting object of the operation, and surface attributes like UV 

space, mapping, and materials are preserved into the new object. 

 

Note: Boolean operations may not work reliably with objects that are imported from other programs. In case of a 

failed operation, both objects will be deleted. Sometimes the program may offer advice on how to complete the 

operation by highlighting trouble edges. Also, inverted faces may cause unexpected Boolean results. In such cases, 

use the Flip Face(s) or Flip All Normals tools (see section 4.9.7) to correct the reversed faces. 

 

4.5.1 Object Union 

 Object Union 
The Object Union tool joins the currently selected object and the target object together. Unlike the glue tools, which 

group objects, the Object Union tool creates a new object that cannot be separated.  

 

To perform a union operation:  

 

1. Make an object current by selecting it. 

2. Choose the Object Union tool. 

3. Do one of the following: 

• Select the target object to perform the Boolean immediately. 

• Drag the target object to the current object, using the left mouse button to drag horizontally, and the right 

mouse button to drag vertically. Releasing both mouse buttons performs the Boolean operation. 

• Hold down CTRL and move the target object while holding down the left and/or right mouse buttons to 

create volume where the object is dragged. After releasing both mouse buttons, the current and target 

objects become a single object. 
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This object is a group of objects This object is a union of objects  

 
 

4.5.2 Object Subtraction 

 Object Subtraction 
The Object Subtraction tool subtracts a target object from the currently selected one.  

 

To perform the operation: 

1. Make an object current by selecting it. 

2. Choose the Object Subtraction tool. 

3. Do one of the following: 

• Select the target object to perform the Boolean immediately. 

• Drag the target object to the current object, using the left mouse button to drag horizontally, and the 

right mouse button to drag vertically. Releasing both mouse buttons performs the Boolean operation. 

• Hold down CTRL and move the target object while holding down the left and/or right mouse buttons 

to use the target object as a chisel upon the current object. 

 

For the illustration below, a sphere was placed directly inside a smaller cube. The white object represents the current 

selection and the dark object represents the target. 

 

The hierarchy of a group object (the first one) is preserved in subtraction and intersection operations. Union always 

produces one simple object by unioning each of two objects first, and then all together. 

 

 
The cube was subtracted from the sphere  
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The sphere was subtracted from the cube  

 
 

4.5.3 Object Intersection 

 Object Intersection 
The Object Intersection tool creates a new object from the intersecting areas of the current object and a target 

object.  

 

To perform the operation: 

1. Make an object current by selecting it. 

2. Choose the Object Intersection tool. 

3. Do one of the following: 

a. Select the target object to perform the Boolean immediately. 

b. Drag the target object to the current object, using the left mouse button to drag horizontally, and the 

right mouse button to drag vertically. Releasing both mouse buttons performs the Boolean operation. 

 

For the illustration below, the same sphere and cube from the previous example were used. 

 

          
 

3D Booleans Property Panel 
Access the 3D Boolean tools‟ property panel by right-clicking any of the Boolean tools. This panel has six controls. 
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• Identity: Identity is used for adjusting the tolerance that the Boolean operations will use when performing 

a Boolean operation. This value is a distance in 1/100 of a millimeter for identifying near-coincident 

vertices. In general, the default value of 50 should be used, but this sometimes needs to be adjusted to 

achieve a successful result. If a Boolean operation does not work, trueSpace may notify you that adjusting 

this value could allow the Boolean to succeed.  

 

• Delete Edges: When Delete Edges is enabled, trueSpace will attempt to delete unnecessary edges in the 

objects to be combined. If unnecessary edges are removed, some coplanar faces that may be desired in the 

final model may be merged together into a single large face. If, after performing a Boolean, some of the 

faces which had been in the original models disappear in the resulting model, undo the operation, change 

this toggle, and redo the Boolean. 

 

 This is sometimes useful for removing unnecessary edges (like those created through triangulation, for 

example) by performing an Object Subtraction on two objects that are not in contact with each other. 

 

• Triangulate First: When enabled, the current and target objects are triangulated before completing the 

operation. This may sometimes help tricky Boolean operations succeed when they normally would fail. 

Note that if this option and the Delete Edges option are both enabled, trueSpace will remove unnecessary 

edges after the operation, so the triangulation may not be visible. 

 

• Keep Drill: The Keep Drill switch applies only to the Object Subtraction function. Normally, after a 

target object is subtracted from another, the target object is deleted. When Keep Drill is enabled, however, 

the target object is retained. 

 

 This facility is useful for subtracting a number of identical shapes from an object. For example, you can use 

it to create window openings in a building. 

 

• Keep Material: When enabled, the material of the target (operand) object is retained. Otherwise, the 

material of the source object is applied to the resulting object. 

 

• On Fly Offset: Defines the minimal distance between two applications of an operation. A smaller value 

will create more faces but have a smoother appearance. 

 

4.5.4 Shell 

 Shell Tool 
This tool can be used to create a shell from any polyhedral object. To use, simply select the object you want to shell, 

select faces that you do not want to include in the shelling, and then click the Shell Tool icon. 
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                   Sphere with top faces selected                After shelling operation  

 
 

Right-clicking on the icon brings up the properties dialog where you can interactively change the thickness of the 

shelled object and the applied materials. To finish, select another tool, or right-click in the workspace. 

 

 

                   

           

     
      Geosphere shelled with all faces selected    

              (Thickness 0.15, Edge Offset 0.2)  

 

 

Shell Properties 
• Thickness: The thickness of the shell in meters. Thickness is the distance between the 

shelled face and its source. Positive thickness shells inside the object, while negative 

shells outside 

• Offset Dist: Amount to shrink selected faces by in meters. Instead of being removed, 

selected faces have holes created in them this far in. This value cannot be less than the 

Thickness unless the Hole Method is set to “Use Edge Offset” (see below). 

• Apply Offset: When enabled, the offset specified in Edge Offset is applied to the 

selected faces. Otherwise, no offset is applied. 

• Keep Source Copy: When enabled, the source object is left in the scene. Otherwise, the 

source is deleted 

• Material Sphere: Toggle to apply active material to shelled object. If off the new faces 
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get the same material as the faces they are shelled from. 

• Keep Shelled Volume: When enabled, the volume „subtracted‟ from the shell is also 

created.  

• Material to Inside: If on, applies the active material to the new surfaces of the object. 

Only operates when the Material Sphere toggle is on. 

• Hole Method 
◦ Use Thick & Offset: The sides of the hole will be aligned with the surrounding faces. 

This is particularly useful for shelling skewed objects. 

◦ Use Edge & Offset: The sides of the hole will be aligned with the normals of the 

surrounding edges. For this method, the Offset Dist is not restricted and can be as low 

as 0. 

◦ Use Normal: The sides of the hole will be parallel to the normal of the face. 

 

Note: Clicking and holding the arrow buttons for Thickness or Offset Dist 

auto-increments the value. The longer they are held down, the faster the value 

changes. 

  

        
Top face shelled using the 
Thick and Offset method 

 Top face shelled using the 
Normal method 

    
                                             Top face shelled using the  

                                     Edge Offset method with an Offset Dist of 0 
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4.6 Sweep Tools – Polygon 
 

 
                       Sweep                 Macro Sweep                      Lathe  

 
                                         Bevel                        Tip  

 

 
Up to this point, we have been covering the creation and editing of NURBS objects, building upon simple 2D curves 

and primitives with versatile editing tools and techniques. For the next few sections, we will shift our focus to a 

different type of object: the polyhedron. 

 

At its most basic level, a polyhedron is a collection of vertices. These vertices are connected by edges, which in turn 

connect to form polygonal faces. While NURBS isocurves easily produce a smooth and organic mesh using only a 

few curves, building a similar object from a polyhedron usually requires a denser mesh and more precise 

manipulation of the vertices that make up the mesh.  

 

Although NURBS surfaces and polygonal meshes can be used to produce nearly identical results, they are built 

using very different tools and methods. The 2D curves that you learned to create earlier in this chapter may be used 

to build either NURBS or polygonal meshes. trueSpace provides a variety of polygon sweep tools for this purpose.  

 

The Sweep tools provide a powerful and versatile array of functions for extruding and lathing faces. trueSpace 

includes the following Sweep tool variants: 

 

Sweep: Extrudes 2D shapes and faces of 3D objects. This is similar to the NURBS extrude tools. 

 

Macro Sweep: trueSpace remembers the last set of sweeps applied to a polygon, which can be applied to other 

polygons using this tool. This tool can also be used to sweep a polygon along a path. 

 

Lathe: Sweeps a polygon along a modifiable circular path. 

 

Bevel: Interactively bevels faces. 
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Tip: Sweeps faces to a point. 

 

4.6.1 Sweep 

 Sweep 
This tool enables the user to repeatedly extrude 2D and 3D shapes with optional manipulation of interim stages. 

Sweep works by copying selected polygons and edges, moving them away from the original along the local Z axis 

(perpendicular to the polygon surface) or the specified path, and finally creating new polygons to connect the 

extruded faces. The extrusion can be done in any view, including Perspective. When used on polyhedrons, this 

versatile tool allows multiple faces to be extruded in different directions simultaneously.  

 

      
On the left, one face is selected. On right, that face is swept once. 

 

Each Sweep operation can have a user-defined number of intermediate segments plus a floor, which is the outermost 

new polygon. 

 

After each Sweep operation, the new floor is selected, and the object enters Point Edit mode. A blue selection box 

control will appear on the selected face, allowing you to easily move, rotate, and scale the current floor. (The 

selector control is described in Artist Guide ChApter 2: user interfACe.) Any transformation applied to a floor is repeated 

on to the next sweep. For example, if you scale the second floor to 50% and re-sweep, the next floor will be 50% 

smaller or 1/4 the size of the original floor. 
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Scaling and rotating the first floor, affected each subsequent sweep/floor. 

 

Before exiting the tool, you can re-select previous floors (indicated by their dark green color) and transform them. 

After exiting the sweep tool, the shape is frozen and can no longer be manipulated in such a fashion. A sequence of 

Sweep operations can be saved as a Macro and re-used on other polygons with the use of the Macro Sweep tool, 

explained later in this section. 

 

To sweep using the default settings, select the curve or face, and left-click on the Sweep tool. To open the Sweep 

property panel and change the sweep settings numerically, right-click the Sweep icon. 

 

Sweep Property Panel 

 
 

• Segments: This numeric value sets the number of subdivisions or intermediate segments created between 

floors during a Sweep operation. At the default value of 1, no additional segments are created between the 

last floor and the next. Each increment adds an intermediate segment on the next sweep. The more 

subdivisions you use, the better definition you will obtain for spline interpolation of segments (i.e., 

smoother transitions), at the cost of mesh density and rendering time. 

 

• X - Y: These two settings let you specify horizontal offsets for the swept polygon. If you move the new 

floor interactively after sweeping, the amount is automatically entered into these fields. 

 

• Z: This determines how far the face will be swept. Because sweeping is always done perpendicular to the 

swept surface, the Z value sets the total sweep extent in grid square units. The default length is 0.5 units. 
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Change the value by entering a new number or by dragging a floor with the right mouse button in the 

workspace. 

 

• Bend: The Bend function rotates all floors to be perpendicular to the tangent of the sweep spline path. If 

the floors were swept along a curved path, this option can be used to smooth the results. To see how it 

works, create a small polygon, and then sweep it using the default settings. Move the new floor horizontally 

a short distance. Sweep it again, and move the new floor a little farther in the same direction as before. 

Repeat about twice more, and then select Bend. The moved floors will rotate to be perpendicular to the 

sweep path, creating a more rounded profile to the swept shape. 

 

Default Mapping of Swept Objects 
When you use the Sweep tool to create a 3D object, a special type of default UV mapping is automatically applied. 

Flat UV mapping is applied to the object‟s flat ends, while its length is mapped with a special type of cylindrical 

mapping that conforms to the object‟s shape.  

 

4.6.2 Macro Sweep 

 Macro Sweep 
This tool allows the user to apply a macro created by a sweep and/or tip procedure. Used in conjunction with the 

Path Library, the Macro tool also allows objects to be swept along paths created for spline polygons or animation 

paths. You might think of this tool as a path extrusion function. However, its macro capabilities are quite powerful. 

You can use it to quickly and easily set up a macro after a sweep, save it to a path library, and then apply it again to 

a new sweep target. Right-click on the Macro tool to open the Macro property panel. 

 

Macro Property Panel 

 
 

Bend: When using Macro to sweep along a path, bend acts to keep the integrity of a sweep. In some cases, sweeping 

shapes around a curve can cause unexpected results, such as partial flatness, because the shape is not rotated while 

being swept. If Bend is on during a macro sweep, each subdivision and floor is rotated to be perpendicular to the 

current path direction. If Bend is off, the swept shape retains its original alignment throughout the sweep. 

 

In the illustration below, the shape on the left was swept with Bend off. Note that all cross-sections are parallel. The 

same shape was swept along the same path with Bend on to produce the shape on the right. 
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                                  Bend Off                           Bend On  

 

 

To Execute a Macro 
After selecting a polygon or polygons to be swept, the first click on the Macro tool displays the most recently stored 

or executed macro path, if any, connected to the currently selected polygon. To choose a different path for sweeping, 

open up a path library and select it from the list of path names. The new path will replace the original macro. Before 

executing the macro, the path can be rotated around the polygon‟s vertical axis by clicking on it and dragging. Very 

complex objects can be created by sweeping a polygon along a succession of different paths. Each vertex on a path 

marks where a floor will be placed after the macro is executed. 

 

 
 

To execute the macro sweep, click on the Macro tool a second time. After the macro is executed, the last edge is 

highlighted and the Point Navigation panel appears. Like sweeping, individual floors can be manipulated affecting 

the overall shape of the spline object. After exiting the Macro Sweep tool with the Object tool, the shape is frozen 

and can no longer be manipulated in such a fashion. 

 

To Create a Macro 
To store a new macro in the Path Library, first define it by executing the sweep/modify sequence to be stored. 

Then select the Macro Sweep tool to display the path. Next select the Path Library tool from the Libraries group, 

and then click on “Insert” in the Path Library panel. The macro is stored with a new name. To change the name of 

the macro, select it and choose “Rename” from the path library. 
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To use a spline polygon or animation path as a sweep path, create the path using the appropriate tool, open a paths 

library and click on “Add Path” in the Path Library panel. 

 

4.6.3 Lathe 

 Lathe 
This tool sweeps a shape along a modifiable circular or spiral path. Lathe is a true 3D tool because all parameters 

can be set by direct manipulation of the path. No numeric entry is required, although it is possible.  

 

 
Polygon with lathe path  

 

 

When you select this tool, a circular path of white line segments with a green segment at the end appears. At the end 

of this path is a perpendicular straight green line (handle) and connected to that is a crossbar. The crossbar 

represents the lathing axis, around which the lathed outline is spun. 

 

The path can be manipulated interactively in three dimensions by clicking and dragging on different parts. The 

illustration below indicates which Lathe settings, as described immediately below under Lathe Property Panel, are 

affected by clicking and dragging on the associated Lathe path part. A second click on the Lathe tool executes the 

lathe with the current settings. 

 

 
 

As with the Sweep tool, immediately after lathing, the program goes to Point Editing. Each copy of the swept 

polygon or polygons is outlined in green, meaning that they are now available for standard Point Edit navigation 
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functions. A blue selection box control will appear on the selected face, allowing you to easily move, rotate, and 

scale the current floor. (The selector control is described in Artist Guide ChApter 2: user interfACe.) Until another object 

is selected, the whole object consists of polygons connected by splines, so a change to any polygon affects the entire 

shape. Select a polygon by clicking on it, then use Point Move, Rotate or Scale functions as described in the Point 

Edit section of this manual. 

 

 
 

Right-click on the Lathe tool to open the Lathe property panel. Lathe settings can also be set from here by clicking 

on a number and entering a new value from the keyboard, followed by ENTER. You can also click and drag 

horizontally on the arrow button next to the value to change. 

 

Lathe Property Panel 

 
 

• Segment: The number of path segments, which controls the smoothness of the path. This value can be 

changed interactively by clicking and dragging on the white part of the circular path. 

 

• Angle: Sets the extent or distance of the lathe in degrees, which normally ranges between 0 and 360 

degrees. If Helix is set to any value other than 0, then the Angle value can be any amount. To set 

interactively, click on the handle, the perpendicular green line at the end of the curve, and drag it with the 

mouse.  

 

• Radius: Sets the distance from the curve‟s center (indicated by the crossbeam position) to its edge. Radius 

and Rotation can be set interactively by dragging the crossbeam with the mouse. To change the radius only, 

click on the crossbeam‟s center point and drag. If the crossbeam is dragged near a polygon edge, it snaps to 

that edge, so the edge is used as the lathe axis. 

 

 To change Radius and Rotation at the same time, depending on which direction you drag the mouse, click 
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anywhere on the handle between the center and ends of the cross bar. 

 

• Rotation: Sets the angle of the path to the polygon. To change the Rotation only, click and drag on either 

of the crossbeam‟s endpoints and drag. 

 

 To change Rotation and Radius at the same time, depending on which direction you drag the mouse, click 

and drag anywhere on the handle between the center and ends of the cross bar. 

 

• Helix: Lets you create a spiral path. This setting is most effective with Angle settings above 360. Set 

interactively by clicking on the last segment of the circular path, which is green, and dragging. 

 

There is a “click stop” for the interactive setting of Helix at the zero point. If you drag it near zero, it “catches,” and 

you have to drag a bit farther to disengage the zero setting. 

 

Default Mapping of Lathed Objects 
When you use Lathe to create a 3D object, a special type of default UV mapping is automatically applied. If you 

lathe a shape 360 degrees with Helix set to 0, which means the object has no ends but is a continuous circle, the 

default UV mapping is applied cylindrically, but is then bent around to match the object‟s circular shape. If the 

lathed shape has ends, a flat UV mapping space is applied to each end. For more details, see Artist Guide ChApter 4: 

surfACinG. 

 

4.6.4 Bevel 

 Bevel 
Bevel is a special form of the sweep function often used to give visual interest to extruded text and other objects. 

Unlike faces created by the Sweep tool, beveled faces surrounding an open area scale properly. 

 

 
 

To use the Bevel tool, select or create polygons to be beveled. If you have just created text or polygons with the 2D 

drawing tools, you can bevel them immediately. (Generally, though, you would use the Sweep tool first to give the 

text or polygons some depth). Activate the Bevel tool. This extrudes a new polygon for each selected polygon. The 

new polygon is offset from the original by the current Bevel numeric setting, which defaults to 0. By clicking and 

dragging while the Bevel tool is active, you can change the distance of the new polygon from the original, scaling it 

smaller by a proportional amount at the same time, with real-time visual feedback. To accept the bevel settings and 

exit beveling, select any other tool. 
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To open a panel for setting the Bevel parameters numerically, right-click the Bevel tool: 

 

 
 

The default setting is 0 or the most recently used value. Change the bevel amount by clicking on the number and 

entering a new one from the keyboard, or clicking on the double-headed arrow and dragging left and right. You can 

also change these values while the Bevel tool is active to see the results in real-time. 

 

Note: Please keep in mind that narrow polygon edges, such as those at the ends of certain swept serif characters, 

may not bevel properly as high bevel edge settings can result in crossed over polygons. trueSpace does not prevent 

the cross over, so it may work better to bevel at a lower setting or use a smoother polygon. You could also try to fix 

the crossed geometry by using the Fix Bad Geometry tool. 

 

4.6.5 Tip 

 Tip 
This tool sweeps a selected polygon, face, or group of faces to a point, creating a cone-shaped object. The Tip tool 

uses the same property panel as the Sweep tool. After execution, a tip can be moved with Point Move but not 

rotated or scaled. Right-click to access the Sweep property panel. 

 

 
 

4.6.6 Tutorial: Creating a Screw Using Polygon Sweep Tools 

1. Start by drawing a circle   with a diameter of 1 unit. At this point, the shape is actually a NURBS 

curve, but when you activate a sweep tool, trueSpace will automatically convert the NURBS curve to a 

polygon. 
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2. Right-click the Bevel  tool to bring up its property panel. Enter a value of 0.27 for Bevel, and 45 for 

Angle. Click the tool to create the bevel using these settings. 

 

 
 

3. Open the settings for the Sweep  tool, and enter 0.5 for the Z value. Click the tool to sweep out the first 

part of the shaft. 
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4. Sweep again, but this time scale the new floor slightly smaller and move it down to be flush with its 

originating polygon: 

 

 
 

5. Exit the Sweep tool by tapping the spacebar or activating a different tool. This clears out the Sweep tool‟s 

“memory” so that the remaining sweeps are not affected by the previous resizing. If necessary, right-click 

the mesh to re-enter point edit mode, and re-select the top face. Sweep three more times, scaling where 

needed, until you have a mesh that looks like this: 
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Tip: You can either use the extrude tool multiple times, editing each floor as you go, or exit the 

tool and restart it to “clear” the memory of the last extrusion. Depending on what you are trying 

to accomplish, it is sometimes easier to restart the tool to prevent any previous transformations 

from affecting the new extrusion. 

 

6. Use the Tip  tool to create the tip: 

 

 
 

7. The screw is nearly complete. Let‟s add a few details to the head of the screw before creating the threads. 

Flip the object 180 degrees, and add a small bevel (about 0.02) to the top face. This will make the edge 

more defined when rendered. 
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8. Now we will use the Horizontal Text   tool to help us create the grooves for the screwdriver. Switch 

to top view, and use the Horizontal Text tool to write a “+” symbol near the screw. Switch back to 

perspective view, and resize the “+” and position it centered and slightly above the top face of the screw. 

Right-click the Tip tool, and enter 0.4 as the Z value. Left-click Tip to extrude the shape. 

 

 
 

9. Flip our “chisel” 180 degrees. To subtract this shape from the screw, click the screw object, activate the 

Object Subtraction  tool, and then select the chisel shape. 
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10. To finish the screw, we will create the threads using the Lathe  tool. First, draw a triangular shape 

using the Add Regular Polygon  tool with a setting of 3. Resize the polygon and position it next to the 

screw shaft: 

 

 
 

11. Activate the Lathe tool, and right-click it to bring up its property panel. First, adjust the Radius so that the 

pivot point is at the XY center of the screw. This is easier to see in top view. Once your radius looks correct, 

increase the Angle setting to 360. Notice that you cannot increase the angle beyond 360 yet. Once you 

change the Helix value to something other than 0, you can increase the angle and “wrap” the threads around 

the shaft. In this example, Helix is -0.1, Angle is 5000, and Segments is 500. Click the Lathe tool again 

when you are happy with your settings to extrude the triangle along the helical path. Do not yet exit the 
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Lathe tool. 

 

 
 

12. To “shrink” the threads to fit the shaft where the radius becomes smaller, select a floor where the shaft just 

starts to become smaller (marked 1 above) and resize size just slightly. This tells the Lathe tool to 

remember that we set the size at this location, in preparation for the next step. Now, select the final polygon 

(marked 2 above) and scale it smaller. As you do so, the floors between this floor and the one you adjusted 

will scale to create smooth transition between the two floors, and the radius of the helix will decrease. 

When you are satisfied with the look, exit the Lathe tool. 
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4.7 Sweep Tools – NURBS 
 
Using the 2D drawing tools covered in section 4.3 to create a shape is just the beginning. Once you have created a 

curve, it can be transformed into a 3D object using many different NURBS sweep tools. The sweep tools retain a 

history of any modifications you make until you convert the NURBS object to a plain patch (with no construction 

history) for further editing. This is a very powerful toolset that makes working with NURBS objects a 

straightforward, interactive, and enjoyable experience. 

 

4.7.1 Tutorial: Using the Tri-Panel to Create a Simple Pitcher Shape 

1. Activate the Circle Drawn by Center and Point  tool, then click and drag a circle onto the 

workspace. 

 

 
 

2. Click the Cross Section Surface  tool in the context edit menu. The circle will be extruded, and the 

Tri-Panel will appear along with its own context edit menu. 

 

3. Click the Draw New Curve Point  tool and add a couple of points to the blue line on the right side of 

the panel by clicking above the top portion. 
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4. Click the Move Curve Point  tool and select a point at the upper middle of the same blue line. Drag 

this point to the left so that it looks something like figure four. 

 

 
 

5. You will notice that the orange indicator lines you see on the sides of the Tri-Panel represents a projected 

profile of our model. To edit each profile line, first select it by left-clicking, and then display its control 

points by right-clicking the same line. Repeat the drag point operation for each of the orange lines. It 

should now resemble figure five. 
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6. Let‟s add a bit of flair to our object. We‟ll use the view control to rotate our view so that we‟re looking 

down the green X axis. Notice that the Tri-Panel changes with view rotation to remain visible behind our 

model. We‟ll drag the left side of the Tri-Panel to extend it a bit along the blue Y axis, and then use the 

Move Curve Point tool again to drag the top points along this axis out from the center just a bit. You by 

now have noticed the yellow control handles that accompany curve points. Try dragging the bottom of the 

control handles of the curve points you have just moved until they resemble figure six.  

 

 
 

You should now have a simple, vase-shaped NURBS object. The next sections will cover the sweep tools in further 

detail. 
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4.7.2 Tri-Panel Interface 

In section 4.3 you were introduced to the Draw Panel, an interface based on a window metaphor that allows easy 

manipulation of 2D shapes for 3D modeling. The TriPanel Interface takes the Draw Panel concept one step further. 

The TriPanel presents a unified interface for displaying and manipulating profile and rail curves in a consistent 

way. 

 

The TriPanel is constructed from 3 working panels in a way similar to the DrawPanel. One of the panels contains 

the Profile curve of the NURBS object. The other 2 working panels contain 2D projections of the Rail curve. The 

Rail Curve is perpendicular to the profile curve. The Rail Projections represent the Rail curve on the Workplanes. 

The Projections themselves are edited on the Workplanes. Changes to Rail Projections are updated to the rail and the 

surface it represents.  

 

Various actions can be performed when you are in a TriPanel mode. It is important to note that you must have 3D 

controls turned on in your preferences panel to be able to access the functionality of the TriPanel. (See Artist Guide 

Appendix B: preferenCes for information on these options.) To begin the process of using the TriPanel, you must have a 

curve of some sort drawn on the DrawPanel. (See section 4.3 for information on drawing curves using the 

DrawPanel.) With a curve present on the DrawPanel, you can activate a number of tools to sweep the original curve 

into 3D space. These tools include the Loft Tool, Rail Surface Tool (interactive), Birail Surface Tool, Birail 

Surface Tool (interactive) and Crossection Tool (interactive).  

 

 
 

Bitmap images can be assigned to the Workplanes to serve as a reference. In the example above, an image of a grid 

has been used as background images for all workplanes. Depending on the type of curve you use initially, the 

number of Rail Projections will vary. The image above shows two Rail curves: one active Rail curve with two 

active projections, and one inactive Rail curve (far side edge of Profile curve) with two inactive Rail projections. 
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The Birail Surface Tool (interactive) was used in the example above.  

 

The following actions can be performed while the TriPanel interface is active and visible: 

• Select a Profile or Rail curve simply by clicking on it. (Note that it is possible to select the Rail curve by 

clicking on its Projections). 

• Start the editing tool for Profile/Rail curve by right-clicking the active Rail or Profile. Editing involves 

adding, deleting and moving control points on the Profile or Projection curves.  

• Draw new Rail control points with the Draw New Curve Point tool on the panel‟s context toolbar. 

• Edit Rail control points by dragging them on the Workplanes of the TriPanel. The Rail curve itself does not 

show the control points and handles while in edit mode. However, both control points and handles are 

shown on the Rail curve projections on TriPanel. It is on the Workplanes that you edit the control points.  

• Move/scale/rotate Profile curves using standard actions. 

 

The TriPanel itself can be resized by dragging on its edges. It can also be resized using numerical input in the 

DrawPanel/TriPanel Options Panel, accessed by right-clicking the DrawPanel tool‟s icon. 

 

DrawPanel/TriPanel Options Panel  
The DrawPanel/TriPanel Options panel provides settings for background images, as well as the Z size for the 

TriPanel. Changes made to DP Size X and DP Size Y will also affect the TriPanel Workplane sizes.  

 

 
 

Now that we have covered the TriPanel, some of the tools used in the construction of surfaces will be covered. 

These tools are: 

• Extrude Tool 

• Loft Tool 

• Rail Surface Tool (interactive) 

• Birail Surface Tool 

• Birail Surface Tool (interactive) 

• Cross-Section Surface Tool (interactive) 
 

Note that the non-interactive versions of the loft and birail tools are available from the main trueSpace toolbar, and 

the Extrude tool and interactive versions of the rail, birail, and cross-section tools are available from the 

DrawPanel‟s context sensitive toolbar. 

 

4.7.3 Extrude Tool 

 Extrude 
The Extrude tool is used to extrude a stand-alone NURBS curve from the DrawPanel. Once a curve has been 

extruded using this tool, the Extrude from Edge tool (explained below) becomes available for further extrusions. 
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The illustrations below show a circle defined by center and one point drawn on the workplane of the DrawPanel. 

Activating the Extrude tool from the context sensitive toolbar will cause the extrusion direction indicator to appear. 

Either click the extrusion direction indicator, or click and drag the indicator to extrude the circle into a NURBS 

surface. 

 

 
 

The extrusion produces a new isocurve, which remains colored orange. This new curve can be dragged to produce 

another extrusion. You can continue to produce extrusions until you have the number of extrusions you require. As 

long as you see an orange curve present on the surface, the Extrude tool is considered active. To deactivate, click on 

another tool (to exit edit mode) or right-click on another curve (to remain in edit mode). 

 

The image above illustrates an object with two edges: the top and bottom curves of the cylinder. These curves can be 

extruded using the Extrude from Edge tool. 

 

Right-click the Extrude tool to bring up its options panel: 

 

 
 

• Add cap to new patch: Adds a patch to cap an extrusion made from a trimming curve. (See section 4.8.4 

for more information on trimming curves.) 

• Stitch after extrude: Works in conjunction with the Add cap to new patch option to stitch the new cap to 

the end of the extrusion. 

• Size: Allows you to extrude a curve to the specified length. After entering a number, click the extrusion 

direction indicator to extrude the curve by this number. 

 

  Extrude from Edge 
The Extrude from Edge tool is the extrusion tool you will use most often. This versatile tool will extrude an edge 

from any NURBS patch (each NURBS patch has four edges).  

 

The Extrude from Edge tool operates the same as the Extrude tool. To extrude an edge, first activate an edge curve 

by clicking it. Right-click the active curve to enter edit mode and call up the context toolbar that houses the Extrude 

from Edge tool. With the curve you wish to extrude highlighted, click the Extrude from Edge tool. The curve will 

turn orange to indicate it is in extrude mode, and the extrusion direction indicator will appear. 

 

4.7.4 Loft Tool 
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 Loft 
The Loft tool is defined by two curves: a Profile curve and a Rail curve. The surface is created by sweeping the 

Profile curve along the Rail curve. During sweeping, the Profile curve is rotated in order to copy/follow the shape of 

the Rail curve. In the example below, the Rail curve was drawn then rotated upwards as illustrated.  

 

 
 

Note that manual placement of the Profile and the Rail curve is not mandatory. You may however wish to position 

the curves before the Loft tool is used to control the resulting curve. 

 

When you select the Loft tool, it will ask you to select a Rail curve. If neither curve has been selected at the time 

you select this tool, the tool will ask you to select the curves (Profile then Rail). If one curve is selected, the tool 

assumes that you have selected the Profile curve and will ask you to select a Rail curve. Once you select the Rail 

curve, the Profile curve is then rotated to match the shape of the Rail curve.  

 

Loft / Rail Options Panel 

 
 

The only setting available is density, which simply determines the density of control points along the rail curve. At a 

value of 1, no extra segments are created between control points. For each increment, another segment is added. So 

at 2, there is one segment between each rail point, two segments at density 3, and so on. 

 

4.7.5 Rail Surface Tool (interactive) 

 Rail Surface 
The Rail Surface (interactive) tool is an improved workflow version of the Loft tool. The main difference is that 

while the Loft Tool requires two curves to be prepared before activation, Rail Surface (interactive) requires that only 

the Profile curve be created. The Rail Surface (interactive) tool can only be started from a curve on the DrawPanel. 

Selecting the Rail Surface tool will transform the DrawPanel into the TriPanel. It also takes the Profile curve and 

begins a Rail curve for you. It places the rail in the center of the object and adds one control point for you to begin 

with. It also places you in edit mode, which allows you to begin adding control points to the Rail curve Projections 

on the TriPanel Workplanes. When you enter edit mode, a context sensitive toolbar appears with the various tools 

you can use while in this mode. Note that you must select the Add New Curve Point tool to begin interactively 

adding control points to the Rail Projections. 
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4.7.6 Birail Surface Tool 

 Birail Surface 
The Birail Surface tool is much the same as the Rail Surface tool, except that it is defined by one Profile curve and 

two Rail curves. The resulting surface is created by sweeping the Profile along two Rails. As the Profile curve is 

being swept, it is scaled to always touch the Rails at the same point on the profile. The Profile curve is also rotated 

during the sweep process in order to follow the shape/curve of the Rails where required. 
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When you select the Birail Surface tool, you are prompted to choose a Profile curve. If a curve is already selected, it 

will assume this is the curve you wish to use as a Profile curve. It will then prompt you to choose the first Rail and 

the second Rail. The surface is created upon your selection of the second Rail. 

 

If the Profile curve happens to be an open curve, its position relative to the Rail curves is not critical. The Birail 

Surface tool will automatically translate the Profile curve‟s initial position to the Rail curves before the sweep 

procedure occurs. If the Profile curve is a closed curve, its position becomes more critical. In such an instance, it is 

important to move the Rail curves into close proximity to the Profile curve. The Rail curves do not have to touch the 

Profile curve. However, they should be close. 

 

When the Birail Surface tool is activated, the Birail options panel appears on the screen. This option panel is also 

accessible at anytime with a right-click on the Birail Surface tool. 

 

Birail Options Panel 

 
 

The Birail Options Panel provides two settings that affect your Birail Surface: 
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• Keep height: You will want to check this option if you wish the profile to be scaled only in one direction 

during the sweep process. This effectively keeps the height of the surface constant. 

• Tolerance: The tolerance option controls the number of rows of control points for the NURBS patch, 

which represents the Birail Surface. There is a direct dependence on the curvature of the Rail curves. 

Curved areas of the Rail will have a greater number of rows generated by the Birail Surface Tool, while 

straight areas of the Rail will generate fewer rows of control points. The tolerance setting will determine 

the threshold for generating these rows of control points. The lower the setting is, the more precise the end 

surface will be with regard to the Rail curves. This of course makes for a control mesh, which is dense. 

Higher values will produce fewer rows of control points, and the control mesh will not have the density of a 

lower tolerance setting. 

 

 Birail (Interactive) 
The Birail Surface (interactive) tool is an improved workflow version of the Birail Surface tool. The main 

difference is that while the Birail Surface tool requires that two Rail curves and a Profile curve be prepared before 

activation, the Birail Surface (interactive) tool only requires that the Profile curve be created. The Birail Surface 

(interactive) tool can only be started from a curve on the DrawPanel. Selecting this tool will transform the 

DrawPanel into the TriPanel. It also takes the Profile curve and “begins” two Rail curves for you. It places the Rail 

curves on edges of open curves, or opposite outside points on a closed curve. This tool also adds one control point 

on each Rail curve Projection and places you in edit mode, which allows you to begin adding control points to the 

Rail curve Projections on the TriPanel Workplanes. When you enter edit mode, a context sensitive toolbar appears 

with the various tools you can use while in this mode. Note you must select the Add New Curve Point tool to begin 

interactively adding control points to the Rail Projections. 
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Just as the Birail Options Panel appears when you select the Birail Surface Tool, so too will the Birail Options 

Panel appear when using the Birail Surface (interactive) tool. The settings on this option panel behave the same way 

for both tools. 

 

4.7.7 Cross-Section Surface Tool (interactive) 

 Cross-section Surface 
The Cross-Section Surface (interactive) tool works very similarly to the other interactive tools we have covered. 

This tool must be used on a curve (open or closed) in the DrawPanel. The Cross-Section Surface is defined by one 

Profile Curve and four Rail curves. The Rail curves are created by the Cross-Section Surface tool and are created in 

“pairs.” Each pair of Rail curves determines a surface‟s perpendicular contour. The Profile curve is swept along the 

Rail curves to create the surface. During the sweep process, the surface is deformed such that it always touches each 

Rail while “passing through” one quarter of the Profile curve‟s control points. Basically, each of the four Rail curves 

affects one quarter of the surface. Each of the four Rail curves has a corresponding Projection curve. Only one 

Rail/Projection curve is active at any given time for editing.  

 

There are no shape restrictions for the Profile or Rail curves. The resulting surface respects the shape of the Profile 

and all four Rail curves. For instance, sharp corners or smooth corners are all taken into consideration when the 

surface is created or adjusted. It is important to note that when you insert or delete a Rail‟s control points, 

corresponding control points on the other three Rail curves will also be inserted or deleted. A control point, once 

inserted, is independently moved/rotated /scaled and has no effect on corresponding control points of the other three 

Rail curves.  
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In the case of an open curve (bottom image), the Cross-Section Surface tool decides where to best position the Rail 

curves.  

 

4.7.8 History 

NURBS objects, which are constructed using one of the sweep-based operations (Extrude, Loft, Birail, 

Cross-Section), will keep their construction history. This history is in relation to the original curves which were 

used to construct the surface (e.g. all curves used for Skinning or Profile and Rail curves used for the sweep 

operation). 

 

These curves are a part of the NURBS object until they are destroyed by performing an operation that cannot 

support them. For example, NURBS Patch editing (manipulating the individual control points of the surface) causes 

the construction history to be destroyed. The original building curves can be individually accessed by right-clicking 

the surface and entering edit mode for the selected NURBS object. This action causes the curves to appear (together 

with their respective DrawPanels). These original curves can then be selected and manipulated as any standalone 

curve.  

 

Note that surfaces created using the Blend and Stitch tools will also retain a history based on the patch edges. 
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 Convert to Plain Patch  
This tool is used to convert a NURBS object with a construction history (Rail, Birail, Blend, Stitch) to a plain 

NURBS Patch(es).This tool proves useful when you wish to edit the surface/object in NURBS patch edit mode. 

Until you convert the NURBS object to a plain patch, right-clicking to enter edit mode will only allow you to edit 

the curves used in its construction, along with their DrawPanels. When this happens, you are not able to access patch 

edit mode because the history of the patch is alive and active. The history will remain active until you destroy it 

using the Convert NURBS Object with Construction History to plain Patch tool. (The DEL key will also 

accomplish this.) You will lose the history, but you are now able to enter patch edit mode for further refinements of 

the surface. 

 

 Convert to Polyhedron 
This tool converts NURBS patch to a polyhedron, or a curve to a polygon. The NURBS curve editing tools will no 

longer be available for this object, but the polyhedron editing tools will be usable. (See later in this chapter for more 

information on polygonal modeling.) 
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4.8 NURBS Editing 
 
Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) is a “system” consisting of 4 main areas: Curves, Surface Creation, 

Patch Editing and Trimming. This system provides you with a sophisticated set of tools that allow for creation of 

complex NURBS based objects. 

 

If you have read the 2D Draw Tools section, you should be familiar with 2D NURBS curves. With this knowledge, 

you are now ready to proceed into the area of 3D NURBS. All the 2D Curve tools play an important role in creation 

and editing of 3D NURBS objects. They form the basic building blocks for 3D NURBS objects. This section will 

expand on their use. We will also introduce you to an assortment of new tools geared towards the development and 

implementation of complex NURBS objects.  

 

Note: The Extrude from Edge, Loft, Birail Surface, and Convert tools, as well as the curve 

editing tools listed above are covered in the previous sections of this chapter. 

 

4.8.1 Tutorial: Quick and Easy Cartoon Noses 

1. Create a default NURBS sphere  by clicking the blue sphere icon. Right-click the Object   icon 

to bring up the properties panel, and in the rotation row type in 90 for X and 30 for Z.  

  

2. Right-click the NURBS sphere to enter context edit mode and select the top row of vertices that line up 

with the blue Y grid coordinate. If you have 3D Controls enabled in Preferences you will see the selector 

appear around a green highlighted row of edges. If not, select the scale icon in the context edit menu. 

 

3. With both mouse buttons depressed, drag a corner of the selector to scale the selected edge until it appears 

as in the figure below: 

 

 
 

4. Select the Scissor Patch  tool and then the line of vertices that line up with the green X grid coordinate. 

Select and move one half of the object and you will see that you‟ve just made a couple quick and clean 

cartoony noses!  
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5. It‟s very easy to alter their shape by moving vertices and edges from within the context edit menu. For 

more detail, as in building nostrils, use the Refine Patch  tool to add edges that you can edit further. 

Select a row of vertices, click the Refine Patch tool and create new rows of detail by dragging the orange 

line using a side-to-side mouse movement. You can continue adding sequential rows from this first curve, 

or select a new curve to create refinements from. The image below shows the mesh after refinement. From 

this point you can use any of the context edit tools to add detail to the model. Experiment for a while and 

you will see that we‟re not limited to cartoon characters. 

 

 
 

4.8.2 NURBS Patch Editing 

NURBS Patch Editing involves editing a patch by manipulating control points on a mesh. There are two modes of 

operation, Normal and Curve mode. 

 

Control Vertex (CV) Edit 
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When in Normal mode, you can select control points and edit these points with move, rotate and scale tools. These 

tools appear in a Context Sensitive Toolbar when you enter normal mode. You can select individual control points 

or multiple control points. Multiple control points are selected by holding down the CTRL key while selecting 

points. Your “selection” of points changes to indicate this. Alternately, you can subtract control points from your 

selection, by holding down the SHIFT key and selecting the point(s) you wish to subtract (from selection). The 

selection/subtraction of control points is context sensitive. When you move your mouse cursor over a particular 

control point, that point is selected. If your mouse cursor is over an isocurve, all the points on the curve are selected.  

 

As you select NURBS Patch control points, you will notice a blue bounding box surrounding your selection. This 

Selector Box is a specialized 3D Controller that contains individual tools used to manipulate the selection of control 

points. Of course 3D Controls must be turned on in your preferences panel in order to use the selector box. (See 

Artist Guide Appendix B: preferenCes for more information about Preferences.) The Selector Box itself is covered in Artist 

Guide ChApter 2: user interfACe.  

 

      
 

The control vertices of NURBS curves and surfaces can also be positioned numerically using the object properties 

panel (right-click the Object Tool). 

 

• Location fields show the position of selected control vertices in the world according to the axis of the 

current object. The unit of measurement displayed is either in the World or Object system, depending on 

whether Dynaunits is disabled or enabled. Change the position values by clicking on the X, Y and Z boxes, 

entering a new value from the keyboard, and pressing ENTER. Location values may also be entered as 

formulas involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division functions. Parentheses may be 

employed within formulas. 

• Rotation fields show the alignment (in degrees) of selected control vertices. Change the alignment by 

clicking on the X, Y and Z boxes, entering a new value from the keyboard, and pressing ENTER. Rotation 

values may also be entered as formulas involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division 

functions. Parentheses may be employed within formulas. Note that these values can be changed only if 

multiple NURBS control vertices are selected. 

• Size fields show the absolute scale values of selected control vertices, which are displayed either in the 

World or Object system, depending on whether Dynaunits is disabled or enabled. Change the scale by 

clicking on the X, Y and Z boxes, entering a new value from the keyboard, and pressing ENTER. Scale 

values may also be entered as formulas involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division 
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functions. Parentheses may be employed within formulas. Note that these values can be changed only if 

multiple NURBS control vertices are selected. 

 

Isocurve Edit 
You are considered to be in curve mode when you mouse over an isocurve and right-click on it. This action will 

select all the control points on the curve, allowing you to manipulate the entire curve using move, rotate and scale 

tools, located on the Context Sensitive Toolbar, or by using the Isocurve Control. The Isocurve Controller is a 

mini-version of the Selector Box. It contains the same tools as the Selector Box. The main difference between the 

two controllers is that the Isocurve Controller adjusts all the control points on the selected isocurve. It should be 

noted, that a “row of points” is considered to be a curve; however it is important to note that there is a difference 

between an isocurve and a curve (row of points). A curve may also represent a trimming curve, in which case, 

selecting such a curve will activate the Trimming Curve tool (covered shortly). If there is a trimming curve on the 

patch, right-clicking on the curve will activate the Trimming Curve tool as well, allowing you to edit the curve. 

 

To leave curve mode and return to normal mode, simply select a point somewhere on the patch. Selecting the 

Object tool while in either mode will take you out of that mode and into a neutral state, where no control points, 

trimming curves or isocurves are selected. 

 

Isocurve Controller 

 
 

Displayed above is an illustration of the Isocurve Controller. Basically this controller is a version of the Selector 

Box discussed in the User Interface chapter. There are some functionality differences which we will cover here. The 

Isocurve Controller consists of four sides. Each side has two Corner Controls and a Center Control. There are also 

five Diamond Controls.  

 

Each side has an influence. Two sides influence X axis movement/rotation/scale, while the other two sides influence 

Y axis movement/rotation/scale. Notice that X and Y sides run perpendicular to each other. All four sides also affect 

Z axis movement and scale. The functions of the various controls are described below: 

 

• Corner Control: X side 
◦ Left mouse button drag will scale the isocurve by X or Z axis.  

◦ Right mouse button drag will scale the isocurve complementary to Z or X axis. 

◦ Left and Right mouse buttons (together) when dragged will scale the isocurve proportionally. 

• Corner Control: Y side 
◦ Left mouse button drag will scale the isocurve by Y or Z axis.  
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◦ Right mouse button drag will scale the isocurve complementary to Z or Y axis. 

◦ Left and Right mouse buttons (together) when dragged will scale the isocurve proportionally. 

• Center Control: X side 
◦ Left mouse button drag to move the isocurve by X or Z axis. 

◦ Right mouse button drag to move the isocurve complementary to Z or X axis. 

• Center Control: Y side 
◦ Left mouse button drag to move the isocurve by Y or Z axis 

◦ Right mouse button drag to move the isocurve complementary to Z or Y axis 

• Red Diamond Control:  
◦ Left mouse button drag to rotate by Z axis 

◦ Right mouse button drag to move 

◦ Left and Right mouse buttons (together) when dragging to rotate by screen XY coordinates 

• Green Diamond Control: 
◦ Left mouse button drag to rotate by X axis 

◦ Right mouse button drag to move 

◦ Left and Right mouse buttons (together) to rotate by screen XY coordinates 

• Blue Diamond Control: 
◦ Left mouse button drag to rotate by Y axis 

◦ Right mouse button drag to move 

◦ Left and Right mouse buttons (together) to rotate by screen XY coordinates 

 

Before we go much further, we should cover two panels which are used in conjunction with patch editing. To 

activate the Patch Options Panel and/or the Patch Edit Panel, right-click on a surface creation tool. If a patch tool has 

a panel that adjusts the tool options, its panel will appear in the workspace when you right-click the tool‟s icon. 

 

Patch Options Panel 

 
 

The Patch Options Panel houses several options, which affect how your NURBS patches are displayed. Each 

NURBS Patch consists of a Surface Patch and a control mesh. The Patch Options Panel provides us with the means 

to change the visibility of the Surface Patch or the Control mesh.  

 

• Manipulation Resolution: This option adjusts the resolution of the patch while you are 

editing/manipulating. The range is from 0 to 1. The higher the Manipulation Resolution, the smoother the 

patch will appear, but the response will slow down. 

• Static Resolution: This option adjusts the resolution of the patch when not being edited/manipulated. The 

range is from 0 to 1. The higher the Static Resolution, the smoother the patch appears. 

• Tolerance: Tolerance for surface healing. This value is maximum distance between two edges of 

connected patches. The valid range for this value is from 0.0001 to 1.0.  

• Surface Healing: Enable or disable surface healing. (See below.) 
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• Display: This option has three possible settings:  

◦ Patch: Display is limited to patch only. Control mesh portion of object becomes invisible. 

◦ Mesh: Display is limited to Control mesh only. Patch portion of object becomes invisible. 

◦ All: Display shows both patch and Control mesh. 

• Rebuild History: This option affects editing of objects with a construction history (covered shortly). 

◦ On Move: When selected, history is rebuilt as you move your mouse.  

◦ On Release: When selected, history is rebuilt when you release the mouse button. 

 

Surface Healing 
Surface Healing is an operation that repairs the bounding (trimming) curves of individual surfaces so that they lie 

accurately on the underlying surfaces. It also closes gaps between any adjacent trimming curves that are within a 

defined tolerance of one another. 

 

Surface healing essentially performs the following operation: It bridges any gaps between adjoining bounding 

(trimming) curves of the surface, if the gaps are within the limits defined by the Tolerance setting. Surface healing 

patches gaps in seams, not holes in patches. Surface healing does not create a single mesh from hierarchy model, but 

rather affects all selected patches when performing such functions as conversion to polygons using Convert 

NURBS Patch to Polyhedron. 

 

For example, the simple model below was built by connecting the two bounding curves of an uncapped cylinder and 

an uncapped cone with the Blend Surface tool. The object‟s construction history was then deleted using Convert 

NURBS Object with Construction History to Plain Patch, and the cone was moved upwards slightly, creating a 

gap. With Surface Healing enabled, using Convert NURBS Patch to Polyhedron with a sufficiently high tolerance 

closes the gap. 

 

    
A cylinder and cone 

with no endcaps. 
 

Connected using 
the Blend tool. 

 

History deleted, 
and cone moved. 

 

Converted to polyhe- 
drons with Surface 
Healing enabled. 

 

 

 

Patch Edit Panel 
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The Patch Edit Panel options include:  

 

• Smooth edit: When selected, this option will update neighboring control points to reflect changes made to 

the control point(s) you are currently editing. This translates to a smoother shape for the patch. The effect is 

best viewed while the Display option in the Patch Options Panel is set to “All.”  

• Highlight target: This option turns highlighting on or off. You notice this option as you mouse over a 

control point or an isocurve. When your mouse is over one of these items, the item highlights blue. With 

this setting unchecked, no highlighting will occur.  

• Hide patch on drag: This option is a performance/response option. When selected, only isocurves are 

displayed during mouse drag while editing. The Patch itself becomes invisible. Note: to attain even faster 

display, set the Detail option in the Display Options Panel to one of the “box” options available.  

 

 Refine Patch 
The Refine Patch tool is used to add a new Isocurve to your NURBS patch. A row of points in this instance refers 

to a variety of curves or an isocurve. To use the tool, first select a row of points by left-clicking on the row. Once 

you have selected the row, left-click on the tool to activate. The row of points you selected will turn to a highlighted 

orange color. To add a row of points, place your mouse pointer in an empty spot near the original row. Drag the 

mouse while holding the left mouse button to produce an orange line, which moves across the surface as you drag. 

The orange line is a copy of the curve you selected. You may continue to add rows by left-click drag function until 

you have the number of new rows you require. The position you drag the new row(s) to is not as important as the 

number of rows you want to add. Once you have the number of new rows you require, position them by selecting 

individual refined rows and dragging them into position. Since the Refine Patch creates a copy of the curve, you 

may want to delete the original curve after moving the new curve into position. Note that refined rows take on the 

same direction as the original row you selected. 

 

 
 

The illustration above shows a fairly basic shape. If the surface you are refining is tapered, or its shape is 
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non-uniform, the newly refined isocurve or edge will follow the contours of the surface. 

 

 Delete Isocurve 
The Delete Row of Points tool is quite easy to use. Simply select the row of points you wish to remove and click on 

the icon. The row you selected will be deleted. Note that the Undo and Redo functions will work with both these 

tools. 

 

 Scissor Patch 
The Scissor Patch tool enables you to cut a patch along an isocurve into two patches or along an intersection of two 

isocurves into four patches. You can scissor along any selected row of points as well. When the Scissor is activated, 

clicking on an isocurve or an intersection of two isocurves, splits the patch into two or four separate patches that are 

grouped together. The Move in Hierarchy tool becomes active and one of the scissor patches is selected. The 

selected patch may be unglued, or you may use keyboard arrow keys to move around the hierarchy. Note that all 

new patches inherit the animation of the original patch if applicable. 

 

 
 

If a trimming curve was used on the original patch and the action of the Scissor Patch tool slices through the 

trimming curve, the trimming curve is split among the new patches. However, if a trimming curve crosses the 

“isocurve” used for scissoring, the trimming curve is removed. If a trimming curve does not cross the scissoring 

isocurve but some of its control points lie behind it, then these control points are moved into the boundaries of the 

new patch, so the trimming curve may change slightly. Trimming curves keep their animation. However, if a 

trimming curve crosses the scissoring isocurves during the animation, it is removed from all new patches. 

 

 Curve from Edge 
This tool allows you to copy an isocurve from a NURBS patch as a standalone curve. The new curve is created in 

the same position as its source. In the example below, the tool was used to copy a curve from a modified NURBS 

sphere. 
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4.8.3 Surface Creation  

In trueSpace, Surface Creation revolves around the use of basic curves to construct objects. Curves created with the 

2D Drawing tools are Extruded, Lofted or constructed with the various Rail tools. Basic or complex surface 

structures can then be Skinned, Stitched or Blended into a wide variety of new complex surfaces. These surface 

“patches” can then be edited or joined together to construct complex NURBS objects. 

 

 Skin Surface 
In a simple scenario, the Skin Surface tool will create a surface between two curves, while in a more complex 

scenario the Skin Surface tool will create a surface which passes through N curves, where N= (number of curves you 

wish to use). Select this tool to activate it. Once selected, the tool will ask for two curves minimum to use as 

boundaries for the surface. In the example below, a simple circle curve is created using the Circle defined by center 

and one point tool. This curve is then copied and moved above the first curve. We now have two simple curves in 

the scene. Each of these curves is selected in succession, which provides the boundaries for the Skin Surface tool. 

The Skin Surface itself is created at the moment you select the second curve. If you have more than two curves that 

you wish to skin, you can continue selecting the curves until you are finished. Right-click on the object informs the 

Skin Surface tool that you are finished selecting curves. 

 

It is important to mention that curves used as boundaries must have the same direction, in order to produce a smooth 

skin surface. Think of a curve as having a clockwise or counterclockwise direction. With simple curve tools this is 

not a problem. However, if you were to use the Add Curve tool or the Add Freehand Curve tool, curves created 

may not have the same direction. If you attempt to skin curves with opposite directions, the resulting skin surface 

will contain twists. 
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As the Skin Surface tool is activated, the Skin Options Panel will pop up. It is also accessible at 

anytime with a right-click on the Skin Surface tool. 

 

Skin Options Panel 

 
 

The surface of the skin is generated by one of two possible options: “Simpler” or “Better.” The 

“Simpler” option produces fewer control points along the surface. Surfaces generated using this 

method are easier to edit with NURBS Patch editing tools. The disadvantage of this method is 

that in some instances, the surfaces do not form to the curves as well as you may expect. This 

becomes clearly visible if control points on curves are not distributed evenly. (Some curves may 

have the majority of control points at the beginning of the curve, while others at the end). In such 

instances, it is recommended that the “Better” option should be used. The “Better” option will 

handle this type of situation; however, using the “Better” option produces more control points 

along the surfaces. The higher the number of control points, the denser your mesh will be, which 

translates to higher end polygons and CPU burden. 

 

 Stitch 
The Stitch tool is a specialized tool used to align and join two surface edges in such a way that 

they can both be manipulated together. trueSpace creates a “construction tree” using the two 

edges. They act as one edge and react accordingly. Think of the shirt you are wearing. It is a 

collection of fabric pieces with each piece stitched to another. These pieces bend, fold, or stretch 

together depending on what you are doing when wearing it.  
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It is not the purpose of the Stitch tool to fill large areas between selected surface edges. When 

using the Stitch tool, it is important for the selected edges to be as close as possible to each other 

(very narrow gap between selected surface edges). If there is a large gap between surface edges, 

the Blend tool or Skin Surface tool may be used to fill the gap. Note that a trimmed edge can 

be only the destination (second choice), not source (first choice), during stitching. 

 

Once you select the Stitch tool for use, you will be prompted to select two surface edges. The 

first edge you select is the edge which trueSpace will modify (align and join to the second 

surface edge). As you “mouse over” surface edges, they become highlighted. When the surface 

edge you wish to select is highlighted, left-click on the edge to select it. Once you have selected 

the first edge, you will be prompted to select a second surface edge. This second surface edge 

will not be modified. It remains static during this process. It is important for you to think about 

which surface edge you wish to remain static and which surface edge you wish to have modified. 

 

 

  
 

 

As soon as you select the second edge, the stitch process takes place and you will visually see the 

two surfaces joined together. At this point, you are in a special mode called “adjust mode” that 

allows you to adjust the seam‟s attributes using the Stitch Options Panel. If it does not appear 

after stitching the surfaces together, bring up the Stitch Options Panel by right-clicking the Stitch 

tool. 

 

Stitch Options Panel 
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The Stitch Options Panel provides you with several options which allow you to refine the 

Stitched area. The parameters contained in the panel will affect the area surrounding the stitched 

edge. You remain in “adjust mode” for as long as the Stitch Options Panel is active. If you close 

the panel, or exit from using the Stitch tool, you effectively end “adjust mode.” At this point, 

changing the parameters for the stitched edge is no longer possible. 

 

The area affected by the Stitch Options Panel parameters depends on the density of control 

points along the edge. The higher the number of control points along the edge, the narrower the 

refined area will be. Remember being asked to think of the shirt you are wearing. If the tailor 

only put a stitch in it every five or so inches, then you were to grab both sides of the seam and 

twist/pull on them, you would get a fair amount of movement around each stitch. If the seam is 

strong and stitches run along the entire edge of the seam, twisting and pulling on both sides 

results in less movement and distortion in the areas surrounding the stitched seam.  

 

The following parameters are available in the Stitch Options Panel: 

 

• Level: Two choices are available under the level parameter: position and smoothness. If 

position is selected, priority is given to the position of the control points along the edge. 

The Stitched edge will take on a sharp transition when “position” is selected, whereas 

choosing the “smoothness” option will create a smoother transition between edges. If 

smoothness is selected, overall smoothness of the surfaces along the edge is given 

priority.  

 

• Invert edge: Invert Edge is only useful if you have selected two edges that have different 

directions. Selecting this option will flip the direction of the “first edge.” This makes the 

start point become the end point and vice versa. This is helpful when you have not 

noticed that the edges have different directions until you try to stitch them. Consider this 

a time saving option, in that you do not have to recreate the edges because they have 

different directions. You know it is time to use this option when the resulting stitched 

edge has a twist in it.  

 

• Seam alignment: There may be times while you are trying to stitch together two surface 

edges that the control points do not align. The area around the stitched edge in such a 

scenario will appear to be distorted and the smoothness may suffer. The Seam Alignment 
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option will become available in such cases. The slider control allows you align the end 

points of the surface edge. It is important to note that the Seam Alignment option will 

only work on closed edges (a circle for instance). This tool is used when such a situation 

exists and a twist is visible in the surface. There are times when you can use this tool 

where no twist exists. In such a case, the alignment of end points may help smooth the 

surface along the edge.  

 

• Surface: The Surface option has two choices, “simpler” and “better.” Selecting the 

“simpler” option will result in fewer control points along the “first” surface edge 

(remember only the first surface edge is modified). If you select this option and the 

results are not as good as you had hoped, select the “Better” option, which results in more 

control points along the first surface edge. The end result of the “Better” option is much 

the same as the “better” option on the Skin Surface Options Panel. The end mesh will 

have a higher density, which can result in a higher CPU burden. Additionally, the higher 

the density of control points, the more difficult it will be to edit the surface in patch edit 

mode (covered shortly).  

 

 Note: Care must be taken when stitching one surface several times. Each Stitch operation 

will result in additional control points being generated along the edge when using the 

“Better” option. If you are planning on stitching one surface several times, it is 

recommended that you use the “Simpler” option. 

  

Once you exit the Stitch tool, both surface patches are grouped as one object. The resulting 

object can now be edited without any loss of continuity along the shared edge, which the stitch 

tool created. If the original surface edge contains animated control points along this shared edge, 

then control points on the second surface edge inherit the animation of those control points on 

the first surface edge. 

 

 Blend Surface 
The purpose of this tool is to blend two surfaces together by making a new surface “patch.” The 

Blend Surface tool allows for a smooth transition between these two surfaces. Where the Stitch 

tool aligns and joins two surface edges by modifying the first edge you select, to match the 

second edge you select, the Blend Surface tool creates a “surface patch” between the two 

selected edges. This “patch” forms the transition between edges. 

 

Once you select the Blend Surface tool, you will be asked to select the two surface edges you 

wish to blend. As you mouse over an edge it becomes highlighted. Left-clicking on an edge 

when it is highlighted selects the edge. When you have selected the first edge, trueSpace asks 

you to select a second edge. Once again, “mouse over” the second edge you wish to select and 
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left-click on it once it is highlighted. Once you select the second edge, trueSpace instantly blends 

the two edges as illustrated below. 

 

 

  
 

 

As the blend surface is created, trueSpace enters an adjustment mode. Two noticeable events 

happen when adjust mode is entered. First, the Blend Options Panel appears. (If it does not 

appear, simply right-click the Blend Surface tool.) Secondly, you will notice two wireframe 

“crosses” appear on the blended surface area. The crosses situate themselves on each surface 

edge, one cross per surface edge. 

 

 
 

When in blend mode, you can adjust various “blend” parameters until you are satisfied with the 

surface. As you change the parameters, the changes are reflected on the surface. The blended 
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patch will be shown as a solid mode mesh with wireframe outlines. This will help you visualize 

the adjustment of parameters as they occur. 

 

Each of the Control Crosses has two sets of handles, Radial Handles and Tangent Handles. The 

Radial Handles are used to adjust the smoothing parameters of the blended surface. If you drag 

a Radial Handle with the left mouse button depressed, you effectively change the parameters for 

both crosses. If you drag the Radial Handle with the right mouse button depressed you change 

the smoothing parameters for only the edge the cross is on. If you drag a Radial Handle to the 

outside limit of its movement, you effectively change the “level” from “position” to 

“smoothness.” This change is reflected on the Blend Options Panel once the mouse button is 

released. 

 

The Tangent Handles work just like Radial Handles, except that they adjust the seam alignment. 

 

Blend Options Panel 
 

 
 

The Blend Options Panel adjusts the same parameters as the Control Handles do. The Blend 

Options Panel provides a finite method of changing parameter values, which is not available with 

the Control Handles. The following parameters are included in the Blend Options Panel. 

 

• Level1: Two options are available under the Level1 parameter: “position” and 

“smoothness.” Changing the values of Level1 will affect the parameters of the first 

selected edge. The Position option adds additional curves on the blended surface. This 

provides you with a method to better control the overall blended surface‟s position. The 

blended surface‟s position will not be “smooth”; rather you will find that the patch will 

only touch the second patch, which means there will be a sharp transition between the 

surfaces. The smoothness option will remove curves created on the blended surface by 

the position option. In essence, there is priority given to either the position of control 

points or the overall smoothness around the edge. 
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• Smoothness1: Smoothing factor for first edge. The parameter values range from 0.01 to 

2.00. Lower values produce a relatively constant curvature between edges, while higher 

values produce a surface with a more pronounced curve, to a point where using a value of 

2.00 produces an exaggerated curvature. Test your surfaces within the total range to 

better understand the effect. 

 

• Level2: Two options are available under the Level2 parameter: “position” and 

“smoothness.” Changing the values of Level2 will affect the parameters of the second 

selected edge. 

 

• Smoothness2: Smoothing factor for second edge. The parameter values range from 0.01 

to 2.00. 

 

• Same method: When checked, Level1 and Level2, and Smoothness1 and Smoothness2 

are tied together. Changing values will affect both edges. 

 

• Invert edge1: Invert Edge1 is only useful if you have selected two edges that have 

different directions. Selecting this option will flip the direction of the “first edge.” This 

makes the start point become the end point and vice versa. This is helpful when you have 

not noticed that the edges have different directions until you try to blend them. In such a 

situation, the blended surface may develop a twist. Inverting the first edge will remove 

the twist from the blended surface. 

 

• Seam alignment: When both edges are closed and their end points are not aligned, a 

twist in the blended surface may appear. Use this parameter to manually align the end 

points. The curve connecting the end points (seam of blended surface patch) is 

highlighted to help you to localize their position. 

 

• Surface: The Surface option has two choices: “simpler” and “better.” Selecting the 

“simpler” option will result in fewer control points along the edges of the blended surface. 

If you select this option and the results are not as good as you had hoped, select the 

“better” option, which results in more control points along the edges of the blended 

surface. The end result of the “Better” option is much the same as the Better option on the 

Skin Surface Options Panel. The end mesh will have a higher density, which can result 

in a higher CPU burden. Additionally, the higher the density of control points, the more 

difficult it will be to edit the surface in patch edit mode (covered shortly). 

 

When you use the crosses in conjunction with the Blend Option Panel, you have a wide degree 

of adjustment available to you. It is recommended that you set up a simple situation as 
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demonstrated above. Using this simple situation, you can easily discover how each tool affects 

the surface over the range of available options. You can create very complicated blended 

surfaces. Knowing how you can affect the blended surfaces will prove very useful as you begin 

creating more complex NURBS surfaces. 

 

Clicking on another curve starts the blend tool procedure again, allowing you to create yet 

another blended surface. The illustration below shows some extreme adjustments. After selection 

of the surface edges, you enter the adjustment mode again. You may make adjustments to the 

newly created blended surface until you are satisfied with the results. Clicking on a curve that 

has already been blended activates the adjustment mode for that blended surface again. You can 

switch between blended surfaces, adjusting each blended surface as you wish.  

 

 

  
 

 

Once you exit the tool, the original surfaces and blended surfaces are grouped into one object. 

This object can be then edited without the loss of continuity on shared edges. This is true, 

however, only if both edges are real edges; if one or both edges are trimmed edges, it is not 

possible to keep the continuity during patch editing. If the original surfaces contain animated 

control points along the blended edges, the control points of the blended surface that share the 

same location inherit the same animation.  

 

The Blend Surface tool is not limited to selection of surface edges from different surfaces; you 

may also select two edges of the same surface. The example below illustrates how an interior 

blended surface is created.  
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 Cap 
The Cap tool creates a trimmed planar surface based on the edge of another surface. After 

activating the tool, you are prompted to pick the edge of a NURBS surface. trueSpace then 

creates the planar cap, consisting of a plane attached to the picked edge, and a trimming curve. 

The tool remains active to allow you to cap other curves. Exit the tool by right-clicking 

anywhere within the interface. 

 

 

  
 

 

Cap Options Panel 
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• Resolution: Plane NURBS patch resolution (1 - 6, 1 by default). 

• Cap patch extent: Defines how much plane extends the cap (0.0 - 1.0, 0.2 by default). 

The planar patch covers the edge curve and extends it according to this parameter value.  

• Closed curves only: If checked, it is possible to pick only closed curves. If enabled, open 

curves may be picked; for these edges, a closing line is added to the trimming curve of 

the patch. 

• Planar curves only: If checked, it is possible to pick only planar curves. Note: the tool 

always creates a planar patch, so for non-planar curves, the cap will not fit. 

• Stitch patch to cap: If checked, original patch is stitched to the generated cap. Otherwise 

the cap and NURBS surface are simply grouped together, and the group is selected. Note: 

The connection between the cap trimming curve and the NURBS surface edge is not 

persistent. 

 

Note: Changing parameters does not modify created caps. Parameters are applied only to new 

caps. 

 

At this point, we have covered NURBS basics. You were introduced to the DrawPanel and 2D 

curve tools in an earlier section of this chapter. These tools were also shown as building blocks 

for NURBS surfaces. We moved into the area of surface creation, where tools used to create 

surfaces were explained. In conjunction with the surface creation tools is the TriPanel. The 

TriPanel section covered how 2D curves are moved into a 3D environment, and how they can be 

used together with surface creation tools to form additional building blocks for NURBS surfaces. 

With this information covered, it is time to move into the area considered to be the most 

important area of NURBS construction: NURBS Patch Editing.  

 

4.8.4 Trimming Curves 

 Draw Trimming Curve 
The Draw Trimming Curve tool is used to trim patches. For instance, you may wish to cut a hole in a patch for a 

window, or to form a curve on a patch, which can be used to stitch or blend with another patch curve. The Draw 

Trimming Curve tool lets you draw a curve on a patch. The curve you draw follows the contours of the patch in the 

area you draw the trimming curve.  
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Right-clicking a trimming curve calls up a context-sensitive toolbar containing toggles that 

determine the behavior of the trimming curve: 

 

  Trim off Inside: The Trim off Inside toggle, when enabled, causes the trimming 

curve to cut a hole in the patch. This is the default behavior. 

 

  Trim off Outside: The Trim off Outside toggle is simply the opposite of Trim off 

Inside. Where the Trim off Inside option cuts a hole in a patch, the Trim off Outside 

option keeps the hole and removes the remainder of the patch outside the curve. For 

instance, if you have just created a trimming curve and you have a hole in your NURBS 

surface, activate your Trim off Outside tool and check out the results. 
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  No Trim: The button disables the effect of the trimming curve. It does not delete 

the curve, however, so it can be re-enabled again, or deleted using the Remove 

Trimming Curve tool. 

 

 

  
 

 

 Trimming Curve Projection Tool 
The Trimming Curve Projection tool accomplishes the same result as the Draw Trimming 

Curve tool. Rather than drawing the trimming curve directly on the surface, you can use an 

existing curve to create the trim.  

 

To project a curve onto a surface: 

 

1. Create a curve using any of the curve creation tools, and create or import a patch to 

project the curve onto. 

 

2. Orient the curve relative to the patch, keeping in mind that the curve will be projected 

along its normal. Angling the curve will distort the projection, like a spotlight. 

 

3. With the curve still active, click the Curve to Patch Projection tool. You will be asked 

to select a patch to be trimmed. (If you do not select a curve before activating this tool, 

trueSpace will ask you to do this first.) 

 

4. Choose the patch to be the target of the projection. trueSpace will show the results 
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immediately. 

 

While the tool is still active, you can move the curve, and the corresponding projection will 

move with it. The Trimming Curve Projection tool‟s context toolbar will be available as long as 

the tool is active.  

 

 Project along curve normal 
The curve will be projected “aiming” down its normal. 

 

 Project along reversed curve normal 
The curve will be projected in the opposite direction of its normal. 

 

 Trim inside of projected curve 
The projection will “punch” through the patch, trimming out the shape of the curve. 

 

 
 

 Trim outside of projected curve 
The opposite of “trim inside,” this will trim off the outside of the curve, leaving the intersection 

of the curve and patch.  
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Once you exit the tool, the original curve you used for the projection will no longer affect the 

patch, and the projection will become part of the patch. At that point, the projection can be edited 

just as if the Draw Trimming Curve tool were used instead. Deleting the original curve used for 

the projection has no effect on the trimming curve, so you can use a curve multiple times like a 

cookie cutter. 

 

 
 

Curve Projection Options Panel 

 
 

Three options are available from the Curve Projection Options panel: 
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• Project to: If set to “one patch,” only a single patch will be trimmed. If set to “all 

patches,” then all patches in the hierarchy to which the selected patch belongs will be 

trimmed.  

 

• Tolerance: This setting determines the precision of the projection. A low value will 

make the projection more precise, but slower to calculate.  

 

 Remove Trimming Curve 
The Remove Trimming Curve tool allows you to remove the selected trimming curve from a 

patch. Either right-click the NURBS patch and select the trimming curve before activating this 

tool, or activate the tool and then select the trimming curve to remove. 

 

4.8.5 CV Handle Control 

 
 
The CV Handle Controller is a specialized tool. The CV Handle Controller provides better point manipulation 

while a NURBS object is being edited. To access the CV Handle Controller, right-click on a NURBS object to enter 

into edit mode. Mouse over a point on the mesh, which you wish to edit. When the point is highlighted (blue), click 

the point to select it (point turns to yellow color). When the point is yellow, right-click on the point once again and 

the CV Handle will appear. Notice that when you select a control point with two connecting edges you only have 

two CV Handle shaft/end combinations.  

 

 
 

When the CV Handle first appears on the point it is one solid control. If you were to click on a handle shaft or end 
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point, you dislocate that shaft/end and it will move around not affecting the other shaft/end combinations. 

 

CV Handle End Controls: With your left mouse button, click, hold and drag the End Control to move the CV 

Handle in the current selected coordinate system. Using your right mouse button and dragging will scale the CV 

Handle. 

 

CV Handle Shaft Controls: With your left mouse button, click, hold and drag the Shaft Control to rotate the CV 

Handle by one axis. Using your right mouse button and dragging will allow you to “free rotate” the CV Handle.  

 

CV Handle Center Control: With your left mouse button, click, hold and drag the Center Control to move the 

position of the control point that the CV Handle is attached to. 

 

You can select one control point on a NURBS surface, right-click on it to bring up the CV Handle on that particular 

point, then proceed to hold your CTRL key down while right-clicking on yet another point. As the image below 

demonstrates, you can have as many CV Handles as you have control points on a given surface. 

 

 
 

4.8.6 Tutorial: Creating a Tool Using Blend and Trim 

1. Create two NURBS half cylinders and position them as in figure one. 

 

 
Figure 1 

 

2. Click the Blend  icon and select the back vertical edges of each half-cylinder object. It should now 
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appear as in figure two. 

 

 
Figure 2 

 

3. Click the Convert NURBS Object with Construction History to Plain Patch  icon. This will let us 

edit our blend. Right-click the blend portion of the model and select the Draw Trimming Curve   

tool. We will now draw a circle shape on the blend patch and use the yellow control handles to make it 

appear as in figure three. 

 

 

  
Figure 3 

 

 
4. Next we‟ll add an open ended NURBS cylinder to the scene. Right-click the blue NURBS cylinder icon to 

bring up properties and uncheck Top Cap. This will open up one end. Now left-click the same NURBS 

cylinder icon to place it into the scene. You can use the object selector to easily scale the cylinder long and 

thin as in figure four. 
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Figure 4 

 

5. Use the object selector to rotate the cylinder and point its open end at our trimmed hole. Now we‟ll click 

the Blend   tool again to weld our handle to the trim curve. Those green crosses you see after the 

blend occurs are useful to help straighten up and untwist misaligned curves. Transparent Outline display 

mode helps you to see the edges of the blend in this case. You should now have something resembling 

figure five. 

 

 
Figure 5 

 

Congratulations. You have just constructed a Martian ice cream scoop, or perhaps an obscure industrial tool. 

Whatever it may be, it hopefully has inspired you to create something more impressive! 
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4.9 Polygon Editing – Model 
 
In addition to building polyhedrons using the sweep tools discussed earlier, polygonal meshes can also be edited by 

manipulating individual or groups of vertices, edges, and faces. trueSpace provides a number of tools for adding or 

removing detail, and even separating a single mesh into parts. With these tools, you can build even a simple cube 

into anything you can imagine. 

 

4.9.1 Selecting 

The first things to master in point editing are the methods of selecting what you wish to work on. trueSpace provides 

the following tools for selecting points or groups of points: 

 

 Lasso Selection 
The Lasso selection tool allows you to select points within an irregular area by clicking and dragging within your 

workspace. After selecting the Lasso tool, click and drag in your workspace to draw a freehand shape around the 

points you wish to select. As your cursor moves about, it leaves a bounding trail behind it. If you have the Highlight 

option turned on in the selection tool‟s options, the underlying points that fall within the outline will be highlighted. 

Note that faces and edges must be completely encircled by the Lasso to be selected. Release the mouse button to 

conclude your selection. 

 

 
 

In the preceding example, note how the enclosed area defines the polygons that have been selected on the model. All 

faces that lie completely within the lasso outline are selected, but those that are only partially in the lasso remain 

unselected. The Lasso tool can be used in any viewing window (orthogonal or perspective). 

 

 Rectangle Selection 
The Rectangle Selection tool works similar to the Lasso tool, except that your selector defines a rectangular area for 

selection. As with the Lasso tool, all points must be fully contained within the rectangle to be selected. The 

Rectangle tool can be used in any viewing window (orthogonal or perspective), but can be especially useful when 

used in the orthogonal views. 

 

 Freehand Selection 
Using the Freehand tool, you can click and drag your mouse across the surface of an object and select those points 
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with which your cursor comes into contact. This basically allows you to “wipe” across a surface to create a 

selection. 

 

 
  

By default the freehand tool adds to a selection instead of creating a new selection. 

 

If you hold down the CTRL key while selecting a face, all faces with that material will be selected. This is a very 

easy way of selecting groups of materials on an object. 

 

 

CTRL + Click selects all faces painted with the material under the cursor  

 

 

Selection Options: 

 
 

Right-clicking any of the selection tools brings up the selection options panel, allowing you to control how the 

selections you make are treated. 

 

 Add To Selection 
Newly selected points are added to points already highlighted. This tool can be used independently, or in 

conjunction with the Remove from Selection tool (see the next page). 
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 Select Subset 
Choosing this setting causes further selections by the Lasso or Rectangle tools to only include points already 

selected. Everything outside the area of intersection is then deselected. 

 

 Remove From Selection 
Points chosen by clicking or by area selection will be removed from those points already selected. 

 

To immediately deselect all points on an object, click the Object tool. 

 

Note: As mentioned above, you may choose to have the Add and Remove tools active at once or independently of 

each other. If both options are active at the same time, points will toggle between selected and deselected with each 

new selection. (In other words, you can click on a face once to select it, then immediately click on the same face to 

deselect.) 

 

Backside 
Normally, the Point Select tools will only pick out those faces, edges, and vertices that are on the visible surface of 

an object. Checking the Backside box allows you to select all points that fall within the selection area, including 

hidden surfaces and points on the other side of an object. 

 

Highlight 
With the Highlight box checked, you will see which points will be selected by your Lasso, Rectangle, or Context 

selection before you click, making it easier for you to avoid unwanted selections. Disabling this option can speed up 

the selection process on slower systems. 

 

Painting Selected Faces  

To easily apply a new material to selected faces, click the Paint Face  tool, found on the left side of the 

Material Editor (see Artist Guide ChApter 4: surfACinG for more information). trueSpace will apply the currently 

selected texture to those faces that are selected, making it possible to re-texture a large volume at once. In the figure 

below, we have used the Rectangle tool to select the faces on the right side of the sphere. Selecting a new texture 

and clicking on the Paint Face tool applies the new material to the highlighted faces. 
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Selecting Multiple Objects 
In addition to vertex, edge, and face selection, it is possible to use the CTRL key to select multiple objects using 

Rectangle and Lasso select functionality. This is different from using the Lasso and Rectangle tools, which select 

vertices, edges, and faces only. 

 

To select multiple objects individually: Hold down the CTRL key as you click on each object. To deselect an object 

from a group, hold the CTRL key and click on it again. 

 

 

CTRL + Left-click to select or deselect  

 

 

To select multiple objects using Rectangle Select: Hold down the CTRL key, and left-click and drag in an area 

away from any object. The rectangle will function exactly as it does using the Rectangle Select tool. Use the SHIFT 

key and drag to deselect objects using the Rectangle tool. 
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CTRL + Left-click and drag to select using a rectangle  

 

 

To select multiple objects using Lasso Select: Hold down the CTRL key, and right-click and drag in an area away 

from any object. Use the SHIFT key instead of CTRL to deselect objects. 

 

 
CTRL + Right-click and drag to select using a lasso  

 

 

 Named Selections 
Once you have a selection that you wish to work with, you may want to save it so you can always come back to the 

same group of points or faces later. To do this you will use the Named Selection tool. Clicking the icon will cause 

the Named Selection panel to open with a list of previously-saved selections and options for adding a new selection 

or removing the current name from the list. 
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To add a selection to this list, first use the above techniques to make a selection of faces or vertices on an object, 

then click “add”. This will insert a new name in the drop-down list called “sel”. To rename this to something more 

descriptive, click the word “sel” and type a new name. You can repeat this and store many selections on your object. 

Named selections are stored with the object and scene, so you can come back and use these selections throughout 

multiple sessions. 

 

Note: Adding or removing vertices, edges, or faces changes the geometry of an object and removes any named 

selections. This includes using tools such as the Subdivision object tool, so you may wish to save a copy of your 

mesh before subdividing it. 

 

4.9.2 Point Edit: Modes 

The Point Edit panel lets you select and manipulate individual points and groups of points, individual edges and 

groups of edges, and individual faces, and groups of faces. Your selection can be context-sensitive, or you can limit 

the selection to one type of entity (faces, edges, or vertices). When one or more entities are selected, you can 

immediately move, rotate, and scale them using the Point Navigation controls (Point Move, Point Scale, and Point 

Rotate). While in Point Edit, a small “P” is attached to the cursor as an indication. Select the Object tool to exit 

Point Editing and return to object editing mode. 

 

To select multiple entities, you may hold down the CTRL key in addition to using the Selection panel options. In 

Context mode, you can select different types of entities for simultaneous manipulation. For example, you can move 

points and faces at the same time.  

 

 Point Edit: Faces 
Only faces will be selected. To select a face, click anywhere on the face. Multiple faces can be selected that share 

vertices and edges. These groups can be manipulated just as other point edit entities. 
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 Point Edit: Edges 
Only edges can be selected. To select an edge, click directly on it. A new edge can be created via the Create Edges 

tool found in the Polygon Draw panel.  

 

 
 

 Point Edit: Vertices 
Only vertices can be selected. To select a vertex, click directly on the intersection of two or more edges. Note that 

you can use the Create Vertex tool to add a new vertex to any existing edge. 
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 Point Edit: Context 
In this default selection mode, you can select faces, edges, and points depending on where you click. To select a face, 

click near its center, away from any edges. To select an edge, click directly on it, away from any vertices. To select a 

vertex, click directly on the intersection of two or more edges. To select multiple entities, hold down the CTRL key 

while clicking on the second, third, and so on. Enabling Highlight in the Selection options panel will cause 

trueSpace to highlight the appropriate entity currently under the cursor, making it easier to select the correct entity in 

Context mode. Selected entities change color to indicate they are selected. 

 

 
  

Note: If two (or more) selected faces are connected with a single vertex (for example, one is to the upper left of the 

other), they cannot be swept. If a Sweep is attempted, an error message is displayed. 

 

4.9.3 Point Manipulation 

 Point Move  
Click this button to activate Point Move mode. The left button controls movement along the X and Y axes in the 

current coordinate system. The right mouse button controls movement along the Z-axis. 

 

 
 

 Point Rotate  
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Click this button to activate Point Rotate mode. The left button controls rotation around the X and Y axes in the 

current coordinate system. The right mouse button controls rotation around the Z-axis. 

 

 
 

 Point Scale  
Click on this button to activate Point Scale mode. The left button controls scaling on the X and Y axes in the current 

coordinate system. The right mouse button controls scaling on the Z-axis. If both buttons are depressed, scaling is 

uniform in all three axes. 

 

 
 

Coordinates Panel 
Right-click any Point Navigation tool to open the Coordinates property panel. This uses the same principles as the 

Object Navigation Coordinate property panel in that a coordinate system can be selected for each Navigation tool. 

Axis navigation can also be enabled and disabled in this property panel. 

 

 
 

It is important to keep in mind that when using the Object coordinate system, each selected entity-point, edge, or 

face-has its own axis, which cannot be made visible. Each entity‟s axis‟ origin is at the entity‟s center, with the 

Z-axis pointing out of the object perpendicular to the entity. Therefore, if you move several selected faces on the 
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Z-axis in the Object coordinate system, each moves perpendicularly in and out of the object. 

 

Point Edit Properties Panel 
To open the Point Edit properties panel, right-click on any point edit tool (Faces, Edges, Vertices, or Context). This 

panel has the following controls: 

 

 
 

Draw 
The Draw combo box gives you two choices, “Object” and “Edited,” which determine how trueSpace redraws an 

object‟s wireframe mesh when manipulating entities. Note: If Solid Display mode is used, the draw mode will not 

affect the redraw response time, as the object is continually being redrawn. 

 

Selecting “Object” causes trueSpace to continually redraw the entire object as selected entities are manipulated. 

While this gives you better modeling feedback, it can slow down redraw response when working with complex 

objects. 

 

Selecting “Edited” causes trueSpace to redraw only the selected entities and adjacent edges as they are manipulated. 

The remainder of the object wireframe is invisible until the mouse button is released. This gives faster redraw 

response when working with complex objects. 

 

Quadrangles 
This option, if enabled, causes trueSpace to automatically subdivide polygons that are made non-planar during 

editing. Polygons will be subdivided into quadrangles, similar to the operation performed by the Smooth Quad 

Divide tool. Note that if this option is enabled, it is very easy to quickly create large numbers of polygons. This will 

increase the size of your object, which decreases display performance.  

 

You can adjust the number for this option from 0.1 to 1. The higher the value, the smoother the subdivision will be. 

Using higher values will result in more polygons being created. 

 

Triangles 
When this option is enabled, it causes trueSpace to automatically subdivide the non-planar polygons during editing. 

Polygons will be subdivided into triangles. This can create a large number of polygons in the object and decrease 

display performance.  

 

You can adjust the number for this option from 0.1 to 1. The higher the value, the smoother the subdivision will be. 

Using higher values will result in more polygons being created. 
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NoDynDiv 
This option turns off both Quadrangles and Triangles, and does not subdivide the object. 

 

Note: Quadrangles, Triangles, and NoDynDiv are mutually exclusive: only one can be selected at a time. Changes 

to these options are immediately reflected on a model being edited so that you can see the results of each option in 

real-time. 

 

 

           Base plane, before raising the center vertex                       NoDynDiv  

 

                         Triangles                                          Quadrangles  

 

 

Highlight 
When enabled, vertices, edges, and faces will highlight under the mouse cursor. 

 

Coincident Welding 
Coincident Weld (“Remove coincident vertices”) affects the operation of the Weld Vertices tool. When it is enabled, 

the mode of the tool changes. Instead of welding the selected vertices, the tool looks at the entire object and welds 

only those vertices whose distances fall within the tolerance parameter. (Note: This operation cannot be undone.) 

 

Vertex-Level Animation 
You have the option to animate almost all Point Edit functions in trueSpace: the Point Move, Point Rotate, and 

Point Scale functions are the most obvious and easy to use, though you will also have access to keyframing Sweep, 

Tip, Lathe, Macro Sweep, Bevel, and Sculpt Surface tools.  

 

Vertex-level animation is enabled automatically - you can keyframe point editing by entering a new Current Frame 
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number other than 0 and making changes to the polyhedron. Note that vertex-level animation is incompatible with 

the DynDiv functions. 

 

Important note about Sweeping and other extrusion functions: The extrusion process itself is not recorded. The face 

itself stays swept and unchanged over the course of the animation at this point. However, you can sweep out several 

floors and manipulate the key floors (outlined in green on the swept object) to create vertex-level animation. This 

adds a keyframe type of Vertex for all vertices of the manipulated key floor and the edges between the floors that are 

changed with it. (In other words, you can sweep out a face several times and keyframe Point Edit changes in the 

swept floors, but not the sweep action itself.) 

 

4.9.4 Adding and Changing Geometry 

trueSpace allows you to add geometry to a model, or manipulate existing geometry, using many different tools. 

From placing a single point, to modifying a large selection by beveling, you can do all of it with the following tools. 

 

 Add Vertex 
This tool allows you to add a new vertex to any edge on your polyhedron. To use, simply click the Add Vertex tool, 

then point your cursor to the position on the edge that you wish to create the new vertex. If you have the Highlight 

option selected, you will see the position the new vertex will occupy. Click to add the vertex to your polyhedron. 

 

 
 

 Add Edges 
The Add Edges tool enables you to create a new edge and is a quick way to add detail to your object where it is 

most needed. It creates or selects edges by pairs of clicks. One click selects an existing vertex or creates a new 

vertex on an edge under the cursor. The second click connects the first vertex with an existing vertex under the 

cursor or with a new vertex on an edge under the cursor. If the first and second vertices selected are two endpoints of 

the same edge, the edge is just selected without creating new geometry. 
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 Polygon Copy 
The Polygon Copy tool allows you to draw regular polygons within the boundaries of any face on a selected object.  

 

 
 

Right-click on the Polygon Copy tool and use the polygon panel to set the number of sides for the added polygon. 

Click the Polygon Copy tool and point to the face you wish to add the polygon to. In the example below, the 

Polygon Copy tool was used to add three, four, and six-sided polygons to the faces of the cube. 

 

 
 

 Polygon Draw 
Using Polygon Draw, you can create bounded polygons of any shape directly onto faces of a selected object. 

Simply click the Polygon Draw tool and point your cursor to the surface of an object. The first click creates a new 

vertex at the selected point; subsequent clicks will add new vertices and join them with edges. You can draw across 

faces by clicking on an edge and continuing on the adjoining face. Click on the initial vertex to close the polygon. 

The new polygons can then be extruded or re-textured. 
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 Polygon Slice 
The Polygon Slice tool is used to add new edges to an object by “slicing” through it with a virtual plane. Used alone, 

it does not actually cut the object into separate parts, but it can be used in conjunction the Separate tool to 

accomplish this. After activating the tool, define the slicing plane using three clicks: 

 

 
 

1. First click: Select an existing vertex, or place a new vertex on any edge. 

2. Second click: Select another vertex on the same edge, or place a new vertex on another edge of the same 

face. 

3. Third click: Define the final plane by selecting or placing the third vertex. On this step, you will see the 

plane that will be defined by the three points as you mouse-over other edges on the object. Once you click, 

the new edges will be added to the object and selected. 

4. Fourth click (optional): Add all the edges on either side of the slicing plane to the current selection. 
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First Click  Second Click 

 
 

 

Third Click Fourth Click  

 

 

Note that holding down CTRL in the third step will cause the slicing plane to extend across the entire object, 

crossing any gaps in the object. 
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                                 Normal selection               Using CTRL  

 

 

 Polygon Bevel 
This tool allows you to create a new face of the same shape inside an existing face. Note that unlike the regular 

Bevel tool, Polygon Bevel does not create a raised face connected by edges; however, you will be able to extrude 

the new face using the standard Sweep variants. This is an ideal tool for creating symmetrical or recursive patterns 

on the surface of an object that would otherwise be difficult to achieve. 

 

 
                       Click face to set bevel shape           Use Sweep tool to sweep bevel  

 

 

4.9.5 Face and Vertex Manipulation 

trueSpace has the ability to work with “non-solid” objects, so faces can be deleted from meshes and gaps covered 

with new faces. 

 

 Delete Face 
Delete Face enables you to remove one or many faces from an object, effectively making the object non-solid.  
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Cube with top and right faces deleted  

 

 

 Add Face 
Add Face allows you to fill in areas where faces are missing. If you use the Add Face tool directly after using the 

Delete Face tool, you can replace the individual faces that were deleted. However, if you delete faces on an object, 

and then edit the object in some other mode, or exit out of point edit mode, the deleted face‟s information is 

discarded. In this case, Add Face will create one single face to fill the gap instead of filling in the missing faces. 

 

 
                              Deleted faces                            Add faces  

 
Add faces after switching modes  
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 Weld Vertices 
The Weld Vertices tool fuses all selected vertices into one point. All edges that connect those vertices are also 

joined to this point.  

 

 
 

In the example above, four vertices of a face have been selected. The results of the Weld Vertices tool are shown on 

the right: those four vertices have been merged to a single point, and the faces around them have adjusted 

accordingly. 

 

 Erase Vertices 
Use the Erase Vertices tool to remove the selected vertices from the object. trueSpace assigns nearby edges to other 

vertices and creates new faces where needed. In the example below several, vertices have been deleted from the 

front of the sphere, and the faces have joined to compensate. 

 

 
 

 Flip All Faces 
Clicking the Flip All Faces tool reverses the normal vector of all faces of the object. Activate the tool, then click the 

current object to toggle normal direction for all faces at once. This is useful for correcting some models imported 

from other 3D packages if they appear “inside out.” 
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 Slice 
The Slice tool is similar to the Polygon Slice tool in that is used to define new edges on an object using a virtual 

plane as a slicing tool. Rather than defining a plane using three points like Polygon Slice, the plane is selected from 

the existing edges or faces on the object. Before activating the tool, you must enter point-edit mode and select an 

edge or face on the object. Once you activate the tool, the slicing plane is created at the same location the selection. 

Click and drag to move the new edges along the surface of the object. After releasing the mouse button, the edges 

are set, so you must be certain to move the edges to their desired location before releasing the button. 

 

Slice using a plane: 

 

  
 

 
 

Slice using an edge: 
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This tool is useful for adding edges to an object without increasing the size of the object. It can be used to quickly 

add edges to an object in preparation for detailed work. 

 

 Separate 
The Separate tool can be used to separate an object into different parts or make a copy of the selected faces, 

depending on the type of selection. In this example, the Polygon Slice tool was used to “slice” through the corner of 

the cube, and the resulting edges are selected. Clicking the Separate tool causes the selection to be separated from 

the main object, creating a new object. trueSpace closes the cut area with a new face. 

 

 

  
 

 

If the selection to be separated is not sliced by a plane, trueSpace just makes a copy of the 

selected face(s). 
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 Change Face into Hole 
Change Face into Hole turns selected face into a hole of a face that is picked after activation of 

this mode. It also moves all vertices of the selected face into the plane of the picked one. 

 

 Change Hole into Face 
Change Hole into Face turns a hole picked after activation of this mode into a face pointing in 

opposite direction then the original face. 

 

4.9.6 Fillet and Chamfer 

 Fillet 
The Fillet tool is used to round the edges of polyhedron. While the tool is active, any edge that is clicked is 

immediately rounded. Clicking an active edge deselects it and removes the fillet.  

 

 

  
 

 

The radius and number of divisions can be set interactively while the tool is active, using either 

the Fillet‟s 3D manipulator, or its options panel. 

 

After exiting the Fillet tool, the filleted edges are “set” and cannot be interactively manipulated.  

 

Selecting all edges in a series can be a tedious process, so the tool offers an “edge chaining” 

mode. To activate this mode, activate the Fillet tool, and then choose Edge Chaining: Using 

Two Edges from the context toolbar. Selecting two adjacent edges in this mode causes the 
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remaining edges that define the loop. 

 

   Edge chaining: none (default) 

 

   Edge chaining: using two edges 

 

If all edges emanating from a single vertex are filleted, the area around the vertex is rounded to form a smooth 

corner. In some cases, it is not possible to round the corner because trueSpace uses a single spherical shape to 

represent the smooth corner. This is sometimes not enough to describe the area where filleted edges meet. However, 

in most cases the corner can be made round. (If the number of filleted edges is three, the corner can always be made 

round.)  

 

 

  
 

 

Corners will not be rounded if you fillet their connecting edges in more than one session, so it is 

best to fillet adjacent edges in one session. 

 

If a corner connects filleted edges that are not of the same type (convex or concave), corner 

smoothing is still possible, as shown in the pictures below. Note: The Fillet tool can handle only 

3 edges emanating from shared vertex. 
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Fillet Options Panel 
Right-click the Fillet tool to edit its options panel. 

 

 
 

• Radius: This value determines the radius of the rounded edge produced by the fillet. 

• Division Angle: This value adjusts the division angle, affecting the number of segments 

that make up the fillet. The more segments, the smoother the fillet. 

• Base Plane: If the angle between the edge being filleted and its adjacent edges is not 90 

degrees, the tool tries to choose a plane as a base plane for the fillet that will not leave 

artifacts. This is the default behavior (“Base plane” option is set to “auto”). However, 

sometimes this is not desired, and it would be better if the base planes were perpendicular 

to the edge being filleted. Switching the “Base plane” option to “Perpend” will help in 

these cases. 

• Boolean Fix: Fillets use Boolean operations to round the objects, and they can fail in 

some cases. A “Boolean fix” parameter in the Fillet options panel tries to fix Boolean 

problems, but its disadvantage is that it may leave thin stair on the object if not enough 

volume was booleaned out. Fortunately, this stair is very thin and invisible in most cases. 

You can tweak the “Boolean fix” parameter to minimize the thickness of the stair. 

 

The 3D manipulator for the Fillet tool has two controllable areas: 
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• The blue bar and conical endpoints adjust the radius. 

• The sphere in the center adjusts the division angle. 

 

Note: The Fillet tool will not work correctly with non-coplanar faces (faces whose vertices do 

not lie on the same plane). 

 

 Chamfer 
The Chamfer tool is similar to the Fillet tool, but instead of rounded trim, it creates a flat trim 

on the selected edges. 

 

 
 

The Chamfer type can be specified in three ways, set either using the 3D manipulator, or via the 

tool‟s options panel: 

 

 
 

• Len (Symmetric): The chamfer length is the same on both faces (face1 and face2) 

connected to the selected edge. 

• Len / Len (Asymmetric): The chamfer length on each face connected to the selected 

edge can be different. 

• Len / Ang (Asymmetric): The chamfer is determined by the length down face1 and the 
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angle to face2. 

 

The 3D manipulator for the Chamfer tool has three controllable areas: 

 

 
 

• The half-moon shaped handle and the bar it is attached to adjust the angle of the chamfer 

without affecting Length 1 and Length 2. 

• The conical handles adjust Length 1 and Length 2 independently. 

• The blue bar connecting the two conical handles adjusts Length 1 and Length 2 

simultaneously. 

 

Note: The Chamfer tool will not work correctly with non-coplanar faces (faces 

whose vertices do not lie on the same plane). 

 

trueSpace provides you with a number of tools to perform various functions on or with your 

objects/scenes. The tools/utilities are pictured above. For now, let us look at the various tools, 

which make up the utilities area of trueSpace. 

 

4.9.7 Division Tools 

The division tools in trueSpace include the Smooth Quad Division tool, the Quad Division tool and the 

Triangulation tool. All these tools were included to provide you with a means of smoothing your models by adding 

faces. These tools can be used for other purposes than merely smoothing your objects; you may find that adding 

more faces to an object allows you to model in greater detail.  

 

 Smooth Quad Divide 
With the Smooth Quad Divide tool you can smooth the surface of faces, groups of faces or entire objects. The 

Smooth Quad Divide tool has one settings panel, which defines the degree of smoothness across the subdivided 
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surface.  

 

Right-clicking the Smooth Quad Division tool brings up the Subdivision Panel. This panel allows you to set the 

angle below which smoothing occurs. Higher numbers will smooth more faces (angles below the setting are 

smoothed, while angles equal to or above the setting are ignored).  

 

 
 

The Subdivision Panel has a range between 0 and 180 degrees. To test this, take an ordinary cube primitive and set 

the Subdivision Panel to 90, which will smooth all angles under 90 degrees and leave all angles 90 degrees and 

above alone. The angles of a cube are all equal to 90 degrees, therefore no changes to the cube will occur. Next, 

change the value to 91. This will affect all angles on the cube because they are all less than 91 degrees. The results 

are shown below. 

 

 
 

In the example below, using a simple cube and selecting one face of the cube, we can demonstrate the “smoothness” 

aspect of this tool. The tool is used with a subdivision setting of 120 on the Subdivision Panel. On the first pass 

using the Smooth Quad divide tool, we create 4 faces on the selected face as shown in the top inset below. On the 

third pass, we have 64 faces created. Notice how the faces are becoming more rounded. This is the smoothing effect 

of the tool. Notice how rough the first pass looks when compared with the third pass.  
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This will work on all objects or faces of objects you select for Smooth Quad division. If you try to Smooth Quad 

divide an object, or face and see no effect, increase the value on the Subdivision Panel. The inverse is also true: if 

smoothing creates too many faces, you can lower the value in the Subdivision Panel. 

 

 Quad Divide 
The Quad Divide tool works much the same as the Smooth Quad Division tool, except no smoothing takes place. 

If you are using the Quad Division tool on an entire object, trueSpace will perform the quad division using a ratio of 

(n to 1), where n represents the number of sides in any given polygon. In the example below, a standard 6-sided 

polygon has been quad divided. Using the Add Regular Polygon tool, draw a six-sided polygon. Once you draw 

this curve, we must convert it into a regular polygon using the Convert NURBS Patch to Polyhedron (or Curve to 

Polygon) tool. Once we use the convert tool we have a standard polygon to work with. Using the Quad Divide tool, 

the first pass of the tool creates 6 faces. The second pass of the tool divides the faces further, creating a total of 24 

faces. We used a slightly obscure example here to show you that you can use this tool in many different scenarios.  

 

 
 

It is important to realize that tools can often be used when you may not ordinarily think of using them. Half the fun 
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of working with trueSpace is the discovery of new and interesting applications for ordinary tools. Let your 

imagination roam a little. You will enjoy the experience. 

 

It should be noted that you may also divide individual faces using this tool. In order to divide faces, you must be in 

point edit mode (right-click the object and select the face you wish to divide). Note that not all faces can be quad 

divided.  

 

 Triangulate Object 
The Triangulate Object tool is used to subdivide all faces of an object into triangular polygons. Triangulating an 

object will sometimes eliminate rendering artifacts resulting from a deformation.  

 

Below, we have several examples of the Triangulate Object tool in action.  

 

 
 

 Polygon Reduction 
As you model in trueSpace, you may find yourself building objects with a large number of polygons. There may be 

times when your objects have very high polygon counts. The Polygon Reduction tool provides you with a means to 

reduce the overall number of polygons in your object. Left-clicking the Polygon Reduction tool activates the process. 

Your original object will remain unchanged, as this tool creates a copy of the object and reduces the copy‟s polygon 

count. The newly created object appears in the same position as the original object. You can move the newly created 

object away from the original object afterward to see the difference between the two.  

 

Note that if you are in Solid Display mode, you may not see the new object as it will be inside the space occupied 

by the original object. It is recommended that you get into the habit of moving the object immediately after using the 

Polygon Reduction tool. It should be noted that trueSpace supports the VRML feature known as Levels of Detail, or 

LODs. These are special groups of objects; each sub-object is a different version of the original. LODs allow you to 

use simple objects when they are far away from the viewing plane, and detailed objects when closer to the viewing 

plane. This allows you to balance detail with browsing and navigational performance. 

 

The Polygon Reduction tool is an easy way to create LOD groupings. To do this, you must first right-click the 
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Polygon Reduction tool. This will open the Polygon Reduction Tool Panel. This panel contains various options to 

aid in the development of LOD objects.  

 

To create a LOD object, make sure you have the original object selected. This becomes the highest Level of Detail 

sub-object. Enter the “Number” of additional (lower) levels of detail you want to create in the Polygon Reduction 

Tool Panel, being sure to press the ENTER key after input to ensure that trueSpace records the value. You also need 

to select the LOD Group checkbox. This causes the individual objects to be automatically grouped together. Finally, 

left-click on the Polygon Reduction tool to create the LOD grouping. 

 

It should be noted that the results will appear as if only one object is left. This is due to the fact that LOD groups 

only show one sub-object based on the distance from the viewpoint at any one time. As you change your viewpoint 

(i.e., with the Eye Move tool), you will see the different representations of the object.  

 

Polygon Reduction Panel 

 
 

The Polygon Reduction tool has a settings panel, which is used to adjust various settings for use with the polygon 

reduction tool. This panel consists of the following settings: 

 

• Number: This setting tells trueSpace the number of levels that should be created to accomplish the Level 

of Detail Group. The default value is 1 and the maximum is 10.  

 

• MinDetail%: This value represents a percentage value (0.01 to 99.9), which trueSpace will use when 

creating the simplest level compared to the original object. Depending on how you set this value, your 

objects will closely resemble the original object (high setting) or will appear very simple when compared 

with the original object (lower setting). 

 

• Cavity Detail: This setting will affect smaller concave areas of your level of detail objects. The higher the 

value, the more detail these concave areas will retain. The settings range from 0.0 to 1.0. 

 

• LOD Group: Your LOD Group checkbox is disabled by default. This allows you to create stand-alone 

simplified versions of your object. Once this is enabled, all of the sub-objects created will be grouped along 

with the original object into a Level of Detail object. 

 

• Union First: In trueSpace, hierarchical objects must be combined in order to create LOD objects. This is 

done by 3D Boolean Union operations. If this option is enabled, sub-objects will be combined before the 

LOD object is created. If this option is disabled, they are combined after the LOD generation. 

 

• Long Edges: When enabled, vertices that are at the end of a long edge will have more importance than 

vertices that are on shorter edges. This can help to preserve critical areas on an object, which are composed 

of small numbers of vertices. 
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 Decompose 
The Decompose into Objects tool will break surface groups in an object down into separate objects. This tool is 

quite useful for separating elements of imported objects. Once executed, the new objects are grouped as siblings and 

can then be removed by navigating through the hierarchy. In the example below, a DXF file was imported into 

trueSpace. This DXF object is imported as one object. It is desirable to use this object and its components to form 

additional objects. Using the Decompose into Objects tool, we are able to separate all the components into a 

hierarchy. The components all become sub-objects, which are glued together. We can use the Hierarchy Up and 

Down arrows to navigate around the hierarchy if we wish. Using the Split Hierarchy tool, we can split the 

sub-objects into individual objects.  

 

 
 

 Split Hierarchy 
The Split hierarchy into Polyhedra and IK Linked Branches tool provides you with a means to separate objects 

in a hierarchy. This tool will unglue all parts of a hierarchy, leaving them in their current positions. This saves you 

having to unglue each part individually. Many objects you import into trueSpace will be objects from other software 

packages. DXF objects are a good example of objects which are imported as a single object, but can contain a 

number of separate surfaces. You may wish to use just some components of a DXF object. Therefore you must be 

able to dissect or split the object into its individual pieces. The Decompose tool in conjunction with the Split 

Hierarchy tool will accomplish this. 

 

 Dimensioning 
The trueSpace dimensioning tool displays the distance between two points on an object, defined by the user, in the 

current unit system (set in the Object Information Panel). To use the Dimensioning tool, select it and then select 

two points on the surface of an object. In the example below, a few standard primitives provide a test bed for this 

tool. When you select points on the object, you may not see the measurement as easily as you do below. This is 

probably because your view is perpendicular to the tool‟s output. By simply rotating your view a little you will see 

the measurement. If you are unable to rotate your view, then rotate the object until you can see more clearly. One 

nice feature of this tool‟s output is that, when you rotate around the view or rotate the object, the tool‟s output will 

always remain upright and easy to read. 
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The Dimensioning tool‟s output is real-time. As you scale an object, the measurements change accordingly. This is 

most helpful when you require certain dimensions to fit within a static space. Using the Dimensioning tool to 

calculate the distance between two objects or two points is very handy. Using a simple cube for instance, you can 

scale the cube so that it fits within the area you are trying to measure. Activate the Dimensioning tool on the cube to 

provide you with the dimensions you are looking for. 

 

 
 

Once the dimensioning tool has been applied to an object, it remains visible and active. If you were to scale the 

object, the measurement will change to show the new measurement. You will still be able to see this measurement 

should you select another object in your scene. The measurement will remain “attached” to the object until such time 

as you decide to remove it. You can remove the measurement from the object by using the Dimensions Control 

Panel. 

 

Dimensions Control Panel 

 
 

The Dimensions Control Panel is very straightforward. The top left icon will delete the currently selected 

dimension/measurement. The icon on the top right will delete all dimensions/measurements from the currently 

selected object. The forward and backward icons allow you to cycle through all the dimensions/measurements on the 

currently selected object. 

 

 Mirror 
The Mirror tool basically mirrors an object‟s geometry. It is important to note that the Mirror object reverses an 

object‟s geometry across the World XZ plane. If for instance you were looking at your object in a perspective view, 

imagine a line running from the lower left to the upper right of this view. It is this line that your object will be 
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mirrored across. The mirror tool is very easy to use. Simply select the desired object and then select (activate) the 

Mirror tool. 

 

 
 

If you wish to retain your original object, make a copy of it first and mirror the copied object rather than the original.  

 

 Flip All Normals 
The Flip all Normals of Object tool reverses all the normals across an object‟s surface. Some objects that are 

imported appear to be inside out when in a solid view mode We could go into great detail about what a surface 

normal is; however for our purposes, consider a face as being defined by a group of points. When a face is created, it 

has a direction in which it points. There are times when importing objects that the direction a face is pointing is 

inverted. This tool attempts to correct the problem by reversing all the normals (effectively turning each face 

inside-out).  

 

 Flip Face(s) 
When active, the Flip Faces tool lets you flip the normals of individual faces on an object simply by selecting them.  

 

 Fix Bad Geometry 
Occasionally when you are modeling, geometric errors can occur. You may be faced with overlapping faces. For 

instance, you may be working in point edit mode or perhaps you are using the bevel tool on a text object. These 

processes could easily lead to overlapping faces. This tool will attempt to correct overlapping faces, which often 

show up as artifacts or tears when you render with ray tracing turned on.  

 

4.9.8 Mirror Modeler 

The Mirror Modeler tool is also found in the Division Tools group, but it is a much more interactive, and very 

powerful, modeling tool. It allows you to concentrate on only one half of a symmetrical model by duplicating any 

changes you make to the mirrored half. This is especially useful for complex organic models, like character models, 

freeing you to work on the model as a whole without worrying about building both sides identically.  

 

 Mirror Modeler 
To start the process, select either a polyhedron, or a face on a polyhedron, and activate the tool. By selecting a face 

before activating the tool, you are identifying the face you wish to use as the mirroring plane, and a duplicate and 

mirrored copy will appear on the other side of this plane. If you do not choose a face first, the tool pick a face to use, 
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but at any time you can change the mirror plane with the Use selected face as mirror plane tool on the Mirror 

Modeler toolbar. 

 

Note that the mirrored mesh cannot be selected or edited directly, but it will always reflect the changes made to the 

original mesh. You must weld the two together (using Create Welded Object) to complete the operation and then 

be able to edit the mirrored side. 

 

Click the tool again to turn off mirror modeling. 

 

Upon activating the Mirror Modeler tool, its toolbar will appear: 

 

 
 

 Create Welded Object 
Creates a single object from the mirrored geometry and exits the tool. 

 

 Create/Update Welded Temporary Test Object 
The Temporary Weld Object function will create a temporary object to preview the result you will get upon 

welding. This object can be used as an actual object and moved around. It will remember its location relative to the 

source object if you delete it and then re-create it. If you make changes to the main object and click this button again 

while the temporary object is displayed, it will be updated. 

 

 Erase Mirror Plane Polygons 
This function will remove the faces on the mirroring plane and provide a single object mesh to work with. If the 

object is a Subdivision Surface mesh, removing the mirror plane polygons will allow the subdivided object to join 

smoothly with its mirrored half. 

 

 Use Selected Face as Mirroring Plane 
To change the mirroring plane, select the face you want and click on this button. The object will be mirrored from 

that face. You can change the mirror plane at any time. If geometry crosses the selected face, the mirror plane will 

be parallel at the point where it first touches the object. Multiple face selections will be ignored if you attempt to 

assign them as the mirroring plane. 

 

 Refresh Mirror Object 
As you change the degree of division or sharpness of selections on the model side while in Subdivision Surface 

mode, you can click on the Refresh Mirrored Object feature to update the reflection. 

 

 Toggle Mirrored SDS Display 
If you create a Subdivision Surface from the object while mirror modeling, you will get two separate objects, and the 

Toggle Mirrored SDS Display button on the MM toolbar will be highlighted. Toggling SDS on the main toolbar 
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affects the model side, and toggling Mirrored SDS Display will affect the mirrored side, making it possible to show 

the control mesh on one side, and the resulting Subdivision Surface mesh on the other. 

 

Note: The toolbar is not a fully functional trueSpace toolbar, so tools cannot be dragged from or added to it. 

 

Right-clicking the Mirror Modeler tool will bring up its properties panel: 

 

 
 

• Remove Interior Faces: When enabled, interior faces are always removed when welding (if they have not 

already been removed by the Erase Mirror-plane Polygons tool). Normally, this option should remain 

enabled unless you have a specific reason for keeping the interior faces. 

• Reverse Mirror: Flips the mirror to the other side of the object. When this option is enabled, the mirror 

will occur on the opposite side of the object from the selected face. This allows you to mirror on a hole. 

• Keep Source Copy: When enabled, the final weld is created from a copy of the original object. 

• Quick Weld: When enabled, mirroring and welding will occur when the tool is activated. The toolbar will 

not appear. 

• Epsilon: Sets the maximum distance that a vertex can be moved to attach to the ideal weld plane. This can 

be used to compensate for a mirror-source whose edge is not true. Increase it for a cracked seam, and 

decrease it for a pinched seam.  

 

Tip: Try to avoid sweeping or moving geometry across the mirror plane. While it may sometimes work, when 

welded the operation results in an undefined mirror operation and can cause problems. 

 

4.9.9 Tutorial: Model a Starfish Using the Mirror Modeling Tool and Subdivision Surfaces 

(Note: Subdivision Surfaces are explained in detail in section 4.12.) 

 

1. Start by drawing a pentagon using the Add Regular Polygon  tool with a setting of 5. Make it about 3 

units in diameter. 

 

2. Sweep  the polygon 1.25 units. 
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Step 1 Step 2  

 

 

3. Add a flat Bevel  to the top face, using values 0.2 for bevel, and 90 for angle. (The reason for this will 

become clear when we use Subdivision Surfaces.) Flip the object over so that the top face is now the 

bottom. 

 

4. Add a cube, and size it and position it so that it completely covers half the swept shape. 

 

                       
                                 Step 3                         Step 4  

 
 

5. Right-click the Object Subtraction  tool, and disable Delete Edges. Subtract the cube from the 

pentagon object. (If Delete Edges were enabled, this would have erased the vertices created from flat bevel 

in Step 3.) 

 

6. Right-click the object to enter Point Edit mode, and select the face left by the subtraction. This will be the 

mirror plane. Activate the Mirror Modeler  tool. 

 

        
       Step 5 Step 6  
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7. On the main trueSpace toolbar, activate the Add SubDivision Layer  tool. The result looks like two 

eggs sitting side-by-side because we left the interior face intact. Remove it by clicking the Erase 

Mirror-Plane Polygons  tool on the MM toolbar. 

 

 

            Step 7 (Before erasing mirror plane polys)          Step 7 (After erasing mirror plane polys)  

 

 

Note: If you look at the object from one of the front or side views, you will notice that the bottom 

is “flatter” than the top. The flat bevel is the reason for this, as without it, the top and bottom 

would have been equally rounded, unlike a starfish. 

 

 
 

8. Right-click the mesh to enter Point Edit mode, select the face that connects to the bottom point, and sweep 

a few times. Move and scale the sweeps until they resemble the “arms” of a starfish. Notice how the 

mirrored side reflects every change. 

 

 
Step 8  

9. Select the next face, and activate the Macro Sweep  tool. The sweep from the arm was automatically 

stored as a temporary sweep path in this tool, so all you need to do is click the Macro Sweep again to 

execute the saved macro. You may want to tweak the sweep floor after executing the macro. 
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       Step 9 (Before macro sweep)       Step 9 (After macro sweep)  

 

10. The final arm will need to be modeled differently because half of it will be on the seam. If we were to just 

use the macro again, our starfish would grow two small arms instead of one large one. (You can try this, 

and Undo the operation.) Start by turning off the MM and SDS tools. Rotate the view so that you can see 

and select the top face. 

 

11. Sweep it a few times like you did for the other arms, but do not make any adjustments to the floors yet. 

After sweeping a few times, exit sweep mode, and make adjustments to the arm by moving and scaling the 

edges that do not belong to the mirror plane. 

 

 
                                  Step 10                               Step 11  

 

12. Re-activate the MM and SDS tools. The new arm is split because of the new edges we added, so use the 

Erase Mirror Plane Polygons tool again. 

 

 
          Step 12 (Before erasing mirror plane polys)          Step 12 (After erasing mirror plane polys)  

13. Use Create Welded Object  to weld the two halves together and exit the mirror modeling tool.  
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Here is the final model, after sweeping the central face to create the “hump” and posing the arms using bones (Artist 

Guide ChApter 6: AnimAtion). 

 

 
 

4.9.10 Axes Tools 

The Axes Tools in trueSpace allow you to work with an object‟s axes. The Axes Tools consist of several unique 

tools designed to ease manipulation of an object‟s axes. 

 

 Axes 
The Axes Tool will display the axes for the currently selected object. Once you use this tool, the axes become 

visible and are themselves treated as an object; they are available for rotation or scaling, without affecting the object 

itself. The axes may also be moved as desired. The object cannot be manipulated while this tool is active. When 

activated, you are actually inside the hierarchical structure of the object. In order to return to editing the object, you 

must move up the hierarchy of the object, returning to object edit mode. You may also use the up arrow on your 

keyboard to accomplish this.  

 

There may be times when you will have a multitude of axes visible for a number of objects. They may become 

annoying as they can visibly clutter your scene. If this is the case, provided you are finished with them, you can 

activate the Axes Tool, which will select the axes for you. Once selected you can use the Axes Tool again to cause 

the axes to disappear or use the Delete tool to delete the axes. This will not affect the object, it merely removes the 

axes from sight. The axes can be brought back at any time by using the Axes Tool again. 

 

 Normalize Scale 
The Normalize Scale tool provides a means to normalize the way an object is scaled. Many times an object will not 

be symmetrical. Scaling the object without using the Normalize Scale tool may result in uneven scaling across its 

axes. Once the Normalize Scale tool is used, the object will be scaled evenly in all directions.  

 

 Normalize Rotation 
The Normalize Rotation tool is used to orient an object or an object‟s axes to the orientation of the World Axis. If 

the object you are working with has been rotated and you wish to return the object to a normalized state, select the 

object and then use the Normalize Rotation tool to return it to the World Axis orientation. You may also normalize 

the rotation on an object‟s axis only (as opposed to the object itself). Selecting the Normalize Rotation tool will 

normalize the rotation of the axes, without affecting the object.  
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 Normalize Location 
The Normalize Location tool will move either the object itself or its axes to world origin (0,0,0). It will not affect 

the object‟s rotation or that of its axes.  

 

 Move Axes to Center 
The Move Axes to Center of Object tool will move the axes of an object to the center of the object. 

 

 
 

4.9.11 Grid and Vertex Snap 

 Grid Snap Toggle 
The Grid Snap Toggle tool sets constraints on navigation for moving, rotating and scaling objects. These 

constraints are adjustable and the increments can be set for each different type of transformation/navigation 

(movement, rotation and scale). 

 

You click the Grid Snap tool once to enable it (Grid Snap becomes active). Clicking the Grid Snap tool while it is 

active will deactivate it. If you right-click on the Grid Snap tool, you open its properties panel.  

 

Grid Snap Property Panel 

 
 

If you switch from one type of transformation/navigation to another, the Grid Snap Property Panel will change to 

reflect the appropriate settings (movement, rotation or scale). If you open the Object Property Panel (right-click on 

Object tool), you will notice a check box for Dynaunits. This setting has a direct effect on your Grid Snap tool. 

Basically, Dynaunits forces the Grid Snap tool to use the unit system being used by the current object. If Dynaunits 

is not checked, the unit system used will default to that selected for the World space. To illustrate this, the default 

setting in the Snap Grid Property Panel is 1. If Dynaunits is selected and the current object units are set to “Meters” 

on the Object Information Panel, then movement will consist of increments of one meter. Changing the units for 

object to centimeters in the Object Information Panel would result in movement constraints of one centimeter. 
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Rotation constraints are independent of the unit selected type, and degrees are used instead. What you see displayed 

in the value settings will always be in degrees. 

  

You may disable/enable Grid Snap on any axis by selecting either X, Y or Z on the Grid Snap Property Panel. As 

shown below, X and Z have been deactivated while Y remains active. The value for X shows the maximum allowed 

value while the value for Z shows the minimum. 

 

Snap Tools 
The Snap tools help with precise positioning of objects in relation to one another, or to the grid in the scene. It 

should be noted that the Snap Tools work only with the Object Move tool.  

 

To snap to the nearest vertex/edge/face while moving an object: 

1. Move the mouse pointer over the object until the vertex you wish to use as the focal point for snapping 

becomes highlighted. 

2. Click and drag this vertex to move the object. When you move the object near to another object, the 

highlighted vertex will snap to the nearest vertex/edge/face (depending on the tool) on this second object. 

 

Notes:  
• If no vertex on the current object is selected, the object‟s origin (position of axes) will be used as the 

snapping point 

• For non-polyhedral objects, the object‟s origin will be used as the snapping point 

• To unsnap an object in “vertex to edge” and “vertex to face” snapping modes, you will have to make a 

subtle jerk with the mouse. This is necessary because a gentle sliding motion is used to slide the selected 

vertex along edges and faces.  

• Click snapping (described a little later in this section) does not work with point edit tools. 

 

 Snap Vertex To Vertex 
The Snap Vertex To Vertex tool allows you to select a vertex on one object. When moving this object, its selected 

vertex snaps to the nearest vertex of the nearest object. Alternatively, clicking a vertex on one object, and then 

clicking the vertex of another object, will cause the original object to move immediately to its destination. 

 

 
 

 Snap Vertex To Edge 
The Snap Vertex To Edge tool will snap the selected vertex to the nearest edge of the nearest object.  
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Once you snap to the nearest edge, you can move/position the object/vertex at any point along the edge. The vertex 

will remain attached to the edge while moving. This allows for easy positioning by dragging the object along the 

edge.  

 

 Snap Vertex To Face 
The Snap Vertex To Face tool will snap the selected vertex to the nearest face of the nearest object.  

  

 
 

Once you snap to the nearest face, you can move/position the object/vertex at any point along the face. The vertex 

will remain attached to the face while moving. This allows for easy positioning by dragging the object along the 

face. 

 

 Snap To Grid  
The Snap To Grid tool allows you to select a vertex on an object so that when you move the object, the selected 

vertex snaps to the nearest grid position. It does not support the “two click” method of snapping described above. 

 

Click Snapping 
To snap objects together immediately: 

1. Move the mouse pointer over the object until the vertex you wish to use as the focal point for snapping 

becomes highlighted. 

2. Click the highlighted vertex to select it. The cursor will change from a pointer to crosshairs. 

3. Click the crosshairs on the second object‟s vertex/edge/face to immediately move the first object to the 

second, snapping the selected vertex to this destination point. 
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Snap Panel 

 
 

The Snap Panel contains four settings that affect the snap tools.  

 

• Distance: The Distance setting on the Snap Panel allows you to choose one of two methods for selecting a 

vertex. The choices are “Screen” (screen 2D), or “World” (world 3D). Snap to grid is always performed in 

3D mode.  

 

 The “Screen” option really means that the proximity test is evaluated in the screen space and thus the object 

might “jump” vertically even while dragging. On the other hand, the “World” option means the proximity 

test is performed in the world space and thus the object will move only as expected while dragging. 

 

• Backside: The Backside option enables/disables snapping to vertices and edges which belong to a back 

face of an object. Disabling backside can be useful in 2D snapping mode. During solid display - snapped 

objects will not jump backwards suddenly when you move them over objects you want to snap to. 

 

• Center face: The Center face option enables/disables snapping of vertices to the center of an object‟s face 

in the vertex to face snap mode. If enabled, a point will appear in the center of the nearest face, and 

dragging near this point will cause the vertex to snap to it. 

 

• Segments: The Segments option allows you to set a number of segments along an edge. This allows you to 

snap at certain point on the edge by creating a temporary vertex at the snap point. To snap to the center of 

an edge, set Segments to 2. 

 

4.9.12 Magnetic Tool (Sticky Tool) 

 Magnetic Tool 
The Magnetic Tool in trueSpace allows you to move one object in relation to another object. There are 6 separate 

tools each with a separate function and purpose. You activate these tools first by selecting the Magnetic Tool. Once 

selected, move your mouse pointer over the surface of an object and notice how single faces become highlighted. 

Click on the object when the face you wish to use is highlighted. This sets the face as a focal point on that particular 

object. Next, move your mouse pointer over a face on a second object. When the face on the second object which 

you wish to use is selected, click on it and instantly the first object will move to the second object. The two faces 

you selected (one on each object) will now be touching.  

 

Once you have the magnetic tool activated and two objects touching each other, you can then proceed to activate/use 

the following tools. 
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 Move Magnetic Object 
The Move Magnetic Object tool will simply move the magnetic object around the second object. Note: 

right-clicking on this tool activates the Co-ordinates panel, which allows you to restrict movement. 

 

 Spin Magnetic Object 
The Spin Magnetic Object tool allows you to spin the magnetic object “in place.” Note: right-clicking on this tool 

activates the Co-ordinates panel, which allows you to restrict movement. 

 

 Scale Magnetic Object 
The Scale Magnetic Object tool allows you to scale your magnetic object. You need only hold down your left 

mouse button to use this tool. There is no need to hold down both. Note: right-clicking on this tool to bring up the 

Co-ordinates panel, which allows you to restrict the scaling. 

 

 Roll on Anchor 
The Roll on Anchor tool allows you to roll the magnetic object around the second (anchor) object. 

 

 

                

Activate Magnetic Tool Click anchor object Magnetic object rolls 
across anchor object 

 

 

 Slide on Anchor 
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The Slide on Anchor tool allows you to slide the magnetic object on the second (anchor) object.  

 

 

Activate Magnetic Tool Click anchor object Magnetic object slides across 
faces of anchor object 

 

 

 Snap to Faces when Rolling 
The Snap to Faces when Rolling tool allows you to roll the magnetic object, on the second (anchor) object. You 

will notice the magnetic object snapping to each face of the anchor object as it moves. 

 

Object Collision 
In trueSpace, object collision can produce an audible beep through your sound card or system speaker when enabled. 

This feature of trueSpace is useful when positioning objects within a scene, or to help you prepare a scene for 

animation, i.e. you want to keyframe an object before it actually intersects another object.  

 

 Disabled: When the Collision Disabled tool is selected, collision is turned off for objects in trueSpace. 

Selecting Collision with Ground, Collision with Peers, or Collision with All will effectively turn 

collision back on. 

 

 Collision with Ground: Objects can collide with the ground plane. Collision effectively stops the object 

from being moved below the ground plane. 

 

 Collision with Peers: Objects can collide with other objects, stopping them from intersecting. 

 

 Collision with All: Combines Collision with Ground and Collision with Peers. 

 

Right-click any of the collision tools to bring up the collision options panel: 
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• Beep when collision occurs: When enabled, an audible alert will play through your sound card when 

collision is detected. 

• Stick after colliding: When this and either Collision with Peers or Collision with All are enabled, the 

moving object will stick after colliding with a peer, and the Magnetic Tool will become active. 

• Stop after colliding: When enabled, the object will stop moving after colliding with a peer or the ground. 

• Low precision collision: When enabled, a lower precision bounding area is used, and peer collision may 

be detected before the objects intersect. 

• High precision collision: When enabled, peer collision detection is more precise and occurs just before the 

objects intersect. 

• Check adhesion for objects with physical attributes: When enabled, this works with the adhesion 

properties of physical objects to form an adhesive bond upon collision. See Artist Guide ChApter 6: AnimAtion 

for details on physical objects and adhesion. 
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4.10 Subdivision Surfaces – Model 
 

4.10.1 Overview 

Subdivision Surfaces (SDS) in trueSpace bring you an unprecedented degree of usability and control over 

polygonal modeling of smooth surfaces. By itself, SDS has very few additional or new tools. Instead, SDS 

incorporates the ability to use many standard trueSpace modeling tools. Sweep, Bevel, Tip, and Lathe tools can all 

be applied with finite precision. SDS also takes advantage of point edit tools. All these tools, when used in 

conjunction with the SDS environment, offer you a fascinating and exciting method of modeling.  

 

A Subdivision Surface object (SDS object) consists of a set of polygonal meshes, your original (control) mesh and a 

mesh consisting of the Subdivision Surface. You are provided with real-time updates of your mesh as you model.  

 

While you have various display modes which you can model in, trueSpace‟s use of DirectX and OpenGL solid 

display rendering provides an environment best suited for SDS work. 

 

It is not the purpose of this section to explain all the tools you will use while modeling in SDS, rather to introduce 

you to SDS specific tools while demonstrating the modeling tools, which have been covered in previous sections. 

 

Hierarchy Subdivision  
You are not restricted to a single control cage for an SDS object. You can create up to 6 subdivision layers (from 

coarsest to finest) and freely edit any of them. Using this feature, you can begin modeling with a coarse shape and 

add further details on the finer layers. It is also possible to switch back to a coarser layer and make refinements to it 

without losing the changes (details) made to finer layers!  

 

      
 

Selective Subdivision  
The principle of hierarchy modeling can be combined with the ability to subdivide only the selected faces, not the 

whole mesh. In this way, you can continue to subdivide and modify only the areas needing more detail, without 

adding unnecessary polygons (i.e. nose, ears, and mouth when modeling a human face).  

 

Another advantage is that in Point Edit mode you will see only subdivided faces on each layer. This can free you 
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from editing and browsing very complex meshes that have many faces.  

 

 
 

Change Propagation Through Layers  
As mentioned before, Subdivision Surfaces give you an opportunity to switch back to a coarser layer and edit, while 

preserving changes made on finer layers. Changes you are making on a coarser layer will propagate intelligently 

through the finer layers. See the “Making a Mushroom” tutorial for a good example of how this technique can 

increase your modeling abilities. 

 

 
 

4.10.2 Add SubDivision Layer Tool 

 Add SDS Layer 
The Add SubDivision Layer tool combines several features in one, depending on the state of the object or selection. 

You can: 

• Apply subdivision to an object (add the first subdivision layer). 

• Add finer subdivision layers to the object. 

• Change the selection of faces to be subdivided. 

 

Activating the Add SubDivision Layer tool will change the currently selected object (but not yet subdivided) into an 

SDS object. As illustrated below, the object may take on an entirely different shape than before the tool is used on it. 

Below you see the results of the tool used on a cube and cone primitive.  
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Each click of the tool adds a finer level of subdivision.  

 

SubDivision 3D Control 
The level of subdivision is represented by a row of variously colored solid spheres near the rotary 3D control during 

point-edit mode. The leftmost sphere represents the basic control cage at level 0, with each sphere to the right 

representing a higher (and finer) level of division. In the example below, a simple cube was subdivided twice. 

 

 
                            Level 0                   Level 1                  Level 2  

 

 

The spheres can be used to set 

• Active Edit Level: Click a sphere to select a new edit level. The active edit level‟s sphere will appear 

slightly larger than the others. 

• Visible Division (Display Level): Drag across the spheres left or right to decrease or increase the visible 

division level. This is the level of division displayed by the mesh in real-time, and can be used to increase 

real-time display performance by decreasing the number of polygons onscreen. Spheres for levels that are 

not visible will be dim. You can see changes instantly in point edit mode if the active edit level is lower 

than the visible division level. 

• Faces to be Subdivided: Clicking the active sphere highlights the faces to be subdivided. You can add or 

remove faces to the selection and click the Add SubDivision Layer tool to set the current selection as the 

faces to be subdivided. Note: Clicking the active sphere a third time selects all faces, allowing you to 

smooth the whole object, including faces that were not subdivided in coarser levels. 

 

 Delete SDS Layer 
This tool deletes the finest (rightmost) level of subdivision, and any changes that were made within it. 
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Selective SubDivision 
By selecting faces before clicking the Add SubDivision Layer button, only the selected faces will be subdivided. In 

this way, you can continue to subdivide and modify only the areas needing more detail, without adding unnecessary 

polygons. There are two possibilities: 

▪ Clicking SDS+ icon on finest level with several faces selected: In this case, a new level will be created with 

selected faces subdivided.  

▪ Clicking SDS+ icon on coarser (not finest) level with several faces selected: All finer levels will be updated, 

and no new level will be created. In other words, this changes the selection of faces to be subdivided on the 

current level. 

 

A note on change propagation and limitations 
The most intuitive and safest way to model using subdivision surfaces is to add levels one by one, making changes 

on finest level only. However, you can also switch to a coarser level and make changes to it without losing changes 

on the finer levels. This is a very powerful feature, but there are a few limitations you should take into account: 

• You can perform only pure geometry changes on a coarser level, i.e. point move, scale, etc. After making 

topology changes (i.e. sweep face), all finer levels will be rebuilt, and any changes made on them will be 

lost.  

• Also, when topology changes are made on finer levels, the result after editing a coarser level may not be 

100% reliable. In particular, new vertices added to finer levels are not moved at all along with other points. 

Also, there could be some displacement after Erase Vertices or Weld Vertices operations.  

 

Subdivision Options Panel 

 
 

The Subdivision Options Panel provides options and settings used in conjunction with SDS modeling. To access 

the Subdivision Options Panel, right-click on the Add SubDivision Layer tool. The options/tools contained on the 

Subdivision Options Panel are described below: 

• Refresh: Contains three options used for updating the SDS object when its control mesh is manipulated. 

◦ On Demand: Object is not updated until you select another option such as “On Release” or “On Move.” 

This allows you to roughly model without the overhead of object refresh.  

◦ On Release: Object is updated upon release of the mouse.  

◦ On Move: Object is updated immediately as mouse is moved. 

 

 Extract Final Surface 
When you have finished modeling with SDS and wish to use the object, you can use the Extract final Surface from 

Subdivision Object tool to extract the final mesh. Doing so will destroy your control mesh. It is a good practice to 

save the entire object to file before performing this procedure. This way you can always reload the object and begin 

modeling on it again.  
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 Extract Control Mesh 
The Extract Control Mesh from Subdivision Object tool will extract the control mesh from the SDS object. The 

control mesh can be saved as an object and loaded at another time if desired. It is a good idea to save or copy the 

object before using this tool. Saving or copying provides you with an element of backup, which may prove useful if 

you are modeling in stages, or if you feel you may want to use the control mesh again at some point in time. With 

complicated SDS objects, saving just the control mesh will take less space on your hard drive than saving the entire 

object with both control and final meshes intact.  

 

Note: Extract Control Mesh extracts the finest edited level. For example, if your object has three levels of 

subdivision, and you perform some editing in level 2, then the level 2 mesh would be the one to be extracted. 

 

 Reset All Sharpness 
The Reset All Sharpness tool will set all selected edges to a sharpness value of 0.  

 

4.10.3 SDS Context Sensitive Toolbar 

 
 
Most of the tools on this toolbar are the same as those used for normal polygonal modeling, and are described in 

detail earlier in this chapter. The numeric control at the end of the toolbar, however, is specific to subdivision 

surfaces. The sharpness setting contains a slider bar, which allows you to set a value in the range of 0 to 10. This 

setting affects the sharpness of all the “selected” edges. Lower settings produce less pronounced edges, while higher 

settings produce crisp defined edges. 
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Note: 
▪ You can set sharpness for selected faces not only on base level, but also on finer levels. 

▪ When no edges are selected and you set sharpness value, this will be applied to all the edges of the object. 

 

4.10.4 Tutorial: Deferred Subdivision Surfaces 

To begin, we will examine an interesting tutorial using a basic method of SDS modeling. Starting with a simple cube 

object, we will modify and refine the mesh using standard point editing tools. In this tutorial, Robert Mitchell takes 

us on a tour of his technique. Below is an image of a fairly completed character model. 

 

 
 

This charming character began as a simple cube primitive, which has a resolution of 2. Set your resolution first. By 

right-clicking on the cube primitive icon, you pop up the cube options panel. Set the resolution to 2. Now you can 

bring in a cube primitive into the workspace. Click on the object tool to dismiss the Magic Ring tool. With the cube 

in place, right-click the cube to enter into edit mode. This action will pop up a Context Sensitive Toolbar, which 

houses the majority of tools we will use in this tutorial.  

 

On the installation CD is a scene file with object representations of the steps described in this tutorial. Each model in 

the process is labeled with a letter. The tutorial will reference these letters in an effort to help you follow along by 

viewing the scene file on your computer as you read the tutorial. Step “A” was covered in the previous paragraph, 

which dealt with introducing a cube with a resolution of 2. 

 

Step “B”: Modeling begins with a series of point edit selection and movement/scale tools. Quad division or manual 

insertion (using the polygon draw tool) can add extra vertices. It should be noted that you might find use for the 

Erase Vertices tool to remove unwanted vertices. As you can see from the image below, the basic cube object 

begins to take shape. 

 

 
 

Steps “C” and “D”: The arms begin to take shape by selecting polygons on opposite sides of the body and extruding 

them. Selecting symmetrical polygons on each side of the body ensures the arms will be constructed the same way. 
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This also helps speed up the modeling process. The collar was constructed with a series of vertical extrusions, which 

eventually extrude back on themselves to produce a hollow recess, which is ready made to begin construction of the 

neck and eventual head portion of the character.  

 

 
 

Step “E”: Once we have definite shapes developing, it is a good idea to start allocating various areas of the model by 

using the Paint Face tool. Set the Paint Face tool to use Auto-Facet shading. Painting the various areas will help us 

to visualize accurately areas of differing texture. Once faces are painted, construction continues on the object. The 

arms and hands are formed along with the feet. It is important to note that you can still select symmetrical polygons 

on both sides of the character. The illustration for Step “E” shows just the left side being extruded. You may wish to 

have the arms/hands to be posed in a different way, which symmetrical selection of polygons would not allow. It is 

important for you to know you have the ability to work either way, so that you can change on the fly as required. 

 

 
 

Steps “F” and “G”: Using the same basic point editing tools, the head takes shape and the arms are developed further. 

The hands and fingers are repetitions of symmetrical selection, extrusion and scaling. First dividing the edge of the 

hand, then selecting the new faces and extruding them made the fingers.  

 

 
   

As you may notice, the hands in Step “F” are turned down, while one of the hands in Step “G” is turned up. This is 

done intentionally to illustrate an interesting point. Groups of Point/Edges/Faces can be selected with the lasso tool 
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and repositioned or rotated/moved/scaled. In this particular instance they were rotated. The result however ends up 

having a twist. The “trick” in this case is to draw new edges in place directly after rotating the hand(s), then delete 

the twisted edges. Do not delete the twisted edges before drawing new edges or you will find yourself in trouble. Fix 

the twist first, and then remove the offending edges/vertices/points/faces or what have you. If you follow this rule, 

you will find yourself able to handle most situations. It may also be a good idea to copy the object just before you do 

a rotation or other process where you could get into trouble. Depending on how well your rotation goes, the addition 

of edges may prove difficult. You will most likely have to make several attempts in order to get it right. It will take 

time to learn a special process such as the rotation of these hands. They do however provide an excellent example to 

practice on. 

 

Step “H”: The character‟s control mesh is completed. Construction of the “custard” objects used all the same edit 

techniques as the character. The custard blobs began life as a 6-sided cylinder primitive. As you extrude the custard 

blobs, constant rotation of the view is required to assure you are modeling the custard so it falls between the fingers 

of each hand. This too is an excellent example to practice your extrusion/rotation skills. 

 

Step “I”: All the objects are positioned in place. Final adjustments are made where required. It is at this point where 

we will actually use the Subdivision Surface Tool to finish off the objects. Each object is subdivided individually. 

The final result should look like the initial image in the tutorial. 

 

 
 

It should be noted that throughout this process, you would have to rotate you view in order to properly select and 

view your modeling process. You will also spend time in wireframe display mode, in order to properly see the faces 

you wish to select. As you become accustomed to using these techniques, you will find that they become second 

nature. Subdivision Surfaces in trueSpace are a very powerful and fun tool to model with. With a little practice you 

too will be creating interesting and fun characters with your newfound modeling skills. 

 

The second method of Subdivision Surface modeling involves spending the majority of time modeling while in the 

Subdivision Surface environment. In this tutorial we will begin with a simple cube primitive.  

 

4.10.5 Tutorial: Making a Mushroom Using SDS Hierarchies, Selections, and Change 

Propagation 

1. Place a basic cube primitive   at the origin of the grid. 

 

2. Right-click the cube and select its top face. Click the Sweep  tool. While the newly swept floor is still 

active, use the Point Move  and Point Scale  tools to move it down (even with the original top 

face), and scale it inward a little. Sweep this face again, and move the new floor down inside the cube. 
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(Warning: If you were to use the Bevel tool in this step instead of Sweep, the object would no longer be in 

SDS mode.) 

 

 
Step 1 Step 2  

3. Click the Object  tool (or hit Space) to exit point edit mode, and click Add SubDivision Layer twice 

to smooth out the “cap” of the mushroom. 

 

4. Right-click the object to enter point edit mode. Near the 3D rotary tool will be 3 small spheres, representing 

each subdivision level. Click the middle sphere. 

 

 

Step 3 Step 4  

 

 

5. Select the four faces inside the cap. Right-click the Object tool to bring up the Object Info panel, and enter 

0 as the Z Size. (This flattens the selection of faces and makes them easier to work with.) Sweep and scale 

them a few times to create the stem. Make the bottom of the stem (currently the top of our mesh) flare out a 

little. Exit point edit mode by clicking the Object tool. 

 

6. Notice that the base of the stem is a little jagged and not as smooth as the rest of the model. We could 
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subdivide the entire mesh again to smooth them out, but this would add extra polygons to the rest of the 

model where they may not be needed. Instead, right-click the mesh, click the rightmost subdivision level 

sphere, and select the faces making up the base of the mushroom. 

 

 

                                 Step 5                                    Step 6  

 

 

7. Click Add SubDivision Layer  to add another layer and subdivide only the selected faces. 

 

 

Step 7  

 

 

8. Turn the mushroom over using the Object Rotate  tool. At this point, you can go back to previous 

subdivision levels and make changes that will cascade to the finer levels. For example, you can switch to 

Layer 1, select the polygons around the rim, and scale them outward to flare the rim. (See 8a below.) You 

could also select all the polygons in the cap (and some of the stem), and rotate them slightly to give the 

mushroom more character. (See 8b below.) 
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                           Step 8a                                             Step 8b  
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4.11 Sculpt and Deform 
 
In addition to being able to build and alter a polyhedral object by manipulating individual vertices, edges, and faces, 

trueSpace also provides tools to transform and deform meshes on a more general level. These tools are called 

deformation tools because they act upon the mesh to change its form. Using deformation tools, you are able to 

concentrate less on individual vertices, edges, and faces, and more on the overall form of the mesh. They allow you 

to treat a mesh like a blob of clay: you mold and sculpt it however you want, and the tools take care of changing the 

vertex-level geometry.  

 

4.11.1 Surface Sculpting 

 Sculpt 
The surface-sculpting tool is used to deform the surface of a subdivided object. The greater the number of 

subdivisions, the smoother the sculpted surface will be. With this tool, you can grab a part of the surface and pull or 

push it in any direction. When the surface sculptor is first selected, a control panel appears. The sculptor has two 

modes which are set in the control panel, the sculpting mode and the scope adjustment mode. In the sculpting mode 

(default mode), you create the deformation by moving and adjusting the sculptor and its cross hairs. In the scope 

adjustment mode, you can change the area affected by the sculpting tool, change the orientation of the sculpt 

deformation, and move the deformation to other parts of the surface.  

 

To sculpt an active object, first select the surface sculpting tool, then place the cursor over the sculpting spot and 

click. The sculpting tool will appear as a green crosshair that floats directly above the chosen sculpting spot. The 

surface sculpting tool contains a number of parts that perform different roles in sculpting a surface. Sculpting may 

be performed in any of the coordinate systems. By default, it is the Object coordinate system that is used.  

 

Note: The object coordinate system is based on the sculpting tool itself with the Z axis perpendicular to the 

crosshairs. 

 

 Sculpt Mode 
To move the tool as a unit, left-click on the middle point of the tool and drag. 

 

 
 

To move a single handle, left-click on the endpoint of a handle. 
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To move a handle pair (two handles opposite each other), left-click on either of the two handles themselves. 

 

 
 

To bank a handle pair, right-click on either of the two handles. A right-click on an endpoint banks only one handle. 

 

 
 

 Scope Mode 
To change the orientation (rotation) of a sculpted area, click on the endpoint of any handle. 

  

 
 

To change the scope of a deformation, click on any of the control handles and drag. Changing the scope of one 
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handle symmetrically changes the scope of the handle‟s pair. 

 

 
 

To move a surface sculpt to a different part of the surface click on the center point of the tool and drag. 

 

Surface Sculpt Control Panel 

 
 

 Erase Deformation 
Erases the current deformation. Once you make a new deformation, you cannot go back to a previous one to delete 

it. 

 

 Copy Deformation 
Copies the deformation to another place on the same surface. To execute select the Copy Deformation tool and then 

select a new location on the surface. 

 

 New Deformation 
Allows you to pick a new surface location to sculpt. 

 

 Scope Mode 
Enables scope mode and disables sculpt mode. 

 

 Sculpt Mode 
Enables sculpt mode and disables scope mode. 

 

Dyn(amic) Div(ision) 
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Automatically subdivides the sculpted surface to avoid loss of planarity and to smooth out the deformation. The 

range is from 0 to 1. The higher the number, the more division occurs to the surface. Note that the effects of this 

option are not permanent until you exit the deformation tool or create a new deformation, so you can toggle it on and 

off to see the effects first. 

 

 
     DynDiv off                         DynDiv on  

 

 

4.11.2 Object Deform 

 Object Deform 
Deform comprises a versatile tool set that is divided into two parts: local and outline deformations. The Deformation 

navigation panel for this tool is brought up when the tool is first selected. This lets you choose between local and 

outline deformations and determines how mouse moves affect the deformation. Other controls can be found on the 

Deformation property panel, invoked by right-clicking on the Deform tool.  

 

Local deformations let you grab a point or outline on an object and work it like a piece of clay. You can stretch or 

push on the object, rotate, or scale it. The parts of an object that can be grabbed and worked with are dependent on 

the structure of the Deform control outlines. These outlines are the intersections of the green cross sections in the X, 

Y, and Z planes, which can be viewed by selecting the Outlines option in the Deformation property panel.  

 

You can increase or decrease the number of control outlines by clicking and dragging the blue arrows of the 

deformation tool‟s 3D control. Each arrow controls its respective axis. Even if the Outlines switch is not enabled in 

the Deform property panel, floors and vertices will be visible during this adjustment and highlighted in green while 

the mouse button is pressed. 

 

 
 

Note: Once you have deformed an object, you can change the number of cross sections only by using the Erase tool 
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or DEL key while the Deform tool is active, then reselecting the Deform tool and restarting the process. 

 

The area of an object that is affected by deformation depends on how densely the control outlines are distributed 

over the object‟s surface. As the number of control outlines increases, the Deform tool affects an ever smaller area 

of the object. If dynamic subdivision (DynDiv) is enabled, trueSpace automatically smoothes the area local to the 

deformation. You can control the extent of smoothing by using the numerical entry field to the right of the DynDiv 

checkbox. The range is between .01 and 1. The higher the number, the smoother the deform. 

 

 
 

The Deform tool, visible only if the Handles in the Deformation property panel is selected, is a cluster of control 

handles that can be manipulated as a unit or individually. 

 

 
 

Four of the five control handles form a crosshair tangent to the surface clicked on, and the fifth (not always present) 

is perpendicular to the other four. With outline deformation, the tool has only two control handles. Click on any of 

these and drag to see how they affect the underlying mesh. Or click on the center or away from the tool and drag to 

pull the mesh. The best way to experiment with the Deform tool is with a simple object, such as a plane or sphere. 

Starting from the perspective view, add new Top and Front views in the upper left and right screen corners, then 

manipulate the tool while watching all three views. 

 

Note that you can create a control lattice that is denser than the underlying mesh. You may not be able to select part 

of the lattice if no mesh edges are nearby. For example, if you create a cube with a resolution of one, no matter how 

dense you make the control lattice, you will only be able to select the edges and corners of the lattice until you add 

more geometry to the cube. 
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Deform Navigation Panel 

 
 

 

When using the Deform tool, the above control panel appears. The top group contains navigation tools to move, 

rotate and scale the current control vertex or outline, and thus the mesh points affected by it. With this additional 

navigation tool set, you can switch instantly between manipulating an object and manipulating its deformation. This 

makes it convenient to work in different areas of the object at the same time. Right-click on any of these tools to 

invoke the Coordinates panel, letting you set the coordinate system and enable or disable axes. The lower area lets 

you set local or outline deform, and set up and enable or disable Dynamic Division. 

 

 Push/Pull 
Click on this button to move the Deform tool, control outline, or components in the current coordinate system. The 

left button controls movement along the X axis by mouse movement parallel to the X axis, and movement along the 

Y axis by mouse movement parallel to the Y axis. Using only the right mouse button controls movement along the Z 

axis. 

 

 Twist 
Click on this button to rotate the Deform tool, control outline, or components in the current coordinate system. The 

left button controls rotation around the X axis by mouse movement perpendicular to the X axis, and rotation around 

the Y axis by mouse movement perpendicular to the Y axis. Using only the right mouse button controls rotation 

around the Z axis. 

 

The Deform tool always rotates around its own center, but the effect of mouse movement during rotation depends on 

the coordinate system currently in use. 

 

 Stretch 
Click on this button to scale the Deform tool, control outline, or components in the current coordinate system. The 

left button controls scaling on the X axis by mouse movement parallel to the X axis, and scaling on the Y axis by 

mouse movement parallel to the Y axis. Using only the right mouse button controls scaling on the Z axis. If you 

press both buttons, scaling is uniform on all three axes. 

 

 Local Deformation 
This mode lets you deform objects by clicking on cross-section intersections and dragging. To deform a different 

part of the object, simply click on another cross section.  
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 Outline Deformation X 

 Outline Deformation Y 

 Outline Deformation Z 
These modes let you perform deformation on an outline perpendicular to the X, Y or Z axis by clicking on such a 

cross section and dragging. The active outline turns white and a two-section handle appears at its edge. To deform a 

different part of the object, simply click on another outline. Once you have deformed an object, you can change the 

number of outlines only by using the Delete tool (icon) or key while the Deform tool is active, then reselecting the 

Deform tool and clicking and dragging the lattice manipulator. 

 

                         
X, Y, and Z outline displayed  

 
X, Y, and Z outline deformation  

 

 

Start Deforming by Stand-Alone Deformation Object and Stop Deforming by Stand-Alone Deformation 

Object are discussed in the next section of this chapter. 

 

Dyn(amic) Div(ision) 
Automatically subdivides the deformed surface to avoid loss of planarity and to smooth out the deformation. Usable 

values lie between .01 and 1. The larger the number, the more subdivision occurs at the cost of rendering time and 

interactivity. 

 

Deform Property Panel 
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• RealTime: If RealTime is selected, the complete deformations are updated in real time while working with 

the deform tools. Otherwise, an approximation to the deformed shape is displayed while the object is being 

manipulated. 

 

• Handles: If enabled, Deform tool handles appear and can be manipulated independently. 

 

• Outlines: If enabled, the cross sections appear highlighted in green. 

 

• Draw: Click on the box to the right of Draw to display the Object/Deformed pop-up menu. The Draw 

option determines how the object wireframe is redrawn while being manipulated by the Deform tool. If set 

to “Deformed,” the program redraws only the parts of the object that change; the rest of the wireframe is 

invisible. This provides for faster feedback with complex objects. With “Object” enabled, the entire object 

is continually redrawn. This gives you a better idea of the deformation in the context of the entire object, 

but with complex objects feedback can be slowed down a great deal. 

 

4.11.3 Stand Alone Deform 

 Start Deforming 

 
 

This tool creates a connection between an object and a stand-alone deformation object (see Deform Primitives). 

First select the object or the deformation object, then select this tool, and finally select the other. Alternatively, drag 

and drop the selector sphere of the object to be deformed onto the deformation object. The deformation object will 

be “highlighted” by a bounding box when you drag the selector sphere over it.  
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Drag and drop the selector sphere onto the deformation object  

 

 

When the object or any part of it is inside or coincident with the deformation object, the former is subject to 

deformation by the latter. This technique is useful for special animation effects, because objects continually change 

shape as they pass through the deformation object.  

 

Deformation objects can be assigned to deform any number of different objects, and can themselves be animated for 

even more unusual effects. 

 

 Stop Deforming 
This tool breaks a connection created by the Start Deforming tool between an object and a stand-alone deformation 

object. First select the object or the deformation object, then select this tool, then select the other object. 

Alternatively, drag and drop the selector sphere of the object being deformed onto the deformation object being used 

to break the link. Thereafter the deformation object does not affect the object. 

 

Deform Primitives 
Selecting one of these tools adds a stand-alone deform object that can be used to change the shape of standard 

objects dynamically, and opens the Deformation panel. While this object does not render, it conforms in every other 

way to the rules outlined in the Object Deform section of this manual. That is, its subdivision can be changed by 

clicking and dragging the arrows of the lattice manipulator. The only difference is that by subdividing the number of 

control outlines, the Deform Primitive is also subdivided so as to remain flexible. Its shape can be changed by 

choosing any of the Object Deform tools from the Deformation panel. Its position, orientation and overall size can 

be modified with the standard Object Navigation tools. Then, when connected to an object with the Start 

Deforming by Stand-Alone Deform Primitive, the object conforms to the deform object‟s shape. Deformation on 

a deform primitive can also be keyframed to take place over time. Dynamic division is not possible with a deform 

primitive.  

 

 Deform Plane 
The Deform Plane is good for animating surfaces like ripples in water. 
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 Deform Pipe 
The Deform Pipe is good for “squeezing” objects through animation like droplets of color in a lava lamp. 

 

 
 

 Deform Object 
The Deform Object (Box) is good for character animation effects to a character without having to key deformations 

to the original object. That way you can apply the same deformations to other characters in your scene. 

 

 
 

4.11.4 Bend 

 Bend 
This tool can be used to bend a polyhedral object. The Bend control that appears when the tool is activated has 

different points that can be manipulated. 
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Bend control: Bends the object. 

 

Axis control: Rotates and moves the manipulator. Drag the colored discs or axes to rotate the manipulator. Drag the 

Move control (white center sphere) to relocate the manipulator. Note that the manipulator cannot be moved outside 

the bounding box of the object being deformed. Right-click the Move control to move the manipulator back to its 

default position and orientation. If a bend was previously performed on the current object, right-clicking the Move 

control will freeze the current bend and reset the control‟s position and orientation to allow continuous bending from 

the object‟s current state. 

 

 
 

Bend Options Panel 

 
 

Right-click the Bend tool to bring up its options panel. This panel allows you to set all the bend parameters 

numerically, including the location and rotation of the tool, the range of the bend, the angle (from -360 to 360 

degrees), and radius. Note that negative angles bend the object upward. Also, if too small a number is entered for 

radius, the minimum allowed radius is used instead. As with the Object Info panel, formulas are allowed in the edit 

fields. 
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Clicking the Continuously bending button will do one of two things: 

1. If the object is currently being deformed by the Bend tool, this will reset the Bend control to its default 

location and orientation, removing the current bend. 

2. If a bend was previously applied to the object (e.g., after exiting from and returning to the Bend tool), the 

Bend control will appear at its last used position and orientation and can still be used to edit the previous 

bend. In this case, clicking this button will “set” the bend and reset the tool, allowing you to continue 

bending the object from its current state. 

 

The result of the bend is highly dependent on the density of the starting mesh. A mesh that is too simple will not 

have enough vertices and edges to give good results when bent. Quad Dividing or Smooth Quad Dividing the 

object before using the Bend tool may help. 

 

4.11.5 Taper 

 Taper 
This tool can be used to taper a polyhedral object. The Taper control that appears when the tool is activated has 

different points that can be manipulated: 

 

 
 

Taper X and Y Controls: Dragging these handles with the left mouse button tapers the object. Pressing the right 

mouse button while dragging tapers in both directions. If you release the right mouse button and continue to drag, 

the taper angle for the perpendicular direction is still used.  
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Scale Control: Resizes the object. 

 

Rotation Control: Rotates the manipulator.  

 

 
 

Left-clicking the manipulator toggles its position between the center and bottom of the deformed object. If centered, 

the Taper control manipulates both the top and bottom of the object in a “push-pull” effect. If at the bottom, the 

control only affects the top of the object. 

 

 
    Cylinder before taper        Taper tool at bottom           Taper tool at middle  

 

 

Right-click the manipulator to toggle between continuous and new deformation. 

 

Taper Options Panel 

 
 

Right-click the Taper tool to bring up its options panel. This panel allows you to set all the taper parameters 

numerically, including the orientation of the tool, and the angle of the taper (from -89 to 89 degrees) or tapering 

size. As with the Object Info Panel, formulas are allowed in the edit fields. 

 

The Continuously tapering button will do one of two things: 
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1. If the object is currently being deformed by the Taper tool, this will reset the Taper control to its default 

location and orientation, removing the current taper. 

2. If a taper was previously applied to the object (e.g., after exiting from and returning to the Taper tool), the 

Taper control will appear at its last used position and orientation and can still be used to edit the previous 

taper. In this case, clicking this button will “set” the taper and reset the tool, allowing you to continue 

tapering the object from its current state. 

 

4.11.6 Skew 

 Skew 
This tool can be used to skew a polyhedral object. The Skew control that appears when the tool is activated has 

different points that can be manipulated: 

 

 

Skew control  

 

Rotation control  

 
 

Rotation control 
 

Skew control: Drag this control to skew the object. 

 

Rotation control: Rotates the manipulator. 

 

 
 

Skew Options Panel 

 
 

Right-click the Skew tool to bring up its options panel. This panel allows you to set all the skew parameters 

numerically, including the orientation of the tool, and the angle of skewing (from -89 to 89 degrees). As with the 

Object Info Panel, formulas are allowed in the edit fields. 

 

The Continuously skewing button will do one of two things: 

1. If the object is currently being deformed by the Skew tool, this will reset the Skew control to its default 
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location and orientation, removing the current skew. 

2. If a skew was previously applied to the object (e.g., after exiting from and returning to the Skew tool), the 

Skew control will appear at its last used position and orientation and can still be used to edit the previous 

skew. In this case, clicking this button will “set” the skew and reset the tool, allowing you to continue 

skewing the object from its current state. 
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4.12 Metaballs 

 
Torso modeled with Metaballs 

 

 
Metaball primitives 

 

Metaballs is a powerful feature in trueSpace that lets you model and animate using a special set of geometric 

primitives: sphere, cube (rounded and sharp edge), cylinder (rounded and sharp edge), and the metamuscle. You can 

combine these primitives, whose shapes “flow” into each other, into Metaballs objects by adding and subtracting 

them, creating objects that would be difficult or impossible to model by any other means. You can also use them to 

create animations wherein objects‟ shapes dynamically blend together and separate depending on their relative 

distances, like, for example, the T2 character in the movie Terminator 2 who formed himself from blobs of metal 

rolling on the floor. 

 

The Metaballs feature integrates with both the Inverse Kinematics/Bones system and the Physical Simulation 

functions. That is, you can connect Metaballs primitives into their own hierarchical structures. You can also join 

Metaball primitives into Boned, Inverse Kinematics chains and animate them with trueSpace‟s excellent Bones 

algorithms. For more information on animation related features, see Artist Guide ChApter 6: AnimAtion.  

 

You can also assign physical attributes, such as mass and elasticity, to Metaballs primitives, as well as subjecting 

them to forces like wind, atmospheric and gravity, and causing them to collide with each other. And, of course, 

you can animate Metaballs objects and primitives via standard keyframing techniques. This extraordinary 

functionality gives you unprecedented animation capabilities with which we believe you will be able to do great 

things. 

 

The Metaballs tool is best used for creating an object‟s overall shape, rather than for creating detailed features. For 

example, in creating a head, you could use it to create the eye hollows, and then use actual spheres to create the eyes 

themselves. 

 

Note: When reading the following description of how the Metaballs function works in trueSpace, bear in mind the 

distinction between the two types of entities in use: You join several Metaballs primitives, or basic 3D shapes, into a 

composite form, called a Metaballs object. 

 

4.12.1 Tutorial: Modeling with Metaballs 

Here is a brief step-by-step introduction to modeling with Metaballs. 

 

1. Start with an empty workspace. Find the Metaballs icons in the primitives icon list.  
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2. Left-click on the Metaball Sphere icon, and then left-click in the workspace to add a Metaballs sphere 

primitive to the workspace. 

 

3. Next, click on the Metaball Rounded Cube icon, and then left-click on the sphere created in the previous 

step to add a rounded cube in the same location. 

 

4. You will notice that your Metaball primitives have a floating toolbar with them. You can expand it by 

hovering over it and leave it expanded by clicking on its handle. As indicated by the “pressed-in” look of 

the Move Metaball tool on the toolbar‟s right side, the tool is active. Right-button drag a short distance 

downward to lower the rounded cube in relation to the sphere. As you drag, you‟ll see the Metaballs 

object‟s shape change in real time. Because both Metaballs primitives have positive fields, the shapes flow 

together in a pleasing, organic manner. When you release the mouse button, the rounded cube stays 

highlighted, showing that it is still active.  

 

5. Now drag the sphere to the front, and then use the Negative Field option to make a spherical depression in 

the rounded cube.  

 

 

Step 4 Step 5  

6. Select the Scale Metaballs Primitive  tool instead of the move tool. At this point, you may want to 

make it easier to see what you are doing. From the Metaballs Options panel‟s Conversion combo box, 

select the “On Demand” option. This renders the Metaballs object‟s shape temporarily invisible.  

 

7. Pressing both mouse buttons, drag leftward to make the sphere smaller. 

 

Notice how this affects the rounded cube primitive as you make the sphere smaller; it will seem to grow as you 

shrink the sphere. To see the full result, select the Render Object tool. 

 

4.12.2 Working with Metaballs Primitives 

If primitive creation is set to “Automatic” in Preferences (accessed via File->Preferences), then selecting an icon 

adds the corresponding Metaballs primitive to the center of the trueSpace workspace. If primitive creation is set to 

“Scalable,” you must click and drag in the workspace to create and scale a new Metaballs primitive. By default, both 

components are visible: the primitive shape, and the resultant Metaballs object. 

 

Open the Metaballs Options panel by right-clicking on the Metaballs tool. This lets you modify Metaballs objects‟ 

mesh resolution, and how they are redrawn as you work with them.  
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A Metaballs object must contain at least two primitives to be able to use the Metaballs features. Six Metaballs 

primitives are available: 

• Sphere 

• Rounded cylinder 

• Rounded cube (actually, a flattened rounded cube) 

• Cube (sharp edges) 

• Cylinder (sharp edges) 

• Metamuscle 

 

If you add a copy of a selected Metaballs primitive by using the Copy tool or pressing CTRL+C, an identical copy is 

added in the same location as the primitive. 

 

Tip: If you select the Metaballs tool with a Metaballs object selected, trueSpace assumes you want to edit that object 

(see “Manipulating Metaballs” below). Therefore, to start a new Metaballs object, any existing Metaballs objects 

should not be selected. You can use the Object Info Panel to quickly deselect all objects. Alternatively, you can 

simply add a primitive mesh object, such as a cube, and then delete it. This results in no objects being selected. Or 

select a light or camera. Then proceed normally: Select the Metaballs tool, and then select the primitives you wish to 

use. 

 

Manipulating Metaballs 
You can use the Metaballs floating toolbar Navigation tools to move, rotate and scale Metaballs primitives. To 

manipulate an entire Metaballs object, select an Object Navigation or other object-related tool.  

 

When you apply transformations to a Metaball primitive, the Metaballs shape dynamically shows the results in real 

time. (Conversion in the Metaballs Options panel, described later in this section, must be set to “On Move” for 

real-time refresh.) For example, as you move one primitive away from another, the connection between them 

gradually becomes thinner, and is eventually broken. 

 

To delete a selected primitive, press the DEL key or select the Erase tool. 

 

You cannot apply modeling tools, such as Deform, Sculpt Surface, Point Edit, QuadDivide or Boolean 

operations to Metaballs primitives or objects. If you attempt to use a modeling tool with a Metaballs object, you 

will be asked to confirm that you want to delete the Metaballs structure and convert it to a polyhedron. 

 

Similarly, you cannot use any paint tool except Paint Object with Metaballs objects. If you attempt to use Paint 

Face, for example, you‟ll be asked to confirm the aforementioned conversion, and the object will be converted to a 

polyhedron using Render Resolution (see the “Metaballs Resolution” section, below).  

 

Note: By default, Metaballs objects receive planar UV mapping. To change this, use the UV 
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Projection tool. 

 

Tip: Sometimes you might want to simply convert a Metaballs object to a polyhedron, without 

necessarily applying a modeling tool, just to reduce the object’s complexity and overhead. In such 

a case, just select a modeling tool such as Deform Object, and then after the conversion process, 

select the Object tool. 

 

4.12.3 Animating Metaballs Objects 

You can animate a Metaballs object‟s shape by keyframing Navigation settings for its primitives, using standard 

trueSpace animation techniques. When you play back the animation, only the Metaballs object appears, in 

Navigation Resolution (see Metaballs Options Panel, below, for an explanation of Navigation Resolution), for 

fast feedback. 

 

You can create hierarchical relationships between Metaballs primitives with the Glue tools, or create links with the 

Inverse Kinematics Add Joint tools. Building, modifying and animating compound objects with Metaballs 

primitives works the same way as with standard, discrete objects. 

 

Similarly, you can apply physical attributes to Metaballs primitives using the Physical Simulation tools, and 

animate them using the same techniques. 

 

It is possible to animate both the metamuscle spline curve as well as the strength at the control points. 

 

 Metamuscle 
This tool is used to create a spline that defines the shape of its resultant object through scalable spline points. Think 

of this tool as a muscle attached to bones; it will bulge when it is compressed and lengthen when it is stretched. 

 

To use the Metamuscle tool, activate it, and then draw as many spline points as you want in order to control the 

shape and area of influence of your Metamuscle. After the spline points are defined, any of the normal Metaball 

tools, such as move, scale or rotate, can be used to adjust the Metamuscle. In addition, you can adjust the 

Metamuscle by its individual spline points, which will show up as a single point with a yellow circle around it 

showing its strength. Adjusting the radius of this circle changes the width of the Metamuscle near this control point.  

 

 
 

You can also adjust the angle of the spline by dragging on the yellow handle that extends from the center point. This 

will allow you to create very smooth flowing angles in your Metaball objects. 
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Metaballs Primitive Field 
These two buttons let you determine whether the current primitive has an additive or subtractive effect on nearby 

primitives. 

 

 Positive: This is the default mode, in which primitives add to the overall Metaballs shape. 

 

 Negative: In Negative mode, the primitive‟s shape is repulsed from any positive primitives it overlaps. 

This works something like the Boolean Object Subtraction function, except that edges are rounded rather 

than sharp. 

 

 
         Rounded cube with positive influence on sphere (left) and negative 

influence on sphere (right). 

 

 

Editing a Metaballs primitive’s volume of influence 
To control the extent of a Metaballs primitive‟s influence over the Metaball object‟s shape, you can scale the area of 

influence the object has. Right-click on the primitive when it is selected to see a wireframe representation of the 

current primitive‟s volume of influence surrounding the primitive. Left-button drag the mouse toward you or to the 

left to reduce the wireframe‟s size, and consequently the primitive‟s relative influence over the Metaballs object‟s 

shape. Left-button drag away from you or to the right to increase the volume influence.  

 

While in this mode, you can only use the Metaballs Navigation tools, although you can add new primitives. To exit, 

right-click on the primitive or object again. 
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Default influence Decreased influence  

 

Increased influence  

 

 

4.12.4 Metaballs Options Panel 

Open the Metaballs Options panel by right-clicking the Metaball tool. This panel lets you determine how the 

Metaballs object is displayed when manipulating it, and offers two settings for determining the fineness of a 

Metaballs object‟s mesh, during and after manipulation. 

 

 
 

Conversion 
This combo box gives you three settings for determining the Metaballs function‟s level of interactivity, to 

accommodate slower machines. 

 

• On Move: This is the default mode, in which manipulating a Metaballs object‟s primitives reshapes the 

overall object in real time. This offers the best feedback, but requires the greatest amount of processing 

power. If you require real-time feedback, but are encountering slow redraw times, try reducing the 

Navigation Resolution setting to create a simpler mesh (see below). 

 

• On Release: This is a compromise mode, in which the Metaballs object is redrawn only after moving a 

primitive object, when the mouse button is released. This gives adequate feedback without the extra 

computational overhead required when redrawing the shape in real time. 
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• On Demand: This mode is suitable for slow machines and/or very complex objects. The Metaballs object 

is drawn only when you specifically request it by selecting a rendering tool, or an editing tool that requires 

converting the object to a polyhedron, or by selecting a different conversion mode and manipulating a 

primitive. Otherwise, only the primitives are drawn. 

 

Navigation Resolution 
This is the Metaballs object‟s mesh resolution used during manipulation of its primitives. If you change the setting, 

you must modify a primitive to see the results. The range of acceptable values is 20-250.  

 

Render Resolution 
This is the Metaballs object‟s mesh resolution when you render the object, or when you convert it to a polyhedron. 

The range of acceptable values is 20-250. 

 

To expressly convert a Metaballs object to Render Resolution, simply select the Object tool. To return it to 

Navigation Resolution, select the Metaballs tool, and then select any Metaballs Navigation tool and manipulate one 

of the primitives.  

 

Use X Offset for Prims 
This option determines whether newly added primitives are affected by the position, orientation or scale of existing, 

selected primitives. 

 

If, when this option is active, you add a Metaballs primitive of any type, the new object is placed in the workspace 

immediately adjacent to the first, offset in the positive X direction. If any rotation and/or scaling was applied to the 

original, the newly added primitive inherits the transformation(s). 

 

If this option is not active when you add a new Metaballs primitive to an existing Metaballs object, the new object is 

added at the center of the workspace, using the default settings for size and orientation. 

 

4.12.5 Global and Interactive Replace with Metaballs 

      
 

Now you can replace the target object with metaballs primitives. Any object can be replaced with a single metaball 
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primitive, so if you have selected a whole metaball object, and you are not creating separate metaballs, then the first 

metaball primitive will be taken as the source. 

 

 
                                                 Example Setup 

                                            (Source: red, Targets: blue) 
 

Replace Types 
 

When a metaball primitive is selected as the source, you can choose from three possible results: 

 

• Create Separate Objects: Every target object will be replaced with a separate metaball object. Because 

the target objects will be separate metaball objects, they will not influence each other. 

 

 
Create Separate Objects  

 

 

 Note: If you have selected a whole metaball object as the source (rather than one of the sub-objects or 

primitives making up the metaball object), then the target objects will be replaced with the whole metaball 

object unless “Random Replacement” is enabled (see below). 

  

• Add To Source: Every target object is replaced with a metaball primitive, and the new metaball primitives 

are added to source metaball object.  
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Add to Source  

 

 

 Note: In this case, if you have selected a whole metaball object as the source, then you will be replacing the 

target objects with first metaball primitive unless “Random Replacement” is enabled (see below). 

 

• Group To New Metaball: Every target object is replaced with a metaball primitive, and all the new 

metaball primitives are created as one new metaball object (separate from the source object). 

 

 
Group to New Metaball  

 

 

 Note: In this case, if you have selected a whole metaball object as the source, then you will be replacing the 

target objects with first metaball primitive unless “Random Replacement” is enabled (see below). 

 

Random Replacement 
 

When “Random Replacement” is enabled and a whole metaball object is selected as the source, then the target 

objects are replaced by metaball primitives randomly selected from metaball object. 

 

Now it is easy to create a physical simulation with normal objects, and then replace them with metaballs. 
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4.13 Plastiform 
 
The PlastiForm tool is a truly unique modeling feature of trueSpace, one that lets you modify the surface and shape 

of 3D objects in a variety of unusual ways. Its usage is simple: By converting part of an object‟s surface to a 

“particle mesh,” and then moving a spherical or cylindrical “hot” tool across the mesh, you can “engrave” the 

surface; or, by moving the hot tool perpendicular to the mesh, you can produce a tunnel-shaped formation into or out 

of the object. 

 

PlastiForm works by temporarily treating the section of the object‟s surface that it is modifying as a mesh composed 

of particles, rather than of polygons. That way, when the surface area is increased, the tool simply adds more 

particles. It then converts the surface, on the fly, to the polygon mesh that you see. This technique makes it practical 

to perform real-world type modeling techniques, such as pushing your thumb through clay or soft plastic, which 

would be difficult or impossible with standard polygon-mesh methods. 

 

 
A PlastiForm alien  

 
 

4.13.1 PlastiForm Quick Start Tutorial 

These tutorials will show you two different ways of using the PlastiForm tool. You will start by engraving a simple 

corporate logo (the letter “C”) on a plane object, and then go on to create a simple mushroom object. 

 

Engraving Tutorial 
1. Start with an empty workspace. Set the display to a Solid Render mode. 

 

2. Use the Add Plane  tool to add a primitive plane object. Use Object Move to position it slightly above 

the ground plane (hold the right mouse button and drag upward). 

 

3. Right-click on the PlastiForm  tool to open the PlastiForm Settings panel. In the panel, set Density 
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to 0.8 by clicking on the double-headed arrow to the right of the Density field, and dragging a short 

distance to the right, or you can click in the numeric field and enter 0.8 from the keyboard. Do not forget to 

press ENTER. This value gives you a greater resolution of particle mesh to work with. 

 

4. Left-click on the PlastiForm tool to select it and open its control panel. 

 

5. Before you can begin using the PlastiForm tool, you must select one or more faces to modify the target 

object. In the PlastiForm panel, choose the Select Face(s)  tool in the upper-right corner of the panel, 

and then click on the plane. Note that the edge of the face is now highlighted in purple, around the edge. 

The plane‟s top surface has been prepared as a particle mesh, and is ready for deforming with the 

deformation, or “hot” tool. 

 

6. In the panel, select the Use Sphere as Deformation  tool icon. A red, spherical hot tool appears in the 

center of the plane primitive. 

 

7. Before activating the hot tool, you can position it. When using it for engraving, the center of the hot tool 

should be slightly above the surface for engraving into the surface, or slightly below it for producing an 

outward protrusion. For this exercise, use the latter technique. The Move PlastiForm  tool icon is 

selected by default, so right-button drag downward a short distance. Then left-button drag the sphere into a 

position near the top-right side (see following illustration). 

 

 
 

8. Now activate the hot tool, and use it to draw the letter C. Select the Activate/deactivate Deformation Tool 

 icon at the bottom of the panel‟s center column, and then left-button drag in a roughly circular motion 

to create a C-shaped extrusion. As you drag, you can see the letter being drawn in real time. If you make a 

mistake, select the Undo tool (or press CTRL+Z), re-activate the hot tool, and give it another try. 
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9. To finish using the PlastiForm tool, select the Object  tool. The hot tool disappears, but you can 

continue to use it by reselecting the PlastiForm tool and using the panel functions as before. However, if 

you attempt to use another tool on the object, such as Paint Face or Deform, you will be warned that the 

PlastiForm structure will be lost if you proceed. 

 

10. Besides being a tool for selecting multiple faces one at a time, the PlastiForm panel contains a tool for 

selecting all of an object‟s faces. But because you selected only the plane object‟s top face, the bottom face 

is still flat. To observe this, use Object Rotate to turn the plane primitive object over. 

 

Extrusion Tutorial 
1. Now we‟ll create a mushroom using the PlastiForm tool‟s extrusion capabilities. Start with an empty 

workspace. Set the display to Wireframe. 

 

2. Add a plane primitive.  

 

3. If you are continuing directly from the previous tutorial, skip ahead to step 4. Otherwise, right-click on the 

PlastiForm  tool to open the PlastiForm Settings panel. In the panel, set Density to 0.8 by clicking on 

the double-headed arrow to the right of the Density field, and dragging a short distance to the right. 

Alternatively, you can click in the numeric field and enter 0.8 from the keyboard. Do not forget to press 

ENTER. This value gives you a greater resolution of particle mesh to work with. 

 

4. Before starting, set the current material to Smooth. Right-click on the Paint tool, and in the Shader/Maps 

panel, select the Smooth  icon in the lower-right corner. This will give the mushroom a smooth 

surface. 

 

5. Select the PlastiForm tool, and then the Select Face(s)  tool, and then the Use Sphere as 

Deformation Tool  icon. 

 

6. This time, right-button drag the sphere until it is completely below the plane‟s surface. If you like, switch 
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temporarily to a side view to double check. 

 

7. Activate the deformation tool  , and then right-button drag upward to extrude the mushroom‟s stem. 

Note that, as you drag, you can see only the deformation of the faces closest to the deformation tool. When 

you are first becoming familiar with the tool, you may want to check your progress by releasing the mouse 

button from time to time.  

 

8. Drag up a little farther to move the tool into place for creating the mushroom‟s cap. 

 

 
 

9. To produce the cap, you will simply scale the deformation tool up on the horizontal axes. In the PlastiForm 

panel, select the Scale PlastiForm Tool  icon in the lower-left corner. Select the Z button to disable 

scaling on the vertical axis, and then press and hold both mouse buttons, and drag to the right until the cap 

is about the right size. 

 

 
 

10. As an experiment, try dragging leftward with both mouse buttons held down to shrink the hot tool. Note 

that the particle mesh does not shrink along with it. When PlastiForming an object, you can only push the 

particle mesh, not pull it. 

 

11. Select the Object  tool, and then use Render Current Object  to see your mushroom in all its 

solid glory. 
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4.13.2 Using PlastiForm 

 
The PlastiForm Panel 

 

Tip: When working with the PlastiForm tool, it is usually easier to see what is going on if you use Wireframe 

Display mode. 

 

It is not necessary to select the object you want to modify before using the PlastiForm tool. 

 

Select the PlastiForm tool to open the PlastiForm panel. 

 

Selecting Faces 
First, you need to select one or more faces on the object you want to modify, which can be any in the current scene. 

The two icons in the right-hand column let you do this. The upper tool, Select Face(s), lets you indicate faces to be 

modified with the mouse cursor by clicking and optionally dragging. Selected faces are outlined in a violet color. To 

select all of an object‟s faces, choose the lower tool, Select All Faces. To deselect any selected faces, click on them 

while the Select Face(s) tool is active. 

 

Selecting the Hot Tool 
After selecting faces, you can pick either of two hot tools, a sphere or a cylinder, from the PlastiForm panel‟s center 

column. The tool appears near the selected face(s), but does not become immediately active and can be repositioned, 

rotated, and scaled with the local navigation tools in the panel‟s left-hand column.  

 

Note: At higher Density settings, the hot tool can take a while to appear. To abort this process, press the ESC key at 

any time. 

 

Note: The hot tool initially appears at its minimum size; it can be scaled only up, not down. To make the hot tool 

smaller, start with a higher Density setting (change the setting before selecting the hot tool). However, in general, 

the PlastiForm tool yields superior results with the larger deformation tools. 
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Once the hot tool is in place, you can activate it using the Activate/Deactivate icon at the bottom of the center 

column. This causes the selected face(s) to become subdivided. When activated, you can move the hot tool by 

dragging the mouse, modifying nearby surface elements as you go. You can also rotate and scale it while reshaping 

the mesh by first selecting the appropriate navigation tool from the PlastiForm panel. To rotate or scale the 

deformation tool without deforming the object, or to move it and start working in a different spot, first select the 

Activate/Deactivate icon to deactivate it. 

 

When you move the hot tool along the selected faces, it reshapes the surface, creating an engraving or bulge 

depending whether it is on the inside or outside of the object. When pushed deeper inside the mesh, new mesh 

elements are created to maintain the integrity of the surface. 

 

To manipulate an object while PlastiForming an object, simply select the desired object navigation tool, use it, and 

the re-select the PlastiForm tool. The hot tool will be as you left it. If, however, you select the Object tool, the 

current deformation tool is deleted. The particle mesh structure is retained until you convert the object to a standard 

mesh structure (see the next paragraph), and until then you can always go back and modify it with a new hot tool 

you want to use. 

 

To convert a PlastiForm object to a standard mesh object, select a Point Edit tool, or the Deform tool, and confirm 

the deletion of the PlastiForm structure. Certain modeling and paint operations require a polyhedral mesh. 

 

Note: If you use PlastiForm with a polygon that has been scaled disproportionately, you will find that the 

deformation tool is scaled accordingly. That is, the spherical deformation tool may appear egg-shaped. 

 

PlastiForm Settings Panel 

 
 

To activate the PlastiForm Settings panel, right-click on the PlastiForm tool. This panel‟s settings let you 

determine particle resolution, how much the hot tool affects the particle mesh, and how the mesh is redrawn as you 

work. 

 

Deform 
The settings available in this combo box determine what type of feedback you will get while moving the hot tool. 

 

• On Move: This is the default mode, in which manipulating the hot tool reshapes the affected surface in real 

time. This offers the best feedback, but requires the greatest amount of processing power. If you require 

real-time feedback, but are encountering slow redraw times, try reducing the Resolution setting to create a 

simpler mesh (see below). 

 

• On Release: This is a compromise mode, in which the particle mesh is redrawn only after moving the hot 

tool, when the mouse button is released. This gives adequate feedback without the extra computational 
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overhead required when redrawing the mesh in real time. 

 

Density 
The Density setting determines two important elements: the particle density, which manifests itself as the rate of 

subdivision of selected faces, and the starting/minimum size of the hot tool. Possible values range between 0 and 1. 

The greater the Density setting, the greater the particle density, and the smaller the size of the hot tool. 

 

Important note: You must set Resolution before activating the PlastiForm tool. Once you are using the tool, 

changing this setting has no effect. 

 

Weight 
The Weight setting, which can range from 0 to 1.0, determines the amount of force with which particles are pushed 

away from the hot tool. With higher Weight settings, the radial force is higher and more noticeable, particularly 

where the hot tool initially contacts the deformed surface. 
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4.14 Arrays 
 

 

Create Grid Array 

 

Create Grid Array 

 

Create Spline Array 

 

Convert Array to a Group 

 

 
When you want to distribute copies of an object in an orderly arrangement or along a specific path, trueSpace‟s 

array tools make this process both simple and interactive. Three tools are available, allowing you to build a 2D or 

3D grid of objects, or to use a spline path to determine object placement. Once built, the array‟s parameters remain 

editable until you convert the array into a normal group of objects. This makes it easy to adjust the settings of the 

array as often as you need to. 

 

trueSpace provides three interactive array tools. The Grid Array tool creates a 2D or 3D grid of objects. The Radial 

Array tool distributes objects along a circular arc or spiral. The Spline Array tool can be used to distribute objects 

along a custom path. 

 

4.14.1 Grid Array 

 Grid Array 
The Grid Array tool can be used to create a 2 or 3-dimensional block of objects. To create a grid array: 

 

1. Start by selecting the object to be used in the array, then activating the Grid Array tool. (You may also 

activate the tool before selecting the object.) An orange arrow with a red head will appear. 

 

2. Place the cursor at the point you would like the next object to appear. Click and hold the left mouse button. 

This sets the distance and orientation of the array objects. As long as the left mouse button is depressed, 

you can move the object to a different location. Once you release the mouse button, the second object is set, 

and the arrowhead becomes orange. (Note that if Grid Mode is on, the angle of the first copy will be 

constrained to 45-degree offsets.) 
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         Step 1          Step 2  

 

 

3. Click and drag again to define the width and depth of the array. Notice that you can create a single line of 

objects, or a 2-dimensional grid. Once you release the mouse button, the array is created. The next optional 

step will allow you to add vertical rows to the array. 

 

4. Right-click the array to show the 3D manipulator, a cluster of three blue arrows in one corner of the array. 

Drag the shaft of the upward-pointing arrow to increase the number of floors/rows/columns. 

 

     
Step 3 Step 4  

Clicking and dragging the shaft of each arrow adjusts the number of rows in each direction. Clicking and dragging 

the tips of each arrow adjusts the distance between each floor/row/column.  

 

An array object is a hierarchy, so it is possible to navigate down and scale or rotate an element. Since every element 

in the array is a copy, changing one element changes them all. Once you are satisfied with the array‟s parameters, 

you can use the Convert an Array to a Group of Objects tool to convert the array into a normal group. After 

converting the array, you cannot use the array tools to modify it, but individual objects can be changed 
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independently. 

 

Grid Array Options Panel 

 
 

Right-click the Grid Array tool to bring up the Grid Array Options panel. This panel contains the numeric settings 

currently used by the array. Array parameters can be adjusted either directly via the 3D manipulator, or through 

numerical entry using this panel. 

 

• # Items X/Y/Z: Determines the number of objects in each direction. 

• Space X/Y/Z: Controls the spacing between the axes of each element.  

• Keep Spacing: When enabled, increasing # Items does not increase the bounding size of the array: new 

items are instead added between the first and last rows. If this option is on, and # Items for X, Y, or Z is 1, 

then increasing the # Items of that row will add a second row first. 

 

The 3D manipulator will also reflect this option. When on, the arrow tips are green. When off, they are dark blue. 

 

 
 

4.14.2 Radial Array 

 Radial Array 
The Radial Array tool places objects on a circular arc or spiral. To create a radial array: 

 

1. Start by selecting the object to be used in the array, then activating the Radial Array tool. (You may also 

activate the tool before selecting the object.) 

 

2. Click and drag to pick the center point for the array. A preset number of items will appear on the circular 

arc. This also determines the Begin and End Radius of the array. Releasing the mouse button creates the 

array. 
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Step 2  

3. Right-click the array to show the 3D manipulator. Click and drag the center orange arrow to create the 

center spline and increase the height of the array.  

 

 
                                                      Step 3 
 

An array object is a hierarchy, so it is possible to navigate down and scale or rotate an element. Scaling an element 

creates a scale key frame (described below), while rotating an element causes every element to rotate by the same 

amount. 
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# Segments = 12 

Toggle Follow Path = on 

First and last elements resized. 
 

Radial Array Options Panel and 3D Control 

 
 

Right-click the Radial Array tool to bring up the Radial Array Options panel. This panel contains the numeric 

settings currently used by the array. Array parameters can be adjusted either directly via the 3D manipulator, or 

through numerical entry using this panel. 

 

• # Segments: Determines the number of items in the array. Each item creates a control point on the curve. 

• Begin/End Radius: If these two are the same, the array follows a circular path. Otherwise, it follows a 

spiral path. 

• Angle: If the array has no height, this angle must be between -360 and 360. Otherwise, the only limitation 

is that the angle cannot be 0. The higher this value, the more times the array will “wrap” around the center 

axis. 

• Offset: Determines the length of the new segment created when Axis Control is clicked. (The length can 
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also be set by dragging the Axis control.) 

• Center X/Y/Z: The location of the first (bottom) control point of the center axis. This can also be changed 

by left-clicking and dragging the first control point. Note that these values may not be numerically edited 

from the options panel if the entire array has been rotated, but the first control point can still be used to 

move the array. 

 

 Toggle Circle - Spiral Shape 
When set to “circle,” the End Radius matches the Begin Radius and cannot be changed. When set to “spiral,” both 

radii can be changed independently. 

 

 Toggle Follow Path 
When enabled, the objects in the array will rotate with the path. Otherwise, the objects will all maintain the same 

orientation. 

 

Copy Curve Tools: 

 Create Copy of Path of Array: Creates a copy of the array path. The new curve will appear with its own 

DrawPanel in the same location as the original curve. 

 

 Create Curve Going Through the Selected Vertex: Similar to the Create Copy of Path of Array Tool, 

except that once activated, you must left-click the vertex of one of the objects. The new curve created will 

run through the same vertex of each object in the array. 

 

 Create Curve Along Array: Creates a new curve that follows the array path. Click and drag after 

activating this tool to change the radius of the new curve. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Outer curve: Create Curve Going Through the 
Selected Vertex tool 
 
Middle curve: Create Copy of Path of Array tool 
 
Inner curve: Create Curve Along Array tool 

 

 

 

Note that if the Toggle follow path option is off, the curves created with these tools will have a similar shape. 
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Array Axis Tools: 

 Create Copy of Axis of Array: Creates a copy of the axis path. The new curve will appear with its own 

DrawPanel in the same location as the original curve. 

 

 Replace Axis of Array by Selected Curve: This allows you to replace the axis curve with any other curve 

in the scene.  

 

Scale Key Frame Tools: 

 Remove Scale Key Frame: To remove a scale key frame, navigate down the hierarchy to the object with 

the key frame, and click this button. 

 

Note: To set a scale key frame, navigate down the hierarchy to select an array element. When you resize it, a scale 

key frame (visible as a red sphere) will be created. Objects along the path between key frames will scale smoothly.  

 

The Radial Array 3D control allows you to modify most of the parameters that are found in the options panel. In 

addition, it provides the following functions: 

 

• Clicking the Axis control creates a new control point on the center spline with a length determined by the 

Offset value in the options panel.  

• Clicking and dragging the Axis control also creates a new control point, but gives you the chance to set its 

length by dragging. 

• Left dragging the first control point moves the whole array. 

• Right dragging the first control point moves the center of the array, changing its radius. 

• Left drag other control points to change the shape of the center spline. 

• Right-clicking the center spline puts you into spline edit mode, which gives you more options and controls 

for working with the spline. (See section 4.3 for details on editing splines.) 

• Right-clicking a scale key frame indicator selects the element it is associated with. 

• To uniformly scale all elements of the array, select and scale the first element. 

 

4.14.3 Spline Array 

 Spline Array 
The Spline Array tool places objects on a defined path (a spline curve). To create a spline array: 

 

1. Start by selecting the object to be used in the array, then activating the Spline Array tool. (You may also 

activate the tool before selecting the object.) 

 

2. At this point, you may do one of two things: 

 

a. Select an existing curve to copy and use as the array path...or 

b. Create a new curve by clicking in the workspace to create control points. Right-clicking ends the spline 
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creation. 

 

 
 

An array object is a hierarchy, so it is possible to navigate down and scale or rotate an element. Scaling an element 

creates a scale key frame (described below), while rotating an element causes every element to rotate. 

 

Spline Array Options Panel and 3D Control 
Right-click the Spline Array tool to bring up the Spline Array Options panel. This panel contains the numeric 

settings currently used by the array. Array parameters can be adjusted either directly via the 3D manipulator, or 

through numerical entry using this panel. 

 

# Items: Determines the number of items in the array. 

 

 
 

Offset: Determines the length of the new segment created when Path Control is clicked. (The length can also be set 

by simply dragging the Path control.) 

 

Item Spacing: 
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 Equidistant Location of Items: Places the array‟s items along the path at equal distances. 

 

 
 

 Equidistant Spacing Between Items: Places the array‟s items along the path with equal spaces between 

them. 

 

 
 

 Proportional Spacing Between Items: Places the array‟s items along the patch with proportional spaces 

between them. 

 

 
 

 Toggle Follow Path 
 

When enabled, the objects in the array will rotate to point along the curvature of the path. Otherwise, the objects will 

all maintain the same orientation. 

 

Extracting a path: 

 Create copy of path of array: Creates a copy of the array path. The new curve will appear with its own 

DrawPanel in the same location as the original curve. 

 

 Create curve going through the selected vertex: Similar to the Create Copy of Path of Array tool, 

except that once activated, you must left-click the vertex of one of the objects. The new curve created will 

run through the same vertex of each object in the array. 

 

 Create curve along array: Creates a new curve that follows the array path. Clicking and dragging after 

activating this tool changes the radius of the new curve. 

 

 Replace path of array by selected curve: This allows you to replace the current spline curve with any 

other curve in the scene.  
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 Remove Scale Key Frame 
 

To remove a scale key frame, navigate down the hierarchy to the object with the key frame, and click this button. 

 

The Spline Array 3D control allows you to modify most of the same parameters that are found in the options panel. 

In addition, it provides the following functions: 

 

• Clicking the Path control creates a new control point on the center spline with a length determined by the 

Offset value in the options panel.  

• Clicking and dragging the Path control also creates a new control point, and gives you the chance to set its 

length by dragging. 

• Left drag the control points to change the shape of the center spline. 

• Right-clicking any spline control point puts you into spline edit mode, which gives you more options and 

controls for working with the spline. (See section 4.3 for details on editing splines.) 

• Right-clicking a scale key frame indicator selects the element it is associated with. 

• To uniformly scale all elements of the array, select and scale the first element. 

 

4.14.4 Disband Array 

 Convert Array to Group 
This button converts a selected array object to a common group. All information about the array is lost. This 

operation cannot be undone. 

 

4.14.5 Tutorial: Wrapping a Coil Around a Torus 

1. Create a simple polygonal cube, and scale it down to 0.5 in all axes.  

 

 
 

2. Click the Radial Array tool, and drag out a radius of any size. (We will change the parameters using the 

options panel in the next step.) 

 

3. Right-click the Radial Array tool to bring up its options panel. Set the options as follows: 

• Toggle Follow Path: on 

• # Segments: 7 

• Begin Radius: 0.5 

• End Radius: 0.5 

• Offset: 4 

 

4. Right-click the array object. Click the orange axis arrow once to extend the array upward. The center axis 
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of the array will extend by the value entered in Offset: in this case, 4 units. 

 

5. We need to turn this into a tightly wrapped coil. Increase the Angle setting to 2160 (6 full revolutions) by 

either entering this value directly in the options panel, or dragging the Angle control until the value in the 

options panel reads 2160. Also increase # Segments to 41 by either entering this value directly in the 

options panel, or dragging the # Segments control until the value in the options panel reads 41. 

 

 
Step 4 Step 5  

 

6. In another part of the workspace, create a 2D circle 4 units in diameter.  

 

7. Enable the array again, and click Replace Axis of Array by Selected Curve. Select the circle you just 

created. A path created from the circular curve will replace the array‟s original straight axis. 

 

 
 

8. On the Radial Array Options panel, click Create Copy of Path of Array to extract the path we just 

created. Add this curve to the Path Library.  
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9. In another part of the scene or a new scene, create another 2D circle, this one about 0.5 units in diameter. 

 

10. Click the Macro/Sweep tool in the Polygon Sweep toolbar. The last path used, if any, will automatically 

be attached to the circle. Open the path library again, and click the path we just added. Click the 

Macro/Sweep tool again to execute the sweep. After sweeping, right-click the Macro/Sweep tool, and 

enable the Bend option. 
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     Chapter 5 SURFACING - Workspace 

 

5.1 UV Projections 

Although many materials can be recreated using 3D procedural shaders, there are a number of materials that cannot, 

such as patterned cloth and paint effects, transfers, decals and logos, and surface relief materials such as tiled 

surfaces. For these materials, either 2D procedural shaders or image maps must be used, but this creates a problem of 

its own. When mapping 2D procedural shaders or images to a 3D surface, they become distorted or can “break” or 

“tear” in areas with complex or sudden changes in curvature. 

 

UV mapping is a general solution to the problems encountered when trying to map 2D data onto a 3D surface. 

U and V are virtual co-ordinates with U representing the horizontal component of an image or the x component of a 2D 

function, and V representing the vertical component of an image or the y component of a 2D function. Although U and 

V are horizontal and vertical components of a 2D source, when mapped to a 3D object their orientation is arbitrary. 

 

UV mapping takes 3D geometry and assigns 3D points across the surface of the geometry to specific U and V 

co-ordinates using algorithms which either flatten or unfold the 3D geometry to make a 2D map. When the surface is 

rendered, the x and y values for a 2D procedural shader or the horizontal and vertical co-ordinates of pixels in an image 

map can be determined by interpolating the values from the UV map for the corresponding points on the 3D surface. 

 

When a default UV mapping type has been applied to an object a blue control cage shows in the Workspace and this 

can be used to adjust the rotation and scale and position of the UV mapping projections as a visual aid in positioning 

textures exactly on faces where they are required. The UV Mapping widget control cage can also be used in 

conjunction with the object Info panel by using numerical input to adjust the scale, position and rotation of the 

projection on the objects surface. 

As the mouse passes over the various parts of the control cage the activated part will highlight yellow. 

A right click in the Workspace window will exit the tool. 
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UV control-cage , Info panel , toolbar location of UV projection types 

 

The sections nearest to each of the corners will scale the object in the direction you drag them or scale the object 

proportionately when you hold down both mouse buttons at the same time and drag. 

 

 
UV control-cage adjustment scale highlighted yellow. 

 Left mouse drag scales in one direction, left and right mouse held and drag scales proportionally in all direction. 

 

The middle sections will move the object in the direction you drag them. Holding down Left and Right mouse button 

allows for free movement in all directions. 
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UV control-cage adjustment move highlighted yellow. 

Left mouse move the UV projection in one direction . Left and Right mouse button allows for free movement in all directions 

 

The rotation diamonds in the middle of each bar will rotate the object around its various axes.  

As you mouse closer to the diamonds you will notice that they darken in color to match the axis they will rotate 

around. Blue is Y, Green is X, and Red is Z. 

 

 
UV control-cage adjustment rotation highlighted yellow. 

The rotation diamonds in the middle of each bar will rotate the object around its various axes.  

 

The inside part of the control cage which shows on the object projection shape represents the seams where the texture 

is split, this provides a visible interactive feedback and can be adjusted to decide where the split should be located. 

Below shows the differences in the UV editor when a seam has been adjusted by rotation as an example to illustrate the 

behavior. If the Model is a head as in the example then you could arrange the seam so that it occurred on the back part 

of the head to make the mapping and texture process easier. 
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Cylindrical Mapping Seam adjusted by rotation 

 

The Standard UV projections have a panel to adjust the various projection modes and other options . 

The UV projection tool panel will show in the stack when a right click is performed over the icon in the toolbar. 

 

  
right click over the icon in the toolbar UV projection tool panel shows in the stack. 

 

o Mode :  relates to how the mapping matrix is calculated and whether the tool prefers mesh modifier to 

allows UV mapping of procedural objects or changes to the input mesh. 

 Auto : means the UV tool will select and use the modifier for the UV projections if the object is procedural , 
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or if the object isn't procedural and just a regular mesh the UV tool will use the mesh for the UV 

projections.(default Mode is Auto). 

 Mesh : UV tool will use the mesh for the UV projections (regular mesh). 

 Modifier : UV tool will use the modifier for the UV projections (procedural objects). 

 

o Projection : 

 Default : Performs mapping for a plane which picks the biggest bbox face as the projection surface, for the 

other mapping projection  types xy is squared and z remains unchanged. 

 Square : Performs mapping so that the projected pixels have 1:1 aspect ratio. a plane is squared, and a cube is 

equally sized etc) 

 Tight : Only the BB Size(bbox) is used, for example if cylindrical mapping is applied to a long box the 

mapping will be elongated. 

 UV set 1 : When checked uses this working set, unchecked means it doesn't use the set. 

 UV set 2 : When checked uses this working set, unchecked means it doesn't use the set. 

 

o Adjustable projections : Checking this uses the state when you previously mapped a surface so you can go 

back and re-adjust the projection .( default is checked). 

 

Note - For More advanced uses this setting can be also used to transfer projection to another shape (adjustable must 

enabled) if you map 1st object and then switch to adjust and add other objects to selection, the added objects will 

inherit the 1st objects mapping matrix. 

 

 

5.1.1 Standard UV Mapping Types 

trueSpace offers a number of UV mapping options and also gives control over the repetition of image maps and 

procedural patterns across an object‟s UV space. All UV mapping options can be scaled and rotated while the 

projection tool is active to give the most appropriate fit. A right click in the Workspace window will exit the tool. 

 

 Planar Projection  

A UV map is applied that “flattens” the UV space down onto a plane. The plane‟s orientation can be altered by rotating 

the object‟s UV space. The result is that the material texture appears to be projected through the object in a direction 

perpendicular to the plane. 
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Scale 

 

 
UV control-cage adjustment scale highlighted yellow 

Middle UV is scaled in one direction.  Right UV is scaled in both directions 

 

Move 

 

 
UV control-cage adjustment move highlighted yellow 

 

 
Left UV is moved in one direction.  Right UV is moved in both directions 
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Rotate 

 
UV control-cage adjustment rotate highlighted yellow 

 

 
Left UV is rotated in one direction.  Right UV is rotated in both directions 

 

 

Adjusting the UVspace for Planar mapping is straight-forward. The control cage is built from very similar parts. 

Depending on the axis (Blue [Y] or Green [X] rotation tools), you can move, scale or rotate in any of these axis 

directions. Planar mapping is 2D mapping, making X and Y axis adjustments very convenient. The image above 

shows selected highlights for different tools, but each side of the control-cage contains the same tools for move, rotate 

and scale. Mouse-over the various parts of the control-cage to get a feel for how they react.  
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 Cylindrical Projection  

A UV map is applied with a cylindrical volume that surrounds the object. The cylinder‟s orientation can be altered by 

rotating the object‟s UV space. The result is that the material texture appears to be projected inward from the 

cylindrical space to the center of the object. 

 

  

  
UV control-cage adjustment tools being used for scale , move, rotate, respective parts highlighted yellow. 

 

Adjusting the UV space for Cylindrical mapping is straight-forward with a new twist. Because we are now using a 3D 

projection here, we have access to the Z-axis for adjustment and fine-tuning.  

 

Each side of the control cage is built from very similar parts. Depending on the axis (Red (Z), Blue (Y) or Green (X) 

rotation tools), you can move, scale or rotate in any of these axis directions. Cylindrical mapping is 3D mapping, 

making X, Y and Z-axis adjustments very convenient. The image above shows selected highlights for different tools, 

but each axis/side of the control-cage contains the same tools for move, rotate and scale. Mouse-over the various parts 

of the control-cage to get a feel for how they react. 
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The control cage accepts both L-Mouse and R-Mouse presses for the Move and Scale parts of the widget so the results 

can be different according to which button is pressed on the widget. The Rotation part of the control cage widget only 

accepts L-Mouse button actions.  

 

 Spherical Projection  

A UV map is applied with a spherical volume that is translated to an evenly spaced 2D grid with divisions representing 

the latitude and longitude of the sphere. The sphere‟s orientation can be altered by rotating the object‟s UV space. The 

result is that the material texture appears to be projected inward from the spherical space to the center of the object. 

 

  

  
UV control-cage adjustment tools being used for scale , move , rotate, respective parts highlighted yellow. 
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 Cubic Projection  

A UV map is applied with a cubic volume where each face of the cube is a complete planar projection. Manipulating 

the control-cage for UV allows you to fine-tune the space to best suit the object.  

 

  

  
UV control-cage adjustment tools being used for scale , move , rotate, respective parts highlighted yellow. 

 

 

Adjusting the UVspace for Cubic mapping is straight-forward. The control cage is build from very similar parts. 

Depending on the axis (Red, Blue or Green rotation tools), you can move, scale or rotate in any of these axis 

directions. The image above shows selected highlights for different tools, but each side of the control-cage contains 

same tools for move, rotate and scale. 
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 Shrink-Wrap  

A spherical volume larger than the chosen object is gradually shrunk around the object until its surface roughly 

conforms to the surface of the chosen object. As the volume is shrunk and distorted a spherical UV mapping is 

distorted in a similar manner. The result should be a UV projection that gives a better representation of the object‟s 

surface than a standard spherical projection. 

 

   
Cubic UV mapping for object on left, while Shrink-wrap with default settings used on the right hand version. 

 

 
Second variation of Shrink-wrap UV Projection with settings at step 128 and segments at 40 

 

With Shrink-wrap UV Projection, there is no control-cage to adjust. Adjustments are made via the Shrink-wrap 

Preferences panel. 
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Shrink-Wrap Preferences Panel 

 
Shrink Wrap preferences panel 

 

• Animate : toggles wrapper object animation and displaying. 

• Simplification: internal target mesh simplification for faster computation. 

• Step count: maximum step count. 

•    Wireframe : toggles wireframe display of wrapper object. 

• Wrapper segments : latitude and longitude segment count of wrapper object initial sphere. 

• Affect UV1 : toggles UV1 remapping. 

• Affect UV2 : toggles UV2 remapping. 

 

5.1.2 Default UV Mapping 

trueSpace assigns UV mappings to objects as they are created, as follows. 

 

• Spheres and Ellipsoid objects: Spherical Projection. 

• Cylinders: Cylindrical Projection. 

• Lathe objects: A modified Cylindrical Projection bent around the object‟s profile. 

• Cubes and Cubic objects: Cubic Projection. 

• Torus and Helix: Both special cases whereby a Cylindrical Projection is bent to conform to the object‟s 

circular shape. 

• Planes: Planar mapping with the UV space oriented to the plane. 

• Swept objects: Planar mapping with the UV space oriented to the swept curve for the top and bottom 

surfaces and a modified cylindrical mapping across the object‟s length. 

 

5.1.3 Applying UV Mapping 

You can apply UV mapping in 1 of 2 ways: 

 

1. To the entire object by selecting the object and then selecting a suitable UV mapping option. 
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Cylindrical UV mapping applied to entire object 

 

2. By selecting portion of the objects using the polygon and vertex selection tools and applying separate UV 

mapping options to different areas. 

 

 

 
Planar UV mapping applied to the top face selection in Point Edit mode 
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5.2 UV Editor 

 UV Mapping Editor  

  
UV Mapping Editor 

 

The UV Mapping Editor affords you placement of UV mapping within the texture area using point, edge, triangle 

and polygon selection and manipulation tools. Selections in either the Workspace while in Point Edit mode, or in the 

UV Editor itself, are synchronized. What you select in one becomes selected in the other.  

 

The UV Editor allows you to mark textures with a brush or with lines. You can edit textures in a 2D Image Editor of 

your choice. Save your texture from 2D Editor and it is automatically applied to your model in Workspace. The 

changed/edited image also shows up in the UV Editor with changes intact. When you combine these capabilities, you 

are presented with finite control over both texture and UV space.  

 

You have the ability to Weld vertices of UV mapping together, allowing you to form compact UV shapes. Part and 

parcel with ability to Weld, you also have the ability to Slice and dice your UV mapping in the UV Editor. This allows 

you to slice and move UV distinct shapes to separate areas of the UV space. One image texture can contain all the 

required textures for parts of your objects.  

 

The UV Editor is dockable inside the trueSpace interface, or it can float as a separate window. However you decide to 

place the UV Editor, you will enjoy the ability to edit UV texture and mapping in real-time.  

 

Navigation in the UV editor 

 

The UV editor window can be zoomed and panned. 
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Drag middle mouse button (mouse wheel) to pan around the UV space. 

If you do not have a middle mouse button then ALT- L-mouse hold and drag will pan the UV space. 

Rotate the mouse wheel to zoom in and out. 

When resizing the UV editor window it will maintain a constant zoom and aspect ratio.  

 

Selection Tools 

You can select geometry either in the UV Mapping Editor or in the Workspace. In the screenshot below you can see a 

simple cube with a texture map numbered by face. The face numbered „3‟ was selected in the Editor using the face 

select tool. The face could have been just as easily selected in the perspective view window by entering point edit 

mode and using the face select tool. Note that the face is highlighted both in the Editor (left image) and the Workspace 

(right image).  

 

  
Face “3” selected in UV Mapping Editor and in the Workspace view 

 

Manipulation Tools 

With geometry selected you can easily manipulate UV coordinates by using the move, rotate, and scale tools found in 

the UV Mapping Editor. You can also weld and Slice UVs to achieve a lot of variety in your mapping technique, 

depending on your needs. To demonstrate, we have grabbed the bottom edge of the face numbered „3‟ on our cube 

from the previous example and dragged it towards the bottom edge of the face numbered „2‟. Notice how the texture 

moves across the faces on the model  - with the „3‟ and „2‟ faces compressed on one side and how the texture on side 

„1‟ and „1‟ has been shifted and compressed as well. 
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Moving the texture by moving an edge in the Editor 

 

Though this principle is simple on the face of it, you can achieve some very complex mapping results on more 

complicated objects. Imagine taking a human head model and mapping it to a flattened, collaged image created from 

photographs of a person. Clearly there is no way that automatic mapping will ever suffice to properly align the UVs - 

so you will use this technique to tweak the mapping to achieve a perfect fit. 

 

You can also Slice UVs from their neighbors so that your transformations will only affect the selected geometry. In the 

example below we have detached face „3‟ from its neighbors and shifted the UV coordinates of the face to the right a 

bit. Notice how both the numeral „5‟ and „6‟ now appear on face „3‟. For precision you can move objects freehand or 

just grab a selection to slide it orthogonally. 

 

  
Face is Sliced and  moved in UV space 
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Texture Painting 

The paintbrush tools found in the UV Mapping Editor allow you to paint onto textures. Just select Paint color from the 

UV Editor Preference Panel‟s “Color” aspect and paint right onto your texture map. Below we have painted a couple 

of stripes onto our example cube to show the tools in action.  

 

You would use this tool for texture mark-ups, useful for when you edit a texture or create the texture map in an 

external 2D Image Editor to fine-tune areas where you have used the Draw Line and Paint Brush tools on. 

You can Adjust brush color and size in the UV preferences panel. 

 

  
Some examples of Draw Line and Paint Brush tool use 

 

Exploring UV Mapping 

Though you have so far seen only simple examples of using the UV Mapping Editor to lay out UVs, the techniques for 

using this tool apply to more complicated models as well. On the car model below the faces representing the door are 

mapped in the UV Editor and shown highlighted in the Workspace.  
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Mapping for a more complex model  

 

The Editor analyzes the selected object (and its sub-components if it is a group) and displays the UV map for each set 

of coordinates found. You can switch between the textures by clicking on the editor‟s Preference Panel‟s „Previous 

material‟ and „Next material‟ buttons. 

 

On more complex models you will often need to use the middle-wheel „zoom‟ ability to zoom in or out in the UV 

Editor. You can also adjust the wire colors from the UV Editor Preferences Panel to change how the UVs are displayed 

in the Editor. 

 

Applying UV maps to organic models such as characters is one of the most difficult tasks for many 3D artists. In the 

example below, UV Editing of the Tank Girl‟s face takes place. 
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The techniques described apply equally to organic models  

 

Don‟t let complex geometry stop you from making great maps – select some faces, apply a map, and tweak the UVs. 

Mapping can be difficult to master but, once you get the hang of it, the satisfaction of turning out a well-mapped model 

is worth the effort.  

 

5.2.1 UV Mapping Editor Tools 

The toolbar attached to the left side of the UV Mapping Editor contains tools for manipulating the UV for the 

selected mesh: 

 

  
UV Mapping Editor 
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Select Element tools:  

 Select Context   

 Select Vertex   

 Select Edge 

 Select Triangle Face   

 Select Face   

 Select Patch  patches are selected by using the pick and move selection tool .  

These tools are used for selecting by Context, Vertex, Edge, Triangle Face or Face. Left-click the mesh to pick 

individual vertices, edges, or faces, use CTRL+click to add to the existing selection. Vertices, edges, and faces will be 

highlighted in light blue (by default) as you move the mouse over them, and green (again by default) once selected.  

 

Selection Tools 

     Select and Move Nearest 

Left-click and drag to select the vertices, edges, or faces under the cursor and move them immediately. 

 

      Paint Select 

Left-click to paint on vertices, edges or faces you wish to select. 

 

     Lasso Select 

Left-click and drag to draw a lasso around  vertices, edges, or faces to select. 
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     Rectangle Select  

Left-click and drag within the UV Mapping Editor window to draw a rectangle, selecting everything within it. 

 

When working with the selection tools, using the Control-Key and Shift-Key allows for selection combining. Use the 

Control-key while dragging your mouse will merge/combine selected elements. Using the Shift-key while dragging 

mouse will deselect elements. 

 

 

Manipulation Tools 

Note: For each of these tools, you must have selected part of the mesh before using them. Also, it is important to note 

that the UV mapping changes, but not the mesh geometry. 

 

 Move Selection 

Left-click and drag to move a selection.  

 

 Point Rotate 

Left-click and drag to rotate the selected mesh around the center of the selection. 

 

 Point Scale 

Left-click and drag to scale width or height of the selected mesh.  
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5.2.2 UV Editor Direct Manipulation Control 

 
UV Control Cage 

 

The UV Controller is a blue control-cage created around the selected mesh elements. It has clickable areas on each 

side of it which highlight yellow when the mouse is pressed over them for performing Scale, Rotate, Move actions 

according to which part or mouse button is pressed whilst dragging the area of the controller. 

 

UV Scale 

• Scale: Left-click and drag any of the corners squares to scale the selection by axis in a non-uniform manner. 

 

  
scale the selection by axis using the corners in a non-uniform manner 
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• Scale: Left-click and drag any of the corner bars to scale the selection by axis in a non-uniform manner. 

 

 
scale the selection by axis using the bars in a non-uniform manner 

 

• Uniform Scale: Right-click any of the corners and drag to uniformly scale the selection by axis. 

 

 
uniformly scale the selection by axis 

 

• Uniform Scale: Right-click the red rotate tool and drag to uniformly scale the selection by center. 

 

 
uniformly scale by center 
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• Move: Left-click over the middle of any of the sides and drag to move the selection horizontally or vertically. 

 

 
move the selection by axis 

 

• Rotate: Left-click the red dot in the middle and drag to rotate the selected mesh. 

 

 
rotate the selection by center 

 

 

5.2.3 Export Tools 

  

 Export Texture to file 

Export Texture to file will save the current contents of the editor window (both texture and mesh) into a bitmap file. 

A Save dialog will appear where you can choose the file name. The size of the exported bitmap will match the texture 

selected in the editor; if there is no texture, it will match the size of the editor window. The settings can be adjusted 

prior to export by switching from the default tab to the Export tab of the UV Editors preferences. 
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Export options 

 

 Edit Texture in External Editor 

Edit Texture in External Editor Texture can be edited in a program which is associated as UV editor. The UV Editor 

Preferences Panel has the setting to locate your external editor. If no external editor is indicated by you, the default 

editor for .png files will be used.  

Press the tool button and the image is opened in the external editor. When changes are applied to texture and image is 

saved to disk, changes in texture will reflect in UV editor as well as on the object being mapped. Texture can be edited 

until the external program is closed, another object is selected, or UV editor is closed.  

 

Texture painting 

 Paint Brush 

This tool allows you to paint onto textures. First you must select an object that has a UV and texture applied. The Paint 

Brush tool is intended for “marking” your texture to highlight areas for work in the external editor. You could use the 

Paint Brush to paint the model as final finishing touch if so desired. 

The UV Editor Preferences panel has one setting for the brush “color” as well as one setting for Brush size, which will 

allow you to customize.  

 

 Draw Line 

Just as with the Paint Brush tool, the Draw Line tool allows you to draw lines on your mesh. Intended as a method to 

“mark” your mesh for highlight in external editor. As with Paint Brush, you could use Draw Line tool as finishing 

touches if desired. The UV Editor‟s Color/Paint Color setting determines the color of the lines being drawn.  
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5.2.3 Mesh Tools 

 Weld UV Vertices tool 

You can use this tool to combine selected UV vertices into one vertex, so they are no longer separated. 

Further manipulations will affect all adjacent triangles. Note that welding is performed regardless 

Of whether selected vertices lie in same location or not. All selected vertices are collapsed into one location, so that 

every former UV vertex now has same UV assigned. Following figure shows selected vertices before and after using 

weld tool. Note that also edges and triangles can be selected, selection will be internally converted to vertex once weld 

tool used. 

 

  
Welding vertices 

 

 Slice selected triangles from rest of UVs 

The Slice tool (short name) allows you to separate a section of the mesh and manipulate it independently from the rest. 

By activating this tool, currently selected faces are separated along the edges from the rest of the mesh. Separates 

selected UV triangles from the rest of UV mapping so that they no longer share vertices. This is useful for relocating 

certain part of UV coordinates into its own texture location. Following figure shows UV triangles separated using slice 

tool from the rest of UV mapping, which was otherwise compact. 
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Use the Slice tool to help organize and work with your uv-mesh 

 

 Heal selected UVs 

Works with triangle selections the tool puts separated triangles close to desired position and welds the UV selection 

into the main mesh. Right click over the tool shows a panel in the stack to adjust the weld tolerance for welding 

proximity, larger values will weld to a greater area small values are used for placing objects close together, the default 

value 0.020 is good for most uses.  

 

 
UV Heal Preferences panel 

Make your selection and move it to position. 

 

 
Move the selection close to the area you want it to be welded to 
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When the tool is used the Selection is welded to rest of mesh. Provides an alternative to using point-by-point welding 

and can be used instead of the manual point by point select and weld process. 

 

 
Selection is welded to nearest parts,  move just to illustrate that parts are welded together  

 

 Flatten Selected UV Coordinates 

Using this tool decomposes the object or selection to semi-planar segments and projects them into UV space. 

For a cube Patches are scaled down to approximately cover the 1x1 square and placed next to each other. 

All patches are oriented in such way that they take up minimum space in UV so they may be rotated. 

 

 
UV Flatten Preferences 

 

Maximum Angle (deg) : Over which normals of an unwrapped segment can span. For example, 90' will flatten whole 

half of sphere into one segment if possible. Maximum angle determines how strictly planar the portion of mesh must 

be when selected as a UV patch. Lower values means more segments with smaller span of normals. Higher values 

mean less bigger segments projected to plane. Too big angle can introduce distortion. The highest acceptable angle is 

90 degrees.  

 

Minimum Segment size : Value taken into consideration when Flattening the UV, higher value  =  less patches.  

The Minimum segment size limits the minimal number of faces in a patch to prevent many small patches. When a 

particular UV patch is too small, additional faces are attached to it, possibly violating the tolerance angle. Usually the 

distortion created by too big minimal segment value is more acceptable than numerous patches. 

Note: on some meshes, it is not possible to keep the number of faces in patch minimal (such as a simple cube). 
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Mesh before flatten is used  

 

Using the default values spreads the selected meshes UV according to the tolerance and segment size. 

 

 

 
UV Flatten with default Preferences values  

 

Changing the minimum segment size yields a more compact result. 

 

 
UV Flatten with Minimum segment size 16  

 

Changing the Maximum angle to 90 but leaving segment size at 4 yields a more compact result but this can be 
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dependent on the type of mesh being flattened. 

 

 

 
Flatten tool results for Maximum angle at 90 and segment size at 4 

 

Using Maximum angle of 90 and segment size at 16 yields an even more compact result but again this will be 

dependent on the type of mesh being flattened. 

 

 

 

 
Flatten tool results for Maximum angle at 90 and segment size at 16 

 

 

After the Flatten tool has been used on a mesh to create the separate patches the individual patches can be manipulated 

using the patch selection tool  combined with the pick and move selection . 
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patch selection tool combined with the pick and move selection allows manipulating individual patches 

 

 Synchronize UV Coordinates 

Synchronizes current UV set with the other one. 

The two sets of UV coordinates can be used independently from each other but sometimes it is useful to be able to 

match them so that the sets will match for both the texture and the normal map. 

You can see in the images below each UV Work set has different coordinate settings. 

 

 
UV Work set 1 coordinates 
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UV Work set 2 coordinates 

 

If you switch back to UV Work set 1 and use the synchronize tool then when you look at UV Work set 2 it will match 

the UV set 1 coordinates, similarly if you have the UV Work set 2 active and adjust the UV coordinates then use the 

synchronize tool , then the UV set 1 will match the UV set 2. 

 

 
Use synchronize on UV Work set 1 

 

 
Switching to UV set 2 shows the mesh UV is updated to match UV set 1 
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5.2.4 Working with multiple materials 

If an object contains multiple materials, UV editor displays only triangles to which the appropriate 

material is mapped. Current material can be switched using “Next material” and “Previous material” in 

tool view panel. Paint tools work on the diffuse texture assigned for current material. Also, this texture is 

exported or edited. Use the material editor for changes in material assignments. 

 

5.2.5 UV Mapping Editor Options 

 
Default Aspect 

 

   
Color Aspect 

 

   
Export Aspect 

 

The Preferences panel can be accessed in panel view tab of Stack while UV editor is active by right-clicking on the UV 

Mapping Editor icon. 

 

Background Image 

Allows custom background texture being displayed in UV editor as a replacement for blank 

background. This allows better texture alpha recognition and guiding texture for UV coordinates can be 
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painted to be used as background. 

Clear background  

Use this button to wipe the background texture and return to the original background. 

 

 
Select a background image from your hard drive to show in the UV Editor 

 

Grid Transparency 

Transparency of auxiliary grid displayed in UV editor can be adjusted here. 

Grid density 

Required density of auxiliary grid can be adjusted. It displays specified number of units per texture 

dimension in UV editor window. 

 

 
Grid transparency and density help you navigate your UV Editor 
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Work set 

Choose between UV1 and UV2 Work set mappings to be displayed. Note that objects do not necessarily need 

to have both mappings. 

 

 
Some objects may contain more than one UV Work set 

 

Display background 

Toggles the display of background texture. Can be used for temporary hiding of background, to avoid 

reloading it each time it needs to be displayed. 

 

 
Decide whether the background image should display or not 
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Texture transparency 

Adjust the transparency of diffuse texture displayed in UV editor. 

 

 
Control the transparency of the UV Texture by using opacity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Edge display mode 

Adjust the visualization mode for UV mapping displayed in UV editor.  

 

Available modes are: 

 

 Triangles: Display all triangles and their edges.  

 Sharpness: Display edges of triangles depending on angle between them. Planar coincident triangles have 

edges completely transparent, sharp edges are displayed strong. This may be useful when polygons are 

selected.  

 Polygons: Display only edges of polygons. Edges between triangles which lie in single plane are not 

displayed . 

 Patches: Displays the separated UV parts as patches which can be selected using the patch tool  and 

 the pick and move selection  tool.  
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Triangles display mode: Every edge of UV mapping is displayed in full strength. 

 

 
Workflow with Triangles Edge display used 

 

 

 

 

Sharpness display mode: Edges are displayed with strength which corresponds to edge sharpness in 

geometry. 
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Workflow with Sharpness Edge display used 

 

Polygon display mode: Coplanar and almost coplanar triangles are displayed without separating edge. 

 

 
Workflow with Polygon Edge display used 

 

Patches:  

Patch was made by selecting some polygons and applying planar UV then the selection was scaled and moved . 
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Workflow with Patches display used 

 

 

 

Ignore texture alpha 

Toggles ignoring of alpha channel of texture and uses Texture transparency instead. 

 

 
Control UV Texture‟s Alpha transparency channel if available 

 

Brush size 
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Adjust the radius of paint brush.  

 

 
Sizing the Brush in UV Editor 

 

 

 

Previous/next material 

Use buttons to toggle currently displayed material in UV editor. Diffuse map and assigned triangles are 

shown with current material. 

 

Image Editor Path 

Specify full path and filename of external texture tool which will be then used to edit textures when  

external editor is used. (e.g. C:\Program Files\Adobe\Photoshop\Photoshop.exe).  If 

nothing  is specified here, Windows default program associated as PNG editor is launched.  

 

UV Editor Preferences: Color Aspect: 

 

 
UV-Color Preferences 

Grid color 

Adjust color of UV background grid.  

 

Wire color  

Adjust color of UV wiring, if not visible properly in-front of  the UV-texture. 
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Selection color 

Adjust color of selection displayed in UV editor. 

 

Highlight color 

Adjust color of highlighted elements while using paint select tool. 

 

Paint color 

Adjust the color used for brush and line paint tools. 

 

UV Editor Preferences: Export Aspect 

 

 
UV-Export settings 

 

 

Texture size:  

 Original: use original texture size when exporting to external editor or saving to file. 

 Custom: use custom when you wish to save or edit a size other than original.  

o Custom Width: enter value you wish to use here. 

o Custom Height: enter value you wish to use here. 

 UV Export: Available modes are: 

o None: export no UV mapping information. 

o Plain: Display all triangles and their edges. 

o Sharpness: Display edges of triangles depending on angle between them. Planar coincident 

triangles have edges completely transparent, sharp edges are displayed strong. This may be useful 

when polygons are selected. 

o Faces/Polygons: Display only edges of polygons. Edges between triangles which lie in single plane 

are not displayed. 
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5.3 Workspace Material Editor 

There are several different types of material in use within trueSpace. The material Editor has been designed to be 

flexible enough to deal with the various types of materials it needs to consider. 

These are: Lightworks , V-Ray and  DX-Materials , this section concentrates mainly on using DX-Materials on both 

the basic level and also on a more advanced mode as well. 

 

Lightworks Materials 

These are the traditional materials you may have already worked with in the Model side, with the four different 

shaders (Color, Reflection, Transparency, Displacement).  These materials are only shown fully when rendered using 

the Lightworks rendering engine  

It should be stressed that the main purpose of the Workspace Material Editor is to edit V-Ray materials and DX 

Materials, and its recommend to use the Model Material Editor for Lightworks Materials. However Materials you 

create in the Workspace Material Editor will be translated to their closest Lightworks equivalents when you move 

back over to Model to render. 

 Further reading Ref: Ch 6 Surfacing Model View  6.3 LW Material Editor.  

 

V-Ray Materials 

These materials and the editor will only show when the optional V-Ray renderer is installed and loaded – and as the 

name suggests – are rendered with the V-Ray offline renderer.  They offer a similar functionality as the Lightworks 

materials, but the information is translated to V-Ray data and then stored separately. 

While you can work with V-Ray materials in the Model Material Editor the Workspace Material Editor is the 

recommended option, particularly if you are working with the animation tools.  Now all animation, surfacing, and 

rendering can be performed on the Workspace side, without having to go through the Bridge. 

The use and Methods of the Material editor in relation to V-Ray and the types of available V-Ray Materials are 

covered in the manual which accompanies the optional purchase of the V-Ray Renderer. 

http://www.caligari.com/products/trueSpace/ts75/Brochure/VRay1p0.asp?Cate=BRendering_vray   

 

If you have V-Ray installed and loaded then the option to use it will show in the settings for the ME. 

 

 
Material Editor picking options 

 

ch6_SurfacingModelView.pdf
http://www.caligari.com/products/trueSpace/ts75/Brochure/VRay1p0.asp?Cate=BRendering_vray%20
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Material Editor open in V-Ray editing mode. 

 

DX Materials 

DX (or DirectX) Materials control how a surface looks within the real-time Workspace view, using custom real-time 

shaders that can be built in the Link Editor.  There does not have to be any real similarity between the DX Material 

seen in real-time and the results seen in the offline renderers (Lightworks, VirtuaLight, V-Ray, etc.) though you can 

attempt to create DX Materials that look close to the offline result.  Note that you don't have to specify a DX Material 

explicitly – whenever you apply a Lightworks or V-Ray material to a surface, the real-time renderer will attempt to 

translate basic parameters such as color, texture, shininess etc. and display them in real-time. 

 

Likewise, if you apply a DX material to a surface and then render with e.g. Lightworks, the basic parameters will 

transfer over from the real-time material to the output render.  Exactly what parameters will be retained varies from 

shader to shader – for example, if you apply the Gooch DX Material to an object and then render in Lightworks or 

V-Ray, the object will be a plain color, taken from whatever is specified as the “DiffuseColor” in the Gooch material, 

the other parameters are not considered by the offline renderer as it has no way of knowing how to deal with them 

because of the differences in the way the different render engines interpret the available data being fed to them. 

 

The Workspace Material Editor Inspect tool can be used to access the top level basic properties of an object's DX 

Material or Shader where the exposed attributes such as colors or textures, normal maps, texture repeats, shininess and 

other properties placed there at the top level by the material or shader designer. 
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D3D Material Editor 

Using the Material Editor provides an easy mechanism for editing top level basic structures of Materials, without  

needing to use the more advanced editing features that are also accessible from within the Material Editor panel. 

The Workspace Material editor can be started by Left mouse-click on any of the material editor tools in the Workspace 

toolbar, using the tools from here will allow for operations to be performed on selections and applied relating to the 

currently loaded material in the editor . These same tools are also available in the Material Editor itself as a series of 

buttons displayed in a column on its left hand side. 

There are also several rows of buttons on the right hand side of the Material editor which give easy access to more 

advanced DX - material editing libraries of objects used to build more complex materials in the Link editor. 

 

 
Location of Material Editor tools in Workspace toolbar. 

 

  
Clicking on the Material Editor Icon in Workspace toolbar opens the Material Editor Panel in this case a user created 

variation of ThinFilm DX-Material was applied to the object and the Material Editor opens in DX editing mode. 
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Basic Painting Tools:  

 
Material Editor 

 

  Paint Object: 

 Assigns material active in Material Editor to all selected objects. 
 

  Paint Face: 

 Starts a tool to assign material active in Material Editor to individual faces. Face can be selected 
either by left-clicking on it or by left-click & drag – in that case all faces which mouse moves over 
them will be painted by the active Material Editor material. If there is a face selection associated 
with the object at the time of a mouse click all selected faces will be painted.  

   The tool is active while paint face cursor is active – you can disable it by right-clicking 
anywhere in the 3D view. 

 Ctrl+click paints only selected objects.  

 Shift+click paints first object.  

 when no shift or ctrl is pressed then the tool first checks for the selected objects and then the 
unselected, e.g.  if you pick the currently selected object it is painted even if it is occluded by 
unselected objects. 
 

 

  Paint Over: Repaint 

 Starts a tool to repaint a material on object with the material active in Material Editor. The 
material to replace is selected by left-clicking on any face of the object being painted by a 
particular material.  

  The tool is active while paint over cursor is active – you can disable it by right-clicking 
anywhere in the 3D view. 

 Ctrl+click paints only selected objects.  

 Shift+click paints first object. 
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 when no shift or ctrl is pressed then the tool first checks for the selected objects and then the 
unselected, e.g.  if you pick the currently selected object it is painted even if it is occluded by 
unselected objects. 

 

  Inspect: 

 Starts a tool to acquire material from object and make it the active material in Material Editor. 
Left-click on any face using a particular material you want to make active in Material Editor.   

 The tool is active while inspect cursor is active – you can disable it by right-clicking 
anywhere in the 3D view. 

 

 

 Reset: you can return to the default material easily by a Right-click over the preview area 

 

   
Right-click over the preview will “Reset” the material editor to the default simple material 

 

Advanced Editing Tools: 

The Material Editor provides some buttons to give easy access to some of the most commonly used libraries and 

components available to design more complex real-time DX Materials and Shaders in the Link Editor. 

There are also some additional shader libraries available for use in creating DX materials and these can be opened 

using the Library browser . 

 

Note:- Both sets of libraries can be opened from the library browser. 

 Further Ref: Ch 5 Surfacing Workspace View  :  5.4 DX Material Editing  

 

 

o Edit DX Material in the Link Editor. 

This will open and focus a Link editor on the material for advanced methods of editing. 

 Further Ref: Edit DX Material 
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Edit DX Materials in the Link Editor 

 

o DX Components Inputs and Compilers. 

 

  
Opens DX Components Inputs and Compilers bricks library 

 

o DX Components Compound. 

 

  
Opens DX Components Compound bricks library 

 

o DX Components Texturing. 

 

  
Opens DX Components Texturing bricks library 

 

o DX Components Vectors. 
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Opens DX Components Vectors bricks library 

 

o DX Components Operators. 

 

  
Opens DX Components Operators bricks library 

 

 

 

 

o DX Components Logic. 

 

  
Opens DX Components Logic bricks library 

 

o DX Components Functions. 

 

  
Opens DX Components Functions bricks library 

 

 Further Ref: Edit DX Material 
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Material Editor Settings:  

o Default Aspect: 

Shows available pick methods , the choices will depend on if there are other offline renderers installed , e.g. V-Ray 

 

 
Default Aspect 

 

o Advanced Aspect: 

You can switch between a basic mode and an advanced mode in the panel, for most purposes the basic mode will 

be okay and the settings in the advanced tab do not need changing. 

       
Advanced Aspect 

 

o Default editor: 

 

 
Default editor 

 

 Context (master) - one material type is marked to be master. By default, the last modified material is 

considered as the master material - so if you edit DX material on one object and V-Ray material on another, 

picking DX material will open DX ME, picking the V-Ray material will open V-Ray ME etc. 

 

 Keep last opened - when you pick a new material, material editor is not swapped to editor used to create 

picked material. For example if you have DX material painted on a cube and V-Ray material editor opened, 

after picking the cube the DX material it is converted to V-Ray material and you see V-Ray preview. unless 

you make change to V-Ray material, DX material will be kept untouched. if you modify V-Ray material, then 

depending on material mode DX will or will not be converted from V-Ray materials. 
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 D3D material editor uses DX material nodes / hlsl bricks+shaders not lw shaders. But you can apply 

Lightworks/V-Ray  shader on D3D material, it will get converted to DX Material but with a limited 

conversion. 

 

 

 

o Material mode: 

 
Material mode 

 

 Convert update master - default, changing material causes it to become master and other materials are then 

converted from it when needed. 

 

 No conversion, keep master keeps the master material intact. Assume you have set LW materials and want 

to use LW materials for modeler or 3rd material editor and you want to update DX material. This makes it 

possible. You make change to material without it becoming template for future changes. 

 

 No conversion, update master - assumes that modification makes modified material the best representation 

of what you want, no conversion keep master does not change this information. 

 

 

o Material instancing: 

 
Material instancing 

 

 None - material change applied to one mesh or surface only. This is a useful mode to use when preparing 

objects and scene surfaces before using an instance mode to repaint the objects later it helps to separate out 

the parts into individual color coded areas which you want to share common materials with later and makes it 
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easy to identify then replace the materials when switching to an instance mode later on in your projects. 

 

 Object - material changes applied to all meshes within the object. Painting In object mode creates a material 

object in the object root and will share the material for all parts within the object that use it, direct editing of 

the material will only apply changes the object reference materials and not the scene reference materials. 

 

 Scene - material changes applied to all meshes within the scene. Painting in scene mode creates a material 

object in the scene root. Materials then reference this shared material. 

Notes: 

 Without instancing each sub-object or object in a scene will have its own individual material object even if 

they use the same material this can produce an impact on scene size if large textures were used multiple times 

within an object. 

 Repainting in an instance mode will merge equal materials together. 

 When repainting: ctrl is used when you want to keep target material instancing mode, for example if you have 

scene material instancing but your object uses object instancing and you want to do object material instance. 

 When repainting: Shift key is used together with shared materials; for example  if shift is pressed then 

repaint tool repaints the shared material (so all objects using it are repainted), otherwise only the objects 

individual material is updated.  

 

 

 

o Edit picked material directly: 

 

 
Edit picked material directly 

 

 Unchecked : the material being edited will need to be repainted on an object: 

 Checked: the material being edited will show the edits directly on the surface of the object, no need to repaint.  

 

5.3.1 Basics   Loading a Material or Shader from a library 

Loading and applying materials from the libraries onto objects adopts a similar approach as other library objects and 

can be done in several ways. 

You will probably find your own preferences by trying out each of these ways to load basic materials. 
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 Method 1: Double click a material or shader item in a library. 

 

You can double - click the left -mouse button on a material or shader and it will be applied to the selected object or to 

a group of objects if the whole group is selected . 

Using this method will also activate the Material Editor and load the active material for editing and repainting . 

 

 
Double-left mouse click on a material in a library loads a material onto the selected object, 

 

 
this method also switches the stack and loads the active material in the Material Editor. 

 

 Method 2: R-click Menu in a library to Load an item 
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R-click over a material or shader and from the menu choose Load item, this will apply the material to the selected 

active object and also switch the stack to the Material editor with the loaded material , but the material won't be applied 

to the objects surface until one of the painting tools are used to paint the object with. 

 

  
Using  r-click menu to load from a library activates the Material Editor , material is not applied till painted onto the object. 

 

 Method 3: Drag and Drop from a library 

 

Use left-mouse pressed and Drag and Drop a material or shader from a library onto an object in the Workspace , the 

object under the cursor will have the material applied when the mouse is released over it. Using this method the 

Material is still loaded into the Material Editor but library aspect is not switched to panel, so you can continue drag and 

drop to test different material on the objects without the tabs switching. 
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Drag and Drop from a library applies the material to the object under the cursor, the Material editor is not activated. 

 

 

 Method 4: Drag and Drop using windows explorer 

Use left-mouse pressed and Drag and Drop a material or shader from a library or folder directly from windows 

explorer onto an object in the Workspace , the object under the cursor will have the material applied when the mouse is 

released over it. Using this method the Material is still loaded into the Material Editor but library aspect is not switched 

to panel, so you can continue drag and drop to test different material on the objects. 

 

 
Drag and drop from windows explorer applies the material to the object under the cursor, the Material editor is not activated. 
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5.3.2 Workflow :  Basic Editing 

Method 1:  Without edit picked material directly. 

For Basic editing of DX materials using default settings and keeping edit picked directly unchecked, when you pick a 

material in the scene it loads it underneath the main D3D material editor. 

Here you can change the values for the attributes in the material these are dependent on the type of material currently 

loaded and after making any changes you can re-apply them to the objects using the painting tools in the Material 

Editor or the painting tools from the toolbar in the Workspace window. 

 

 Further reference: Included Material Samples description:  

 

 
Pick to load material in the editor 
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Edit the material and repaint the object 

 

Method 2:  With edit picked material directly. 

This method offers a more direct surface editing and manipulation approach during basic editing of DX materials. 

When using default settings and setting edit picked material directly , this time when you pick a material in the scene it 

still loads the material underneath the main D3D material editor the same as before, but any edits made to the material 

will be shown on the object surface immediately, without having to use the painting tools to re-apply the changes. 

 

 
Pick to load material in the editor 
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Material changes are applied to the object in the Workspace no need to use the painting tools. 

 

 

Resetting a material to default values. 

When a material is loaded into the editor you can r-click over an attribute and choose "Reset" to reset values to the 

default properties for that particular attribute. For colors and textures the default setting is white , for Normal textures 

it will set a flat map with no appearance of surface bumps, numeric values will depend upon the attribute being reset. 

 

Note: this is not the same as using undo on an object, however you can use undo to bring back previous values. 

If edit picked direct is used then it will reset the material on the object in the scene as well so you might want to 

uncheck edit direct before using the reset sometimes. 
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Resetting a materials attributes 

 

Saving a material to a library: 

There are two methods you can use. 

 

1. Select the object in the Workspace or the LE painted with the material you want to add. 

  right-click in a Material library and select “Insert” 

2. Select the object painted with the material you want to add, right-click in an object or other library type and 

select “Insert as D3D Material (.RsMat)” 

 

You can either use the default libraries or create your own libraries to store the materials in from the library 

browser window menu. 

 Further Ref: 2.3.1 Library Browser :  

 

Notes and Tips: if the object is part of a group or hierarchy then the individual sub-objects will need to be selected 

first for the material to be added to a library. You can use the keyboards Arrow keys to Navigate down into the 

object and then use the right and left keys to select other objects in the same level of the hierarchy, you can use the 

info panel to keep a check on the object selected or use the desktop preferences highlight selection to make the 

selection process easier. 

 

ch2_UserInterface.pdf
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“Insert as ” a material into library  

 

  
Create then “Insert ” a material into a custom library  

 

Notes and Tips: 

Because the Material Editor opens in the stack view, you may find it convenient to open your material libraries in the 

workspace itself.  To do this, open your material library as normal, then drag the window out of the stack into the 

workspace while holding down the CTRL key.  Then you can choose and apply materials while still keeping the 

Material Editor open. 

 Further Ref: Ch_2_Window_Docking 

 

5.3.3 Workflow - Material Instancing:  Object Mode 

This mode is useful when you have a number of sub-objects contained in a hierarchy or encapsulated group which are 

using the same material, apart from keeping the size of the files down it also provides a way of quickly changing and 

ch2_UserInterface.doc#Ch_2_Window_Docking
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managing the surfaces for all objects that share the same material in an easy way,  by allowing editing of a master 

material that is being referenced for that group or object. 

 

The following image on the right shows what a group looks like when painted normally , each sub object contains its 

own individually referenced material. 

You could paint the whole group with a single material but in normal non instance mode each object would still have 

its own reference and would need to be edited on a individual level , also there would be no saving in scene or object 

file sizes. 

 

 
Structure of a group when painted normally , each sub object contains its own individually referenced material inside it. 

 

 

 
Material Instancing settings object mode. 

 

By switching to object instance and then using the repaint tool with a combination of  pressing down the shift key and 

re-painting over each sub-object will create a common shared material instance for all sub-objects in the group that use 

the same material. This will also create an additional object inside the group which holds the material or materials if 

multiple materials are applied to the surfaces in the group, these materials can be edited in the Material Editor by 

picking them and if edit picked directly is checked then changes will be made immediately. 
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If the Shift key is not used then just the individual object will be repainted. 

 

Note-: If edit picked directly is not checked then changes made to the material will need repainting onto the objects. 

Tip-: When your preparing a scene and separating out or marking areas on surfaces to share materials in either object 

or scene instancing mode it can be useful to uncheck the Edit Picked material directly and make edits to the material 

colors ,etc, then repaint the objects with the changes. 

 

 
Picking a Material to Edit 

 

 
use the repaint tool and hold down the Shift key whilst re-painting will apply the material to all sub-objects that share it 
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 When repainting: CTRL key can be used when you want to keep target material instancing mode, for 

example if you have scene material instancing but your object is using object instancing and you want to do 

(keep) the object material instance. 

 When repainting: Shift key can be used together with shared materials; for example if shift is pressed then 

repaint tool repaints the shared material (so all objects using it are repainted), otherwise only the objects 

individual material is updated. 

 

 

 

 
Using instancing mode creates an additional Materials object inside the group which holds the material or materials 

 

If you navigate into the Materials object you will see the actual material or materials that are used by the grouped 

objects as references to this material. 

 

 
Inside the Material, you can see the actual D3D material being used. 

 

If you look inside the sphere or one of the groups object you can see that now there is only a reference to the material 

and the object itself has no material inside it. 
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Navigating into the one of the objects only a reference to the material or materials is shown 

 

Now when a material is picked and one of its attributes is changed or the material is replaced the changes are reflected 

across all the sub-objects that share the referenced material. 

 

 
Using object instance when a material is picked and one of its attributes is changed, 
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the changes are reflected across all the sub-objects or surfaces that share the referenced material. 

 

For a comparison between using instancing and none the image below illustrates that without instancing each 

sub-object will have its own individual material object even if they use the same material and this can produce an 

impact on scene size , imagine if large textures were used multiple times within an object, the overhead would soon 

add up. 

 

 
Navigating into the one of the objects painted without instancing the actual material or materials are shown 

 

 

Example: Object Instancing edit direct 

The simple example below contains the same 3 groups of objects as above, sphere , torus, cube , each group has a 

shared material , the ground which is still part of the cube group has been painted to retain an individual material which 

isn't shared with the other objects inside the encapsulation. 

When using live mode and the material is picked and changed all objects in the group which share the common 

material painted by object instancing will be updated as well. 
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Picking a material to change 

 

   
Use ctrl and Left-click on an image input area then browse to a different texture to load.  
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The material is replaced on all objects that share the same material. 

 

5.3.4 Workflow - Material Instancing:  Scene Mode 

 
Material Instancing settings Scene mode. 

 

Scene instancing is similar to the object instancing mode in as much as it creates a container in the scenes root (where 

the other objects in your scene reside, e.g. the lights cameras , meshes) to hold the shared materials that objects painted 

in the scene can reference. 

In normal none instance mode the scene doesn't contain this Materials object. 
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The scene root in non instanced doesn't show a Materials object 

 

  
 

After switching to scene instancing and repainting the objects a Materials object is created in the scene root. This 

object will hold the materials used in the scene which other object will use as a reference. If you look inside the 

Materials object by clicking its orange square to enter it you can see the individual material objects. 

 

 
Switching to scene instancing and repainting creates a material object in the scene root 
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Then If you look inside the individual Material objects you can see the individual materials. 

 

 
Inside the Materials object are the materials that are used and shared , entering one you can see the individual materials. 

 

Now that objects share and reference materials it makes it very easy to quickly change the materials that are shared 

between objects in the scene by picking and editing , if you are using edit picked directly all surfaces will be updated as 

soon as edits are made , if not using edit picked directly re-applying the changes using the SHIFT key with the painting 

tools will update the shared material , if SHIFT key is not used then just the individual object will be repainted. 

 

 
Picking and editing the Material replaces all objects surfaces that share the material 

 

You can change the materials textures by using CTRL and Left-click over the bitmap , this will open a windows dialog 

where a texture can be browsed to from your local directories and loaded into the material,  
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or if you have already created and populated some image libraries then the textures can be dragged and dropped from 

these onto the input area of the material. 

 Reference: Creating Libraries .  

 

   
Creating a library 

 

   
Opening the library and drag and drop onto the image area to replace the texture 

ch2_UserInterface.doc#Ch_2_Libraries_
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5.4 DirectX Material Editing 

trueSpace supports the display of DirectX shaders in the Workspace view. For projects such as interactive activities 

these materials can create near-photorealistic imagery in real-time. trueSpace includes a number of these materials in 

the libraries, but you can also create an unending variety of real-time DirectX shaders by either customizing existing 

materials via the Link Editor, or by writing custom shader scripts.  

 

 
The Materials – DX9 Library 

 

The rest of this section takes you on a tour of basic techniques for creating and editing DirectX materials and lists some 

of the provided DirectX shaders. These can form an ideal starting point for creating your own materials when creating 

real-time shaders including scripting and HLSL by using more advanced techniques. 

 

5.4.1 Using the Link Editor as a Material Editor  

When you create advanced materials in trueSpace, you will work primarily within the Link Editor with a selection of 

libraries devoted specifically to material creation.  

 

 
Library Browser Icon 

 
The DX-Shaders and Components  –  Libraries 
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A material object is visually similar to any other object that you might encounter in the Link Editor view, with the 

exception that it exports a Material attribute. The Material attribute tells trueSpace how to render objects that are 

painted with such material.  

 

5.4.2 Examining a DirectX Material 

To look at the internal details of a material in the Link Editor, add a Sphere object to the Workspace from the toolbar, 

by selecting the Sphere from the primitive shapes and clicking once in the Workspace , a right click will exit the tool 

once you have placed the sphere where you want it. 

 

 
Adding a sphere to the Workspace view 

 

Locate the ThinFilm material in the Materials DX9 library and ether double click the material in the library to apply it 

to the selected object or drag it onto the sphere in the Workspace view.  

 

 
 The ThinFilm material  

 

Your sphere should now be colored with a shiny material, as shown in the image below. 
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The ThinFilm material applied to a sphere in the Workspace view 

 

If you double-clicked to use the material then the stack should automatically switch and show the Material Editor. If 

you dragged and dropped the material then you will need to Activate the Material Editor by either using the icon in the 

toolbar or by switching the aspect of the stack from Library to Panel and the Material will be shown in the stack. 

 

 
Activate the Material Editor 

 

Switch the Material Editor settings to the advanced tab to get access to some additional settings , as we want to activate 

Edit picked material directly.  This means when a material is picked the changes will be reflected directly on the 
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objects surface in the Workspace when the attributes are adjusted in the Materials panel in the stack, using this setting 

takes away the need to repaint the object with the Material editors tools after each change is made.  

 

  
Switch to advanced aspect and check the Edit picked Material directly 

 

Then using the pick tool re-pick the sphere in the workspace to obtain the material applied to it, if you do not re-pick 

then the material shown in the editor will not relate to the same material that exists on the sphere and adjustments will 

not be made on the object even though they will show in the Material editors preview. 

 

 
Use the pick tool on the object. 
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Now when you adjust the colors or other attributes on the material the changes are applied directly on the surface of 

the object in real-time . Below I simply double-clicked over the Color to open up and changed it to orange. 

 

 
Changes are applied in real-time directly on objects surfaces in the Workspace as the material is adjusted 

 

Note- Also using edit picked directly when you want to perform some advanced editing on the Material it will open the 

Link Editor to edit the actual material on the object and not a version of it that's "held" in the material editor waiting to 

be painted onto the objects when not in the Edit picked materials mode. 

 

To enter the advanced mode of DX-Material editing click the top left icon in the ME interface doing this will either 

switch your current Link Editor window focus to the D3D Material or if no Link Editor 2D window is currently being  

used a new floating Link Editor will open which is focused on the material. 

 

 
Edit DX-material in the Link Editor 

 

Tip: if you want to maintain the current Link editor focus then switch its aspect to 4D and the Material Editing will 

take place in a new 2D Link Editor window , you can then switch your 4D window back to 2D and continue using it 

again afterwards. 
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Inside the Link Editor you will see the parts that work together to create the material‟s effects. This material contains 

a Material object and several shader components that feed into it: SolidColorShader, DefaultTexCoordShader, and  a 

ThinFilmModel model shader. 

 

Tip: If you don't see the links like in the image below change the tab in the Link Editor window to Developer aspect. 

 

 
Inside ThinFilm we find the shader components that create layered reflection 

 

In the Link Editor, you can enter any object that displays an orange enter icon in the upper right-hand corner of its 

panel. For instance, click on the ThinFilmModel shader component to see its contents. 

You should see something like the image below. 

Tip: the Link Editor title bar name changes to reflect which layer of an object you are currently in. 
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Another level of detail resides inside the ThinFilmModel shader component 

 

The main parts of this shader component are the Thin Film object, which takes lighting and surface information to 

determine the final output, the ShaderModel object, which exports that result for use with the Material object, and the 

ShaderInput object, which provides the shader component with data about lighting and other conditions. 

 

The Thin Film object takes in two floating point numbers, provided by the InputFloat objects, to control Shininess and 

FilmDepth. It also takes a color, provided by InputColor, to use as the specular color of the material. Finally it takes 

the input of an InputBitmap1D, which is a one-dimensional bitmap with alternating light and dark bands. This bitmap 

is sampled to provide additional shading information for the material, resulting in the circular “oily puddle” effect you 

can see on the sphere. 

 

The ThinFilm object also gathers data from the ShaderInput object to make its calculations. Inputs taken from this 

object are Color, EyeDir (because the effect is view-dependent), LightColor, and LightDir (to determine the 

contribution from lights in the scene), and Normal (because the effect depends on the surface normal – the shape of the 

surface – of the model itself). 

Below is the same material with the LE rearranged to show the ShaderInput and its connectors. 
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ShaderInput Connections to Thin Film modelshader 

 

Modifying a DirectX Material 

You can, of course, modify any of the connections or objects you find in a material using the Link Editor. 

For instance, to add an alpha component. 

 

Exit the ThinFilmModel shader component one level by clicking the orange triangle near to the 2D in the objects title 

bar so that you can see the Material object.  
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Material Object 

 

Open the library Browser by pressing the icon in the toolbar.  

From the Library browser window open up the Shaders –Alpha Shaders library by either a double click or right click 

and choose open from the menu, it will open the library in the stack then  drag in a BacteriaAlpha shader component 

from the Shader library into the LE. 

 

       
Library Browser tool Icon               Library Browser menu 
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Shaders – Alpha Shaders library and BacteriaAlpha shader component 

 

Connect its Alpha Shader output to the Alpha Shader input connector on the Material object. Try typing in different 

values for AlphaStrength . 

 

 
Adding an alpha shader component to the ThinFilm material 
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When you have made these changes take a look at the Workspace view. Your sphere should look something like the 

one in the image below. By adding an alpha shader component we have altered the look of the material by introducing 

transparency.  

 
The Workspace view shows the sphere with transparency added 

 

You can use the same procedure to add a “bumpiness” effect to the material. Try dragging in a NormalMapShader 

component from the Shader library and connect its Normal Shader output to the Normal Shader input connector on the 

Material object (see below). You can change the bitmap used for the NormalMap if you desire, or just keep the default 

grid bitmap. 

 

 
Adding a normal shader component to the ThinFilm material 
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When you have made these changes take another look at the Workspace view. Your sphere should look like the one in 

the image below, unless you changed the default normal map. By adding a normal shader component we have 

introduced bumpiness to the material, giving the sphere an ”embossed” look. 

 

 
The Workspace view shows the sphere with a normal map added 

 

Often when you are designing a material, you can simply use an existing material from the library and modify it to 

create the desired effect. You can delete or modify existing shader components, or create new ones using the various 

components found in the library. As an exercise, before attempting to construct a material from scratch, browse 

through the Material library and examine how the materials are built and how their various attributes are used to 

determine the final look of a material.  

 

 Go Back to D3D Material editor Start 

 Go Back to D3D Advanced start 

 

DirectX Material Creation 

When you want to go beyond using and modifying existing materials you will want to try creating your own materials 

from the components found in the Shaders library. To get started creating your own material, first create a Sphere 

object from the primitives tool as we did earlier. Then locate the BlankDXMaterial in the Material library and apply it 

onto the sphere in the 3D Workspace view. 
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This material template can be used as a base on which to build a new material. If you enter the material you will see 

that it contains a SolidColorShader with a white color selected, a DefaultModelShader, and a 

DefaultTexCoordShaders. You can replace these with your own shader components and add an alpha shader, normal 

shader, and a vertex shader if desired. Simply connect these to the inputs of Material to add them to your material. 

 

 
The contents of BlankDXMaterial in the Link Editor 

 

While exploring the creation of your own materials, you might want to examine the following list of commonly-used 

objects shader objects found in the Components library. 
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Components – Libraries and Components - Inputs and compilers 

  

• ShaderInput: The shader input object is used to bring data for each pixel from the rendering engine to the 

shader. Use it to obtain information (such as surface normals) for calculations that will drive the appearance 

of your material.  

 Detailed Reference: ShaderInput. 

• Component Input Objects: Several input objects are available to provide data to your shader components. 

These include InputBitmap and InputBitmap1D, InputFloat, InputColor, InputMatrix, and InputPoint. 

• Shader Component Compilers: For each shader component type, there is a special object that compiles input 

data into output data of the appropriate type for input into the Material object. These objects are ShaderAlpha, 

ShaderColor, ShaderConstant, ShaderModel, ShaderNormal, ShaderTexCoord, and ShaderVertex. 

 

 

Other Shader Components Libraries 
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• General Functions and Operators: There are a number of objects for performing calculations within shaders. 

These include matrix and vector operators like Dot-product and Cross-product, logical operators such as Not 

and Any, and mathematical functions such as Arcsine and Cosine. 

• Other Shader Objects: The Shader library also includes a number of additional components that can be used 

to construct materials. For instance, the Tex2D object is used to extract a color from a bitmap using a set of 

2-dimensional texture coordinates. 

 

You should also bear in mind the purpose of each of the various shader components. These are covered briefly in the 

following list. 

 And are covered in more depth here: Ref: Inbuilt Shader Components descriptions: 

 

• Alpha Shader: This is the shader component where you can specify any information about transparency in 

your material. You can do this simply using an alpha map, or by using a more complex algorithm of your own 

devising, such as making the material more transparent as the surface normal faces the view direction. 

• Color Shader: This shader component is responsible for the basic surface coloration of your material. As with 

alpha shaders, you can simply apply a bitmap as a texture or use a solid color. Alternatively, you could try to 

implement a more complex blending routine that takes into account the surface normal of the underlying 

geometry (see the terrain tutorial below). 

• Constant shader: texture and color data for the surfaces remains static and is not grossly affected by lighting 

conditions. 

• Model Shader: This is where most of the shading work for your material is handled. It defines the interaction 

of the surface with lights and other factors. You can use one of the model shaders from the library or 

implement your own model. A computer graphics reference text that covers lighting models might come in 

handy if you plan to explore creating custom model shaders. 

• Normal Shader: This component is used to describe the “smoothness” or “bumpiness” of a surface. You can 

apply a normal map, a special kind of bitmap that specifies normal direction at a given point on the surface, or 

implement your own normal modification routine. 

• Texcoord Shader: Changes made here affect how textures and other maps are applied to your model. Using 

just the DefaultTexCoordShader object you can change texture offset and scaling. You can also apply your 

own mapping models if you want to achieve special effects such as animated textures. 

• Vertex Shader: This is a special shader component that alters the apparent position of your model‟s vertices 

based on conditions you specify. For instance, you can use a vertex shader to “slide” the vertices in and out 

along their normal vectors, creating an expanding and contracting surface like a soap bubble. Many unique 

effects can be achieved with vertex shaders. 

 

Add the Feeder Vertex Shader to the material and adjust the feed amount to see the effects, one thing that can be 

done here is the feed amount could be exported out of the material and a timer could be added to control the 

amount of feed to create an effect of the object swelling or shrinking according to the feed amount being applied 

and processed by the material compiler. 
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FeederGPUVertexShader added to the material 

 

Tutorial: Creating a Simple DirectX Material 

In this example we will create a simple DirectX material in the Link Editor using only stock shader components from 

the Shader library. To begin, create a Sphere in the Workspace view, and then drag the BlankDXMaterial onto the 

sphere in that view. You should see something like the image below. 

 
The BlankDXMaterial applied to a Sphere in the Workspace view 
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Enter the Sphere object in the Link Editor ,navigate to, and enter the material ,You will see these components ; 

SolidColorShader, DefaultModelShader, and DefaultTexCoordShader.  

 

 
Break the link between the DefaultModelShader and the Material object 

 

First, we will try changing the model shader to see what effects we can achieve quickly. A good way to show what a 

model shader really does is to take it away and watch the results. Break the link between the DefaultModelShader and 

the Material object.  

The sphere should now appear completely white in the Workspace view, with no shading at all. 

The model shader defines how light interacts with the object and material to create the final appearance of your 3D 

object when rendered. The DefaultModelShader uses a lighting model whose results can range from matte to glossy 

plastic. Let‟s try a different model shader.  

Open the Shader library and find the Model Shaders panel. Drag Gooch2Shader into the Link Editor, and then connect 

its Model Shader output to the Material object. 
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Replace the model shader with the Gooch2Shader 

 

If you want to you can delete the infinite lights in the scene for a more dramatic effect Your sphere should now be 

more colorful . 

You can experiment with changing the various colors by double-clicking them. Try changing the CoolColor to a 

greenish hue and observe how it changes the look of the sphere in the Workspace window. 

 
Gooch2Shader model and  the infinite lights deleted from the scene 

 

Now delete the Gooch2Shader, drag in the AnisotropicModel object from the library, and connect it to the Material 

object. Your sphere should change appearance again, as in the image below. 

If you rotate the view around the sphere you will see how the materials surface appearance reacts to the lighting 
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conditions and the eye direction. 

 

 
The Sphere with the AnisotropicModel shader component added 

 

Now for a little color, delete the SolidColorShader and drag in the TextureShader object from the library 

(Shaders|Color Shaders). Connect its Color Shader output to the Color Shader input on the Material object. Feel free to 

change the bitmap to something more interesting than the default grid. Here is an image of our sphere, with the default 

texture in TextureShader applied, and here I added an omni-light to the workspace as well. 

 

 
The Sphere with the TextureShader component  and an omni-light being added to Workspace 

 

Let‟s add one final component: a normal shader component. Find NormalMapShader in the Shader library and drag it 

into the Link Editor. Connect its Normal Shader output to the Normal Shader input of the Material object. Now the 

Sphere has a bumpy grid to match its grid texture. 
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The finished material and its result in the Workspace view 

 

Truthfully, our finished material does not look like much, but this lesson has hopefully shown you the basics of 

building a material from ”stock” shader components. Try some other library items to see how they affect your final 

material, and also be sure to enter library components that have an orange enter icon to examine how they are built. 

Also try making small changes to see how they affect the output. If you break something, just delete the object and get 

a new one from the library.  

 

 
The finished material with some custom textures and its result in the Workspace view 

 

Tutorial: Examining a More Advanced DirectX Material 

In this tutorial we will go inside a more complex material, in this case a material that blends between two bitmaps 

based on the direction of the surface normal. First, locate the LandScape generator object (Objects|Script Objects) and 

drag it into the Link Editor.  
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Script objects Library 

 

 
LandScape generator Terrain System object  dropped to the LE 

 

 

You should see a set of rolling hills in the Workspace window. (You may need to zoom out a bit.) 

 

 
This material used in the Terrain System blends between two bitmaps based on surface normal 
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LandScape generator Terrain System object   

 

Try changing the Z Scale slider on the front panel of the Terrain System object. You should notice that, as the terrain is 

scaled in Z, the texture on it changes. As the terrain becomes flatter you see that more parts of it are covered with a 

grassy texture. As it becomes rougher the vertical areas begin to be covered with a rocky texture. This is the result of a 

texture blending material within the object. 

 

Now, enter the object in the Link Editor and look around. There are a lot of objects here, but we are primarily 

interested in the TerrainMaterial object shown in the image below go ahead and enter the TerrainMaterial object. 

 
The TerrainMaterial object in the Link Editor 

 

Inside you will find four objects: Material, DefaultTexCoordShader, DefaultModelShader, and 

TextureBlendColorShader. We have already explored the first three objects in depth in the previous sections, so our 

main area of focus is the TextureBlendColorShader, where the real work of the material is carried out. You may need 

to arrange the objects so you can see them all. 
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Inside the TerrainMaterial object in the Link Editor 

 

Enter TextureBlendColorShader and take a look at its contents. You should see a pretty complex network of shader 

objects, all feeding into a ShaderColor object at the right.  
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TerrainMaterial input bitmaps, samplers, blender, and color shader compiler 

 

Let‟s take it from the top and follow the flow of data in this material. First, at the upper left of the construct you should 

see two InputBitmap objects. These provide the basic color information that will be used to calculate the final color for 

any given pixel on the material‟s surface. As each pixel is rendered we will grab a value from these bitmaps using 

Color Texture objects. 

These objects take texture coordinates from the ShaderInput object and then look into the bitmap to find the color at 

that location. 

 

Now the shader needs to blend between those two colors. We will do this based on surface normal (the vector 

perpendicular to the surface at the pixel currently being rendered) using an Interpolate object. This object blends 

between two values based on the input value Amount. You can see that the Color output from the two Color Texture 

objects feeds into the Interpolate object. 
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The bitmap samplers feed color values into Interpolate, which blends based on Amount  

 

Amount comes from another structure, a calculation based on the surface normal. This structure performs a dot 

product operation on the surface normal (obtained from ShaderInput) and a vector (0.0, 0.0, 0.8) created by the 

InputFloat and VectorFromComponents objects.  

 

 
This structure calculates blend Amount based on the surface normal  

 

Dot product returns a number from -1 to 1 by comparing two vectors (directions in 3D space). The result will be 1 if 

the vectors face in the same direction, 0 if they are perpendicular to each other, and -1 if they face opposite directions. 

In this case we are comparing the surface normal to a normal that points nearly vertically (0, 0, 0.8). Thus, if the 

surface normal points straight up (i.e. the terrain is “flat”) the value will be close to 1. If the surface normal points 

horizontally (i.e. the terrain is “steep”) the value will approach 0. Incidentally, we know that the value will be between 

0 and 1 because the terrain mesh never faces “downward,” always “upward.” 
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Now that we have this result, we can use it to control Amount on the texture interpolator described earlier. First 

though, we will perform one more calculation; this is where the Smoothstep and the other two InputFloat objects come 

into play. Smoothstep returns a Result of 0 if the value of InputX is less than the value of Min, and 1 if it is above Max. 

For InputX values between Min and Max the object will return a Result that is blended smoothly between the two.  

 

 

 
 

 

The effect of this is that if the terrain is mainly flat, then return a value of 1. If it is mostly vertical, then return a value 

of 0. If it is somewhere in between Min and Max, then return a blended value. This result controls the blending 

between grass and rock texture by the Interpolate object, giving us our nicely blended terrain material. 

 

Finally, the resulting blended color is mixed with white via a Modulate object (essentially a multiplication) and output 

to the ShaderColor object for use with our Material object. 
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Final texture blending and mixing with white before outputting the Color Shader  

 

To experiment with this shader component you could try changing the values of the various InputFloat objects to see 

the effects. For instance, if you change the value of the floating point number feeding into Dot-product, you should see 

a corresponding change in the material. Try changing the values that feed into the Smoothstep object as well to see 

how it controls blending. You can also try using different bitmaps for some interesting effects. 

 

As a more advanced exercise, try adding a third bitmap and blending it into the mix. You could try adding a darker 

green foliage texture that only covers those parts of the terrain that are almost completely flat, to simulate areas where 

water gathers and plants grow more thickly.  

 

 

 

5.4.3 Sample DX9 Materials 

trueSpace includes a selection of DirectX materials in Materials library, from simple to complex, that can be used in 

your own trueSpace scenes and which may serve as a foundation for your own advanced DirectX materials. 

 

Solid 

    

This is the simplest DirectX material, 

featuring only a few attributes that you can 

change: DiffuseColor, DiffuseStrength 

(specifies the amount of diffuse 

reflection), Shininess and 

SpecularStrength (modify the specular 

reflections),VertexColorStrength (affects 

vertex color if specified in the mesh). 
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SolidTransparency 

   

This material is similar to Solid, 

described previously, but adds a 

Transparency attribute that controls 

how transparent the material appears. 

 

 

TextureBumpAlpha 

     

This material combines a texture map 

with a normal map and a transparency 

value. Under the Simple category of 

the Materials library there are other 

materials that offer various 

combinations of texture, bump, and 

transparency maps. Their functioning 

is similar to this material. 

 

 

 

Each map type (diffuse, normal, and alpha) can be offset and scaled by changing the TexCoordMove and 

TexCoordScale attributes. 
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LayeredPlastic 

      

This material blends between two 

textures based on the BlendFactor 

attribute. 

 

 

 

FastCookTorranceMaterial 

       

This material can be used to 

simulate extremely shiny surfaces 

such as metals. The Reflectance 

attribute specifies how much light 

penetrates the object, setting the 

balance between the amount of 

reflection and refraction. Lower 

values mean less reflected light. 

Altering the Roughness attribute 

changes how much light is reflected 

towards the camera. 
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FeederGPU_Gooch 

      

Gooch is a non-photorealistic 

material that emphasizes the 

geometric properties of an object by 

modifying the surface color 

drastically based on the direction the 

surface faces. 

 

 

 

The DiffuseColor attribute specifies the base surface color. CoolColor specifies the color seen on the borders of the 

object. The WarmColor color parameter works in a similar fashion. The main difference is that warm color affects the 

surface in areas that have a low angle between the viewer and the surface normal. The Gooch material works best with 

single light source. 

The Feed amount works on altering the meshes vertices to grow and shrink the mesh 

 

Alpha Bacteria 

      

This material is different in that the 

transparency is computed from the 

geometry of the object itself. The 

amount of the transparency depends 

on the angle of the surface and the 

direction from the camera to the 

surface at that point. Shallow angles 

produce high opacity. 

 

Alpha strength specifies the degree 

of transparency. Greater values 

increase the opacity of the material 

at the boundaries of an object and 

reduce the opacity “in the middle” of 

the object. 
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NPR StrokeHatch 

       

This non-photorealistic material 

simulates a stroked drawing style. It 

works best with a single light 

source. 

 

 

Anisotropic and AnisotropicMap 

      
 

      

These materials simulate advanced 

anisotropic lighting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The AnisotropicMap material uses a 

normal map to simulate bumpiness. 

Both of these materials work best 

with a single light source. 
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ThinFilm and ThinFilmMap 

      

      

 

 

 

This material simulates a thin, oily 

film on the surface of an object. 

 

 

 

 

 

 There is also a ThinFilmMap 

material uses a normal map to 

simulate bumpiness.  

 

Both materials work best with a 

single light source. 

 

 

Hair 

             

Hair attempts to simply simulate the 

properties of human hair. The Tint 

attribute specifies the hair color, 

while the Bitmap attribute specifies 

the hair texture. The Shininess 

attribute alters the glossiness of the 

hair. Useful values for Shininess are 

between 0 and 600. 
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CartoonMetal and Cartoon 

         

       

      
        

These materials simulate 

cartoon-like rendering. Both 

materials work best with a single 

light source. The limited tonal range 

of these materials is driven by the 

LookupFunction attribute (a 

one-dimensional bitmap with 

stepped greyscale values from light 

to dark). If you want to alter the 

appearance of these materials you 

should replace this bitmap with one 

of your own . 
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Constant Shader Materials 

 

ConstantColorMaterial 

 

this material uses ConstantColor 

shader and completely disables any 

light contribution. The Final result is 

a single colored object. 

 

Use this if you do not want the 

appearance of your material to 

change when additional lights are 

placed to the scene. 

 

 

 

 

AmbientPhongMaterial 

 

         

 

      

this material uses ConstantAmbient 

shader together with color texture 

and Phong lighting model.  

 

Usage of ConstantAmbient shader 

allows the object to show color 

texture (multiplied by ambient color) 

in dark areas instead of becoming 

black 
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ConstantTexturePhongMaterial 

 

         

             

this material uses ConstantTexture 

shader together with color texture 

and Phong lighting model.  

 

Usage of ConstantTexture shader 

allows the object to display separate 

constant texture rendered in dark 

areas instead of becoming black. 

 

 

 

AmbientLayeredPlastic 

             

this material is an extension of the 

LayeredPlastic material and it has  a 

ConstantAmbient shader.  

 

Usage is shown in the examples 

which follow later in this section. 
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ConstantTextureLayeredPlastic 

     
        

this material is extension of the 

LayeredPlastic material with the  

ConstantTexture shader. 

 

 

 

Usage is shown in the examples 

which follow later in this section 

 

 

Examples  

ConstantColorMaterial applied to the object in the scene.  

Moving the object to the dark area does not affect resulting constant color. 
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ConstantColorMaterial   applied to the object in the scene 

 

Apply AmbientLayeredPlastic to the object in the scene.  

 

 
AmbientLayeredPlastic   applied to the object in the scene 

 

You can see that while the object has correct lighting in the lit area, it shows only diffuse texture as soon as it is in the 

dark part of the screen. You can notice the loss of lighting to the right while texture is still visible. 

Apply ConstantTexturePhongMaterial to the object in the scene.. 
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ConstantTexturePhongMaterial  applied to the object in the scene 

 

Object shows regular lighting when affected by light but as soon as it is moved out of the light it shows custom 

constant texture. Next picture shows this material applied. You can see how constant texture replaces regular texture 

when there is no lighting on the right side of the image. 

Alpha testing 

Alpha testing support for materials and shadows. Alpha testing is method of disabling rendering of pixels whose 

transparency is below a given threshold. An advantage of this method is that it can be used with depth testing and 

therefore it produces correct sorting.  

 

It allows objects such as vegetation (leafs, grass) to display properly sorted and cast proper shadows even if they are 

only a single quad with transparent texture. It is also an optimization technique as it allows hardware to skip blending 

operations on pixels that fail alpha test (and therefore become invisible). 
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material object 

 

Each material object has attributes for Alpha test and Alpha test value. 

 

Alpha test has three modes – Disabled, Enabled and Enabled as opaque. 

 

 Mode “Enabled” activates alpha testing for the surface, but it will still be treated as transparent – therefore 

you get shadows with structure (i.e. holes) and you can increase the speed by avoiding unnecessary blending 

operations, but you can still have problem with transparency sorting and with multiple lights (see second 

picture). 

 

 Mode “Enabled as opaque” will work similarly as above, but will treat object as opaque and therefore you get 

correct lighting and sorting (see third picture). 

 

 Disabled mode disables alpha testing for material. 

 Alpha test value – specifies threshold value against which alpha of pixel is tested. If pixel‟s alpha value is 

lower than threshold it is not displayed. This also means that threshold 0 will display all pixels and threshold 

1 will hide entire object (although this is much slower than checking “Visible” flag of render attributes). 
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Examples  

 
Two overlapping transparent objects (see incorrect shadows and sorting) 

 

 
Alpha test enabled – shadows are correct, but the objects still overlap improperly. 
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Opaque mode alpha test – correct intersection and shadows. 

 

5.4.4 Special Material objects  

Render to texture 

The Render to texture objects will allow you to create various real-time effects by rendering the scene into a texture 

and then reuse this texture (with real-time update) in a material. 

 

Some effects that could be achieved include simple usage such as a display or beamer simulation and also advanced 

usages for example flat mirror, reflection or refraction. 

 

         
Render to texture objects Library 

 

The render-to-texture objects are stored in the “Render to texture” library. These objects are:  
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Render to texture object 

 
Render to texture object. 

 

This object performs primary render to texture actions. It has following inputs: 

 

 Width and height – dimensions of the final texture. 

 Format – the final format of texture. List contains all available formats. Please note that depending on 

capabilities of your graphics card, some formats might not include blending and filtering operations 

and this might result in incorrect multipass rendering (i.e. only single light will be visible). 

 AntiAliasing – the anti-aliasing quality of rendering into the texture. The list includes maximum quality for 

all available formats and depending on capabilities of your graphic card and available memory only some of 

the quality settings will work for specific format. 

 Background specifies the background color of the texture. 

 Root – the name of encapsulator which will be used to enumerate objects for rendering (i.e. “/Project/Space 

3D”). Empty value will use encapsulator which contains render to texture object. 

 Camera – the name of used camera  (i.e. “/Project/Space 3D/Camera1”). 

 Post processing – the post processing settings. 

 Preview refresh – refresh of preview bitmap. 0 means no preview, non zero value specifies minimum refresh 

time in milliseconds (1000 ms = 1s). Please note that preview refresh is very, very slow operation and you 

should enable it only in following situations: you require texture to be available for offline rendering (V-Ray) 

or Modeler or for some other non-D3D usage. Or you require preview feedback in the panel because you 

cannot use real-time feedback in D3D window. 

 Texture – output texture. The output texture can be connected to any attribute accepting a Bitmap object (i.e. 

materials). 
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Camera 

 

 
Camera 

 

The Camera in this library is a regular camera object. But It also contains an additional output connector called 

OwnerName which has been added from the System – Kernel library with the objects name exported so it can be easily 

connected to the “Camera” attribute of Render to texture object.  

 

  
Right OwnerName in the System – Kernel Library  

Camera OwnerName object with exported connector shown on the Left  

                         

  

 

Post processing  

 
post processing settings object 

 

This object is a regular post processing settings object (the same as the one used for the workspace windows). You can 

connect output of this object to “Post processing” connector of render to texture object.  

 

Example 

Render to texture library contains sample scene “Render to texture sample”. Loading the scene will show two usages 

of rendering to texture as well as showing the connection setup of the render to texture objects in the  LE. 
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Scene shows the head object captured by camera. The Panel behind the head shows real-time image of the head as 

captured by the camera. Post processing is enabled with “supersampling” and “bloom”. Next to the panel there is 

projector (beamer) projecting the texture onto a wall (which casts correct shadows).  

If you rotate the head, both panel and beamer update what they show. Also depending on capabilities of your GPU 

(graphics card) you can notice that because panel is partially visible to camera, it will display an image of itself (as 

captured by camera). 

 
Render to texture example scene. 

 

Below is an image of the Link editor which shows how to connect the Camera and Post processing object to the 

Render to texture object and also how to connect render to texture object to a material or projector light. 
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The objects linked together in the Link Editor 

 

5.4.5 Tutorial:  Constant Alpha Texture  

In this basic tutorial you will be creating and adding an alpha texture component to an existing shader. 

When you create advanced materials in trueSpace, you will work primarily within the Link Editor with a selection of 

libraries and components devoted specifically to material creation.  

A material object is visually similar to any other object that you might encounter in the Link Editor view, with the 

exception that it exports a Material attribute. The Material attribute tells trueSpace how to render objects that are 

painted with those material components.  

 

 
The Components –  Libraries 
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Examining a DirectX Material 

To look at the internal details of a material, add a Sphere object to the Workspace from the toolbar by selecting the 

Sphere from the primitive shapes and clicking once in the Workspace. A right click will exit the tool once you have 

placed the sphere where you want it. 

 
Add a sphere to the Workspace to apply the material to and give some visual reference 

 

Locate the ConstantColorMaterial in the Materials DX-9 library and drag it onto the sphere in the Workspace view.  

This shader is useful for objects that you do not want to be affected by additional lights. 

 

 
 The ConstantColorMaterial  

 

Your sphere should now be colored with a blue material, as shown in the image below. 
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The ConstantColorMaterial material applied to a sphere in the Workspace view 

 

Enter the Sphere object by clicking the orange enter icon, locate and enter the Material List , then locate and enter the 

Material Chunk,  once inside you should see a material object called ConstantColorMaterial, as shown in the image 

below. This is the material you just applied. 

To enter the material click the orange enter icon on the material object‟s front panel. 

 

    
The ConstantColorMaterial object in the Link Editor 

 

Once inside the Material you will see the parts that work together to create the material‟s effects, as shown in the 

image below. This material contains a Material object and several shader components that feed into it:  

The individual components are the SolidColorShader, ConstantColor, DefaultTexCoordShader, and a DefaultModel 

model shader. 

If you cannot see the links like in the image below then change the tab in the Link Editor window to Developer aspect. 
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Inside ConstantColorMaterial we find the shader components that make up the shader 

 

In the Link Editor, you can enter any object that displays an orange enter icon in the upper right-hand corner of its 

panel. For instance, click on the ConstantColor  shader component to see its contents. 

You should see something like the image below.  

 

 
Another level of detail resides inside the ConstantColor  shader component 

 

The parts of this shader component are the InputColor object, which takes simple color information to determine the 

final output, and the ShaderConstant object, which exports that result to the outside for use when its linked to the 
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Material object . 

 

Modifying a DirectX Material 

You can, of course, modify any of the connections or objects you find in a material using the Link Editor. For instance, 

as we are doing here to create and add an alpha component. 

Exit the ConstantColor object one level by clicking the orange triangle near to the 2D in the objects title bar so that you 

can see the Material object.  

 

 
Material Object on the left with material shader components linked to the corresponding inputs. 

 

Open the library Browser by pressing the icon in the toolbar. 

 

  
Library Browser tool Icon 
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From the Library browser window open up the Components  – Inputs and Compilers  and the Components  – 

Texturing  libraries by either a double click or right click and choose open from the menu, this  will open the 

libraries in the stack. 

 
R-Click over an item to show the Library Browser menu 

 

  
Inputs and Compilers , and Texturing  –  Libraries 

 

From the Inputs and Compilers library Drag into the LE the following four component objects. 

InputBitmap, which  allows the shader to use a texture as part of the processing. 

 

 
InputBitmap 

 

 

 

 

 

ShaderAlpha , which  takes the results of all the processed bricks and prepares them for use with the Alpha part of 
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the material object. 

 

 
ShaderAlpha 

 

ShaderInput , which allows for other material system properties to be processed and included in the final calculation 

, in this particular shader we just need to tell it to use the texture coordinates. 

 

 
ShaderInput 

 

From the Texturing library drag in a Tex2D_Projection brick which allows for the texture along with the texture 

coordinates to be linked into and processed by the material system. 
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Tex2D_Projection 

 

These are the four objects you‟ll use to create the alpha texture part of the shader. 

It doesn‟t matter too much where you put these in the LE so long as they are near each other as you are going to 

encapsulate them into one object and then enter it and also arrange the objects inside to work with. 

 

You can encapsulate objects by holding the left mouse down and dragging to draw a box around them in the LE, doing  

this selects all the objects it passes over and when they are selected click on the encapsulate icon in the main toolbar. 

There is no need to use encapsulate in 3D as the material does not have a mesh so a regular encapsulate will work ok. 

When the dialogue appears type in a sensible name which you understand and also describes your object,  I shortened 

mine to ConstAlphaTex. Press enter on your keyboard to accept the name and the selected objects will become a single 

encapsulated object. 

 

Enter the new object and tidy up the appearance so you can edit and work in a less cluttered way 

When you are done you will export only the attributes you need to use or want to allow to be changed to the outside 

levels of the object. 
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Rectangle selecting then Encapsulating and Naming the shader components 
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New Encapsulated object ConstAlphaTex 

 

 
Arrange the objects inside to give a neater appearance 
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Now you need to drag a few links to connect the objects together to process the information we feed it and this in turn 

will be exported out and then passed onto the material processing brick 

To start drag a link from the ShaderInput bricks Texcoords to the vTexCoord3 in the Tex2D_Projection brick. 

 

 
Linking TexCoords to the vTexCoord3 in the Tex2D_Projection brick . 

 

Then drag a link from the SamplerBrick  to the Sampler2D in the tex2D_Projection brick. 
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Linking SamplerBrick to the Sampler2D in the tex2D_Projection brick . 

 

Next drag a link from the vTextureColor4  to the Alpha in the ShaderAlpha brick. 

 

 
Linking vTexCoord4 to the Alpha in the ShaderAlpha brick . 
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Export the attributes we need by right-clicking over the Alpha_Shader and choose export from the popup menu,  

export the Bitmap in the InputBitmap object as well. 

You‟ll notice that two wires are made that connect to the outer wall of our object and they provide a mechanism to 

send or allow data to be passed and accessed from a higher level of an object, notice as well that the triangles on the 

objects become closed with a cap and turn white when they have been exported. 

 

 
exporting the attribute for the Alpha Shader 
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exported attributes show with a link to the outer walls of the object and a white cap on the connectors 

 

Exit the object by using the orange triangle in the LE title bar, and once outside expand the new material component to 

its default aspect by clicking the tab in its titlebar. 
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Expand to the default aspect 

 

Drag a link from the ConstAlphaTex Alpha_shader output to the materials Alpha_shader input. 
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Linking the Alpha_Shader to the Material brick 

 

Load the bitmap library and drag a texture onto the bitmap input and also change the texture scale to 4 in both the x and 

y  

  
Library Browser 
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Bitmap library 

 

 
Scale changed to 4 in both the x and y in the DefaultTexCoord object and texture dragged and dropped 

 

 

By adding an alpha shader component we have altered the look of the material by introducing transparency and altered 

the texture repeats by changing the scale in the default texcoord component. You can also enable the AlphaTest  and 

put in a value of 0.6 or some other figure to make the shadows being cast take on the appearance of the textures alpha 

as well , this feature may be dependent on your current hardware and if your graphics card supports the realtime 

shadows transparencies. 
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AlphaTest enabled and set to 0.6 value 

 

When you have made these changes take a look at the Workspace view. Your sphere should look something like the 

ones in the image below. 

 

   
Left  shows the sphere with transparency added  --  --    Right with AlphaTest enabled for the shadows 
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Finally you can export the bitmap out further to the top level of the shader and then exit the material and save it to the 

shader library or to one that you‟ve created specifically for your own materials . 

 

 
exporting the attribute for the Bitmap one more level 

 

    
Saving the new shader into a material library 

 

Often when you are designing a material, you can simply use an existing material from the library and modify it to 

create the desired effect. You can delete or modify existing shader components, or create new ones using the various 

components found in the libraries. 

 

As an exercise, before attempting to construct a material from scratch, browse through the Material library and 

examine how the materials are built and how their various attributes are used to determine the final look of a material.  

 

An additional exercise would be to change the color element in the shader so that it can use a texture. 

The above principles learned can be used to adapt and change it by adding them into the ConstantColor part of the 

object. 
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More things to experiment with is linking the other parts of the ShaderInput : 

For example link  the EyeDir into the sProjection and see how this affects the object when you move around the 

sphere in the Workspace view.  

 

In the examples below I also exported the AlphaTestValue from the material brick and added a scrubber control to the 

panel. Other sections of the manual cover panel editing in more detail so they won‟t be covered in too much detail in 

this section. 

 

 
Linking the EyeDir to sProjection for the color 
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 Linking the EyeDir to sProjection for the Alpha 

 

 
Adding a control for the exported AlphaTestValue 

 

 
Scrubber control for the exported AlphaTestValue on the top level of the material 
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Rotating or moving the view point in the Workspace shows different surface effects 

 

 Further ref- Chapter 2 User interface - Panel Editing  

 

ch2_UserInterface.doc#Ch_2_Panel_editor
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5.4.6 Advanced Materials Example:  Special Effects tSpecial-E Scene:   

 

 

 Scene and Special effects material and guide produced and donated by David Bokon and can be found in the 

resources folder by following this link 

 

 

resources/chapter5/tS-E_Shader
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5.5 More Advanced Material Editing 

For advanced developers, shader scripts offer an even wider range of possibilities than the trueSpace Material Editor. 

Depending on your needs you can create shader scripts using HLSL for DirectX materials the shader scripts are 

covered in the sections below.  

The method for constructing advanced materials in trueSpace is by combining shader and material component objects 

in the Link Editor, and you can also use HLSL to create scripted shaders. 

 

You can use the components provided in the various libraries. Often you can simply modify an existing material to 

achieve the effect you want. Other times you will want to start from scratch, connecting components in the Link Editor 

to build up your desired effect.  

You can also use scripting to create shaders for your objects. Although creating shader scripts is an involved process it 

is also extremely powerful, and gives complete and explicit control over every aspect of a shader‟s appearance.  

 

trueSpace DirectX Materials 

trueSpace offers DirectX material types which provide real-time surfacing and effects in the Workspace view, such as 

per-pixel or per-vertex operations, on your model surfaces and deciding what to use for a given task will depend on 

your goals.  

 

These materials and their features are discussed in detail in the following sections.  

 

DirectX Materials are real-time materials, meaning that certain components of these materials may be processed on 

your graphics card on an ongoing basis to create special rendering effects. While a DirectX material can be as simple 

as a solid color or bitmapped texture it can also include more complex, calculated tasks such as per-pixel coloration or 

per-vertex distortion. 

 

A DirectX material may have several components.  

 

There are a number of objects here, the most important of which is the Material object. This object essentially serves as 

a material „compiler‟, taking the outputs of all connected shader components and combining them to create the end 

result. You can see that the Material attribute of this object is exported, giving trueSpace access to the final material for 

rendering in the Workspace window. 
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The Material object acts as a material „compiler‟ 

 

Shader Components 

The Material object includes input connectors for seven separate shader components. These are: 

 

 Alpha Shader - Information on transparency in the material. This can be defined by using a masking bitmap 

or through another means. 

 Color Shader - Coloration data for the material. Like alpha, this information can be provided from a bitmap, 

by specifying a solid color, or via custom shader components. 

 Constant Shader - texture and color data for the surfaces remains static and is not grossly affected by 

lighting conditions. 

 Model Shader - The overall „shading model‟ to be used for the material. The Model Shader specifies how 

light, shadow, specularity, reflectivity, and other components will interact to create the final, rendered look of 

the material on the object.  

 Normal Shader - Specifies how the surface normals of the model will be used to affect the appearance of the 

rendered image. For instance, a bitmap could be used to alter surface normals to make the surface appear 

rough or to feature an embossed design.   
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 Texcoord Shader - Determines how the model‟s texture coordinates will be modified in rendering the final 

material. They can be stretched, offset, or completely altered by custom routines. 

 Vertex Shader - DirectX materials can include a special shader that procedurally modifies the vertices of the 

model itself each frame. You can use this to create special effects such as displacement mapping or expansion 

and contraction. 

 

There are many available pre-built shader components located in the libraries that appear when you enter a material in 

the Material Editor - or you can build your own shader components from the various shader objects, also found in 

these libraries.  Advanced material designers can explore creating DirectX shader scripts to extend the possibilities 

even further. 

 

A collection of shader components is shown in the following image. 

 

 
Stock shader components for alpha, color, model, texture coordinates, normals, and vertex 

 

Note that the output for all of the shader components above matches one of the shader inputs on the Material object. 

So, for instance, to connect the SolidColorShader object to your material, simply join the Color Shader output on that 

object to the Color Shader input on your Material object. Other shader components can be connected in the same 

manner. 

 

Custom Shader Components 

Often you will want to create an effect that requires a custom shader component. Building a custom shader component 

in the Material Editor is similar to creating an activity or other object in the Link Editor. First, think about your effect 

and how you will build it, collect the necessary components from the Material Editor library, then connect them and 
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test the result by connecting the final output to the appropriate shader component input on the Material object. 

 

One such example is the Gooch2Shader, found in the Materials library under Shaders. Drag this material onto an 

object in the Workspace view and then enter the object, then enter the Gooch2 object in the Link Editor. This will take 

you to the Material Editor view. Finally, enter the Gooch2Shader shader component and you should see the collection 

of objects shown below. 

 

 
Inside a custom Model Shader we see the components that create the effect 

 

While this looks like a complex assembly bear in mind that the only function of this component is to take into account 

lighting and surface information to tell trueSpace how to render the material. If you look to the far right of the image 

above you will see a ShaderModel object, with an exported Model Shader output attribute. This is, like Material, a sort 

of compiler - taking your finished computed color and converting it to the proper format for use with the Material 

object. 

 

Gooch Lighting 2 is an object that takes in a number of details about the model, lighting, color, and other surface 

qualities, and computes a final color for the pixel being rendered based on a Gooch lighting algorithm. Because it is a 

compiled object we can‟t see what is going on inside it but information on the Gooch lighting model is available in any 

good computer graphics reference if you are interested. You can see that the object‟s input connectors are attached to 

several input color objects and a number input object.  
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Shader Component Inputs 

 

Many of Gooch Lighting 2‟s inputs are connected to an object called ShaderInput, shown by itself below. This object 

is extremely important because its job is to provide information about the camera, lighting, the model and its surface, 

and more to your shader components on a per-pixel basic. That is, as your scene is being rendered, this object will 

constantly update itself - changing its Normal output, for instance, to match the normal vector of the model‟s surface at 

the point currently being rendered.  

 

 
The ShaderInput object provides information to your shader components 

 

As you can see there is a lot of information available via the ShaderInput object - a total of nineteen separate outputs. 

Some of these, such as Normal and Color, you will use quite frequently to power your custom shaders. Others, such as 

WorldToClip may be rarely used. A brief description of these outputs follows: 

 

 Alpha - The transparency of the current point based on maps and other factors. 

 Color - The color of the current point based on texture and other color contributors. 

 EyeDir - Provides a world space vector to the camera from the current point. 

 EyeDist - The current point‟s distance from the camera. 

 EyePos - The location of the camera in world space. 

 LightColor - The color of the light affecting the current point. 
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 LightDir - The world space vector to the light from the current point. 

 LightDist - The distance from the light to the current point. 

 Normal - Provides the normalized world space normal of the current point. 

 ObjectToClip - Transform from local object space to screen space. Perspective projection - if you want the 

real screen coordinates then divide by the W component. 

 ObjectToWorld - Transform from object to world space. 

 ObjectToWorld Normal - Transform from object to world space - use with normals and tangents. 

 Position - Provides the position of the current point in world space. 

 Tangent - The normalized world space tangent of the current point. 

 TangentToWorld - Transform from tangent to world space. 

 TexCoords - The current point‟s texture coordinates in UV space. 

 TexCoords2 - Coordinates from the second UV set. 

 WorldToClip - Transform from world to screen space. Perspective projection - if you want the real screen 

coordinates then divide by the W component. 

 WorldToObject - Transform from world to object space. 

 

Material Compatibility 

 

In order for your materials to render correctly on a wide range of hardware the trueSpace Direct3D pipeline provides a 

compatibility rendering mode. In order for materials to render on any generation of hardware you must specify 

“usage” information for some of the input objects (i.e. InputBitmap, InputFloat, …) used in your shader components.  

 

The Direct3D pipeline is then able to use such input objects for rendering the simple Phong material with similar 

appearance, even if the original complex shader might not be available on your generation of graphics hardware. You 

can write the usage string into the “Usage” attribute of each shader input object. 

 

Usage string Description Applicable input objects 

DIFFUSEMAP Diffuse texture InputBitmap, InputBitmap1D 

DIFFUSECOLOR Constant diffuse color InputColor* 

DIFFUSEMAPSTRENGTH Diffuse map strength InputFloat* 

VERTEXCOLORSTRENGTH Vertex color strength InputFloat* 

NORMALMAP Normal map InputBitmap, InputBitmap1D 

SPECULARCOLOR Specular color InputColor* 

SHININESS Shininess InputFloat* 

SPECULARSTRENGTH Strength of specular reflections InputFloat* 

DIFFUSESTRENGTH Strength of diffuse reflections InputFloat* 

C_TCSCALEX Diffuse texture scale in X direction InputFloat* 
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C_TCSCALEY Diffuse texture scale in Y direction InputFloat* 

C_TCMOVEX Diffuse texture move in X direction InputFloat* 

C_TCMOVEY Diffuse texture move in Y direction InputFloat* 

N_TCSCALEX Normal map scale in X direction InputFloat* 

N_TCSCALEY Normal map scale in Y direction InputFloat* 

N_TCMOVEX Normal map move in X direction InputFloat* 

N_TCMOVEY Normal map move in Y direction InputFloat* 

*Optimal component, but any of these types can be used: InputFloat, InputPoint, InputColor, InputMatrix and the 

optimal conversion is done internally. 

 

Go Back to  DX Material Creation 

 

5.5.1 Writing DirectX Shader Scripts 

trueSpace DirectX shader scripts are built using a special Material Editor component called the HLSL Script Brick. By 

adding this script-based object, defining attributes, and creating an HLSL script to act on those attributes you can 

create any type of DirectX shader component. 

 

What is HLSL? 

Microsoft‟s HLSL (high-level shader language) is a special scripting language that allows developers to write shader 

programs that run on compatible graphics cards. HLSL is very similar to the C programming language with some 

extensions and limitations related specifically to programming graphics hardware.  

 

A full description of HLSL is beyond the scope of this reference but you are encouraged to read the HLSL 

documentation and reference guide online at the Microsoft Developer Network site: 

 

 The Microsoft DirectX developer site includes tutorials, articles, and an HLSL reference guide. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/directx/ 

 

 The starting page of the DirectX Graphics documentation guide. The documentation tree also includes 

an HLSL guide with many shader examples and tutorials. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb219838(VS.85).aspx 

   

 The HLSL reference guide contains description of the language syntax, supported types, and all available 

functions. http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb509638(VS.85).aspx  

 

When learning about HLSL it is important to understand the differences between HLSL and standard C. For example, 

HLSL supports vector operations on structures; it supports access to multiple members of a vector in a single 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/directx/
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb219838(VS.85).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb509638(VS.85).aspx
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command and allows „component swizzling‟ and „component masking‟ which allows you to modify the order of 

vector members inside the command. 

 

HLSL in trueSpace 

trueSpace makes available a customized subset of HLSL, detailed below, to shader authors. 

 

Comments 

HLSL comments are the same as in C. Single line comments are preceded by two forward slashes (//). Block 

comments begin with a forward slash followed by an asterisk (/*) and end with an asterisk followed by a forward slash 

(*/). 

 

//This is s single line comment 

 

/* 

   This is a block comment 

*/ 

 

Data types 

trueSpace provides a number of custom HLSL data types including types for vectors and matrices.  

 

RtFloat 

RtFloat is a single-component floating point number. 

 

RtFloat x; 

RtFloat b = 6.0f; 

 

RtFloat3 

RtFloat3 is a three-component floating point vector structure. The member components of this vector can be accessed 

using .x, .y, .z or .r, .g, .b suffix. 

 

RtFloat3 x; 

RtFloat3 b = {1.0f, 2.0f, 3.0f}; 

RtFloat3 c = RtFloat3(1.0f, 2.0f, 3.0f); 

 

RtFloat4 

RtFloat4 is a four-component floating point vector structure. The member components of this vector can be accessed 
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using .x, .y, .z, .w or .r, .g, .b, .a suffix. 

 

RtFloat4 x; 

RtFloat4 y = {1.0f, 2.0f, 3.0f, 4.0f}; 

RtFloat4 z = RtFloat3(1.0f, 2.0f, 3.0f, 4.0f); 
 

RtFloat3x3 and RtFloat4x4 

RtFloat3x3 and RtFloat4x4 are 3x3 and 4x4 component matrix structures, respectively. A matrix contains values 

organized in rows and columns and provides several member access methods (shown for a 4x4 matrix. The 3x3 matrix 

uses the top left of the 4x4 matrix). 

 

The zero-based row-column positions are: 

_m00, _m01, _m02, _m03 

_m10, _m11, _m12, _m13 

_m20, _m21, _m22, _m23 

_m30, _m31, _m32, _m33 

 

To access the value of row 0, column 0 use: 

RtFloat x = Matrix._m00; 

 

The one-based row-column positions are: 

_11, _12, _13, _14 

_21, _22, _23, _24 

_31, _32, _33, _34 

_41, _42, _43, _44 

 

To access the value of row 1, column 1, use: 

RtFloat x = Matrix._11; 

 

Using an “array” type access the positions are: 

[0][0], [0][1], [0][2], [0][3] 

[1][0], [1][1], [1][2], [1][3] 

[2][0], [2][1], [2][2], [2][3] 

[3][0], [3][1], [3][2], [3][3] 

 

To access the value at row 0, column 0, use: 

RtFloat x = Matrix.[0][0]; 

 

To declare or declare and initialize a matrix, use: 

RtFloat4x4 Matrix1; 

RtFloat3x3 Matrix2 = {  1.0f, 2.0f, 3.0f, // row 1 
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                        4.0f, 5.0f, 6.0f, // row 2 

                        7.0f, 8.0f, 9.0f, // row 3}; 

RtSampler1D and RtSampler2D objects 

RtSampler1D is used to load color data from a one-dimensional texture, i.e. only an X coordinate. RtSampler2D can 

load color data from two-dimensional textures. Please note that samplers cannot be declared inside of an HLSL 

function; they are used only as input parameters. 

 

Type conversion 

To convert between data types you should use one of the methods provided below. These are the same methods that 

automatically convert between data types when connecting attributes of different types in the Material Editor itself. 

Please note that sampler objects cannot be converted. 

 

When you need to convert one data type to another, use the following syntax: 

 

RsConvert_<DestType>_<SourceType>(<destination_variable>, <source_variable>) 

 

The following example converts an RtFloat4 vector to a single RtFloat value. It does this by picking only the .x 

component of the vector. In this case they .y, .z, and .w components are not converted because RtFloat can only hold a 

single floating point number. 

 

RsConvert_RtFloat_RtFloat4(MyFloat, MyVector); 

 

Conversion rules: 

 Conversion to RtFloat is done by selecting the .x component of a vector or ._m00 component of a matrix. 

Conversion from RtFloat to any type components of the target type with that value. 

 Conversion from RtFloat3 into RtFloat4 is done by filling the .w component of the target vector with a value 

of zero. Other components are filled by assignment. When converting from RtFloat4 to RtFloat3 the value of 

the .w component is lost 

 Conversion from vector to matrix is done by replicating the vector into all rows of the matrix. 

 Conversion from RtFloat3x3 into RtFloat4x4 is done by adding zero values to the last column and row of the 

matrix. When converting from RtFloat4x4 to RtFloat3x3 the last column and row values are lost. 

 In any other case the conversion is done by filling matching components. 

 

Swizzling and masking, per-component operations 

 

HLSL can perform per-component operations on vector and matrix types. All basic operations (addition, subtraction, 

etc.) and comparisons are performed on a per-component basis. The following example shows the addition of two 
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RtFloat3 vectors: 

 

RtFloat3 dest, stc0, src1; 

dest = src0 + src1; 

 

This is the same as writing: 

 

dest.x = src0.x + src1.x; 

dest.y = src0.y + src1.y; 

dest.z = src0.z + src1.z; 

Also almost all functions that work on scalar values (i.e. sin, cos, max, min, and many other) also accept either vector 

or matrix operands and perform the operation on all components of the operands. 

 

Another extension of HLSL allows you to specify only a portion of a vector or matrix to take part in the operation. 

Masking on the destination variable allows you to limit the operation to affect only specific parts of the operand vector 

or matrix. The following example shows how to write only into the first two components of the vector while the .z 

component remains unchanged. 

 

RtFloat3 dest, stc0, src1; 

dest.xy = src0 + src1; 

This is the same as writing: 

 

dest.x = src0.x + src1.x; 

dest.y = src0.y + src1.y; 

dest.z = dest.z;  //just to show the unchanged component 

Masking on source registers allows you to limit the operation to using only a part of the vector or matrix. 

 

RtFloat3 dest, stc0, src1; 

dest = src0 + src1.x; 

This is the same as writing: 

 

dest.x = src0.x + src1.x; 

dest.y = src0.y + src1.x; 
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dest.z = src0.z + src1.x; 

Swizzling allows you to change the order of components in the operation. 

 

RtFloat3 dest, stc0, src1; 

dest = src0.xyz + src1.zyz; 

This is the same as writing: 

 

dest.x = src0.x + src1.z; 

dest.y = src0.y + src1.y; 

dest.z = src0.z + src1.x; 

 

Please refer to the DirectX HLSL reference and programming guide for a full list of allowed swizzle and masking 

combinations for various shader versions. 

 

Functions 

 

Functions are defined similarly to the C or Java (Jscript language). 

 

return_type function_name(access param_type param_name1,  

                          access param_type param_name2, 

                          …, 

                          access param_type param_name3)  

{ 

   //function body 

} 

 

The return type can be also be void, which specifies that the function does not return a value using the return keyword. 

 

The access specifier tells if the parameter can be read, written, or both: 

 in - input parameter can be read within the function and is filled by the caller of the function 

 out - output parameter can be written within the function and is read by the caller of the function. Can be used 

as a return value 
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 inout – parameter acts as in and out parameter at the same time. 

 

Example: 

 

//Function returns maximum of two values and fills Minimum parameter with minimum 

//of two values 

RtFloat3 MinMax(in RtFloat3 input1, in RtFloat3 input2, out RtFloat3 Minimum)  

{ 

    Minimum = rtx_Min(input1, input2); 

    return rtx_Max(input1, input2); 

} 

 

Note that rtx_Min and rtx_Max are predefined functions that will be described later. 

 

Macros 

trueSpace HLSL supports some preprocessor directives similar to the C language. This includes #define, #undef, #if, 

#elif, #else, #ifdef, #endif, #ifndef. Refer to the HLSL online documentation for a description of these preprocessor 

directives and available modifications. 

 

Rosetta defines these custom tokens using #define: 

 One (and only one) of following tokens specifying available pixel shader version: 

RSD3D_PROFILE_PS_2_0, RSD3D_PROFILE_PS_2_A, RSD3D_PROFILE_PS_2_B, 

RSD3D_PROFILE_PS_3_0. 

 One (and only one) of following tokens specifying available vertex shader version: 

RSD3D_PROFILE_VS_2_0, RSD3D_PROFILE_VS_2_A, RSD3D_PROFILE_VS_3_0. 

 #define ME_PS_PROFILE available_profile where available_profile might be “ps_2_0”, “ps_2_a”, 

“ps_2_b” or “ps_3_0”. 

 #define ME_VS_PROFILE available_profile where available_profile might be “vs_2_0”, “vs_2_a” or 

“vs_3_0”. 

 

These predefined macros allow you to modify your shader code according to the available shader version. Macros and 

preprocessor directives are a very powerful means of controlling the generated shader code. You should never change 

or undefine any predefined trueSpace macro or use directives that might affect the shader outside of the scope of your 

function. 
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Predefined functions 

trueSpace HLSL provides a number of predefined functions that you can use in your own HLSL scripts. Most of these 

functions are also available in the form of shader components in the Material Editor. 

 

The following table contains a complete list of predefined functions along with the syntax for using them. All 

functions are mappings of the original predefined HLSL functions and the name of the original function is shown in 

bold in the Description column. Use these original names to find more detailed help in the DirectX HLSL reference 

guide. All functions have the syntax: returnvalue = function(parameters). Some functions also return an additional 

value as the last parameter. 

 

Name Syntax Description 

rtx_Abs rtx_Abs(a) Absolute value (per component). [abs] 

rxt_Acos rxt_Acos(x) 

Returns the arccosine of each component of x. 

Each component should be in the range [-1, 1]. 

[acos] 

rxt_All rxt_All(x) Test if all components of x are nonzero. [all] 

rxt_Any rxt_Any(x) Test if any component of x is nonzero. [any] 

rxt_Asin rxt_Asin(x) 

Returns the arcsine of each component of x. 

Each component should be in the range [-pi/2, 

pi/2]. [asin] 

rxt_Atan rxt_Atan(x) 
Returns the arctangent of x. The return values 

are in the range [-pi/2, pi/2]. [atan] 

rxt_Atan2 rxt_Atan2(y, x) 

Returns the arctangent of y/x. The signs of y 

and x are used to determine the quadrant of the 

return values in the range [-pi, pi]. atan2 is 

well-defined for every point other than the 

origin, even if x equals 0 and y does not equal 

0. [atan2] 

rxt_Ceil rxt_Ceil(x) 
Returns the smallest integer which is greater 

than or equal to x. [ceil] 

rxt_Clamp rxt_Clamp(x, min, max) Clamps x to the range [min, max]. [clamp] 
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rxt_Clip rxt_Clip(x) 

Discards the current pixel, if any component 

of x is less than zero. This can be used to 

simulate clip planes, if each component of x 

represents the distance from a plane. [clip] 

rxt_Cos rxt_Cos(x) Returns the cosine of x. [cos] 

rxt_Cosh rxt_Cosh(x) Returns the hyperbolic cosine of x. [cosh] 

rxt_Cross rxt_Cross(a, b) 
Returns the cross product of two 3-D vectors 

a and b. [cross] 

rxt_Ddx rxt_Ddx(x) 

Returns the partial derivative of x with 

respect to the screen-space x-coordinate. 

[ddx] 

rxt_Ddy rxt_Ddy(x) 

Returns the partial derivative of x with 

respect to the screen-space y-coordinate. 

[ddy] 

rxt_Degrees rxt_Degrees(x) Converts x from radians to degrees. [degrees] 

rxt_Determinant rxt_Determinant(m) 
Returns the determinant of the square matrix 

m. [determinant] 

rxt_Distance rxt_Distance(a, b) 
Returns the distance between two points, a and 

b. [distance] 

rxt_Dot rxt_Dot(a, b) 
Returns the • product of two vectors, a and b. 

[dot] 

rxt_Exp rxt_Exp(x) Returns the base-e exponent. [exp] 

rxt_Exp2 rxt_Exp2(a) Base 2 Exp (per component). [exp2] 

rxt_Faceforward rxt_Faceforward(n, i, ng) Returns -n * sign(•(i, ng)). [faceforward] 

rxt_Floor rxt_Floor(x) 
Returns the greatest integer which is less than 

or equal to x. [floor] 

rxt_Fmod rxt_Fmod(a, b) 

Returns the floating point remainder f of a / 

b such that a = i * b + f, where i is an integer, 

f has the same sign as x, and the absolute value 

of f is less than the absolute value of b. 

[fmod] 
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rxt_Frac rxt_Frac(x) 

Returns the fractional part f of x, such that 

f is a value greater than or equal to 0, and 

less than 1. [frac] 

rxt_Frexp rxt_Frexp(x, out exp) 

Returns the mantissa and exponent of x. frexp 

returns the mantissa, and the exponent is 

stored in the output parameter exp. If x is 0, 

the function returns 0 for both the mantissa 

and the exponent. [frexp] 

rxt_Fwidth rxt_Fwidth(x) Returns abs(ddx(x)) + abs(ddy(x)). [fwidth] 

rxt_IsFinite rxt_IsFinite(x) 
Returns true if x is finite, false otherwise. 

[isfinite] 

rxt_IsInfinite rxt_IsInfinite(x) 
Returns true if x is +INF or -INF, false 

otherwise. [isinf] 

rxt_IsNAN rxt_IsNAN(x) 
Returns true if x is NAN or QNAN, false 

otherwise. [isnan] 

rxt_Ldexp rxt_Ldexp(x, exp) Returns x * 2exp. [ldexp] 

rxt_Length rxt_Length(v) Returns the length of the vector v. [length] 

rxt_Lerp rxt_Lerp(a, b, s) 

Returns a + s(b - a). This linearly 

interpolates between a and b, such that the 

return value is a when s is 0, and b when s is 

1. [lerp] 

rxt_Lit rxt_Lit(n • l, n • h, m) 

Returns a lighting vector (ambient, diffuse, 

specular, 1): ambient = 1; diffuse = 

(n • l < 0) ? 0 : n • l; specular = (n • l < 0) 

|| (n • h < 0) ? 0 : (n • h * m); [lit] 

rxt_Log rxt_Log(x) 

Returns the base-e logarithm of x. If x is 

negative, the function returns indefinite. If 

x is 0, the function returns +INF. [log] 

rxt_Log10 rxt_Log10(x) 

Returns the base-10 logarithm of x. If x is 

negative, the function returns indefinite. If 

x is 0, the function returns +INF. [log10] 

rxt_Log2 rxt_Log2(x) 

Returns the base-2 logarithm of x. If x is 

negative, the function returns indefinite. If 

x is 0, the function returns +INF. [log2] 

rxt_Max rxt_Max(a, b) Selects the greater of a and b. [max] 
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rxt_Min rxt_Min(a, b) Selects the lesser of a and b. [min] 

rxt_Modf rxt_Modf(x, out ip) 

Splits the value x into fractional and integer 

parts, each of which has the same sign and x. 

The signed fractional portion of x is returned. 

The integer portion is stored in the output 

parameter ip. [modf] 

rxt_Mul rxt_Mul(a, b) 

Performs matrix multiplication between a and 

b. If a is a vector, it is treated as a row 

vector. If b is a vector, it is treated as a 

column vector. The inner dimension acolumns 

and brows must be equal. The result has the 

dimension arows x bcolumns. [mul] 

rxt_Normalize rxt_Normalize(v) 

Returns the normalized vector v / length(v). 

If the length of v is 0, the result is 

indefinite. [normalize] 

rxt_Pow rxt_Pow(x, y) Returns x
y
. [pow] 

rxt_Radians rxt_Radians(x) Converts x from degrees to radians. [radians] 

rxt_Reflect rxt_Reflect(i, n) 

Returns the reflection vector v, given the 

entering ray direction i, and the surface 

normal n, such that v = i - 2 * •(i, n) * n. 

[reflect] 

rxt_Refract rxt_Refract(i, n, ?) 

Returns the refraction vector v, given the 

entering ray direction i, the surface normal 

n, and the relative index of refraction ?. If 

the angle between i and n is too great for a 

given ?, refract returns (0,0,0). [refract] 

rxt_Round rxt_Round(x) Rounds x to the nearest integer. [round] 

rxt_Rsqrt rxt_Rsqrt(x) Returns 1/rtx_Sqrt(x). [rsqrt] 

rxt_Saturate rxt_Saturate(x) Clamps x to the range [0, 1]. [saturate] 

rxt_Sign rxt_Sign(x) 

Computes the sign of x. Returns -1 if x is less 

than 0, 0 if x equals 0, and 1 if x is greater 

than zero. [sign] 

rxt_Sin rxt_Sin(x) Returns the sine of x. [sin] 
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rxt_SinCos rxt_SinCos(x, out s, out c) 

Returns the sine and cosine of x. sin(x) is 

stored in the output parameter s. cos(x) is 

stored in the output parameter c. [sincos] 

rxt_Sinh rxt_Sinh(x) Returns the hyperbolic sine of x. [sinh] 

rxt_Smoothstep rxt_Smoothstep (min, max, x) 

Returns 0 if x < min. Returns 1 if x > max. 

Returns a smooth Hermite interpolation 

between 0 and 1, if x is in the range [min, max]. 

[smoothstep] 

rxt_Sqrt rxt_Sqrt(a) Square root (per component). [sqrt] 

rxt_Step rxt_Step(a, x) Returns (x >= a) ? 1 : 0. [step] 

rxt_Tan rxt_Tan(x)  Returns the tangent of x. [tan] 

rxt_Tanh rxt_Tanh(x) Returns the hyperbolic tangent of x. [tanh] 

rxt_Tex1D rxt_Tex1D(s, t) 
1-D texture lookup. s is a sampler or a 

sampler1D object. t is a scalar. [tex1D] 

rxt_Tex1D rxt_Tex1D(s, t, ddx, ddy) 

1-D texture lookup, with derivatives. S is a 

sampler or sampler1D object. t, ddx, and ddy 

are scalars. [tex1D] 

rxt_Tex1DProj rxt_Tex1DProj(s, t) 

1-D projective texture lookup. s is a sampler 

or sampler1D object. t is a 4-D vector. t is 

divided by its last component before the lookup 

takes place. [tex1Dproj] 

rxt_Tex1DBias rxt_Tex1DBias(s, t) 

1-D biased texture lookup. S is a sampler or 

sampler1D object. t is a 4-D vector. The mip 

level is biased by t.w before the lookup takes 

place. [tex1Dbias] 

rxt_Tex2D rxt_Tex2D(s, t) 

2-D texture lookup. s is a sampler or a 

sampler2D object. t is a 2-D texture 

coordinate. [tex2D] 

rxt_Tex2D rxt_Tex2D(s, t, ddx, ddy) 

2-D texture lookup, with derivatives. s is a 

sampler or sampler2D object. t, ddx, and ddy 

are 2-D vectors. [tex2D] 

rxt_Tex2DProj rxt_Tex2DProj(s, t) 

2-D projective texture lookup. s is a sampler 

or sampler2D object. t is a 4-D vector. t is 

divided by its last component before the lookup 

takes place. [tex2Dproj] 
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rxt_Tex2DBias rxt_Tex2DBias(s, t) 

2-D biased texture lookup. s is a sampler or 

sampler2D object. t is a 4-D vector. The mip 

level is biased by t.w before the lookup takes 

place. [tex2Dbias] 

rxt_Transpose rxt_Transpose(m) 

Returns the transpose of the matrix m. If the 

source is dimension mrows x mcolumns, the 

result is dimension mcolumns x mrows. 

[transpose] 

rtx_Modulate rtx_Modulate(a,b) Returns per component a * b. [*] 

rtx_Add rtx_Add(a,b) Returns per component a + b. [+] 

rtx_Sub rtx_Sub(a,b) Returns per component a – b. [-] 

rtx_Divide rtx_Divide(a,b) Returns per component a / b. [/] 

rtx_Modulus rtx_Modulus(a,b) Returns per component a modulus b. [%] 

rtx_Negate rtx_Negate(a) Returns per component –a. [-] 

rtx_Not rtx_Not(a) Returns per component logical not a. [!] 

 

trueSpace HLSL Shader Components 

HLSL shader components are well-defined pieces of shader code that can be combined together in the Material Editor 

to create a shader. The core of a shader component is a function with a name that is the same as the name of the 

component. This function has a custom set of input and output parameters. trueSpace represents this function as a 

visible object in the Material Editor and you can connect the object to other shader components to create your material. 

 

Shader components have several important constraints: 

 The shader component function cannot return a value using the return keyword – all shader components use 

functions with a return type of void.  

 Function parameters can only use in or out access specifiers. They cannot include inout access specifiers. 

 Function parameters can be only be one of the previously specified trueSpace HLSL data types (i.e. RtFloat, 

RtFloat3x3, etc.). Other HLSL datatypes (like float2) can be only specified inside of the function as local 

variables. 

 If you declare helper functions to be used by the main shader component function, you can use any data types 

for parameters or the return value. The name of these functions must, however, contain the name of the main 

function as a suffix. 

 Violation of these rules will, in most cases, result in uncompilable shader code. 
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Predefined Shader Components 

The following shader components are available in the shader component library. 

 

Components - Compound 

Name Alpha Texture HL 

Description This component returns alpha stored in the red channel of the texture 

Attributes 

in RtSampler2D AlphaSampler Texture that contains alpha values in the red channel  

in RtFloat3 TextureCoordinates Sampling texture coordinates 

in RtFloat AlphaTexScaleX Horizontal scale of the texture coordinates 

in RtFloat AlphaTexScaleY Vertical scale of the texture coordinates 

in RtFloat AlphaTexMoveX Horizontal translate of the texture coordinates 

in RtFloat AlphaTexMoveY Vertical translate of the texture coordinates 

out RtFloat Alpha resulting alpha value 

 

Name Anisotropic lighting 

Description Simple anisotropic lighting model 

Attributes 

in RtFloat4 DiffuseColor Source diffuse color 

in RtFloat3 NormalVector Current normal vector of the point 

in RtFloat3 EyeDirection Current eye direction 

in RtFloat3 LightDirection Current light direction 

in RtFloat4 LightColor Color of the light 

in RtSampler2D AnisotropicMap Special texture that represents the actual amount of lighting 

it is stored in the file <installdir>/ts/scripts/d3d/Aniso.png 

out RtFloat4 ResultColor final color of the point 

 

Name Color texture 

Description This brick returns color stored in a texture 

Attributes 

in RtSampler2D ColorSampler Source 2D texture 

in RtFloat3 TextureCoordinates texture coordinates 

out RtFloat4 Color resulting color 

 

Name Color Texture HL 

Description This brick returns color stored in a texture with modified texture coordinates 
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Attributes 

in RtSampler2D ColorSampler Source 2D texture 

in RtFloat3 TextureCoordinates texture coordinates 

in RtFloat ColorTexScaleX Horizontal scale of the texture coordinates 

in RtFloat ColorTexScaleY Vertical scale of the texture coordinates 

in RtFloat ColorTexMoveX Horizontal translate of the texture coordinates 

in RtFloat ColorTexMoveY Vertical translate of the texture coordinates 

out RtFloat4 Color resulting color value 

 

Name Cook-Torrance lighting 

Description Brick computes the Cook-Torrance lighting model which is good for reflective 

surfaces such as metal. On Pixel Shader 2.0 hardware it falls-back to Phong model 

with equal the same and diffuse color components which produces similar 

metallic effect.  

Attributes 

in RtFloat Roughness The roughness of the surface. Expected values should be in 

range 0…1 and higher roughness means less shiny surface 

and less intensive highlights. 

in RtFloat RefractionIndex This parameter controls the amount of reflected and refracted 

light. Expected values are in range 0…1. Low values mean 

smaller reflectivity with more account to real Fresnel term. 

in RtFloat4 DiffuseColor Diffuse color of the point 

in RtFloat3 NormalVector Normal vector of the point 

in RtFloat3 EyeDirection Current eye direction 

in RtFloat3 LightDirection Current light direction 

in RtFloat4 LightColor Light color 

out RtFloat4 ResultColor Final, computed color 

 

Name Cook-Torrance 2 

Description Brick computes the Cook-Torrance lighting model which is good for reflective surfaces 

such as metal. On Pixel Shader 2.0 hardware it falls-back to Phong model with equal the 

same and diffuse color components which produces similar metallic effect.  

The difference from previous brick is that most of the computation is stored in a special 

function which saves instructions. 

Attributes 

in RtSampler2D Precomputation Fresnel term and Becman distribution function stored in a 

HDRI texture <installdir>/ts/scripts/d3d/ 

RtD3D_BeckmannDistributionFresnel.dds. 
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Cards without support for HDRI textures will not display this 

material correctly. 

in RtFloat Roughness The roughness of the surface. Expected values should be in 

range 0…1 and higher roughness means less shiny surface and 

less intensive highlights. 

in RtFloat RefractionIndex This parameter controls the amount of reflected and refracted 

light. Expected values are in range 0…1. Low values mean 

smaller reflectivity with more account to real Fresnel term. 

in RtFloat4 DiffuseColor Diffuse color of the point 

in RtFloat3 NormalVector Normal vector of the point 

in RtFloat3 EyeDirection Current eye direction 

in RtFloat3 LightDirection Current light direction 

in RtFloat4 LightColor Light color 

out RtFloat4 ResultColor Final, computed color 

 

Name Gooch lighting 

Description The Gooch lighting and shading model was developed to better show geometrical 

properties of objects. It works best with single light setup. 

Attributes 

in RtFloat4 CoolColor Cool color is used in areas with high angles to the viewer 

in RtFloat4 WarmColor Warm color is used in areas with small angles to the viewer 

in RtFloat CoolModifier This modifier changes the amount of diffuse color in cool 

areas. 

in RtFloat WarmModifier This modifier changes the amount of diffuse color in warm 

areas. 

in RtFloat4 DiffuseColor Current diffuse color. 

in RtFloat4 SpecularColor Specular color of the material. 

in RtFloat Shininess Shininess of the material 

in RtFloat3 NormalVector Current normal vector 

in RtFloat3 EyeDirection Current eye direction 

in RtFloat3 LightDirection Current light direction 

in RtFloat4 LightColor Light color 

out RtFloat4 ResultColor Final, computed color 

 

Name Gooch lighting 2 

Description The Gooch lighting and shading model was developed to better show geometrical 

properties of objects. This brick provides simpler, better controlled model that 

works better in multilight environments and shadows. 
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Attributes 

in RtFloat4 CoolColor Cool color is used in areas with high angles to the viewer 

in RtFloat4 WarmColor Warm color is used in areas with small angles to the viewer 

in RtFloat4 DiffuseColor Current diffuse color. 

in RtFloat4 SpecularColor Specular color of the material. 

in RtFloat Shininess Shininess of the material 

in RtFloat3 NormalVector Current normal vector 

in RtFloat3 EyeDirection Current eye direction 

in RtFloat3 LightDirection Current light direction 

in RtFloat4 LightColor Light color 

out RtFloat4 ResultColor Final, computed color 

 

Name Hair Shader 

Description This brick computes Ward‟s anisotropic lighting model that is used for example 

for hair simulation. 

Attributes 

in RtFloat4 DiffuseColor Current diffuse color. 

in RtFloat4 SpecularColor Specular color of the material. 

in RtFloat Shininess Shininess of the material 

in RtFloat3 TangentVector Tangent vector used for computing the surface orientation 

in RtFloat3 EyeDirection Current eye direction 

in RtFloat3 LightDirection Current light direction 

in RtFloat4 LightColor Light color 

out RtFloat4 ResultColor Final, computed color 

 

Name Normal-Map 

Description This brick reads normals stored in a normal map and returns these normals 

transformed into the world space 

Attributes 

in RtSampler2D NormalMap Normal map texture 

in RtFloat3 TextureCoords Sampling coordinates 

in RtFloat3x3 TangentToWorld Matrix that transforms vectors from tangent space to the 

world space. 

out RtFloat3 NormalVector Final normal vector 

 

Name Normal-Map HL 

Description This brick reads normal stored in a normal map and returns these normals 

transformed into the world space. Additional texture coordinates transformation 
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are possible. 

Attributes 

in RtSampler2D NormalMap Normal map texture 

in RtFloat3 TextureCoords Sampling coordinates 

in RtFloat3x3 TangentToWorld Matrix that transforms vectors from tangent space to the 

world space. 

out RtFloat3 NormalVector Final normal vector 

in RtFloat NormalTexScaleX Horizontal scale of the texture coordinates 

in RtFloat NormalTexScaleY Vertical scale of the texture coordinates 

in RtFloat NormalTexMoveX Horizontal translate of the texture coordinates 

in RtFloat NormalTexMoveY Vertical translate of the texture coordinates 

 

Name Phong Lighting 

Description The phong lighting model 

Attributes 

in RtFloat4 DiffuseColor Current diffuse color. 

in RtFloat4 SpecularColor Specular color of the material. 

in RtFloat Shininess Shininess of the material 

in RtFloat3 NormalVector Current normal vector 

in RtFloat3 EyeDirection Current eye direction 

in RtFloat3 LightDirection Current light direction 

in RtFloat4 LightColor Light color 

out RtFloat4 ResultColor Final, computed color 

 

Name TS Phong Lighting 

Description The phong lighting model similar to that used in TS 6.x 

Attributes 

in RtFloat DiffuseStrength Strength of the diffuse component in range 0…1 

in RtFloat4 DiffuseColor Current diffuse color. 

in RtFloat SpecularStrength Strength of the specular component in range 0…1 

in RtFloat Shininess Shininess of the material 

in RtFloat3 NormalVector Current normal vector 

in RtFloat3 EyeDirection Current eye direction 

in RtFloat3 LightDirection Current light direction 

in RtFloat4 LightColor Light color 

out RtFloat4 ResultColor Final, computed color 

 

Name Thin Film 
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Description The phong lighting model with thin oil film effect on the surface. 

Attributes 

in RtFloat4 DiffuseColor Current diffuse color. 

in RtFloat4 SpecularColor Specular color of the material. 

in RtFloat Shininess Shininess of the material 

in RtFloat3 NormalVector Current normal vector 

in RtFloat3 EyeDirection Current eye direction 

in RtFloat3 LightDirection Current light direction 

in RtFloat4 LightColor Light color 

in RtSampler1D ThinFilmSample 1D texture with the film coat samples. 

<installdir>/ts/scripts/d3d/thinfilm.dds. 

in RtFloat FilmDepth Depth of the film layer 

out RtFloat4 ResultColor Final, computed color 

 

Name Hatching NPR 

Description The hatching non photo realistic rendering which uses a texture for the hatch and 

stroke simulation and chooses hatch level based on the intensity. 

Attributes 

in RtFloat4 Intensity Intensity of the pixel for example the result of lighting 

model. 

in RtFloat3 Texcoords Texture coordinates of the object for reading of the texture. 

in RtSampler2D HatchingTexture Texture with strokes of different densities in each channel. 

<installdir>/ts/scripts/d3d/threshold_hatching2.dds. 

out RtFloat4 ResultColor Final, computed color 

 

Functions 

All XML files from <installdir>/ts/scripts/MaterialEditor/Functions folder. 

 

Logical 

All XML files from <installdir>/ts/scripts/MaterialEditor/Logical folder. 

 

Matrices & Vectors 

All XML files from <installdir>/ts/scripts/MaterialEditor/ Matrices & Vectors folder. 

Operators 

All XML files from <installdir>/ts/scripts/MaterialEditor/ Operators folder. 

Texturing 

All XML files from <installdir>/ts/scripts/MaterialEditor/ Texturing folder. 

 

Go back DX Material Components Basic. 
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5.5.2 Tutorial: A Simple Shader Component with HLSL 

This tutorial shows you how to create a shader component that uses texture coordinates to create a color shader 

outputting alternating color squares like a checker board. After you create the HLSL color shader component you will 

use it to modify an existing material and apply it to an object. 

 

Add a Cube, and apply the LayeredPlastic material to it.  

 

 
apply the LayeredPlastic material onto the cube  

 

Pick the material then click the button to Edit in the Link Editor 

 

 
Edit the material in the LE 

 

Enter the TextureBlendColorShader using the orange square in its title-bar. 
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Material in the LE 

 

Now you need to create an HLSL scripting object to hold your new shader script. Open the shader components library 

using the library browser.  Locate the HLSL Script Brick in the Inputs and Compilers category and drag it into the 

Link Editor as shown below. 

 

 
HLSL Script brick 
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Open the Components Library and Drag and Drop an HLSL Shader Brick object 

 

Then enter the HLSL Script Brick and it will open the script editing interface. 

 Reference: Ch2 Script Editor. 
 

 
Script editor attributes tab 

First you must define the attributes of the shader component by adding the attributes. This component requires access 

to texture coordinates and needs two color inputs (for the checker board colors) and a number representing the 

frequency of the squares. It also needs one output color. The following image shows the complete list of attributes and 

ch2_UserInterface.doc#Ch_2_Script_Editor
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their types. Rename the object to something descriptive like CheckerBoard. 

 

 
Adding attributes 

 

 
Attributes for the CheckerBoard shader component 

 

Once you've added the all the attributes needed for the shader in the attributes tab switch the editor to the Methods tab: 

 

 
Methods tab where the functions code needs adding 
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The HLSL code to generate the checkerboard pattern is fairly simple. First it multiplies the texture coordinates by the 

frequency. This changes the numbers from an initial range of zero to one to a range of zero to the value of frequency. 

Then it uses the Modulo operator (%) to determine which color should be output for a given texture coordinate. If the 

-x and -y coordinates are both less than or equal to one or are both greater than one, then Color0 is used, otherwise 

Color1 is used. The complete script is shown in the following image. 

 

 
The completed Checkerboard shader component script 

 

After you exit the script editor using the orange triangle in the top right of the title bar you can disconnect the 

Interpolate object, which currently controls texture blending, and connect your new HLSL script instead. Connect 

FinalColor to InputY on the modulate object and connect the Color outputs of the two Color Texture objects to the 

Color0 and Color1 inputs of the script. 

Finally, connect the FloatBrick output of the InputFloat object to the Frequency input on the script object.  
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Connecting the Checkerboard shader component script in the Material Editor 

 

Now, the BlendFactor attribute on the outer LayeredPlastic panel will control the frequency of the checkerboard 

pattern. If you disconnect the Input float and Change the value to 4 and observe the results -- you should see something 

similar to the image below. 

If you re-link the Input float to its exported connector again and exit the material and edit its top level with Panel 

editing you can change the values for the slider to allow for higher numbers to be used. 

Then when you adjust the slider you should see the checker board script applying changes to your objects surface. 
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Using the BlendFactor gives different results , if you panel edit the Materials you can set this to higher numbers, ie using 4 

as a value gives a dense effect. 

 

 Resource- HLSL checkerboard example 

 Reference Panel Editing  

 External References. 

 http://www.facewound.com/tutorials/shader1/ this is a relatively easy tutorial to follow and adapt for the 

trueSpace HLSL brick 

 http://www.neatware.com/lbstudio/web/hlsl.html this has slightly more complicated examples that can be 

adapted for the trueSpace HLSL brick.. 

resources/chapter5/HLSL_BlendTextures.RsMat
ch2_UserInterface.doc#Ch_2_Panel_editor
http://www.facewound.com/tutorials/shader1/
http://www.neatware.com/lbstudio/web/hlsl.html
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5.6 Normal Mapping 

The Workspace view supports the display of normal maps, which function similarly to the bump maps you may 

already be familiar with in offline render engines. Instead of using a greyscale bitmap with pixels encoding the relative 

“height” of the surface at a given point, normal maps use a full color image to encode the actual normal of the surface 

at that point. This results in a much improved method of increasing the apparent geometry of an object without adding 

more polygons. 

trueSpace provides a mesh simplifier and normal map generator tools to help you turn detailed geometric 

objects into simpler objects with normal maps that take up much less memory and processing power but look nearly 

identical in the real-time Player view. 

 

      
Simplify mesh and  Normal map tool. 

 

The below images illustrate an example of this by using a mesh supplied by Marcel Barthel. As you can see in the 

close up view  there is still definition of geometry and details  in the appearance of the Helmet mesh even though a 

considerable amount of geometry has been removed  by using the Normal map tool.  
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Helmet object by Marcel Barthel original object has 530,449 vertices notice how dense the mesh is when the object is viewed 

in wireframe in the Workspace window. 

  
Close up view of the Helmet object after simplifying the mesh with the  Normal map tool at 10  resulting in 51,213 vertices  

notice  the appearance of the surface is still detailed even though the mesh has been greatly reduced. 
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Another view of the same object left is the original and the right image is also after using the Normal map tool with a 

Simplification Level setting of 10. 

  
A different close up view of the Helmet object after using the Simplify mesh and Normal map tool at level 10 original object is 

on the left 530,449 vertices and on  the right  51,213 vertices 

 

5.6.1 Simplifying Meshes for Normal Mapped Objects 

Simplify Mesh 

The trueSpace mesh simplifier can be used to generate meshes that approximate high-polygon-count 

meshes, but with far fewer polygons. The resulting objects are perfect candidates for the application of 

normal maps (described later in this section). This simplification is achieved by removing vertices, edges, 

and faces from the high-poly mesh, but doing so in a way that leaves the resulting mesh looking very 

similar to the original.  

 

Building a Simplified Mesh 

As an example you can drag and drop the Cat Suit from the Characters Library to use but the principle can be applied 

to any mesh of your own you want to use. 
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Cat Suit in the Characters Library 

 

   
Cat Suit dropped to Workspace. Right image shows wireframe view of the mesh 

 

  
Object is selected in the Link Editor (LE)   Info Panel shows Original Catsuit model, 31,728 Vertices.  
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To create a lower resolution mesh from an existing high-poly mesh, select the object in the Link Editor (LE) or 

Workspace and click the Simplify Mesh tool. 

 

 
Simplify mesh tool 

 

The Simplify Mesh tool takes the original mesh and creates a simplified version of it. It creates a panel in the LE and 

also opens one for the tool in the Panels tab of the stack where you can set the desired simplification level. 

You can specify the desired simplification level either by entering a numeric value in the text box or by 

moving the slider left or right. You can also change settings such as welding distance (for correcting mesh 

topology errors) by examining the MeshSimplifier object in the newly created simplified mesh. The original mesh 

remains encapsulated inside of the newly created compound object and can be further modified if desired, with any 

changes propagating to the simplified mesh. 

 

    
Left image -  the LE Simplify Mesh  Panel created for the object.  Right - Panel in the stack. 
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Inside the Cat Suit MeshSimplifier Welding distance attribute value can be changed if there are topology errors. 

 

  
Simplified Catsuit  - right  image shows wireframe view of the mesh.  Simplified model, 6,278 vertices.  

 

The following images use the simplified mesh with UV projection and the TextureBump material applied. 
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TextureBump material with its two aspects for the Diffuse and Normal textures 

 

The material uses a diffuse color texture in the default tab and also a normal texture map which was generated in an 

external application in the bump tab of the material which simulates the appearance of geometry on the surface of the 

model. 

You can see how the lighting reacts to the models surface areas by casting shadows and introducing highlights on the 

simulated surface. 

 

  
Same model as above but with the texture bump material applied and some texture maps. 

 

If You don‟t have an application that can create Normal texture maps you can also use the modeler Material editor to 

load an image file in the bump texture channel and have a normal map texture generated by loading a bump map or 

other texture in the bump channel and then painting it on the model. 

The below example uses just a plain color and one of the bitmaps loaded from the texture directory with a repeat of 10 

in the U and V . 
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Modeler Material Editor and bump map location  

 

 
Workspace view with the material applied 

 

If you want to save the automatically generated normal texture then it can be extracted from the material and saved to 

a bitmap library by the following methods. Enter the object in the LE using the orange square in its title bar , locate and 

enter the Material List ,1 next enter the Material Chunk ,1. 
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Entering the objects layers to locate the material 

 

Inside here you‟ll find the automatically generated texture map. you may have to expand the TextureBump Material 

object by clicking on the word default in its title bar. 

 

The next step is to export this out one level so it can be accessed and inserted to a Bitmap Library. To export the bitmap 

r-click over it and choose export from the menu , if you‟re in developer mode you‟ll see a wire go to the outside of the 

container , then navigate out of the object using the triangle in the LE title bar.  

 

 
Exporting the materials texture one level,  NormalTexture exported,  Material Chunk expanded and selected. 
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Next making sure the Material Chunk, 1 is selected open a bitmap library from the browser and r-click on an empty 

space in the library and choose an image format from the menu to insert and save the texture , I chose .dds , but the 

.bmp format will be suitable as well, you may also want to rename it to something other than the material chunk. 

 

Note- We had to export the bitmap out one level from the material because in the material object only the top level 

bitmap would be considered when placing it to the bitmap library and the captured texture would be the Diffuse 

Texture one. 

 

 
Inserting an objects  texture to a bitmap library 

 

Then you can locate and load the normal map texture in the modeler Material editor as a normal map to  paint over 

your object.  I set repeats to 10 here again , and when it's used in the offline render engines it gives a better detail than 

the bumpmap that was currently used . 

If you saved your texture to the default libraries then they are located  in the trueSpace75\tS\Rs Main Libraries 

directory . 
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Loading the normal map texture to the modeler Material Editor  

 

     
Right render in LightWorks with the bumpmap applied . Left render in LightWorks with the normal map applied. 
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You can also finalize the mesh by using the Flatten History tool but be aware that doing this means that the mesh will 

no longer behave like a dynamic object , it will become a regular mesh and the panel sliders will no longer be 

functional. 

 

 
Flatten History will remove unnecessary sub-objects 

 

 

5.6.2 Generating Normal Maps 

Create Normalmap 

 

It is not possible to render geometry of unlimited detail in real-time. Normal maps can be used to add 

to the apparent detail of a mesh without adding to the actual geometry of that mesh. trueSpace includes 

a normal map generator to build normal maps from high-poly meshes that can be applied to low-poly 

meshes to give the appearance or more detail where there is none. The images below shows a high-poly 

mesh and a simplified mesh with a normal map applied. Unlike the simplify mesh tool used above the Normal Map 

creates the illusion of the geometry, this is more visible in the mesh by looking at the armpit wrinkles and comparing 

the difference between the simplified images above and the images below where the normal map tool has been used. 

Using the Normal Map tool as you can see below, the effect is quite similar when the original and the simplified 

normal mapped version are side by side. 
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Right image shows the Simplified Normal map model, 6,278 vertices , rendered in realtime in the Workspace using one 

512x512 generated normal map.  Left image shows the original Cat Suit model, 31,728 Vertices.   
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Building a Normal Map 

You can build a normal map by taking a high-polygon mesh and create both a simplified version of it and a 

corresponding normal map.  

To reduce a high-poly mesh and create a normal-mapped low-poly mesh from it, you must first select the object, and 

then select the  Normalmap tool,  trueSpace responds by opening the Normal Mapper panel and simplifying the 

high-poly mesh according to the default settings of the tool.  

 

 
Normal map tool. 

 

 

 
Normal map panel. 

 

Then it generates a corresponding normal map for the newly created low-poly mesh.  

The original mesh will be kept inside of the new, normal-mapped object, and any modifications you make 

to it will be automatically updated on the generated object.LOD-Normal Map Panel Controls 

You can change the settings on the LOD-Normal Map panel to affect the appearance of the generated 

object. Here you can alter the mesh simplification level, change normal map resolution, precision, and 

the method of normal map generation. 

 

• Simplification Level determines how many triangles the generated mesh should have as a percent 

of those in the input mesh. For example, 20% means that output mesh will have 20% of the 
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number of triangles found in the original mesh. 

 

• Normalmap Resolution sets resolution of the generated normal map. A higher value means better quality, but more 

memory consumption. 

 

• Precision controls number of samples used to create the normal map. A higher value means better 

quality, but it also significantly increases the time needed to generate the normal map. Lower 

values may result in dark dots appearing inside of the normal map. For testing, set this value 

low, then increase it after you are satisfied with the result. A precision level of between 3 and 4 

should be sufficient for most final normal maps. 

 

• Reprojection Angle controls automatic mesh unwrapping. Higher values will cause smaller 

texel density for steeper polygons, but will generally create a lower number of patches, and 

thus will produce better normal map allocation for the rest of the mesh. Smaller values, on the 

other hand, will lower this reprojection distortion, but more unwrap patches will be generated. 

Because there is some space needed between patches, this will cause poorer normal map allocation. 

45-60 degrees should suffice for most models. 

 

• Gap size is the space in texels that should be allocated between normal map patches. Setting 

this value too low will cause scratches in the rendered image due to MIPMapping. With higher 

values, smaller parts of the normal map will be allocated for visible pixels, causing the normal 

map to be blurred. 

 

   
Left Gap size at 0 value shows scratches Right Gap Size at 4 
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• Checking the Tangent space checkbox will result in building a tangent space normal map. Object 

space normal maps are more precise because there is no need to interpolate tangent space 

matrices during estimation of normals, but their reuse is somehow limited. On the other hand, 

tangent space normals can be more reusable, but because tangent space axes are shortened during 

linear interpolation in graphics hardware, tangent space normal maps cannot compensate 

for these differences between spherical and linear interpolation, resulting in some artifacts on 

meshes with high curvature. 

  

     
Simplified mesh without normal map. Normals in normal map would require being denormalized 

in order to compensate linear to spherical interpolation error. 

This causes boundary solver to diverge. 

 

In this case, the correct solution provides only an object space normal map because it is not dependent on 

normal interpolation, and the boundary solver can compute the correct normal. 

Other more advanced settings for tweaking the normal mapper can be modified directly in the Link 

Editor. These include the welding distance for vertex and edges welding during topology correction 

(found on the Mesh Simplifier object), coordinate set which is used for texture coordinate unwrapping, 

and object scale to manually control polygon surface to normal map mapping (both found on the Mesh 

Unwrapper object). 
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Advanced settings can be found and changed inside the object in the LE  

 

The Simplify Mesh and Simplify Mesh and Create Normal Map tools are very powerful, particularly 

as they are dynamic – you can choose to change the level of simplification at any point, and your object 

will update accordingly.  

 

However, to do this the tools must keep a copy of the high resolution mesh in memory, and while this reduces the 

demand on the real-time rendering and in moving around in the scene, it still increases the memory resources required 

overall. 

 

If you are happy with the reduced version of the mesh and do not want to change the level of polygon 

reduction any further, it is possible to finalize the object with the reduced geometry to give you the benefit of the 

reduction of demand on the real-time engine, as well as the benefit of lower memory requirements for the object and 

scene. 

 

You can use the Flatten History Tool to remove unnecessary parts and save the reduced version to the Workspace 

Libraries  
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Flatten History will remove unnecessary sub-objects 

 

 

5.6.3 Limitations 

Please note that both the Mesh Simplifier and Normal Map Generator tools handle DX (Player-originated) 

materials perfectly, but can simplify complex LW (Modeler-originated) materials for the final object. 

E.g., when you apply the mesh simplifier tool to the Bowl object (can be found in Modeler‟s objects 

library), the original procedural wood material will be replaced by plain texture. 
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        Chapter 6 SURFACING – Model View 

6.1 UV Tools 

Although many materials can be recreated using 3D procedural shaders, there are a number of materials that cannot, 

such as patterned cloth and paint effects, transfers, decals and logos, and surface relief materials such as tiled 

surfaces. For these materials, either 2D procedural shaders or image maps must be used, but this creates a problem 

of its own. When mapping 2D procedural shaders or images to a 3D surface, they become distorted or can ―break‖ 

or ―tear‖ in areas with complex or sudden changes in curvature. 

 

UV mapping is a general solution to the problems encountered when trying to map 2D data onto a 3D surface. 

 

U and V are virtual co-ordinates with U representing the horizontal component of an image or the x component of a 

2D function, and V representing the vertical component of an image or the y component of a 2D function. Although 

U and V are horizontal and vertical components of a 2D source, when mapped to a 3D object their orientation is 

arbitrary. 

 

UV mapping takes 3D geometry and assigns 3D points across the surface of the geometry to specific U and V 

co-ordinates using algorithms which either flatten or unfold the 3D geometry to make a 2D map. When the surface 

is rendered, the x and y values for a 2D procedural shader or the horizontal and vertical co-ordinates of pixels in an 

image map can be determined by interpolating the values from the UV map for the corresponding points on the 3D 

surface. 

 

6.1.1 Standard UV Mapping Types 

trueSpace offers a number of UV mapping options and also gives control over the repetition of image maps and 

procedural patterns across an object‘s UV space. All UV mapping options can be scaled and rotated while the 

projection tool is active to give the most appropriate fit.  

 

 Planar Projection 

A UV map is applied that ―flattens‖ the UV space down onto a plane. The plane‘s orientation can be altered by 

rotating the object‘s UV space. The result is that the material texture appears to be projected through the object in a 

direction perpendicular to the plane. 
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 Cylindrical Projection 

A UV map is applied with a cylindrical volume that surrounds the object. The cylinder‘s orientation can be altered 

by rotating the object‘s UV space. The result is that the material texture appears to be projected inward from the 

cylindrical space to the center of the object. 

 

 
 

 Spherical Projection 

A UV map is applied with a spherical volume that is translated to an evenly spaced 2D grid with divisions 

representing the latitude and longitude of the sphere. The sphere‘s orientation can be altered by rotating the object‘s 

UV space. The result is that the material texture appears to be projected inward from the spherical space to the 

center of the object. 

 

 
 

 Cubic Projection 

A UV map is applied with a cubic volume where each face of the cube is a complete planar projection. The cube‘s 

orientation can be altered by rotating the object‘s UV space. The result is that the material texture appears to be 

projected inward from the six identical faces of the cube to the center of the object. 
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 Shrink-Wrap  

A spherical volume larger than the chosen object is gradually shrunk around the object until its surface roughly 

conforms to the surface of the chosen object. As the volume is shrunk and distorted a spherical UV mapping is 

distorted in a similar manner. The result should be a UV projection that gives a better representation of the object‘s 

surface than a standard spherical projection. 

 

 
 

Shrink-Wrap Options Panel 

 
 

• Num Steps: Maximum number of steps to use when the wrap object is created. 

• Step Size: Determines the speed of creation (and the quality of the Shrink Wrap object). 

• Simplification: When enabled, a simplified version of complex objects (# faces > 80) is used for creating 

the Shrink Wrap object. A value of 1% causes the most simplification; at 100%, there is no simplification. 

• Num. Faces: Determines the number of faces used to create the simplified object. 

• Num Segments: The number of segments for the Shrink Wrap sphere object. A higher number means 

slower computation and better envelopment of the original object 

• UV Mapping: The mapping method of the source envelope object can be Spherical, Shrink Wrap Circle or 
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Shrink Wrap Rectangle. 

• Wireframe: Draw the envelope object as wireframe instead of Solid representation. 

 

6.1.2 Default UV Mapping 

trueSpace assigns UV mappings to objects as they are created, as follows. 

 

• Spheres and Ellipsoid objects: Spherical Projection. 

• Cylinders: Cylindrical Projection. 

• Lathe objects: A modified Cylindrical Projection bent around the object‘s profile. 

• Cubes and Cubic objects: Cubic Projection. 

• Torus and Helix: Both special cases whereby a Cylindrical Projection is bent to conform to the object‘s 

circular shape. 

• Planes: Planar mapping with the UV space oriented to the plane. 

• Swept objects: Planar mapping with the UV space oriented to the swept curve for the top and bottom 

surfaces and a modified cylindrical mapping across the object‘s length. 

 

6.1.3 Applying UV Mapping 

You can apply UV mapping in 1 of 2 ways: 

 

1. To the entire object by selecting the object and then selecting a suitable UV mapping option. 

 

 
 

2. By selecting portion of the objects using the polygon and vertex selection tools and applying separate UV 

mapping options to different areas. 
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After you apply UV mapping to the object or a selection and before you exit the UV tool, you can adjust the 

mapping orientation using the normal Object Move, Rotate, and Scale tools.  

 

6.1.4 Tutorial: The UV Mapping Editor 

 UV Mapping Editor 

The UV Mapping Editor shows the UVs of your objects and allows you to edit them and observe the changes as 

you make them. The Editor analyzes the selected object (and its sub-components if it is a group) and displays the 

UV map for each set of coordinates found. You can switch between the textures by clicking on the editor‘s status bar, 

where the current texture name is displayed, or by clicking the up/down arrows on the status bar. 

 

Selection Tools 

You can select geometry either in the UV Mapping Editor or in the Model view. In the screenshot below you can see 

a simple cube with a texture map numbered by face. The face numbered ‗2‘ was selected in the Editor using the face 

select tool. The face could have been just as easily selected in the perspective view window by entering point edit 

mode and using the face select tool. Note that the face is highlighted both in the Editor (green) and the Model view 

(light blue).  
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Face “2” selected in Model view and in the UV Mapping Editor 

 

Manipulation Tools 

With geometry selected you can easily manipulate UV coordinates by using the move, rotate, and scale tools found 

in the UV Mapping Editor. You can also weld and unweld UVs to achieve a lot of variety in your mapping 

technique depending on your needs. To demonstrate, we have grabbed the left edge of the face numbered ‗1‘ on our 

cube from the previous example and dragged it to the left. Notice how the texture shears on the face of the model - 

with the ‗5‘ and ‗6‘ faces compressed on one side and how the texture on sides ‗4‘ and ‗1‘ have been shifted and 

compressed as well, with ‗4‘ breaking onto the ‗1‘ side. 
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Shearing the texture by moving an edge in the Editor 

 

Though this principle is simple on the face of it you can achieve some very complex mapping results on more 

complicated objects. Imagine taking a human head model and mapping it to a flattened, collaged image created from 

photographs of a person. Clearly there is no way that automatic mapping will ever suffice to properly align the UVs 

- so you will use this technique to tweak the mapping to achieve a perfect fit. 

 

You can also unweld UVs from their neighbors so that your transformations will only affect the selected geometry. 

In the example below we have detached face ‗2‘ from its neighbors and shifted the UV coordinates of the face to the 

left a bit. Notice how both the numeral ‗1‘ and ‗2‘ now appear on face ‗2‘. For precision you can move objects 

freehand or just grab an edge to slide it orthogonally. 
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Edge moved again but this time it is unwelded 

 

Texture Painting 

The paintbrush tools found in the UV Mapping Editor allow you to paint onto textures. Just select color, 

transparency, and other attributes and paint right onto your texture map. Below we have painted a couple of stripes 

onto our example cube to show the tool in action. Of course you can achieve much more subtle results in your own 

textures, using opacity, maps, and other techniques to gently age and weather models and so on. 
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Four brush strokes applied using the Paint Brush tool 

 

Exploring UV Mapping 

Though you have so far seen only simple examples of using the UV Mapping Editor to lay out UVs the techniques 

for using this tool apply to more complicated models as well. On the car model below the six faces making up the 

windshield have been selected using the paint select tool in the UVE.  
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Mapping for a more complex model  
 

On more complex models you will often need to use the arrows in the lower right of the Editor to scroll through the 

various mappings. You can also use the mesh color selector to change how the UVs are displayed in the Editor – in 

the image above we have chosen white. 

 

Applying UV maps to organic models such as characters is one of the most difficult tasks for many 3D artists. In the 

example below, several faces of the mummy were selected using the rectangle selection tool in point edit mode. 

 
The techniques described apply equally to organic models  

 

Do not let complex geometry stop you from making great maps – select some faces, apply a map, and tweak the 

UVs. Mapping can be difficult to master but, once you get the hang of it, the satisfaction of turning out a 

well-mapped model is worth the effort.  

 

6.1.5 UV Mapping Editor Tools 

The toolbar attached to the left side of the UV Mapping Editor contains tools for manipulating the UV meshes: 

 

Picking Tools 

 

 Pick Vertex  Pick Edge 

 Pick Face  Pick Context 
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These tools are used for selecting by vertex, edge, face, or context. Left-click the mesh to pick individual vertices, 

edges, or faces, use CTRL+click to add to an existing selection. Vertices, edges, and faces will be highlighted in 

light blue as you move the mouse over them, and green once selected. 

 

In addition, you can select all faces of the same material by SHIFT+clicking any vertex, edge, or face painted with 

the material. 

 

Selection Tools 

 Rectangle Select 

Left-click and drag within the UV Mapping Editor window to draw a rectangle, selecting everything within it. 

 

 Freehand Select 

Left-click and drag to select the vertices, edges, or faces under the cursor. 

 

Manipulation Tools 

Note: For each of these tools, you must have selected part of the mesh before using them. Also, it is important to 

note that the UV mapping changes, but not the mesh geometry. 

 

 Point Move 

Left-click and drag to move a selection.  

 

 
 

 Point Rotate 

Left-click and drag to rotate the selected mesh around the center of the selection. 
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 Point Scale 

Left-click and drag to scale width or height of the selected mesh. Right-click and drag to scale the selected mesh 

uniformly. 

 

 
Non-uniform scaling 

 

 
Uniform scaling 

 

Direct Manipulation Controls 

There are two controls available as replacements for tools from the toolbar: the Mesh Navigation control, and the 

Texture Space Navigation control. 
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The Mesh Navigation control is a box created around the selected mesh. It has several clickable areas, which will 

initiate following actions: 

• Move: Left-click over the middle of the sides (where the yellow highlight appears) and drag to move the 

selected mesh horizontally or vertically. 

• Rotate: Left-click the red dot in the middle and drag to rotate the selected mesh. 

• Uniform Scale: Left-click over either corner of the widget and drag to uniformly scale the selected mesh. 

• Nonuniform Scale: Left-click the sides between the corner and middle (between the move and uniform 

scale areas) and drag to scale the selected mesh in the horizontal or vertical axis. 

 

The Texture Space Navigation control is represented by a blue triangle and a white box. 

• Move area (blue triangle): Left-click and drag to move the texture space horizontally and vertically. 

• Zoom (blue triangle): Right-click and drag to zoom in and out. 

• Move control (white box): Left-click and drag to move the Texture Space Navigation control inside the 

editor. 

• Reset view (white box): Right-click to return to the default view. 

 

Export Tools 

 Export Bitmap 

Export Bitmap will save the current contents of the editor window (both texture and mesh) into a bitmap file. A 

Save dialog will appear where you can choose the file name. The size of the exported bitmap will match the texture 

selected in the editor; if there is no texture, it will match the size of the editor window. 

 

 Send Bitmap to External Editor 

Send Bitmap to External Editor first asks you to save the contents of the UV Mapping Editor window to a bitmap 

file, after which it opens the bitmap file using the application defined in the options dialog (see Options Dialog 

below). When the saved file is modified, the texture will be reloaded as soon as the cursor passes over the UV 

Mapping Editor window. 

 

Texture painting 

 Paint Brush 
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This tool allows you to paint onto textures. First you must select an object that has a bitmap texture. Right-click on 

this icon to open the control panel for texture painting. 

 

 
 

The three icons on the left, inside the panel, enable or disable painting in the color, transparency, and 

displacement channels. Right-click on one of the three icons to adjust the color, transparency or displacement 

mapping of the brush. 

 

The brush preview area in the center of the panel shows the current brush as it would be painted. In the preview area, 

there are three controls for adjusting the size of the current brush (top right corner), the overall transparency 

(bottom left corner), and the amplitude of displacement (bottom right corner). To adjust any of these values, click 

the control with the left mouse button and drag. The current brush will be updated as you move the mouse. 

 

Note: When painting a displacement channel texture, holding the left mouse button will place the brush as it shown 

in the preview area, while holding the right mouse button will reverse the amplitude, thus lowering the surface if the 

amplitude is positive and vice versa. 

 

The toolbar attached to the panel has three icons for selecting one of the default brush shapes: round, airbrush, or 

square brush. 

 

Mesh Tools 

 Weld vertices tool 

The Weld Vertices tool allows you to weld several UV vertices into one. Manipulating with the new vertex is then 

like manipulating with all welded vertices at once. The position of the new vertex is the average of all source 

vertices. Source vertices are those which were selected at time of activating the Weld tool. 

 

 
 

The above pictures show an example of working with the Weld Vertices tool. Firstly, two vertices are selected (1st 

picture), Weld tool is activated (2nd picture), and then another two vertices are selected and welded (3rd picture).  
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 Break mesh tool 

The Break tool allows you to separate a section of the mesh and manipulate it independently from the rest. By 

activating this tool, currently selected faces are separated along the edges from the rest of the mesh. 

 

 
 

The pictures above show an example of working with the Break tool: Select a group of faces (1st picture), activate 

the Break tool, the selected mesh is separated and can be manipulated independently and in this case scaled down 

(2nd picture). 

 

UV Mesh Color 

UV Mesh Color allows you to assign the color to be used for the UV mesh in UV editor. Def color means that the 

color of the mesh is defined as a visually opposite color to the actual texture color, making the mesh easy to 

recognize. The default color does not work well for every texture, so you have the option to pick any color from the 

list. 

 

UV Mapping Editor Options 

 
 
This dialog is activated by right-clicking on the UV Mapping Editor icon. The two buttons X and Y determine 

which axis is manipulated when the Move, Rotate, or Scale tools are used. Click on them to toggle between active 

(button down) and inactive (button up). 

 

The next three buttons determine what is displayed in the editor window, and also what will be saved to files with 

the Export tools. The three icons toggle wire mesh display, color textured display, and displacement textured 

display. 

 

The external editor button and the edit box are used to define which application to run when the Send bitmap to 

external editor tool is activated. 

 

6.1.6 UV Unwrapper 

The UV Unwrapper tool is useful when texturing complicated objects. Planar, spherical and other UV mappings 
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can often produce self-intersecting UV meshes, which are hard to work with in the UV Mapping Editor. 

 

In the following example, we will create a new UV mapping for a simple sphere object, but it could be a head, a car 

chassis, or any other polyhedral object. 

  

 
 

The picture above shows three stages (left to right) of the unwrapping process. The first is the original object, which 

is cut open on one side. The second stage shows the object a while after the unwrapping process began, and the last 

stage on right shows the final shape, which lies completely on a plane. 

 

After the unwrapping process is finished, the original object is restored with its UV mapping obtained from that of 

the unwrapped object. 

 

 
  

To start unwrapping an object, make sure it is selected, and click on the Unwrapper tool button. Note that 

unwrapping can only be performed on open objects, so a closed object like a sphere will need to be edited in one of 

two ways: select and delete faces to make the object open (as in the above image), or use the UV Slice tool to 

prepare the UV mesh for unwrapping (described below). 
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If the mesh is acceptable for unwrapping, the process starts immediately. A representation of the UV mesh will be 

visibly flattened, and will assign the new UV mapping as soon as the unwrapped object is flat enough. You can stop 

this process at any time by pressing ESC. 

 

Note: Holding the ALT key when activating the unwrapper tool will allow you to run the process of slicing the 

object (UV Slice tool) and unwrapping (UV Unwrapper tool) in one step. The process is done on a copy of the 

object so that only the object‘s UV mapping is changed and nothing else. It prevents topology changes caused by the 

UV Slice tool on the original object. This helps especially when unwrapping SDS objects. 

 

6.1.7 UV Slice Tool 

 UV Slice Tool 

The UV Slice tool can be used to prepare a mesh for the Unwrapper tool. With this tool, it is possible to prepare the 

UV mesh of a closed object (normally unusable by the Unwrapper tool) for unwrapping, without deleting any faces 

from the object. The sphere in the image above was prepared in this way. 

 

Upon activating the tool, trueSpace enters a point edit like mode, where you can select the edges that you want to be 

separated or disconnected by left-clicking on them. After the selection of edges, right-clicking completes the 

process.  
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6.2 Paint Tools 

One of the most common criticisms of computer generated images, especially when trying to re-create a 

photo-realistic image, is that they appear so clean and perfect. It is possible to get around this by using complex 

multi-layer shaders which incorporate a layer representing dirt, decay, paint, scratches and so on, but complex 

shaders can only go so far in re-creating these random or chaotic effects. 

 

trueSpace also includes tools for directly painting one material over another on the surface of an object. These tools 

can be used to create effects such as dirt and scratches in a more natural and less contrived manner. 3D paint tools 

are not just restricted to recreating dirt and scratches either but can be used for anything from spots and pimples on 

the skin of a character to detailed paintings hanging in a gallery. 

 

6.2.1 The 3D Paint Tool 

 3D Paint tool 

Although trueSpace provides comprehensive material and texturing tools with support for multi-layer shaders, it is 

not always possible to create realistic and natural effects using these tools. Real difficulties can arise when trying to 

recreate effects that are determined in part by the geometry of the underlying surface. 

 

Feature-following effects such as dirt in the crevices of a statue‘s features, or wear and tear at the corners and edges 

of aged objects can be very difficult to recreate using conventional shaders. Multilayer shaders may help by 

allowing masking between the feature-following shader and a base material shader, but it can be difficult creating an 

image that accurately conforms to the UV space of the object and can take into account the surface geometry. 3D 

paint tools allow painting directly on an object‘s surface, so for example, it is relatively easy to paint dirt into a tight 

corner or crack. 

 

3D paint tools also make it much easier to recreate random, chaotic or organic effects. 

 

6.2.2 How Does 3D Painting Work? 

When an object is created, a UV projection is assigned to that object, or an alternative UV projection can be 

assigned. The 3D paint tools create a series of bit-mapped images that directly match portions of an object‘s UV 

space. It is these images that are actually painted on. 

 

As the paint tools are used, their position on the object‘s surface is translated into a position on a UV-mapped image. 

The object may be subdivided before painting begins, and the paint tool assigns UV projection maps on a per face 

basis to the object in order to simplify the process of translation and to provide a relatively even ‗canvas.‘ 

 

The images that are created as painting progresses are then used as a source of data for blending between the various 

shaders being applied through the 3D paint tools 

 

6.2.3 Tutorial: Age an Object 
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In the image above most of the objects in the scene have a slightly grubby, aged, or worn appearance, and this adds 

to the realism of a very simple scene. The tin, however, appears to be in almost mint condition. To finish the scene 

the tin needs to be distressed, or artificially aged. 

 

In the real world the distressed effect would be achieved by rubbing away the paint at the corners and edges of the 

tin to reveal the metal surface underneath. 

 

To achieve the same effect in trueSpace: 

 

1. Open the file humbug1.scn. 

 

2. Open the Material Editor by clicking the Material Editor  icon. 

 

3. Click the Material Sampling  icon then click on one of the metallic surfaces on the humbug tin object. 

 

4. Click the 3D Paint  icon to open the 3D Paint panel. 

 

5. Right-click the 3D Paint icon to open the 3D Paint Properties panel – these properties need to be set 

before painting commences as they control both the way in which the tool is applied and the real time 

feedback of the tool. 

 

6. In the 3D Paint Properties panel click and drag on the Refresh tab to select Medium, click and drag on the 

Render tab to select HardBest, click and drag on the Txt Res tab to select High. 

 

7. Click and drag the slider on the left of the 3D Paint Properties panel until it is roughly half way down. 

 

8. Click the Anti-alias icon in the 3D Paint Properties panel. 

 

9. Now it is time to set the brush. 

 

10. Right-click on the Brush Size  icon, and in the Size dialog set both Width and Height to about 10. 

 

11. Right-click on the Brush Alpha  icon, and in the Transparency dialog set the Alpha value to about 

90. 
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12. Right-click on the Brush Feather  icon, and in the Feather dialog set both Feather X and Feather Y 

to about 10. 

 

13. In the 3D Paint panel click both the Color Shader  icon and the Reflectance Shader  icon until 

they are selected. The other two shader icons should not be selected. 

 

14. Right click the Color Shader  icon, and adjust the color in the Plain Color dialog to match that of the 

metallic material. 

 

15. Now it‘s time to start painting. With the Paint Tool  from the 3D Paint panel selected, click and drag 

over the defining corners and edges of the humbug tin object. 

 

 
 

16. Release the mouse button after each stroke in order to see the effect of the stroke. 

 

17. If the effect is too severe, click the Undo  icon and wait for the image to refresh, then continue. 

 

18. Repeat the painting process until the edges begin to appear suitably worn. 

 

 
 

19. To complete the effect, paint a few small areas on the main body of the humbug tin object in the same 

manner. The result should look something like the image below. 
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20. Now render  the scene. The difference is a subtle one, but very effective all the same. 

 

 
 

Note: 3D Paint is a very memory and processor intensive process and requires some hard drive space to store the 

image files it creates. 3D paint also takes some practice and patience, but the results can be very satisfying. 

 

6.2.4 3D Paint Icons and Controls 

3D paint tools are controlled using two panels. 

 

The 3D Paint panel contains the paint tools themselves together with controls for the brush shape, size, rotation, 

alpha and feathering, and controls to select the shader channels that will be used while painting. This panel also 

displays a brush preview image. To access this panel, click the 3D Paint icon. 
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Paint Tool Types 

Click and drag the Paint Tool icon to access the Paint, Bright, Spray, and Erase tools. 

 

 Paint Tool 

Click this icon to select the standard Paint tool. With this tool selected brush strokes are even and smooth, with even 

feathering. This is the equivalent of painting directly with the defined brush. 

 

 Bright Tool 

Click this icon to select the Bright tool. With this tool selected only the Luminance level of the underlying material 

is altered by the paint tool; color (Hue and Saturation) remains the same. Brush strokes are even and smooth with 

even feathering. When the painted color is darker than the base material, this is the equivalent of a Burn or Darken 

tool. When the painted color is lighter than the base material it is the equivalent of a Dodge or Lighten tool. 

 

 Spray Tool 

Click this icon to select the Spray tool. With this tool selected brush strokes are uneven and scattered, resembling a 

paint spray. If feathering is used, the spray becomes thinner as the brush edge becomes fainter. Right-click this icon 

to access the density slider that controls how densely the spots or particles that make up the spray are distributed. 

 

 Erase Tool 

Click this icon to select the Erase tool. With this tool selected brush strokes effectively remove the effects of strokes 

made using the other tools, restoring the base material. 

 

Brush Types 

Click and drag the Circle brush icon to access the Circular, Rectangular, and Image Brush icons. 

 

 Circular Brush 

Click this icon to select the Circular (Elliptical) Brush. The shape of the brush can be altered by varying its Width, 

Height, Rotation, and Feathering values. 
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 Rectangular Brush 

Click this icon to select the Rectangular Brush. The shape of the brush can be altered by varying its Width, Height, 

Rotation and Feathering values. 

 

 Image Brush 

Click this icon to select the Image Brush. The shape of the brush can be altered by varying its Width, Height, and 

Rotation values, but Feathering cannot be used. 

 

The Image Brush presents a special case. Right-click the image brush icon to open an Image panel. Left-click on this 

panel to load an image via the Image Browser. Images of any file type supported by trueSpace and of any size can 

be imported as image brushes. 

 

If an image contains Alpha or Transparency information, that information will determine the shape of the brush; 

otherwise the brush will be rectangular. The colors of the image determine the painting colors, the effect being 

similar to applying transfers or stamps. 

 

Brush Behavior Settings 

Four settings are available on the main preview panel. 

 

 Brush Rotate 

Click and drag this icon to alter the rotation of the current brush. Right-click this icon to open a Brush Rotate 

dialog where the angle of rotation can be altered by either numerical entry or clicking and dragging the arrow 

(spinner) controls. 

 

 Brush Size 

Click and drag this icon to alter the width and height of the current brush. Right-click this icon to open a Brush Size 

dialog where the width and height can be altered by either numerical entry or clicking and dragging the arrow 

(spinner) controls. 

 

 Brush Transparency 

Click and drag this icon to alter the transparency of the current brush. Right-click this icon to open a Transparency 

dialog where the alpha value can be altered by either numerical entry or clicking and dragging the arrow (spinner) 

controls. 

 

 Brush Feather 
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Click and drag this icon to alter the feathering (the amount of blending between the opaque and transparent parts of 

the brush shape) of the current brush. Right-click this icon to open a Feather dialog where the Feather X and 

Feather Y value can be altered by either numerical entry or clicking and dragging the arrow (spinner) controls. 

 

Note: Feathering has no effect when an Image Brush is selected. 

 

 

 Use Color Shader  Use Transparency 

 Use Reflectance  Use Displacement 

 
 
In addition to the brush controls and properties, each of the shader channels (Color, 

Transparency, Reflectance, and Displacement) that are applied when painting one material 

over another can be enabled or disabled by clicking on the shader icons found on the left of the 

3D Paint panel. 

 

 
 

This feature is especially useful when creating distressed effects (see tutorial) or using the 3D 

Paint Tools to add ‗dirt‘ and ‗grime‘ to an object. 

 

3D Paint Properties Panel 

The 3D Paint Properties panel contains controls that determine the continuity of the painting 

process, the resolution at which the painting process takes place, and controls for the real time 

feedback of the painting process. To access this panel, right-click the 3D Paint icon. 
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 Randomize Color 

Click this icon to enable or disable the Randomize Color option. This option randomly alters the 

Red, Green and Blue color values each time a new brush stroke is made. 

 

 Continuous Painting 

Click this icon to enable or disable Continuous Painting mode. When Continuous Painting 

mode is enabled the marks made by the brush stroke are evenly spaced, with the size of the 

spacing determined by the Continuity Slider, and the overall speed and distance of the mouse 

movement. When Continuous Painting mode is disabled, the marks made by the brush stroke are 

unevenly spaced, with the size of the spacing determined by the Continuity Slider, and the actual 

mouse events recorded while making the brush stroke. 

 

 Anti-alias 

Click this icon to enable or disable the Anti-alias option. When the Anti-alias option is enabled, 

the ‗blending‘ images created by the paint are smoothed or blurred slightly to reduce the 

appearance of stepping or jagged edges. 

 

 Continuity Slider  

Clicking and dragging this slider alters the continuity setting for the paint tool. Continuity is 

determined by the rate at which marks are made by the paint tool in relation to the overall speed 

and distance of the mouse movement. Increase continuity by dragging the slider down if brush 

strokes appear to be patchy or broken up. 

 

 Density Slider 

This slider applies only to the Spray tool. Right-click the Spray tool to show the panel. Clicking 

and dragging this slider alters the density of the spray or particles. Increase the density by 

dragging the slider up. This will give an effect similar to an aerosol spray where the color is quite 

even and gives good coverage. Reducing the density will give an effect similar to an airbrush, 

and with really low density values the effect of a scatter brush (a stiff brush that has paint 
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‗flicked‘ from it by dragging a knife across its bristles) can be achieved. 

 

Limitations and Issues 

The main limitations of these tools are those of geometric complexity. The 3D Paint tools create 

a blending image for each face of an object being painted, therefore it is not advisable to paint 

objects that are geometrically complex with many small faces as the process will use a large 

amount of hard drive space and also run slowly. 

 

There are also issues relating to the nature of the geometry being painted. The blending images 

created by the 3D Paint tools are square. If you have an object that is tall and thin, you should try 

to subdivide the geometry down its length to avoid the appearance of stretching or distortion in 

brush strokes. 3D Paint works best when faces are distributed evenly across an object‘s surface.  

 

However, sometimes the uneven nature of the geometry can actually contribute to achieving the 

desired result. For example, in the ―aging‖ tutorial presented in this chapter, the nature of the 

geometry actually makes it easier to paint the distressed effect because the brush strokes are 

distorted in such a way at the edges and corners that the effect becomes ‗compounded‘, and if the 

brush slips over to one of the larger, squarer faces the high alpha value makes the ‗wearing‘ 

effect almost invisible. 

 

Finally, it should be noted that some geometry types do not respond well to the 3D Paint tools. 

There may be noticeable problems when painting Boolean and SubDivided objects. 

 

NURBS patches must be converted to polyhedral objects before painting. 
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6.3 LW Material Editor 

 Material Editor 

 
 
Building a convincing 3D scene would be very difficult if everything in that scene had to be reproduced as 3D 

geometry alone. Objects in the real world have texture and color, and different objects interact with light in different 

ways. Imagine trying to reproduce the complex texture of a material like wood or marble using just geometry. 

 

trueSpace includes comprehensive tools for reproducing both surface materials such as painted and printed surfaces, 

and solid materials such as stone, wood and metal. Using the LightWorks rendering engine, trueSpace offers control 

over material surface properties such as color, reflection, shininess, transparency, translucency and surface 

roughness. Every property of an object‘s material can be determined using either procedural shaders or bit-mapped 

images. 

 

6.3.1 Material Management 

Many 3D applications manage materials with a ―material list‖ – a centralized list of materials – instead of storing the 

material with the object. In trueSpace, however, each object has its own material, which can be modified 

individually for that object. To manage your materials in trueSpace, it is important to be familiar with the Material 

List tool.  

 

The Material List can be opened by clicking on the Material List icon at the bottom of the Material Editor toolbar, 

shown in the image below. 
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This will display a library panel containing a list of all materials used in the current trueSpace scene. It is important 

not to confuse the material library (a collection of materials that can be used in the scene) with the Material List (a 

list of materials that are used in the scene). The Material List is shown in the image below. 

 

  
 

The panel contains five distinct elements: 

• A list of all materials used in the current trueSpace scene. Note that the ―active‖ material is shown with a 

sunken border. You can activate a material by left-clicking on it.  

• Select objects button: Selects all of the top objects in the scene that use the active material.  

• Select faces button: Selects all faces of active object(s) that use the active material. 

• A list of the names of all objects that use the active material. 

• A list of the names of image files used by the active material. 

 

Please note that Material List is a snapshot of the current scene, generated whenever you click the Material List 

icon (even if the Material List is already open). 

 

Material List menu 
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You can access additional tools by right-clicking on any material in the Material List:  

• Replace: Replaces the list entry with the material currently in the Material Editor. This also performs a 

global material replace, substituting the new material for all instances of the original material in the scene. 

This can also be accomplished by dragging a material from the Material Editor and dropping it in the on the 

material you want to replace in the Material List. 

• Rename: Renames the material. Materials in trueSpace scenes do not have names, so every material entry 

will appear with name ―material.‖ You can rename the material entry, but this information is not persistent, 

and refreshing the Material List will destroy the material name. 

• Save As: Saves a Material List as a Material Library. 

 

6.3.2 Tutorial: Create, Edit & Apply Materials 

 
 
Texturing the cheeseboard: 

1. Open the file ―cheeseboard1.scn.‖ 

 

2. Open the Material Editor by left-clicking on the Material Editor  icon. 

 

3. Click on the Material Sampler  icon, and then click on the cheeseboard object to begin working on its 

material. 

 

4. Click on the Color Shader  icon, and then click on the small red arrow at the top of the Color Shader 

properties panel to expand it. Alter the colors of the wood grain to make them slightly paler. 

 

5. Click on the Reflectance Shader  icon and increase the Luminance value to about 0.25 by clicking 

and dragging the slider. 

 

 
 

6. With the cheeseboard object selected click on the Paint Object  icon. 
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Texturing the cheese rind: 

1. Right-click on the Material Editor panel and choose reset all from the pop up menu. 

 

2. Select the cheese object. Right-click on the Color Shader  icon and select the Marble shader. 

Left-click on the Color Shader icon, roll out the properties panel as before, and adjust the shader settings 

until you have a Marble shader that looks like a cheese rind. 

 

3. Right-click on the Reflectance Shader  icon and select the Matte shader (the default settings will be 

okay). 

 

4. Right-click on the Displacement Shader  icon and select the Rough shader. Left-click the 

Displacement Shader icon and adjust the shader‘s Scale and Sharpness values until the material preview 

closely resembles a cheese rind. 

 

5. With the cheese object selected, click the Paint Object  icon. 

 

 
 

Texturing the exposed cheese surfaces: 

1. Reset all as before, and then left-click the Color Shader  icon and adjust the color to a creamy yellow. 

 

2. Select the Paint Face tool. 

 

3. Paint the exposed cheese by clicking on the relevant faces with the Paint Faces  tool active, rotating 
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the viewpoint to reach faces that are obscured. 

 

 
 

Texturing the apple: 

1. Select the apple object and reset the material as before. 

 

2. Right-click on the Color Shader  icon and select the Texture Map shader. Left-click the Color Shader 

icon, click inside the properties panel, and import the file ―applskin.tga.‖ 

 

3. Right-click on the Reflectance Shader  icon and select Caligari Phong (the default settings will be 

okay).  

 

4. Select the Paint Over Existing Material  tool by clicking and dragging the Paint Face  icon. 

 

 
 

5. Click on the green part of the apple object to apply the current material to the apple. 

 

Material and Shader Libraries 

There are libraries for both Shaders (divided into a library for each of the Shader channels) and for Materials. 
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In many cases Materials and Shaders can be dragged directly onto objects or into the Material Editor. 

 

 
 

If you create a Material you wish to keep, simply select the Material using the Material Sampling tool if it is not 

already resident in the Material Editor. Open the relevant Material Library or create a new Library. Then right-click 

the Library Panel and select ―Insert‖ from the small popup menu. 

 

For more details, please see Artist Guide Chapter 2: User Interface. 

 

6.3.3 Material Editor Tools 

 
 
With 4 shader channels containing over 60 different shaders, plus the ability to add custom shaders, creating and 

editing materials is a complex task. The Material Editor has been designed to simplify and rationalize this task by 

keeping together all the controls needed for material creation, application and placement. 

 

The main texture editor panel contains a material preview image with icons for controlling the placement and 

application of materials running down the left hand side, and icons to select shaders along the top. The material 

preview image can be scaled by clicking and dragging the triangular tab in the bottom right hand corner. 

 

In order to be able to create materials and apply them quickly and accurately, it is necessary to know what each of 
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the icons on the material editor panel represents, and how the various functions of the material editor can be 

activated or accessed. 

 

The following section will explain what each icon in the material editor does. 

 

Material Editor - Icons 

  Animate Material 

Clicking this icon will open a small panel with controls for key-framing material settings. Materials can be animated 

in much the same way as geometry and the key-frame information created can later be edited in the Scene Editor. 

 

 
 

  Paint Object 

Clicking this icon will apply the current material to the selected object or objects. 

 

 
 

  Paint Faces 

Clicking this icon will activate the face-painting tool. With this tool, the current material can be directly applied to 

individual faces on an object. 
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  Paint Over Existing Material 

Clicking this icon will activate the replace material tool. This tool acts as a flood fill. Clicking any area of an object 

with this tool will cause all areas of the object painted with the material under the cursor to be replaced with the 

current material.  

  

 
 

  Paint Vertices 

Clicking on this icon activates the paint vertices tool. With this tool the current material is applied to each of the 

vertices that is clicked on. The materials applied to the object are then blended or interpolated between the vertices 

of the object. 

 

 
 

  Sample Material 

Clicking this icon will activate the material sampling tool. This tool allows you to sample materials from the surface 

of an object simply by clicking an area with the material you wish to sample applied to it. 

 

  Faceted 

Clicking on this icon switches off any smoothing of the material. Objects with materials applied that have this 

option set will appear faceted, each face clearly visible. 
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  example of a cylinder with faceted material 

 

  Auto Facet 

Clicking on this icon enables the auto facet option. An object with an auto facet material applied will appear smooth 

unless the angle between one face and the next exceeds an angular threshold (auto facet angle). For example, auto 

facet could be set to 45 degrees, a sphere would appear smooth while a cube would appear faceted. The auto facet 

angle can be accessed and set by right-clicking on this icon. The default value is 32 degrees. 

 

  example of a cylinder with auto facet material 

 

  Smooth 

Clicking on this icon enables the smooth option. trueSpace will attempt to display smooth shading on all angles of 

the faces painted with this material, no matter how great the angle.  

 

  example of a cylinder with a smooth material 

 

  Material Preview Sphere 

Clicking this icon sets the material preview to an image of a sphere with the current material applied. 

 

 
 

  Material Preview Plane 

Clicking this icon sets the material preview to an image of a flat plane with the current material applied. 
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  Area IIR 

Clicking this icon sets the material preview to an image of whatever part of the scene is directly behind the material 

preview pane. This uses interactive image regeneration to quickly render that portion of the scene as alterations are 

made by rendering only those parts of the scene that have changed. 

 

 
 

  Scene IIR 

Clicking this icon sets the material preview to a thumbnail image of the entire scene. This uses interactive image 

regeneration to quickly render the scene as alterations are made by rendering only those parts of the scene that have 

changed. Please note that this mode only works for the LightWorks render engine, and is disabled if you are 

currently using the VirtuaLight or optional VRay render engines. Also, the IIR mode does not work while an HDRI 

lightsource is being used. 

 

 
 

Note: In both Area IIR and Scene IIR, materials can be changed interactively without manually repainting faces. For 
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example, half of this sphere was painted with the ―wrapped checker‖ color shader, while the other half was painted 

with a plain color. The Material Preview IIR has been positioned over part of the sphere. The Inspect tool has been 

used on the checkered part of the sphere. 

 

 
 

After inspecting a material on the object being viewed, changing the material in the ME automatically updates the 

material on the sphere, just as if the Paint Over Existing Materials tool had been used. 

 

  Scene Material List 

See section 6.3.1 Material Management. 

 

  Color Shader 

Left-clicking this icon will open the properties panel for the currently selected color shader, while right-clicking 

will open the color shader selector, which contains thumbnail preview images of all the installed color shaders.  

 

To select a color shader from the color shader selector, left-click on its preview image.  

 

  Bump Shader 

Left-clicking this icon will open the properties panel for the currently selected bump shader, while right-clicking 

will open the bump shader selector, which contains thumbnail preview images of all the installed bump shaders. 

 

To select a bump shader from the bump shader selector, left-click on its preview image.  

 

  Reflectance Shader 

Left-clicking this icon will open the properties panel for the currently selected reflectance shader, while 

right-clicking icon will open the reflectance shader selector, which contains thumbnail preview images of all the 

installed reflectance shaders. 

 

To select a reflectance shader from the reflectance shader selector, left-click on its preview image. 

 

  Material Emission 

The Material Emission panel allows you to use a regular object as an area light. (See Artist Guide Chapter 5: Lighting 
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and Rendering for more information on area lights.) Each face that is painted with an emissive material acts as an 

individual area light, supporting multi-colored lighting, and is visible when rendered.  

 

Left-click the Material Emission icon to bring up the Material Emission property panel.  

 

 
 

• Use Material Light: When enabled, the current material will cause any face that it is painted on to emit 

light based on the current color shader. Because this feature is attached to the material, it can be painted on 

individual faces or entire objects. 

• Intensity Slider/Edit Field: Sets the intensity of light emission for the current material. 

• Shadow / NoShadow Popup: Toggle shadow casting by the object light on or off. 

• Ray / Map Popup: Toggle raycast or mapped shadows if shadows are enabled. 

• Shadow Transparency: Toggle casting of transparent or opaque shadows by transparent objects. 

• Falloff: No falloff, linear falloff, or squared falloff. 

• Min. Subdiv and Max. Subdiv: Control the sampling of the object light, thus allowing you to trade 

rendering speed for image quality. The meaning of the parameters is the same as that of area lights (see 

Artist Guide Chapter 5: Lighting and Rendering). 

 

Note: In solid draw mode, object area lights are rendered as black and do not cast light, so their effects can only 

been seen when rendered.  

 

  Transparency Shader 

This icon actually appears on the color shader properties panel, so this panel must be active to access the 

transparency shader channel. Clicking this icon will open the properties panel for the currently selected 

transparency shader, while right-clicking will open the transparency shader selector, which contains thumbnail 

preview images of all the installed transparency shaders. 

 

To select a transparency shader from the transparency shader selector, left-click on its preview image. Custom 

shaders have a custom shader icon. 

 

Properties Panel Controls 

The handle on the right hand side of the Material Editor has three states, depending on how many shader panels are 

currently being displayed. 

 

 If no shader panels are open, the handle will display a single arrow pointing to the right. Clicking it will expand 
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all shader panels. 

 

 If any shader panels are open, the handle will display arrows pointing in both directions. Dragging this arrow to 

the right will open the rest of the shader panels, while dragging it to the left will close shader panels. Clicking it 

once will close all shader panels. 

 

 If all shaders panels are open, the handle will not have any arrows. Dragging it to the left will close shader 

panels, while clicking it once will close all shader panels. 

 

• If no panels are open, clicking a shader icon will open that single panel. 

 

• If one panel is open, clicking a shader icon will replace the open panel with the new one. 

 

• If more than one panel is open, clicking a shader icon will open the new panel to the right of the open 

panels without closing any of them. 

 

Note: The Material Emission panel, because it is different from the other shader panels, does not appear when the 

handle is clicked or dragged. 

 

  Material Layer 

Click on this icon to access a layer within a multi-layer material. 

 

  Current Material Layer 

The Material Layer icon for the currently selected layer. 

 

  Image Alpha 

Select this icon on any of the shader channel properties panel in the currently selected layer of a multi-layer texture 

to set the layer‘s blending mode in that channel to an image-based alpha blend. The image will be used as a ―mask‖ 

for the current layer, with lighter parts of the image making those parts of the layer more transparent, and darker 

parts of the image making those parts of the layer more opaque and visible. 

 

  Absolute Alpha 

Select this icon on any of the shader channel properties panels in the currently selected layer of a multi-layer texture 

to set the layer‘s blending mode in that channel to an absolute alpha blend. The higher this value, the more 

transparent the layer will be. 

 

 Expand Properties 

Click on the arrow to expand any of the shader channel properties panels, revealing parameters that are otherwise 
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hidden. The red X deletes the current shader in that channel - the equivalent of setting the shader to none or to plain 

color in the case of the color shader channel. 

 

 Collapse Properties 

Click on the arrow to collapse any of the shader channel properties panels, hiding the additional parameters of the 

current shader. The red X deletes the current shader in that channel, which is equivalent to setting the shader to none 

or to plain color in the case of the color shader channel. 

 

Material Editor - Color Selector 

 
 
Colors are selected by clicking in the hue and saturation color space, and then selecting the lightness or value using 

the slider to the right of the color space. Right-clicking the color space will open a secondary color selector that 

offers Red, Green and Blue values adjustable by sliders or numeric entry (0 to 255). 

 

 
 

Material Editor - Reflectance Controls 

 
 
Each of the parameters from the standard Reflectance shader model has a slider in the reflectance channel properties 

panel. Values can be set by either positioning the sliders, or by right-clicking the panel, which opens a secondary 

panel with value fields for each of the parameters. In the secondary panel the values can be set either by numerical 

entry or by using the ―spinner‖ controls (the black arrows) to the right of each value. 
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Material Editor - Blend Control 

 
 
When absolute alpha blend is selected for a shader channel layer in a multi-layer material, the blend level is 

controlled by a single slider. The higher this value, the more transparent the layer will be. 

 

6.3.4 Shader Channels 

There are many different shaders available in trueSpace. These are grouped into four shader channels as follows: 

 

• Color: Controls the surface color of the material before light has interacted with it. 

• Reflectance: Controls the way in which light interacts with the material surface, including how it is 

reflected from the surface and how it passes through the surface. 

• Transparency: Controls the extent to which the surface can be ‗seen through,‘ with limited effects on the 

way light passes through the surface (more on this later). 

• Bump: Controls the apparent roughness of the surface. 

 

All of these shader channels can be used in combination to produce extremely complex and detailed materials. The 

individual shaders will be covered in detail later in this section. 

 

Before looking at the shaders, it is important to understand which properties are controlled in each shader channel. 

 

Color 

 
 
The color channel is very straightforward. It controls just the surface color of an object, although this can be 

determined in a number of ways. 
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• Color can just be a single color value consisting of red, green and blue components.  

• Color can be taken from a position in a gradient between 2 or more color values.  

• Color can be determined as the output of a 2D function. The UV coordinates of a point on an object‘s 

surface are fed into a mathematical formula, which then returns either a color value or the position within a 

color gradient to derive a color value. 

• Color can be determined as the output of a 3D function. The X, Y and Z coordinates of a point in space are 

fed into a mathematical formula, which then returns either a color value or the position within a color 

gradient to derive a color value. 

• Color can be taken from a bit-mapped image whereby the UV coordinates of a point on an object‘s surface 

are relative to the pixel coordinates on the bit-mapped image. 

 

Reflectance 

 
 
Reflectance is the most complex of the shader channels, controlling the way in which light interacts with an object‘s 

surface. Reflectance shaders can include control over the following properties:  

 

• Luminance (or ambient) co-efficient: This is an arbitrary property which determines how bright the 

surface will be before any light has interacted with it. 

• Diffuse co-efficient: This property determines how much light is scattered across the surface before 

highlights are calculated. For example, a material such as paper would have a high diffuse co-efficient, 

giving a bright, matte finish. 

• Shininess co-efficient: This property determines the brightness of surface highlights. For example, hard, 

shiny surfaces such as plastics will have bright highlights. 

• Specular (or roughness) co-efficient: This property determines the spread and softness of surface 

highlights. The spread and softness are inversely proportional to the specular value. For example, hard, 

shiny surfaces such as plastics have hard, tight highlights, while softer surfaces such as brushed metal have 

large, soft highlights. 

• Reflection (or mirror) co-efficient: This property determines how much color reflected from the 

environment or taken from an environment map will be mixed with the color of the surface (as determined 

by all other shader properties). For example, polished metal will have a high mirror co-efficient, clearly 

reflecting the surrounding environment. 

• Transmission co-efficient: This determines how much light can pass through the material. This differs 

from transparency, as the light that passes through the material via transmission can be distorted or 

refracted. For example, glass has a very high transmission co-efficient. 

• Refraction co-efficient: This determines the extent to which light is bent as it passes through an object. 

For example, a value of 1 would result in the light passing through directly, while higher values would 

bend the light as though it were passing through glass or water. 
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• Specular Color: Shaders with a specular highlight may include a color tab to set the color that shows in the 

highlighted areas. 

 

Reflection, transmission and refraction all use ray tracing in their calculations, meaning Raytracing must be 

enabled in the Rendering options for the results to display properly. 

 

Transparency 

 
 
The transparency channel is very straightforward. It controls just how opaque or transparent an object is across its 

surface, although this can be determined in a number of ways. 

 

• Transparency can just be a single transparency value.  

• Transparency can be taken from a position in a gradient between 2 or more transparency values.  

• Transparency can be determined as the output of a 2D function. The UV co-ordinates of a point on an 

object‘s surface are fed into a mathematical formula which then returns either a transparency value or the 

position within a transparency gradient to take a transparency value from. 

• Transparency can be determined as the output of a 3D function. The X, Y and Z co-ordinates of a point in 

space are fed into a mathematical formula which then returns either a transparency value or the position 

within a transparency gradient to take a transparency value from. 

• Transparency can be taken from a bit-mapped image whereby the UV co-ordinates of a point on an object‘s 

surface are relative to the pixel co-ordinates on the bit-mapped image. The value can either be an absolute 

value (for example black is transparent while all other colors are opaque) or determined by the overall 

brightness of the pixel (the average value of the red, green and blue components). 

 

Bump 

 
 
Bump shaders use values taken from the overall brightness of the pixels in a bit-mapped image, or calculated using a 
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2D or 3D function to alter the surface normal values calculated for each point on an object‘s surface. The surface 

normal is a unit vector (a vector with an overall length of 1) which is at right angles to a surface. It is the difference 

between the surface normal and the light direction that determines how brightly the surface is lit. (Note: the distance 

from the light source is also a factor for all but infinite and skylights.) By distorting the surface normal value, the 

surface can be made to appear bumpy or rough. 

 

Bump shader properties will generally include a bump height value, and a scale value in the case of procedural 

shaders, or tiling values for bump maps based on bit-mapped images. 

 

It is important to remember that while bump shaders give the appearance of surface relief detail, they do not have 

any effect on geometry, so they may lose their effectiveness if the object is viewed at a sharp angle, or its edges 

curve away from the viewer. In the example to the right, notice how the profile of the sphere is smooth, despite the 

bump map applied to the object.  

 

 
 

6.3.5 Multi-layer Materials 

Single shaders combined across the four shader channels can, in theory, recreate almost any material imaginable. In 

practice, however, it is often simpler to re-create complex effects such as corroded metal, dirt streaking, or the 

addition of logos and decals to objects by using multiple layers of shaders. 

 

trueSpace supports multi-layer materials, allowing shaders to be stacked and each layer to be blended on the 

individual channels with the layer beneath. 

 

 
 

In the image above, multi-layer shader materials have been used for both the sphere and the floor objects. 

 

The sphere object uses image alpha blending between a smooth, shiny, metallic layer and a coarse, turbulent, matte 

layer to create a ‗rusted‘ effect. 
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  Layer 1  

 
 

 
                              Layer 2  

 
 

The floor object uses absolute alpha blending between a checked, highly reflective layer and a non-reflective Blue 

Marble layer.  

 
     Layer 1  
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                                Layer 2  

 

 

 

 

 

Adding and Destroying Layers 

Right-clicking on the material preview panel will display a menu with the following options. 

 

• Add New Layer: Adds a new layer to the stack above the uppermost layer in the stack. There can be up to 

8 layers in the stack. 

• Destroy Layer: Removes the currently selected layer from the stack. 

• Duplicate Layer: Adds a copy of the currently selected layer beneath that layer. In the case of the base 

layer, the copy becomes the base layer. 

• Reset All: Resets the material to the default values for all shader channels and collapses the stack to just a 

single layer. 

 

  Image Alpha Blending 

Layers can be blended using the brightness values of any image to determine the blending value at each point. Select 

the Image Alpha option, then left-click on the empty space at the bottom of the shader channel properties panel to 

open the image browser. 

 

On the base layer, the image alpha option acts as an overall transparency shader with the following parameters: 

 

• File: This is the bit-mapped image to be used, and can be a tga, bmp, dib, jpg, png, avi, dds, txr, ndl, tif or 

lwi file. 

• U and V Repts: These control how often the texture map is repeated across the object‘s UV space. 

• U and V Offset: These control the offset of the initial positioning of the texture map in the object‘s UV 

space. 

• Flt: When checked, the texture map will be filtered rather than point sampled as it is rendered. This may 

help smooth the pixilated appearance of some bitmaps. 

• Anim: Allows texture mapped avi files to be animated on a frame per rendered frame basis. 
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  Absolute Alpha Blending 

Layers can be blended using a single value that is controlled by a slider at the bottom of the shader properties panel. 

 

On the base layer, the absolute alpha option acts as an overall transparency shader, the equivalent of plain 

transparency. 

 

Transparency and Multi-Layer Materials 

Transparency shaders are only available on the base layer of a multi-layer material and have an effect on the overall 

transparency of the material. 

 

6.3.6 Tutorial: Create Multi-Layer Materials 

 
 

1. Open the file ―cheesboard2.scn.‖ 

 

2. Select the cheeseboard object and sample the material by clicking the Material Sampling  icon, then 

clicking the cheeseboard object. 

 

3. Right-click the Material Editor panel and select ―Add new layer‖ from the pop up menu. 
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4. Open all the shader properties panels by clicking on the Material Editor Rollup  icon. 

 

5. Select the Image Alpha  blending option for both the color and reflectance shaders in the currently 

selected layer. In each case, use the file ―dust.tga.‖ 

 

6. Right-click the Color Shader  icon and select Plain Color, then set the color to a pale grey (r192, 

g192, b192). 

 

7. Right-click the Reflectance Shader  icon and select Matte. The default settings will be okay. 

 

8. Make sure that the cheeseboard object is selected, and click on the Paint Object  icon. 

 

 
 

Using the file ―rust.tga‖ with the Image Alpha blending option, try to recreate the effect of ‗bloom‘ or ‗rust‘ on the 

apple‘s surface. 

 

 
 

Using the Absolute Alpha option, recreate a waxy rind on the cheese by layering Conductor and Matte reflectance 

shaders. 

 

Image alpha maps can also be dragged directly from the image browser into the alpha channel preview area. 

 

6.3.7 UV Scaling (Repeat) and Offsetting 
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U and V values for image mapped shaders (eg, texture map, bump map) can be altered using the control in the 

corner of the preview window, using the spinner controls to the right of the UV repeat and offset fields, or by 

entering values in the UV repeat and offset fields.  

 

Click and drag the yellow horizontal and vertical arrows to alter U repeat and V repeat respectively. 

 

 
 

Click and drag the small yellow square to alter the offset. Dragging horizontally alters the U offset, and dragging 

vertically alters the V offset. 

 

 
 

Offset values are in the range -1 to +1, while scale values are in the range 0.01 to 100 

 

6.3.8 Material Rectangle (Decal Mapping) 

 Material Rectangle 

Another method for adding materials to the surfaces of an object‘s geometry is to use decal mapping, which is the 

mapping of an image onto a localized area on the surface of an object. 

 

Decal Mapping in trueSpace is achieved by the application of material rectangles. These are rectangular patches 
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that are wrapped around a specified portion of an object‘s geometry with a projection mapped UV. The effect is 

similar to sticking a rectangular label or transfer onto a surface. 

 

6.3.9 Tutorial: Label a Jar 

 
 

1. Open the file ―cheeseboard6.scn.‖ 

 

2. Select the jar and stopper object. Navigate down the hierarchy and select the jar object. 

 

3. Select the Material Rectangle  icon from the UV icons in the toolbar. The material rectangle 

properties panel will appear. 

 

4. Click on New in the material rectangle properties panel, and a new material rectangle will appear on the jar 

object. 

 

      
 

5. Click on the UV Position  icon in the panel, then click and drag the mouse to ‗slide‘ the material 

rectangle across the surface of the jar object. 

 

6. Click on the UV Size  icon in the panel, then click and drag the mouse to scale the material rectangle. 

 

7. Create a new shader with the texture map label.tga, matte reflectance (with default settings) and no 

displacement. 

  

8. Apply the new shader to the UV map by clicking on the Paint Material Rectangle  icon on the 
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material rectangle properties panel. 

 

 UV Position 

Click this icon to begin altering the UV position of the material rectangle in relation to the object‘s surface. 

Right-clicking this icon will open a small panel containing U and V symbols. Clicking either symbol will disable or 

enable dragging in the respective axis. 

 

 UV Size 

Click this icon to begin altering the UV scaling of the material rectangle in relation to the object‘s surface. 

Right-clicking this icon will open a small panel containing U and V symbols. Clicking either symbol will disable or 

enable scaling in the respective axis. 

 

 Material Rectangle to Top 

Clicking this icon will move the currently selected material rectangle to the foreground layer in the stack of material 

rectangles, if there are two or more material rectangles assigned to an object. 

 

Other Controls 

Several other controls can be found on the Material Rectangle panel, as follows: 

 

• New: Creates a new material rectangle. 

• Del: Deletes currently selected material rectangle. 

• < and >: Used to select material rectangle if there are two or more assigned to an object. 

• Paint Material Rectangle and Get Material. 

 

6.3.10 Animated Materials 

Materials can be animated in much the same way as geometry by setting keyframes and recording the 

material/shader properties at each of those keyframes. 

 

To begin animating materials, click the material animation icon to open the keyframing controls. 

 

 
 

Click the record keyframe icon (the red circle) at frame 0, then use the spinner control to select the frame you wish 
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to create a keyframe at. Edit the material, and then click the record keyframe icon again to create the new keyframe. 

Moving through the frames one at a time reveals the effect of the animation as one material gradually fades or 

blends with another. 

 

 
 

Click and drag up from the record keyframe icon to select the delete keyframe icon. 
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6.4 LightWorks Shaders 

6.4.1 The Color Shaders in Detail 

Absolute Curvature 

 

 

This is a false color surface evaluation shader. The angle of the surface is 

mapped to an HLS color value. 

 

Parameters: 

• Min Curvature: Degree of curvature to be mapped to hue 0. 

• Max Curvature: Degree of curvature to be mapped to hue 300. 

Axion Spots 

 

 

A 3D procedural shader that produces a mottled, veined or spotted surface, from 

two colors. 

 

Parameters: 

• Color 1 and Color 2. 

• Frequency: Controls how mottled the surface is, the larger the value, the 

smaller and tighter the mottling. 

• Bias: Controls the balance between Color 1 and Color 2. 

• Blend: Controls how smoothly the texture blends between Color 1 and Color 

2. 

• Fractal: When checked the texture becomes more complex.  

Blue Marble 

 

 

A 3D procedural shader that produces a striated surface in pre-set shades of 

blue, similar to marble.  

 

Parameters: 

• Scale: This controls the scale of the striations. 

• Detail: This controls the complexity or turbulence of the striations.  
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Chrome 

 

 

A shader that recreates the appearance of shiny materials such as chrome by 

using directional blending across a pre-set gradient.  

 

Parameters: 

• Highlight Color 

• Vector (X, Y, Z): This is the directional vector for the blend. 

• Mix: Determines the balance between the directional blends colors and the 

Highlight Color, a value of 1 equals solid highlight color. 

Cubes 

 

 

This shader makes an object look as though it is carved from a block of cubes 

which alternate between an odd and an even color.  

 

Parameters: 

• Odd Color and Even Color 

• Size: Controls the size of the ‗apparent‘ cubes 

Draft Angle Evaluation 

 

 
 

This shader is used to evaluate mold shapes for designers, and will show any 

possible problems with cast extraction. 

 

Parameters: 

• Pass Color: Areas without problems will be this color. 

• Fail Color: Areas that would be impossible to pull out will be this color. 

• Warning Color: Areas that may have problems with extraction will be this 

color. 

• Overhang Color: Areas that would overhang the mold and be impossible to 

pull out will be this color. 

• Draft Angle: Used in calculating failures, warnings, overhangs, and passes. 

Usually 1 degree. 
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• Tolerance: Used in calculating warnings and passes. 

• Pull Direction (X, Y, Z): The way the cast object will be pulled from the 

mold. 

 

Setting 0 for draft angle results in ―fail color‖ zone disappearing.  

Setting 0 for tolerance angle results in ―warning color‖ zone disappearing.  

 

Gaussian Curvature 

 

 

This is a false color surface evaluation shader. The angle of the surface is 

mapped to an HLS color value. 

 

Parameters: 

• Min Curvature: Degree of curvature to be mapped to hue 0. 

• Max Curvature: Degree of curvature to be mapped to hue 300. 

Granite 

 

 

A 3D procedural shader that imitates granite. Granite is composed of grains 

from multiple minerals, each of which can be broken down into fragments. 

 

Parameters: 

• Scale: Controls the size of the grains. 

• Type: Differ in variation of grain size and relative capacity of minerals (Siere, 

Bianco, Diamond, Azalea, Auburn). 

• Variation: Affects color variations. 

• Cracks: Determines the visibility of the cracks between grains. 

• Color Noise: Determines the intensity of the noise pattern distributed 

randomly across the texture. 

• Noise Scale: Controls the density of the noise pattern. 

• Fragment Softness: Affects the strength of random grain deformations. 

• Fragment Detail: Affects the scale of random grain deformations. 
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• Fragment Size: Determines the average size of grain fragments compared to 

whole grains. 

• Fragment Color: Determine the colors of the four different minerals that 

make up the granite texture, from largest to smallest (left to right). 

Marble 

 

 

A 3D procedural shader, similar to blue marble but offering greater control. A 

noise function is used to add a granular appearance to the material. 

 

Parameters: 

• Ground Color and Vein Color. 

• Scale: This controls the scale of the striations. 

• Detail: This controls the complexity or turbulence of the striations. 

• Vein Contrast: This controls the amount of blending or bleeding between the 

Ground Color and Vein Color. 

• Grain: This controls how grainy the surface appears to be. 

• Grain Scale: This controls the size of the grains. 

Mean Curvature 

 

 

This is a false color surface evaluation shader. The angle of the surface is 

mapped to an HLS color value. 

 

Parameters: 

• Min Curvature: Degree of curvature to be mapped to hue 0. 

• Max Curvature: Degree of curvature to be mapped to hue 300. 
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Plain Color 

 

 

The most basic color shader this just assigns a single color to the material. 

 

Roof Tiles 

 

This shader simulates various styles of roof tiles as they are usually seen from 

ground level (in other words, when looking at the roof surface at an angle of 

about 45 degrees). Note that the roof tiles pattern that we usually observe is 

mainly the result of changes in the normals and variable illumination (for 

example, edges of the tile being in shadow) rather than actual variations in the 

color of the tile. This shader achieves this effect using just a surface color 

pattern. 

 

Parameters: 

• Scale: Overall scaling of the pattern. 

• Style: The style of tiles which are simulated: flat, scalloped, diamond, 

hexagonal, classic, espana, spanish, and roma. 

• T. Length & T. Width: Control the size of the `top‘ surface of the tile. 

• Thickness: Controls how thick the tile is and therefore how much of the edge 

is visible. 

• Fuzz: Controls the amount of blending along the tile edge. 

• Tile Color 1 & 2: The color of each tile is selected randomly from the range 

of colors specified by these two parameters. If these parameters are the same, 

then the tiles will have a uniform color; if they are different, then tile colors 

will vary across the pattern. 

• Edge Color: Controls the color of the exposed edge. (Usually this should be 

darker than the tile colors to simulate the effect of the edge being in shadow.) 

• Variation: Adds random color variation within a single tile, for example to 

simulate dirt on the tile surface. Note: No part of any tile will ever have a 

color outside the range specified by the tile color parameters. The value of 

―Variation‖ determines how far from the tile‘s selected base color areas of the 
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tile can deviate. A value of zero will give a uniform color across the entire tile. 

As the value is increased, the variation of color within a tile will increase. 

With a value of 1.0 a tile with a base color equal to ―Tile Color 1‖ may contain 

spots of ―Tile Color 2‖. 

• Var. Scale: Controls how the color variation is distributed across the tile. 

Small values will produce a speckled effect, while larger ones will produce 

larger patches of different colors on the tile. 

Simple Wood 

 

A 3D procedural shader which produces bands of color similar to a wood grain.  

 

Parameters: 

• Light Wood and Dark Wood: Color values. 

• Scale: This controls the size of the wood bands. 

• Point (X, Y, Z): Position of wood grain. 

• Direction (X, Y, Z): Direction of wood grain. 

• Noise: Distortion or complexity of the wood bands. 

Solid Clouds 

 

 

A 3D procedural shader that reproduces the appearance of clouds against a base 

color. 

 

Parameters: 

• Back Color and Cloud Color. 

• Scale: This controls the size and spacing of the cloudy patches. 

• Detail: This controls how complex and fuzzy the cloudy patches are. 
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Solid Polka 

 

 

A 3D procedural shader which makes an object look as though it has been 

carved from a material with evenly spaced spheres embedded throughout it. 

 

Parameters: 

• Back Color and Spot Color. 

• Scale: This controls the overall size of the pattern. 

• Radius: This controls the size of the spheres. 

• Separation: Distance between the spheres. 

• Edge Softness: This controls the amount of blending between the Spot Color 

and the Back Color.  

Surface Evaluation 

 

A traditional method of assessing the curvature of complex surfaces such as car 

bodies has been to place them within a brightly lit cylinder (or half-cylinder) 

which has longitudinal bands. This shader simulates such an arrangement with 

a virtual cylinder allowing designers to visualize surface curvature within 

trueSpace 

 

Parameters: 

• Base Color, and Band Color: Color values. 

• Centre: The location of the virtual cylinder in relation to the object. 

• Axes: Specifies the orientation of the cylinder (0 is X, 1 is Y, 2 is Z). 

• Bands: How many bands the cylinder should have. 

• Coverage: The ratio of band color to base color. 

• Radius: The radius of the cylinder. 

• Minimum Angle: Controls the length of the cylinder. Note that smaller values 

give a longer cylinder. 

• Fuzz: This controls the amount of blending between the Base Color and the 

Band Color. 
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Note: If part of the surface is outside the virtual cylinder then no banded and 

shows the constant base color. You should ensure your cylinder is big enough 

and place its center in the middle of the geometry being examined. 

 

Texture Map 

 

 

Applies a 2D image to the surface as though the object is wrapped in a printed 

material or has been painted. 

 

Parameters: 

• File: The bitmapped image to be used; this can be a tga, bmp, dib, jpg, png, 

avi, dds, txr, ndl, tif or lwi file. 

• U and V Repts: This controls how often the texture map is repeated across the 

object‘s UV space. 

• U and V Offset: This controls the offset of the initial positioning of the 

texture map in the object‘s UV space. 

• Flt: When checked the texture map will be filtered rather than point sampled 

as it is rendered. 

• Anim: Allows texture mapped avi files to be animated on a frame per rendered 

frame basis. 

• Overlay: When checked the object‘s base color will be rendered in place of 

transparent areas taken from an image file with an alpha channel included 

(32bit images only—such as 32bit tga or png files). 

Turbulent 

 

 

A 3D procedural shader that produces a single color, mottled, veined or spotted 

surface with light and dark areas.  

 

Parameters: 

• Color 

• Scale: This controls the size of the mottling. 

• Detail: This controls the complexity or turbulence of the mottling. 

• Amplitude: This controls the range of the light and dark variation. 
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• Contrast: This controls the blending between areas of light and dark. 

Wood 

 

 

A 3D procedural shader that produces bands of color similar to a wood grain. 

Wood produces a more detailed finish than the Simple Wood shader does.  

 

Parameters: 

• Wood Color, Ring Color and Grain Color: Color values for dark (spring 

wood) and light (fall wood) bands, and for the wood grain (flecks in the 

material). 

• Pattern Scale: This controls the overall size of the wood grain. 

• Grain: Controls how granular or flecked the wood appears to be. 

• Trunk Direction (X, Y, Z): This controls the direction that the wood grain 

runs in through the object. 

• Trunk Centre (X, Y, Z): This controls the offset if the centre of the wood 

grain in relation to the object. 

• Gnarl: This controls the distortion or complexity of the bands of Dark Wood 

and Light Wood. 

• Ring Fuzz In and Ring Fuzz Out: Control the blending between the wood 

color and Ring Color, and the blending between the Ring Color and Wood 

Color, respectively. 

• Ring Fuzz Grain: Controls how granular the blending between the Wood 

Color and Ring Color appears. 

• Ring Width: Controls the thickness of the bands of Ring Color in relation to 

the bands of Wood Color. 

• Wood Type: There are the following pre-set wood types to choose 

from—Standard, Oak, Pine, Cherry, Birch and Maple. 

Wrapped Brick 
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A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates a 

simple brickwork pattern. 

 

Parameters: 

• Brick Color and Mortar Color. 

• Brick Width, Brick Height and Mortar Size: Controls the relative size and 

spacing of the bricks. 

• Scale: Controls the overall size of the brick pattern. 

Wrapped Brick Bonds 

 

 

A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates a 

complex brickwork pattern that includes the mixing of bricks of different types. 

 

Parameters: 

• Side Color, End Color and Mortar Color: There are two color values for 

both the sides and the ends of the bricks (blended in a mottled pattern), plus a 

color for the mortar. 

• Width, Height, Depth and Mortar Size: Controls the relative size and 

spacing of the bricks. 

• Scale: Controls the overall size of the brick pattern. 

• Rough Scale, Rough Amplitude and Fuzz: These parameters control how 

cleanly the edges of the bricks are defined. 

• Bond: The pattern of brick types (or orientation) is determined by one of the 

following pre-sets: Stretcher, Common, Flemish, English, Stack and Rowlock. 

Wrapped Checker 

 

 

A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates a 

checker board pattern. 

 

Parameters: 

• Odd Color and Even Color 

• Size: Controls the size of the checks. 
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Wrapped Diagonal 

 

 

A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates 

diagonal stripes, like candy stripes. 

 

Parameters: 

• Back Color and Stripe Color 

• Size: Controls the overall size of the pattern. 

• Width: Controls the width of the stripes in relation to the Back Color. 

• Fuzz: Controls the amount of blending between the Back Color and the Stripe 

Color. 

Wrapped Grid 

 

 

A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates a grid 

pattern. 

 

Parameters: 

• Back Color and Grid Color 

• Scale: Controls the overall size of the pattern. 

• Width and Height: Control the width and height of the grid‘s squares (Back 

color) in relation to the Grid Color. 

• Fuzz: Controls the amount of blending between the Back Color and the Grid 

Color. 

Wrapped Polka 

 

 

A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates a 

pattern or ‗polka dots‘. 

 

Parameters: 

• Back Color and Spot Color 

• Scale: Controls the overall size of the pattern. 

• Radius and Separation: Control the size of the spots and the distance 
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between them. 

• Edge Softness: Controls the amount of blending between the Back Color and 

the Spot Color. 

Wrapped Textured Brick 

 

 

A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates a 

brickwork pattern with bricks that have a mottled appearance. 

 

Parameters: 

• Brick Color 1, Brick Color 2 and Mortar Color: There are two color values 

for the bricks (blended in a mottled pattern), plus a color value for the mortar. 

• Brick Width, Brick Height, and Mortar Size: Controls the relative size and 

spacing of the bricks 

• Scale: Controls the overall size of the brick pattern. 

• Rough Scale and Rough Amplitude: These parameters control how cleanly 

the edges of the bricks are defined. 

• Seed: The seed value for a fractal noise function that applies to both the brick 

texture and the brick edge definition. 

Wrapped U Stripe 

 

A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates 

stripes oriented in the U (horizontal) direction, like candy stripes. 

 

Parameters: 

• Back Color and Stripe Color 

• Size: Controls the overall size of the pattern. 

• Width: Controls the width of the stripes in relation to the Back Color. 

• Fuzz: Controls the amount of blending between the Back Color and the Stripe 

Color. 
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Wrapped V Stripe 

 

 

A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates 

stripes oriented in the V (vertical) direction, like candy stripes. 

 

Parameters: 

• Back Color and Stripe Color 

• Size: Controls the overall size of the pattern. 

• Width: Controls the width of the stripes in relation to the Back Color. 

• Fuzz: Controls the amount of blending between the Back Color and the Stripe 

Color. 

Wrapped Wood 

 

 

A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that produces 

bands of color similar to a wood grain and arranges them in planking or tiling 

patterns.  

 

Parameters: 

• Wood Color, Ring Color, Grain Color and Groove Color: Color values for 

dark (spring wood) and light (fall wood) bands, for the wood grain (flecks in 

the material) and for the color of the gaps between tiles or planks in the 

Replication pattern. 

• Pattern Scale: This controls the overall size of the wood grain. 

· Grain: Controls how granular or flecked the wood appears to be. 

• Trunk Direction (X, Y, Z): This controls the direction in which the wood 

grain runs through the object. 

• Trunk Centre (X, Y, Z): This controls the offset of the centre of the wood 

grain in relation to the object. 

• Gnarl: This controls the distortion or complexity of the bands of Dark Wood 

and Light Wood. 

• Ring Fuzz In and Ring Fuzz Out: Control the blending between the Wood 

Color and Ring Color, and the Blending Between The Ring Color and Wood 
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Color, respectively. 

• Ring Fuzz Grain: Controls how granular the blending between the Wood 

Color and Ring Color appears. 

• Ring Width: Controls the thickness of the bands of Ring Color in relation to 

the bands of Wood Color. 

• Wood Type: There are the following pre-set wood types to choose 

from—Standard, Oak, Pine, Cherry, Birch and Maple. 

• Plank Length, Plank width and Groove width: control the size of the planks 

and the size of the gaps between planks. 

• Plank Variation: Controls the degree to which the texture varies from one 

plank to the next 

• Strips: Controls the number of planks per tile in the Replication pattern. 

• Replication: Controls the way in which planks are arranged using one of the 

following patterns: Squares, Herringbone, Floorboard and Ladder. 

 

6.4.2 The Bump Shaders in Detail 

Bump Map 

 

 

Applies a 2D image to the surface as though the object is wrapped in a printed 

material or has been painted. The brightness levels of this image are then used to 

determine how much the surface normal is altered at each point across the 

surface, producing an embossed effect. 

 

Parameters: 

• File: The bitmapped image to be used, this can be a tga, bmp, dib, jpg, png, 

avi, dds, txr, ndl, tif or lwi file. 

• U and V Repts: Controls how often the texture map is repeated across the 

object‘s UV space. 

• U and V Offset: Controls the offset of the initial positioning of the texture 

map in the object‘s UV space. 

• Amplitude: Controls how ‗deep‘ the embossing effect is and also the direction 
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in which the surface is embossed (negative values can be used). 

• Flt: When checked the texture map will be filtered rather than point sampled 

as it is rendered. 

• Anim: Allows texture mapped avi files to be animated on a frame per rendered 

frame basis. 

Casting 

 

 

A 3D procedural bump shader that makes a surface appear irregular with 

occasional pits or bumps as though it has been roughly cast in a mould. 

 

Parameters: 

• Scale: Controls the overall size of the irregular pattern. 

• Amplitude: Controls how ‗deep‘ the irregularity of the surface appears. 

• Detail: Controls the complexity and detail of the surface irregularity. 

• Scale (Indentation): Controls the overall size of a secondary pattern of pits or 

bumps. 

• Amplitude (Indentation): Controls how ‗deep‘ the pits or bumps appear. 

• Threshold: Controls how often pits or bumps appear, larger values giving 

more bumps. 

Leather 

 

 

A 3D procedural bump shader that gives a surface an appearance similar to 

leather. The leather has a cellular appearance with each of the cells having a 

complex surface roughness. The irregularity of the cells‘ sizes and placing can 

be controlled as can the curvature of the cell boundaries and the roughness of 

the cells themselves.  

 

Parameters: 

• Scale, Cell Amplitude and Irregularity: Control the size and depth of the 

cells and the irregularity of the cells boundaries. 

• Smooth Max and Min: As these values move towards 0, the surface becomes 

smoother. 
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• Rough Amplitude, Detail and Frequency: Control the depth, complexity and 

frequency / scale of a secondary texture which is superimposed over the cell 

texture. 

• Curve Amplitude, Detail and Frequency: If you imagine the cells being 

defined by a grid of lines the parameters control the ‗waviness‘ and 

irregularity of those lines. 

• Fold Amplitude, Detail and Frequency: Control the depth, complexity and 

frequency / scale of the roughness sub-texture of the cells. 

Rough 

 

 

A 3D procedural bump shader that gives a surface a generic rough appearance. 

The surface consists of a smoother undulating layer with rougher, irregular 

bumps protruding from it. Good for anything from rocky surfaces to entire 

landscapes. 

 

Parameters: 

• Scale: Controls the overall scale of the surface and also the frequency of the 

bumps. 

• Amplitude: Controls how ‗deep‘ the surface texture appears to be. 

• Detail: Controls the overall complexity of the surface and also how much the 

bumps disturb the surface. 

• Sharpness: Controls how sharp or smooth the surface texture is, the higher the 

value, the smoother the surface. 

Wrapped Dimple 

 

 

A 2D procedural bump shader, wrapped across an object‘s UV space, that gives 

the appearance of evenly spaced ellipsoids pushing through the object‘s surface. 

 

Parameters: 

• Scale: Controls the overall size of the pattern. 

• Radius and Separation: Control the size of the dimples and the distance 

between them. 

• Centre Depth: Controls how deep the dimples appear to be. 
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• Blend: Controls how smoothly the dimples appear to break the surface. 

Wrapped Knurl 

 

 

A 2D procedural bump shader, wrapped across an object‘s UV space, that 

makes the object appear to be covered in facets that have been pushed in at their 

centres (knurls). 

 

Parameters: 

• Scale: Controls the size / frequency of the knurl pattern. 

• Amplitude: Controls how deep the knurls appear. 

• Blend: Controls how smoothly the surface is distorted by the knurls with high 

values removing the faceted appearance and making the knurls look more like 

smooth, rounded bumps. 

Wrapped Leather 

 

 

A 2D procedural bump shader, wrapped across an object‘s UV space, that 

makes an object look as though it has been covered with leather or skin. The 

leather has a cellular appearance with each of the cells having a complex surface 

roughness. The irregularity of the cells‘ sizes and placing can be controlled as 

can the curvature of the cell boundaries and the roughness of the cells 

themselves. 

 

Parameters: 

• Scale, Cell Amplitude and Irregularity: Control the size and depth of the 

cells and the irregularity of the cells‘ boundaries. 

• Smooth Max and Min: As these values move towards 0, the surface becomes 

smoother. 

• Rough Amplitude, Detail and Frequency: Control the depth, complexity and 

frequency / scale of a secondary texture which is superimposed over the cell 

texture. 

• Curve Amplitude, Detail and Frequency: If you imagine the cells being 

defined by a grid of lines, the parameters control the ‗waviness‘ and 

irregularity of those lines. 

• Fold Amplitude, Detail and Frequency: Control the depth, complexity and 

frequency / scale of the roughness sub-texture of the cells.  
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Wrapped Rough 

 

 

A 2D procedural bump shader, wrapped across an object‘s UV space, that 

makes the object appear to be wrapped in a generic rough material. The surface 

consists of a smoother undulating layer with rougher, irregular bumps 

protruding from it.  

 

Parameters: 

• Scale: Controls the overall scale of the surface and also the frequency of the 

bumps. 

• Amplitude: Controls how ‗deep‘ the surface texture appears to be. 

• Detail: Controls the overall complexity of the surface and also how much the 

bumps disturb the surface. 

• Sharpness: Controls how sharp or smooth the surface texture is, the higher the 

value, the smoother the surface. 

Wrapped Treadplate 

 

 

A 2D procedural bump shader, wrapped across an object‘s UV space, that 

makes the object appear to be covered by a criss-cross pattern of lozenge shaped 

bumps, similar to the treadplate material used for making metal steps and 

gantries. 

 

Parameters: 

• Scale: Controls the overall scale / frequency of the pattern of bumps. 

• Amplitude: Controls how ‗deep‘ the bumps appear to be. 

• Radius: Controls how large and rounded the bumps are in relation to the 

overall scale of the pattern. 

• Blend: Controls how smoothly the bumps appear to be pressed from the 

surface. 
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6.4.3 The Transparency Shaders in Detail 

Eroded 
 

 

A 3D procedural shader that produces a pattern of opaque and transparent areas 

which makes an object appear to be eroded across its surface. 

 

Parameters: 

• Scale: Controls the overall size of the pattern. 

• Coverage: Controls the balance between areas that are opaque and areas that 

are transparent: a value of 1 equals completely opaque. 

• Fuzz: Controls the degree to which the pattern is blended between the opaque 

and transparent areas. 

Filter 

 

 

A simple shader which makes a surface more transparent as it moves toward a 

specified color value. The effect is similar to that of a colored filter or gel. 

 

The only parameter is the color value of the filter, but the overall effect will be 

determined by the color value of the filter and the color of the surface itself. 

 

Glow 

 

 

A simple shader which makes an object appear to be more transparent as its 

surfaces are angled further from the eye / camera direction. This has the effect 

of giving objects a glowing or cloudy appearance with an object being opaque at 

its centre and transparent at its outer edge. 

 

Parameters: 

• Scale: Controls the overall size of the noise component if applicable. 

• Centre Coverage: Controls how opaque / transparent the object is at its 

center. 

• Edge Coverage: Controls how opaque / transparent the object is at its edge. 

• Zero Angle: Controls how far from the object centre the effect extends by 

specifying the angular difference between the eye / camera direction and the 
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surface that defines the outer edge. 

• Edge Fall Off: Controls how quickly the edge coverage value is reached by 

adjusting the blending between a linear blend and an exponential blend: a 

value of 0 gives a linear blend while a value of 1 will reach the edge coverage 

value immediately. 

• Noise Density: Controls how noisy or turbulent the effect is with high values 

giving an appearance similar to ‗puffy‘ clouds. 

• Detail: Controls the complexity and detail of the noise if applicable. 

Wrapped Checker 

 

 

A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates a 

checker board pattern. 

 

Parameters: 

• Odd Coverage and Even Coverage: the transparency values for the 

alternating checks. 

• Size: controls the size of the checks. 

• Fuzz: controls the amount of blending between the odd and even checks. 

Wrapped Filter 

 

 

Applies a 2D image to the surface as though the object is wrapped in a printed 

material or has been painted. The transparency level is determined by the 

brightness at each point in the filtering image. 

 

Parameters: 

• File: The bitmapped image to be used, this can be a tga, bmp, dib, jpg, png, 

avi, dds, txr, ndl, tif or lwi file. 

• Anim: Allows texture mapped avi files to be animated on a frame per rendered 

frame basis. 
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Wrapped Grid 

 

 

A 2D procedural shader wrapped across an object‘s UV space that creates a grid 

pattern. 

 

Parameters: 

• Scale: Controls the overall size of the pattern. 

• Width and Height: Control the width and height of the grid‘s squares (Back 

color) in relation to the Grid Color. 

• Fuzz: Controls the amount of blending between the Back Color and the Grid 

Color 

• Transparency: Controls the transparency value of the grid, the grid spaces are 

always totally transparent. 

Wrapped Square 

 

 

A simple shader that creates a ‗window‘ in an object‘s surface mapped across its 

UV space. 

 

Parameters: 

• Smin, Smax , Tmin and Tmax: Control the size and position of the window 

in relation to the surface by describing distances across (S) and down (T). 

• Sfuzz and Tfuzz: Control the amount of blending across (S) and down (T) 

between the window and the rest of the surface. 

• Inside Coverage and Outside Coverage: Control the opacity / transparency 

level of the window (Inside) and the rest of the surface (Outside).  

 

6.4.4 The Reflectance Shaders in Detail 

 

Reflectance Parameters Quick Reference 

• Luminance: Determines how bright the surface will be before any light has interacted with it. 

• Diffuse: Determines how much light is scattered across the surface before highlights are calculated. 

• Shininess: Determines the brightness of surface highlights. 
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• Specular: Determines the spread and softness of surface highlights (inversely proportional to the specular value). 

• Reflection: Determines how much color reflected from the environment or taken from an environment map will be 

mixed with the color of the surface (as determined by all other shader properties). 

• Transmission: Determines how much light can pass through the material. 

• Refraction: Determines the extent to which light is bent as it passes through an object. 

• Specular Color: The color that shows in the highlighted areas. 

 

Caligari Metal 

 

 

A metal shader that supports raytraced reflection, transmission and refraction. 

 

Raytracing must be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Shininess, Specular, 

Reflection, Transmission and Refraction. 

 

Caligari Metal Enhanced 

 

 

A metal shader that supports raytraced reflection, transmission, and refraction. 

The difference from Caligari Metal shader is that the enhanced version of  the 

shader does not include the reflections/refractions of the background. This 

prevents the unintended effect of reflective surface appearing as transparent. 

Raytracing must be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Shininess, Specular, 

Reflection, Transmission and, Refraction. 

 

Caligari Phong 

 

 

An extremely versatile, general-purpose shader which can reproduce almost any 

kind of material from plastic, through metals to glass. 

 

Raytracing must be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated, but it is still 

very effective in non raytraced rendering. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular, 

Reflection, Transmission, Refraction and Specular Color. 
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Caligari Phong Enhanced 

 

 

An extremely versatile, general-purpose shader which can reproduce almost any 

kind of material from plastic, through metals to glass. The difference from 

Caligari Phong shader is that the enhanced version of the shader does not 

include the reflections/refractions of the background. This prevents the 

unintended effect of reflective surface appearing as transparent. Raytracing must 

be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated, but it is still very effective in 

non-raytraced rendering. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular, 

Reflection, Transmission, Refraction, and Specular Color. 

 

Chrome 2D 

 

 

A shader that uses false reflections, generated as a 2D function, to give the 

appearance of a highly reflective metallic surface: such as chrome, without the 

need for raytracing. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess and 

Specular. 

 

Additional parameters: 

• Chrome F: Controls how visible the false reflection is. 

• Seed: A seed value for the 2D function. 

Constant 

 

 

A shader that renders the color of a surface at 100% of its value as no light or 

shadow has any effect on the surface. There are no parameters to set. 
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Dielectric 
 

 

A shader which produces surfaces that exhibit stronger specular qualities the 

more they are angled away from the camera or the eye. The extent of the effect 

is determined by the diffuse and transmission values. The higher the diffuse 

value the greater the visibility of the outer edges of the object. The higher the 

transmission value the more extreme the overall effect. 

 

Raytracing must be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular, 

Reflection, Transmission, Refraction and Specular Color. 

 

Conductor 

 

A shader that includes both specular and reflective properties, and also offers 

some control over the way in which the color of surface reflections may be 

altered by the absorption and distortion of light reflected from the surface. The 

Conductor shader tends to produce surfaces with a bright metallic finish. 

Increasing the diffuse value makes the material appear more like plastic. 

 

Raytracing must be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular 

and Reflection. 

 

Additional parameters: 

• Refraction (Red, Green, Blue): The color values are subtractive and alter the 

color of the light reflected from the surface. 

• Absorption (Red, Green, Blue): The color values are subtractive and alter the 

color of the light reflected from the surface. 

Environment 

 

 

A shader that uses a bitmapped image generated from the point of view of the 

object as a source of false reflections. Does not support reflection, transmission 

or refraction. 

 

The image is mapped as though it is being reflected in the surface, so it is the 

angle of the surface that determines how the image is mapped rather than the 

surface UV mapping. The shader is particularly useful for re-creating 

mirror-like reflections. 
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Produces realistic surface reflections without the need for raytracing but the 

environment map itself can take some time to generate. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess and 

Specular. 

 

Additional parameters: 

• Environment: The equivalent of the reflection value. 

• Angle Scale: Controls the proportional relationship between the surface angle 

and the mapping co-ordinates. 

• Resolution: Controls the resolution of the generated environment map: low, 

med and high pre-set values. 

Environment Map 

 

A shader that uses a bitmapped image as a source of false reflections which it 

can then combine with true reflections through ray tracing. Does not support 

transmission or refraction. The image is mapped as though it is being reflected 

in the surface, so it is the angle of the surface that determines how the image is 

mapped rather than the surface UV mapping. The shader is particularly useful 

for re-creating metallic effects with reflections in scenes that do not contain 

much geometric detail. 

 

Raytracing must be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated, however, 

false reflections are still rendered when raytracing is disabled and the material 

can be rendered quickly. 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular, 

Reflection and Refraction. 

 

Additional parameters: 

• Filename. 

• Anim: Toggles animation for avi files. 

Glass 

 

 

A shader that re-creates the reflective and refractive properties of glass. You 

should not use a transparency shader in conjunction with the Glass shader as this 

will reduce the effectiveness of the glass shader. 

 

Raytracing must be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Shininess, Specular, Reflection, 
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Transmission and Refraction. 

 

Mapped Metal 

 

 

This shader provides the capability of modulating any of the metal shader 

parameters using a supplied image based map. (See the Caligari Metal shader 

for a list of the editable parameters.) 

 

To switch a particular field to image-based representation, click on the field 

name button. An image can be selected for a particular field using either the 

ImageBrowser (after left-click on the file button), or the regular Windows file 

dialog (after right-click on the button). 

 

The ―x‖ button can be used to clear the particular image field and return to the 

slider interface. 

 

Mapped Phong 

 

This shader provides the capability of modulating any of the phong shader 

parameters using a supplied image based map. (See the Caligari Phong shader 

for a list of the editable parameters.) 

 

To switch a particular field to image-based representation, click on the field 

name button. An image can be selected for a particular field using either the 

ImageBrowser (after left-click on the file button), or the regular Windows file 

dialog (after right-click on the button). 

 

The ―x‖ button can be used to clear the particular image field and return to the 

slider interface. 

 

Matte 

 

 

A shader that uses just the Luminance and Diffuse properties to re-create 

surfaces with a matte finish such as paper or card. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance and Diffuse. 
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Metal 

 

 

A simple metal shader that does not support raytraced characteristics such as 

reflection, transparency and refraction that can be rendered very quickly. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Shininess, and Specular. 

 

Mirror 

 

 

A shader for reproducing highly polished reflective surfaces such as mirrors or 

polished metal. Does not support Transmission or Refraction. 

 

Raytracing must be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular 

and Reflection. 

 

Multilayer Paint 

 

A powerful shader that recreates the complex reflective characteristics of 2 and 

3 layer paints used in product design (especially in the motor industry). This 

shader recreates not only the reflective properties of the base color layer but also 

those of the optional layer of metallic particulate and those of the lacquer or 

varnish layer. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance (base), Diffuse (base), 

Shininess (lacquer), Specular (lacquer), Reflection (lacquer), Transmission 

(lacquer), Refraction (lacquer) and Specular Color (lacquer). 

 

Additional parameters: 

• Metallic F.: Controls how visible the metallic flakes are. 

• Specularity: Controls the specular component for the metallic flakes. 

• Flake Scale: Controls the size of the metallic flakes. 

• Flake Depth: Controls how coarse or rough the metallic flakes make the 

material appear to be. 

• Flake Type: A choice of aluminium, silver or gold, altering the overall look of 
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the paint with some color tinting. 

Phong 

 

 

A general-purpose shader that re-creates surfaces with specular highlights such 

as plastic or ceramic surfaces. The Phong shader does not support raytraced 

characteristics such as reflection, transparency and refraction but can be 

rendered very quickly. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular 

and Specular Color. 

 

Plastic 
 

 

A shader similar to the Phong shader that recreates surfaces with specular 

highlights such as plastic or ceramic surfaces, but with much more subdued 

highlights then those produced with the Phong shader. The Plastic shader does 

not support raytraced characteristics such as reflection, transparency and 

refraction but can be rendered very quickly. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular 

and Specular Color. 

 

Translucency 
 

 

A shader that re-creates a material that appears to reflect a large amount of light 

from its internal volume. 

 

The only parameter is the translucency level that determines how much light 

appears to be reflected from inside the material. 

 

Translucent Plastic 

 

 

A shader similar to the Plastic shader, but unlike the Plastic shader, Translucent 

Plastic appears to reflect large amounts of light from the interior volume of the 

object. The Translucent Plastic shader does not support raytraced characteristics 

such as reflection, transparency and refraction but can be rendered very quickly. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular 

and Specular Color. 
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Additional parameters: 

• Translucency: Controls the overall extent of the translucent effect. 

Wrapped Anisotropic 

 

 

A shader that imitates the property of brushed metal surfaces and some kinds of 

rocks, where the surface reflects light differently from different viewing angles. 

The visible effect is one of streaking or scoring of the surface which scatters the 

reflected light in different directions. 

 

The Wrapped Anisotropic shader applies the pattern of streaks across the 

surface‘s UV space. The shader does not support raytraced characteristics such 

as reflection, transparency and refraction. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular 

and Specular Color. 

 

Additional parameters: 

• Cylinder Distance: Controls the size and number of streaks. 

• Floor Height: Controls the contrast between the streaks. 

 

Note: Although this material does not require raytracing it is computationally 

expensive and therefore takes a long time to render. 

 

Wrapped Circular Anisotropic 

 

 

A shader that imitates the property of brushed metal surfaces where the surface 

reflects light differently from different viewing angles. The visible effect is one 

of circular grooves or scoring of the surface which scatters the reflected light in 

different directions. The Wrapped Anisotropic shader applies the pattern of 

grooves across the surface‘s UV space. The shader does not support raytraced 

characteristics such as reflection, transparency and refraction. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular 

and Specular Color. 

 

Additional parameters: 

• Cylinder Distance: Controls the size and number of streaks. 

• Floor Height: Controls the contrast between the streaks. 
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• Width and Height: Control the width and height of the apparent grooves. 

 

Note: Although this material does not require raytracing it is computationally 

expensive and therefore takes a long time to render. 

 

Wrapped Mirror Map 

 

 

A shader that uses a bitmapped image as a source of false reflections which it 

can then combine with true reflections through ray tracing. Does not support 

transmission or refraction. The image is mapped across the object‘s UV space 

and can be blended through a softness value. The shader is particularly useful 

for re-creating metallic effects with reflections in scenes that do not contain 

much geometric detail. 

 

Raytracing must be enabled for this shader to be fully appreciated; however, 

false reflections are still rendered when raytracing is disabled and the material 

can be rendered quickly. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular 

and Reflection. 

 

Additional parameters: 

• Softness: Controls the softness/blending of the mapped image. 

• Filename: The name of the image file to use for the false reflections. 

Wrapped Woven Anisotropic 

 

A shader that imitates the property of fabrics and other woven surfaces, where 

the surface reflects light differently from different viewing angles. The visible 

effect is one of streaking of the surface in both horizontal and vertical 

directions, which scatters the reflected light in different directions. 

 

The Wrapped Woven Anisotropic shader applies the pattern of streaks across 

the surface‘s UV space. The shader does not support raytraced characteristics 

such as reflection, transparency and refraction. 

 

The parameters that can be altered are Luminance, Diffuse, Shininess, Specular 

and Specular Color. 

 

Additional parameters: 

• Bias: Controls the balance between the effects of the horizontal and the 

vertical weave. 
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Note: Although this material does not require raytracing it is computationally 

expensive and therefore takes a long time to render. 

 

Shadow Catcher 

 

                        
 
A special material that is used to create shadows with fully mapped alpha transparency for use in composition 

and montage work (especially useful for combining rendered images with photographic images). A shadow 

catcher object renders just the shadows it receives into the background image.  

 

None of the normal reflection parameters apply. 

 

Parameters: 

• Catch: Check this to ‗activate‘ the shadow catcher material. 

• Brightness: Controls how light the shadow is. 

• Shadow Color: Controls the color of the shadow. 

 

Note: Objects with the shadow catcher material applied will both receive shadows and cast shadows, and they 

will occlude objects that pass behind them. 

 

VirtuaLight Reflectance Shader 

 

See the VirtuaLight section of Artist Guide Chapter 7: Lighting and Rendering. 
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Chapter7 Lighting and Rendering 
 
 

Everything we see, we see because of light. Although light is invisible, it is the interaction of light with the surfaces 

of objects in the real world that makes things visible. Everything we see is either light reflected from surfaces or the 

absence of that light. 

 

The same is true of our virtual world: in order to see objects, we need to have light. To make objects appear to have 

form and substance, there need to be specific light sources within our virtual space. 

 

So lighting is very important, and not just as a means of giving objects form or making them visible. Light also 

places objects within a context. Daylight and outdoor lighting have a dramatically different effect than interior 

lighting. The way an object is lit tells us as much about the object‟s story as the object itself. 3D modeling and 

rendering can be seen as sculpting with light. 

 

 

7.1 Lighting in Workspace (DX9) 

The real-time engine in trueSpace is capable of creating fabulous lighting. A range of possible light types can be 

added to your scene, to achieve the lighting effects you are looking for. Lights do not differ from other 3D objects 

and can be manipulated in the same ways (moved, rotated, etc). 

 

 
Real-time scene with projector light. 
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7.1.1 Real-time Light Types 

Ambient light 
Ambient light provides equal lighting conditions for every pixel of the scene. 

 

 

 Color – Controls the color (and intensity) of the light. 

 

 

 
Scene lit by only an Ambient light (by Marcel Barthel). 

  

 

Omnidirectional light 
Omnidirectional lights cast the same amount of light in rays starting at the center of the light and emanating in all 

directions equally. 

 

 Color – Controls the color (and intensity) of the light. 

 AttConstant – Constant attenuation does not depend on distance. 

Values greater than 1.0 will make the light darker (2.0 means half 

intensity), and values in the range 0..1 will make the light brighter (0.5 

means double intensity). 

 AttLinear – Specifies a linear attenuation coefficient. The light grows less intense with distance, with a linear 

relationship between distance and intensity. 

 AttQuadratic – Specifies a quadratic attenuation coefficient. The light grows less intense with distance, with a 

relationship to the square of the distance (light will grow less intense more rapidly than with a linear attenuation). 
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 ThresholdAttenuation – This specifies a final light intensity that is considered as zero – any pixel in an area with 

intensity of less than this value is considered “not lit”. This parameter acts to speed up the processing of the light 

(a higher value will class more points as unlit, and so reduce processing). 

The various attenuations can be freely mixed to produce the desired attenuation level and behavior. 

 

 
Scene lit by only an Omnidirectional light (by Marcel Barthel). 

 
 

Spotlight 
A Spotlight works the same way as an Omnidirectional light, but its area of incidence is limited to a cone with a 

radius set by the Angle parameter. A Spotlight can also have shadows in real-time. The number of active shadow 

casting lights may be limited by your video card‟s memory. 

 

 Angle – Controls the radius of the cone of light. 

 AttConstant – Constant attenuation does not depend on distance. 

Values greater than 1.0 will make the light darker (2.0 means half 

intensity), and values in the range 0..1 will make the light brighter (0.5 

means double intensity). 

 AttLinear – Specifies a linear attenuation coefficient. The light 

grows less intense with distance, with a linear relationship between 

distance and intensity. 

 

 AttQuadratic – Specifies a quadratic attenuation coefficient. The light grows less intense with distance, with a 

relationship to the square of the distance (light will grow less intense more rapidly than with a linear attenuation). 
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 ThresholdAttenuation – This specifies a final light intensity that is considered as zero – any pixel in an area with 

intensity of less than this value is considered “not lit”. This parameter acts to speed up the processing of the light 

(a higher value will class more points as unlit, and so reduce processing). 

 Color – Controls the color (and intensity) of the light. 

 Enable Shadow – If checked, the light will cast shadows in real-time. Shadow parameters are found in the 

Advanced aspect. 

 

 

 Depth Bias –The main effect is to reduce the moiré pattern artifacts 

that appear based on the Near Clip Plane parameter. See section 7.1.3 for 

full details. 

 Far Clip Plane– Specifies the maximum distance from the light 

that is still lit. See section 7.1.3 for full details. 

 Map Size – Larger values give better shadows. See section 7.1.3 for 

full details. 

 Near Clip Plane – Specifies the minimum distance of a point from the light source that has lighting calculations 

performed for it. See section 7.1.3 for full details. 

 Filtering Quality– Controls the quality of shadows. Setting this to maximum activates Poisson disk shadows if 

supported by your hardware. See section 7.1.3 for full details. 

 Filter Size – Only has an effect when Filtering Quality is set to maximum. Larger values give a softer edge to the 

shadow, but may need a higher samples count. See section 7.1.3 for full details. 

 Samples Count – Only has an effect when Filtering Quality is set to maximum. Larger values increase the 

accuracy of soft edges shadows, but at the expense of more processing being required from the GPU. See section 

7.1.3 for full details. 
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Scene lit by only a Spotlight (by Marcel Barthel). 

 
 

Projector light 
Projector lights are a special implementation of spotlights that project a user-defined texture into the scene. Projector 

lights have all of the same parameters as Spotlights and also include a new one called Projection Texture that 

specifies the image the light is to project. Like Spotlights, they can cast real-time shadows. The number of active 

shadow casting lights may be limited by your video card‟s memory. 

 

 Angle – Controls the radius of the square of light. 

 AttConstant – Constant attenuation does not depend on distance. 

Values greater than 1.0 will make the light darker (2.0 means half 

intensity), and values in the range 0..1 will make the light brighter (0.5 

means double intensity). 

 AttLinear – Specifies a linear attenuation coefficient. The light 

grows less intense with distance, with a linear relationship between 

distance and intensity. 

 
 AttQuadratic – Specifies a quadratic attenuation coefficient. The light grows less intense with distance, with a 

relationship to the square of the distance (light will grow less intense more rapidly than with a linear attenuation). 

 Color – Controls the color (and intensity) of the light. Note that this color will combine with the colors contained 

within the Projection Texture (think of it as shining a light of this color through a transparent sheet with the image 

on it). 

 Enable Shadow – If checked, the light will cast shadows in real-time. Shadow parameters are found in the 

Advanced aspect. 
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 Projection Texture – Sets the image that the light will project. 

 

 Depth Bias –The main effect is to reduce the moiré pattern artifacts 

that appear based on the Near Clip Plane parameter. See section 7.1.3 for 

full details. 

 Far Clip Plane– Specifies the maximum distance from the light 

that is still lit. See section 7.1.3 for full details. 

 Map Size – Larger values give better shadows. See section 7.1.3 for 

full details. 

 Near Clip Plane – Specifies the minimum distance of a point from 

the light source that has lighting calculations performed for it. See 

section 7.1.3 for full details. 

 Threshold Attenuation – This specifies a final light intensity that is considered as zero – any pixel in an area 

with intensity of less than this value is considered “not lit”. This parameter acts to speed up the processing of the 

light (a higher value will class more points as unlit, and so reduce processing). 

 Filtering Quality– Controls the quality of shadows. Setting this to maximum activates Poisson disk shadows if 

supported by your hardware. See section 7.1.3 for full details. 

 Filter Size – Only has an effect when Filtering Quality is set to maximum. Larger values give a softer edge to the 

shadow, but may need a higher samples count. See section 7.1.3 for full details. 

 Samples Count – Only has an effect when Filtering Quality is set to maximum. Larger values increase the 

accuracy of soft edges shadows, but at the expense of more processing being required from the GPU. See section 

7.1.3 for full details. 
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Scene lit by only a Projector Light (by Marcel Barthel). 

 
 

Directional light 
Directional lights cast light rays only in one direction and only within a cylinder shape specified by the Size 

parameter. Attenuation parameters work the same as for Omnidirectional lights. Like Spotlights and Projector Lights, 

Directional lights can cast shadows. 

 

 Size– Controls the radius of the cylinder of light. 

 Color – Controls the color (and intensity) of the light. 

 AttConstant – Constant attenuation does not depend on distance. 

Values greater than 1.0 will make the light darker (2.0 means half 

intensity), and values in the range 0..1 will make the light brighter (0.5 

means double intensity). 

 
 AttLinear – Specifies a linear attenuation coefficient. The light grows less intense with distance, with a linear 

relationship between distance and intensity. 

 AttQuadratic – Specifies a quadratic attenuation coefficient. The light grows less intense with distance, with a 

relationship to the square of the distance (light will grow less intense more rapidly than with a linear attenuation). 

 Threshold Attenuation – This specifies a final light intensity that is considered as zero – any pixel in an area 

with intensity of less than this value is considered “not lit”. This parameter acts to speed up the processing of the 

light (a higher value will class more points as unlit, and so reduce processing). 

 Enable Shadow – If checked, the light will cast shadows in real-time. Shadow parameters are found in the 

Advanced aspect. 
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 Depth Bias –The main effect is to reduce the moiré pattern artifacts 

that appear based on the Near Clip Plane parameter. See section 7.1.3 for 

full details. 

 Far Clip Plane– Specifies the maximum distance from the light 

that is still lit. See section 7.1.3 for full details. 

 Map Size – Larger values give better shadows. See section 7.1.3 for 

full details. 

 Near Clip Plane – Specifies the minimum distance of a point from the light source that has lighting calculations 

performed for it. See section 7.1.3 for full details. 

 Filtering Quality– Controls the quality of shadows. Setting this to maximum activates Poisson disk shadows if 

supported by your hardware. See section 7.1.3 for full details. 

 Filter Size – Only has an effect when Filtering Quality is set to maximum. Larger values give a softer edge to the 

shadow, but may need a higher samples count. See section 7.1.3 for full details. 

 Samples Count – Only has an effect when Filtering Quality is set to maximum. Larger values increase the 

accuracy of soft edges shadows, but at the expense of more processing being required from the GPU. See section 

7.1.3 for full details. 

 

 
Scene lit by only a Directional light (by Marcel Barthel). 

 
 

Infinite light 
Infinite lights are directional and cast light rays in one direction without any size limitations. The light is spread 

evenly and directionally within the scene. The infinite light has only the color parameter. 
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 Color – Controls the color (and intensity) of the light. 

 

 

 
Scene lit by only an Infinite light (by Marcel Barthel). 

 
 
 

7.1.2 Examples 

Mixing Light Types 
The light types are not meant to be used in isolation. Mixing more than one light type in the same scene will give 

you the most impressive results, as can be seen in the image below where several spotlights create the headlights, a 

directional light simulates moonlight, and an ambient light adds just the slightest amount touch of light to the 

shadows. The image also uses real-time bloom and glow. 
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Attenuation examples 
This section illustrates some of the different effects achieved using attenuation. Attenuation adjusts the brightness of 

the light, and is similar to the fall off parameters in other light types. Constant Attenuation simply reduces the 

intensity of the light; Linear Attenuation reduces the intensity of the light based on distance from the light source; 

Quadratic Attenuation reduces the intensity of the light based on the square of the distance from the light source. 

The images below illustrate different values for these parameters using a spotlight. 
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Constant attenuation set to 0.5 (top left), Constant attenuation set to 1.0 (top right)  

and Constant attenuation set to 2.0 (bottom). 

 

] 
Linear attenuation set to 0.01 (top left), Linear attenuation set to 0.1 (top right)  

and Linear attenuation set to 0.2 (bottom). 
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Quadratic attenuation set to 0.01 (top left), Quadratic attenuation set to 0.02 (top right)  

and Quadratic attenuation set to 0.06 (bottom). 

 

 
 

7.1.3 Working With The Real-time Shadow Parameters 

When using DX9 lights in the real-time view, there are many ways to control the shadows cast by the light that let 

you balance quality against speed and performance. The parameters interact with each other, so it is important to 

understand each of them. 

 

Map Size: 
Map Size specifies the size of the shadow map texture. A larger size will mean more accurate shadows with less 

boundary errors, and less of a “stair step” look to the shadow. However, it will also mean greater memory usage and 

slower rendering speed. You can use a lower Map Size value to optimize for speed and reduce the “stair step” effect 

by using a carefully chosen value in the Filtering Quality parameter. 

 

The examples shown here all used the third level of Filtering Quality. Map Size is somewhat similar to the Map Size 

parameter for Mapped Shadows in the Lightworks renderer and works in a similar way, although note that for 

real-time light sources the Map Size does not need to be a power of two (although that has been used here in the 

examples for convenience). 
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Map Size of 64 (top left), 128 (top right) and 512 (bottom). 

 

Filtering Quality: 
This parameter plays a double role. At all settings except the maximum, it adjusts the quality of the filtering done on 

the shadows. Careful adjustment of this parameter can let you achieve better results from smaller Map Size settings 

(which can be preferable as lower Map Size settings allow for better real-time performance). 

 
These non-maximum settings for Filtering Quality will have the most noticeable effect on shadows that use a 

smaller Map Size, and as the Map Size increases, the effect of Filtering Quality can become barely noticeable. 

   
0 1 2 

 

  
3 4 

How Filtering Quality affects the shadows. 

 

When set to maximum, the parameter activates Poisson disk shadow filtering. This filtering uses random distribution 

of shadow map samples (similar to internal distribution of receptors in human eye) to provide higher quality soft 

shadows. This can provide particularly good results, particularly where Hardware Shadow Filtering is not supported. 

 

When set to maximum, the two parameters Filter Size and Samples come into play. 

 
Filter Size: 
When the Filtering Quality is set to maximum, then this parameter will have an effect on the shadows. Larger values 

will give a softer and broader edge to the shadow. Note that as the value increase, you are likely to see some 

“separation” in the shadow, as if multiple light sources were casting different shadows. You can either reduce the 

Filter Size to lower this effect, or increase the Samples Count (see below). 
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Samples Count: 
When Filtering Quality is set to maximum, then this parameter will have an effect. It controls the number of samples 

used to generate the soft shadows. Higher values will give more realistic and detailed soft edges, but at the expense 

of requiring more processing power and slower real-time performance. Larger Samples Count values are likely to be 

needed with an increase in Filter Size, and lower Samples Count values can be used when Filter Size is set lower. 

 

 
Near Clip Plane: 
This parameter specifies the minimum distance of a point from the light source that has lighting calculations 

performed for it. Points with which are nearer to the light source than the NearClipPlane value do not have the 

lighting calculations performed for them. This value will affect the shadow quality considerably - too low a value 

will result in missing shadows, or shadows with rough edges; too high a value will start to cause missing shadows, 

and missing areas of illumination, and may also cause unwanted shadow artifacts in a moiré pattern on a surface. 

 

The effect of this parameter is closely tied to the DepthBias parameter, as higher values of DepthBias will reduce the 

shadow artifacts on a surface and allow for higher values to be used in the NearClipPlane parameter. 

 

The best balance for this parameter is for it to be as large as possible without introducing unwanted shadow artifacts 

on an object‟s surface. The value will depend on how far the light is traveling from the source in the particular scene, 

so there is no preset good and bad values that can be recommended as it depends on the scale of your scene, and the 

range of effect a particular light needs to have. 

 

 

   
0.01 0.05 0.1 

   
0.5 2.0 15 

How Near Clip Plane values affect the shadows. 

 

 
Far Clip Plane: 
This parameter specifies the maximum distance of a point from the light source that has lighting calculations 

performed for it. Points with which are further from the light source than the FarClipPlane value do not have the 

lighting calculations performed for them. 
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This value will not affect the shadow quality, but it will affect which areas are illuminated by the light source. Too 

high a value may result in unnecessary calculations for areas that are too far from the light source to be affected by it, 

and too low a value will result in a sudden end to the illumination. 

 

The best balance for this parameter is for it to be as low as possible while still lighting every object in the scene that 

is required to be affected by the light source. 

 

 

   
11 15 20 

How Far Clip Plane values affect the shadows. 

 
Depth Bias: 
This parameter specifies the value that gets subtracted from the point distance when the shadow is computed. The 

main effect is to reduce the moiré pattern artifacts that appear based on the Near Clip Plane parameter - too small a 

value will leave those artifacts visible; while too high a value will add artifacts in the shadow itself or make shadows 

disappear altogether. Adjusting this parameter is best done in conjunction with changes to the NearClipPlane 

parameter. 

 

 

                
256 2048 

How Depth Bias affects the shadows. 

 

 
Suggested Workflow For Setting Real-time Shadow Parameters 
A good guide to achieving the desired settings for a scene is as follows: 

1. Add the light to the scene, and position and scale it to give the desired coverage. 

 

2. The next thing to set up are the shadows themselves. This is always a tradeoff between quality and 

performance. Keep in mind who your intended audience will be – are they likely to have powerful 

hardware and graphics cards released within the last year or two, or are they likely to have older hardware? 
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3. Begin by adjusting the Map Size. You may want to start with a low value such as 64, especially if you are 

being performance conscious. 

 

4. Now adjust the Filtering Quality parameter. Higher values will help remove “stair step” appearances to the 

shadows, but may make them too blurred or diffuse (sometimes though a soft shadow like this may be the 

required end result of course). Setting this value to maximum will enable Poisson disk shadows, and if you 

use these, be sure to experiment with the Filter Size (to make the edge of the shadow softer with larger 

values) and Samples Count (to make the soft edge more pleasing with higher Filter Size values). 

 

5. If you can‟t find a good result by changing the Filtering Quality, then raise the Map Size. You may want to 

increase this by values like 32, 64, etc. Note that map sizes of 512 and above are quite large for some 

hardware, and likely to cause poor performance on older GPUs. Generally, map sizes of 256 or 512 give 

excellent quality with reasonable performance, with 64 or 128 being good for better performance (for older 

hardware, or if you plan on having more shadow casting lights in a scene). 

 

6. After raising the Map Size, adjust the Filtering Quality again (and the Filter Size and Samples Count if you 

set Filtering Quality to maximum) and see if you find a good setting. Raising the Map Size will make the 

shadows more accurate. This means you can use less blurring or softening of the edges, so that you can 

have a sharper shadow without unpleasant “stair step” artifacts in it. 

 

7. This may be as much as you want to adjust so you can stop here. However, you may want to go on and try 

to optimize some more for performance. If so, then set the Near Clip Plane parameter to be as large as 

possible while keeping all objects of interest illuminated by this particular light source. Good values to use 

start at 1.0 and the larger, the better. 

 

8. Next set the Far Clip Plane parameter to be as low as possible while keeping all objects of interest 

illuminated by the light source. 

 

9.  Now choose the smallest Depth Bias value that does not produce shadow moire errors on the object‟s 

surface. You may be able to revisit step 1 and adjust the Near Clip Plane parameter to use an even higher 

value (though you would not need to redo step 2, just steps 1 and 3) 

 

 

7.1.4 Shadowing improvements 

You can further improve the quality of the shadows in the real-time scene by using Hardware Shadow Filtering. You 

can enable this in the File -> HW Settings menu, though this option can only be enabled on GPUs that support it 

(currently nVidia graphics cards only). Activating this option performs free bilinear filtering and hardware 

comparison for each shadow sample. This means that: 

 Even lowest quality shadows are filtered, so you can reduce shadow settings to get better performance, yet 

still get good results 

 You can use fewer shadow map samples to get results previously available only with bilinear filtered 2x2 

and 3x3 modes. 

 Depth comparison is more precise. This is especially visible on nVidia GeForceFX 5xxx cards that did not 

support high quality shadows. 

 Shadows support true depth slope bias, which means less moiré with lower Depth Bias values. This is also 

visible on the image below. 
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Left lowest quality shadows without HW filtering, right with filtering.  

Shadow map size is intentionally small to show the difference. 

 

 
 

 

Workspace Hardware Settings 
Here you can control how your graphics hardware handles rendering the real-time view. This lets you achieve the 

balance of quality versus performance that best suits your hardware. 
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 Shading Quality– You can set trueSpace to display using particular shader versions. Lower versions give better 

performance but less visual quality. This may be necessary to maintain good performance on graphics cards that 

are more than 2 or 3 years old. “Full Quality” will use the best pixel shader version that your hardware can support 

– remember that while your hardware may support a particular version, switching to an earlier version will still 

give you better performance. 

 Maximum Texture Size – Overrides any textures in the scene, and specifies the maximum size to be sent to your 

graphics card. This can help on graphics cards with lower amounts of memory (less than 256Mb), but will give a 

more blurred look to any textures in the scene. 

 Maximum Shadow Map Size – This will override any Shadow Map sizes set for shadow casting lights in the 

scene. If a scene has been created for higher quality, you can quickly reduce the demands on your hardware using 

this setting, without having to find and edit the light sources yourself. 

 Shadow Resolution Reduction – This reduces the overall shadow quality for all lights in the scene, giving better 

performance but lower quality and broader, more blurry shadows. 
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 Shadow Filtering Quality – Overrides the setting in the individual lights, and lets you specify what settings to 

use. Generally you use this to lower the filtering quality to give better performance, but you could use it to force 

Poisson disk shadows for all lights in the scene even if the scene was not set up to use them. 

 Hardware Shadow Filtering – Enables Hardware Shadow Filtering (discussed in section 7.1.4, Shadowing 

Improvements). You may need to disable this manually if you experience poor performance, or if your hardware 

/ driver does not support this feature and this has not been properly detected by trueSpace. 

 Hardware Skinning – This uses the GPU to perform calculations relation to skinned objects (objects that are 

controlled and animated by skeletons). Enabling this will reduce the load on the CPU, and give better 

performance with newer graphics card hardware. The effect will be most noticeable on either complex models, or 

where there are many models in the scene being animated by skeletons. Note that it has no effect on an object that 

is currently selected – selected objects must be processed by the CPU, so be sure to deselect any models animated 

by skeletons for best real-time animation playback. 

 

 

7.1.5 Real-time Post Processing 

Workspace supports real-time post-processing of rendered images to achieve better and more atmospheric images. 

The post-processing settings panel can be displayed by switching to the Preferences aspect   of the Stack View 

while the workspace window is active. The following image shows the post-processing settings panel in its default 

state. 

 

 
Post-processing panel in the default state. 

 

Supersampling 
Supersampling can be used to produce anti-aliased images. The scene is rendered at double the resolution and is then 

down-sampled to the original resolution. The down-sampling process averages every four pixels (2x2 pixel regions) 

of the double-sized image and uses this average value as the pixel color in the final image. The resulting rendered 

scene is shown with anti-aliased edges.  

 

The cost of such a process is that it requires more video card memory to store the double-sized image, and it also 

renders four times more pixels than the original mode, so can be slower on some video cards and systems. 
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The supersampling mode relies on the capabilities of the graphics hardware, and therefore it might not work with 

some video cards or at certain window sizes. If the video card does not support supersampling, or if there is not 

enough video card memory to enable it, then the effect is silently ignored and scene is rendered without it. For 

example, ATI Radeon cards like the X800 and all previous versions and model modifications (X300, X600, Radeon 

9700, 9800, etc.) can support surfaces up to the size 2048x2048; therefore the maximum window size for the 

enabled supersampling effect is 1024x1024. 

 

If supersampling does not work after being enabled, try decreasing the size of the window. If there is enough 

memory then the effect will be enabled as soon as the required maximum window size is reached. 

 

The following figures illustrate the effect of rendering with and without supersampling enabled. 

 

     
Scene with supersampling disabled (left) and a detail from the scene (right). 

 

    
Scene with supersampling enabled (left) and a detail from the scene (right). 

 

Bloom effect 
The bloom effect actually consists of two parts: Bloom and Glow. Both effects can be freely combined and blended 

when Bloom is enabled in the post-processing panel. The Bloom effect adds the appearance of a slightly over-bright, 

unfocused view to the scene. This can significantly change the mood of the rendered image. The Glow effect, on the 

other hand, finds pixels with the greatest luminance and adds the effect of very high light reflection coming from 

these pixels. The following figures illustrate the difference in a scene with the Bloom/Glow effect disabled and 

enabled (with default settings). 
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Scene with Bloom/Glow disabled. 

 

 
Scene with Bloom/Glow enabled. 
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Bloom/Glow Settings 
The Smoothness slider controls the smoothness of both the bloom and glow effects. The higher the Smoothness 

value, the wider the area of the screen that bloom and glow can affect. The smoothness value also directly affects the 

performance of the algorithm. Higher smoothness values result in slower rendering times because more filtering 

passes have to be applied. The following figures illustrate how different values of the smoothness parameter can 

affect Bloom and Glow – note how too high a smoothness setting can cause the effect to become so smoothed out as 

to be hard to see. In images with more intense and larger highlighted areas, the effect could be more useful than here, 

where the aim is to achieve a glow just off the highlights on the statue. 

 

  
Minimum smoothness at left to maximum smoothness at right.  

 

The Glow Threshold slider specifies the minimum luminance that is considered as a highlight. Pixels considered as 

highlights are processed by the Glow part of the filter. The following figures show how different values of the 

threshold parameter affect the Glow effect, and control which parts of the image are affected and which not. 

 

 
Minimum threshold at left to near maximum threshold at right. 

 

The final image is computed by blending three components: the bloom effect, the glow effect, and the rendered 

image of the original scene. The Bloom Intensity parameter specifies the amount of the computed Bloom that will be 

added to the final image. Glow Intensity specifies the amount of the computed Glow to be added to the image. The 

Scene Intensity parameter specifies the intensity of the original scene image. 

 

The final parameter is the Downsample slider. The original image is always downsampled using the ratio specified 

by the Downsample slider, and the Bloom and Glow effects are performed on this smaller image. The 

downsampling step allows much faster computation of the effect. The slider allows you to specify three different 
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values. The minimum value means that the effect will be performed on an image that is half the size of the original 

image. The middle value downsamples to one quarter of the original size. The maximum value means the effect is 

processed on an image one eighth of the original image size. 

 

The downsampling step not only allows you to use a smaller image for the effect (and therefore significantly faster 

rendering speeds), but it can be also used to produce wider Bloom and Glow effects in place of the smoothness 

slider (while the smoothness slider decreases the speed of the rendering, downsampling actually increases it, but the 

trade off is that the result is less accurate). 

 

The following figures illustrate how downsampling affects the image – note how the highlights are more clearly and 

sharply defined with less downsampling (you can see the difference between the individual gold and blue stripes on 

the mask), while more downsampling smooths out the highlights until they can barely be seen. 

 

 
Minimum downsampling at left to maximum downsampling at right. 

 

 

7.1.6 Real-time Light Libraries 

 
The light library. 

You can create light libraries to store your favorite lighting 

set ups, which you can then apply to any scene with the 

click of a button. The default light library that comes 

installed with trueSpace contains a range of lighting set 

ups you can choose from. 

 

You can load a saved light set up by double clicking it in 

the library. To save a new set up, right click in an empty 

space in the library and choose Insert; to replace an 

existing saved set up, right click on the set up and choose 

Replace. 
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There are some important things to note about lighting set ups. First, loading a light set up will erase all lights stored 

at the scene level that are already present. If a light is encapsulated inside another object, then it will not be erased. 

Similarly, when saving a light set up, only those lights at the scene level are stored – any lights that are grouped or 

encapsulated inside other objects will not be saved. 

 

 

7.1.7 Real-time Render To File 

 

The capabilities of the real-time render engine are good enough to produce images 

and animations that you will want to keep. Not only that, but the real-time engine 

can let you produce 1 or 2 frames a second (on a good GPU), compared to 2 or 3 

minutes per frame in an offline engine. You also get to use the anti-aliasing, 

supersampling, blooms and glows in the final image or animation. 

 
To save an image or animation to file, click on the Render To File icon in the 

workspace (shown on the left), and this will open the save dialog (see below). 

 

 
The real-time Render To File Dialog. 

 
You can now, or you can enter a width and height manually. You can choose to start an image sequence at a 

particular number 

 Preset – choose from a range of preset image sizes, selected to match various TV, film and video standards. 

 Width / Height – Manually enter a particular width and height for the render. 

 Save Sequence Starting With – This will let you render repeated images, saving them to a new file name each 

time without the need to manually type in a new name. This is useful if you are making a series of separate 

renders, perhaps from different views, or adjusting the lighting, etc. For instance, if you check this box and start at 

value 1, giving it a file name of MyRender, the first time you render will produce a file name MyRender1. The 

dialog will then update to show 2 in the Save Sequence Starting With box, and the next time you render it will be 

named MyRender2 automatically. If unchecked and you are rendering a single image, then no number will be 
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appended to the file name – in our example, you would save a file MyRender, and the next time you rendered, you 

would be asked if you  wanted to overwrite the MyRender file (unless you type in a new name yourself in the File 

field). You cannot check this option and the Save Animation From Frame option at the same time. 

 Save Animation From Frame – If checked, will render an animation from the start frame to the end frame. If 

unchecked, trueSpace will render just a single image. When rendering an animation, each image has the frame 

number appended to its file name automatically. For example, if you rendered to a filename of MyRender, then 

the image representing frame 0 in the animation will be named MyRender00000, and image for frame 1 would be 

MyRender00001, and so on. This means if you start rendering at a later frame, then your images will be numbered 

from that frame – e.g. if you render from frame 50, then the first image will be named MyRender00050. 

 Reset – Will reset the From Frame and To Frame to match the range displayed in the Animation Editor. Note that 

this is not necessarily the same as the first and last keyframe of your animation. 

 File – Specify the file location and name. Note that numbering will be applied to the file name if Save Animation 

is checked, or if Save Sequence Starting With is checked. 

 Save Settings – Lets you capture your chosen settings so they automatically appear in the Render To File dialog 

next time you open it. 

 

A Note On 3D Window Sizes 

 

 

If you want to ensure your window matches the size settings for a Render 

To File preset, or if you want to use the size of your window in the Render 

To File dialog, then you can open the Window Settings dialog in the top 

left of your real-time window. 

 

This dialog will let you either set your 3D window to the appropriate size 

by entering values and clicking on Apply, or will show you the Width and 

Height details to enter into the Render To File dialog.  
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7.2 Lighting in the Model side (LightWorks and Virtualight) 

7.2.1 Tutorial: A Basic Lighting Setup 

Most of the conventions of lighting in CG come from photography and cinematography. One of the simplest and 

most commonly used lighting setups is the 3-light arrangement consisting of:  

 

• A Key Light which provides the bulk of the highlight and shadow, and gives objects form. 

• A Fill Light which brings out detail in objects that would otherwise be lost in shadow. 

• A Back Light which brings objects into the foreground, and gives the overall image some depth. 

 

Adding a Key Light 

 
 

1. Open the file pots1.scn, and render  the file - the objects are barely visible and have no real form. 

 

2. Add a local light source by clicking on the Local Light  icon. 

 

3. Select the newly created light by clicking it, then right-click on the new light to open the lighting panel. 

 

 
 

4. Click and hold the Falloff  icon (set at “No falloff with distance” by default) to make the flyout 

appear. Choose the “Inverse Squared Falloff” icon. 

 

5. Right-click inside the lighting panel to open the lighting properties dialog. 
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6. Set the Intensity to 1.5 by entering the value into the Intensity field or by moving the Intensity slider until 

the value shown is 1.5. 

 

7. Set the Falloff Distance to 10 meters by entering 10 in the Falloff Distance field. 

 

8. Move the light until its position is roughly X 2, Y 1, Z 4. 

 

9. Render the scene  - the objects are now clearly visible with their forms clearly defined. 

 

Adding a Fill Light 

 
 

1. Although the objects are visible and appear to have form they lack any real detail. 

 

2. Add an Infinite Light by clicking on the Infinite Light  icon. 

 

3. Select the newly created light by clicking it, then right-click to open the lighting panel. 

 

4. Right-click inside the Lighting panel to open the lighting properties dialog. 

 

5. Set the Intensity to 0.5 by entering the value into the Intensity field or by moving the slider until the value 

shown is 0.5. 

 

6. Adjust the angle of the light to about X -20, Y -20, Z -45. 

 

7. Render the scene   - the objects now appear far more detailed and solid. 

 

Adding a Back Light 
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1. The image still seems a little flat and lacking in depth 

 

2. Add an Infinite Light  as before, but this time set the Intensity to around 0.25 and the angle of the 

light to X 110, Y 0 , Z 0. 

 

3. Render the scene   - although the difference is subtle, the back lighting separates the objects from the 

background and from one another. 

 

Adding Shadows 

 
 

1. All that is missing to complete the sense of depth and form in the scene are shadows. 

 

2. Select the Local Light source created earlier, and right-click it to open the lighting panel. 

 

3. Enable shadowing for the light source by selecting the Enable Shadows  icon. 

 

4. Right-click the Enable Shadows icon to open the Shadow Properties panel. 
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5. Set the Shadow Type to “Map”. 

 

6. Set the Map Size to “High”. 

 

7. Set the Sharpness to “Med”. 

 

8. Set the Quality to “High”. 

 

9. Render the scene  . 

 

Lightening the Shadows 

 
 
1. The shadows are a little dark 

 

2. Select the Local Light source and reduce its Intensity to 0.75 

 

3. Copy the light source then disable shadowing on the copy by selecting the Disable Shadows 

 icon  . 

 

4. Render the scene  . 

 

7.2.2 Light Types and Parameters 

All light types can have the following parameters: 

 

• Intensity: The overall intensity of the light. 
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• Shadowing: Enabled or Disabled. 

• Physical Light: Enabled or Disabled - this determines whether a light source will use real world values 

(see below) or color temperature (Kelvins). 

 

When Physically Based Lighting is enabled, the following units are used for the intensity setting of light sources: 

 

• Empirical: The user has no interest in intensity units and they wish it to have no effect on brightness of the 

emitted light. 

• Lumen: The unit of luminous power: the lumen (lm).  

• KiloLumen: Kilolumens(klm); each of these is 1000 lumen. 

• Lux: The unit of luminous power per square meter: the lux (lm/m*m). 

• KiloLux: Kilolux; each of these is 1000 lux. 

• Footcandle: The unit of luminous power per square foot: the footcandle (lm/ft*ft). 

• Candela: The units of luminous intensity (i.e.,power per unit solid angle): candela (lm/sr). 

• KiloCandela: Kilocandela; each of these is 1000 candela. 

 

Color temperature is used to describe the spectral distribution of the light. The color temperature is a positive 

number which defines a temperature in Kelvin derived from an ideal black body emitter (the color of the glow 

emitted at different temperatures). Values smaller than 150K will be ignored by light sources. If a color other than 

pure white (255,255,255) is set for a light source, then the final emission color is determined by combining the color 

and the color temperature values. 

 

The following is a list of the different light types with descriptions of their function, operation, and additional 

parameters. 

 

 Local Light 

 
 
Light emitted from a single arbitrary point in space. The light reaching an object‟s surface is determined by both 

surface-to-light angle and surface to light distance. Local lights are suitable for any interior light source that does not 

have complex spatial characteristics, for example, simple light bulbs, mantles or candle-light. 

 

Additional parameters: 

• Falloff Type: None, Linear or Inverse Square. 

• Color 

• Falloff Distance: The distance at which the light Intensity will be reduced to half its value when Inverse 

Square falloff is set. 

• Volumetric Enable: Includes light in calculation of volumetric fog and shadow effects when the 
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Volumetric Foreground Shader is enabled. 

• Lens Flare Enable: Renders the light as a lens flare when the Lens Flare Post Process Shader is enabled. 

 

 Infinite Light 

 
 
Light with only a directional reference, as if it were emitted from an infinitely distant source. The effect of the light 

on an object‟s surface is determined by surface-to-light angle. Infinite lights are ideally suited to outdoor scenes. 

 

Additional parameters: 

• Color 

• Volumetric Enable: Includes light in calculation of volumetric fog and shadow effects when the 

Volumetric Foreground Shader is enabled. 

 

 Spot Light 

 
 
Local light source masked by a directional “cone” which shadows the light as though it were a spot light. The light 

reaching an object‟s surface is determined by surface-to-light angle, surface-to-light distance, and by whether the 

object falls either inside or outside the light cone. The circular masking at the end of the cone can be adjusted to 

create a feathering or softening of the spot. 

 

Spot lights work well for any kind of light which casts a narrow or controlled beam, such as flash lights or head 

lights. 

 

Additional parameters: 

• Falloff Type: None, Linear or Inverse Square 

• Color 
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• Falloff Distance: The distance at which the light Intensity will be reduced to half its value when Inverse 

Square falloff is set 

• Volumetric Enable: Includes light in calculation of volumetric fog and shadow effects when the 

Volumetric Foreground Shader is enabled 

• Lens Flare Enable: Renders the light as a lens flare when the Lens Flare Post Process Shader is enabled. 

 

 Projector Light 

 
 
Local light source masked by an image that is then projected into the scene. The light reaching an object‟s surface is 

determined by surface-to-light angle, surface-to-light distance, by whether the object falls either inside or outside the 

projection mask, and by the coloring of the image.  

 

Projector lights can also be used to create shadowing “Gobos” – images are used to cast a false shadow into a scene, 

hinting at detail outside of camera. 

 

Additional parameters: 

• Falloff Type: None, Linear or Inverse Square 

• Color 

• Falloff Distance: The distance at which the light Intensity will be reduced to half its value when Inverse 

Square falloff is set 

• Volumetric Enable: Includes light in calculation of volumetric fog and shadow effects when the 

Volumetric Foreground Shader is enabled 

• Lens Flare Enable: Renders the light as a lens flare when the Lens Flare Post Process Shader is enabled 

• Image: The filename of the image to be projected. 

 

 Area Light 
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Light emitted from multiple points in a defined area to simulate lighting with a spatial distribution. Light is emitted 

from only one side of the area light object and therefore has a directional property similar to that of spot lights. The 

light reaching an object‟s surface is determined by both surface-to-light angle and surface-to-light distance. 

 

Area lights recreate complex specular and shadowing effects by taking multiple samples from within the area lights 

bounds as though multiple light sources were being used. The number of samples used in raytraced rendering is 

determined by the radiosity quality setting. Area lights are especially good for simulating strip lighting and lighting 

panels. 

 

Area lights are a special case as they are visible within a scene. They also work differently when radiosity is 

enabled. In radiosity solutions an area light is calculated as a mesh of a known quality setting which acts as an 

emitter, giving out light in much the same way as a diffuse surface but with much higher values. 

 

The main benefit of area lights is the reproduction of a phenomenon known as shadow attenuation – shadows 

spread and soften as the distance between the shadow surface and the casting object increases. 

 

Note: Area lights can take a very long time to render, especially when shadowing is enabled. Shadow maps should 

not be used with area lights as rendering times and memory requirements will become very high. 

 

Additional parameters: 

• Falloff Type: None, Linear or Inverse Square. 

• Color 

• Falloff Distance: The distance at which the light Intensity will be reduced to half its value when Inverse 

Square falloff is set. 

• Volumetric Enable: Includes light in calculation of volumetric fog and shadow effects when the 

Volumetric Foreground Shader is enabled. 

 

Multi-colored Area Lights 

 
 
It is possible to assign a color shader to the area light. The color information from the material is used to filter the 

light and determine its intensity and color. This can be used to simulate radiosity effects (such as color bleeding) in 

scanline or raycast rendering mode using area lights 

 

To create a multi-colored area light: 
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1. Paint the light a material that uses a color shader using the Paint Object tool. Alternatively, in solid draw 

mode you can drag and drop a material from a library onto the area light. Note that you can use the Inspect 

tool to query the material painted onto the light as well. Animated materials are also supported. 

2. Right-click the area light (or press the „L‟ key while the light is active) to open its options panel. Along 

with the normal lighting options panel, a panel specific to area lights will appear. Enable “Use color shader” 

in the Area Light options panel. 

 

Area Light Options Panel 

 
 

• Min. subdiv.: Minimum level of detail for area source decomposition. This parameter determines the 

initial sampling for lighting calculation and visibility analysis. No matter what the value of the other 

argument is, the light will always do as much work as is specified for every point being illuminated. If the 

parameter is too low, then shadow boundaries may not be reproduced correctly. If it is too high, then 

rendering times will be excessive. 

• Max. subdiv.: Maximal level of detail for area source decomposition. This delimits the maximum amount 

of work the shader will carry out for any point being illuminated. If set to 0, no adaptive decomposition is 

performed, and the shader may fail to sample densely enough in regions of rapidly-varying irradiance (such 

as inside penumbrae). 

• Use color shader: When enabled, the area light will use the color information from the material painted on 

it to filter the light that it casts. When this option is disabled, the area light will take its color from the 

normal color picker. 

• Render geometry: When enabled, the area light geometry and its material will be visible when rendered.  

 

Note: The process of sampling the area light sources (in other words, determining where the point lights 

approximating it are located, and how many of them are being used) is dynamic and rather complex. Thus instead of 

specifying a single value (area light sampled with 7 point lights, for example), the number and location of the 

“samples” is determined based on the overall conditions: point/object being illuminated, color shader attached to the 

area light (especially whether it is uniform or not). The sampling process itself is governed by the parameters 

mentioned above. As a general rule, you may want to go for low settings for both parameters to achieve the best 

speed (at the expense of inaccurate sampling), and increase the values if the artifacts due to area lights are visible. 

 

 Sky Light 
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Sky lights simulate the light reflected by and refracted through the atmosphere, as if light is being scattered within 

an infinitely large hemispherical volume, with the angle of the light source representing the position of the sun, and 

the amount of light decreasing as the angle falls away from this position. 

 

When raytracing, a sky light can be used to produce more accurate rendering of specular highlights. In radiosity 

simulations, a sky light acts as an ambient light source. 

 

Note: Sky lights simulate sunlight and are best used in conjunction with an Infinite Light. Sky lights can take a 

very long time to render, especially if shadowing is enabled. 

 

Additional parameters: 

• Falloff Type: None, Linear or Inverse Square. 

• Color 

• Falloff Distance: The distance at which the light Intensity will be reduced to half its value when Inverse 

Square falloff is set. 

• Cover: Clear, Intermediate and Overcast - these settings determine the effects of cloud coverage. 

 

Sky Light Options Panel 

 
 

• Min. subdiv.: Minimum level of detail for area source decomposition. This parameter determines the 

initial sampling for lighting calculation and visibility analysis. No matter what the value of the other 

argument is, the light will always do as much work as is specified for every point being illuminated. If the 

parameter is too low, then shadow boundaries may not be reproduced correctly. If it is too high, then 

rendering times will be excessive. 

• Max. subdiv.: Maximal level of detail for area source decomposition. This delimits the maximum amount 

of work the shader will carry out for any point being illuminated. If set to 0, no adaptive decomposition is 

performed, and the shader may fail to sample densely enough in regions of rapidly-varying irradiance (such 

as inside penumbrae). 

 

 Goniometric Light 

 
 
Simulates light sources with complex spatial characteristics using a 2D function to interpolate data that describes 
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how light is emitted from the source in every direction. The data is available in one of four text formats from many 

lighting manufacturers. These are: 

 

• CIE: Commission Internationale de l‟Eclairage. An international standard. 

• IESNA: Illuminating Engineering Society of North America. A North American standard. 

• CIBSE: Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers. A British standard. 

• EULUMDAT: A German standard.  

 

The main purpose of goniometric lights is to provide accurate simulation of light sources such as luminaries, lamps 

and mantles for architectural visualization. 

 

Additional parameters: 

• Falloff Type: None, Linear or Inverse Square 

• Color 

• Falloff Distance: The distance at which the light Intensity will be reduced to half its value when Inverse 

Square falloff is set 

• Volumetric Enable: Includes light in calculation of volumetric fog and shadow effects when the 

Volumetric Foreground Shader is enabled. 

• G.Data: Filename of the Goniometric Data file to be used. If no filename is supplied, the Goniometric 

Light behaves like a Local Light with some limited directional properties. Note: IES files can be found 

from many sources on the internet. Try entering “IES” or “photometric data” in a search engine to start 

locating libraries of IES files. 

 

 Image Based Light 

 
 
Image based lights (IBL) use an image mapped on the inside of a sphere as a source for multiple lights to recreate 

the complex ambient and diffuse characteristics of natural light. Points are sampled from the interior of the sphere 

and their color and brightness used as the basis for virtual light sources. Image based lights are particularly useful 

for rendering objects which are to be incorporated into photographic images, where both lighting and shadows have 

to be accurately reproduced. Outdoor scenes are very well suited to using IBL lights. 

 

Use of an IBL light is quite simple; add one to your scene and scale it so that it completely encloses the objects you 

wish to be lit by it. 

 

Note: Image Based Lights are computationally expensive and can take a long time to render, especially when 

shadowing is enabled. There are controls to reduce the complexity and accuracy of the lighting, allowing a tradeoff 

between precision/quality and speed. 
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Additional parameters: 

• Falloff Type: None, Linear or Inverse Square. 

• Color: If no Image is specified, the color of the light source will be determined by the color picker. 

• Falloff Distance: The distance at which the light Intensity will be reduced to half its value when Inverse 

Square falloff is set. 

• Volumetric Enable: Includes light in calculation of volumetric fog and shadow effects when the 

Volumetric Foreground Shader is enabled. 

• Image: The image file to be used. 

• IBL Resolution: Controls the number of samples to be taken from the image sphere. 

• Light Cutoff: Determines how bright an image sample needs to be before it is included in lighting 

calculations 

• Shadow Cutoff: Determines how bright an image sample needs to be before it is included in shadowing 

calculations. 

• IBL Fuzziness: Controls the amount of random variation of the spacing of the samples - used to 

compensate for errors which may result from a low IBL Resolution. 

• Show Environment: Determines whether the sphere will be rendered as a visible object. If the 

environment is set to be visible, you should place the camera inside the image based light sphere. 

• Below Ground: Determines whether parts of the IBL sphere which sit beneath the ground plane will be 

sampled. 

• U Repeats and V Repeats: Tiling values for the mapping of the image across the surface of the sphere. 

 

Note: It is strongly recommended that you avoid the use of Shadow Maps with Image Based Lights as both memory 

usage and render times will be very high. 

 

Light Arrays 

A light array is created by taking a single light source and then duplicating and arranging the light source until you 

have a large number of lights in a fairly small region. The intensity of those lights should be the overall desired 

intensity divided by the number of lights in the array. The lights in the array can be arranged in any shape desired. 

This is a useful tactic for creating soft shadows (using ray-traced shadows) and creating more realistic lighting if 

area lights and object lights (see Artist Guide Chapter 4: Surfacing) do not produce the desired result. 

 

7.2.3 Light Options 

Lighting is controlled through the four panels. 

 

The Lights panel is accessed by right-clicking on the currently selected light source. The main controls for light 

color, intensity and shadowing can be found here together with controls for falloff and lighting effects such as 

volumetric lighting and lens flares. Right-click the Light panel to open the numeric entry panel. 
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Shadows 

 
 
On the main Lights panel, use the Toggle shadow casting by current light button to enable or disable shadow 

casting for the current light. 

 

 

  
Shadows Enabled Shadows Disabled 

 

 
• Shadow Type (Ray/Map): Specifies whether hard-edged shadows (produced by ray casting) or soft-edged 

shadows (produced by shadow mapping) are created. 

 

• Shadow Transparency (Solid/Transparent): Specifies whether the transparency of the object is taken 

into account when computing shadows. If this is set to solid, then all objects (including transparent objects) 

will cast solid shadows. Otherwise, shadow transparency depends on object transparency. 

 

• Map size: Specifies the resolution of the shadow map. The larger the map size, the more detailed the 

shadows, and therefore the longer the processing time.  

 

• Sharpness: Determines how soft the boundaries of mapped shadows appear. A larger value creates sharper 

shadows (which can cause jagged shadow edges if the map size is small), while lower values create soft 

shadows (which can hide the negative effect of a low resolution map to some extent). 

 

• Quality: Determines the quality of the shadow by controlling how much effort trueSpace will put into 

computing precise shadows. This parameter works in conjunction with the other shadow parameters, 

especially map size and sharpness, to determine the final quality of the shadows. 
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• Image Dependent: When enabled, the shadow map size will be image dependent, meaning that the larger 

the resolution of the rendered image, the greater the size (and therefore processing time) of the shadow 

map. 

 

Falloff 

Local lights, area lights, spot lights, projector lights, and goniometric lights all have controllable falloff 

characteristics. Falloff is the term used to describe how the illumination from a light source is reduced over distance. 

 

There are 3 falloff types available in trueSpace: 

 

 No Falloff: Illumination remains constant irrespective of the distance between the light source and the 

object(s). 

 

 
 

 Linear Falloff: Illumination is inversely proportional to the distance between the light source and the 

object(s). 
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 Inverse Square Falloff: Illumination is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the 

light source and the object(s). This most closely imitates nature. 

 

 
 

In addition to setting a falloff type, Falloff Distance can also be set. This is the distance at which illumination will 

be half the value of the original light intensity. This value can be changed by entering a new value in the Falloff field 

(light parameters panel), using the spinner control next to the falloff field, or by clicking and dragging the falloff 

„cage‟ that is displayed around light sources that support falloff. This cage will only be visible when “Linear” or 

“Inverse Square” falloff is selected. 

 

Effects and Lighting Units 

 Enable/Disable Lens Flare 

Select and click this icon to set a light source as the center point for a lens flare. The Lens Flare post process shader 

must be enabled for this effect to be visible. 

 

 Volumetric Light 

Click this icon to either include or exclude a light source from volumetric fogging and shadowing effects. Either the 

Simple Volumetric foreground shader or the Advanced Volumetric foreground shader must be enabled for these 

effects to be visible. 

 

 Physically Based Light 

Select and click this icon to enable or disable physically based lighting. 

 

Atmosphere (for Sky Lights) 

 Overcast 
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Select and click this icon to set the Sky Light type to “Overcast.” The sky light effect will be that of a cloudy 

atmosphere. 

 

 Clear 

Select and click this icon to set the Sky Light type to “Clear.” The effect will be that of a clear and cloudless sky. 

 

 Intermediate 

Select and click this icon to set the Sky Light type to “Intermediate.” The effect will be a balance between a cloudy 

and a cloudless sky. 

 

7.2.4 Tutorial: Interior and Exterior Lighting 

 
 
The coloring of the local light source used for the key illumination in the image above gives the image a slightly 

warmer cast. This subtle difference together with the soft shadows helps to enhance the illusion of an interior scene. 

 

 
 

1. Open the file pots4.scn. 

 

2. Select the two Local Light sources which are acting as Key Lights in the scene and delete them. 
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3. Create an Infinite Light  and alter its angle until the light is coming from roughly the same direction 

as before. 

 

4. Select the newly created light, then right-click on it to open the Lights panel. 

 

5. Right-click on the Light panel to open the Light Properties dialog. 

 

6. In the Light Properties dialog, set the Hue of the newly created light to about 240 and the Saturation to 

about 0.05. 

 

7. Set the Intensity to about 0.75. 

 

8. Copy the light and enable shadowing for the copy by selecting the Shadow Enable  icon. 

 

9. Right-click the Shadow Enable icon to open the Shadow Properties panel. 

 

10. Set the Shadow Type to “Ray.” 

 

11. Render the scene  . It should now look as though the scene is set outside and illuminated by sunlight. 

 

 
The left image uses an area light, and the right image uses a light array.  

 

7.2.5 Radiosity 

In real life, light also bounces around in a scene off walls and objects. Usually when you render an image, you see 

only the effect of light coming directly from a light source onto an object with no bouncing of the light. 

 

Radiosity lets you add in the effects of light bouncing around in a scene. This results in a more detailed and natural 

image by removing harsh shadows and stark lighting. 

 

To use radiosity, you will find the list of parameters below, along with a suggested workflow, followed by a more 

detailed discussion about radiosity.  

 

Radiosity Panel, Basic Parameters 
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The radiosity panel in trueSpace can be accessed by going to the real-time Draw Objects toolbar and right-clicking 

on the Draw objects as radiosity icon. By default, the radiosity panel is collapsed, meaning it will show only the 

most commonly used parameters. We‟ll look at these first, and then later we‟ll look at the advanced options that can 

be found under the expanded radiosity panel. 

 

 Draw as Radiosity 

 
 
Quality 

This parameter controls the resolution of the radiosity meshing grid. The higher the number, the better the quality of 

the radiosity solution The end result is more accurate lighting and color bleeding. Higher values will require more 

memory and time to process 

 

Solution 

This parameter controls how far through the calculations trueSpace will go, and is shown as a percentage in the 

Progress Report. (Open the Progress Report by clicking its icon on the toolbar located to the left of the Link Editor 

by default.) A value of 100 means trueSpace will keep calculating until all the light bouncing around in the scene 

has been accounted for (or until the user stops the calculations.) 

 

Not all of the light bounces in a scene will have a noticeable effect on the final image, so you can set this to less than 

100 if you like. However, values lower than 100 have less chance of showing color bleeding. To ensure the best 

results, a radiosity solution should be processed at least up to 80%. In many scenes though, color bleeding may not 

be visible until 95% or higher. 

 

Refresh 
 

This parameter does not affect the radiosity calculation. Instead, it controls how often trueSpace will display an 

updated image showing the current result of the radiosity solution. You have the following options: 

 

• None: This option will not refresh the radiosity solution while it is being calculated; trueSpace will work 

out the radiosity solution, but will not create any images to show the Radiosity solution until the solution is 

finished This means that the radiosity solution will calculate the faster since trueSpace does not pause to 

create an image along the way. 

 

• Slow: This option will refresh the selected view only occasionally. 

 

• Fast: This option refreshes the selected view frequently, so you get to see more steps of the radiosity 

calculation. This comes at the cost of having trueSpace take time out from the Radiosity calculations more 
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often. 

 

Note: The Refresh option can be set after loading a radiosity solution file as well as after stopping 

an ongoing radiosity processing solution. 

 

Render 

This parameter controls how a rendered image will be produced. You can set whether you want just the results of 

radiosity, or whether you want to use raytracing in combination with radiosity. The specific options are discussed 

below: 

 

• Pure radio: This option sets the radiosity solution to render the scene using radiosity alone. You will only 

see diffuse lighting, with no specular highlights or mirror-like reflections.  

 

• Hybrid radio: In this mode, trueSpace will compute Pure Radio first, and then subtract the direct 

illumination from that result at render time. The Raycast or Raytrace rendering then puts back the direct 

illumination along with specular highlights and mirror-like reflections. This gives you all the benefits of 

both radiosity and raytracing in the final image. 

 

• Radio+Spec: Radiosity takes care of the diffuse lighting, and raytracing then adds in specular highlights, 

but not mirror-like reflections. This is useful when you don‟t have any objects with mirror-like reflections.  

 

Update 
 

This parameter starts the radiosity calculations; either beginning them for a scene or resuming from where they were 

stopped (including resuming from a loaded solution). 

 

Delete Radiosity Solution 
 

This parameter clears any radiosity solution for the scene. The radiosity solution can only be recovered by 

calculating it again, or loading it from a saved file, so be careful to have saved any solution that you want to keep! 

You will want to use this if you want to start a new solution with a different quality setting, for instance. 

 

Radiosity Panel, Advanced Parameters 

By default, the radiosity panel only shows the essential parameters. You can expand it to show the advanced settings 

which modify the way radiosity works in the scene or as rendered. 

 

The new parameters on the expanded radiosity panel are shown below. 
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View 

This parameter sets whether the meshing for radiosity for the currently loaded scene will be computed as 

view-dependent or view-independent. You will find a more detailed discussion on the meaning of those two terms in 

the technical section at the end. This has two options: 

 

• Independent: This is the default radiosity view mode. The radiosity meshing for all surfaces is the same, 

as controlled by the parameters. There is no selective subdivision of the radiosity mesh based on the 

visibility of an object.  This is the option to use if you want to render images from more than one 

viewpoint within the same scene. 

 

• Dependent: If this options is used, trueSpace will perform additional subdivisions on all the surfaces that 

are directly visible, giving it a much finer radiosity meshing than for an object which is not visible. This 

method is faster if you are going to render from only one viewpoint using the radiosity solution, and you 

will not be moving the camera and rendering again (otherwise rendering from a different viewpoint would 

require you to calculate the radiosity solution again to get a good result.) 

 

Subdiv 

This parameter controls the kind of subdivision that will be used for the Radiosity mesh, and has two settings: 

 

• Adaptive: This method actively subdivides the radiosity mesh into smaller, finer areas when there is a big 

difference in illumination values at the corners of the patch. If such a large difference exists at the corners 

of the patch, then the lighting levels must change significantly within that patch so it is subdivided in order 

to more accurately capture that change in illumination. 

 

 Please note that this parameter is dependent upon the initial Quality parameter. Even if you have adaptive 

subdivision, if the initial mesh Quality setting is coarse (a low value), no amount of adaptive subdivision 

will improve the final result without the Quality setting being increased. 

 

• Initial: This method performs the calculations using the initial radiosity meshing only. The whole radiosity 

calculation will only rely on the resolution of the initial mesh (Quality/Max Area parameter) and will not 

create detailed finer mesh subdivisions. This is useful for inspecting and analyzing the results of direct 
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illumination in the scene, but probably is not good enough for a final rendering if accurate light bouncesand 

color bleeding are required. 

 

Iterate 

This parameter controls which areas of the radiosity solution are calculated. This parameter defaults to “Complete” 

and has three options: 

 

• Meshing: This option means that only the initial meshing (Quality setting) is performed. This is mainly 

used for evaluating the setting of the Max Area parameter to see if it creates a dense enough mesh to 

adequately capture the light changes across important surfaces. No actual calculation of illumination is 

carried out, but rather it simply performs the subdivision so that you can check the wireframes and see 

whether the density is acceptable. 

 

• All Lights: This option only processes the effects of the lights in the scene and ignores any light bouncing 

between objects. This parameter is good for evaluating the light setup and distribution in a radiosity scene.  

 

• Complete: This option is the default setting for this parameter. The “Complete” option tells trueSpace to 

process the radiosity meshing for all the surfaces (except for those which have been explicitly excluded) 

and then to calculate the lighting. If you do not use this setting, you will not see any radiosity effects in the 

render. 

 

Individual Object Radiosity Meshing Parameters 

The last three parameters are the individual object radiosity mesh settings, which are Max Area, Min Area and Mesh 

parameters. These settings ensure that important objects get enough accuracy in the calculations without minimizing 

the overall calculations to keep render times as low as possible. All of the per object radiosity meshing settings are 

only used when the object‟s radiosity mesh is set to anything other than zero – this option can be found under 

Object Tool –> Render Options –> Object Render Options –> Radiosity –> Object Quality. 

 

 
 

Max Area 
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This parameter is for the initial resolution of the object‟s radiosity mesh and sets the largest mesh patch for the 

initial radiosity mesh. The lower the value, the denser the mesh, and the more accurate (but slower) the radiosity 

calculation will be. Use lower values for more important objects. 

 

Min Area 

This parameter sets the cut off after which no more adaptive subdivision will be done (see the Subdiv parameter 

information for more details on adaptive subdivision.) Once the mesh is subdivided to this level, no more 

subdivision will occur. This parameter mainly sets the smallest radiosity mesh while the solution is being calculated.  

 

Mesh (accuracy) 

This parameter controls the level of subsequent adaptive subdivision. In essence, this controls the “trigger” that lets 

trueSpace decided when to subdivide the radiosity mesh to achieve more detail, for example in areas where there is a 

large change in light energy. A higher setting will trigger more adaptive subdivisions, and allows finer adaptive 

subdivisions on areas that are important like shadow boundaries. To capture soft and diffuse penumbras (shadow 

edges), this parameter must be set to a high number. 

 

A suggested workflow for using the per object radiosity meshing setting: 

 

1. Set the global meshing (Quality) first: 

 

 The Quality setting controls the overall level of the radiosity mesh resolution in the scene. Set this to a low 

level (around 5) to preview the way the lights affect the objects in the scene. 

 

2. Process the radiosity solution: 

 

 Start the radiosity calculations and observe the way radiosity affects the scene, especially in the areas where 

there is a drastic light energy change such as a shadow boundary. Let it run through a few steps to ensure 

that an adequate solution has been performed, and then stop the radiosity solution. 

 

3. Inspect and analyze the scene: 

 

 You should move around the scene in real-time (via OpenGL/Direct 3D), or move and render a few 

images from different locations to see which areas of the scene are the most important. Take note of the 

objects which have jagged shadows or lighting areas. These objects will need to have their individual 

meshing parameters changed (Object quality, Max Area, etc.) 

 

4. Delete the existing radiosity solution in memory by clicking on the Delete Radiosity Solution button. 

 

5. Change the Min Area, Max Area, and Meshing accuracy for the important objects: 

 

 Do this for all of the affected objects and make sure that the most important objects have higher Object 

quality and the lowest Max Area, Min Area and Mesh settings. 

 

6. Start the radiosity processing again and repeat step 3 to 5 if needed.  
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 With the new settings, the radiosity solution might take longer than before. 

 

7) Do a final Render and see the results. If you are only interested in the way the direct illumination affects the 

scene and your scene will not be animated, you can set the radiosity parameters to View–Dependent, 

Subdiv–Initial Only and Iterate–All Lights.  

 

Real-time Radiosity preview with OpenGL or Direct 3D 

While calculating the Radiosity solution, trueSpace can display how the scene looks with the results of the Radiosity 

calculations. This does not require an expensive video card, but rather a video card that supports OpenGL or Direct 

3D with hardware acceleration. 

 

1. Open the “Interior.scn.” This is a relatively simple scene that has been optimized to show the real-time 

radiosity display in trueSpace. 

 

 
 

 The image above shows the scene with just direct illumination and shadows. Notice how dark it looks.  

 

2. Now go to the Radiosity icon and right-click it to open the Radiosity panel, then right-click anywhere 

inside the panel to open the numerical entry panel. Change your settings to match those in the image below: 
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3. Click Update to start the Radiosity calculations. trueSpace will show in the Progress Report “Initial 

radiosity meshing X polygons” Where X is the number of polygons that trueSpace has found to be relevant 

and visible in the scene. trueSpace then shows the following: 

 

 “Radiosity in progress: X steps, XX% completed...XXXXXX polygons” 

 

This shows the number of steps and the percentage of the solution completed, while XXXXXX shows the number of 

polygons involved in the solution (including the adaptive subdivision meshing.) 

 

 
 

The early radiosity solution just shows the „direct illumination‟ energy from the downward pointed spotlights on the 

right side of the scene and the scene remains dark until the next steps happen (as shown in image above) where most 

of the direct illumination from the spotlights is accounted for and the first bounces are beginning to take place.  
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Now, the effect of light bouncing in the scene can be observed on wall to the right side. The direct illumination of 

the spotlights on the left side has also been started. 

 

 
 

Light continues to bounce not just once, but two or more times for brightly lit surfaces. Note that the dark areas are 

now lighted and the scene is more open due to the secondary light bounce distribution. 

 

4) If you want to see the full effect of the light bouncing in the scene, process the radiosity solution until at 

least 70% is reached. You can stop the process by a right-clicking twice or by pressing the ESC key. trueSpace will 

complete the current round of calculations before stopping so it may not appear to respond immediately.  

 

Tip: Small black artifacts may appear in places like corners and sharp edges. For example, in the 

Interior scene used here, artifacts occur because the back wall and ceiling are two separate 

objects in a hierarchy rather than one object. This may cause shadow leaks.  

 

The solution is to Boolean union the wall and ceiling together, creating a correct Radiosity mesh for the scene and 

removing the shadow leaks completely. Be aware of overlapping objects that can cause such artifacts, and consider 

using the Boolean tool to make them into one object where possible. 
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Radiosity with Tone Mapping 

It is not entirely possible to predict how a scene will look once a Radiosity solution has been completed, and 

sometimes it can appear very bright with washed out highlights. The Tone Mapping tool provides a good solution 

for this. 

 

You can load (or re-use) the Radiosity solution from the previous tutorial. Alternatively, you can perform a quick 

Radiosity calculation by loading the interior.scn into trueSpace, right-clicking on the Radiosity icon, clicking 

Update to start the processing, and letting it run until at least 60% is reached.  

  

 

 
 

Right-click on the Tone Mapping icon on the Rendering toolbar opens the Post-Process Editor panel. This reveals 

a preview window where the current view is rendered normally and then tone mapping is applied. You can see in the 

image above that we have a very dark image with just 60% Radiosity calculated. Experiment with Tone Mapping. 

 

Click on the little strip in the upper right hand corner of the Post-Process Editor to open the options parameter. 

Expand the Tone mapping panel to see the other parameters: 

 

 
 

The Tone mapping panel will show the following parameters  

• Brightness: This parameter controls how intense and how dark the tones in the image will be. 

• Balance: This parameter controls the tonal distribution in the scene between the light and dark areas, and 

determines where the „tonal emphasis‟ will be in the image. 

• Auto-setup: trueSpace determines which „tonal range‟ will be used from the computed luminance level as 

determined by the radiosity solution processing. The default process is that trueSpace will render an image 

and then determine the maximum and minimum level of intensity in the scene. Sometimes, if you render a 

viewport (Camera, Right, Left, Top or Perspective view) the current state of tonemapping will not be 

applied and there will be a discrepancy between what is being shown by the Post-Process Editor and what 

is being rendered in the viewport. Click on the Detect button to let trueSpace know that you want the 

current Tone mapping settings to be applied to the rendering (viewport or otherwise). 

 

Change the Tone mapping settings to Brightness .90 and Balance to .49, and to see the result below: 
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Note that this has affected mostly the middle tones to the upper highlight tones. The Brightness parameter controls 

how intense the upper middle tone and the highlights will be. 

 

Now change the Tone mapping to Brightness 1.0 and the Balance to .70, and you get this result: 

 

 
 

This gives more weight to the dark areas of the scene, and shifts the emphasis onto the dark areas more than the light 

areas. 

 

Finally change the Balance to .40 and keep the Brightness to 1.0: 

 

 
 

This shifts the emphasis to the light areas of the scene, and makes the dark areas lighter since they have been pushed 

to the middle gray tones in the scene. 

 

Tone mapping is great for changing the tonal distribution in the scene, but will never compensate for an 

inadequately processed radiosity solution as it can never add tones that were not there in the first place. 

 

Radiosity in trueSpace 
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The manner in which radiosity works (in general) is as follows: 

 

1. Account for all visible surfaces. All object hierarchies are collapsed, and the radiosity module inspects all 

of the visible surfaces in the scene based on the normal of each polygon. This makes the scene ready for the 

radiosity calculation. 

 

2. The whole scene is covered with a uniform radiosity mesh. All surfaces are divided up into areas called 

patches (similar to a 2D image being made up of pixels – the surface has to be broken up into discrete areas 

of a set size.) The size of these patches is controlled by the Quality parameter (higher quality means smaller 

patches for a smoother and more accurate result). The sorting of all of the visible objects in the scene (step 

1) plus the setting up of this mesh is the reason that large scenes may take a long time before they first 

refresh.  

 

3. Light energy is shot from the luminaires (lights). The direct illumination from the scene is stored. 

 

4. The surfaces that received the initial light energy then become light emitters themselves. All the surfaces 

that received direct illumination in step 3 then go on to emit light as if they were a light source. This is the 

essence of radiosity and lets light bounce around the scene. 

 

5. Light energy transfer is continually distributed into the scene until it finishes or is stopped. Eventually all 

of the light energy has been bounced around in the scene and is “used up” or the user stops the calculations 

manually. The radiosity mesh may no longer be uniform because of the creation of additional patches and 

elements (called adaptive subdivision) for areas where the light is changing rapidly over the surface.  

 

6. The Radiosity solution is stored. The radiosity solution is stored with the geometry either for further 

processing or for display. This radiosity solution storage is the reason for the intensive use of RAM and 

disk space when there is radiosity in the scene. 

 

7. The Radiosity solution is rendered. The radiosity mesh is then converted to a visible form for viewing 

through real-time display or by rendering. 

 

The radiosity module keeps all of this information in the geometry (vertices) of the scene. This is why you cannot 

have animated objects in the scene while there is radiosity in it. You will have to exclude (Object Tool–Render 

Options–Object render options–Radiosity–Exclude object parameter) the animated object from the radiosity 

solution. 

 

This is also the reason you cannot point edit a mesh with a radiosity solution on it. If the loaded scene does not have 

a radiosity solution applied and it is loaded (.LWR), it will take time to re-map the saved, calculated radiosity mesh, 

so be patient when loading up a previously calculated solution! 

 

7.2.6 HDRI 

High Dynamic Range Images (HDRI) store brightness values as floating point numbers rather than as numbers 

between 0 and 1, and represent brightness levels visible in the real world 
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HDRI implementation 

There are two possible ways to implement HDRI in a trueSpace scene: 

• HDRI as an intensity scalable image 

• HDRI as an environment (external light source) 

 

In the first instance we can load an HDRI image as a standard picture material and use it for an object. 

 

More commonly however, HDRI is used as a light source. In the second case, HDRI can be used as a global 

environment (foreground shader) with a scalable intensity value. 

 

trueSpace supports the following high dynamic range image formats: 

• OpenEXR is a high dynamic range image format that was developed and made freely available by 

Industrial Light and Magic (ILM). OpenEXR uses 16 bit floating point values rather than 32 bit floating 

point values since they easily provide sufficient range for image data. 

• HDR is a format that represents each pixel by at most four bytes. This provides slightly less accuracy than 

OpenEXR, but is still sufficient for most applications. A larger number of images are currently available in 

this format. 

 

HDRI Environment 

A major application of HDRI has been the use of high dynamic range images as light sources. This provides a 

straightforward way to specify lighting environments that would otherwise be quite complex to define. 

 

The advantages of using HDR images rather than regular images for this purpose are: 

• Reflections will have much greater range of intensity, giving a more „deep‟ and realistic image. 

• It is possible to use HDR environments to light an object or a scene so that it matches the lighting 

conditions present when the environment image was captured. 

 

trueSpace supports environment maps created in the following ways: 

• A „cubic map’ created by reading six (possibly photographic) images. 

• A „cubic map’ created by reading a single image which consists of six sub-images laid out in the form of an 

unfolded cube (also known as a „vertical cross‟ layout). 

• A „latitude/longitude map’ (sometimes known as a panorama) where the entire environment is flattened 
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into a single flat panoramic image, rather like a map of the globe. 

• A „spherical map’, usually created by photographing a reflective sphere with a telephoto lens. 

• An „angular map’ (sometimes known as a „light probe‟ image) is similar to a spherical map from a 

reflective sphere, except that the radial dimension is mapped linearly with the angle, instead of being 

squashed towards edge of the circle. This gives more accurate sampling around the edges of the image. 

 

HDR images suitable for use as environments within trueSpace can often be found in several of these forms. For 

conversion from a spherical or cube form to vertical cross HDRI panoramas you can use the HDR Shop software 

available at http://www.debevec.org/HDRShop/.  

 

 
Vertical cross, angular map, and latitude/longitude map (panorama) forms. 

 

To activate HDRI as an environment you must first set a Global environment and then in the environment properties 

dialog select an HDRI bitmap. The global environment icon is found in the light group. 

 

 Global Environment 

 

 

 

 

 
Global environment settings include: 

• Global Env: Image for the global environment. This is designed to be used mainly with HDRI (High 
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Dynamic Range Image) images (.exr, .hdr), but it will also work with standard (low dynamic range) images 

(such as .jpg, .tif, .lwi, etc.). 

• Env. Type: type of the image used for global environment. The following types are supported: 

◦ Detect: Let the rendering engine detect the type automatically. Note that the automatic detection works 

in many cases but not in all. 

◦ Panorama: panorama (latitude/longitude) image 

◦ Probe: light probe (angular) image 

◦ Cross V: cubical environment assembled in a cross shape - vertical 

◦ Cross H: cubical environment assembled in a cross shape - horizontal 

◦ Cube: cubical environment 

◦ Sphere: spherical environment 

• Light Intensity: The Intensity value for the strength of the light from the HDRI.  The range of this control 

is from 0 to 500. The default value is 2.0 – higher values will give brighter lighting, lower values will give 

darker lighting 

• Back. Intensity: The Intensity value for the strength of the reflections from the HDRI, and the brightness 

of the background image if it is shown in the render. Higher values will give a brighter background image 

and stronger reflections, lower values will give a darker background image and weaker reflections. 

• Saturation: Parameter for reducing (or increasing, if necessary) the degree of coloration of the scene 

caused by the environment lighting. The default value is 0. 

• Samples: Provides an easy-to-understand and predictable trade-off between accuracy and speed. The 

default value is 10. The actual number of generated lights can be a bit smaller than requested by this 

parameter. A normal value for this parameter is about 100. 

• Sampling Angle: Specifies the angle, in radians, over which the environment map is sampled for each 

pixel of background. This allows the environment map to be `blurred‟ slightly. By default the value is 0.0, 

meaning that the color of each pixel is established from a single point sample taken through the center of 

the pixel. Higher values will result in more blurring, which will be noticeable in reflections and refractions 

in the scene. 

• HDRI shadows: Toggle for casting shadows from HDRI lights. Right click to open the shadows property 

dialog 

• Use only Envir. Lights: If checked, then all lights in the scene are ignored except for the effect of the 

HDRI lighting. If unchecked, the effect of the HDRI lighting is combined with other lights in the scene. 

• Show Envir. Image: When unchecked, an HDRI image is used only for the objects in the scene, and the 

background to the image is controlled through the regular background settings. Note that the HDRI 

background will still show in reflections and refractions. When checked, the HDRI image will be used as 

the background to the render, overriding the regular settings for background color or image. 

• Animate: This is similar to the “Anim” checkbox in the texture dialog of the Material Editor: 

◦ If the name of the image used for HDRI contains a number, and there are similarly numbered images 

in the same texture folder, then these images are used during the animation - the HDRI image changes 

with the animation frame. If Animate is off, then only the loaded image is used. 

◦ If the image used for HDRI is an animation (AVI file), then individual frames of the AVI files will be 

used as HDRI images in individual frames of the animation. If the Animate checkbox is off, then only 

the first frame is used throughout the animation. 

 

On the main Global environment panel, use Toggle shadow casting to enable or disable shadow casting for the 

current HDRI Image. 

 

Global Environment Shadows: 
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• Shadow Type (Ray/Map): Determines whether hard-edged shadows (produced by ray casting) or 

soft-edged shadows (produced by shadow mapping) are created. 

• Shadow Transparency (Solid/Transparent/Advanced): Determines whether the transparency of the 

object is taken into account when computing shadows. If this is set to solid, then all objects (including 

transparent objects) will cast solid shadows. Otherwise, shadow transparency depends on object 

transparency. 

• Transparent Shadows Advanced: This is a switch for more advanced functionality, for those blockers 

whose transparency shaders require the initialization of more than the default set of shader globals. This is 

also for those blockers whose transparency shaders include effects due to displacement. 

• Map size: Determines the resolution of the shadow map. The larger the map size, the more detailed the 

shadows, and therefore the longer the processing time. 

• Sharpness: Determines how soft the boundaries of mapped shadows appear. A larger value creates sharper 

shadows (which can cause jagged shadow edges if the map size is small), while lower values create soft 

shadows (which can hide the negative effect of a low resolution map to some extent). 

• Quality: Determines the quality of the shadow by controlling how much effort trueSpace will put into 

computing precise shadows. This parameter works in conjunction with the other shadow parameters, 

especially map size and sharpness, to determine the final quality of the shadows. 

• Noise Factor: Allows you to exchange sampling artifacts for noise when using hard shadows. This 

parameter can have the effect of making shadow boundaries less visible. Its default value of 0.0 means that 

no jittering of visibility rays takes place. A value of 1.0 means that all visibility rays undergo jittering. 

Intermediate values result in some rays being jittered, and others not. 

 

Examples of HDRI implementation in trueSpace 

 

  
Without (left, using an IBL)  and with an HDRI environment (right). 

 

 
There are no lights in following scenes, just an HDRI environment. The images below show the effect of varying the 

Light Intensity parameter, which controls the strength of the diffuse lighting, and the Back. Intensity parameter, 

which controls the background image brightness and also the brightness and strength of the reflections. 
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Light Intensity 1.0 Light Intensity 2.0 

 

 

 

  
Back. Intensity 0.5 Back Intensity 2.0 

 

 

 
The same scene rendered with a different HDR map 

 
HDRI data 
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HDRI data can be obtained from following sources: 

• LightWorks HDRI Starter Collection (http://www.lightworks-user.com/hdri_starter_collection.htm): HDRI 

data from three of the best HDRI producers in the world, HDRImaps, Realtexture, and Sachform 

Technology. The image files contained within this collection are free for your use. You will find a sample 

of HDRI maps from Realtexture included as part of your trueSpace7 installation. 

• HDRShop (http://www.debevec.org/HDRShop/): A Windows-only tool which is free for non-commercial 

use only.  

• Photosphere (http://www.anyhere.com): A Macintosh image browsing and cataloging tool that can be used 

freely. 

• hdrgen (http://www.anyhere.com): The HDR composition engine used within Photosphere is also available 

as a command-line tool for Linux as well as Macintosh. 

• Photogenics HDR from Idruna Software (http://www.idruna.com): A commercial paint and photo editing 

package for Windows and Linux which supports high dynamic range images and their creation from 

multiple photographs. 

• There are also some web sites offering an HDR creation service, such as WebHDR http://lumi-

nance.londonmet.ac.uk/webhdr/ 

• http://debevec.org/Probes/: Provides images in .hdr vertical cross form that can be used for testing purposes 

but which should not be published or distributed in any way without permission from the web site author. 

• http://realtexture.com: Provides a large number of images in .hdr vertical cross form that are available for 

purchase. 

• http://doschdesign.com: Provides a large number of images in .hdr vertical cross form (amongst others) that 

are available for purchase. 

 

Usage hints and tips for HDRI lighting 

1. Render with default values of shader parameters. By default, the “environment” light uses a small 

“number of samples” (10) and most parameters are turned off or do not affect the results (for example, 

“shadows” turned off, “saturation” set to 0). These values are a good starting point for adjustment and 

quick rendering. During the next few steps some parameters will be modified.  

 

2. Set the light intensity. The “intensity” parameter determines the strength of the lights that are within the 

scene and how bright the rendered image will be. Typically you will want to match the brightness of lit 

objects with the brightness of the environment. Choosing a value that will match with lit objects in the 

background may require some experimentation. 

 

3. Set the saturation. The environment light source shaders provide control over the degree of color 

saturation in the lighting. This allows you to reduce (or increase, if necessary) the degree of coloration of 

the scene caused by the environmental lighting. In the case of some HDRI environments, this effect may be 

more extreme than expected, so giving users the option to tone it down is sensible; however, it would in 

general be wrong to de-saturate too much, as this subtle color shift is precisely what makes the objects in 

the scene seem to match the color and lighting conditions in the HDRI environment. The value to be used 

for the “saturation” parameter therefore depends on the environment map being used and the effect that is 

desired. 

 

4. Set lighting quality. The quality of lighting determines how good the lighting on objects will correspond to 

the environment. It depends mostly on the “number of samples”, which is the number of lights used to 

simulate environment lighting. The more samples used, the more accurate the lighting. On the other hand, 
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increasing the number of samples increases rendering time. Some common artifacts that may suggest that 

you are using too few samples are:  

• Objects appear to be lit from directions that do not correspond to bright areas in the environment map. 

• Bright areas of the background do not seem to be influencing the lighting sufficiently.  

• Lighting of objects changes rapidly.  

 

 The value for “number of samples” that will give good results can be different for each environment. If 

there are many small and bright areas, then more samples may be needed. If an environment is more or less 

uniform, then a smaller number of samples will suffice. Finding the correct value depends on the desired 

quality of lighting and on the environment. The best approach is usually to use a few tens of samples while 

experimenting to get the correct settings for the other parameters and then to increase the number of 

samples (possibly to as much as several hundred) for final rendering. 

 

5. Set shadows. HDRI lighting is usually used to make objects look like they were really in the places 

represented by environment maps. Realistic shadows are therefore important. Increasing the number of 

samples introduces additional shadows (probably caused by weaker light sources) and makes stronger ones 

more accurate (by softening their boundaries, for example). The quality of shadows obtained with the same 

number of samples changes from one environment map to another. If there are many relatively small bright 

areas, then usually more samples are needed. On the other hand, large bright areas like windows are easier 

to simulate and in most cases require fewer samples. The number of samples needed to make the lighting of 

objects look acceptable may be not sufficient to produce nice shadows. If you see one of the following, the 

shadows are not accurate: 

• No shadows from bright areas in the environment  

• Shadows consist of visible layers 

 

 If there are shadows missing, the only thing you can do is increase the number of samples. The second 

artifact is called ”shadow banding,” and there are two ways to reduce or eliminate it: either change the way 

shadows are calculated, or increase the number of samples. 

 

 Environment light shaders support both hard and soft shadows. If hard shadows are used, noise may be 

applied to shadow boundaries by setting the “noise factor” parameter to a value greater than 0, which 

makes the layers of shadows less visible. This method does not increase rendering time and can reduce 

banding. The amount of noise needed depends on the scene and the environment. The disadvantage is that 

the noise can cause visible effects, especially when the shadows are being viewed from a short distance. 

 

 If soft shadows are used, increasing the “shadow softness” parameter may reduce banding. Noise is not 

introduced, and rendering time is only slightly increased.  

 

In general, the best results can be obtained by using hard shadows with a high number of samples, but 

increasing the number of samples always makes shadows more accurate regardless of the shadow type. The 

obvious drawback is a longer rendering time. 

 

However, for some scenes it is difficult to eliminate banding even with many samples. This happens when 

an environment map contains many small bright areas. In such cases, a mixed approach may be used. Good 

results may be obtained by increasing the number of samples, and when banding is weak switching to soft 

shadows and smoothing them slightly. Similarly, some noise may be added when hard shadows are used. 
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6. Reduce or remove specular values in the reflectance shaders. Specular highlights are calculated in 

rendered scenes in order to replace the reflections of bright lightsources that happen in the real world. With 

HDRI lighting, the environment is there to be reflected, including those lightsources, so it is advisable to 

reduce or even remove specular highlights from the reflectance shaders and rely on the reflections instead. 

For example, specular highlights are round when calculated in a reflectance shader, but the highlight caused 

by a window would in fact be square. Having bright specular highlights can obscure the more accurate 

reflection and reduce the realism of your scene. Using just a small amount of specular highlight processing 

in the reflectance shader can add a glow or bloom look to the result, though this normally does not need 

high values to achieve! Most of the examples shown in this manual used little or no specular values such as 

Shininess in their materials. 

 

7. HDRI does not mix with Volumetrics. It is not possible to use HDRI lighting and volumetric foreground 

shaders at the same time. Trying to do so will result in no effect from the volumetrics, and a greatly 

reduced render speed, so be sure not to have both enabled at the same time. 

 

Troubleshooting 

Improper colors 
If the environment lighting colors the image too much, use the “saturation” parameter to reduce the effect. The 

image on the left has a blue tint from blue in the environment image used. The results after setting “saturation” to 

−0.6 are visible on the right. 

 

 

  
 

 

Shadow artifacts 
If you get shadows that noticeably consist of layers (“shadow banding” artifact), use one of the solutions described 

earlier.  
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The image on the left shows shadows that are not smooth as a result of too few samples (10). 
The image on the right shows the result of increasing the “number of samples” to 100. 

In this scene it was possible to eliminate banding without needing to apply noise or to switch to soft shadows. 
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7.3 LightWorks Render Preferences 

7.3.1 Render Toolbar 

Two toolbars are available for setting options for and initiating the rendering process: the Render Toolbar, and the 

Render Options Toolbar. 

 

The Render Options Toolbar is the main toolbar for setting the various possible ways of rendering. With this 

toolbar you can change the way the image is rendered as well as set its quality and capabilities. The toolbar can be 

obtained by right-clicking any of the Render tools (Render Current Object, Render Scene etc.) on the Render 

Toolbar.  

 

 Area Render 

This button tells trueSpace to render the selected portion of the current viewport. 

 

Here is a simple workflow for doing an Area Render. 

 

1. Load a scene (.scn) in trueSpace. 

 

2. Right-click the Render Toolbar to open the Render Options toolbar. 

 

3. On the Render Toolbar, select the Area Render icon. Set the Render Options toolbar either to Render 

Scene or Render to File. 

 

4. Click on the upper right corner of the section you want trueSpace to do an Area Render on, and then hold 

and drag the mouse to form the Area Render selection frame. This will be indicated by a gray rectangle. 

 

5. trueSpace will then render that section of the scene. If you had the Render to File icon selected on the 

Render Options toolbar, trueSpace will then open the Render to File panel and will ask you for the 

image size, file format and filename etc. 
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Area Render (to screen) Area Render (to file) 

 

 
Tip: You can also render an area to file by CTRL+dragging the selection rectangle. 

 

Note: Area Render will only work with Medium, and High rendering modes. Wireframe or 

Hidden Line rendering modes will not work. 

 

 Render Current Object 

This parameter tells trueSpace to render the selected object in the current viewport.  

 

Note: This icon will be grayed out if you have the Render Options toolbar set to Render to File. 

This is because trueSpace cannot do a rendering to file only of a single object. If you need to have 

a single object rendering, render the object with a plain background color to a file format that 

supports 32-bit depth, such as TARGA (.tga) or PNG (.png). These formats create an alpha 

channel that can be used in your image-editing program to create a selection around the object.  

 

 
Render Current Object. 

 

 Render Scene 

This button tells trueSpace to render the whole scene in the current viewport.  

 

Note: If the Render Options toolbar is set so that Render to File is selected, clicking on Render Scene icon will 

open the Render to File panel. trueSpace will then ask you for the file name, file format and image size options to 

use as well as any needed animation related information if used. 
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Render Scene. 

 

 Render Scene to File 

This button tells trueSpace to render the whole scene in the current viewport to file, just as if Render to File is 

enabled in the Render Options toolbar. 

 

 Texture Baking 

The texture from illumination (aka “texture baking”) functionality allows you to convert extensive illumination 

effects (such as those found in radiosity solutions and/or renderings with the use of spot/projector light sources) into 

textures, which can be applied to the objects to reproduce the look in real-time rendering engines (including 

trueSpace itself). It is best used for objects that have relatively few polygons, like the floor and walls of a room; 

objects with high polygon counts require a large number of computations and may cause problems. 

 

The following picture shows a radiosity solution for a simple scene converted into textures for few polygons. Note 

that in case of radiosity solutions, the subtle lighting effects (e.g. the illumination of the side walls) is represented by 

a fairly dense mesh - textures generated for the solution allow you to simplify the geometry to about 12 planar 

polygons while keeping a very similar appearance. 

 

 

Texture computed from radiosity.  
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The next picture shows the real time screen grab for a non-radiosity case - note the effect of the spot lights on the 

walls of the gallery. 

 

 

Texture computed from normal lighting.  

 

Textures from illumination can be computed for selected objects using the Compute textures from lighting tool 

located in the rendering pop-up. This starts the process of texture generation for the currently selected objects The 

process can be started for radiosity data (the most frequent usage) or even for regular scenes. In the case of radiosity 

data the illumination stored in dense radiosity meshes is converted into textures, while in case of regular scenes with 

no radiosity the textures are generated based on the illumination from light sources (and materials applied to the 

objects). 

 

Note: Once you use this tool to bake lighting textures onto an object, this essentially changes the scene so that 

recalculation of the radiosity solution is needed. To avoid the necessity of recalculating the radiosity solution each 

time, select all objects before executing the Compute Textures from Lighting tool. 

 

Right-click the tool to bring up its properties panel: 

 

 
 

• Texel size: The size of the texel relative to the size of the scene‟s bounding box. Lower values mean more 

detailed textures but longer processing time. A higher value means less detailed textures. 

• Run radiosity first: If you want to include radiosity effects in the textures generated by the radiosity 

process, you can request the computation before the actual generation of the textures using this checkbox. 

Note that if a radiosity solution is available it will be used; otherwise, it is computed (taking into account 

the actual radiosity settings). 

• Squared textures: Certain real-time rendering engines (e.g. DirectX) require textures to be squares as 
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opposed to rectangles (which may fit the geometry of the face better). Switching this setting on will force 

the generation of squared textures. 

• Power of 2 textures: Similar to the previous setting, this switch causes all textures generated to have a 

width/height a power of 2, which is again a requirement for some of the real time rendering engines. 

• Prefix: String which will be used as a prefix for the name of the textures generated. The textures are 

generated in the texture directory with prefix + the number, so this parameter should be used to distinguish 

between textures for different scenes. 

 

You can easily switch between texture from illumination and standard (solid, wire, transparent, etc.) representation 

of the object using the “draw modes” of the object properties toolbar. Note that the resolution of the textures used by 

real time rendering modes of trueSpace is limited - you can set it manually in the display options panel. Thus if the 

textures do not look detailed enough in trueSpace, you may want to increase the setting there. 

 

Generated textures can be deleted manually (if no longer needed) using the button in the object properties toolbar. 

Click and hold the Draw object with textures from illumination in the drawing modes toolbar to reveal the 

Remove textures from illumination from the object button. 

 

It is possible to export the “texture from illumination” version of the scene into either regular trueSpace scene file 

(scn) or to Web formats (Viewpoint, Shockwave3D). 

 

7.3.2 Output Options Group 

This is where the final output of the rendering is designated. It can be set as Render to Screen, or Render to File. 

 

 Render to Screen 

This is the default rendering option. When a render command is issued, trueSpace will render to the screen. 

 

 Render to File 

The Render To File button in combination with the Render Scene button will open the Render to File panel. This 

panel is used to render the loaded scene to a single image file or animation (.avi) in the image format of your choice. 

You can change the file type to be used by clicking on Save as Type and selecting a new image file format. 
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Render to file options panel. 

 

The settings for the Render to File panel are as follows:  

 

File Name: This parameter is for entering the name of the file you want to render with the appropriate file extension 

(.tga, .bmp, etc.) for both stills and animation files. The supported animation files are AVI and FLC.  

 

Save as Type: The supported file formats for still images are Photoshop (PSD), Targa (.tga), Windows Bitmap 

(.bmp, .dib), JPEG (.jpg), TIFF (.tif), PNG (.png) and DDS (.dds). The supported output formats for animation are 

Video for Windows (.avi) and Flic (.flc).  

 

Resolution: This sets the resolution of the image file. This can either be the size of the view you are rendering, one 

of the preset resolutions or a custom size resolution. 

• Window: This renders the image file to the same resolution as the window you are rendering. 

• Presets 

◦ 720 x 480 NTSC, 720 x 488 NTSC 

◦ 720 x 567 PAL, 768 x 567 PAL 

◦ 20 x 200, 320 x 240, 640 x 480 

◦ 352 x 240 NTSC MPEG1, 352 x 288 PAL MPEG1, 384 x 288 PAL MPEG1 

◦ 704 x 480 NTSC MPEG2, 704 x 576 PAL MPEG2 

◦ 736 x 398 LTRBOX 

• Other (custom resolution): This bullet choice has two parameters, Width and Height. This setting is 

normally used for very high resolution renderings. The maximum resolution that trueSpace can handle is 

8,192 x 8,192 pixels. trueSpace will allow you to enter up to 6 digits but will revert to 8192 x 8192 

resolution once it starts rendering and will not render to anything higher. 

 

Effects 
• Motion Blur (On / Off): This controls whether the frame to be rendered will have motion blur. If this 

parameter is turned ON, the whole visible scene will be blurred. This includes the shadows, transparent 
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objects, reflections etc.  

 

 

Motion Blur. 

 

• Field Rendering: When enabled, field rendering creates the alternate fields of a frame for television/video 

output. This means that trueSpace will generate two „interlaced‟ fields for each frame of animation, one for 

the odd scan line and the other for the even scan lines. This makes the output animation smoother when 

played on broadcast television or video. The possible options for this parameter are None, Even-Odd and 

Odd-Even. 

 

Motion Blur Settings 
• Motion Blur length: This parameter controls the displayed animation time that will be used in a single 

frame. A value of 1.0 means that the interval between each frame will be blurred while a value of 2.0 

means that two frames will be blurred in between etc. If you set the Motion Blur length to equal to the 

number of frames in the animation, the whole animation sequence will be blurred into one frame. 

• Motion Blur frames: This parameter controls the quality of the motion blur, which is used together with 

the Motion Blur length parameter. This value controls the number of frames rendered and combined to 

produce a single motion blurred image. Having a short Motion Blur length will require a short Motion Blur 

frames setting as well and this goes the same for long Motion Blur length settings. However a frame value 

of one (1.0) is equivalent to having no motion blur. 

 

Note: In animations where the whole frame is in motion together with the objects in the scene, it is advisable to 

turn off anti-aliasing and use the Motion Blur parameters to generate a pseudo-‟anti-aliasing‟ by blurring 

the jagged edges using motion blur.  

 

Animation 
• Current Frame Only: When selected, trueSpace will only render a single frame/image. This will be the 

first frame by default. 

• All Frames 0-0: Clicking and selecting this parameter will result in a rendered animation that includes all 

the frames in the scene as set in the Scene Editor or in the Animation Control Panel. 

• From X to X: This parameter is for setting and limiting the animation to be rendered to just a select few 

frames as indicated by the beginning and end frame.  

 

Frame Rate: trueSpace uses the 30 frames per second rate internally but this can be modified. A setting of 15-fps 

results in trueSpace not rendering (skipping) frames to get the correct frame rate, with 15 fps this means that only 

every second frame is recorded to file. This parameter only has two options, 15 or 30.  
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Pixel Aspect Ratio: This parameter is used for rendered images that will be used in desktop publishing applications. 

A change in the shape of the rendered pixels is needed by some desktop publishing applications to show the image 

without distortion or wrong proportions. Note: The width and height parameters will not preserve or automatically 

adjust the relative alignment and shape of the rendered image if you do not enter the proper ratio or multiples of the 

width/height relationship. Improperly entered resolution numbers without the correct width/height ratio will result in 

a distorted final image either vertically or horizontally and will look stretched. 

 

Tip: The most common way of using this parameter is to generate print quality renderings, which are normally at 

300 dpi. For example, your original image was rendered at 1024 x 768 resolution and you want to render a 300-dpi 

image. Just multiply your original width and height with the printed resolution requirement then divide it by 72. 

 

Width: 1024 x 300 = 307,200  

307,200 / 72 = 4266 

Height: 768 x 300 = 230,400 

230,400 / 72 = 3200 

 

So for the Width and Height parameter on the Other button, you will enter: 

 

Width: 4266 

Height: 3200 

 

to get a 300 dpi rendering from it. Of course the final rendered image file will need to be down-sampled to actually 

generate the 300 dpi file in an image editing program. 

 

Note: Rendering to file, when interrupted, results in a correct (even though incomplete) image file / animation file 

being stored to the hard drive. Thus the preliminary results of the interrupted rendering can be seen in 

image/animation viewers without problems. 

 

7.3.3 Quality Settings 

The quality settings of the Render Options toolbar determine how good and how quickly the image will be 

rendered. The quality setting allows you to render your scene in various stages with different capabilities so that you 

can preview your scene much more easily than waiting for a long rendering. Normally the quality setting in the 

render panel is used progressively together with the other options in the Render Options toolbar to get an idea of 

the state of the scene, the lighting, the tones and the relative positions of each object in the scene. 

 

 Wireframe 

This is the most primitive of all the types of rendering. This shows the edges and vertices that make up the 

object/polygon in the scene. The wireframe render will show everything in the scene including the inside and back 

sides of all the polygon geometry.  

 

Note: Wireframe mode is good for previewing rendering problems to find out if an artifact is from a shading 

problem or a geometry problem. Wireframe is also great for inspecting the radiosity mesh formation. This aids in 

determining if a radiosity artifact is caused by the wrong meshing resolution or by another problem. 
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 Hidden Line 

This is similar to wireframe but it does not render the back and inner areas of polygon geometry. It only renders the 

visible parts of the scene from a certain viewpoint. Hidden Line will render the view from the selected viewport 

(Top, Left, Right, etc) and visible surfaces will be derived from that perspective. Hidden Line is useful for 

determining what is visible from a particular point of view without the distraction of the wireframe rendering.  

 

Note: The Hidden Line render is not available and is not possible when a radiosity solution has been performed in 

the scene. It will be grayed out and will not be selectable. 

 

 Medium 

The Medium render quality will render all textures, material shading and shadows. In combination with Raytrace, 

it will also show transparency. 

 

Note: The Medium Quality render will not show transparency if the rendering visibility is set to Raycast without 

Raytrace. Also, if Raytrace is turned off and the Rendering Visibility is set to Scanline, the shadows and 

transparency will not be rendered. Scanline and Raytrace together with the Medium Quality render however will 

show both shadows and transparency. 

 

 High 

The High render quality setting is for final production quality renders. It will render textures, shading, shadows and 

transparency. 

 

Note: The High Quality render setting will only render shadows if Raycast is turned on. Also note that while High 

in combination with Raycast will generate shadows, it will not create reflections or transparency if Raytrace is not 

turned on. 

 

7.3.4 Rendering Visibility 

The Rendering Visibility options are for setting the two different methods of scene generation. The two options 

here are Scanline and Raycast. The reason this section is called Rendering Visibility is because the two options 

differ significantly in the way they reconstruct and present the objects in the scene. 

 

 Scanline 

Scanline is a fast and simple visibility-rendering algorithm. It analyzes the scene looking for the boundary (edges) 

of polygons and then figures out if the polygon is shaded or not. This is why it is called Scanline: it scans the scene 

line by line and sorts through the vertices and filled polygons it finds. Scanline rendering will not render shadows, 

reflections and transparency unless it is combined with the Enable Raytracing parameter. Also when combining it 

with the post-process editor‟s Tone Mapping Brighten Up option will result in a lighter tone-mapping distribution 
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when compared to Raycast rendering. Scanline rendering is advantageous in scenes that do not have transparency. 

 

 
Scanline (representation).  

 Raycast 

Raycast is the other visibility-rendering algorithm available in trueSpace. With raycasting, random rays are shot into 

the scene from a particular ideal point of view. These rays are then used to figure out the occlusion and depth of the 

objects in the scene from that selected view. This results in a more accurate scene representation than scanline, but 

also in a slower and longer rendering time. A good way of thinking about the raycasting process, is to imagine 

yourself as „spraying light‟ randomly in the dark to investigate what is in the scene. 

 

Raycast should not be confused with Raytracing, which is a more complete and global process of shooting random 

rays into the scene. Although raycasting uses rays to investigate the scene, those rays stop when they hit a polygon 

surface and thus are only used for determining the relative position of the objects in the scene and determining their 

shadows. Raytracing‟s random rays continue until they hit something straight on, graze something, or totally miss all 

the objects in the scene. These random rays are shot “backwards from the eye” from a virtual fine grid (mesh) and 

into the scene until they hit a surface. This is the so-called “visibility” part of the raytracing process, looking for 

occlusion and depth. Once it hits a polygon surface, it then asks, “What is visible around this point?” The type of 

material properties on the polygon surface determines if the ray should create a luminous (light emitting) object, 

reflective, or refractive surface. A new ray is then shot from this location if the material properties setting (shader) is 

reflective or refractive. New random rays are spawned whenever this new rays hit a surface with the right material 

properties. This process goes on until all the randomly shot rays no longer interact with anything in the scene. Those 

rays that do not interact with anything are shaded the same as the background color. This „recursive‟ property of 

raytracing is what makes it a subset of Global Illumination. 

 

To get reflection, refraction and transparency with RayCast in trueSpace, Raytracing must be enabled. RayCast 

alone however will generate shadows and illumination information (light direction and intensity). 
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Raycast (representation). 

 

7.3.5 Anti-Aliasing 

If you have ever looked at a printed picture closely on a magazine or zoomed in on a web photo you have seen 

“aliasing.” The image looks as if it is seen through a coarse filter or a mosaic glass. It can be difficult to make out 

what is in the scene. You are then left to decide on what you really are seeing because you do not have any other 

information about what you are looking at. In computer graphics “aliasing” shows up in several ways, such as when 

a diagonal line is drawn in a stairstep pattern. 

 

 
Aliased edges. 

 

The solution is to either make those cells (pixels) smaller or to get rid of the high contrast edges created by the 

stairstep pattern. Changing the size of the cells (pixels) can be accomplished by changing the resolution, but it does 

not really solve the problem because it has complications of its own. By changing the resolution, the rendering time 

is increased and it does not totally solve the jagged edge problem unless the resolution is very high.  

 

 

Making the cells smaller. 

 

The solution is to create intermediate gray tones or shades between the black and white areas of the render. 
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Creating intermediate shades. 

This is what anti-aliasing accomplishes in computer graphics. It gets rid of the high contrast jagged edges by 

creating an intermediate tone between two colors. This fools the eye into thinking that the line is not made up of 

broken cells in a stairstep pattern, but is actually composed of a line with smooth edges. 

 

Analyzing each of the pixels to be rendered is anti-aliasing. This is done either by subdividing the pixel, inspecting 

each section and averaging it, or by inspecting the pixel. Inspecting and averaging the results is called 

supersampling. 

 

 
Supersampling 

 

Another way of doing anti-aliasing is to actually subdivide the pixels further only where there is a large difference in 

the contrast with the surrounding edges. This is called Adaptive Anti-Aliasing. 

 

 
Adaptive Anti-Aliasing  

 

Adaptive Anti-Aliasing is a task intensive procedure because it has to subdivide and analyze each of the pixel areas 

where there is a significant tonal change. However, adaptive Anti-Aliasing works well with boundary edges and is 

much faster than regular supersampling, especially when compared to 3X and 4X supersampling. 

 

Anti-Alias Settings 
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The Anti-Alias setting in trueSpace determines the type and kind of anti-alaising performed on your scene. 

 

 Draft 

The render output is done at half resolution. This means that it will do a very coarse render, which is good for 

checking the level of lighting and object position and the overall arrangement of the scene. 

 

 None 

This renders the output at the default setting but without performing any anti-aliasing. This means that it will render 

at any resolution that you have set it, but will not remove the visible jagged edges in the rendered output. 

 

 2X AA 

 3X AA 

 4X AA 

This parameter indicates the amount of supersampling performed on the rendered image. If you recall that 

supersampling is the inspection of the rendered pixels to judge what tone it will be, the 2X parameter uses 4 samples 

per pixel while 3X uses 9 samples per pixel, and 4X uses 16 samples per pixel. 

 

 Adaptive 

This is adaptive anti-aliasing. This kind of supersampling analyzes the pixel and applies anti-aliasing only on the 

significant boundaries it finds.  

 

Note: Adaptive anti-aliasing can only be used with the High Quality render settings. It is not functional with the 

Medium Quality render setting and will result in the image having artifacts. 

 

7.3.6 Raytracing Options 

This panel is where the various options associated with Raytracing are set. 

 

 Multi-threading 

Multi-threading is the division of a computer job into two or more segments for processing by dual or multiple 

CPU‟s for faster and more efficient processing. 
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 Single-Sided Rendering 

Normally geometry in a scene is considered double-sided. In order to decrease rendering time, this parameter can be 

switched on and all polygons will be rendered as single-sided. If an object is a non-solid, however, some of its 

surfaces may have a missing polygon artifact. This is because some of these polygon faces might be oriented 

differently (face normals). Use this parameter with caution since it was designed for advanced rendering use only. 

 

 Triangulate 

By default trueSpace triangulates all geometry prior to rendering to insure proper shading interpolation for concave 

surfaces. However, triangulating geometry also means that there is an increase in polygons, which not only results in 

increased data but also in increased rendering time as well. This parameter is in the OFF position by default but 

should be turned ON when there are concave surfaces in the scene and that are rendering with artifacts. 

 

 Enable Raytracing 

 
 
This icon turns on Raytracing in the scene. As explained in the raycast section, raytracing uses multiple random 

rays that are traced backwards from the eye and spawn additional new rays when they hit a surface that has 

luminosity, reflection or refraction. Raytracing is what produces reflection, refraction and transparency in 

trueSpace renderings. Right-clicking the Raytrace icon will open the RayTrace options panel where you can modify 

the raytracing parameters. There are three options for this panel: 

 

 
 

• Reflect: This parameter is for limiting the amount of reflections in the scene. It is related to the object‟s 

material properties reflection parameter. When an object‟s reflection is below the value of the Reflect 

setting, no reflections are rendered. This speeds up the rendering time as well as controls the amount of 
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reflections in the scene. This parameter can be animated with the key frame. 

• Ray Limit: This parameter limits the spawning of new rays that will not contribute much to the appearance 

and quality of the scene. If this parameter is set to 1.0 there will be almost no raytracing. Setting this 

parameter to 0.0 will result in generating new random rays even if those rays will not contribute much to 

the rendering of the scene. Setting this parameter close to 1.0 results in trueSpace raytracing only the most 

significant and important reflections in the scene. 

• Max Depth: This parameter sets the maximum number of rays that will be spawned and recursively traced 

from a particular pixel. This parameter‟s default of 10 will work for most scenes and should rarely be 

changed. Lowering the Max Depth setting results in simpler reflections and faster raytraced renderings. The 

maximum value for this parameter is 32. 

 

 

7.3.7 Lightworks Post-Processing Settings 

Note that almost all Post-processing shaders only work with the Lightworks render engine, and will give no results 

with Virtualight or with the optional V-Ray renderer. The exceptions to this are the Graduated Background shader 

which will work with Virtualight, and the Image Background shader and Color Background shader which will work 

with Virtualight and V-Ray. 

 

Foreground Shaders 

Foreground shaders enable you to add advanced special effects inside trueSpace itself without resorting to 

post-processing or compositing work. 

 

 None 

This is the setting to use if you do not want any foreground shaders to be used. 

 

 Simple Volumetric 

Volumetric lights simulate visible shafts of light due to scattering, which can add a new dimension to your scene. It 

generates realistic volumetric lights and shadows. Moving the lights, objects or camera in your scene will create 

animated volumetric lights. Selecting the Foreground Effects Shader-Volumetric on the Render Option toolbar 

enables volumetric lighting. Right-clicking on the Volumetric icon to opens the Volumetric Options Panel. 
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Note: In order for volumetric lights to show up, you also have to set the lights to have volumetric turned on In the 

Light Options panel. Only spotlights and projector lights work with Simple Volumetric. 

 

Volumetric lights by nature require a lot of fine-tuning and tweaking to make them work since light intensity and 

scene situations may differ. The intensity, color, and falloff of your lights affect the volumetrics, and since 

volumetrics uses true sampling, it takes time to analyze the scene and render the results. The settings for the 

Volumetric options are as follows: 

 

• Fog Density: This parameter controls the overall particle density of the volumetrics. It defaults to the value 

of 1.0. Increasing the Fog Density value results in a visible bright volumetric effect, while decreasing this 

value leads to more subtle volumetric effects. The Fog Density is affected by the dimensions/scale of your 

scene so this parameter will need to be adjusted for very large scenes. 

• Samples: This parameter determines how many samples are performed per ray from each light source. A 

high sample value results in accurate shadow casting in the scene, but results in longer rendering time. 

Lower sample values render more quickly but may miss important fine detailed gaps between objects or not 

show proper occlusions in the scene. 

• Noise Amplitude: This parameter adjusts for the presence of fractal noise particle effect or turbulence in 

the volumetric scattering. It simulates the swirling and clumping effect seen in smoke and dust particulate 

matter. Higher noise amplitude setting results in visible noise perturbations to the volumetric scattering. At 

the 0 setting, noise is not visible to the volumetric lighting in the scene, which results in quick render times. 

• Noise scale: This parameter controls how large or small the perturbations appear in volumetric light. Small 

values result in fine granular clumps of noise, while larger values give subtle clusters of cloudy strands.  

 Note: If Noise Amplitude is set to 0, this value will be ignored in the scene. 

• Noise gain: This parameter controls the amount of visible noise in the scene, with values ranging from 0 to 

1. This is the “noise visibility contrast” setting. High values result in clear and well-defined areas of noise, 

while low values result in a gradual fade. A value of 0.0 will turn the noise perturbation off. The default is a 

value is 0.5. Suggested useful values are between .2 and .8. 

• Source Attenuation: This parameter controls the attenuation of the volumetrics from the light source. 

Attenuation is the gradual falloff of light from the source as it spreads out and covers more area. Larger 

values of Source Attenuation result in the volumetric intensity fading faster from the light source. If the 

volumetrics are intense for a particular scene, increasing this value will reduce the volumetric light 

intensity on the objects and limit it near the light sources. For better visibility of the subtle noise and 

scattering of the volumetric light, this parameter will need to be lowered. 

• Surface Attenuation: This parameter controls the darkening of the surfaces of objects relative to the 

distance from the eye (viewport or camera view). This means that the light between the object‟s surface and 

the fog is attenuated (modified) by the surface of the fog. Value increases in Surface Attenuation result in 

far away objects appearing darker than the foreground objects within the volumetric influence. Beware that 

using a very high surface attenuation value will result in almost all the light reaching the eye from the 

object surfaces being absorbed, creating black areas. This is similar to having a very dense smoke where no 

light passes through. The default value is 0 (no attenuation). 

• Volume attenuation: Volume attenuation controls the falloff of scattered light, as measured by the 

distance from the scattering point to the camera or eye view. In other words, adjusting this value controls 

how bright or how dim far-off scattering effects will appear. With higher volume attenuation values, beams 

of light will only be visible when located very close to the camera, and will get progressively dimmer the 

farther they get from the camera. The default value is 0 (no attenuation). Note: The exact amount of 

attenuation to use in different scenes depends mainly on scene size. You will want to experiment with the 

settings until you achieve the desired effect. Make subtle changes to these attenuation controls, starting 
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with low values such as 0.01 and slowly increasing to around 0.1 or 0.5. 

 

 Depth Cue  

 
 
Depth cue shading is similar to the fog function. Surfaces that are far (deep) along the Z axis from the camera or eye 

view will fade to the background color, resulting in a gradual blending of foreground and background. Right-click 

on the Depth Cue button to bring up the Depth Cue panel: 

 

 
 

• Near: This parameter is the starting point, in units, from the camera where depth cue shading begins. The 

lower the value, the sooner objects will be depth cue shaded. For example, setting a value of 10 means that 

all objects beyond 10 units from the camera start to receive this shading. 

• Far: The parameter indicates the far distance that all objects are completely shaded by the background 

color. Any object outside this range will not be visible until the camera moves within the Far range. 

 

 Fog 
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Fog allows you to add a “haze” to your scene that works much like depth cue: the farther away a surface is from the 

camera, the more it is washed out by fog. This heightens the realism of scenes that depict foggy or haze conditions. 

One important difference of the fog shader is that the fog color does not affect background shading, but only 

surfaces in the foreground. This makes it possible to use fog in conjunction with a background mask for compositing 

purposes. 

 

Fog comes in two types: regular fog, which applies a consistent haze over the entire scene, and ground fog, which 

creates a haze that fades with height (as in the example below). You can open fog option parameters by 

right-clicking on the Fog button: 

 

 
 

• Fog Type: The fog types are Regular and Ground. Ground fog is thickest at the ground level, gradually 

fading as it gains altitude. The level of fading vertically is controlled by the Height parameter. 

• Distance: This parameter determines how far from the camera the fog reaches 100% opacity. High values 

will create a thin fog that spreads out for long distances, while a low value makes for very thick fog that 

obscures nearby objects. 

• Height: The Height parameter is the vertical ceiling for the ground fog. As this value is increased, the 

vertical limit (altitude) of the fog also increases. Use lower values for a misty fog that is near the ground, or 

higher values for a fog that covers the scene more. 

• Fog Color: The overall color of the fog is determined by this control. Clicking on the color block opens up 

the color picker, which is used to set the fog color. To change the base fog color, click on the desired 

portion of the color cube. To change the brightness, click and drag on the slider to the right of the cube. 

Note: Light sources will not become visible when using the Fog shader. If you wish to cast a beam of light 

from a light source, use one of the Volumetric foreground shaders instead. 

 

 Snow 

 
 
The Snow shader creates the simulation of falling snow for still image use. The Snow parameter consists of two 
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elements: nearby flakes, which appear larger and are sparsely scattered, and far flakes, which are smaller and more 

numerous. Animation of the Snow Shader is not possible. However the random way in which the actual snow 

changes in the Snow shader for every frame will produce a change in their relative positions. 

 

 
 

• Near Scale: This parameter adjusts the size of the nearby flakes. Increase the value for larger nearby flakes, 

or lower the value to decrease and spread out the snowfall nearby. 

• Far Scale: The Far Scale parameter changes the size of the far background flakes. As with the Near Scale, 

larger values will result in larger size flakes. 

• Fl(ake) Density: The Flake Density parameter controls how many snowflakes are packed/shown in the 

scene when you render. Smaller values will simulate a light snowfall and larger values will result in heavy 

snowfall or storm-like conditions. 

• Flake Color: Clicking on the Flake Color block brings up the color picker panel, which sets the color and 

intensity of the snowflakes. 

 

 Advanced Volumetrics 

Advanced Volumetrics simulates the effect of participating media (smoke, mist, fog etc.) in the scene. This is a 

better alternative for most purposes than using simple Volumetric because it is not limited to spotlights or projector 

lights. You may recall that in the light transfer model, light interacts with intervening media (water vapor or 

particulate matter). The Advanced Volumetrics foreground shader simulates all the effects of light scattering. It 

processes visible light effects such as light falloff (attenuation) within the medium, light filtration though a medium 

that is colored, and directional „first order‟ light scattering within the medium with volumetrics. First order 

scattering means the highly directional light scattering that is the primary light dispersion without secondary light 

bounces. It will not model light illumination caused by light scattering (indirect illumination by the media via 

scattering.) The Advanced Volumetrics foreground shader will work with all lights except the Skylight. 

 

 
 

• Medium density: Determines how thick the intervening media is. This parameter for most purposes is 

independent of all the other Scattering parameters and is unaffected by them. However, it does affect the 

visibility of the other parameters. 

 

• Medium attenuation: This parameter controls the amount of light absorption by the media. It affects all 

the light absorption in the scene except for the direct lighting on geometry surfaces. This parameter is also 
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affected by the color of the light shining on the media. Note: This parameter is very sensitive to your scene 

geometry‟s scale and size. Imagine modeling a dollhouse the scale of a stadium, and then even if you use 

the correct light intensities (kilolumens, etc.), a scene that size will most likely have minimally and realistic 

visible light scattering because of the wrong scene scale. 

 

• Medium ambient: This parameter sets a uniformly dispersed scattering within the intervening media. As 

its name indicates, it is a kind of ambient illumination. It can be seen as introducing an even white light in 

the media. This parameter of course is affected by the color of lights that are in the scene. It is not affected 

nor does it depend on the Medium density parameter. 

 

• Medium color: This parameter is the filtering and light scattering color parameter. This means that it 

controls the way the scattered light is shown. The greater the distance the light has traveled within the 

medium, the greater the light‟s color is attenuated and modified by the Medium color. 

 

• Medium shadows: This parameter controls the shadowing of the medium, including „self-shadowing‟. 

This parameter is really a switch for turning on the medium‟s shadows. Note: Be warned that turning on 

Medium shadows results in long calculations, and thus a render time penalty. 

 

• Min lod: This parameter determines the small amount of “details” in the visible scattering media. It 

controls the amount and quality of the small areas of visible scattered light. Setting this parameter to a low 

level results in a “noisy” scattering which is visible in the volumetric areas of the scattered media. This 

parameter is increased only in situations where the small details are invisible and where there is noise in 

areas of the medium that have rapid intensity changes. The default setting of 0.1 should be sufficient for 

most cases. 

 

• Error bound: This parameter is for controlling the accuracy of the simulated scattered light. It determines 

the extent of variability and hence the visibility of the computed effect that is converted into visible pixels. 

The default value of 0.1 is adequate for most purposes. Setting this parameter to 0.0 will indicate to 

trueSpace to calculate the scattering up to the limit indicated in the Max lod parameter. Setting this 

parameter to 1.0 will disable it after the initial light distribution through the media. Useful values range 

from 0.0 to 0.5. 

 

• Max lod: This parameter determines the maximum level of details in the scattering media. It really 

determines the extent of scene scattering calculation and investigation after the first order scattering has 

been performed and is controlled by the Error bound parameter. The default value of 1.0 is adequate for 

most purposes. Increasing this value will result in a visible change in the scattering simulation, but it is 

suggested that you decrease the Error bound level first before changing this parameter. This parameter also 

will control the upper limit of excessive and non-contributory scattering calculations. 

 

• Model: This parameter controls what scattering model will be used in the scene. This is model is derived 

from real world light scattering physics models. The choice of model used affects the way the color 

(wavelength) is scattered in the media. The best way to remember how to use this parameter is this: light 

transfer has two properties, isotropic (which is a uniform scattering in all directions) and anisotropic 

(which is a highly directional and biased scattering). Anisotropic scattering depends on the position of the 

light source and the relative position of the viewer. This means that depending on where the viewer is 

looking, there will be a change in the visibility and quality of scattering. The GREENSTEIN, MIE 

MURKY, MIE HAZY and RAYLEIGH scattering models are all anisotropic. 
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◦ Isotropic: The Isotropic parameter is for using the uniformly distributed scattering model. This is the 

fastest scattering model of all, though it is not physically based and can produce unrealistic results. 

However, for most purposes this is the best scattering model to use. 

 

◦ Greenstein: This model is highly eccentric and is based on an analytical function model. The model‟s 

shape is a dual ellipsoid that is directional. It is a „push-pull‟ scattering model where the light scattering can 

be directed (biased) at the opposite ends of the dual ellipsoid distribution. This is a so-called “forward and 

backward” scattering. It is based on Mie scattering and is a derivative of it, which is ideal for directional 

fog effects. 

 

◦ Mie Murky: This model is mainly used for simulating a small particulate matter type of scattering, such as 

smoke. It is a highly directional scattering model where the scattered light is largest when the incoming 

light (incident light) is directed at the viewer. This model will have minimal visibility when the light 

direction is parallel to the viewer. The shape is like a thick elongated teardrop where the thin end is the 

origin of the light direction. Mie Murky predominantly models “forward scattering.” This model is ideal for 

simulating thin fog effects with light sources. 

 

◦ Mie Hazy: This model is similar to the Mie Murky model with one exception: it is less directional than the 

Mie Murky model. In short, the Mie Hazy model is thinner and more elongated than the Mie Murky 

model. This is ideal for simulating thick fog effects. 

 

◦ Rayleigh: This model is used for simulating small molecules of water vapor and air. Rayleigh scattering 

affects the shorter wavelengths of light and scatters them more (greens and blues). This model is also 

highly directional, but is shaped like a peanut in its distribution pattern. 

 

• Density shader: The Density shader introduces variability in the scattering media by modifying the 

Medium density according to a particular shader. Right-click any density shader option to set parameters 

for that shader. See Artist Guide Appendix D: LightWorks Shaders for full details on these shaders - they 

correspond to color shaders. 
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◦ None: This parameter turns off the density shader and indicates to trueSpace to not use any parameter that 

alters the way the Medium density of the scattering shader is rendered.  

◦ Solid polka: This parameter uses the solid polka shader to modify the Medium density setting, which 

creates round empty spaces in the scattering model. 

◦ Solid clouds: This parameter uses the solid clouds shader to modify the Medium density setting, which 

creates variable fractal wavy snakes in the scattering model.  

◦ Blue marble: This parameter uses the blue marble shader to modify the Medium density setting, which 

creates stratified-layered curves in the scattering model. 

◦ Turbulent: This parameter uses a chaotic function to modify the Medium density setting, which creates 

variable and random formations in the scattering model.  

 

Note: With some shader settings, the scattering result will produce variable density shading, 

which results in longer rendering time due to calculations. If you do get highly random 

objectionable noise, the Min lod will need to be increased. 

 

Background Shaders 

The background replaces areas of the scene that are not covered by geometry with a background image or a 

procedural shader to simulate environments like sky, underwater, city backdrops etc. 

 

 Color 

The Color background shader allows you to choose a simple, solid color as your backdrop. 

 

 
 

Right-click on the Color option to bring up the Background Color panel. To select your background color, click on 

the appropriate color area of the color picker (cube). To adjust the brightness of the color, use the slider to the right 

of the color cube. 
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 Image 

 
 
The Image setting is for using any supported image file (pictures, drawing etc.) as a background. This is especially 

useful for landscape renderings where you can use a picture of a sky as a background for your landscape scene or for 

creating star field effect in a space scene. 

 

 
 

Right-clicking on the Image button brings up the Background Image file. To select a file as a background image, 

click on the button at the center of the panel to bring up the Get Texture Map dialog box. Use the browser to 

choose the appropriate image, then click Open to select. If the background image is an animation file, or a series of 

sequentially numbered still images (image 1.jpg, image2.jpg etc.), you can enable the Animation parameter to 

animate the background. When rendered, trueSpace will advance the animation one step per frame creating a 

changing animated background image in an animation file. 

 

 Clouds 

 
 
The Clouds shader offers the ability to select a two-color fractal cloud as the backdrop in your scene. With this 

shader, you can simulate different cloud conditions to create large, puffy clouds or veined, striated formations. 

 

Use the following settings to adjust your cloudy sky: 
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◦ Scale: How large or how small the individual clouds in your background will appear. Larger scale values 

result in larger clouds that fill up more of your sky, while smaller settings result in more concentrated cloud 

formations. Values for Scale range from 0 to 10. 

◦ Detail: The definition around the edges of cloud formations. Lower Detail settings result in smoother, 

rounder-looking clouds, while a higher Detail setting brings more wisps and curls around cloud borders. 

Values for Detail range from 0 to 10. 

◦ Background: The background (sky) color of your scene. 

◦ Clouds: The Clouds color control is used to determine the color of the clouds. For different variations on 

cloud formations, you might want to experiment by switching the background and cloud colors. 

 

 Graduated 

 
 
The graduated, or gradient, shader allows you to choose two-tone (color) shading that blends from top to bottom to 

simulate sunsets, bright horizon effects with blue sky etc. Right-click on the Graduated button to open the Graduated 

options panel that shows and selects the two colors of the „gradient‟. As with other color options, click on either of 

the colored blocks to open the color picker for top and bottom colors.  

 

Post Process Editor 

 
 
The Post-Process Editor in trueSpace makes it easier to see effect of every parameter change that you make for 
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Glows and Lens Flare Effects, Depth of Field and Tone Mapping inside a real-time preview window. 

 

Right-clicking any of the three icons of the shaders mentioned previously accesses the preview panel. The window 

is resizable. 

 

The preview window will refresh instantly for the Depth of Field and the Glows and Lens Flare Effects. It will not 

however refresh instantly for Tone Mapping because of the necessary internal calculations needed for every 

parameter change for this effect - it will be necessary to click inside the post process editor window to refresh it. 

Then you can adjust the tone mapping parameters and have the preview refresh. 

 

 Glows and Lens Flares 

The Glows and Lens Flare Effects are for simulating the effects of internal light reflections in a camera when there 

is a bright light source in its field of view. This shader has several options. Note: This is a post-process rendering 

shader and will not create lens flares that are occluded by or are hidden by foreground geometry. This means that if 

an object is in front of the light in your rendering and that light source has a lens flare indicator turned on and there 

is an object in front of it, this shader will make the light visible and will not be covered by the geometry. 

 

 
 

• Lens Shape: This parameter determines the form of the lens flare. This parameter has several options:  

◦ Circle: This creates round shaped halo. 

 

 
 

◦ Polygon: This parameter creates angular edged shaped halo. 
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◦ Arc: This parameter creates round arc shaped halo. 

 

 
 

• Intensity: This parameter determines the level of brightness of all the lens flare parameters. The lower the 

value the lesser the visibility, and the larger the value the more brilliant and visible the lens flare will be. 

• Glow Factor: This parameter determines the brightness of the glow that surrounds the central flare. Lower 

values result in a less intense glow while higher values yield bright and intense central hotspots. 

 

 
 

• Glow Radius: This parameter determines the size and extent of the glow of the lens flare. The lower values 

will create small glows while large values will increase the apparent diameter and extent of the glow. 

 

 
 

• Glow Focus: This parameter determines the extent and length of the lens flares‟ central hotspot. The low 

values will result in less intense central glows while larger values will brighten the glow effect. 
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• Ghost Count: This parameter determines the number of lens element reflection (ghosts), which in the real 

camera result from the quality of the lens coating and the number of elements in the lens. In general, lenses 

that have long focal length have more lens elements than those with short focal lenses, but this is not 

always the case especially with zoom lenses. Keep this in mind when trying to simulate a lens flare. Decide 

if your camera‟s lens is far or near and if it is using a zoom lens or not, short or long focal length etc. The 

larger the value, the more ghosts that will be visible. Lower values will decrease the visible ghosts in the 

flare. 

 

 
 

• Ghosts Factor: This parameter controls the intensity and visibility of the „ghosts‟ effect in the lens flare. 

The lower value will make the ghosts less visible while the high value will make them stand out more 

intensely, which is unnatural for most instances. This parameter should only be increased if the camera is 

far from the light source and the „ghosts‟ need to be made more visible. 

 

 
 

• Rays Factor: This parameter determines the intensity and brightness of the rays that emanate from the 

central hotspot area of the lens flare. A high value will make the rays more visible and intense while a low 

value will make them dim and subtle. 
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• Rays Range: This parameter determines how far the rays spread out from the central hotspot. This 

parameter in a way determines the „attenuation‟ level of the rays. Lower values will make them have high 

attenuation resulting in the rays being shorter, while a high value will make them spread out farther from 

the light source. 

 

 
 

• Halo Factor: This parameter determines the brightness and intensity of the halo of the lens flare. 

Increasing the value of results in the halo being more noticeable and brighter, while lowering the value 

results in dimming of the halo. In general, halos should not be brighter than the central glow/hotspot. 

 

 
 

• Halo Radius: This parameter determines the diameter and extent of the halo from the central glow/hotspot. 

High values will create a halo that is far from the central glow while lower values will produce a halo that 

is close to the central glow/hotspot. 

 

 
 

• Halo Width: This parameter determines the „thickness‟ of the halo. That means it controls the „width‟ of 

the halo. High values result in the halo being thicker and more noticeable.  
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All these parameters can work collectively as well as individually depending on your setting in the Glows and Lens 

Flare Effects shader. Just remember that this shader should never attract attention to itself and should be used 

sparingly. You are simulating an artifact that real world photographers and cinematographer are trying hard to avoid. 

Use with discretion. 

 

 Depth of Field 

This parameter simulates the effect of having varying degrees of sharpness within a frame or image due to the 

aperture opening of the lens used. Since there is no real lens used in trueSpace, the depth of field is simulated by a 

post process effect. The parameter is controlled in two ways, either through the description of the camera lens used 

(Focal Length, Aperture and Focal plane) or directly (Near blur, Far blur, Near focus, Far focus). Having two 

ways of setting the depth of field is to ensure that those who know photography have a familiar setting. This also 

makes it possible for somebody who does not know the photography approach to be able to set the Depth of Field 

through the near and.far parameters together with the near and far focus which is easier. Using the 

non-photography-based model of the Depth of Field makes it possible to create impossible but interesting effects. 

 

Note: You can only use either the photographic model (Aperture and Focus plane) or the simple 

model (Near focus, Far focus). If you use the Aperture parameter, the Near focus/Far focus 

parameters are ignored and vice versa. 

 

This panel has the following options: 

 

 
 

Photographic Model (Camera): 

• Focal Length: (Values: 0.1 - 300): This parameter determines both the photographic and simple camera 

lens‟ effect on the rendered scene. This means that it is taken into account by both processes either by the 

Aperture or the Near focus and Far focus parameters. It is measured in millimeters (mm). Smaller focal 

lengths (>50mm) in general will have more things in focus while longer focal lengths (<80mm-300mm) 

will register more objects in the scene as soft and fuzzy. 

• Aperture: (Values: 0 - 22): This parameter directly corresponds to the extent of possible aperture (f/stops) 

for an ideal camera lens. In a typical 50mm real camera lens, the range is from f/1.4, f/2.8, f/4, f/5.6, f/8, 
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f/16 and f/22 and sometimes up to f/32 and f/45. The thing to remember is the larger the f/stop numbers 

(>f/5.6) the deeper the depth of field, which translates into images being sharper from the foreground to the 

background. Smaller f/stop numbers (<f/5.6) will translate into a narrower depth of field, which creates 

fuzzy and soft images in some or most areas of the image. 

• Focus plane: (Values: 0 - 500): This parameter is the plane of “critical focus.” This means it sets where 

the sharpest areas of the rendering will be. Smaller values mean that the focal plane is near the camera. 

That is, the critical focus is nearby while higher values mean that the focus is farther away. 

 

Simple Model (Direct) 

• Near Focus: (Values: 0 - 500): This parameter sets the foreground focus of the camera lens. The values 

range from 0-500. 

• Far focus: (Values: 0 - 500): This parameter sets the background far focus of the camera lens. The values 

range from 0-500.  

 

Additional independent parameters 

The Near blur and Far blur parameters operate independently of the other parameters (Photographic model or 

Simple model) for additional creative camera purposes. These two parameters are set to zero (0) by default. When 

they are used they act as multipliers to the blurring effect as gauged from the camera location. 

 

• Near blur: (-20.0, 20.0) 

• Far blur: (-20.0, 20.0) 

 

Note: When the camera is in “look at” mode and the Depth of Field post-process is used, then the 

distance from the selected camera to the scene object will be automatically set at the focal distance 

of the currently selected camera. 

 

Depth of Field Workflow: 

1. Set the Tone mapping first if your scene needs the proper tonal balance. This is to ensure that everything 

that should be visible is accounted for and is not too dark or too washed out. 

2. Now, you have to decide if you want to use the photographic model or the simple model. 

 

Photographic model: 
a) Since the parameters for the photographic model are set at Focal Length: 50, Aperture: 1.6 and the 

Focal plane: 2, for most scene this is wrong because it creates a blurred rendering. 

b) The first thing you have to decide is the Focal Length used. Focal Length determines how „narrow‟ or 

„deep‟ the depth of field is in relation to the Aperture opening. This normally means the larger your 

Focal Length (>50mm) is, the narrower the depth of field is. That is, the far and near planes that 

determine the depth of field are closer to each other. Smaller focal lengths (<50mm) will yield „deep‟ 

depth of field. The focal length of 50 mm is approximately what our eyes see.  

c) Once you have decided on the Focal Length, you have to set the Focal plane. The Focal plane is 

where the „critical focus‟ is, meaning the area where you want the camera to have sharp focus. Since 

this parameter is measured in meters, you must know the proper distance from the camera to the 

subject in meters to use this parameter well. You can use a box to find the distance by scaling the box 

to the distance between the Camera and the subject and looking at the Object Info’s dimension. 
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d) The last step is to set and change the Aperture. The default setting of 1.6 surely ensures that some if 

not all areas of the scene are blurred. The middle aperture opening in photography is between 

f/4.5-f/8.9. However, for most CG scenes these numbers will not show visible DOF effect. Start with 

f/2.8 and go lower if you want more DOF effect, but for focal lengths that are higher than 80mm, 

Aperture settings of f/2.8-4.5 will show DOF effects. 

 

Simple model: 

a) Set the Focal plane first to let trueSpace know where is the critical focus. Once you have established 

this parameter make a note of it because you will be setting the Near focus and Far focus based on it.  

b) Now set the Near focus to a smaller number than the Focal plane. This is to indicate to trueSpace that 

you want the Near focus to be in front of the Focal plane. 

c) Then set the Far focus to a number higher than the Focal plane. This will ensure than the far focus is 

beyond the range of the Focal plane. 

d) Then adjust either the Near focus or the Far focus to establish your depth of field effect. 

 

3. Now set the Near blur or Far blur if you want further blurring or softness either in the front blurred areas 

or in the back blurred areas. The higher the number the more blur will happen. These two parameters just 

establish the extent and degree of blurring that is happening in the background or foreground areas that 

already have been blurred by either the Aperture setting or the Near focus/Far focus settings. Please note 

that these two parameters, Near blur and Far blur are used independently of the other Depth of Field 

parameters and will not matter if you used the photographic model or the simple model. 

 

Note: If you have a Camera in your scene and you have the Look at Object parameter set, the Focal plane will 

then update to the distance of that object. This means that the Look at parameter overrides the Focal plane distance 

parameter in the Depth of Field panel.  

 

 Tonemapping 

Tonemapping is the technique of plotting or distributing the computed luminance values to fit the limited dynamic 

range of the display device. In essence, tonemapping distributes the tones in the scene so that it can better represent 

the available range in the scene without “washouts” or “darkness” dominating the scene. Tonemapping in 

trueSpace is accessed by right-clicking the Tone Mapping icon. You can expand the Tone mapping panel by 

clicking on the red triangle: 

 

 
 

Brighten Up: This is the default tonemapping setting that plots and converts the calculated luminance value to RGB 
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color values using a logarithmic curve that is perceptually based. This means that it tries to simulate the way we see 

things in the natural world. This parameter has the following options: 

 

• Brightness: (Values 0.0- 1.0) This parameter affects the overall intensity and darkness of the rendered 

image. Setting the value to zero (0) results in a completely dark image, while setting the value to 1 will 

result in a white washout image. The default is the mid value of 0.5 

• Balance: (Values 0.0- 1.0): This parameter affects the balance between the whitest whites and the blackest 

blacks with the middle grays. Also it affects and determines the intermediate gray (middle gray) tones more 

than any other tonalities in the scene. You will notice that setting this to 1.0 will not always produce a 

completely dark image, but will leave out the intense and white areas of the scene. Also, setting this 

parameter to 0.0 will not produce a completely washed-out white image, but will leave some of the colored 

objects as well as the dark areas and objects intact. This is because it controls mainly the middle grays and 

the adjacent tones and affects the extremes (dark grays and tinted whites) less unless the value approaches 

the limits of the parameter value (0.0 or 1.0). 

• Auto-setup: This on and off parameter (X) is for indicating to trueSpace that you want it to detect the 

maximum and minimum luminance levels that will be used for plotting the tone mapping distribution. If 

you are not satisfied with the tonal range that trueSpace selected, you can turn off Auto-setup and 

trueSpace will now let you select the tonal range. If you turn off Auto-setup you will be able to access two 

other parameters for the Brighten Up panel. 

• Max lum: This parameter determines the highest level of luminance that will be used by trueSpace either 

from the radiosity solution or from the light intensity level as indicated in the lights/luminaires in the scene.  

• Min lum: This parameter determines the lowest level of luminance that will be used by trueSpace either 

from the radiosity solution or from the light intensity level as indicated in the lights/luminaires in the scene.  

 

 Note: On certain scenes the effect of changing the Min lum will not be as noticeable compared to the Max 

lum. This is because the display device (video card/monitor) will not be able to accurately reflect the changes in the 

Min lum levels whereas it can easily show the changes with the Max lum levels because the changes there are more 

noticeable.  

 

• Detect: This button is for telling trueSpace to use the currently computed changes to the Tone mapping 

preview as shown in the Post-Process Editor window in the currently selected viewports (Front, Left, Top, 

Perspective and Camera etc). Sometimes trueSpace will render the viewport differently than what is shown 

in the Post-Process Editor preview window. The Detect button is used to make trueSpace know that you 

want to use the currently computed information in the Post-Process Editor preview window for the 

viewport renderings as well as for final renderings. 

 

 Note: Tone Mapping, if used, will affect all parts of your scene and will function in all rendering modes 

including radiosity. 

 

 FFAA 

This parameter stands for Feature-Following Anti-Aliasing, which analyzes the features of several connected 

pixels in the rendered image by high-resolution sub-pixel sampling while ignoring insignificant pixel tone deviations, 

thereby accelerating the anti-aliasing process by performing it only on significant areas with visible features. This 

parameter has several options: 
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• Threshold: This parameter determines the range and limit of the FFAA process. Pixel tone differences that 

exceed this value are super-sampled, while other areas are ignored. This parameter should be set to a low 

enough value to ensure that all the pixels that contain significant features are indicated (tagged) as needing 

supersampling. It should not be set to so low of a value that it affects insignificant pixel tone deviations.  

• Samples: This parameter controls the number of “ray samplings” that will be done at the corners of the 

pixel. The subsequent pixel tone deviations are calculated through the number of samples and compared to 

a perceptual table of the human eye. This means that it analyzes the pixel tone deviations then determines if 

that is something that can be seen or not. This is the way it decides if the connected pixel feature is 

significant or not. Setting this parameter to a very high value will result in additional CPU calculations 

without significant visible contributions to the scene. 

• Early out: This parameter determines the number of samples used at the end of “feature analysis” and 

decides if the sampled area contains a significant feature or not. 

• Sensitivity: This parameter works with the Threshold parameter to determine the level of detection of pixel 

tone deviation within the area being analyzed and whether it contains significant features that will need to 

be further super-sampled. This parameter should be set to a high enough value to make sure that all pixels 

that do contain significant features are tagged and detected. The higher the value, the more pixels are 

inspected. 

 

 Custom Global Shaders 

This parameter includes the (B)ackground, (F)oreground, and (P)ost-process shaders. For the Custom Global 

Shaders to work, the desired shaders must be installed in the \Shaders\Global subdirectory of the main trueSpace 

directory or folder. This must be done prior to opening trueSpace. When these shaders are loaded, they are normally 

listed on the Available panel on the left side. You can Add or Remove the available shaders by clicking on the Add 

or Remove button. You can look at the available shaders by right-clicking on the Custom Global Shaders icon on 

the rendering toolbar. This will open the Custom Global Shaders panel. 
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To differentiate between the three different shader classes, (B)ackground, (F)oreground and (P)ost-process, the 

prefix of each of the classes is indicated before each shader name. The available shaders are listed in alphabetical 

order. To select the available shader to be used in the currently rendered scene, highlight it in the Available left 

column or double click the desired shader. This will move the selected shader to the Selected column. 

 

To position a shader between two selected shaders, the position of the desired one in the list must be highlighted 

before the Add button is pressed. Shaders in the Selected list are listed in the order determined by the user with the 

exception that all (B)ackground shaders precede (F)oreground shaders, which in turn precede (P)ostprocess 

shaders. The CGS shaders are rendered last if the built-in foreground or background shaders are used.  

 

They are processed in the following order. 

 

1. Built-in Foreground and Background shaders (e.g. clouds, snow, fog, ... ). 

2. Custom foreground and background shaders. (CGS). 

3. Built-in postprocess shaders (e.g. lens flares). 

4. Custom post-process shaders. (CGS). 

 

All Selected CGS shaders are loaded into memory. If the current trueSpace session is RAM and resource heavy, it is 

possible to remove in memory the currently loaded shader by selecting the desired Custom Global Shader and 

clicking on Unload. Checking the Auto Unload box will unload all unused shaders when a new shader (Global or 

Material shader) is used. 

 

The currently used and loaded Custom Global Shader information in the current scene is saved with the scene file 

(.scn). When this scene is loaded back into trueSpace, trueSpace looks for and loads back the used Custom Global 

Shaders for that particular scene. When a used Custom Global Shader is not found, trueSpace will display a dialog 

box indicating that a particular Custom Global Shader is missing. If you want to make your own Custom Global 

Shaders, the software development kit (SDK) with documentation is available. 

 
 

 

7.3.8 Multi-pass Rendering 

You can render your scene into the popular Adobe Photoshop PSD format. At its simplest level, this can be used to 

produce a single-layer PSD file of the rendered scene. Yet the capabilities of this feature extend far beyond 

producing flat files. The output options presented at render time give you the ability to separate your render into 

multiple layers and/or channels based on features (such as reflections and shadows), lights, and layers. This 

provides you with great flexibility in compositing your images, or tweaking effects without re-rendering the scene.  

 

For example, by outputting to a PSD using the “Per feature” option, you could strengthen the effect of reflections in 

the scene by manipulating or duplicating the “Reflection” layer, without needing to re-render the scene. 

 

Once you select “*.psd” from the Render to File dialog and click the Render button, you are presented with the 

following options: 
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• Layers: 

◦ Single: The rendered output is stored as a single image layer in the PSD file. (It may contain multiple 

channels, though.) 

◦ Per feature: Each effect/rendering feature is stored as layer in the PSD file.  

▪ Background: Just a plain background 

▪ Diffuse: Diffuse lighting of the scene 

▪ Specular: Specular highlights in the scene 

▪ Shadow: Shadows in the scene 

▪ Reflections: Effect of reflected rays in the scene 

▪ Refractions: Effect of transmitted rays in the scene 

▪ PostProcess: Effect of postprocessing on the scene 

 Individual layers can be turned on or off using the corresponding checkboxes. Please note that the 

effect of individual features is cumulative, meaning that a particular layer contains the effects of 

all the previous features. (For example, the shadow layer contains diffuse, specular and shadow 

effects.) 

◦ Per light: The effect of each light in the scene is stored as a layer in the PSD file. The number of 

layers will be the same as the number of lights in the scene (including implicit ambient light in the 

background layer). 

◦ Per geometry layer: Every geometry layer (“layer” in trueSpace) is rendered as a separate layer in the 

PSD file. The background layer consists of a plain background (no geometry), and all other layers 

contain a particular trueSpace layer with the appropriate layer blending mask. 

• Channels: 

◦ Alpha Mask: Transparency mask 

◦ Depth Mask: Distance of the object from camera encoded in levels of grey 

◦ Shadow Mask: Levels of grey when shadow is present at particular point, black otherwise 

◦ View angle mask: Angle between view direction and objects‟s surface normal encoded in levels of 

grey 

◦ Normal masks: Length of the surface normal vector in world X,Y,Z direction encoded in levels of 

grey. 

 Note: The effect of layer and channel rendering can be combined. When combined, the additional 
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channels are rendered into a composite image of the PSD file. 

• Channels as Layers: 

◦ This option allows you to store additional rendering channel masks as individual layers in the PSD file. 

This is useful for applications which do not support PSD channel masks directly. The layers are set to 

be hidden so as not to interfere with the image itself. 

• Compatibility Mode: 

◦ Per feature layers use the “linear light” blending mode, which is a new feature of Photoshop 7 that is 

not available in previous versions or some other applications. Compatibility mode uses the “hard light” 

blending mode instead.  

◦ Per light layers are integrated with Photoshop “linear dodge” blending. Because this is a new blending 

mode in Photoshop 7, previous Photoshop versions or other applications do not support it. In this case, 

enabling the “compatibility mode” checkbox causes the “screen” blending mode to be used instead. 

Individual layers are processed prior to being written to the file so that the “screen” blending of the 

layers in Photoshop gives the correct combined result. Please note that this approach is not perfect as 

“screen” blending means that the individual layer is not showing the effect of a single light. Instead, it 

contains the combined effect of individual light and lights stored in the layers below. Switching off a 

layer is not identical to switching off a particular light; the effects differ as the contribution of the layer 

is missing when layers above are being added to the composite image. 

◦ Per geometry layers are saved into the Photoshop file using clipping layers. This means that every 

geometry layer of trueSpace is stored as two layers in the Photoshop file: one layer with the actual 

geometry and the correct alpha mask for that geometry, and a second layer (below it) containing the 

same color information and the depth based mask. This mask is used for clipping to determine the 

visible portion of the layer. 

◦ It is possible to export geometry layers to a PSD file without clipping layers since certain applications 

(like PaintShopPro) do not support them. Check the “compatibility mode” box to exclude the clipping 

layers.  

 

Tutorial: Exporting to a Multi-layered PSD 

1. Load any scene containing multiple layers. The scene used in this example is “layer-cabrio.scn,” which is 

included with your trueSpace install and is part of the “Layers” scene library. 
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2. Render to File. Choose Photoshop PSD file format. 

 

  
 

3. Choose “Per geometry layer” option for layer rendering. 
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4. Load the file into Photoshop. 

 

  
 

5. Try switching on/off individual layers to see the effect of the layers being combined into a resulting image. 
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6. Select “Layer 2” and apply any Photoshop filter (e.g. noise - monochromatic). Due to per layer masking, 

the effect is applied only to the specific objects on the layer. 

 

  
 

7. Hide all layers except “Layer 8,” and select “Layer 8.” Choose Layer/Ungroup. The clipping layer is 

disconnected, resulting in the complete set of wheels (the complete trueSpace geometry layer) being made 

visible. To enable clipping again, select “Layer 8” and choose Layer/Group with Previous. 
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Here are some further examples of this feature in use: 

 

“By rendering each feature layer I was able to adjust the image in Photoshop  to taste. I particularly liked the way I 

could add a dreamy photo filter to the diffuse channel to „soften up‟ what are perceived as cold looking CGI images 

and still retain the crispness of the shiny Goldfish bowl in the Family portrait shot.” 

 

 
by Paul Woodward. 

 

“To bring up the interior light in the machines...I selected the refraction layer, increased the brightness and 

contrast.... and that was it! This would have taken an hour or more and not resulted in as good a result if I had to do 

the same thing from a single layer.” 

 

      
by Pete Massaro. 

 

Limitations: 

• Per geometry layers do not work very well with anti-aliased images; the blending cannot properly take into 

account the anti-aliased pixels at the objects‟ edges when overlapping objects exist on different layers. This 

is due to the fact that anti-aliasing in this case need to take into account objects on both layers 

simultaneously, which is not possible.  

• Per geometry layer rendering does not take into account shadows and reflection/refractions of objects on 
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other layers. 
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7.4 Virtualight Render Preferences 

In addition to the native LightWorks rendering engine, support for the Virtualight rendering engine has also been 

included in trueSpace as a fully integrated 3rd party rendering engine via the (slightly modified) virtuaOut plugin. 

This gives the user access to high-end rendering features not supported by the LightWorks rendering engine, such 

as Global Illumination (GI), photon mapping, and caustics, while keeping the ease of use for rendering 

functionality. 

 

Virtualight rendering engine 

Virtualight (VL) is a rendering engine written by Stephane Marty. One of its main features is an extensive array of 

global illumination methods that can produce very high quality renderings. For full details, see the VL website at 

http://www.3dVirtualight.com/. The implementation of Virtualight as a trueSpace 3rd party rendering engine is based 

on the modified VirtuaOut export plugin by Simon Windmill. The major change though is that virtuaOut is now 

fully integrated into the trueSpace rendering workflow. Thus rather than existing as a trueSpace export plugin, it has 

become a trueSpace rendering extension.  

 

QuickStart Tutorial 

1. Start trueSpace.  

2. Open the render preferences panel by right-clicking one of the render buttons, like Render Scene. 

3. Choose the Virtualight.tsr from the drop-down box. 

4. Load your favorite scene. 

5. Open the Material Editor (ME), change the objects‟ materials, and observe the effect of the material 

changes as they will appear in the final render. 

6. Render the scene. 

 

Options/Parameters 

The Virtualight options panel can be opened by right-clicking on any of the trueSpace rendering buttons (render 

scene, render scene to file, render object, render area). This is consistent with the access to all of the other 

trueSpace rendering options (stored in the rendering tool), which can be also accessed by right-clicking on the 

render buttons. 

 

The options panel consists of 3 tabs: Output, Lights and GI. 
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Output Parameters 
• Anti-aliasing  

• adaptive depth: Allows you to specify how much adaptive anti-aliasing is done, as long as the 

anti-aliasing level is above 0. You can increase this value to get better anti-aliasing without having to 

go up to the next level of anti-aliasing.  

• undersampling: Does the opposite of anti-anti-aliasing. It allows you to generate a faster rendering by 

not rendering all points. A value of 0 switches this feature off, a value of 1 turns it on at the lowest 

quality/fastest rendering. Increasing the value increases the quality. This is intended to be used for 

previews only. 

 

 

           
                adaptive depth = 1 

 
adaptive depth = 4 

 
  

• NURBs 
• to polys: When enabled, converts all NURBS patches to polygons before exporting. This may be 

useful, for example, if you are seeing rendering issues with NURBS patches. It is usually best to keep 

it unchecked unless you have to u subdivs and v subdivs control the resolution of the VL NURBS 

patches. Increasing these values for higher quality output comes at the expense of file size and 

processing time. 
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u/v subdivs = 4 

 
u/v subdivs = 8 

 
u/v subdivs = 32 

 

 
• Converted textures (This section refers to the format of any images that are created from procedural 

color shaders used in the scene.) 
• Width and height: Self-explanatory. 

• filter: Refers to whether or not there is smoothing of the texture when used in VL.  

• one file: Usually, a texture file will be created for every procedural color shader, for every frame in the 

animation, thus allowing you to convert animated textures. However, if you have no animated 

procedurals in the scene, it would be much faster and use less disk space if only one texture were 

created and used for every frame in the animation. Checking one file enables such behavior.  

• export current texture: Used to manually create a texture from the current material (whatever is 

currently in the trueSpace material panel). The width and height specified above will be used to 

generate the texture. You will be asked for a filename when you click the button. 

• Depth of field (VL renders DOF effects by using multiple sample rays when rendering.) 

• use depth of field: Enables this feature.  

• dof samples: The number of samples to take for each pixel. Increasing this value will give you a 

smoother result but at an increased render time.  

• dof size: Controls the strength of the blur effect. If you increase this value, you will most likely need to 

increase the number of samples to avoid a dithered look.  

• dof distance: Specifies the focal point for the camera, i.e. the area that will be in focus. If you set this 

to 0, and the trueSpace camera has a look-at target, the object being looked at will be in focus. This 

behavior is similar to the way trueSpace‟s own depth of field works. 

 

 
dof samples = 1 

 
dof samples = 32 
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       dof size = 0.2 

 
         dof size = 0.5 

 

 
 

• Lights  

• multiplier: Allows you to increase or decrease the light levels in the VL render without having to 

change all of the lights in the scene. Setting it to 2 will make all lights twice as powerful; at 0.5 and 

they will be half as bright, and so on.  

• area jitter: Affects the shadows of area lights to help avoid banding. The side effect is a dithered look 

unless you increase the number of shadow samples.  

• shadow bias: Used to remove shadow artifacts at the border between light and dark on a curved 

surface. You might have seen an artifact in trueSpace where there is a faceted look at the edge of the 

shadow when viewing a shadow-casting light at an angle. With shadow bias set to 0, you may see the 

same thing in VL, but changing the value moves the shadow position slightly. You may wish to 

experiment to find the best result for a particular render, ideally it should be as close to 0 as possible 

without showing any defects. You should only need to change this setting infrequently. 

• sky samples: Controls the accuracy of the sky light calculations. A greater number should give a 

smoother, more accurate result but at an increase in render time.  

• area divisions: Controls the amount of internal subdivision when processing area lights. A greater 

number increases the accuracy of area light shadows at the expense of render time.  

• soft shadow samples: Affects several light types, including goniometric lights. A greater value will 
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give softer shadows with less banding effect, again at the expense of render time.  

• fixed ibl background: Allows you to switch between two styles of rendering the image in an IBL light. 

When this box is off, the results are similar to the trueSpace method, i.e., the scene appears to be 

enclosed in a large sphere. This method, however, is not always desirable, as it proves hard to control 

what portion of the background image is displayed. When fixed ibl background is enabled, the 

background will be rendered as a flat 2D background, but the lighting, reflections and refractions will 

still be generated as if from a spherical environment. 

 

 

          
            area jitter = 0 

           
                area jitter = 0.7 

 

          
              sky samples = 4 

           
                  sky samples = 512 

 

       
              division = 2 

           
                divisions = 4 
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              soft shadow samples = 0 

           
               soft shadow samples = 128 

 

          
             fixed IBL background = off 

           
              fixed IBL background = on 

 

 
• Sun (Note: When you add a sky or IBL light to the scene, it adds illumination from the sky only. You 

won't see any sharp shadows cast; it is more of an ambient light producing subtle shading effects. This can 

be enough on its own, but sometimes you may want to add other lights. The real world has one large 

lightsource, of course: the sun.) 

• enable: Tells VL to calculate the effects of sunlight. The time of day can be specified using the 24 hour 

(or military) clock, and the position and color of the sun will be automatically set. For best results, set 

the sky light color and background color to a nice shade of blue, or whatever color the desired the sky 

should be. An image can be used if the scene has an IBL light instead of a sky light.  

• brightness: Increases or decreases the sunlight effect.  

• glow: Works together with the brightness setting to control the look of the sky. If glow is set to 0, the 

size of the sun‟s glow will be automatically calculated according to distance from the camera. This 

value can also be changed to affect the glow size relatively.  

• samples: Affects the softness of the sun‟s shadows. Ordinarily, the sun will cast sharp shadows. 

However, if softer shadows are desired, then increase the value. 

• rotation: Allows you to change the position of the sun in the sky to best fit the scene. Specify the 

number of degrees to rotate around each axis. For example, if you add sunlight in the vl_ibl example 

scene, the sun will come from the right. Change the Z rotation to 180 and it will come from the left.  

• specify color: Sets the sun‟s color. Ordinarily, the color of sunlight will be chosen automatically 

depending on time of day. However, if you wish to explicitly set the color, use the color setting. Note 

that you must have a sky or IBL light in the scene for sunlight to have any effect. 
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             time: 12:00 

            
                time: 16:20 

 

          
           glow = 0.2 

            
              glow = 1.4 

 

          
             samples = 1 

            
                 samples = 32 
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Virtualight has two main global illumination settings: irradiance calculation, and caustic effects. The irradiance 

calculations allow the light in the scene to creep into all corners, illuminating surfaces in a natural way. Caustics 

allow light to reflect off mirrors and refract through glass surfaces. It is strongly recommend that you read the 

Virtualight user guide for more information on what these settings actually mean. The enable checkboxes allow you 

to selectively choose irradiance and/or caustics. It is important to note that caustics can be generated without having 

to compute an irradiance solution. 

 

 

 
no irradiance or caustics 

      
    irradiance 
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caustics 

       
            caustics and irradiance 

 

 
• Irradiance  

• distribution: Specifies how irradiance samples are taken. A full explanation with illustrations is given 

in the VL manual.  

• grid size: Specifies the initial accuracy of the irradiance calculation. A smaller value gives a more 

accurate result, but takes longer to calculate. 

• samples: Specifies the total number of irradiance samples to take for each point being evaluated. A 

larger value gives smoother results, with the usual speed tradeoff.  

• bounce level: Specifies the number of times a ray of light should be followed as it moves around 

striking different surfaces. Increasing this value will give a more accurate calculation, again at the 

expense of render time. If light is not reaching inside areas properly, try increasing this value.  

• max error: Controls how accurate the sampling should be. Smaller values are less accurate, but result 

in faster rendering.  

• blending area: Determines how well the irradiance samples are blended together to hide visible 

patches of irregularity. A smaller value will result in less blending; values over 0.5 are recommended. 

• max distance: This is another control for fine-tuning renderings and is related to the max error setting. 

Smaller values will result in more accuracy (and longer render times) if enough samples are used. A 

setting of 0 will allow VL to perform the calculations automatically.  

 

 

 
grid = 4 

        
           grid = 64 
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samples = 1 

        
            samples = 128 

 

 

 
bounce level = 1 

        
           bounce level = 6 

 

 

 
max error = 0.2 

        
      max error = 1.0 
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blending area = 0.1 

       
      blending area = 2.0 

 

 

 
max distance = 0.4 

       
      max distance = 1.0 

 

 
• Photon maps  

• number of photons: Specifies the number of photons that will be shot when calculating caustics. This 

value is in thousands, and the number of photons that are actually shot will vary from scene to scene. 

In some scenes, you may need to increase this setting greatly (e.g. to over 5000) to generate enough 

photons to give accurate caustics.  

• media photons: This controls the number of photons that should be shot if volumetrics is enabled. 

When set to 0, this switch is effectively off. 

• volume %: Another setting that controls how many photons are fired, and refers to the number of 

photons covering a surface. If set to 0, the number is automatically generated, but you may need to 

adjust this value.  

• gather range min and gather range max: Control the number of photons to be gathered at each point 

during photon mapping. Increasing the values will increase the accuracy of the render.  

Note: The next photons settings do not refer to caustics generation, but are rather an 

alternative method of calculating irradiance for the scene instead of the distribution setting. 

You still need to have the enable box checked for irradiance, but you do NOT need to have 

enable caustics checked. 
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• irradiance: Switches on this alternative method.  

• from lights: The number of photons that should be gathered for each light.  

• per ray: The number of samples that should be taken during rendering. 

 

 

 
photons = 30 

      
     photons = 300 

 

 

 
photons = 3000 

 

 
• Rays: These settings refer to the raytracing engine, and can be used even with irradiance and photons 

disabled.  

• blur samples and blur level: Used when rendering VL shaders with soft reflections and refraction 

effects.  

 

Virtualight Reflectance Shader 

In order to provide more control when working with the Virtualight rendering engine, the Virtualight reflectance 

shader is provided. This documentation does not cover the format for the VL shading language. We encourage you 
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to read the VL reference manual first. 

 

To use the VL reflectance shader, first load it into the ME from the shader library panel in the usual manner. Note 

that this shader can be loaded into the ME only if the LV rendering engine is loaded first. Otherwise it will be 

disabled.  

 

 
 

• Surface type: The VL reflectance shader allows for 3 different types of surfaces: 

• plain surface: Will render the fastest, but can only have basic settings such as simple color, ambience, 

diffuse, etc.  

• Functional surface: Takes longer to evaluate but can contain many different calculations such as 

Fresnel falloff effects for reflections, procedural textures, and so on.  

• Pattern surfaces: Fall in between, but are not yet supported in this shader.  

 

Note: If you experience problems rendering a sample, try setting the surface type to functional. 

Complex parameters will not be used if the surface is set to plain. 

 

• Reflectance values: These are the values for ambience, diffusion, specular highlights, reflections, and 

refractions. Most of these work in a similar manner as they do in trueSpace, but some explanation of the 

format of the settings is in order 
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As can be seen above, you can use the number spinner (or colorbutton) to set a regular value, or you can 

enter custom text to perform a calculation. The checkbox determines whether or not the shader will use the 

number spinner or the custom text for the shader. Please note: either the spinner value or the text box must 

be chosen, one or the other. 

 

• Ambience: Controls how emissive the material is. This is the Ka value. You can choose to specify a color 

for this emissiveness by checking the specify color box or leaving it unchecked to use the base color. You 

can then decide whether to use the colorbutton or have a custom color text. 

• Diffuse color: The base color of the material. The base color can be either a plain color chosen with the 

color button, or a custom color chosen by using the custom color text. For example, to use a texture map, 

you would enter something like: 

 

 PlanarImageMapping(ImageFile(“c:\images\grass.jpg”, BILINEAR), (u, 0, v), 1) 
 
 You set the diffuse amount with the Kd parameter. Related to this value is the Kb (brilliance) setting with 

which you can experiment with for metals and glasses. 

 

• Specular highlights: Controls the highlights on a material for simulating rough, smooth, shiny, or dull 

surfaces.  

• Ks: The strength of the specularity.  

• BRDF: Similar to the roughness slider in trueSpace, lower values give you tighter highlights and thus a 

smoother, harder surface. VL allows you to choose from different BRDF models, which you can 

access from the type drop down list. Phong will give you a classic look. Cook will give nice glossy 

highlights for glass-type surfaces. Experiment to see what renders the best. The color of the highlights 

can also be specified if needed. 

• Reflections  

• Kr: Akin to mirror in trueSpace and describes how reflective the surface is.  

• metal: Determines how much the base color affects the reflections for simulating metallic surfaces. 

You can specify a color for the reflections in order to attain certain results.  

• blur: Allows for blurred reflections. Set it closer to 1 for more blurred reflections. The number of 

samples used is controlled by the blur samples and blur level settings in the main virtuaOut interface 

in the gi panel. 

• Refractions 

• Kt: Controls the amount of transmission in the surface. 

• Ior: Sets the value for the index of refraction. You can choose whether or not specify a color for 

refraction. This can be very useful if you are trying to create colored glass.  

• dispersion: Calculates chromatic dispersion for refraction (like the little rainbow effect you get on 

refractions in glass). A dispersion value of 1.0 will switch off this effect. Small increases are common; 

water is 1.007 and diamond is 1.035.  

• samples: Controls how smooth the dispersion will be. Higher is better but comes at a rendering time 
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cost.  

• absorption: Used for simulation of translucent materials. Using a value greater than 0 switches this 

feature on. 

• Bump Mapping and Displacement  

 You can apply bump mapping to any object in VL. Bump maps can be set using an image file or 

procedurally. To use an image map, the following would be used: 

 

 PlanarBumpMapping(ImageFile(“c:\images\grassbump.jpg”, BILINEAR), (u, 0, v), 2.0) 

 

 The last “2.0” refers to the bump map amplitude which can be set to a positive value or a negative value to 

invert the bump mapping effect.  

 

• Displacement mapping: Does not just give the effect of a bumpy surface, but actually modifies the 

geometry. Again, you can use an image file or a procedural effect. For example, entering fnoise(P) will 

give a simple displacement. If you want to use a file, you would use: 

 

 PixelHeight(ImageFile(“c:\images\grassbump.jpg”, BILINEAR), (u, 0, v), 0) * 0.005 

 

Note: You can only use displacement mapping with NURBS objects. The virtuaOut output panel 

parameters u subdivs and v subdivs should be increased to at least 32 in order for the displacement 

to be effective. 

 

• Iridescence   

 This is a nice effect that can be used to simulate the look of irridescence, or the sheen of color found on the 

surface of a bubble, for example. The VL documentation has full information on the use of irridescence. 

• Caustics  

• caustics: Can be controlled on a per-material basis. The caustics toggle must be checked and a value 

greater than 0 for density entered.  

• Density: Works as a percentage and refers to the surface area of the object that should be used for 

calculation. The internal flag can be used for more accurate (and slower) representation of glass 

surfaces. 

• Irradiance: Specifies the number of irradiance samples the surface will use when doing gi renderings. 

• Declarations  

 

 Much of the power of the VL shaders comes from their ability to define (e.g.) color gradients and functions 

for procedural textures. However if we allowed for all possible instances where such shaders could be 

written, this shader interface box would be much larger than it already is. To account for this, trueSpace 

makes use of the fact that VL shaders can include parts of shaders from other files. You can define your 

color gradients and other material parameters in a separate file and save it as a .vs file (for example, 

mygreatshaderstuff.vs). Then, by clicking the declarations button and browsing to this file, you can 

reference anything from the file in other shader parameters. For example, in the declarations section, use 

the alien.vs file that is included with VL. It should be in the Examples folder where Virtualight is 

installed. 

 

The alien.vs file contains a procedural texture function called swirl, which can be used with a color gradient, 

also contained in the file. In the color section, enter swirl_map[swirl] in the custom color text box, and 

check the box to use a custom color. A procedural texture will now be used for the color. 
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Notes 
• Geometry: All polyhedra are exported as triangulated meshes, so there should be no problems with holes 

in the polyhedra. NURBS patches can be exported as NURBS patches or they can be triangulated if the 

render is not as expected (NURBs as triangulated meshes is the default). The object render options cast 

shadow and receive shadow are fully supported. 

• Materials: Glass, dielectric, and mirror shaders will result in VL shaders with caustics enabled. It should 

be noted that the ambient value of a reflectance shader controls how emissive the surface is when rendering 

with irradiance enabled. 

 

Color procedural shaders can be converted to texture maps that VL can render. Solid procedural shaders 

will not look exactly the same, however. For best results 2D (wrapped/UV) shaders should be used in these 

instances. Transparency shaders are not fully supported in VL, however trueSpace materials with a 

transparency map, or plain transparency will be converted correctly. Procedural rough and wrapped rough 

shaders will be converted to the closest approximation in VL, but it is recommended that regular bump 

maps are used instead. The different shading types; faceted, auto-facet, and smooth shaded are supported 

fully for polyhedra, but NURBS are either completely smooth, or completely faceted. NURBS objects are 

also only exported with a single material. 

 

• Lights  

• Local, spot, and infinite lights are the same as in trueSpace. 

• Goniometric lights will be converted to spherical area lights. 

• Sky lights will be converted to a VL sky. Intensities less than 1.0 are recommended.  

• Area lights will be converted to VL flat area lights, but the conversion is not always straightforward 

due to differences in renderers and their representation in trueSpace.  

• IBL lights will be converted to VL sky lights, but using the image you used in the IBL light. There are 

a several differences, though. VL has no concept of the IBL orientation, so rotating will make no 

difference. Related to this, you may also find that the image is not aligned exactly as it is in trueSpace, 

and you may need to edit the image in an image editing program to make it fit correctly.  

• If you enable lens flares for a trueSpace local or goniometric light, the VL light will have a visible 

glow. The size of the glow is specified by the size of the tS light object.  

• Shadows are either on or off. Shadow maps are not supported in VL.  

• Non-specular lights are fully supported in VL. This type of light will still illuminate objects and cast 

shadows (if on), but will not cause a specular highlight to appear. These useful for fill lights. To turn 

off specular highlights for a particular light, uncheck the trueSpace option Physically based units for 

the light.  

• Negative tS lights will be written out as VL blackholes.  

• Projector lights are not supported in VL. 

• Global shaders  

• Background color is correctly exported.  

• Gradient background is correctly exported.  

• Background image is correctly exported.  

• Simple Volumetric in trueSpace will convert to participating media settings in VL. Only the Samples 

and Density parameters apply. Note that you must still enable volumetrics for each light.  

• Fog is supported. Ground Fog is not supported. 
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7.6 Quicktime VR 

Panoramic movies are constructed from a series of views taken from the same spot but at slightly different angles. 

These images are then combined into a single image to allow dynamic viewing. 

 

Object movies are slightly different in that they consist of a number of views of a static object taken from different 

points around the object. This allows the user to “fly” around the object. 

 

 

Object Camera Rendering Motion Panoramic Camera Rendering Motion  

Notes: 
• There is no output during the process of generating Quicktime VR movies, and the process cannot be 

canceled. 

• The process of generation can take a long time. 

• The software to view a Quicktime VR movie can be freely obtained from Apple via the internet. More 

information can be found at the Quicktime VR web site http://quicktimevr.apple.com 

 

The Panoramic camera (Pcam) enables the creation of both panoramic and object Quicktime VR movies. The 

Panoramic Camera tool can be found on the main toolbar, in the same tool group as the regular camera. The Pcam 

(1 in the image below) has the same basic properties as the regular camera (2); only the visual representation is 

slightly different. The Pcam also has additional features. 

 

 
 

 Panoramic Camera 

 
 

• Movie: Selects the mode in which Pcam works. It can be in either Panoramic or Object mode. The Pcam 

will generate a Quicktime VR movie according to the chosen mode.  
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◦ Panoramic mode: A Quicktime VR Panoramic movie will be generated.  

◦ Object mode: A Quicktime VR Object movie will be generated.  

• Quality level: Indicates the quality level (compression) of the output image. Lower quality levels produce 

a smaller files, whereas higher quality levels produce larger files. By default, the value is set to the middle 

(85). 

• Render: Starts the generation of the Quicktime VR movie and renders the active view. 

 

Panoramic movie options 

 
 

• Slit: Specifies the number of individual images that should be rendered to make up a full panorama. To 

avoid distortion in the resulting movie, it is not recommended to set this value too low. In addition, high 

values should be avoided because the gain in quality becomes minimal. Usually this control should be left 

at its default settings.  

• Width: Specifies the width of the window that the movie will be displayed in. 

• Height: Specifies the height of the window that the movie will be displayed in. 

 

Object movie options 

 
 

• Pan frames (Tilt frames): Number of frames to generate between the minimum and maximum horizontal 

pan (vertical tilt) positions. (number_of generated_frames = pan_frames x tilt _frames) 

• Pan Min (Tilt Min): The minimum horizontal pan (vertical tilt) position the object will rotate to. 

(measured in degrees). 

• Pan Max (Tilt Max): The maximum horizontal pan (vertical tilt) position the object will rotate to. 

(measured in degrees). 

• Pan Init (Tilt Init): This parameter specifies the initial horizontal pan (vertical tilt) position in degrees. 

Indicates the starting horizontal (vertical) rotation for the object when the movie is first opened. 

 

Example: How to create an Object movie. 
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1. The first step is to create the object and the Pcam.  

a) Use the Panoramic Camera button to create a camera.  

b) Choose the Object movie mode in the Panoramic camera option panel. 

 

2. Bind the camera to the object using the Look At tool. You will see a line from Pcam to the center of the 

object. 

 

3. a) Open a new auxiliary window. 

b) Set the new window to „camera‟ view. Resize the window to the appropriate size. Move the camera to 

fit the whole object. 

 

4. Set the Object movie control variables. (We want to rotate the object only in the horizontal direction.) :   

• Tilt frames: 1 

• Tilt max: 0 

• Tilt min: 0 

• Tilt init: 0 

 

5. Select the active view and Render movie. 

Rendering 
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Chapter 8 - Character Editing 
 

8.1 Character Editing Introduction 

The Character Editing tools let you build skeletons that will allow you to pose and animate objects. The most 

obvious uses are for characters and animals, but you can find them useful in other situations too, such as for creating 

ropes, hoses, chains, and more! 

There are two aspects to this kind of posing and animation. The first is the mesh itself, the object that you will want 

to move, bend and pose. The next part is the skeleton, made up of a series of joints connected together by bones. The 

skeleton will control the mesh attached to it, making it bend and deform as you move the joints on the skeleton. 

This chapter will deal with creating and setting up the skeleton, and how to adjust it so that it can perform the 

movements you need it to make, and so that it controls the object well, making the correct parts bend and deform as 

you work with the skeleton. 

The chapter begins with a look through each of the tools associated with this process, and then moves on to some 

introductory tutorials that take you from start to finish on creating a skeleton that will control a human character. 
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8.2 The Tools 

Here you will find an introduction to each tool in the Character Editing toolkit. They are listed here in a grouping 

that reflects what each tool does, in an order that reflects a common workflow. 

 

8.2.1 Building the Skeleton 

Build Skeleton  
 
Build Skeleton is the tool that lets you start building the skeleton that will control your mesh. You can build the 

skeleton on its own in an empty scene. Usually though you will want to build your skeleton inside the character it is 

intended for. This will help trueSpace position the bones and make it faster and easier to create your skeleton, as 

well as giving you a good visual guide to follow when creating your skeleton. 

Note that while building a skeleton you can select a joint you have already created and adjust its position, and then 

resume building by clicking on the joint you want to build from. This means you have access to the same 

functionality as found in the Shape Skeleton tool, without any need to change tools. 

 

Shape Skeleton  
 
Virtually no skeleton will come out perfect from the build step, even with trueSpace helping position the bones for 

you based on your mesh. That’s not a problem though as you can adjust the skeleton at any point using the Shape 

Skeleton tool to select existing joints and adjust them. This tool is used to edit a skeleton once it is complete, and 

you do not want to add any more joints to it. 

Editing is performed by moving the joints or using the Move tool. If you hold CTRL while moving, then the whole 

branch is moved; without CTRL held while moving, then only the selected joint is moved (see the video below). 
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  video link 

Note that the  Shape Skeleton tool also works as a “mode” -  you can combine Shape Skeleton with dynamic posing, 

switching it on to see how your character bends when you move joints as you use the Dynapose tool. 

 

Delete Joint  
 
Delete Joint will remove whatever joint is currently selected. Note that you must first select the joint you want to 

delete – you can use the arrow keys to navigate through the skeleton to select the joint, or select the joint in the Link 

Editor, or you can use the Shape Skeleton tool to select the joint. Once the joint is selected, click the Delete Joint 

tool (if no joint is selected, then the Delete Joint tool will be grey and you will not be able to use it). 

Removing a joint will rebuild the connections in your skeleton, so deleting a joint in the middle of your skeleton will 

not “split it in two” but instead will create new bones and connections to ensure your skeleton remains intact. 

Also note that removing a joint removes some bones, and this can affect skinning if the skeleton is already attached 

to a skin. 

 

resources/chapter8/ShapeSkeletonCTRL.wmv
resources/chapter8/ShapeSkeletonCTRL.wmv
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Remove Limb  
 
Remove Limb will delete the sub-tree for a limb, starting with the selected joint. This lets you selectively remove an 

arm, leg, hand, or similar. Simply select the joint using Dynapose, Shape Skeleton, Build Skeleton or in the Link 

Editor, and then click the Remove Limb tool. Note that the selected joint is NOT removed; only all the joints and 

bones after it are removed. 

 

 

8.2.2 Connecting Skin and Bone 

Once your skeleton is created, you need to join the skeleton to the mesh and other objects it is going to control. 

We’ll look at the processes involved in this below. 

Attach Skin To Skeleton  
 
Once your skeleton is constructed, you need to attach the skin to it so that the skeleton can then control the skin and 

bend and deform it as you bend and move the skeleton itself. Ensure that the skeleton itself is selected, and then 

click on the Attach Skin To Skeleton tool. Now point at the mesh that you want the skeleton to control – the mesh 

will highlight. Click on the mesh, and the skeleton is attached to it, giving you a character that you can now pose and 

animate! 

This tool can also be used to detach  a skeleton and skin that are already attached – select the character, then select 

this tool; point at the mesh with the mouse, and it will highlight; left click, and the mesh becomes detached from the 

skeleton. This can be useful if you want to edit the skeleton using the Limb Libraries for example, or if you want to 

reuse the skeleton in another mesh. 

 

Attach Object To Bone  
 
Sometimes you want an object to follow the movement of the character, but the object should not deform like skin. 

These objects are usually not part of the character’s body, and are usually solid and rigid – a good example would be 

a cup held in a character’s hand. The cup should follow where the hand goes, but it should not flex and deform like 

the skin of the arm or hand. Other items that you might want to attach in this way are hats, helmets, weapons, 

shields, etc. 
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First, ensure the object you want to attach is in the correct location. First, select the Shape Skeleton tool and click on 

the bone that you wish to attach the object to. Next, click on the Attach Object To Bone tool, and then finally click 

on the object you wish attached to the bone. 

 

 

Attach Skin To Bone  
 
This tool is used when you want to attach a skin to particular bones, without trueSpace assigning the vertices to any 

bones and only using Bone Envelopes to assign the range of influence of the bone over the skin. 

To use the tool, select the skeleton, and then click on the Attach Skin To Bone tool. You must now select which 

bone you want to attach the object too, and with the bone highlighted, you then click on the mesh you want to assign 

to that bone. At this stage, no vertices are assigned to the bone, so if you use Dynapose to manipulate the skeleton, 

the attached object will not move at all (you can however use the regular move tools to move skeleton and skin 

together in the scene). 

In most cases you will want to repeat this procedure for the same skin, selecting another bone, and using Attach Skin 

To Bone to attach the same mesh to that new bone. 

Once you have attached the skin to all the bones you want it associated with, you then would use the Weight Paint 

tool or adjust the Bone Envelopes to assign the vertices to the bones. Once that is done, the bones will then influence 

the mesh when manipulated using Dynapose. 

This tool would let you create a character with all the bones attached, but with no vertices assigned, giving you a 

“clean slate” to start from when assigning the vertices – using Attach Skin To Skeleton can result in you having to 

use Weight Paint to remove vertices from one bone, then repaint them to add them to another, while with Attach 

Skin to Bone you could have just the last step of using Weight Paint to assign vertices to bones. 

It also lets you attach more than one mesh to the same skeleton, and define which bones affect that mesh (for 

example, for clothing on a character, where each piece of clothing need only be attached to some bones in the 

skeleton). 
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8.2.3 Controlling How the Skin Reacts 

Bone Envelopes  
 
Bone Envelopes define the vertices that will be affected by a bone, and offer an alternative to using Weight Paint. 

With Weight Painting, individual vertices are assigned to bones. However, if the mesh is dynamic, or you edit it 

later, then vertices may be created or destroyed. This makes it impossible to control the skin using the skeleton using 

Weight Paint, since the vertices are being created and destroyed, so there is no way of defining which vertices are 

influenced by which bones. 

In such a situation, Bone Envelopes can prove useful, as they define the area of influence of a bone, and are 

independent of the geometry of the skin – if a vertex on the skin falls inside the envelope for a bon, it s influenced 

by that bone. This means it does not matter if vertices move, or are created or destroyed, as there is still a way of 

defining whether that vertex is influenced by a bone. 

To use bone envelopes, click on the Bone Envelopes tool and then select a bone. An orange envelope is shown 

around the bone, defining the range of its influence. You can click on the center of this envelope to scale it larger or 

smaller, and click on the ends of the envelope to extend and smooth the transition region, or shorten and sharpen it. 

 

Bone Envelopes are allowed to overlap, and indeed this is useful to provide blending between the bones where they 

meet. Adjusting the transition region of the bones will let you control how the influences of the bones are blended. 
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After setting the envelope for a bone, you can activate Weight Paint to see how the vertices are assigned to the bone. 

However, be careful if you choose to use the Weight Paint tool to adjust the way vertices are assigned – if you 

remove vertices using the Weight Paint tool, you cannot add them back by adjusting the Bone Envelope and must 

use the Weight Paint tool to add them to the bone again; also if you add vertices to the bone, you cannot remove 

them by adjusting the Bone Envelope, you must use the Weight Paint tool to remove them again. Note that any 

vertices not affected by the Weight Paint tool will continue to be controlled by the Bone Envelope. 

Note – you can use CTRL and click to select multiple bones at once, so you can display and adjust the Bone 

Envelopes at the same time. 

 

Weight Paint  
 
A skeleton works by having the bones “pull on” the vertices of the model. Wherever the bone goes, the vertices 

follow. A vertex can be affected by more than one bone, especially those vertices near joints, which can be affected 

by bones on either side of the joint. 

trueSpace automatically assigns each vertex on your model to a bone (or bones) in the skeleton when you use the 

Attach Skin To Skeleton tool. However, you will normally want to fine tune this to ensure the skin moves the way 

you want when the skeleton moves. If you use Attach Skin To Bone, then vertices are not assigned to the bone 

except using the default bone envelopes. 

Whichever method you used to attach the skin to the bone, the Weight Paint tool lets you finely control the amount 

of influence a bone has on the vertices in the mesh. 

You skeleton must be attached to the skin for this tool to work of course. With your skin and attached skeleton 

selected, choose the Weight Paint tool, and then click on the bone you want to work with. You will see some 

vertices on the mesh become colored. 
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The green color represents vertices which are strongly bound to the bone. The color fades through yellow, which are 

vertices that are pulled less strongly by the bone, through to blue, which are not influenced by the movement of the 

bone at all. 

Assigning vertices to a bone, or removing them from the influence of a bone, is done with a brush tool. The controls 

for the tool are in the panel on the stack. 

Note About SDS – In earlier versions of trueSpace, there was a limitation when attaching a skin with SDS to the 

skeleton, in that if an SDS layer was removed or SDS weights changed, then the vertex weights were lost and you 

could no longer use the skeleton with the mesh. This is no longer a hard limitation, and you can now apply SDS 

before attaching the skin to the skeleton. Afterwards, you can reduce the level of SDS, and weights are retargeted. 

The recalculations may still cause some data loss as there may be some recalculations to clean up vertex weights. 

 

Heal Skin  
 
The Heal Skin tool lets you automatically apply a range of functions to tidy up, improve or repair how vertices are 

assigned to bones. For example, it is useful if you test your mesh and find that a vertex has not been assigned to a 

bone – rather than find the vertex and paint the weight on manually, you may be able to use the Heal Skin tool to 

automatically assign that stray vertex to the appropriate bone, based on the weight painting of the vertices around it. 

The full range of options for Heal Skin are explored in section 8.4.1. 
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Convert Skin Weights to 

Soft Selection  

 
When in Paint Weight mode, this will create a soft selection of the vertices that matches the weights for the selected 

bone. Once this is done, you can manipulate this selection by using any of the Point Edit selection tools (Select By 

Painting, Select By Rectangle, Soft Select, etc). Note that you are still in Weight Paint mode while doing this. Also, 

you can go straight to using the Point Edit tools without using Convert Skin Weights To Soft Selection, this will 

swap to those tools without translating the current skin weights. 

When done, the Convert Soft Selection To Skin Weights tool will convert the selected points back into skin weights, 

and a right click will exit the Point Edit select tools and return you to regular Weight Paint mode, with the newly 

defined weight paints being shown. 

Convert Soft Selection to 

Skin Weights  

 
This is used to convert point selected using the Point Edit selection tools back into skin weights. The conversion is 

controlled by the Selection To Skin aspect of the Character Editor panel in the stack (right click on the Build 

Skeleton tool to open this). See section 8.4.1 for full details of those options. After using this tool, you need to right 

click to exit Point Edit mode and return to Weight Paint mode. If you right click without using this tool, you return 

to Weight Paint mode without using the Point Edit selection to make any changes to the skin weights. 

 

 

8.2.4 Controlling How the Skeleton Behaves 

Joint Limits  
 
Joint Limits let you control the range that a joint can move through. This is necessary to get realistic posing and 

animation from your skeletons – for example, you would not want your characters knees or elbows to bend 

backward. 

Setting joint limits is best done visually. You can create and change joint limits before or after you have attached the 

skeleton to the skin – it is often best afterward, since the process gives you visual feedback on how the joints look 

when moved to their maximum and minimum values, and seeing the model move with the skeleton can be helpful in 

deciding what range of motion looks realistic and is most appropriate for your character. 
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Setting Joint Limits for the shoulder. 

First choose the Joint Limits tool, and then select the 

joint you wish to work with. In this example, we are 

working with the Lucinda mesh, and have selected the 

shoulder joint, as seen to the left. 

Useful Tip: Note that you can use CTRL + click to 

select more than 1 joint at once. This will display the 

joint limits information for all selected joints in the 

Panels tab on the stack. You can use this to copy values 

from one joint to another, say from the left shoulder to 

the right shoulder, if you need joints to match precisely. 

Note that even with multiple joints selected, the widgets 

still only control the joint they are associated with and 

do not set the values for all selected joints. 

Set Pose As Default  
 
It is usually a good idea to use this tool to let trueSpace know what position is the default state for your skeleton and 

mesh. At some point once you have built the skeleton, either before or after attaching the skin (or even after setting 

joint limits and assigning vertices to the bones), you should ensure the skeleton is in the pose you want to use as the 

default, then click this tool. 

At any point when working with this skeleton in the future, you can then simply click the Reset Pose tool to return to 

the default pose. 

 

Reset Pose  
 
Sometimes when you are done moving your skeleton into different poses, you want to return to the start, to an “un-

posed” state. Clicking this tool will reset the skeleton to its default state. The default will be the pose saved using Set 

Pose As Default (if Set Pose As Default has not been used, then the default pose will be the same as when the skin 

was attached to the bones). 
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About Locks 

Locks allow you to “freeze” a joint and prevent it from moving. Normally when you pull on the arm of the skeleton 

for instance, the whole body will follow through on that motion, so not only do you move the arm, but you pull the 

whole character over to one side 

A lock lets you stop the motion from carrying through the joint and into the rest of the skeleton. Then when you pull 

on the arm of the character, the arm will move, but the body of the character will stay in place. This lets you pose or 

animate the arm without affecting the rest of the body. 

There are two steps to using a lock with Dynapose. The first step is to place it on the skeleton, and the second is to 

activate and deactivate it as you need it. For example, during the rigging stage you might create locks at the hips, at 

the shoulders, and at the neck. Later during the animation stage you would activate the locks to be able to pose the 

skeleton in the way you want – for example, enabling the neck lock so you can turn the head without the body 

following, or enabling both hip locks to bend the character forward, and so on. 

The other way to use Locks is in conjunction with IK Handles to let you can set up controls to instantly carry out 

particular actions like posing just the left arm, or making the character crouch. Locks are also used to define IK 

groups or chains that work with IK Handles. You will find tutorials on these subjects in the relevant section of this 

chapter. 

Locks can be assigned a Tag – this is effectively a name for the Lock, so that IK Handles when used with Limbs can 

recognize the Lock even if it is outside the Limb itself. Locks can also be stored inside a Limb in a Limb Library. 

trueSpace has three kinds of locks that you can position on your skeleton, and these are listed below. 

 

Full Lock  
 
This lock is likely to be the one you use most often. It locks the joint both in position, and in rotation, so is basically 

a combination of both the other kinds of lock. It also starts a fully locked branch so that all joints behind it will not 

move or rotate either. 

 

Position Lock  
 
Position Lock freezes the joint in position only, but does not stop it (and other parts of the skeleton after it) from 

being affected by rotation. 
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Rotation Lock  
 
A Rotation Lock freezes the joint from rotating, but allows it (and other joints beyond it) to still change position.  

A Rotation Lock also specifies start and stop bones for an IK group. The exact way this is done depends on the 

“Invert IK Groups” parameter for the Handle controlling the IK group. When in normal mode (“Invert IK Groups” is 

unchecked), then the first Rotation Lock ends the IK group, and a second Rotation Lock starts a new IK group 

(which will be associated with the same Handle). A third Rotation Lock will end that IK group, and a fourth will 

start a new IK group, and so on. 

For details on setting up IK groups using Locks, see the tutorial later in this chapter. 

 

Add IK Handle  
 
Add IK Handle lets you attach an IK Handle onto a particular bone in the skeleton. This lets you set up IK Groups to 

speed up posing and to allow IK interpolation during animation. Once an IK Handle has been placed, you can click 

and drag on it to manipulate the skeleton to achieve particular movements. Usually an IK Handle is associated with 

a particular set of Locks. This lets you create IK Handles for specific purposes, such as for posing the left arm only 

without moving the entire character, etc. 

IK Handles can also be stored inside a Limb in a Limb Library. 

 

 

Align IK Handle  
 
Align IK Handle lets you set which bone is used to define the alignment of an IK Handle. By default when you add 

an IK Handle, it is aligned to the skeleton space. You may wish to change this – for example, if you are creating 

handles that control the fingers, you want them to pose relative to the palm of the hand, so that up, left, right, etc are 

relative to the palm rather than relative to the whole skeleton. 

This can be achieved by using the Align IK Handle to the desired bone. Simply select this tool, select the IK Handle 

you want to align, then click on the bone you want it aligned to. The IK Handle will change orientation to match its 

new alignment. 
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If you aligned the finger IK Handles to the palm, for instance, then the Handle will always cause movement and 

rotation relative to the palm, no matter what orientation the overall skeleton is in, giving you the control you need 

over the fingers. 
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8.3 The Tutorials 

 

8.3.1 Character Rigging Tutorial, Building the Skeleton 

We will be creating a skeleton for this female character who we have named Lucinda. The model was provided by 

aXYZ Models and was imported using OBJ format, and has one layer of SDS applied. 

 
8.3.1.1 Starting Point 

 

We start with the character in the “T Pose” that is most 

commonly used to build a skeleton for a model, as seen 

on the left. 

We select the model using the Select Object tool, then 

we click on the Build Skeleton tool. 
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8.3.1.2  Adding Joints 

  

In this case the skeleton has been at the waist and we build upward. The first click adds the bottom joint, and on the 

second click another joint is added and the bone connecting them appears, as seen above on the left. 

Keep clicking where you want to add the joints, placed where you need your character to bend. The bones are added 

automatically connecting those joints together. In the picture above and on the right, the spine has been completed 

with the placing of the last “joint” on top of the head - this will not act as a joint since it has no bone above it, but it 

will act as a point for us to interact with the skeleton, and is necessary to create the bone to which the head will 

attach. 

8.3.1.3 Creating Branches 

 

Most skeletons have branches in them (unless you are 

creating a snake!). Creating a branch is simple. 

In this example, start by creating the right arm of your 

character, for which you need to create a branch coming 

off the spine. First, adjust your view ready to make the 

branch. 
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Next, click on the joint that you want the branch to start from. Note that for better control, do not select the joint in 

the neck, as that joint is for moving the head, so select the joint below that, as seen in the picture above on the left. 

From this point on, it is the same as building the first part of the skeleton, simply click where you want each joint to 

go, starting with one for the shoulder itself, shown above on the right. 

You can continue creating branches by the same process 

of clicking the joint you want the branch to start from, 

then clicking to place the new joints that are to make the 

branch. 

For the left arm, select the same joint you used to branch 

off for the right arm, and then continue to place the 

joints for the left arm. 
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8.3.1.4  Shape The Skeleton 

  

Now that you have built a substantial part of the skeleton, you may want to pause in building it and tidy up some of 

what you have created. You can see that trueSpace has done a good job of placing the joints inside the skeleton, but 

since the perspective view has been used, the joints are not as neatly positioned as they could be. 

Here the orthogonal views (Front, Side, Top) are useful for tidying up the skeleton. Once you have the desired view 

selected, click on the Shape Skeleton tool. You can move between Build Skeleton and Shape Skeleton at any time. 

Build Skeleton lets you add new joints, while Shape Skeleton lets you move existing joints. 

In just a few seconds, you can have the skeleton laid out the way you want, changing it from something like the 

picture on the left to something like the picture on the right. You can use the information panels to position joints 

accurately (though in these example pictures I have done this purely by eye). 
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8.3.1.5  Continue Building 

  

Now select the Build Skeleton tool once more and continue building the skeleton by adding the legs, creating 

branches just as you did for the arms, as seen above left. 

It will not take you long to have a completed skeleton, similar to the one seen above on the right. It is up to you how 

many joints you use and where you position them – the sample skeleton here is probably the most basic you can use 

– for example it does not build joints for the fingers, though you can do that if you wish. Make sure you build a 

skeleton that is complex enough to achieve the range of motions you need, but as simple as it can be too so it is easy 

to work with. Just how many joints you create will depend on what you need from that skeleton! 

8.3.1.6  Attach Skin To Skeleton 

The last step at this point is to join the skin and the skeleton together. With the skeleton selected, choose the “Attach 

Skin To Skeleton” tool. When you point at the mesh, you will find it highlights in a light green color, showing 

which object will be selected as the skin. Click once when the skin is highlighted. When the skin is attached to the 

skeleton, the highlight will change color to show the process is complete – this can take several seconds depending 

on the complexity of the skeleton and the complexity of the skin. 

You can review all these steps in building the skeleton and attaching it to the mesh in the video below: 
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  video link 

This completes the first stage of creating your character, and you can now pose them using the Dynapose tool! In 

some cases, this may be all you need to do. Usually though you will want to go on to assign the vertices to the bone, 

and to assign limits to the joints. Finally you might also want to create some IK Handles for easier posing. These 

topics are covered in the tutorials that follow. 

 

 

8.3.2 Weight Painting Tutorial 

It is important to assign which vertices on the mesh will be controlled by which bones in the skeleton. In over-

simplified terms, each bone on the skeleton will “pull” on vertices in the mesh, so that they follow the movement of 

the bone. It is possible for the same vertex to be influenced by more than one bone, especially around joint areas. 

While trueSpace assigns vertices to bones automatically, you will usually want to make some adjustments to this. 

One common area that needs tweaking is around the shoulder, where some vertices on the side of the body become 

assigned to the bone in the arm. This can make the side of the body crumple or expand as the arm moves up and 

down. This tutorial will go through how you remedy that with the Lucinda mesh example. 

resources/chapter8/tS57_CE01_BuildSkel.wmv
resources/chapter8/tS57_CE01_BuildSkel.wmv
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Ensure you have the character with skeleton selected, and then click on the Weight Paint tool, and the skeleton will 

appear. Now click on the bone that you want to adjust, in this case, the top bone in the character’s right arm. 

 

 

As seen in the above image on the left a brush tool appears, and the vertices on the mesh become highlighted with 

colors. Green means the vertex is closely associated with that bone, so will be pulled strongly along with it. Yellow 

means it is influenced by the bone, but not so strongly. Blue means it is not influenced by the bone at all. 

As is common around areas where limbs attach to the main body, some of the main body vertices are being 

influenced by the bone in the limb, as you can see by the yellow area on the character’s side. 

Change the Weight Paint brush so that it will Subtract vertices from being influenced by the bone. You may also 

want to decrease the default size of the brush for finer control – the panel above on the right shows the settings used 

throughout this example. 
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Click with the left mouse button and begin to paint – since you are using the Subtract setting on the brush, the 

vertices change from Green to Yellow to Blue as they are removed from the influence of this particular bone. 

As you keep painting, you will end up with moving from something like the first image in this section, to the picture 

above on the left, and finally to the one on the right. You can adjust the Magnitude of the brush so that there is a 

smoother transition between arm and shoulder (more yellow vertices) than seen here, it is up to you depending on 

how you want the model to bend at this joint. 

 

Now rotate around to the back of the character and 

ensure the vertices there are correctly assigned. The 

picture above shows what you will end up with if you 

subtract vertices from the influence of the bone there 

too. 

You may need to swap the brush to Add mode, and 

check that the vertices on the side and back of the 

character are fully assigned to the bone in the spine, now 

that you have removed them from being assigned to the 

arm. 

 

You can view weight painting in action in the video below 
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  video link 

It can be useful to move the skeleton while weight painting, so you can find and fix any vertices that have not been 

properly assigned. This can be done using Dynapose (or IK Handles if you have any already set up for the skeleton). 

One important thing to remember is to record the default pose for your skeleton so you can return it to the default 

state after moving it to find stray vertices. 

This gives the workflow of using Set Default Pose, beginning weight painting and assigning the vertices, moving the 

skeleton to pose the character and check all vertices move as expected, using weight paint on the skeleton while it is 

posed so you can easily paint onto vertices that are incorrectly assigned, then clicking Default Pose to return your 

character to the default state. You can activate weight painting at any time of course, if you later find any stray 

vertices, but deliberately moving your model to test it and fix issues at this early stage is a good idea, to make 

working with your model easier when you reach the stage of animating and posing it. 

 

 

8.3.3 Joint Limits Tutorial 

One important thing about a real world skeleton is that certain joints only move so far in certain directions. You 

can’t twist your head around through 360 degrees for example, or lift your leg upward until your toes touch your 

forehead. 

To make your character move realistically in trueSpace, you will need to set limits for the joints that simulate those 

you would have in the real world. This tutorial will look at doing that for the shoulder joint on the Lucinda model. 

resources/chapter8/WeightPaintImproved.wmv
resources/chapter8/WeightPaintImproved.wmv
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Ensure your character is selected ,and then choose the 

Joint Limits tool. The skeleton will become visible, and 

you can click on a joint, in this case the shoulder joint. 

When you do, a 3D widget appears that lets you view 

and adjust the limits for this joint, as seen in the picture 

on the left. 

 

 

  

First, we want to make sure that the movement range of the joint is aligned with the mesh. A quick change of 

viewpoint will give you the image on the left, and you can see that the forward / backward motion of the joint also 

moves the arm up and down a little. Using the circular part of the widget, you can adjust that so that the forward / 

backward motion lies in the expected plane. The adjustment is seen on the image on the right. 
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Now move to a more overhead view so you can see the range of forward and backward motion for the arm. Clicking 

on the edges of the visible limit lets you move that edge of the limit, and as you adjust the limit, you will see the 

mesh move in real-time, as well as seeing the range displayed by the widget change. 

In the above images, on the left, you see that the arm is adjusted so that it can no longer bend backward. On the 

right, you see what happens when you adjust the other limit of the joint, letting the arm move until it is pointing 

forward. Notice how both arm and widget update immediately as you move the mouse to show the range of motion 

you have set. 

  

Now you should adjust the up and down range for the shoulder. Move your view to get a good vantage point, and 

then click on the small cube in the 3D widget. Initially the joint has no up and down motion at all as seen in the left 

image, until you click and drag on that cube, which gives you an image similar to the one on the right. 
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Note that the arm moves in real-time again so you can see how it looks, and also that the 3D widget updates. It now 

shows a range through which the joint can rotate back and forth, and up and down. There are now four edges that 

control that range of motion. 

  

To adjust how far down the joint can bend, grab the lower edge of the joint limit as seen in the picture on the left. 

Click and drag down and again both arm and widget update to show the range of motion you are allowing for this 

joint. 

 

The shoulder is a complex joint, and we are not done 

yet! It has a little rotation around its own axis too, so 

let’s add that to our joint limits. The picture above shows 

the cube highlighted for setting these final limits – again 

the default is that there is no rotation allowed, so just a 

cube is shown and no range of possible motion. 
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After adjusting the rotation in one direction, our widget updates to show a range of rotation using an arc with a 

control handle at both ends, as seen on the left above. Grabbing the other control handle lets you adjust the rotation 

limit in the other direction, as seen on the right. 

And now your joint is set to behave as you would expect 

it too! The image on the right shows a close-up of the 

limits set for the shoulder joint, and you can see how the 

widget gives you a clear indication of the range of 

motion that this joint will allow. 

Many other joints will only require 1 or 2 degrees of 

freedom, and will not be as complex to set up as the 

shoulder joint – once you can tackle a joint like the 

shoulder joint, the rest will seem simple! 

 

 

You can review how to set Joint Limits in the video below: 
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  video link 

 

8.3.4 Attach Skin to Bone 

As well as attaching skin to the whole skeleton, it is possible to attach skin to one bone or a subset of bones. This is 

useful for attaching clothing or items that are not part of the whole body. 

Begin by selecting the Attach Skin To Bone tool, and then select the bone that you want to attach the object too. 

Next, click on the object, and wait until it has been attached. If you want to attach the same object to another bone, 

then simply select the next bone, and click on the same object again. Repeat this process until you have the object 

controlled by all the relevant bones. Also note that you can attach more than one object to the same bone too. 

Once attached you will most likely need to use Bone Envelopes or Weight Painting to assign the vertices in the 

object to the relevant bones. 

You can view the process of attaching objects to individual bones in the following video tutorial: 

resources/chapter8/tS57_CE02_JointLimits.wmv
resources/chapter8/tS57_CE02_JointLimits.wmv
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  video link 

 

 

8.3.5 IK Handles and Locks, Basic Tutorial 

IK Handles let you set up specific rigs to more easily pose and control your characters. There are endless 

possibilities in how you might choose to set those up, and this tutorial will take you through the basics of how to set 

up an IK Handle and use it with a single Lock. 

We are going to make an IK Handle that lets you move the arm of a character while keeping the rest of the body 

completely still. This could be useful when you want to tweak or adjust a pose by fine tuning the arm without 

repositioning the rest of the body. 

The first step is to add a Full Lock onto the shoulder of the character. As with all Locks, you can enable and disable 

this yourself for use with the Dynapose tool – select Dynapose, click on the Lock to enable it (it will turn green), and 

then drag the hand of the character, and the arm will move while the rest of the body stays still. 

resources/chapter8/AttachSkinToBone.wmv
resources/chapter8/AttachSkinToBone.wmv
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Using Dynapose with a lock so only the arm moves  – note the lock is green showing it is active in Dynapose. 

 

This is fine, but what if we want quick access to that sort of posing, without having to enable and disable the Lock 

ourselves? We want to define a way of moving the arm where the shoulder Lock is always on, and we can do that 

with an IK Handle. 

 

Use the Add Handle tool and add a Handle to the bone in the character’s hand. With the Handle still selected, click 

on the Full Lock in the shoulder to enable it. This activates the Lock for this Handle – every time you use this 

Handle to pose the character, this Lock will be treated as active, as seen in the image above (the IK Handle has been 

changed to red from the default yellow, for easier viewing in the manual). 
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You can try this for yourself. Exit the character editing mode so that you are back to having your character selected. 

Now try dragging on the IK Handle – first, note that Dynapose does not need to be active for this to work; next 

notice that even though the Lock  is not currently enabled (as seen in the image above, note that the lock is not green 

this time, showing it is currently disabled), when you use the IK Handle, you move the arm just as if the Lock was 

enabled. 

If you activate Dynapose, you will find that you can drag the arm without using the IK Handle, and it moves 

normally with the whole character following the motion; drag the arm using the IK Handle, and again the movement 

is the same as when the Lock is enabled. 

You can see the steps involved in creating an IK Handle and setting it to work with a particular Lock in the video 

below, which also covers the difference between a regular and a firm IK Handle: 

 

  video link 

 

resources/chapter8/IK%20Locks%2001.wmv
resources/chapter8/IK%20Locks%2001.wmv
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This barely scratches the surface of what you can do with Locks and IK Handles, but it does give you a simple 

illustration of the principles at work. Next we will look at using multiple Locks with one Handle to create even more 

specific and complex ways of posing our character. 

Note that you might want to assign a Tag to any Locks you are using. While not necessary for the functionality seen 

in this tutorial, it can be useful later if you choose to store Limbs in a Limb Library. By setting a Tag for a Lock, that 

Lock can then be referenced by an IK Handle in a Limb even if the Lock is outside that Limb. 

 

8.3.6 IK Handles and Locks, Advanced Tutorial – IK Groups 

In the previous tutorial, you saw how an IK Handle lets you manipulate a character, and can have particular Locks 

associated with it. In that example, the IK Handle moved only the arm, and left the rest of the body frozen as the 

movement from the IK Handle was terminated with a Full Lock, preventing both rotation and movement of any joint 

after that Full Lock. 

We can create more complex behaviors than that though, if we add in more Locks to define some IK groups. And IK 

group is similar to defining a set of joints as being “one big bone” – that is, the whole group may rotate at the ends, 

but the joints inside the IK group cannot rotate independently. 

An important thing to note is that IK groups are created using Rotation Locks only. 

If you use multiple Position Locks associated with an IK Handle, then this creates multiple nails that freeze those 

points of the skeleton in their location. There are no IK groups defined in between the Position Locks, they are only 

locking the position of the joint or bone they are on. 

Multiple Full Locks have no effect, as a Full Lock prevents all rotation and movement from that point on in the IK 

structure, so a Full Lock terminates the effect of the IK Handle. 

To illustrate how IK groups work, we are going to make an IK Handle which keeps the character’s back straight 

when we move the arm. Normally, the joints in the back will bend independently causing the back to bend, but by 

creating an IK group that contains all those joints, we can prevent the joints from bending independently. This will 

keep the back straight, effectively making it act as if the back was created from just one bone with no independent 

joints in it. 
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The IK Handle with associated Rotation Lock. 

First, add a Rotation Lock onto the shoulders, and then add an IK Handle onto the bone in the hand of the character. 

Enable that Rotation Lock with that IK Handle, and you will have something like the image above. This ends the 

first IK group, giving you a chain of joints running from the hand to the shoulder, and all those joints are free to 

move and rotate. 

 

Moving the Handle – note how the arm bends, the character stays straight, and the whole character moves forward. 

With just this one Rotation Lock in place, all the other joints in the skeleton after the Lock are prevented from 

rotating, but are still free to move. Try using the IK handle at this point in the set up, and you will see the arm bends 

and moves freely, and the rest of the body stays rigid (no rotation) but does move to follow the movement of the 

arm, as seen in the image above. 
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The second Rotation Lock creates an IK group from the shoulders to the hips. 

Now add another Rotation Lock on the hips. Note that if you have exited the editing mode for the IK Handle, adding 

another Lock to the Handle just needs you to edit the IK Handle information again by using the Shape Skeleton or 

Add Handle tool, and then click on the existing Handle you wish to edit. Your scene should look something similar 

to the image above. 

Adding this second Rotation Lock to the IK Handle ends the second IK group, which extends from the shoulders to 

the hips. This group is locked from rotating, because of the Rotation Lock that starts it up at the shoulder, but with 

this new Rotation Lock in place, the legs become free to rotate again – the second Rotation Lock ends the effect of 

the rotation being blocked. 

 

The legs are now no longer Rotation Locked and are free to bend again when the Handle is used. 
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Try the IK Handle at this point in the set up. Now you will find that the legs bend as you move the character around, 

while previously they were rigid, but the back still remains rigid and does not bend, thanks to the effect of the 

Rotation Lock. Also, note how the head and other arm do not bend, they too are still affected by the first Rotation 

Lock (since there is no second Rotation Lock along those branches to end the effect of that first Lock). The end 

movement might be something like the above picture. 

 

Two Full Locks are added to the feet. 

Finally, add a Full Lock onto each foot. These Full Locks now create ends for two other IK groups, one for each leg, 

running from the hips down to the feet. 

 

Now the feet stay locked in place. 
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Now when you use the IK handle, the feet stay locked in place, completing the effect we wanted for this IK Handle. 

 

Image highlighting the IK groups by colorizing them. 

Let’s review what you are seeing when you move the character using the IK handle – the above diagram has the 

various groups of bones and joints colorized to highlight them. 

The first IK group runs from the Handle on the hand, up to the shoulder (colored red in the above image). All the 

joints in this group are free to move and rotate. 

The next IK group runs from the shoulder, down the back, to the hips (colored green in the image above and 

circled). This is our main IK group, defined by the two Rotation Locks. All the joints in this group are allowed to 

move, but not allowed to rotate, keeping the back straight. 

Then we have two more identical groups, running from the hips down to the feet (colored light yellow in the above 

image). These groups are free to move and rotate (since the last Rotation Lock at the hips ended the effect of the 

Rotation Lock at the shoulder). The groups are terminated by the Full Locks on the feet, which keep those bones 

pinned in place and unable to rotate. 

Finally, we have the remaining groups (colored blue in the above image) which are still Rotation Locked from the 

first Rotation Lock. These groups run to the end of those chains since they do not have a Rotation Lock to terminate 

them. 

When editing the IK Handle, you can choose to reverse the groups that are locked and which are free to move by 

using the “Invert IK Groups” parameter. When checked, then the joints and bones that were Rotation Locked will 

become unlocked and free to rotate, and those that were free to rotate will become locked. 
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 In the example you have just set up, if you check “Invert IK Groups” on the IK Handle, then the joints from the 

hand to the shoulder will be rotation locked and so the arm will not bend. The back (and the head and other arm) 

which were previously locked from bending will now be free to bend. The joints in the legs were previously free to 

rotate, so those now become locked and the legs will not bend. The Full Locks on the feet keep the feet pinned in 

place still. 

With that checked, the IK Handle will now keep the arm rigid, and make the character bend at the waits, with the 

head and other arm following that movement. The legs and feet will remain totally static. 

As you can see, you can create very varied results for an IK Handle depending on how you set it up, allowing you to 

have whatever kind of control you want over your skeleton. You can of course have more than one IK Handle, each 

set up to use different combinations of Locks, so that you can instantly access different ways of manipulating your 

character. 

You can use the Co-ordinate Lock settings for Rotation Locks to disable for each axis (x, y and z) separately. When 

you disable all axes (all Co-ordinate Locks are checked), then the Rotation Lock will behave only as a start / stop 

marker for defining IK groups. This means that if you check all the Co-ordinate Locks for the Rotation Lock at the 

shoulder blade in our example, then you will enable rotation of the body of the character, but it will rotate as one 

group, rather than each bone within that group rotating separately. 

 

You can also selectively enable rotation, so that bending in certain directions is allowed – for example in the image 

seen above, the top Rotation Lock on the shoulder has the Y direction unlocked, allowing the character to bend from 

side to side down their back when the IK Handle is used, but preventing other rotations for the back. 

You can view the process of setting up an IK Chain in the video below: 
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  video link 

 

 

8.3.7 Controlling Skeleton Visibility 

To make it easier to work – or if you want to create a final render from the real-time view – it is useful to be able to 

control whether or not you can see the skeleton. 

Let’s start by controlling the visibility when you are not using Dynapose to work with the character. This affects the 

visibility of the skeleton when using the real-time view to produce renders, for example, and can avoid the situation 

where you can see joints or bones “sticking out” of the character. 

IKChain01.wmv
resources/chapter8/IKChain01.wmv
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Notice how you can see the IK Handle on the left of the image, and the ends of the skeleton. 

 

Ensure you are viewing the Panels tab in the stack , and then right click on the Build Skeleton or Shape Skeleton 

tools, and. This opens the Character Editor Preferences panel. Select the Default aspect of this panel. In here, turning 

Joints & Bones to Hide will prevent the skeleton from showing. 
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Setting Rig to ‘Hide’ affects bones, joints, handles and locks. 

 

You can also control visibility for Locks, and for the whole Rig (hides Joints, Bones, IK Handles and Locks all at 

once)., and for the IK Handles. 

If you click on Dynapose, then the skeleton will become visible again. This means you can see and use Locks, IK 

Handles, etc, while posing the character, but keeps them hidden while you are not posing the character. You may 

also want to hide the skeleton while posing the character though, so you can concentrate on how the character looks 

without the distraction of seeing the skeleton. 

This is a separate view control, found in the Panels tab of the stack whenever Dynapose is active (you can right click 

on the Dynapose tool to open the panel if you have closed it previously). Here there is a checkbox for Show 

Skeleton – if this is checked, then the skeleton and rig (IK Handles and Locks included) will be visible while 

Dynapose is active, whether or not they are visible when Dynapose is not active. This is an ideal setting for keeping 

the skeleton hidden until you need it – hide the Rig in the Character Editor Preferences panel, and ensure Show 

Skeleton is checked in the Character Posing panel. 

Note that if you enable showing individual features such as Locks or IK Handles using the Character Editor 

Preferences panel, then these are always visible whether Dynapose is active or not, even when Show Skeleton is not 

checked under the Dynapose Character Posing panel. 
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You can watch how to show and hide the skeleton in the video below: 

 

  video link 

 

 

8.3.8 Working with Limbs 

A limb is any branch of the skeleton that comes off of the main body, obvious examples being an arm or a leg. In the 

case of an arm or a leg, note that the limb would include any fingers and toes on it, so the limb can itself contain 

branches. If you choose, you could also treat a finger as a limb. 

Working with limbs is very easy in trueSpace with very little set up require – you simply need to name the joints 

where limbs are to be attached to specify what sort of limb should go onto that joint, and you need to ensure to 

define whether that joint is for a Left or Right limb. 

Once created, limbs can be dragged from one part of the skeleton to another, or to and from a limbs library. Note 

that a limb will copy all Joint Limit information for the joints it contains. It will also copy all IK Handles and Locks 

that are attached to it. IK Handles stored with the Limb can also reference Locks outside the Limb, so long as the 

external Lock has a matching Tag (for example, a Lock with a Tag of “Shoulder” could be referenced by an IK 

Handle in an Arm). 

Let us explore some uses of limbs below. 

resources/chapter8/ShowHideSkelly.wmv
resources/chapter8/ShowHideSkelly.wmv
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8.3.8.1 Mirroring a Skeleton 

One of the primary uses of limbs is to allow you to mirror a skeleton when building it. 

Begin creating a skeleton as you have done in the previous tutorials, but this time, create only the left arm and left 

leg. You will need to create the right shoulder joint and the right hip, coming off the spine of the character, to define 

the position where the other arm and leg will attach to, but do not create anything more than that. 

Now set up your Joint Limits for your arm and leg. You will have to manually set up the Joint Limits for the two 

shoulders and the two hips – since these joints are contained in the base skeleton and not in the limb, the Joint Limits 

for those will not be copied along with the limb. 

You might also want to create any Locks that you think will be useful for this limb, though these are also easy to add 

later so are less important than Joint Limits. 

Be sure to select the shoulder and hip joints, and in the Joint panel specify which is Right and which is Left in the 

Symmetry parameter. This is important to ensure that your limb is mirrored correctly. 

 

Once done, you will have a skeleton similar to the one seen above. Hold CTRL and click on the shoulder joint for 

the left arm, and then drag over to the right shoulder joint. Release the mouse button over that joint, and the arm is 

instantly copied. Because you set the Symmetry parameter for the shoulder joints, the arm will be mirrored 

correctly. 
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Now repeat the same process for the leg, and you have a complete skeleton as seen above. By using this drag & drop 

process, you can drastically cut the amount of work required to set up your skeleton, and ensure absolute accuracy in 

the parameters for each limb. 

The important thing to remember is to set the Left and Right symmetry appropriately for the shoulder joints, and to 

set the Joint Limits for those joints manually to ensure they match. Note that it is not necessary to add a Limb Tag to 

the joints for this procedure, although it is highly recommended that you always do add a Limb Tag, to ensure your 

skeleton is as flexible as possible for future use and re-use. 

8.3.8.2 Saving Limbs to Libraries 

You can go beyond simple copying of a limb from one side of a skeleton to another and instead you can save limbs 

to a library. This lets you create a new skeleton, create the joints where limbs are to attach, name those joints with an 

appropriate tag, and then connect limbs from your library onto your skeleton. 

This means you could have a library of 10 different legs, and with a double click you could change the legs on the 

skeleton until you get the ones you want. Your skeleton could have one leg, two, four, or more – the double click 

will attach a leg to each joint in the skeleton that is expecting to have a leg! 
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To illustrate, use the skeleton you created in the previous tutorial. Giving your joints a Limb Tag was optional last 

time, but take a moment to ensure that you have named both shoulder joints as “Arm” (remember you do not name 

them “Left Arm” and “Right Arm” as the Left and Right is specified in the Symmetry property for the joint). 

Now create a new Library that should be set to a type of Limb, and make sure the library is open in the Stack. Then 

in Build Skeleton mode, CTRL and click on the shoulder joint for your arm, and drag it to your library. 

Now create a skeleton which has no arms at all, and just the two shoulder joints. Each should have the appropriate 

Symmetry value, and should have a Limb Tag of “Arm”. Now simply double click your arm in the Limbs library, 

and you will see that your skeleton instantly gets both a left and right arm, mirrored appropriately. 
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  video link 

You can watch the Limb Libraries in action in the above video. 

 

 

resources/chapter8/LimbLibrary01.wmv
resources/chapter8/LimbLibrary01.wmv
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A skeleton with four joints created for arms 

 

Now try creating a skeleton with joint locations for four arms. Again, a double click instantly adds all four arms. 

Using the Build Skeleton tool, edit one of the arms to make it different, and then drag it into the Limbs library. Now 

double click your new arm, and the other three arms on your object will update to match. 

 

A double click in the Limbs library adds all four arms at once 

 

In this way, you can easily and instantly swap between different limbs for your skeleton, making it easy to “mix and 

match’ the limbs and letting you instantly reuse any favorite set-ups you have.  

Important Note – Don’t forget that the Limb Tag is case sensitive, so that “Arm” is different from “arm”! 

You can see how to use Tags with the Limb Libraries in the video below: 
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  video link 

 

8.3.8.3 More about Limbs and Libraries 

You can manually drag a Limb from a library onto any joint on a skeleton, regardless of the Limb Tag that is applied 

to that joint and the Limb Tag stored in that Limb. Limb Tags are used for double clicking a Limb in the library and 

having it applied to all relevant joints in the selected skeleton, but the manual method lets you reuse any Limb 

wherever you like on any skeleton. 

You can also drag a Limb into the workspace, to edit it without attaching it to a skeleton. This could let you adjust a 

leg or an arm independently, and then save it back to the library, ready for use on your skeletons. 

resources/chapter8/Tags01.wmv
resources/chapter8/Tags01.wmv
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  video link 

 

8.3.8.4 Editing the Tag for a Limb 

You can rename the tag a limb uses. Load the limb into the scene by dragging it from the library into the workspace. 

Now in the Link Editor, go inside the Skeleton object for that Limb, and open the Skeleton Root object. 

 

resources/chapter8/LimbLibrary02.wmv
resources/chapter8/LimbLibrary02.wmv
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Expand the parameters for that object, and you will see something similar to the above image. Here you can see the 

Tag for this particular Limb (in the example shown, it is “Leg”). You can change this here to give it a new name, for 

example if you might rename a Leg to an AlienLeg so that you can attach it from the Limb Library onto joints that 

have the AlienLeg tag, allowing you to build a collection of legs that are specifically designed for your alien 

characters. 

 

8.3.8.5 Limb Libraries and Animation  

It is possible to swap Limbs even on an animated skeleton. So long as the joint names and hierarchy are the same in 

each one, you can switch out an arm for another and still have the animation preserved. 

If you want to do this, naming joints may help, otherwise when you create a new limb then the start joint name may 

be different each time, and this would prevent the animation from carrying across. The limb can have new joints, 

even placed in between joints that were previously animated. However, new branches along the length of the limb 

can change how the limb is encapsulated and could cause the animation not to be preserved. You can however add 

new branches on the end of a limb. 

As an example workflow, you could start by working with a basic skeleton that had no hands on the ends of the 

arms. Once you were happy with blocking in the animation for the limbs, you could swap the arms for new ones that 

do include hands, and go on to work on the animation for the hands. This lets you start simple, with a more basic 

skeleton, and move on to a more advanced skeleton when required without losing any animation you have already 

developed. 

Note that while you can replace an arm on the skeleton and the skeleton retains the animation, you cannot directly 

save an arm with animation to a Limb Library and then reload the arm with the animation still attached onto another 

skeleton. Of course, you can easily save the animation clip to a clip library, and the arm to a limb library, and 

recombine the animation with any appropriate arm on any skeleton! 

 

8.3.8.6 Limbs for Skeletons with Skin Already Attached  

You cannot replace Limbs on a skeleton that already has skin attached. Doing so will result in bones that cannot 

have vertices assigned to them. You can detach the skin and the skeleton (select the character, use the Attach Skin 

To Skeleton tool, and click on the attached skin to detach it), and then edit the skeleton using the Limbs Library, and 

then reattach the skin. 

Note that this will reset all the Weight Painting when you reattach the skin. Animation will be preserved however 

(within the limits of carrying animation across from one Limb to another). 
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8.4  Character Editor Panels and Settings 

Many of the tools have associated panels that give you many options on how to work with the Character Editor. This 

section will give you a guide to each panel. 

8.4.1  Character Editor Preferences 

This panel opens in the Panels view in the stack when you right click on the Build Skeleton icon, or when you select 

the Shape Skeleton tool. It has several different aspects that affect the overall way character editing works, affecting 

both the UI and the tools. 

Note that these settings affect all skeletons (though individual skeletons can have their own settings that override 

these defaults). The aspects are listed below: 

Default 

 

This panel controls how the various parts of the skeleton and rigging 

are displayed. The Skeleton Shape options let you choose the way the 

skeleton is rendered when being built / shaped, or being moved using 

Dynapose. You can choose a variety of bone shapes, and whether the 

skeleton should be wireframe or solid. 

 

The other options let you show or hide the various parts of skeletons in the scene. 

Colors 

 

The Colors aspect controls how your skeleton looks. This is purely for 

your convenience in building and working with the skeleton and does 

not affect a rendered animation. As well as color, there are sliders to 

control transparency. All skeletons use these colors by default, but they 

can be overridden for individual skeletons if desired. 

Most parameters are self explanatory. Those that may need more 

explanation are: 
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 Active Lock: When a lock is enabled, or selected for editing, this color is used to highlight the lock. 

 Mixed Lock: It is possible to select multiple IK Handles for editing at once (see later for more information 

about IK Handles). If all IK Handles have a particular lock enabled, then it is shown as Active. However, a 

lock may be enabled for one IK Handle, but not for another – in this case, it is a “Mixed Lock” as it is not 

enabled for all selected IK Handles, and is displayed using the color set here. 

 Highlights: Anything that is highlighted with a mouse over is displayed in this color, for example an IK 

Handle when you mouse over it for use or editing. 

 Attached Obj: Once a mesh is attached to the skeleton, it is displayed using this color. 

 

Skeleton Tool 

 

This controls how the skeleton is built with two important parameters. 

The Joint Placement parameter has three settings: 

 “Center” which will place joints inside an object. This is ideal for most uses, such as building a skeleton inside a 

character mesh. This is the most common option when constructing a skeleton for a character. 

“Ground” which will place joints always on the ground, ideal for building a skeleton in an empty scene if you are 

using Perspective view (as an alternative, to build an upright skeleton for example, you could switch to building in 

an orthogonal view such as Front). 

“Surface” which will place joints on the outside of an object, such as following the surface of a sphere or any other 

shape, useful for creating skeletons that will pull and distort the shape of a mesh rather than controlling the mesh 

from the inside like a real world skeleton. 

The Default Angles parameter controls the joint limits that are set by default when you add a new joint. These limits 

are for x, y and z rotation and values vary from 0 (no rotation allowed in that axis) to 360 (full rotation allowed for 

that axis). You can always adjust the limits for each joint later of course, and you should use these parameters to 

select the defaults you find most useful. 
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Heal Skin 

 

This aspect displays settings that affect how the Heal Skin tool will 

function. 

 Remove Negative Weights - removes all negative skin weights. 

Negative skin weights have reversed effects of “pushing” vertices 

away from the movement of the bone, rather than pulling them to the 

movement of the bone. 

 Auto Skin Holes - if there is a hole (vertices that are not attached to any bone), then skin weights are 

extrapolated from the surrounding weight painted geometry. Note that vertices are not assigned to the 

nearest bone, but instead are assigned to the same bone as nearby vertices. If a bone has no vertices 

assigned to it, then the Auto Skin Holes option will not assign vertices to that bone. 

 Normalize Skin – Makes sure that the total value for influences for any point on the surface is equal to 

one. This means if a vertex is affected by more than one bone that the sum total of all influences from all 

bones will be normalized to add up to a total of 1. It also means that if a vertex is not assigned to a bone (ie 

has a zero skin weight), then it will be assigned to the nearest bone. Also, any vertices that have partial 

weights of between zero and 1 and which are assigned to only one bone will have their weight set to 1. 

 Detach Empty Skin – If a vertex has a zero skin weight, then it is detached from the skeleton. 

 Prune Small Weights – This parameter has a value associated. If the skin weight is less than this value, 

then the skin weight will be set to 0 (if you set a high value so that all weights will be pruned to zero, and 

check Detach Empty Skin, then the Heal Skin tool will detach the skeleton and skin). 

 Reduce Influences – Each skin vertex can be attached to and influenced by multiple bones. This parameter 

specifies the maximal number of bones that can influence a vertex. If there are more bones influencing the 

vertex than this maximal number, then the ones with the smallest weights on that vertex are removed, thus 

reducing the number of bones that influence that vertex. 
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Selection To Skin 

 

You can use Point Edit selection tools to make selections, then convert 

these into skin weights using the Convert Soft Selection To Weight 

Paint tool. This panel controls how that conversion is done with the two 

parameters. 

Skin Mode controls how the soft selection is combined with the original skin weights, to give the new final skin 

weights. The different modes let you select different ways of combining the soft selection using the Point Edit tools 

into the skin weights. 

 Max – Takes the largest value between the soft selection and the skin weights, and uses that as the new 

skin weight. This mode means your selection using the Point Edit tools will effectively “add to” the 

original skin weights. This means that if a point was not selected in Point Edit mode, it will retain its 

original skin weight. 

 Min – Takes the smallest value between the soft selection and the skin weights, and uses that as the new 

skin weight. This means that if a point was not selected in Point Edit mode, it will have a zero skin weight. 

If a point as a lower strength of selection in Point Edit mode, then this will replace the original skin weight 

also. Finally, if a point is selected in Point Edit, but has an original zero skin weight, it will still have a zero 

skin weight. 

 Modulate – This takes the Point Edit strength, and multiplies the original skin weight by that value. 

Effectively this makes the Point Edit selection a mask that weakens the original skin weight strengths. For 

example, if a vertex has a Point Edit selection strength of 1, then the original skin weight strength is 

unchanged (note it is not increased to 1; the original weight paint is multiplied by 1, so remains 

unchanged). If the vertex has a Point Edit selection strength of 0.5, then the original skin weight strength 

will be reduced to half its original strength. Of course with a Point Edit selection strength of 0, then the 

final skin weight will also be zero. 

 Replace – The Point Edit selection strength overwrites the skin weight completely. The original skin 

weights are entirely replaced by the Point Edit selection. If a point is not selected in Point Edit, then it will 

have a final skin weight of zero, regardless of whether it originally had a skin weight (compare with 

Update). 

 Set – The skin weights for the selected geometry are set to the value defined by the Weight Multiplier 

parameter. 
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 Update - This one replaces the selected vertices. For example, if you have already skin weights defined, 

then those vertices in your selection will be updated, while those outside your selection will remain 

untouched and will not lose their existing weights (compare with Replace). 

Skin Weight Multiplier specifies the value that is used for multiplying selection weights when converting to skin 

weights. For example, a Skin Weight Multiplier of 0.3 means that a fully selected vertex will become a vertex with 

skin weighting of 0.3, and so on. The exact use depends on the mode of operation as set in the Mode parameter. 

 

 

 

 

8.4.2  Character Posing 

 

This is displayed in the Panels tab in the stack when the Dynapose tool 

is selected (if you have closed the panel, you can reopen it by right 

clicking the Dynapose tool). 

 Co-ordinates – this parameter lets you define how your skeleton 

moves when you click and drag on it. The X, Y and Z movement that 

your mouse move initiates will depend on what Co-ordinates system 

you have selected. 

To get a feel for the differences, you may want to choose the 4View layout. You will then see the character from all 

angles, and will be able to see the directions it is moving in more clearly. 

“Screen Aligned” is the default setting, and is the most useful for general manipulation from a perspective 

or camera view. It creates a co-ordinate system for movement that is perpendicular to the ground, and 

which uses the screen X and Y. The movement you create will change depending on where you are looking 

from. If you rotate your view to the side, and use the left mouse button, you can drag the foot forward and 

backward; rotate to a more front view, and the left mouse button will let you move the foot left and right; 

other views will give other movements. 

“Screen” is similar to “Aligned Screen” in that it uses the screen x and y for movement, but  it uses “in and 

out of the screen” as the other axis for movement rather than perpendicular to the ground. 

“Joint” will move relative to the orientation of the current joint itself, regardless of the angle you are 

viewing the model from. 
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“World” creates movement relative to the world space, regardless of which angle you are looking at the 

character from. The left mouse button creates movement either left and right or backward and forward in 

the space, while the right mouse button creates movement up and down in the space. Note this is 

independent of the character’s orientation, so for example if the character is standing upright, a right mouse 

click on the foot will cause them to raise their leg; if the character is lying on the ground, then a right 

mouse click on the foot will cause a kicking movement – in both cases the foot is moved upward relative to 

the world, and not to the character. 

 Dynamic Lock Type – this allows you to choose how Dynamic Locks work. Dynamic Locks work by 

freezing parts of the skeleton in place once you pose them for a particular keyframes. For example, let’s say 

you move the left arm into a certain position on keyframes 20. When you then begin to adjust the right arm, 

trueSpace knows you already set the left arm, and with Dynamic Locks enabled, trueSpace will act as if 

you had enabled a lock to keep the left arm in place. 

Then if you go on to adjust the left leg on frame 20, trueSpace knows you have adjusted both arms, and 

again acts as if you had Locks on the arms which you had enabled to keep them in place. This can be useful 

in making it easier to set poses for characters with no IK Handles. 

Dynamic Locks can be set to None (all parts of the character will move according to the joint limits, unless 

you manually create and set locks); Position, which will Lock moved parts of the character in position but 

still allow rotation; and Position / Rotation that locks both position and rotation. 

You can still use other Locks with Dynamic Locks enabled. If you activate a Lock manually, the effect of 

that Lock will be combined with the effect of the Dynamic Locks. 

The exact effect of Dynamic Locks is also controlled by the next few parameters. 

 Min Bones – this defines how many bones are cleared of dynamic locks to allow the character to be posed. 

If set to 1, then only the bone you click and drag on when posing is cleared of Dynamic Locks. If you pick 

3, then bones up to 3 away from the bone you click on to pose the skeleton can be cleared of Dynamic 

Locks. With too large a value, you will find Dynamic Locks have no effect, as all the Dynamic Locks will 

be cleared, giving the same motion as when Dynamic Locks are disabled. 

  Min Distance – this works the same way as the Min Bones parameter, only it works in terms of measured 

distance rather than in terms of the number of bones. This can be useful for working with areas with lots of 

small bones close together, for example for fingers, toes, or facial animation. 

 Locks Auto Remove – If checked, then selecting a new current frame in the Animation Editor will 

automatically remove any Dynamic Locks. If unchecked, Dynamic Locks can only be cleared manually. 
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 Remove – This button manually removes any Dynamic Locks that are currently active. It will not affect the 

current post of the model of course, but will affect the result when you next manipulate the model into a 

new pose. 

 Lock Position –  This locks the character in their current position in space. If unchecked, dragging on the 

arm for instance can have the character zoom off across the scene. When this is checked, however, the arm 

will move but the character will be “pinned” to their current location. 

 Show Skeleton – Controls whether the skeleton is shown using X-Ray mode when Dynapose is active 

(when checked), or if X-Ray mode is not enabled when Dynapose is active (when unchecked). 

 

8.4.3  Shape Skeleton Panels 

These panels open in the Panels tab in the stack when you click on particular parts of the skeleton using the Shape 

Skeleton tool. 

Bone 

 

This appears when you click on a bone using the Shape Skeleton tool. 

 Envelope Skin controls whether or not the bone envelopes have 

an effect. With this unchecked, only skin weights will have an 

effect, and any bone envelope will be ignored. 

 Mass contains a value that affects that bone during physics only, 

and has no effect on using Dynapose to interact with the skeleton. 

 Virtual has two effects. First, it sets whether or not a bone should be rendered in the real-time engine – 

when Virtual is checked, the bone is rendered as a wireframe regardless of skeleton settings. This is useful for 

small bones that may otherwise clutter the view, such as with small bones for facial animation. 

 

Next, if a bone is set to Virtual before using Attach Skin To Skeleton, then the bone will be ignored during the 

Attach process – no vertices will be assigned to it, and so it will have no influence on the skin. This lets you set 

up the skeleton to use some bones as a way of simply connecting two parts of the skeleton together while 

having no effect on the deformations during animation (in a way, it is like having two separate skeletons 

attached via the Virtual bone). Note that making a bone Virtual after attaching the skin does not change or 

remove its influences. 

The other parameters are for future developments and implementation and have no values displayed at present. 
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Joint 

 

This panel is displayed when you click on a joint using the Shape 

Skeleton tool. 

 Limb tag gives a name to the kind of limb that starts from this 

joint, for example, Arm or Leg. This is used with the drag & drop 

and library features for Limbs (for example, you can have joints 

with a Limb Tag of “Arm” – then double clicking an Arm in a limb 

library will add it to all four of that tags simultaneously, giving your 

character four arms). Note that this name is case sensitive. 

 Symmetry defines whether the limb at this location is a left or 

right limb. Affects the way a Limb is mirrored when added at this 

joint. 

 Damping is for physics only and has no effect on interacting with the skeleton using Dynapose. Valid 

values are 0 to 1. 

 

8.4.4  Skeleton 

 

This panel is displayed when you first build a skeleton, and before it 

is attached to a mesh and it lets you override the defaults set in the 

Character Editor Preferences panels. To use unique colors for this 

skeleton rather than the ones defined in the Character Editor 

Preferences panel, uncheck the “Use Character Editor color settings” 

box and you can then define the colors for this individual skeleton 

using the parameters below. 

The visibility options for this skeleton automatically override any settings in the Character Editor Preferences panel. 
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8.4.5  Attach Skin to Skeleton 

 

This panel is displayed when you select the Attach Skin To Skeleton 

tool, and controls how a skin is attached to a skeleton, in particular 

how vertices in the mesh are assigned to the bones in the skeleton. 

Note that if you want to make changes to these values, you must do so 

before you click on the mesh you want to use as a skin. 

 Maximal Number Of Bones defines the maximum number of bones that a vertex is attached to. It is quite 

possible (and preferable) for one vertex to be affected by more than one bone. This is set to four by default. 

Four is optimal for game engines, as you cannot assign a vertex to more than four bones with hardware 

skinning. 

 Blending / Separation acts in a similar way to Transition Smoothness (see below), but applies when there 

are 3 or more bones influencing a vertex. Again, a larger value means a smoother transition region. 

 Transition Smoothness defines how long the transition region between 2 neighboring bones will be. The 

larger the value, the larger the region will be. Vertices inside this transition region will be affected by both 

bones (with varying intensity depending on how close they are to each bone). 

 

 

8.4.6  IK Handle 

This panel gives you the settings that control the behavior of an IK Handle. 
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 Left Button Motion – Define what motion is created when the 

left mouse button is used to click and drag on the handle 

 Right Button Motion - Define what motion is created when the 

right mouse button is used to click and drag on the handle 

 Shape – Define the shape used to represent the Handle. This has 

no effect on the functional of the Handle, but is so you can 

readily identify what the Handle does by choosing a shape which 

is meaningful for you. 

 Color – Choose the color for the IK Handle. Again this has no effect on the function, and can be used in 

any way that is meaningful and useful for you. 

 Speed vs Quality – This controls the quality of the IK solver, letting you choose between higher precision 

or a faster response. This mainly applies to long chains, where precision versus response time becomes 

more of an issue. 

 Interpolation – This is a slider that lets you choose how the IK Handle works in animations. In full IK 

(Inverse Kinematics) mode, the limb fully follows the handle. That means if you add 2 key frames, then the 

IK handle will move straight between the two points and the limb will follow the handle. 

In full FK (Forward Kinematics), the handle is moved as if only FK keyframes were made, so Handle 

follows the bone it is attached to, and will move on an arc. Values in between the two extremes will blend 

between those two values. 

Both FK and IK interpolation will run the IK solver to calculate how the character updates and moves in 

the animation. In full IK mode, the IK Handle position is interpolated between one keyframe and the next, 

and then the whole skeleton is moved according to the animated movement of that Handle (Locks are 

applied). 

In FK mode, the skeleton is first interpolated using FK, and here the joint angles are interpolated between 

one keyframe and the next rather than the IK Handle position. Then the IK Handle positions are calculated 

and the IK is updated. Handles are then moved to their FK position (as other handles may have moved the 

FK handle during solving and this ensures that handle is moved back to its correct location). 

With the Posing Only parameter checked, then the IK Handle is turned off during animation and is not 

solved at all so that it acts as a pure posing handle. 

 Use Global Locks – An IK Handle can have Locks specifically assigned to be active when the Handle is 

used. When this is unchecked, the IK Handle will only use those Locks, and will ignore any other Locks 

that have been manually activated. When checked, the IK Handle will use any Locks you have enabled 

during Dynapose, in combination with its own Locks.  
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Disabling this value lets you ensure the IK Handle always responds the same way, regardless of what 

Locks you have set for other posing purposes. Enabling this value lets you adjust what the IK Handle does 

each time you use it by enabling other Locks before using it. 

 Lock Children – When checked, this creates one FK group from the bone and all child bones (until the 

first Rotation Lock ends the group). The “Invert IK Groups” parameter will affect what is classed as a 

child, whether it goes from the parent bone down, or from the leaf bone up. 

 Invert IK Groups – Rotation Locks can be used to define IK Chains that are controlled by the IK Handle. 

This checkbox lets you invert the chains that are locked, and which are not locked. 

 Posing only – The handle is used only for posing and is not evaluated during animation. If you place the 

character in a pose using a Posing Only IK Handle and record a keyframe, then the result is the same as if 

you set the pose using the Dynapose tool. 

 Firm Handle – This changes the primary goal for the IK solver from Locks to Handle. If checked, the 

Handle will be firmly attached to the bone and will take priority, meaning that you will break any Locks if 

you move to a pose that the Locks would normally prevent you from reaching. This can be useful for 

making a character jump for example, with Locks on their feet – the locks will keep their feet on the 

ground, until that is no longer possible, and then the Locks will be broken and the feet will leave the ground 

(but will still point toward their Locks, which will remain in place on the ground). 

If unchecked, then Locks take priority and a Handle cannot move the character outside of the poses 

permitted by the Locks. 

 Animate As Soft – This is related to the Firm Handle setting. When you animate, you define the end 

keyframes for each movement. This means that the locks will not get broken very often during animation 

since they are animated using FK rather than IK. If you want to preserve Locks (for instance, to prevent the 

feet from sliding), you should use this setting to ensure that the Locks are never broken 

 Preserve Bone Orientation – The bone to which this Handle is attached will not be rotated by this Handle. 

For example, if the IK Handle is attached to the bone in the hand, with this checked, moving the Handle 

will allow the arm to bend, but keep the hand pointing in the same direction; if unchecked, then the hand 

will bend and rotate. This can also affect the rotation at the elbow in this example, since keeping the hand 

in the correct orientation will affect how the elbow is bent. See images below. 
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The starting pose. 

 

  

The end pose when Preserve Bone Orientation  

is checked – note how the hand has  

not bend from the starting pose. 

 

  

The end pose when Preserve Bone Orientation  

is unchecked – note how the hand 

bends. 
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8.4.7  IK Lock 

Default aspect: 

 

 Lock Type – lets you specify whether the lock is position, 

rotation or both (a full lock). The 3D object representing the 

lock will change when you adjust this setting. 

 Strength – lets you set how firmly the lock holds the bone or 

joint in place, with values ranging from 0 (no limitation of the 

movement / rotation of the joint or bone) to 1 (complete 

limitation of the movement / rotation of the joint or bone). 

 Co-ordinate Unlocks – let you disable the effect of the Lock in a particular direction – when unchecked, 

the Lock prevents motion in that direction. When checked, it allows motion in that direction. 

 Use With Physics – If checked, then this lock is used when the character is animated using Physics 

Simulation. 

Tags aspect: 

 

 Tag – lets you specify a name for this Lock. This allows 

Limbs that contain IK Handles to use this Lock even if it is 

outside of the Limb itself (for example, when an IK Handle on 

an Arm references a Lock on the shoulder). 

 Symmetry – Defines how the lock is placed on the bone. Can be very important for use with Limbs, for 

example when two limbs with different symmetry have an IK Handle using the same Lock (eg an Arm, 

with an IK Handle on the hand that uses a Lock on the shoulder – this would need symmetry set to “center” 

so that it works evenly for both the left and right arms).  
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8.4.8  Weight Paint 

 

Weight Paint lets you paint onto the mesh using a brush to determine 

which vertices are influenced by which bones and by how much. This 

panel lets you set the parameters for the Weight Paint tool. 

The Weight Paint panel features a variety of aspects, which match the 

different Modes that can be used for the Weight Paint Brush. These 

aspects hide parameters that do not apply to particular Modes to make it 

easier to work with the different Modes. It is important to note though 

that these aspects do not change the mode itself. 

That means that selecting the Smooth aspect in the Panel will display only those parameters that affect the Smooth 

mode for the Brush, but you still need to manually select the Smooth setting in the Mode parameter. 

 Mode – This defines how the Brush paints weights onto the surface. 

o Add – This mode adds extra weight onto the surface as you paint with the Brush. This increases 

the influence the selected bone has on those vertices. The Magnitude controls how much of an 

increase you get. For example, a Magnitude of 0.4 means the Brush will add 0.4 to the weight on 

the mesh, so if the original weight was 0, the maximum after painting will be 0.4; if the original 

weight was 0.3, then the maximum after painting will be 0.7; and so on. Releasing the mouse 

button and then painting again will again add more weight. 

o Grow - Grow expands skin weights around the currently weighted area. This means that points 

adjacent to a weighted area will have weight added to them. However, points that are not adjacent 

to an already weighted area will not have any weight added. Magnitude does not affect the Grow 

parameter (the Grow aspect of the Weight Paint panel does not include the Magnitude control for 

this reason). However it is sensitive to the Flow parameter, the lower the value set in Flow, then 

the lower the weight value will “spread” from the current area to the surrounding areas. 

o Set - This will set the weighting on the surface to the value set in the Magnitude parameter. The 

Flow parameter still controls how quickly the point reaches the set Magnitude (raise the Flow if 

you want the Brush to quickly set the weight to the Magnitude). If the current weight on the 

surface is less than the Magnitude, then the Brush will raise the weight toward the Magnitude. If 

the current weight on the surface is less than the Magnitude, then the Brush will lower the current 

weight toward the Magnitude. 

o Shrink – The opposite of Grow, this setting reduces the weighted area. Note that it only affects 

the outer most points on the surface, reducing the weight painting on those (points further inside 

the weighted area are not affected). The Magnitude parameter has no effect in Shrink mode. 
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However it is sensitive to the Flow parameter, the lower the value set in Flow, the less the weight 

will be removed from the points around the edge of the weighted area. 

o Smooth – Acts similar to a blur tool in a 2D paint application, blending the weight values and 

producing areas of smoother transition. It blends in both directions, for example on a sharp 

boundary between heavily weighted and no weight, the heavily weighted points will have their 

weight reduced, while those points without weighting will have weight applied. 

o Subtract – This mode reduces the weight on the surface as you paint with the Brush. This 

decreases the influence the selected bone has on those vertices. The Magnitude controls how much 

weight is removed from the areas. For example, a Magnitude of 0.4 means the Brush will remove 

0.4 from the weight on the mesh, so if the original weight was 0.8, the minimum after painting 

will be 0.4; if the original weight was 0.6, then the minimum after painting will be 0.2; and so on. 

Releasing the mouse button and then painting again will again remove more weight. 

 Hide Skin Weights Layer – This turns off the display of the weight values which is normally shown by 

coloring the mesh. Check this when you do not want to see the coloring, and just want to see the shape of 

the mesh. The mesh will then be displayed with its regular texture. 

 Brush In Object Space – This lets you move the brush to work in the object space rather than in the 

surface space. This can be useful if the surface has a lot of bumps, wrinkles or other strong changes over a 

short distance in the surface. 

 Clamp, Min and Max – If Clamp is checked, then the final value of the Weight Painting is constrained by 

the Min and Max values (if Clamp is not checked, then Min and Max have no effect). The Min defines the 

lowest value of association to a bone that can be achieved by the brush in Subtract mode, and the Max 

defines the highest level of association to a bone that can be achieved in Add mode. 

For example, with a Min of 0.4 and the brush in Subtract mode, you can only reduce the assignment to a 

bone for a vertex to 0.4. This would mean that you could not make the vertex fully free of the bones 

influence, as you cannot lower it below the Min value. Similarly with a Max of 0.6 and the brush in Add 

mode, you cannot assign the vertex to be influenced fully by the bone, as 0.6 is the highest weight you 

could paint onto the surface. 

To fully detach the vertex from any influence by a bone, set Min to 0 and use Subtract. Note that you can 

set Min to a negative value to the weight painted on the surface (shown as red). This will make those points 

be pushed away from the bone rather than pulled toward it. 

 Magnitude –This controls the overall strength of the brush. Higher values mean a stronger brush that will 

either assign or remove vertices from bones more fully than lower values. 

 Radius – This controls the size of the brush, larger values mean a larger brush. 

 Sharpness – This controls the fall off at the edges of the brush. A low Sharpness gives a smoother blending 

at the brush edges, while a higher value gives a sharper, more sudden blending. 
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 Flow – Controls how quickly the brush affects the surface. A low value will mean you will need to make 

repeated strokes over an area to build up the effect of the brush, while a high value will quickly affect the 

area, perhaps with just a single mouse click. 
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Chapter 9 – Animation  
 

9.1  Animation Introduction 

This chapter documents the new animation tools found in the Workspace (it does not cover the animation tools such 

as the KFE and similar that are found in the Model side). The Workspace features a powerful range of tools for 

creating animation which will let you work with physics simulation, skeletons, keyframed animation, and imported 

motion capture via BVH. You can in fact flexibly combine all of these different types of animation, giving you 

many different ways to achieve exactly what you are looking for. 

The chapter begins with a look through each of the tools associated with this process, and then moves on to some 

introductory tutorials that take you through some ways of creating animation in trueSpace. 
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9.2  The Animation Editor in detail 

The Animation Editor is found at the bottom of the screen in the default view. The Animation Editor is actually a 

fourth aspect of a regular trueSpace7.5 window, named “4D” since it describes how things change over time (as a 

refresher and summary on the various aspects, 1D is scripting, 2D is the Link Editor, 3D is the rendered 3D view, 

and 4D is the Animation Editor). 

The Animation Editor itself features three tabs that display three different views. These are 

9.2.1 Story 

 

The Story view 

 

This view is the one you will find most useful when recording and arranging animations. This view displays all the 

objects in the scene which have any animation associated with them and lets you move, scale, cut, copy and paste 

Clips in this window, letting you re-arrange the animation in the scene. 

Each object is listed in the tree view on the left – in the image above, there is only one object in the scene, named 

Planet. Each object can have its view expanded to show all the individual Tracks for that particular object. 

Tracks are used to make it easy to record and mix separate actions, for example you might have Rotation on one 

track, with movement on another Track. Blending Clips is done using Tracks in Additive mode – if a Track is in 

Additive mode, this is noted on the right of the Story view (as can be seen in the image above for Track01). 
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The main part of the view shows all the Clips on each Track. The example above has one Clip, which has been 

named Rotation. You name Clips yourself so you can give them meaningful names based on your scene and 

workflow. Each Clip has a number to the left and the right, which shows the start and end frames for that Clip. 

Blue handles at the left and right ends of the Clip let you stretch and scale the Clip, while clicking in the central 

section makes the Clip selected, and also lets you click and drag to move the Clip on the timeline. Using CTRL click 

and drag, you can make a copy of the Clip. Note that you can move or copy Clips using drag and drop onto any 

desired Track. 

To the bottom left of the Story view, is the current selected frame, displayed numerically (frame 16 in the example 

above). You can click on this and enter the frame numerically if you wish. 

The current frame is displayed visually in the main window via the red line – the grey area at the bottom of this is a 

handle which you can click and drag to move the current frame and also to scrub through your animation to inspect 

it. 

 

The main window displays grid lines for the frames. The two numeric values on the left and right define the 

playback range for the animation, setting the start frame on the left and the end frame on the right. The above image 

shows a scene with a playback range of 0 to 150, and the zoom is displaying this whole range. 

 

You can adjust the playback range of the animation by typing new values into the start and end frame indicators at 

the bottom of the Animation Editor. The image above now shows the playback range of 20 to 100. Playing an 

animation will now start at frame 20 and end at frame 100. Note that clips and animation can exist outside of this 

range, as seen above, but will not be played back (or rendered) except within the range of the animation. The zoom 
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is still set to display the entire range of the animation. If you were to playback the animation using these settings, the 

“Rotation” Clip would start part way through its recorded animation. 

 

You can zoom your view to give finer control using the blue control at the bottom of the window – the blue area 

shows how much of the current animation sequence is being viewed, and the handles at either side of the blue 

control let you zoom in and zoom out. Clicking and dragging on the blue area lets you move the zoom so that you 

can inspect other areas on the time line, rather like using a scroll bar. You can also use page left and page right (by 

clicking on the empty space in the bar) to move your view one whole step to the left or right. 

In this image above, playback range has been set back to 0 to 150. However, the zoom range has been altered to 

display only the range 20 to 100. You will notice that only frames 20 to 100 are displayed in the main window. Also 

notice that the blue area shows the section of the animation you are currently viewing. If you were to playback the 

animation with these settings, all frames from 0 to 150 will be played and not just the range 20 to 100, so the 

“Rotation” Clip would play the entire Clip from the beginning. The zoom only affects your current display in the 

Animation Editor and not the start and end of the animation itself. 

You can right click on various parts of the Story view to open menus. These are detailed below: 

9.2.1.1  Right click on an object in the in the tree view on the left: 

 Add New Track - Create a new Track for this object. 

 Edit in New Track – Create a new editable Track for this object and set it to 

additive blend mode in one step. 

 Delete - Delete the object you right clicked on (note, not just the Tracks, 

Clips or animation, but the actual object itself). 

 Rename - Change the name of the object you right clicked on. 

 

 Merge Tracks - This combines all the actions in the currently enabled Tracks and Clips into one Clip. This 

always creates a new Track to store the result on, and it is also non-destructive – all existing Tracks and 

Clips are left intact and unchanged. The new Clip is always the same length as the longest enabled Clip. 

Any Tracks or Clips that are Disabled at the time of Merging are not included in the end result. 
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This makes Merge Tracks very useful for creating one easy to use Clip from several others, for example if 

you have been mixing actions using Additive mode Tracks, you can produce one Track with all the actions 

merged together (note that this new Merged Track does not require a Static Base Clip, nor Additive mode – 

see later in the Advanced tutorial for more details). 

One thing to note is that Merge Tracks creates one keyframe for every frame in the animation. This means 

the final merged Track will not be easy to edit – be sure to save your scene with the original Tracks and 

Clips before erasing them and leaving only the merged Track, in case you want to make any future edits to 

the animation. 

 

9.2.1.2 Right click on a Track for an object in the tree view on the 

left: 

 Add New Track - Create a new Track for this object. 

 Delete - Delete the Track you right clicked on. 

 Rename - Change the name of the Track you right clicked on. 

 Edit - If checked, this is the currently active Track. Pressing Record will 

generate keyframes on this Track. The Dope Sheet and F Curve views 

will show the keyframes on this Track. If unchecked, then another Track 

is the current Active Track.  

 
 Disable - If checked, then this Track is ignored during the playback of the animation. Use this to turn off 

some actions to make it easier when setting up new actions, for example to turn off the character walking 

so you can focus on making the character‟s arms wave. If unchecked, then this Track will playback 

normally during the animation. This is a non-destructive change which does not alter anything recorded on 

the Track. 

 Additive Blend Mode - If checked, then the action in this Track will be blended with actions from other 

Tracks. This is the mode you will use most often. If unchecked, then the action in this Track will not blend 

with other Tracks, but will override the actions recorded in any Tracks placed above it in the Animation 

Editor. 

 Pass Through  - When checked, at any point in the timeline where there is no clip on this track, then the 

animated object will return to a state or pose set in the base track. When unchecked, the animated object 

retains the state or pose from the last keyframe in its clip.  

The Pass Through parameter affects the process of evaluating the value outside the clip interval (clip 

extrapolation). However, it does not affect interpolation inside the clip (between the start and end of the 
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clip). If the parameter is checked then the evaluation process passes through the track without change and 

the track is ignored if the current time is outside of the clip interval. If it is not checked, then the 

extrapolated value from the clip is added to evaluation process even outside of the range of the clip. 

This is particularly useful when posing skeletons. For example, if are working with an Additive Mode track 

and you move the arm into a particular pose at keyframe 30, and you want to advance the time to your next 

keyframe and then adjust the pose. 

With Pass Through checked, as soon as you move the current frame forward beyond frame 30, the skeleton 

no longer displays the pose you set at frame 30, and instead resets to the pose stored in the base track. 

By un-checking the Pass Through parameter, when you advance the current time beyond frame 30, the 

skeleton remains in the same pose that you set in frame 30, making it easier to adjust the skeleton into the 

next pose you need for the animation. 

Note that this parameter affects the playback of the animation as well as the process of capturing the 

animation – if your track has clips with some empty space between them, then un-checking the Pass 

Through parameter will leave the object in the last keyframed position between those clips, otherwise the 

object will revert to the base track default position between those clips. 

 Merge Tracks – See the Merge Tracks information under the object menu, as the functionality is the same.  
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9.2.1.3  Right click on a Clip in the main area of the screen: 

Note that all these operations affect the currently selected Clip only, and not 

the Clip you right click on. This is important to keep in mind. The options in 

this menu are : 

 Add New Procedural Clip – Creates a new Procedural Clip on the 

Track you right clicked on (this is independent of the currently 

active Track). Procedural Clips are used to store animation 

generated by the Physics Simulation in trueSpace, turning it into 

keyframed animation that you can then edit and manipulate, and 

render using the offline render engines. See later tutorial for more 

details on how to use Procedural Clips. 

 Disable - If checked, then this Clip is ignored during the playback 

of the animation. You can use this in a similar way to disabling 

Tracks, but it lets you temporarily turn off specific actions. This is a 

non-destructive change which does not alter anything recorded on 

the Clip.  

 

 Procedural -: If checked, then this is a Procedural Clip. If unchecked, it is a regular Clip containing 

keyframes. 

 Rename - Change the name of the Clip you right clicked on 

 Delete, Cut, Copy – Editing commands you can use on the Clip. 

 Paste – This pastes any Clip that you have copied or cut. The Clip will be pasted at the current frame, and 

always on to the same Track it was copied from (if the Track has been deleted since you Cut or Copied the 

Clip, it will not paste onto the timeline). If you want to place a Clip onto a different Track, simply click and 

drag the Clip onto the desired Track, or use CTRL click and drag to copy the Clip onto a new Track. 

 Razor – The Razor option will split the currently selected Clip into two, divided at the current frame. If the 

current frame is outside the currently selected Clip, then Razor has no effect. Do note that it is the current 

selected Clip that is affected (highlighted in white) and not the Clip you right click on. 

Reverse - This reverses all the animation in the clip, in effect making it play backwards. 

 Generate Key Frames – This activates and runs the Physics Simulation, and stores the resulting action 

into the currently active Procedural Clip. If there is no currently active Clip, then it generates keyframes for 

all Procedural Clips.  
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9.2.1.4 Right click on the Record button to open the Keying Panel: 

The Keying Panel lets you define what attributed get recorded when a keyframe is 

set using the Record button in the Animation Editor. This is an important tool, and 

you‟ll need to use it to ensure that you can record the attributes you need for 

making your animation, particularly when those are attributes not set by default. 

For example you would need to access this panel to if you need to keyframe 

material settings, or morphs. 

Note that the keying panel sets what can be recorded for the whole scene, rather 

than on a per object basis. An attribute shown in the keying panel can be in several 

different states, which are described below. 

 

 
Attributes on a grey background are not enabled for recording, and will not be 

recorded in the keyframes. 

 

An attribute on a white background is enabled for recording in the scene. This 

only affects recording via the Record button. Playback is not affected – previously 

recorded values will be kept and play back even if not enabled from recording. 

An attribute that is set to be recorded has two possible states: 

 A red circle icon next to the attribute name shows that the currently selected object 

possesses that attribute, and the values of this attribute will be recorded. 

 With no red circle icon next to the attribute name, this means that the currently 

select object does not possesses that attribute – so while the attribute is enabled for 

recording, it will not be recorded for the selected object. 

The final icon on the far left shows whether a keyframe is currently set for this attribute at the current frame. 

 An outlined (unfilled) orange icon shows that the object has no value recorded for 

this attribute at the current frame.  

Clicking on this icon will create a keyframe for that attribute at the current frame – note that it will create that 

keyframe whether or not the attribute is enabled for recording. This acts as a way to “override” the scene settings 

and create keyframes for specific attributes. It also lets you protect particular attributes. 
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 A solid orange icon shows that the object does have a value recorded for this 

attribute at the current frame. 

If you click the filled icon, it will erase the keyframe for this attribute at the current frame – note that the value 

keyframed for this attribute is fully erased, not just deactivated. Clicking the icon again to restore it to the filled 

condition will not restore the originally keyframed values. 

Of course the attributes listed in this panel will change depending on the object you have loaded. The panel shown 

here is for a primitive created in the Workspace. The parameters shown in this example are: 

 Morph – Allows Morphs to be recorded. In this case, the selected object has no Morphs associated with it, 

even though Morphs are enabled for recording. 

 Matrix – Stores the position, rotation and scaling of the object. If you want to record changes to any of 

these, then this parameter should be enabled. 

 Owner Matrix – This is the parent matrix used in grouped objects (encapsulated objects). If you want to 

capture movement from the group that this object belongs to, then this will need to be enabled. 

  Depth, Height and Width Parameters – These are the parameters that control the creation of a cube in 

the Workspace. Different objects have different parameters, and these will be shown here. If you want to 

record keyframes for any of the parameters that control an object‟s creation, then you need to enable those 

here in the Keying Panel. 

Right clicking on any attribute opens the Keying Panel options seen on the right. 

 Set Keyframe – This records a keyframe for this attribute at the 

current frame. This is the same as clicking on an empty orange icon to 

set a keyframe. 

 Add To Keying Template – This enables recording for this attribute, 

and is the same as clicking on the attribute. 

 

 Remove From Keying Template – This is the same as clicking on the red circle icon, and disables 

recording for this attribute. 

 Reset Keying Template – This restores the attributes to a default state as to which are enabled for 

recording and which are not. 
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 Browse Attributes – This opens a 

navigation window that lets you browse 

through all the attributes and sub objects 

that belong to the currently selected object. 

 

The example shown on the right is for a 

character with skeleton. The Matrix and 

OwnerMatrix are shown for the top level 

(The Actor). The Skeleton and actual mesh 

(named Lucinda) are seen beneath that, and 

the information for the mesh has been 

expanded to show the Material List beneath 

that. 

 

The Matrix for the mesh is also shown, and we could expand the Material List to view its individual components and 

attributes. Clicking on any attribute will add it to the Keying Panel template, enabling it for recording. 

Do note that this enables only the attribute with that specific name, making the attribute object specific. In the 

example above, if we enabled the Matrix attribute for the Lucinda object (the mesh inside the Actor object) it would 

enable recording of an attribute named “Actor,1/Lucinda/Matrix”. Other characters in the scene would not have their 

matrix enabled for recording, even though it would be at the equivalent place in the hierarchy, since they would have 

a different name. 

As a note, you can also enter the Link Editor and exported an attribute from a sub-object out to the top level object 

in the scene. Doing this will make the attribute visible automatically in the Keying Panel. It would also enable 

recording for other objects that have an attribute of the same name at the top level. 

Modifying objects by working with them in the Link Editor lets you control certain parameters globally for the 

scene, but does involve editing the objects to allow those attributes to be recorded. Using the Browse Attributes 

option lets you avoid editing the object in the Link Editor, and is useful for where the internal parameter has the 

same name as one already higher up in the object (in this case, Matrix), but then is specific to the object name and 

not global for objects of a similar type. 

 

 

9.2.2 Saving Clips 

One important thing to note about Clips is that you can save them to a library for later use. This makes the animation 

system very flexible, as you can reuse animations instantly! 

Before you save a Clip to the library, it is important to have the correct Clip selected. trueSpace will only save Clips 

from the current Active track, so be sure the required Track is active. trueSpace will then save the currently selected 
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Clip from the active Track – if no Clip is selected, then you cannot guarantee which Clip will be saved, so ensure 

your desired Clip is selected (highlighted in white). 

 
 

The above image shows that the Move 2 Clip is ready to be saved – it is the selected Clip on the currently active 

Track, so this is the Clip that will be stored in the library when you save it. Note that in this example, if the Rotation 

Clip was selected, it would not be the Clip that is written to the library as it is not on the active Track. Instead one of 

the two Clips on the active Track would be saved (which one would be determined by trueSpace itself). So please 

double check before saving to the library that you have the correct Track active, and the correct Clip selected! 

Once you are ready, you can save Clips to any library by right clicking on the library and choosing “Insert As”. 

From the list of object types that you can save, select Rosetta Anim Clip (RsClip). The currently selected Clip on the 

active Track will then be saved, with a preview of the object it was attached to when you saved it. 

It is often preferable to create a special library to store just Clips, and this is possible. Using the Library Browser, 

you can select Create Library and specify it is to be a library of Rosetta Anim Clips. This simplifies the saving 

process, as you can just click “Insert” rather than “Insert As” and choose the type of object you want to save, and 

also makes it easier to quickly find your animations when you need them! 

9.2.3 Loading Clips 

Once you have a Clip stored in a library, it is easy to load it onto an object. First, ensure you have the correct object 

selected, and then simply double click on the Clip in the library. The Clip will always load onto a new Track, and 

will always be positioned at the left edge of the current display, so if your Story view is set to start at frame 0, the 

Clip is loaded at frame 0; if your Story view starts at frame 50, the Clip is loaded at frame 50. You can use this fact 

to load the Clip into a particular location, although of course you can always easily move it later. 

Do note that the result of loading an animation onto an object will depend on how the object is set up. If you try to 

load a Clip saved from a character with skeletal animation, it may or may not load onto another character depending 

on how the skeletons are set up; loading that same animation onto a regular polygon will of course be meaningless; 
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if you load a rotation around the z axis saved from a cube onto another object, quite how the object rotates will 

depend on the direction of its z axis, the position of it center of rotation, and so on. 

So while the system for saving and loading Clips is easy, you do still need to give some thought about what you are 

loading and saving, and how your objects are set up. 

 

9.2.4 Dope Sheet 

 

The Dope Sheet view 

This view is the one you will find most useful for adjusting the timing of keyframes when editing an animation. 

This will display information for the selected clip on the active Track (as defined in the Story view) for the currently 

selected object. Some things to note are: 

 If there is more than one Clip on the active Track, and none of those Clips are selected, then this view will 

select which Clip to display by itself. 

 If you select a different object in the 3D view, then the Dope Sheet updates to display information for that 

object. Each object has its own active Track, and the Dope Sheet will display the information for that 

Track. 

In the Dope Sheet, you can expand the display to show all the parameters that have recorded information. For 

example, with regular keyframe animation, you will see the Matrix information for an object, and expanding this 

will show: 

 the translation (movement) keyframes in each axis as tx, ty and tz 
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 The rotation keyframes in each axis as rx, ry and rz 

 The scaling keyframes in each axis as sx, sy and sz 

 
For skeletal animation, you can expand the display to show keyframes for the various parts of the model and the 

various parts of the skeleton. 

9.2.4.1 Right click on a keyframe in the Dope Sheet view 

 Set Keyframe – Record a new keyframe at the current time. 

 Select All – Select all keyframes. 

 Invert Selection – Invert which keyframes are selected and which are 

unselected. 

 Clear Selection – Clear any selected keyframes. 

 Cut– Cut all selected keyframes. 

 Copy– Copy all selected keyframes. 

 Paste– Paste keyframes from a previous Cut or Copy. 
 

 Delete– Delete all selected keyframes. 

 Keying Panel – Open the Keying Panel (same as right click on the Record button) 
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9.2.5 F Curve 

 

The F Curve (Function Curve) view 

 

This view is the one you will find most useful for adjusting the values of  keyframes when editing an animation. 

The view displays the function curves for the selected clip on the active Track (as defined in the Story view) for the 

currently selected object. The same notes apply as for the Dope Sheet. 

While the Dope Sheet is an easy way to adjust the timing of keyframes, it does not let you adjust the values. The F 

Curve view lets you adjust both though, and displays the value for the parameters as well as their position in time. 

As well as displaying the values recorded at the keyframes, the display also shows the way the value is calculated in 

between the keyframes – that is, you can see the line that displays how that parameter (movement, or rotation for 

instance) changes in between the recorded keyframes. 

You can work with either individual keyframes, or with a selection of keyframes. Multiple keyframes can be 

selected by using CTRL and click to add or remove keyframes to the selection. You can also click and drag to select 

keyframes within a bounding box. 
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Once a selection of keyframes has been made, you can then manipulate all the selected keyframes at once using the 

handles around the selected region. You can scale or move all the keyframes in the selection at once using the 

handles, as seen in the image above.  

You can also select keyframes from the context menu. Right click in the main F Curve pane and choose „Select All‟ 

item to select all visible keyframes. 

9.2.5.1 Right click on a keyframe in the F Curve view 

 Interpolation– Set the interpolation method to be used for the selected 

keyframes (see section below for details on each interpolation method). 

 Set Keyframe – Record a new keyframe at the current time. 

 Select All – Select all keyframes. 

 Invert Selection – Invert which keyframes are selected and which are 

unselected. 

 Clear Selection – Clear any selected keyframes. 

 Cut– Cut all selected keyframes. 

 Copy– Copy all selected keyframes. 

 
 Paste– Paste keyframes from a previous Cut or Copy. 

 Delete– Delete all selected keyframes. 

 Keying Panel – Open the Keying Panel (same as right click on the Record button) 

As noted above, you can change the interpolation type between keyframes, choosing from one of the following types 

of interpolation: Bezier ( default) , Linear, Constant Start, Constant End and Custom Bezier. 

By default, the animation system generates a Bezier interpolation curve, to create smooth motion between 

keyframes. To change the interpolation, right click in the F Curve editor window and choose the interpolation 
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method for the selected keyframes from the context menu. Note that the interpolation method changes for segments 

between selected keyframes and for the next adjacent segment. 

 

Bezier Interpolation 

 

 

 

 

 

Linear Interpolation 

 

 

Constant Start Interpolation 
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Constant End Interpolation 

 

 

Custom Bezier 

 

 

The five images above show the differences in the function curves depending on the interpolation method that is 

selected. More information is available in the Interpolation tutorial later in this chapter. 

 

 

9.2.6 The Control Panel 

 
This control panel appears in all the views in the Animation Editor and lets you control recording and playback of 

your animation. The controls are listed below: 

 

Record Keyframe  

 
This button records a keyframe at the current frame. A right click on this opens the Keying Panel, which lets you 

define what information should be recorded for the keyframe (see the later section on the Keying Panel). 
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Move To The Beginning  

 
Moves the currently active frame to the beginning of the displayed frames (that is, to the far left of the Animation 

Editor display). This means if the Animation Editor is displaying frames starting from 0, then Move To The 

Beginning will move the active frame to 0; if it is displaying frames starting from 20, then it will move the active 

frame to 20, and so on (including for a starting frame with a negative value). 

 
Move To The Previous 

Frame 
 

 
Steps back one frame from the current position. 

 
Stop Playing  

 
This stops the playback of the animation. 

 
Play Animation  

 
Plays the animation 

 
Move To The Next Frame  

 
Steps one frame forward in the animation. 

 
Move To The End  

 
Moves the currently active frame to the end of the displayed frames (that is, to the far right of the Animation Editor 

display). This means if the Animation Editor is displaying an ending frame of 300, then Move To The Beginning 
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will move the active frame to 300; if it is displaying an ending frame 600, then it will move the active frame to 600, 

and so on (including for an end frame with a negative value). 

 

9.2.7 Animation Preferences Panel 

 

This panel can be found in the Settings aspect of the Stack, and shows 

when the Animation Editor window has focus (simply click on the 

Animation Editor window and this panel will display in the Settings 

aspect of the Stack). The parameters are : 

 Show Objects – This controls which objects are displayed in 

the Animation Editor. “All” displays all objects in the scene, 

whether or not they have animation created for them. 

“Selected Only” will display only the object (or objects) 

selected in the 3D view.  “Animated” will display all objects 

that have any animation created for them, but no objects 

without animation. 

 

 Play Mode – This controls which objects play back their animation during Play and scrub-through 

operations.  “All Animated” will play the animation for all objects that have animation, while “Selected” 

will only play the animation for those objects that are selected. 

 Repeat – If checked, the animation will repeat and play over once it reaches the end of the defined 

playback time. The two values at the bottom left and bottom right of the Animation Editor define the 

playback time (see earlier information on the Story view). If unchecked, the animation stops playing as 

soon as it reaches the end of the defined playback time. 

 Play Range Start and End – This defines the start and end of the animation. Note that this is the same as 

setting the start and end points using the numeric fields at the bottom of the Animation Editor window. 

Updating those fields in the Animation Editor window will update the fields here on this panel. Note 

however that updating the fields on this panel will not redraw the Animation Editor window. 

 Frame Rate – This is important when generating keyframes using physics simulation. 

  Speed Of Replay – This adjusts the value for real-time playback only. You can use this to slow down the 

playback for closer inspection of the action during an animation. It does not affect either the real-time 

Render To File or the offline rendering of the animation. Setting it to a lower value (such as 1/5 times) will 

slow the playback down. Setting it to a higher value will speed up the playback. 
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The actual duration of real-time playback can be calculated from the Frame Rate and Speed Of Replay 

parameters. An animation that is 300 frames long will play for exactly 10 seconds at 30fps and 1x speed; or 

it will play for 2 seconds at 30fps and 5x speed.  When the „All Frames‟ option is set, then no frames are 

dropped during real-time playback – frames can be dropped in order to maintain the frame rate otherwise. 

Use the “All Frames” option when you have slow performance or complex objects. 

 Time Format – This affects the display of the current frame, and the display of the gridlines in the 

Animation Editor. You can choose to view frames, minutes, seconds and milliseconds, or minutes seconds 

and frames. Note that the display of the frame numbers for the beginning and end of Clips, and for the 

animation playback range and zoom range are not altered (they remain as frames whatever value is set here 

in the preferences panel). 

Snapping – This parameter controls the movement of keyframes and Clips along the timeline and 

manipulation with the current frame scrubber. By default this is set to “Snap To Frames”.  With “Disable 

Snapping” set, you can move keyframes and Clips so that they are on fractional frames, eg to frame 1.5. Set 

to “Snap To Frames” you can only move a keyframe or Clip onto a whole frame value, so you could move 

it to frame 1 or frame 2, but not frame 1.5.  

The “Snap To Keyframes” option affects all three views, the Story view, the Dope Sheet view, and the F 

Curve view. In the Dope Sheet and F Curve view, it will make the current frame selector snap to keyframes 

as you move it, as well as make any keyframes you move snap to other keyframes set on the timeline. In 

the Story view, it will make the current frame snap to the beginning and end of Clips, as well as making 

Clips snap to the beginning and end of other Clips when you scale them. 

A note about undo – Undo works for all operations in the Animation Editor, such as recording a keyframe, 

adjusting the F Curve, deleting a Keyframe, deleting a Clip, moving a Clip, deleting a Track, etc. Only changing the 

user interface or moving the current frame selector are not affected by Undo. 

A note about rendering – There are several ways to render animations you have created in the Animation Editor. 

You can render from the real-time view using the “Render To File” option in the workspace. If you have the 

optional V-Ray render engine installed, you can also use the “V-Ray Render Animation” direct from the workspace. 

Finally, you can switch to the Model view and use “Render Scene To File” – the drop down list in the render to file 

dialog will let you choose to render the current frame only, the modeler animation only (created in the Model view 

KFE), or the workspace, which is the option to chose to render out your animation created in the Animation Editor. 
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9.2.8 Workspace Hardware Settings 

 

This panel can be found File menu under the HW Settings 

option. Most settings are covered in Chapter 7 Lighting 

and Rendering, but the one setting of note here is the 

Hardware Skinning checkbox. 

With this enabled, the processing of animated objects 

controlled by skeletons is passed to the GPU rather than 

the CPU, resulting in better performance on systems with 

good graphics cards. 

The effect is most noticeable with either complex objects, 

or where there are many objects animated by skeletons in 

the scene. 

Note that any objects that are selected are always 

animated by the CPU. Be sure to deselect any objects 

animated by skeletons for the best playback. Also note 

this means that Hardware Skinning will have no effect 

when working with Dynapose, Weight Paint, etc. 
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9.3 The Tutorials 

 

9.3.1 Basic Workflow – Simple One Track, One Clip Animation 

Here is a basic workflow for making a simple animation with the Animation Editor. For this initial example, we will 

only be using one Track, and one Clip. It will show you how to create an animation of a planet spinning on its axis 

to give you grounding in using the Animation Editor and an introduction to keyframes. Later tutorials will explore 

more advanced and flexible animation workflows. 

 
The scene ready to record the first keyframe 

 

First, start with a new scene and load the planet object into it from the trueSpace Objects library. Position the planet 

where you want it to rotate, and ensure that it is the selected object. Next, ensure the current frame in the AE is set to 

zero, and that you are in the Dope Sheet view of the AE. Your scene will be set up something like the image above. 
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The orange marker appears on the Dope Sheet to show the first keyframe 

 

Now click the Record button – this captures a “snapshot” of the planet at this point in time, recording its position, its 

rotation and its scaling. You will see an orange marker appear in the Dope Sheet at position 0 on the time line, as 

seen in the above image, showing that there is a keyframe recorded at that point. 

 
Current frame moved to 30, ready to record the second keyframe 
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Now move the current frame to the final frame of your animation, let us make that frame 30 as seen above. 

At this point, it is worth a pause for a look at the concept of frames per second. How long an action takes in your 

animation will depend on the speed of playback you will be rendering too. This is measured in frames per second 

(fps). Common speeds are 24 fps (for movies), 25 fps (for PAL format), or 30 fps (for NTSC format). For this 

example, we will treat 30 frames as being equal to one second of animation, so by choosing frame 30 we are going 

to set what has happened over the first second of animation. 

 
Record the second keyframe after the planet has been rotated 

 

So now you have set the current frame to correct position to record the next keyframe, you should go ahead and 

rotate the planet into the new position you want it to end up at after these 30 frames (or 1 second) of animation. 

Once you have that rotation set, press record to take another “snapshot” of the planet in its new rotation. You will 

see a new marker appear in the Dope Sheet representing the second keyframe that you have recorded, similar to the 

picture seen above. 

This is the standard way to approach creating animation via keyframes – you move the current frame to the frame 

you want to record, and then set up the objects in the position you want them in, and then press record. It is 

important to change the current frame first, before changing the objects, otherwise when you change the current 

frame, the objects will automatically move to their calculated position. So always remember – select current frame 

first, then update your objects with movement and rotation etc, and then press record. 

You will notice that we did not record frames 1 to 29. Instead, we simply recorded a snapshot of the planet where 

we want it at the beginning of the animation, then another snapshot of where we wanted it at the end of the 
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animation. trueSpace will calculate the rotation of the planet as it changes during the frames in between, in a process 

called “tweening”. 

You can view the animation by clicking Play Animation. Alternatively, you can click and drag on the current frame 

indicator on the timeline, moving it back and forth, and you will see the planet rotate in the 3D window as you do 

so. Scrubbing through an animation this way is very useful for ensuring it all looks correct, as you can move through 

it as quickly or as slowly as you wish. 

 
Expanding the tree view on the left shows keyframes for individual aspects of the animation 

 

You will see on the Dope Sheet that you have two keyframes recorded. If you click to expand the Matrix setting, 

you will then see the individual keyframes for the various parameters for the planet, as seen above. Note that the 

Matrix is the name given to the collection of data that controls the position, rotation and size of an object. 
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Moving the top Matrix marker moves the keyframes for the individual parameters 

 

You can now make your planet spin more slowly by clicking and dragging the topmost keyframe indicator for the 

Matrix object, moving it from frame 30, where you recorded it, over to frame 60 like in the above picture. You will 

see all the other keyframes within the expanded Matrix object change along with it, moving to a new location in 

time. Now your planet takes 2 seconds (based on the output of 30 frames per second) to make the rotation rather 

than 1 second. 

 
The F Curve window appears empty when first entering it 
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Now click on the F Curve tab, and expand the display for the Matrix, and you can click on the individual parameters 

to see how they are changing over time. Time is displayed along the length of the AE as in all the other views, and 

the vertical direction is used to show the values of each parameter at each point in time. 

 
Select a parameter (rx is selected here). The window needs scaling for this range of values 

 

Click on the rx value, and you will see the curve for that value displayed in the main window, similar to the image 

above. In this case, our window is not large enough to display the range of parameters. You can resize the window, 

or adjust the range of values it shows. In this case, since the manual images need to be limited in size, the display 

range will be adjusted. 
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Only the top range needed to be adjusted (see top left) 

 
Since only the top value is not displayed, you will only need to adjust the top value displayed on the F Curve editor. 

The original values were -100 to 100, and a value of -300 should work should work well here, as shown in the image 

above (you may need to use a different value depending on the rotation of your planet). Now you can see the values 

at the two keyframes, marked by the squares on the curve. The line drawn between them shows how trueSpace 

calculates the in-between values for that parameter. 

 
Use CTRL and click to select multiple parameters to display at once 
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You can select more than one value to display at once by holding CTRL and left clicking. In the image above, rx, ry 

and rz have been selected and all three curves are shown at once in the F Curve editor (in this particular case, rx and 

ry have identical curves so they are overlaid in the image above). 

While the Dope Sheet let you just change the position in time for each keyframe, in the F Curve view you can 

change the actual values themselves, to adjust how far an object moves, rotates, etc. 

 
Display just the RZ parameter (the planet’s rotation around its own axis) 

 

Move the current frame to the last frame in the animation, which is now on frame 60 after the edits we made in the 

Dope Sheet. If you rotated the planet around its axis, then click on the rz parameter to display only that one curve. 

This shows the values for the rotation around the Z axis. 
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Moving the keyframed value upward makes the planet rotate further 

 

Now click on the small square that shows where the keyframe is recorded, and move it upward. Note that at the 

bottom of the panel, you will see the keyframe number - if you move left or right, you will change the position of 

this keyframe in time and this number will update so you can see where you have positioned this keyframe. This can 

be useful, but for this example you should only alter the value stored at this keyframe, and not move the keyframe‟s 

position in time. 

As you move the value, you will see the 3D view update. Note that if your current frame was not set to 60, you will 

see the value at the frame you have selected – this can be useful, to adjust a keyframe at one location to adjust the 

action at another particular frame, but most often you will want to be viewing the point in time where the keyframe 

is located. 

This is a good time to note that this means you two ways to adjust the speed of rotation for the planet. The first is to 

move the position of the keyframe in time, often easily done in the Dope Sheet, so that it rotates by the same amount 

but takes more or less time to complete that rotation. The other is to adjust the amount that it rotates without moving 

the position of the keyframe in time, so that you make it rotate by a larger or smaller amount but in the same amount 

of time. 

You can adjust any of the parameters here, which would let you move or scale the planet as well as adjust the 

rotation. 
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Display the Story view 

 

Now click the Story view, and expand the display for your object. You will see you have one Clip, created on one 

Track. This Clip contains all the keyframes, but in this view you do not see the individual keyframes. Instead, the 

Story view is used to adjust and position the various actions that take place in your animation. For example, you can 

now move your animation on the timeline by moving the Clip. 

 
Move the Clip to start on frame 30 
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Now click on the middle area of the Clip and drag it to the right so that it starts on frame 30, and ends on frame 90, 

as seen above. Now when you play the animation, for the first 30 frames your planet does nothing, then over the 

next 60 frames it plays out the rotation you recorded. 

 
Shrink the Clip by dragging its right edge 

 

Next, try scaling the Clip– you do this by clicking either the left or right end of the Clip and then stretching or 

shrinking it. You will see the number at the end of the Clip update so that you know exactly which keyframe you are 

scaling the Clip to begin or end on. If you stretch the Clip by making it longer, then all the keyframes in it get 

stretched further apart, and the action recorded in the Clip takes longer to play out, so you are slowing down the 

action. If you shrink the Clip by making it shorter, then you squash the keyframes in it closer together, which makes 

the action take place in less time, and this makes the action in the Clip faster. 
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  video link 

 

 

 

9.3.2 Basic Character Animation - One Track, One Clip 

Recording character animation follows the same approach as you tried in the basic workflow. Start with a new 

scene, and then from the trueSpace libraries, load up one of the characters which has a skeleton. Ensure your current 

frame is zero, and then click record to capture a snapshot of your character in this starting pose. 

resources/chapter9/BasicKeyframing.wmv
resources/chapter9/BasicKeyframing.wmv
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Two keyframes recorded to make the character raise their arm ready to wave 

 

Now move to the frame where you want to take the next snapshot. Using the dynapose tool (or any character posing 

tool such as IK handles, or entering the values directly for a joint, etc), position your character into a new pose, and 

then press record.  Now you can play back or scrub through the animation as before, and you will see your character 

move. The above example image has a Clip where the character raises their arm to wave from frame 30 to frame 60. 

 
Expanding the information for a character shows the individual parts of the skeleton 
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If you check under the Dope Sheet, you will see that there is a lot more information recorded for a character with a 

skeleton than a regular object. You will find the Matrix information is recorded (so you can make your character 

move, rotate and scale) as you saw in the first tutorial, but there is now extra information recorded for all the joints – 

you can see this by expanding the Skeleton section in the Dope Sheet view, as seen in the image above. 

If your skeleton has named joints and limbs, then you can easily identify particular movements of particular joints, 

and single those out for editing or fine tuning in either the Dope Sheet or the F Curve editor. Naming the joints of 

your skeleton is useful here (this is best done when building the skeleton, rather than during the animation process). 

Once again you can use the Story view to move and stretch your Clip. 

 

  video link 

 

 

 

resources/chapter9/BasicCharacterAnimation.wmv
resources/chapter9/BasicCharacterAnimation.wmv
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9.3.3 Advanced Workflow – Multiple Clips for Blending Actions 

Clips give you a lot of control and options for your animation. Using them opens up a lot of new abilities and 

flexibility – for example, you can record a character waving their arm, and record them walking, and then combine 

the two, repeating the wave several times, adjusting when they start walking compared to when they wave; or you 

can  make the up and down motion for a bouncing ball, repeat it making it bounce less high each repeat, and then 

mix that with some forward motion for the ball, letting you control both the bounce the movement forward 

independently. 

It is usually best to reserve one Track for one kind of animation. While trueSpace does not require it, it can help you 

stay organized and make your animations easier to work with! For this example, you are going to make a planet 

object that rotates around its own axis, and which moves in the scene at the same time. 

Ensure you are in the Story view, and then you are ready to begin. 

The first step in working with multiple Clips is to record a starting position for the object. To mix Clips, we will use 

Additive mode on the Tracks, and for that to work we need a base Track which all other Tracks can be relative to.  

The base Track stores the initial condition of the object, such as its location, rotation, scaling, pose, and so on. 

 
The planet with its Base Track created, ready for record animations we can blend or re-use 

 

Making the base Track is simple – with your object selected and in the default state (at the start position, pose, size, 

etc), and current frame set to 0, press record. We only need to record the one keyframe for this Track as we are 

capturing only the initial conditions here – the actual changes in condition, that is the animation itself, will be 

recorded on the other Tracks. 
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New Track created, named Rotation, and set to Additive mode before recording 

 

Now use Add Track to create a new track for the object, and make that Track the active Track (click on the red 

circle to the left of the Track name). Right click on the Track and rename it to “Rotation” for ease of use. Then right 

click the Track and check the Additive option – it is very important to check this option before you record, as it 

changes how the information is captured as well as how it is played back! 

You will need to use Additive mode for the Track if you plan on copying this animation onto another object later, or 

if you want to mix and blend various actions together for this object. Indeed, in most cases you will want to record 

your animation in Additive mode to keep your options open for how you can work with that animation. 

The above process describes how to create an Additive Track manually – you can also simply click on “Edit In New 

Track” which will carry out all the above steps automatically, creating a new Track, making it the active Track, and 

setting it to Additive mode. We will be using the Edit In New Track option for the rest of these tutorials. If you want 

to create a Track that is not in Additive mode, simply use Add Track and manually set it to be active. 

For tracks that will be blended in this way, it is usually best to disable the Pass Through parameter – right click on 

the track, and click on the Pass Through parameter to disable it. This will prevent the object from reverting back to 

the default location (set in the base track) whenever you move outside a Clip in your Additive track (see later 

tutorial on the Pass Through parameter for more information). 
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A Clip has been recorded with the rotation of the planet 

 

Now you need to record the rotation for the planet. This is done using the same steps as in the first basic tutorial, and 

we‟ll go over them again here. First, record a keyframe for the start of this Clip. You must always record a start 

position, which will start the Clip and start the animation. In this case, we have recorded the first keyframe at frame 

0, which defines the starting pose for the planet in this Track. Note that even though you recorded a clip at frame 0 

in the Base Track, this new track needs to be self contained, recording start and end positions for its own action, 

independent of any keyframes recorded in any of the other Tracks, so you need to record a keyframe at frame 0. 

This will be true for other Tracks too, and you can and should record keyframes on different Tracks that are on the 

same frame as keyframes in other Tracks. It is quite acceptable to have blended animations with keyframes that 

overlap in this way, and in fact is often necessary. 

With our first keyframe recorded, in this case at frame 0, move forward to select the frame where we want to record 

the next step in the animation, then update the rotation of the planet, and click record again (in the example above, 

we have used frame 30). This now defines your rotation, capturing the start and end point for it and storing it as a 

Clip. Name the Clip “Rotation” as well as the Track, so that you will easily know what it contains if you save the 

Clip to a library for later use. Your scene will now look something like the image above. 
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Some movement has now been recorded on another Additive Track 

 

Now create another new Track, using the Edit In New Track option. Name this new Track “Movement”. As before, 

you will most likely want to disable the Pass Through parameter for this track by right clicking the track and 

clicking on the Pass Through parameter. Now repeat the keyframing process as before, but this time move the planet 

rather than make it rotate. Remember to record a keyframe where you want the movement to start (in this case, 

frame 0 has been used, the same as the Base track and the Rotation track) as well as a keyframe for the end of the 

movement. Name this Clip “Movement”, again in case you want to reuse the Clip separate from its current Track, 

and your scene will look similar to the image above. 

This Clip can be longer or shorter than your rotation Clip, and it can have the same or different start and end points, 

it is entirely up to you. 
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Additive Tracks give you freedom to blend the Clips any way you choose 

 

Now when you scrub through or play back the animation, you will see your planet both rotates and moves. You can 

now move the Clips for rotation and movement in the time line, and stretch or shrink the clips too, to mix and match 

those actions in any way you choose - you can make the planet begin rotating, then begin moving; make it begin 

rotating and moving at the same time but stretch out the rotation so it keeps going after the movement has finished; 

make it move first then rotate. Any combination is open to you! 

If you disabled the Pass Through parameter, then you will note that outside of the range of the Clips in your 

Additive mode tracks, the object reverts to its default state as captured in the Base track. With the Pass Through 

parameter checked (the default setting if you did not change it), then outside of the range of any of the Additive 

Clips, the object will return to its default state as defined in the base track – so before and after the movement Clip, 

the object will appear at its default start location, and before and after the rotation it will appear in its default 

rotation. Also note that it “snaps” back to this default state and does not move smoothly in and out of the Clips.  

Try enabling and disabling the Pass Through parameter and see the difference it makes. Note that this parameter 

affects both recording and playback. See the later tutorial on Pass Through for more information. 

If you want to add more keyframes to a particular Clip on any Track in Additive mode, simply ensure the desired 

Track is active (check the red dot to the left of the Track), then set the required current frame, set the way you want 

the planet to look at that point in time, then press record. For example you could move to the middle of the rotation 

Clip, tilt the planet on its side, and press record, to add more action to the rotation Clip. 

You can also extend Clips by recording new keyframes on that Track outside of its initial range, either before the 

Clip originally began, or after it originally ended (and here un-checking the Pass Through parameter can help). 
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While you could easily record motion into your rotation Clip, and vice versa – or indeed add scaling to either or both 

of those, and so on - for convenience and flexibility it is best not to do this. Of course where you do not need the 

flexibility to move and adjust the behaviors independently, for example if you know exactly what you want your 

animation to be, then it is fine to record that information into the same Clip. If you think you might at some point 

want to edit the movement separately from the rotation, and so on, then keeping the actions in different Clips on 

different Tracks adds a lot of flexibility. 

 
A new Additive Track for the bounce (Rotation and Movement temporarily disabled for ease of recording) 

 

After having experimented with these two Clips, add another new Track using the Edit In New Track option, and 

name it “Bounce”. We are now going to record an up and down bounce for the planet. To make this easier to record, 

right click on the rotation and previous movement tracks and click on Disable. This temporarily turns them off 

during playback, so you can more clearly see the bouncing motion you are creating since you will be viewing it 

independently, as seen in the image above. 
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The bounce movement has been recorded into its own Clip 

 

Record three keyframes for this Clip, the first with the planet in its original position, then one with it raised in height 

only, and the next with it back in its original position (if you enable Pass Through, it will be easy to record the last 

keyframe in the original position, as the planet will snap back to it once you move outside the Clip). Scrub through 

the animation and ensure your planet moves up and down in space. Name this Clip “Bounce” as seen above. 

 
Copy and paste makes it easy to repeat the bounces 
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Now re-enable the other two tracks, and you will see that now your planet rotates around its axis from one Clip, 

while moving along through space from another, while moving up and down from yet another. Copy and paste the 

bounce clip so that you have several copies of it in its Track. As the planet moves along from the “Movement” Clip, 

it now bounces up and down several times from the repeated bounce Clips. 

 
Each bounce can be edited separately, here made shorter each time 

 

You can adjust those repeats, making each one a little shorter, so that it bounces faster and faster for example. As 

you edit those Clips, the resulting motion will still blend with the rotation and movement in your earlier Clips - and 

of course you can adjust those Clips too, changing their start and end points, their duration, copying and pasting 

those to make them repeat. 

The base Track that we recorded lets us adjust the default state of the object, which lets us easily adjust our 

animation. Let‟s say we have good rotation and movement Clips recorded from above, but in our scene we now 

want the planet to start from a new location. Rather than re-record the movement Clip, starting from the new 

location, we can simply give the planet a new starting state. 
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Preparing to adjust the starting position of the planet by re-recording the Base Track keyframe 

 

Ensure your first (non Additive) Track is selected. This is the base Track with just the one keyframe. Make sure the 

current frame is set to match that keyframe (it should be on frame 0 – note that while trueSpace does not require you 

to use frame 0 to set the default state, it is a convenient standard to follow for ease of use). Now simply move your 

planet to wherever you want it to start, and press record. 

 
The planet now moves relative from its new starting location 
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Now when you play your animation, the planet will rotate and move as before, but will start from its new location. 

Since the movement Tracks were both in Additive mode, the planet does not move back to the old location (ie to the 

absolute location you previously keyframed on your movement Clips), but follows the same path as you recorded, 

making the same motions but relative to its new starting position. 

The same is true for rotation and scaling – you can adjust and record those in the base Track, and your planet will 

begin from a new starting state, and will play through the same relative motions. 

You can of course record animation on your base Track if you wish. Any animation recorded here will be absolute 

and not relative to anything. You must ensure this Track is not switched into Additive mode. Generally, it is easier 

and best to leave the base Track with just one keyframe for capturing the initial conditions, and to record any desired 

animation on other Tracks using the Additive mode, as this gives you the most flexibility in adjusting, re-recording, 

editing, repositioning, and re-using! 
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  video link 

View the basics of using multiple clips to blend animations in the video above. 

 

 

 

9.3.4 Advanced Workflow – Reusing Clips for Other Objects 

You have already seen how Clips give you powerful and flexible control over animation for one object. They have 

another use too, which is to move an animation from one object to another. 

To demonstrate, we are going to make two planets rotating. Begin by loading two planets into your scene, and 

positioning them at different places. 

resources/chapter9/MultiClips01.wmv
resources/chapter9/MultiClips01.wmv
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The first planet has its rotation set up 

 

Record a Base Track for your first planet, and then create your rotation for the first planet just as you did in the 

previous tutorial (remember to use Edit In New Track, and then record your keyframes that define the rotation, 

naming the Clip “rotation”). You will see something like the image above. 

 
The second planet with its Base Track and empty rotation Track 
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Now right click on this Clip, and then choose Copy. Click on your other planet, and set it up with a Base Track too, 

then use Edit In New Track to set up a new Additive mode active Track. 

 
Click paste to copy the rotation in place for the second planet 

 

Now ensure your have the correct current frame, then right click on the timeline and choose Paste, and a copy of 

your rotation Clip from your other planet is dropped in place. Here the current frame was set to zero, and the copied 

Clip is pasted at the beginning of the active Track. 
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Now both planets rotate in unison, but each in their own location 

 

Play through the animation, and notice that your second planet rotates around its own axis just as the other planet 

did, but stays in its own location with its own scale – it does not move to the position of the first planet for example. 

If you had not used an Additive mode Track to record this rotation, when you pasted the Clip onto the second planet, 

it would have received scale and position information too, and jumped to the location and size of the first planet. 

You can also copy and paste motion or scaling too of course. For copying motion, each planet will again start from 

its own individual location and follow the same relative path. Try this for yourself, continuing on from this scene. 

You can see that this is why recording in Additive mode is a good idea – you may not plan on reusing an animation 

when you start work on it, but you never know when you might decide later that you do want to store and reuse an 

animation. Recording in Additive mode will keep that option open for you, while recording an absolute action would 

make the animation harder to reuse. 

There are times that you will want to copy an entire animation, including the absolute positions, onto another object 

– for example, you may have created an animation using a low poly object for speed, and now you want to replace it 

with the finished high poly version for rendering.  
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The image sequence above shows a sequence recorded using a low polygon cube, to keep you focused solely on the 

path the object is following. It can be faster and cleaner to create the animation with a simple object. 

 
 

You can then bring in your high poly object. Notice its position, rotation and scaling are just as it appears when we 

drag and drop it into the scene, we don‟t need to set it up in any special way. 
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Now by pasting the absolute animation onto the car, it follows the same animation as the cube, with the same 

scaling, position and rotation. Do note it is important to have your high and low detail objects animated with their 

axes matched – check this first before creating the whole animation! 

One handy way to copy an absolute animation from one object to another is to use the Merge function to create a 

new Track, which will have all the combined actions from the Tracks mixed down into one absolute action. You can 

then cut or copy this merged Clip onto your other object, instantly applying an identical absolute animation to the 

second object. 

Most often though you will want to copy the “type” of animation, such as copying rotation from one planet to 

another, or from one wheel to another – while you want them to “rotate the same” you want to keep those other 

objects in their own location with their own scaling, maybe even combining with other rotations they already have 

too - and that is when Additive mode is invaluable! 

 

9.3.5 Advanced Workflow – Multiple Clips for Skeletons 

You will not be surprised to learn that the same techniques that you used to mix different actions for your planet, 

like rotation and movement, can also mix different actions for a skeleton, such as walking and waving their arms. 
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A Base Clip is recorded, then movement for the right arm is recorded in Additive mode 

 

The process is exactly the same – you create a base Track with a starting state for your character, and then you 

record using Additive mode for the other Tracks. When creating the multiple Tracks, remember to record a starting 

keyframe for each Track, even if a keyframe is already recorded at the same point in time on another Track, since 

each Track must be self contained. Also, disabling the Pass Through parameter for the Additive mode tracks will be 

useful in many cases for recording your Clips. The image above shows the first steps with some movement recorded 

for the right arm (Locks were used on the skeleton to move only that arm without the rest of the model moving). 
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A second Additive Track handles movement for the left arm. 

 

You can then record other motions for the character, in the image above a small movement has been created for the 

left arm. The process could then be continued to add a walking motion on another Additive Track, with a fourth 

Track added to handle the movement of the character forward through space. 

It is very useful to take advantage of the ability to disable each Track while recording the others, so that you can 

clearly focus on just the one movement at a time (it could be distracting if your character was waving as you tried to 

adjust their legs into the walk cycle for example). 

Once all the animations are recorded, you can then adjust their timing and duration independently until you have the 

final result you desire. 

Using multiple Clips and Tracks is optional – you may simply want to make one Clip where the walking and waving 

are recorded all at once, and that is possible and a reasonable solution. However, in many cases it is easier to record 

different motions separately, as it allows easier adjustment of the end result. Putting everything into one Clip can 

mean a lot of rework if you decide to alter something later, as it might take re-recording the keyframes, or manually 

adjusting just some values in each keyframe using the F Curve editor, which is possible – but not as easy as simply 

using the Story mode to work with Clips! 
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  video link 

Check the video above to view the basic workflow for using multiple clips to create character animation. 

As well as creating Clips for different parts of the body, you can create and blend Clips for the same part of the 

body. This lets you blend a forward movement for the right arm, with an upward movement for the right arm, and 

you will end up with a blended combination of both. 

Once again, separating out these movements onto different Tracks is optional, but it does allow you to adjust and 

change each action independently, so can give you great control and make it easier to edit your animation. 

resources/chapter9/MultiClipsChar01.wmv
resources/chapter9/MultiClipsChar01.wmv
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  video link 

View the video above to see the workflow for blending together two movements for the right arm. 

 

 

9.3.6  Advanced Workflow – Copying Clips from One Character to Another 

Just as you can copy movement, rotation and scaling, you can also copy character animation from one character to 

another. To do this, both characters need to share an identical skeleton. All the bones, joints, etc must have the same 

names for this to work; otherwise the results of copying the animation will not be what you expect and want. 

For characters that use IK handles, then these too must be present with the same name, or any IK interpolation will 

be lost. 

 

resources/chapter9/MultiClipsChar02.wmv
resources/chapter9/MultiClipsChar02.wmv
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9.3.7  Different Kinds of Animation 

In this tutorial we will briefly consider the different categories of animation that trueSpace can handle. These are: 

Keyframe Animation – the tutorials up to this point have all worked with keyframe animation that you create 

yourself. Whether you move an object in the scene, or pose a character using Dynapose, you are still setting up a 

particular situation then recording a snapshot of it. With this approach, you are the one who must decide how things 

look at a given point in time, then you must create that situation, and record the snapshot. 

BVH Animation – this is in essence keyframe animation, however the keyframes have been created for you using 

motion capture. This removes the need for you to work out each pose yourself. Also, since the movement is captured 

from the real world, it often attains a level of realism that is hard to recreate when posing by hand. The keyframes 

can often be very “dense” however, which can make the motions difficult to edit. 

Physics Animation – this differs from the previous two animation types. Instead of working out each keyframe 

yourself, or loading up some pre-defined keyframes, instead you set some initial conditions then ask trueSpace to 

work out what happens next. trueSpace will then simulate the real world and calculate how things move, fall, 

collide, bounce etc. It is possible to “capture” this information into keyframes, so that you can then edit and adjust it 

manually, and render it out. 

Procedural Animation – here, trueSpace again works out the animation for you, this time by following instructions 

in scripts or blocks in the Link Editor rather than by following the rules of physical simulation. 

The real power of trueSpace lies in the fact that you can combine all these animation types together to achieve your 

desired end result. You are not limited to using just one kind of animation for one scene or even for one object, so 

you can find the workflow that best matches your current needs, whether that be for quick animation, realistic 

animation, carefully controlled animation, experimental “try it and see what happens” animation, etc. 

The following tutorials and examples will look at different ways of using and combining these kinds of animation. 

 

9.3.8  Procedural Animation plus Keyframes 

In this tutorial we will look at how a Procedural Animation approach can be combined with keyframes. 

First, in an empty scene load the Hotrod model. This model has scripting set up to generate procedural animation for 

the wheels. 
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Inside the Rear Wheels object, where the Rotation Engine controls  

the spinning of the wheels 

 

You can have a look at how the car has been set up in the Link Editor, as seen in the image above. However, the 

object can easily be used without any awareness of how it is set up and how it works, so you do not need to enter the 

Link Editor at all if you do not want to! 

 
Inside the Rotation Engine itself 

 

If you choose, you can even enter the Rotation Engine object to see and modify the code, as in the image above, so 

you can write your own procedural scripts and controls quite easily. Again though, this is optional, and it is easy to 

use these objects directly without the need to look inside them! 
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With this Hotrod object loaded, keyframe some movement across the screen. You will notice when you move the 

car that the wheels rotate, dependent on its position in space. Then when you play back or scrub through the 

animation, you see that the wheels still rotate, and you will see something like in the four images above. 

The important thing about this example is that the rotation of the wheels has not been recorded in the keyframes. 

The keyframes only store the information for the movement of the car. The rotation of the wheels is actually 

calculated procedurally by the scripting and control blocks in the Link Editor. 

Naturally, this makes it very easy to create some types of animation – without it, you would need to keyframe the 

rotation of the wheels yourself, or perhaps have some plug-in try to calculate it for you. With procedural animation 

in trueSpace, though, the object itself – in this case, the car – contains all it needs to animate itself, and it will 

respond to keyframed animation just as well as it will respond to real-time interaction. 
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With an “intelligent object” such as this Hotrod, you need not know any scripting or even open the Link Editor at all 

– the object is created in such a way to respond usefully all by itself. 

A note about rendering the Hotrod – the procedural animation contained in this particular model renders well with 

the real-time workspace “Render To File” option, and with the “V-Ray Render Animation” option; the procedural 

animation does not render so well on the Model side and may show unusual behavior in the front right wheel.  

 

 

 

9.3.9 Using Physics to Generate Keyframes, Part 1 

There are many ways to combine physical simulation with keyframes. One of the most general is to use physics to 

calculate what happens in the animation, and capture this to keyframes for fine tuning and rendering. 

Start with an object in your scene raised up off the ground (in the example in the manual, the rhino model has been 

used). Give this object physical properties, and then run the physics simulation – your object will fall to the ground 

and bounce. If you were to use any of the render options though, you would find that no animation is rendered. 

Physics simulation is always calculated “live” so cannot be rendered directly. It is easy to capture it to keyframes for 

rendering though. Record a base Track  for your object as you have done in the earlier tutorials, and create a new 

Track using Edit In New Track. 
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Now right click in this empty Track and select “Create New Procedural Clip”. Name the Clip “Procedural Clip” just 

for clarity. A procedural Clip means one generated from the physical simulation, rather than one where you set the 

keyframes yourself. Your scene will look something like the image above. 

 

Now right click again and select “Generate Keyframes”. This runs the physics simulation and captures the result into 

the Procedural Clip. For such a simple set up, this will run very fast! Now playback or scrub through your animation 

and you will see that the object has been recorded as it fell and bounced. You can see this in the above image, where 

the current frame has been scrubbed through the timeline and you can see the rhino now falls and bounces when the 

animation is played back. 

It is not necessary to make this an Additive Track in order to capture the keyframes from the physics simulation, but 

again it is useful – for example, you can now move the starting position of the object and re-record this on your Base 

Track. Now your object will fall down from its new location. You can also save the Clip and apply it to another 

object. It is up to you when to use Additive Tracks for recording and when to use regular Tracks, but as a default it 

is usually more flexible to use Additive mode Tracks. 

Once keyframes have been captured using Generate Keyframes, you can right click on the Clip and uncheck the 

Procedural parameter. This turns the Clip into a “regular” Clip, just like any other. This can prevent accidentally 

overwriting the Clip when using Generate Keyframes on another Procedural Clip, and also lets you use more than 

one Procedural Clip on the same Track. 
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9.3.9.1 Capturing Physics from a Particular Point in Time 

It is possible to capture physics from only a particular point in time. For example, if you have an object raised in the 

air, and you want it to remain in place until frame 30, when you want it to start to fall under the effects of physics 

simulation, then simply create a Procedural Clip starting at frame 30. When you use Generate Keyframes, the object 

will only begin to fall under physics simulation at frame 30, so when you playback the animation, the object will 

remain in place in the air for the first 29 frames, and only begin to fall at frame 30. 

You can also use this to avoid extra keyframes when nothing is happening. For example, if you have two objects 

that collide, one that is moving from the start of the scene, and one that is static but is hit by the other object at frame 

45. In this instance, you only need to start recording the keyframes for the second object at frame 45, as it is not 

going to do anything up until the point of impact, and you can do that by starting the Procedural Clip for that object 

at frame 45. 

9.3.9.2 Multiple Procedural Clips for the Same Object, Part 1 

You should be aware of the effects of using more than one Procedural Clip for one object, to ensure you achieve the 

results that you want. To learn more, follow the examples below. 

First, set up a cube raised in the air and assign Physical Attributes to it, so that it will fall under physics. Create two 

Procedural Clips on one Track for this cube. Shorten each Procedural Clip so that it is 5 frames long, and place the 

first Procedural Clip at frame 0 (so it ends on frame 5) and the next Procedural Clip at frame 10 (so it ends on frame 

15). 

Ensure neither Procedural Clip is selected (click anywhere on an empty space in the Story view). If you have a 

Procedural Clip selected, then keyframes are only generated for that one Procedural Clip. With no Procedural Clip 

selected, keyframes are created for all Procedural Clips in the scene at once. 

Now use Generate Keyframes, then play back or scrub through your animation. You will find that the cube falls 

from frames 0 to 5, stays still from frames 6 to 9, then at frame 10 jumps ahead as if it had still been falling for 

frames 6 to 9. 

This is expected and correct behavior, but it is important to be aware of it when using Generate Keyframes, so that 

you don‟t expect the cube to begin falling at frame 10 from the position it stopped at in frame 5. 
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9.3.10 Using Physics with Characters 

You can easily apply physical simulation to characters too – simply select the character, and apply physical 

properties as you would any other object. Now when you run the physics simulation, you will see your character fall 

to the ground. 

Then just as you captured physics to keyframes for a regular object, you can do exactly the same for a character – 

create a Base Track, then an Additive Track, then add a Procedural Clip and Generate Keyframes to capture the 

results of the physical simulation into the Clip. 

 

The scene prepared to generate keyframes from physics simulation 

 

Once you are ready (your scene will look something like the one above) you can Generate Keyframes as before, 

which will be recorded into the Procedural Clip. 
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Scrubbing through the animation after generating keyframes 

 

Note that you can set Locks to be active with physics simulation. Any Locks that are active and are enabled to work 

with physics simulation will constrain the movement of character generated by physics. For example, if you set a 

position Lock on the right hand, it would be as if the character was attached or holding on to something with their 

hand, and while the rest of their body would fall under gravity,  their hand would remain locked in place. The above 

image shows the result of such a set up once the keyframes were generated from physics. 

 

9.3.11 Using Physics to Generate Keyframes, Part 2 

So far we have looked at capturing physics with objects on their own. However, part of the physics simulation is that 

objects can interact, so let‟s see how to use that to our advantage in making an animation. 

In this instance example, you will take a character and have them hit by an object flying toward them, which will 

knock them backward. The only “work” you will have to do is to set up the initial conditions for the simulation, and 

after that trueSpace will do the rest! 

Add a character to your scene and an object positioned off the ground and in the air which will hit them – a simple 

sphere for a concrete ball would do. Make the ball heavy, otherwise it will bounce off the character without moving 

them much (just as in the real world). Also add some initial speed to the ball, so that it is moving fairly rapidly 

toward your character. (See the chapter on physics for more information on controlling the physical properties for 

the ball such as initial speed and mass.) 
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Now assign physical properties to your character – the default will probably do. Run the physics simulation, and you 

will see the ball fly toward your character, who will then fly backward, their joints bending and moving with the 

impact. 

 

Setting up the physics simulation to get the desired result 

 

Feel free to adjust the various aspects of the initial scene such as the speed of the ball, the position and angle it hits 

the character at, the mass of the ball, etc. Once you are happy with the results, we can capture this ready for 

rendering, or for further editing. You can see an example of how the scene might look in the image above. 

To generate keyframes in this case, we will need to create Procedural Clips for both the ball and for the character.  

You can do this one at a time, or you can do both at once. For this example, you will record both at once. To do this, 

set up both the ball and the character so that they each have a Procedural Clip on an Additive Track. 
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Procedural Clips are in place for ball and character to capture the results of  

the physics simulation 

 

To record both at once, you must ensure that there is no current active Clip. If there is an active Clip, then that will 

be the only one that records keyframes. With no active Clip, all Procedural Clips will capture keyframes from the 

physics simulation for their object. To ensure no Clip is active, just click on an empty space in the Animation Editor. 

Your scene will look something like the one in the image above. Now use Generate Keyframes. 

 

Playing back the animation shows the impact has been recorded as keyframes 

into the Procedural Clips 
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You will note when you play back or scrub through the animation that both the ball and the character move, as we 

have captured the keyframes for both at once, as seen in the image above. 

It would have been possible to record them separately. For example, if the Clip for the character had been selected 

and active, then the physics simulation would have run for both ball and character, but only the character would 

have had keyframes recorded. Playing back the animation would then show the character being hit by an invisible 

object, while the ball stayed in its original location! This can be useful – you can change the initial conditions to get 

the effect you want for each object independently. You might also want to reuse this “impact” animation and make it 

look as if something else other than the ball had been responsible for it – so there are times you will want to generate 

keyframes for all objects at once, and times you might want to generate them separately. 

Important Note 1 – if you use Generate Keyframes with no selected active Clip, you will overwrite all 

Procedural Clips for all objects in the scene. You can avoid accidental erasure of captured keyframe data by 

unchecking Procedural for a Clip that you are happy with. 

Important Note 2 – You can continue to run the physics simulation, without affecting the recorded keyframes. 

Running physics simulation has no effect on keyframe data – it is only when you use Generate Keyframes that 

the physics simulation is written to keyframes, so don‟t forget that running physics simulation may not be the 

same as playing your animation in the Animation Editor! 

By using an Additive mode for the Track, you can now create other behaviors for the ball or the character – for 

example, you could create an animation of the character walking along, then arrange this with the physics simulation 

Clip you captured so that they walk for a while, then fall back when hit. 

You would reposition the action of the ball to match where you position the impact for the character. As noted 

earlier, now that you have a Clip of the character falling backward as if hit, you could replace the ball and make it 

look as if something else hit the character, perhaps a different object, or perhaps even another character, making it 

look as your character is falling back  from a punch or kick. 

There are many ways to use physics simulation to speed the process of making an animation. To fire your 

imagination, here are some ideas! You could animate a cartoon character walking along and tripping, and then leave 

trueSpace to calculate their resulting tumble down a flight of steps. You could animate them swinging from a ledge 

using physics, with Locks keeping their hands in place, and then manually keyframe them climbing back up. 

Perhaps you could recalculate some physics part way through, adding a lock to one leg, but letting the other fall with 

physics as they lose their footing, before returning to manually created keyframes as they finish climbing back up. 
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9.3.12 Using Physics to Generate Keyframes, Part 3 

One interesting extension of using physics simulation is that you can apply individual physical forces to different 

bones. Just as you applied some initial speed to the ball in the previous tutorial, you can apply initial speed or even 

acceleration to a bone in the skeleton. 

 

The above image shows some initial speed applied to the forearm. Applying initial conditions to bones in this way 

could help you generate keyframes for specific motions without having to work out each pose yourself.  You could 

for instance put some forward motion onto the foot, to make one leg kick forward. 

You could adjust the resulting effect by adding other initial speeds to the opposite arm for example, to control the 

motion that is generated. In combination with locks this can help you “generate” motions rather than just pose them 

yourself – and by using Additive mode you can copy and re-use those actions elsewhere, combining them with 

manually created poses (or even with BVH imported action) to achieve whatever end result you are looking for. 

 

 

9.3.13 Using Keyframes to Generate Physics, Part 1 

So far we have looked at ways of using physics simulation to generate animation. What about the other way around 

however? What if have animated a character using keyframes, and we want the environment to react to that 

character? 
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This is possible too in trueSpace. We will again start with our example of a character and a ball heading toward 

them. The ball will have some initial conditions set up as before, so that it has an initial speed and is heading toward 

the character. The initial conditions are much the same as for our previous scene, as in the picture above. 

 

This time we will record some keyframes for the character, making their hand move as if to swat the ball away. You 

can make them sweep their hand up, down, or left or right, it is up to you. Record this action in the normal way. 

Then ensure you apply physical attributes to the character. In the picture above, you can see the end pose for the 

character. 
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Now, when you run physics in this default state, the character will not playback their keyframed animation, but will 

fall to the ground under gravity and will be hit by the ball, giving the same result as the last example. To change that 

and make the character playback their keyframed behaviors while the physics simulation is running, simply right 

click on any of the physics tools (such as Add Phys Attr, or Speed, etc). 

 

This opens a panel in the Panels aspect of the Stack, which displays information about the object, like in the image 

above. This particular panel as several aspects, and you can see the chapter on physics for more information. 

 

Right now the only parameter you need to look for is under the Constraints view of the PhysObject panel. Change to 

that aspect, and the panel will appear as seen above. At the top of this view is a parameter named Active, which is 

checked by default. 

Un-checking this is all you need to do. Once unchecked, the character will no longer have physics simulation 

calculated for them, but instead will playback their own keyframed animation during physics. 

Test your result by running the physics simulation. You may find that you need to adjust the timing of the hand 

movement so that it intercepts the ball, but that should be easy by scaling or moving the Clip containing the hand 
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movement. Once you have it right, the hand will hit the ball as it heads toward the character, and will deflect it 

away! 

Naturally, the character will not respond to the impact of the ball, as the character is being driven by keyframes 

alone now. You could keyframe that reaction to the impact yourself of course, and check how it looks by running 

physics. There is another solution which we will look at later in this tutorial too. 

 

For now, you should capture the motion of the ball with a Procedural Clip, using Generate Keyframes – the ball will 

then record flying forward and being deflected by the character and that action will be stored into a Clip. Your scene 

will now look something like the image above. 

You can use this ability to have a keyframed character interact with objects via physics in many ways, and here are 

some ideas to get you thinking – a character could have a keyframed “shove” action (perhaps one you made 

yourself, or perhaps loaded from BVH), and could then push on a door, which will swing open (use Cogs and Pivot 

Points for your door object so that it is anchored correctly and swings open rather than falls down!). You could have 

a keyframed kick knock over a pile of boxes, or a keyframed flick of a figner start the toppling of a line of 

dominoes. 

The process will also work with other characters; so that the shove or kick could impact a character insead of a 

regular solid object. 

And it doesn‟t stop there. If we wanted our character to respond to the impact of the ball, we can freeze most of the 

character in place using Locks, but leave the arm that swatted at the ball free to move. Now you can re-check the 

Active setting in the Constraints aspect of the PhysObj panel, which makes the character affected by physics again. 
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Use “Edit In New Track” for the character, and create a Procedural Clip in the resulting Track. Ensure the 

Procedural Clip is positioned so that it starts at the time when the hand and the ball impact. In this case, we don‟t 

want to record physics simulation for the character before the point of impact, as we want the keyframed animation 

that we made to control the arm‟s movement up until the impact. 

With the Procedural Clip properly positioned, use Generate Keyframes, letting the ball move regularly under 

physics. Now it will hit the arm, and the arm will be deflected by the impact. 

Now the character has two Clips, one you created by hand which made the hand swat at the ball, the other created 

from the physics when the ball hit the hand. You can blend these two to give a combined result which mixes both 

the keyframed animation you made, which hits and deflects the ball, and the ball now also hits and deflects the arm. 

This ability to blend Clips will give you a lot of options – you could keyframe a movement for a character (or use a 

BVH import), which could knock down some boxes, which in turn could knock down the character. By using 

keyframes to generate results in physics simulation, then using physics simulation to generate keyframes, you can 

simplify many animation tasks by letting trueSpace do the hard work of figuring out how things should look and 

what things should happen. 

 

9.3.14 Fine Tuning a Character Pose Using FK 

If you have a pose that is almost but not quite what you want, you can adjust it using Forward Kinematics (FK) 

rather than Inverse Kinematics. This lets you take precise control over each joint, adjusting the exact angle of just 

that joint, rather than using Dynapose or IK Handles to move whole portions of the skeleton, which might upset 

other elements of the pose you have set. 

Simple enter Dynapose, and click on a joint that you want to adjust. You can then use the 3D widget to tweak the 

position of that joint, without it causing any other changes to the skeleton. 
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  video link 

The video above shows how you can alter the exact angle of the shoulder joint to fine tune a particular pose. 

 

9.3.15 Using the F Curve Editor 

Editing the F Curves can give you a lot of control over your animations, and with good visual feedback that can help 

you see what is going on better than just a view of the keyframes or clips. 

resources/chapter9/FKFineTune2.wmv
resources/chapter9/FKFineTune2.wmv
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  video link 

Watch the video above to see how you can use the F Curve view to edit and adjust your animations 

 

9.3.16 Interpolation 

You may already be familiar with curves from 2D art packages, and you will find that curves in the F Curve editor 

work in much the same way. For this tutorial, we will be considering a deliberately simplified example of an object 

that moves left and right in the world. This creates information for the ty parameter which we can see under the 

Matrix for our object. 

resources/chapter9/UsingFCurves.wmv
resources/chapter9/UsingFCurves.wmv
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The F Curve view for our test object 

 

You can see in the image above that our object has some keyframes recorded for it. Each keyframe is represented by 

a small square in the F Curve window, and the actual value for the object‟s position in the y direction in the world is 

shown by the line drawn through all the keyframes. 

You can set the Interpolation for each keyframe. Interpolation simply means the way that the line is drawn through 

that keyframe, and this affects how the object moves in your animation. 

 

Selecting a particular keyframe shows the Sharpness values for that keyframe 

 

When you select one keyframe, as in the image above, you‟ll see some values shown for it. This tutorial will look at 

those later – for now, we will look at some of the different kinds of Interpolation and the effect they have. 
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Setting Linear Interpolation for the selected keyframe – not how the line no longer curves coming out of this keyframe 

 

Let us choose a Linear Interpolation for one keyframe. You will notice that while there is still a curve leading up to 

our selected keyframe, there is now a straight line between this keyframe and the next, as seen in the image above. 

You will note that the values for the keyframe disappear, as there is no adjustable parameter for Linear Interpolation. 

Now select the keyframe before this one, and change it to Linear Interpolation too. 

 

Setting Linear Interpolation for the previous keyframe gives us a “sharp point” in our curve 

 

Now there is a “sharp point” in the line, as Linear Interpolation is being used before and after this keyframe. This 

will result in an equally “sharp change” in the animation – your object will be moving in one direction, and then in 

the space of one keyframe (about 30th of a second) it will change direction. Note that it does not slow down as it is 

about to change direction, or speed up after changing direction – the change is instant at that point in time. 

This is often not the effect you are looking for, as most actions in the real world take time to happen, and most 

objects take time to change their state. For example, a car does not go instantly from 0 to 60, and neither does it stop 

instantly from 60 to 0 when it brakes; similarly if a person raises their hand, there is an acceleration over time for 

their hand to reach it‟s top speed, and there is also a slow down as it reaches the fully raised position. 
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There are exceptions to this, and that is where Linear Interpolation is useful – for example, when an anvil hits the 

ground it does not start to slow down before it hits, but changes state suddenly at the moment of impact. So Linear 

Interpolation has its uses! Do remember when using Linear Interpolation that depending on the result you want to 

achieve you may need to set two keyframes to Linear Interpolation, as it affects the way the value changes after the 

keyframe but not before. 

 

Returning to the default Bezier Interpolation 

 

Most times though you will want to have the “lead in” and “lead out”, where something does not change state 

suddenly at one instant in time, but the change happens over a small but noticeable period of time. The default 

Interpolation is Bezier, and gives just this effect, as seen in the image above (the same as our first image, since this 

is the default setting). 

You will notice that this type of motion looks like a smooth curve in the F Curve editor. In many cases this gives 

you exactly the effect you need, with a realistic and believable look to the movements and changes in the animation. 

With the default Bezier Interpolation, you can choose just how smoothed out you want the transition to be, by 

adjusting the Sharpness value for the keyframe. A low value will give a much sharper change (similar to having 

Linear Interpolation both leading in and leading out of the keyframe), while a larger value will give a more 

smoothed out change, extending the time it takes for the change (in direction in our example) to happen. 
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A high Sharpness value extends the effect of the keyframe outward to a wide area 

 

 

As the Sharpness value gets smaller, the area affected by the lead in and lead out for this keyframe gets less 

 

 

At low Sharpness values, the effect is a sharp change in the curve 

 

Above you can see the results of different Sharpness values for our Bezier Interpolation. Notice how the low value 

of 0.1 in the Sharpness resembles the effect of setting Linear Interpolation on this keyframe and the one before it; 
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also notice how the large value of 1 in the Sharpness extends the time it takes to make the change, and that this 

affects the shape of the curve coming out of the keyframe before this one, and going in to the next keyframe. 

 

Clicking on the equals sign allows you to set independent Sharpness values for the lead in and lead out 

 

If you want more control, you can adjust the sharpness leading in to the keyframe separately from the sharpness 

leading out of the keyframe. Simply click the = (equals sign ) in between the two sharpness values. The symbol will 

change, and the two sharpness values can then be adjusted independently, as seen in the example image above. 
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Video - adjusting the Sharpness with Bezier Interpolation  

  video link 

 

Video – using Linear Interpolation  

  video link 

 

resources/chapter9/BezierSharpness.wmv
resources/chapter9/BezierLinear.wmv
resources/chapter9/BezierSharpness.wmv
resources/chapter9/BezierLinear.wmv
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If you need even more control over the way the curve is drawn through the keyframe than either the Bezier or Linear 

option, then you can choose Custom Bezier Interpolation. 

 

Changing to Customer Bezier Interpolation gives a control handle for the keyframe, shown in white 

 

As well as controlling the sharpness of the change at the keyframe, you can also change the angle of the curve at the 

keyframe. When you select Custom Bezier, then control handles are shown while the keyframe is selected to let you 

adjust the curve (see above image) 

 

When a Custom Bezier keyframe is not selected, the tangent line for it is still shown 

 

Even when the keyframe is not selected, as shown above, you can still see the tangent line for any keyframes that 

have Custom Bezier set as their Interpolation type. 

You can adjust the values for Sharpness just as you did for the default Bezier Interpolation, and again the equals sign 

lets you choose whether or not the Sharpness leading in and leading out of the keyframe should be the same. For 

Custom Bezier, you can also adjust the angle of the curve at this keyframe. 
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A negative Angle gives a tangent which slopes upward from low on the left to high on the right 

 

 

An Angle of 0 gives a flat tangent for the curve at the keyframe  

 

 

A positive Angle gives a tangent that slopes downward from high on the left to low on the right 

 

As you can see in the images above, a negative Angle gives a tangent at that keyframe which slopes from low on the 

left to high on the right; an Angle of 0 gives a tangent which is completely flat at the keyframe; while a positive 

Angle gives a tangent which slopes from high on the left to low on the right. 
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Note that you can adjust the Angle either by entering values into the text boxes, or by using the handles on the 

control. 

 

Clicking on the equals sign for the Angle lets you set independent Angle values leading in and leading out of the keyframe 

 

Just as you can adjust the Sharpness leading in and out of the keyframe independently, by un-checking the = symbol 

for the Angle, you can independently adjust the Angle leading into the keyframe and leading out of it, as seen above. 

Alternatively, even if the = symbol is still checked, you can press and hold CTRL while moving the control handles, 

to move each control handle independently, which lets you set the Angle in and out of the keyframe independently. 

Using Custom Bezier, you can achieve any effect you want and adjust exactly how the animation changes as it leads 

into and leads out of the keyframe. For example, you could make an object slow to a stop quite suddenly, then 

slowly begin to move again, by creating a sharp and sudden change leading into the keyframe, but a longer, 

smoother and slower change coming out of the keyframe. 

 

Using Custom Bezier and adjusting some keyframes to achieve a desired effect 

 

You can see the sudden stop and slower moving off in the image above, where the Custom Bezier has been set for 
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two keyframes, and the second of these keyframes has been moved on the timeline. This gives a result where the 

object changes position in space evenly until the selected keyframe, at which point it stops suddenly. 

Following that selected keyframe, the position in space changes slowly, meaning the object moves off slowly, 

picking up speed as it approaches the next keyframe. It then slows and changes direction in an even, gradual way. 

One thing you should note is that with the curve settings shown in this image, the object only reverses direction at a 

point in time that is well after the second Custom Bezier keyframe, and not at that keyframe itself. It is important to 

keep that in mind about Custom Bezier Interpolation and to remember that adjusting the curves can make a change 

(such as a change in direction, scaling, rotation, etc) happen outside of the actual keyframe itself, depending on the 

values you set. 

 

Video – using Custom Bezier Interpolation  

  video link 

 

With these different types of Interpolation and with the controls you have over each type of Interpolation, you can 

obtain any effect you require in your animation, with complete control over how each keyframe is handled. 

 

 

resources/chapter9/BezierLinear.wmv
resources/chapter9/BezierLinear.wmv
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9.3.17 The Pass Through Parameter 

In this tutorial you will explore the Pass Through parameter in a little more detail. Begin by working with a 

character, as correctly setting Pass Through is important for working smoothly when animating your characters. 

 

Video - using the Pass Through parameter with an animated character  

  video link 

The above video shows the difference that Pass Through makes when recording a Clip on an Additive mode Track. 

With Pass Through enabled, the character will revert to their default pose (defined in the Base Track) whenever you 

move outside the recorded Clip on the Additive Track. With Pass Through disabled, you can move outside the 

recorded Clip and the character remains in their last pose, defined by the last keyframe recorded in the Clip. This 

makes it easier to continue moving your character into their next pose for the next keyframe you wish to record. 

resources/chapter9/PassThroughChars.wmv
resources/chapter9/PassThroughChars.wmv
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Video - using the Pass Through parameter with regular objects  

  video link 

The Pass Through parameter works in a similar way for objects. When enabled, then outside of a Clip, the object 

will return to its default state as defined in the Base Track. This might be a default rotation, position, scaling, etc. 

With Pass Through disabled, the object will remain in the last keyframed state even when outside of the range of a 

Clip. 

Note that Pass Through affects both recording and playback. 

 

resources/chapter9/PassThroughObjects.wmv
resources/chapter9/PassThroughObjects.wmv
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9.3.18 A Little More About Additive Mode 

 

Video - exploring how Additive Mode works  

  video link 

The above video shows you a little more about Additive mode Tracks. It is important to realize that Additive mode 

Tracks need to be self contained, and are independent of other Tracks. In the video, you can see how one Additive 

mode Track is recorded to capture some movement for the planet. 

A second Additive mode Track is created, and keyframes are recorded for it but with nothing in the scene being 

edited. Since the planet is at two different locations when the record button is pressed for the start and end 

keyframes in this new Clip, you might expect it to contain the movement for the planet – however, it does not, as 

Additive mode only captures changes, and not the absolute position of the object. 

This is what allows you to record different motions independently from each other, and blend them together on 

playback. It is also why all start and end states for an object must be captured in a Clip on an Additive mode Track, 

even if there are keyframes on other Tracks at that point in time already. 

 

resources/chapter9/AdditiveMode.wmv
resources/chapter9/AdditiveMode.wmv
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9.3.19 Ensuring Nothing Happens Between Two Keyframes 

Sometimes in an animation, you will want a period of time where “nothing happens” in the middle of some action, 

where an object stays still and doesn‟t move, before it starts taking some action again. 

Begin by creating an object in your scene, and then recording a keyframe at frame 0. Now move the current frame to 

frame 30, and move the object and record a keyframe at this new position. Now move the current frame to frame 60, 

but this time do not move the object – leave it where it is, and simply record another new keyframe. This gives you a 

keyframe that is an identical snapshot to the first. Now to complete the scene, move the current frame to frame 90, 

move the object, and record a new keyframe. 

In this example, the effect we want to achieve is to have the object move from frames 0 to 30, then stay still from 

frames 30 to 60, and then move again from fames 60 to 90. 

 

Video – using Interpolation to make an object remain static in the middle of an animated sequence  

 

Scrub through your animation, and you will find that there is in fact some movement between frames 30 and 60 – 

the object moves backward even. The reason for this can be found in the F Curve editor – switch to it now, and 

display the curves for the object. 

Remember that Bezier interpolation (and Custom Bezier interpolation) smoothes action at a keyframe, blending it so 

the action specified by the keyframe does not happen “instantly” but blends across time. This smoothing results in 

some movement for our object between frames 30 and 60, as the interpolation smoothes between the moving state in 

frames 0 to 30, and the static state in frames 30 to 60. 
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Video – using Interpolation to make an object remain static in the middle of an animated sequence  

 

This is easily fixed however. In the F Curve editor, select the keyframed values you need to adjust (in this example, 

it is just the movement keyframes) at Frame 30 and then choose Linear interpolation. Remember that Linear 

Interpolation affects the animation after the keyframe, so you still get a curve leading up to frame 30 (allowing the 

object to slow down before coming to a stop). With Linear Interpolation, however, the values after the keyframe 

follow a straight line, giving the desired effect – the object stays completely stationary between keyframes 30 and 

60. 

If you want to use Custom Bezier to control the way the animation leads in to the keyframe at Frame 30, then you 

will need to set the Angle and Sharpness leaving that keyframe to 0 (actually setting either to 0 should work, but for 

clarity it is best to set both to 0) – note that for this to work, you will also need to set the keyframe on frame 60 to 

Custom Bezier, and set the incoming angle and sharpness for that keyframe to 0 as well. 

Note that these principles apply whether this is animation recording in a Base track, or recorded in an Additive 

Mode track. 
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Video – using Interpolation to make an object remain static in the middle of an animated sequence  

  video link 

You can view a video showing the process describe in this tutorial above. 

 

 

9.3.20 Putting it all Together 

In this tutorial, you‟ll see how to bring together the ideas and techniques shown in the earlier tutorials to make a 

simple animation using a real-world workflow. The tutorial goes from start to finish, with a particular aim in mind – 

the character will start falling, then grab hold of a bar. The bar will give way a little, causing some alarm for our 

character, before giving way altogether, leaving him falling once more. 

 

resources/chapter9/NothingHappens.wmv
resources/chapter9/NothingHappens.wmv
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Video – setting out to make our animation and starting with physics 

  video link 

 
Video –adding some keyframing to the sequence from physics  

  video link 

resources/chapter9/MakingFallingA.wmv
resources/chapter9/MakingFallingB.wmv
resources/chapter9/MakingFallingA.wmv
resources/chapter9/MakingFallingB.wmv
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Video –animating the bar using physics and the F Curve editor 

  video link 

 

Video – more physics and more keyframing, to match the animated bar  

  video link 

resources/chapter9/MakingFallingC.wmv
resources/chapter9/MakingFallingD.wmv
resources/chapter9/MakingFallingC.wmv
resources/chapter9/MakingFallingD.wmv
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Video – some keyframing using IK Handles to breathe more life into the character  

  video link 

 

Video – how to render your animation using the real-time renderer  

  video link 

resources/chapter9/MakingFallingE.wmv
resources/chapter9/RenderingFalling.wmv
resources/chapter9/MakingFallingE.wmv
resources/chapter9/RenderingFalling.wmv
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Video – the end result (with quick voice over!) 

  video link 

 

 

  

resources/chapter9/FallingWithSound.wmv
resources/chapter9/FallingWithSound.wmv
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9.4  Morphs 

Morphs give you the ability to store and blend between different states of a model. These different states are created 

using the regular Point Editing tools - for example, you could use point editing to create a smile on a character, 

storing it as a morph. Then you create a new morph, point editing to make a frown. Then you can blend between 

those two expressions (and many more of course), either creating the perfect expression for your character in a still 

image, or recording your results in an animation. 

9.4.1 The Morph Panel 

 

To begin working with morphs, you will need to create the first 

morph for an object. To do this, click on the Add Morph icon in 

the character editor tools, and this will open the morph panel, 

create a new morph for the object, and take you into edit mode on 

that morph. 

Once you have at least one morph added to an object, then the 

morph panel will open automatically when you click on that 

object, without the need to click on the Add Morph icon again. 

Note that left clicking on the Add Morph icon not only opens the morph panel, but always adds a new morph and 

takes you into Point Edit mode to define the morph. You can always right click the Add Morph icon to open the 

morph panel without adding a new morph. 

 

Morph Panel in “edit” mode, as an 

individual morph is selected 

In effect, the morphs panel has two modes. When an individual morph is 

selected, as seen on the left, then it is in “edit” mode. This lets you work 

with Point Edit tools to define the shape associated with that one 

particular morph. 

While the sliders for all morphs are still visible when editing a particular 

morph, they have no effect. 
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Morph Panel in “pose” mode, when 

Default Pose is selected. 

When Default Pose is selected, then you are in “pose” mode, which lets 

you mix and blend between all the different morphs for that object. 

In this mode, the strength of each morph is controlled by the sliders on 

the panel. You can move and change any slider, to mix how much of an 

effect it has on the current pose. This is true even if different sliders 

affect the same area of the model. For example if two or more morphs 

affected the mouth, you can still move each slider – trueSpace will work 

out how to blend those two morphs together. 

When you have clicked on Add Morph to make your first morph, you are taken to the “edit” mode for that new 

morph, and Point Edit is automatically enabled. You can now use the Point Editing tools to manipulate your model. 

Any changes you make are not being made to the underlying base mesh, and instead are defining the “morphed” 

state of the model – however, you cannot use tools which add or delete geometry, e.g. adding vertices, edges, faces 

or loops; quad divide or smooth divide; triangulation; poly draw; etc. Changes from adding or deleting geometry 

cannot be stored as morphs, and will affect the underlying model - (however any existing morphs will continue to 

work as well as is possible with the new geometry.  

For example, if you were to edit the vertices around the mouth to make a smile, then your underlying model still has 

the same expression as before. The new state that you have created by editing the mouth is only stored under this 

new morph. This means your edits are non-destructive to the underlying model, except for those Point Edit 

operations that cannot be stored as morphs, i.e. those that add or delete geometry. 

 Add – This creates a new morph, with a default name, and takes you into Edit mode for that new morph. 

Any edits you make are automatically stored as part of the morph (there is no option to edit and then “save” 

your changes to the morph). 

To rename a morph, you need to type over its name in the drop down selection box. As soon as you click 

on another field, the new name will be displayed in the morph track list. 

 Delete – To delete a morph, first select it from the drop down list, and then click on the “Del” button. 

Deleting a morph cannot be undone, so be sure you want to delete it! On deleting the morph, you will be 

returned to the Playback mode of the morph panel with the Default Pose selected. 

 Relative Editing – With Relative Editing unchecked, the effects of other morphs will be hidden when you 

edit a morph. With Relative Editing checked, the current state of other morphs as set in the Default Pose 

will remain visible while you edit a morph. You must check or uncheck this before editing a morph, i.e. 

when Default Pose is selected - you cannot change its state once you are editing an existing morph. 

Editing An Existing Morph 
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You can edit an existing morph by selecting its name from the drop down list. This puts you into Edit mode and any 

changes you make will automatically update the morph. Remember that Relative Editing can only be checked or 

unchecked before entering edit mode. 

Note that there are no Point Edit selections stored with a morph. For example, if a morph moved the mouth to make 

it into a smile, reselecting the morph for editing later will not reselect the vertices for the mouth. 

 

A morph panel for the trueSpace avatar, editing the Blink morph, with the faces for the bottom  

of the eyelids selected for editing. 

 

Playing Back Morphs 

Once you have created one or more morphs, you can play these back using the Default Pose option from the drop 

down list. Now you can use the sliders to control the amount of influence each morph has on the object. 

A value of 0 means the morph has no influence (the object will appear in its original state). 1 means that the morph 

has full effect, taking exactly the form set when you edited the morph. Values between 0 and 1 will show increasing 

effects of the edits you made, while values of greater than 1 will exaggerate those edits. 

Values of less than 0 will reverse the effects of the edit (surfaces “pulled out” will instead become “pressed in”, etc) 

– this lets you quickly create opposite poses from just one morph, for example expanding the chest for breathing out 

will let you create a breathing-in motion that shrinks the chest by using the same morph with a negative value. 
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The morph panel in “pose” mode, used to set a starting neutral expression. 

 

 

The morph panel in “pose” mode, with some edits to the sliders to make the character begin a smile. 

 Note that extreme values or changes are not required when working with facial expressions.  

 

 

Morphs, Subdivision Surfaces, And Adding New Geometry 

You can apply Subdivision Surfaces (SDS) to a mesh that has morphs applied. The morphs will continue to work on 

the control cage, and so will deform the smoothed SDS object. 

While not always recommended, and results may be uncertain, you can also edit a model to add or delete geometry 

even if the model has existing morphs. Remember that Point Edit operations that add or delete geometry apply to the 

base mesh and affect all morphs and cannot be stored under an individual morph. After adding or deleting geometry, 

the morphs will continue to function, and trueSpace will work out how new geometry is affected by the morphs, e.g. 

if you draw new edges across a face that was moved in a morph, then that morph will move that new edge along 
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with the original face. It is not guaranteed that results will always be as expected though, particularly for major 

changes to geometry, and recommended workflow is to complete all geometry edits before starting to create morphs. 

Recording Morphs 

 

 

Making animations with morphs is easy. The first step is to 

enable key-framing for them so that they will be recorded. Right 

click on the record icon in the Animation Editor to open the 

keying panel, then right click and choose Browse Attributes. 

In the Attribute Browser, you can then enable or disable 

recording for each individual morph, under the Vertex Morphs 

section for the object. 

For more information on the Attribute Browser and Keying Panel 

on page 9. 

Once enable, simply move to a keyframe location, adjust the 

morphs to obtain the desired result, and press record to capture 

that pose. Then move to the next keyframe location, adjust the 

morph sliders, and press record again. trueSpace will then blend 

the pose between those two keyframes, making it easy to have 

your character go from a smile to a frown, and much more! 
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Chapter 10 – Physics 
 

10.1.1 Physics: Space and Engine  

Physical Simulation in trueSpace allows you to simulate the realistic behavior of objects according to the laws of 

physics. You can create real-time realistic movement of objects in the Workspace, taking into account the presence 

of gravity and the forces originating from the interactions between objects (collisions). You can directly interact 

with those objects during the simulation as well. 

Physics in trueSpace comprises various attributes associated with the handling of objects and environments. Before 

we move ahead with the interesting aspects of physics, we should cover these important attributes and toolsets, to 

give a good foundation for exploration and experimentation with trueSpace physics. 

At its most basic level, physics requires an engine and a space to work with; it also requires objects that have 

physical properties set on them using the toolsets.  

 

The PhysEngine object and the PhysSpace object define the basic physical parameters of the space in which the 

simulation will run. These objects are added automatically upon clicking the Physical Simulation icon. These 

parameters include the strength and direction of gravitational force, density of the atmosphere, and the thinning of 

the atmosphere with height (altitude). 

 

The PhysEngine object in Space3D manages the physical simulation. This object is added automatically along with 

the PhysSpace object to a scene as soon as you click on the Physical Simulation icon, you do not need to add them 

yourself. 

 

 Start/Stop Simulation 

 

Two objects that control Physical simulation 
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All objects in a scene are included in the simulation. Objects are divided into two categories: active physical objects 

and passive physical objects. Active objects have simple physical properties and the simulation process computes 

their position and rotation. Static objects cannot be moved (or rotated) by the simulation, but they can interact 

(collide) with objects that have physical attributes. 

 

 Add Phys Attrib:  

 

To make an object active, you must first assign a set of physical attributes to the object. These properties are Mass, 

Elasticity, Friction, Coarseness, and, Resistance. For each active object, you can also set some initial kinematic 

parameters, such as initial speed and acceleration and initial rotation and rotation acceleration, which will be 

involved in the physics computation at the start of simulation process. A special object, PhysObj, represents all of 

the attributes and initial parameters.  

 

The Tools and Objects are covered in Detail later on in this section: 

 

There is also a series of scenes available as a resource to use so that you can follow along with them and use as 

additional reference aids to this section of the manual. 

 

 

You can unzip the files to the  trueSpace76\tS\Rs Main Libraries folder and the library will show as a choice in the 

library browser called tS76Physics101 and this can be loaded in the library stack. 

Alternatively you can unzip to a folder or library place of your own choice and then either open them through the 

library browser by adding a library place or import them to a new created library. 

Or you can just drag and drop them from windows explorer folder you unzipped them to into the Workspace 

window . 

The easiest method is placing the tS76Physics101 folder from the zip into the Rs Main Libraries folder, but the 

choices and alternatives are there as well if you want to use them. 

 Reference : Libraries 

 

 Scenes Resource Link 

 

ch2_UserInterface.doc#Ch_2_Libraries_
resources/chapter10/tS76Physics101.zip
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10.1.2 Simulation Controls : Engine and Space 

 

 

   Start/Stop Simulation , Create Physics Engine 

The Start Physics tool is a toggle for the engine. Two things happen when you click the Start Physics tool. 

First if no engine exists  the PhysSpace object and the PhysEngine object is created inside the Link Editor. These 

two objects are connected automatically and form the foundation for physics simulations in trueSpace. 

 

The simulation is run and stopped by using the toggle only after the Engine and the Space has been created. 

The simulation will automatically stop after the time interval specified by the value of the Total Time attribute of the 

PhysEngine object. When you want to stop or interrupt a simulation manually before it is finished, click on the icon 

again. After stopping a physical simulation, all objects go to back to their initial position unless the Continue 

attribute has been checked. In this case, the objects stay in the position at which the simulation is stopped.  

 

Tip: You can assign shortcut keys to Tools by holding down CTRL and R-Clicking on a Tools icon.  

 Reference: Custom Shortcuts 

 

CTRL and R-Click to assign shortcut keys 

ch2_UserInterface.doc#Shortcut_customization
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Basic elements of Physics in trueSpace: PhysSpace object and PhysEngine object in default aspect 

o PhysSpace object attributes 

 

 

PhysSpace object 

 

PhysSpace object,  has the following attributes: 

 

 Atmosphere: by default, atmosphere for trueSpace physics is set to a value of 1.400 which is trueSpace 

equivalent to Earth’s 14.7 psi (pounds per square inch) or 101.3 kilopascals.  Since atmosphere equals 

pressure, we are given the capability to change this value. To gain equivalent of space vacuum, enter a 

value of  0.000.  

 Gravitation: the phenomenon where all objects are attracted to each other. In trueSpace you again control 

this phenomenon through the setting of values for 3 axis directions.  By default, trueSpace approximates 

Earth’s own gravimetric forces using the default values for these settings. 

o X:  by default, value of 0. 

o Y:  by default, value of 0. 

o Z: by default, value of -9.81. Important value for zero-gravity scenario. Set to 0.000. 
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 Thinning:  it is possible to have more than one atmosphere at work in trueSpace. Individual objects may 

have a Local Environment applied to them. The Local Environment is paramount of a mini-atmosphere. 

How these atmospheres affect objects in close proximity is governed by Thinning setting. By default, 

trueSpace uses a value for the PhysSpace object of 1.000. Default for a Local Environment will be 0.000. 

Thinning works on “height” of object/local environment. Like Earth’s atmosphere thins as you go higher, 

so can you approximate this using the thinning setting.  

 Space Attr: all the above mentioned settings are packaged up into an ouput connector and passed along to 

the PhysEngine for processing. There is no way for you to adjust this setting except by adjusting the other 

settings. 

 

 

tsPhysics1a tutorial: explore PhysSpace 

   video link 

o PhysEngine object attributes 

 

The PhysEngine object manages the simulation and  provides you with control over aspects and values the engine 

will use for processing the objects with physical properties assigned to them and physics in the space/scene during a 

Physical Simulation. PhysEngine is added automatically to a scene as soon as you click on the Physical Simulation 

icon. The engine contains three groups of controls sorted into Aspects/tabs for Exp, Default, Special. 

 

   

PhysEngine object, Default aspect tab as seen in the Stack and the LE 

resources/chapter10/tsphysics1a.wmv
resources/chapter10/tsphysics1a.wmv
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PhysEngine Aspects: 

 

o Default Aspect : holds the most commonly used settings: 

 

 Total Time: allows you to set total time for the simulation to run before it stops itself. By default 60 

seconds is used. You can feel free to adjust this value to suit your needs  

 Time Step: Value specifies how often the new position of any objects in the simulation will be computed 

per one frame; for example, a value of 1 means that one computation is performed for one frame, a value of 

4 means that 4 computations are performed for one frame.  

 Continue: use this setting to control whether a simulation starts or continues each time the simulation is 

started/stopped. 

 Whole Scene Collisions:  specifies whether collisions with all objects in the scene (including lights and 

cameras) will be considered during the simulation. If you turn off this attribute, all collisions between 

active objects and lights and cameras will be ignored. 

 Plane Fixation: specifies whether physical simulation will run in 3D space or only in one plane (2D 

physics). In the  Default Tab and default value, the attribute is set to “None” which means that the 

simulation will run in 3D space without any fixation to a plane. To set a fixation to one plane or 2D 

physics, set the value to xz, yz, or xy plane.it is possible to create scenarios that approximate real life, such 

as with the AirHockey game. In theory, a puck slides along the ice over a cushion of air. Using Plane 

Fixation accomplishes this in the AirHockey game, which is located in the Scenes – Active library. On the 

Default aspect of the engine, you have 4 choices for Plane Fixation:   

o None:  value = 0. 

o XZ:  value = 1 and physics “action” is restricted to the XZ plane. 

o YZ:  value = 1 and physics is restricted to the YZ plane. 

o XY: value = 3 and physics is restricted to the XY plane. The AirHockey scene uses this setting. 

 reference: Ch_11_5_3_AirHockey 

 Network Mode: This attribute is only used when trueSpace client is connected to a shared space the values 

set here are ignored when the physics engine is run locally on a machine. 

 When connected to a shared space the settings used are   

o Local - the simulation runs only on the client . The other clients can see the simulation but they 

can't start and stop the physics or interact using the phys move tool. (value 0, in the Exp aspect). 

o Server - the simulation runs on the server. The other connected clients can start and stop the 

simulation and also interact with the physics objects using the phys move tool. . (value 2, in the 

Exp aspect). 

  

 Save Anim: when checked, this setting triggers keyframe creation in the AE. You can save the movements 

calculated by the physics engine to keyframes for later playback, keyframes for each active physical object 

will be generated and saved after the simulation is started in the Workspace. The saved animation sequence 

can then be later replayed in the Anim View , and can be used in the same way as any other keyframed 

ch11_Activities.PDF
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animations. 

 Erase Anim: erase the previous keyframes from the AE (Animation Editor) if Save Anim is used. 

 Frame Number:  the physics engine has its own internal timer. Default value of -1 is used as a start point 

for calculating frames.  It is possible to connect another timer object to this connector and feed it frame 

numbers, in which case the internal timer is disabled.  

 Frame Rate:  equals frames per second or Frame Time from the Expanded aspect. They are the same. 

 

 

o Special Aspect :  Holds some additional settings for invisible objects and ground collision, Whole 

scene can also be found on the Default aspect 

 

  

PhysEngine object, Special aspect tab as seen in the Stack and the LE 

 

 Whole Scene Collisions:  specifies whether collisions with all objects in the scene (including lights and 

cameras) will be considered during the simulation. If you turn off this attribute, all collisions between 

active objects and lights and cameras will be ignored. 

 Ground Collision:  Enable or disable collision with the Ground. 

 Include Invisible Objects: Choose whether invisible objects participate in the physics collisions. 

 

 

o Expanded Aspect : Contains all of the settings from the other two panels and it also has some 

additional attributes. Most of the time you do not need to use the Expanded aspect as the more common and 

most used controls are found on the Default and Special Aspect tabs. 

 

Note: To save repetition see the Default and Special aspect for descriptions of the setting. 

Note and Tip:- This Aspect doesn't show as available in the stack unless you choose to detach it from the menu in its 

title bar 
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PhysEngine object, Exp aspect tab as seen in the LE and the Stack if detached is used 

 

 Frame Time:  equals frames per second or Frame Rate from the Default aspect. They are the same. 

 Network Mode: There are two viable values that you are not so much concerned about here. Value of 0 

would indicate Local and a value of 2 would indicate Server is checked from the Default aspect of this 

object.  

 Phys Space: this is connector that feeds off information sent from the PhysSpace object in Link Editor. 

Nothing to change or set here,  just info used by the engine in calculating simulation within the space. 

 Start Time: used by physics in complex scenario when server is being used. Not something you would set 

arbitrarily. trueSpace handles this one for us. 

 Synchro Time: once again a setting used by trueSpace when server is involved. Let trueSpace take care of 

this setting. 

 Tick: used by server scenario and not a setting you would be adjusting. Server must co-ordinate physics for 

multiple possible users in a Shared Space scenario. This setting is best left for trueSpace to manage. 

 Timer Type: signifies if internal timer is being used or if a more complex server scenario is being used in 

the scenario to feed frame values to the engine. Once again trueSpace will manage this for you but it is 

available for viewing. 

 Current Time: this output connector can be used by scripts or such as a value for time. This can help you 

sync other elements of your scene to work with physics.  
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tsPhysics1b tutorial: explore PhysEngine 

 

  video link 

resources/chapter10/tsphysics1b.wmv
resources/chapter10/tsphysics1b.wmv
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10.2 Physics Toolbar 

 

Main Physics Tools 

 

 

Physics Move and Start/Stop simulation tools 

 

 Create Physics Engine:  Start /Stop Simulation : 

L-Click creates the physics engine and starts and stops the simulation. R-Click shows a Panel in the stack for setting 

values for how the engine behaves during the simulation. 

 

 Physics Move : 

 L-Click to activate, allows for objects with physical properties to be interacted with during a simulation by 

"grabbing " them with the mouse in the Workspace window. This tool  can only be used only when a simulation has 
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started and the physics engine is at work. R-Click on the icon shows a Panel in the stack for setting preferences to 

how the tool behaves. You can choose to use World or Screen coordinates and choose to lock individual axis to 

restrict the mouse interaction , you can also adjust the mouse sensitivity. The basic settings are enough for most 

purposes. 

 

 

Physics move tool preferences 

 

Using the Physics move tool with World coordinates: L-Button held and dragged allows the object to be freely 

moved or according to locks restrictions , R-button and drag allows for movement restricted to Z. 

Using the Physics move tool with Screen coordinates: L or R Button held and dragged allows the object to be freely 

moved or according to locks restrictions. 

 

Note: Recording physics keyframes will include any interaction between the user and the objects using the Phys 

Move Tool, but will NOT include any movement of objects using the Object Move tool. This means that only the 

behaviors of Active Objects are recorded. 

 

As well as  the Start and stop , and the Phys Move  icon there are four groups of tools for setting initial parameters 

for objects which have physical properties assigned to them. 

 

10.2.1 Solid Objects 

 

 Add and Remove Physics Objects 

 Add Phys Attrib:  

 

L-clicking on Add Phys Attrib  tool adds the default solid structure for Physics Attributes to the selected object , and 

the PhysObject is created inside the object in the LE. When you use the Add Phys Attr tool, this object will always 

be titled PhysObject . Values for various physics attributes are calculated based on the object’s size/mass. 

Values can be edited either in the panel in the stack or in the Link Editor. 
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PhysObject is created inside the object in the LE, a Sphere in this case 

 

Turning objects into Solids: 

 

To use the term “Solid” reflects how the object will react and be used in physics: solid as opposed to a liquid or a 

gas. To assign physical attributes to an object in the Workspace, first select the object and then click on the  Physical 

Attributes tool icon.  

Physical properties can also be added to a static object during a simulation by selecting it and pressing the Physical 

Attributes tool icon. The static object changes its state to active, and it is then included immediately in the 

simulation. Another way to turn objects into solids is to use the Physics Materials library. 

 

There are six materials in this library: Rubber, Iron, Polystyrene, Paper, Rag and Wood. Materials differ by 

settings for Elasticity, Resistance, Friction and Mass. You can simply drag and drop these materials onto objects in 

the Workspace window, and ordinary objects turn into physic solids with the relevant parameters pre-applied.  

If your object already has a default Physics solid applied the name of the PhysObject will change according to the 

material used, below its been replaced by the iron object. Essentially the Physics materials all have the same 

attributes available but with differing default values for the material being used, you can use these as a starting point 

when experimenting. Take a moment to examine the settings used for each material.                    

 

 

Physics - Solids Library 
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Apply iron to the Sphere and the PhysObject title changes to Iron 

 

 Reference: Tutorial Physics Solids 

 Reference: Physics Materials Libraries 

 

By default, the PhysObject object displays the Default aspect.  There are 6 aspects to this particular object. Five of 

them can be seen in the image below, with the sixth aspect (Constraints) accessible via the small orange  triangle 

button/area to the right of the For (Forces) aspect. 

The Expanded aspect is a collection of all the settings from all the attributes. It is rather long in size in the Link 

Editor. To better present these settings, the other five aspects  separate out the various settings into categories or 

groups that have a common function or behavior. 

 

 

PhysObject has 5 specific tabs with attributes unique to that tab 

 

o PhysObject attributes and tabs: 

 

 Default  
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PhysObject Default aspect in the LE and the Stack 

 

 

o Mass: every object with physical attributes must have a mass of some value. By default, trueSpace 

will assign a value for Mass using a calculation based on the size of the object. 

 

o Elasticity: sets the value for how elastic the object is. Elasticity specifies how much energy of an 

object is preserved during collisions with the ground or other objects. If Elasticity is set to a value 

of 0, no energy is preserved and collisions are inelastic, i.e. after a collision, an object will simply 

stop, rather than “bounce off.” Higher values of Elasticity mean that collisions will preserve more 

energy, all the way up to a value of 100.0, which means than no energy is lost during collisions. At 

this setting, an object will bounce off after a collision with as much energy as it had before the 

collision. If you set Elasticity higher than 100.0, the object’s energy will actually increase after 

each collision, for example, a bouncing ball will keep getting higher and higher with each bounce! 

If this were a ball, how much would the ball bounce after being dropped on the floor? Higher 

settings would result in more bouncing, while lower settings would result in less of a bounce. 

 

o Friction: sets the value for the friction element of physics. All objects have a friction factor of 

some value and you can control how a cube slides down a stick of lumber on a slant in a scene. As 

you reduce the friction and perhaps the angle the lumber is sitting at, the cube would begin to 

show signs that gravity forces are overtaking friction forces and the cube begins to head 

downward along the stick of lumber. 

 

o Coarseness: works in conjunction with friction. It is easier to move a fine-grit piece of sandpaper 

across the surface of  a piece of wood, that it is to move a coarse grit sandpaper across same piece 

of wood. The same theory applies to trueSpace friction. Two spheres set to collide with other in a 

“glancing blow”, with different Coarseness values would cause the other sphere to react and spin 

after the collision in different ways. The coarser the sphere, the more influence it would have on a 

lesser coarse sphere.  

 

Note :  Friction and Coarseness reflect the friction of objects in contact with other objects. The 
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Friction value is applied when objects are moving (called dynamic friction), and Coarseness if 

objects are in rest (called static friction). The values of Friction and Coarseness should be in the 

range from 0.0 - 100.0, with 0.0 meaning no friction, and 100.0 meaning maximum friction. 

There is an interesting implementation of friction (dynamic friction applied for objects with 

nonzero speed) and coarseness (static friction for objects with zero speed) effects for active objects 

in physical simulation.  

The main advantage of the friction model is a simpler relation between values of an object’s 

friction attributes and behavior of objects in simulation – value of 0 means no friction for the 

object, whereas higher values effectively constrain the movement of objects along any ground or 

other objects it comes in contact with.  

 

o Resistance: in real world physics, a newton is the amount of force required to accelerate a body 

with a mass of one kilogram at a rate of one meter per second squared. Resistance is greatest with 

a stationary object. How much force is needed to begin movement of the object. The Resistance 

value you apply to any object in trueSpace determines how much force will be required to move 

the object. Higher values are more difficult to move, while lower values make objects easier to 

move. This Value affects  the resistance of objects during interaction with the atmosphere or local 

environments.  

 

Note: The value can be from range 0.0 – 1000.0. A Resistance of 0.0 means no resistance for a 

given object, and atmosphere and local environments will have no effect on the object. As the 

value increases, the resistance of object will be higher, and atmosphere and local environments 

will have an increasing effect on the object 

 

 

 

tsPhysics1c tutorial: explore PhysObject Default aspect 

 

o  video link 

resources/chapter10/tsphysics1c.wmv
resources/chapter10/tsphysics1c.wmv
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Velocity and Acceleration :  Initial speed and acceleration of the object along the X, Y, and Z axes of the 

world coordinate system can be set by the attributes Speed X, Speed Y, Speed Z, Acc Speed X, Acc Speed Y, 

and Acc Speed Z. Similarly, initial rotation and rotation acceleration are set by the attributes Rotation X, 

Rotation Y, Rotation Z and Acc Rotation X, Acc Rotation Y, and Acc Rotation Z. 

 

 Velocity 

 

 

PhysObject Velocity aspect in the LE and the Stack 

 

o SpeedX: initial speed in the direction of  the x-axis for the object. Think of this as power in 

direction of X. When you combine different powers for XYZ, the object will move in only one 

direction, arrived at by computing power values for speed in XYZ. 

o SpeedY: initial speed in the direction of the y-axis. 

o SpeedZ: initial speed in the direction of the z-axis. 

o RotationX: initial rotation motion in the direction of the x-axis. Just as with the values for speed, 

think of the rotation values as power to spin the object in direction of single or multiple axis 

directions. 

o RotationY: initial rotation motion in direction of the y-axis. 

o RotationZ: initial rotation motion in direction of the z-axis. 
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tsPhysics1d: explore PhysObject Velocity aspect 

 

o   video link 

 

 Acceleration 

 

 

PhysObject Acceleration aspect in the LE and the Stack 

 

o Acc SpeedX: set the acceleration for speed in x-axis direction. Designed to work in conjunction 

with the Speed settings, you have further control to add an acceleration to the direction. Just as 

with speed, you can vary the acceleration and use it in more than one axis. Once again trueSpace 

physics engine will do the math and decide which direction the object will move and how fast. 

o Acc SpeedY: set the acceleration for the y-axis direction. 

o Acc SpeedZ: set the acceleration for the z-axis direction. 

o Acc RotationX: set the acceleration for rotation in the x-axis. 

o Acc RotationY: set the acceleration for the rotation in the y-axis direction. 

o AccRotationZ: set the acceleration for the rotation in the z-axis direction. Just as with the other 

values here, combinations can be used and trueSpace will calculate acceleration for all axis 

directions and send the object along accordingly. 

resources/chapter10/tsphysics1d.wmv
resources/chapter10/tsphysics1d.wmv
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tsPhysics1e: explore PhysObject Acceleration aspect 

 

o  video link 

 

 Forces 

There are three kinds of specific forces or effects that can act between objects during a simulation: 

Electrostatic, Adhesive, and string-like force called Weak/Dynamic. Once selected or “checked”, their 

respective settings will take effect. 

To set Electrostatic effects for a given object with physical attributes, first check “Electrostatic” in the 

PhysObject . Then you can set the value of the electrostatic charge (positive or negative) for the “Charge”. 

During a simulation, objects with electrostatic charges will attract or repel each other. If one object has a 

positive charge and second a negative charge, they will attract each other. If both objects have negative or 

positive charges, they will repel each other. In simulations electrostatic forces act only between objects 

with Electrostatic checked. 

 

resources/chapter10/tsphysics1e.wmv
resources/chapter10/tsphysics1e.wmv
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Time Lapse example of same Electrostatic Charges in action. 

 

To set a weak force for an object with physical attributes, check the attribute “Weak/Dynamic”. Then you 

can specify values for the two input attributes: Power and Radius. Power sets the intensity of the force, 

while Radius sets a scope of force from the object (higher values mean that the force acts for a larger 

distance from the object). In simulation, string-like forces act only between objects with the Weak/Dynamic  

attribute checked. 

 

For group physics objects, you can set different values of string power and string radius for each sub object. 

To do this, you should enter the sub-object’s in LE and edit the relevant PhysObject object. See Sub-objects 

with physical attributes 

 

The stability of a simulation with string effects depends strongly on the values of string power and string 

radius. If you wish to use strings for grouped objects, to increase stability of objects grouping you should 

decrease these values for given objects. 

You can also increase the stability of a simulation with string effects by switching off gravity in the scene 

by doing any of the following: 

Setting zero values in the input attributes of the PhysSpace object that is connected to the PhysEngine 

Excluding collisions between objects. (To do this, check the input attributes “Disable Collision” of the 

PhysObject object for given objects.) 

A good example of the string like effect of weak force is the Molecules1 scene in the Base scenes library 

(image below). You can simply enter this scene and activate the simulation. You should see that two groups 

of spheres adhere nicely together. It is also fun to drag individual molecules with the physics Move  tool. 
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String-like Weak/Dynamic force is great for molecules 

 

 

PhysObject Forces aspect in the LE and the Stack 

 

o ElectroStatic: when you were young and you dragged your feet across the carpet, you built-up 

static electricity until you touched your siblings and discharged that static electricity in the form of 

a shock. The checkbox for ElectroStatic determines if this force will be present for this object in 

your physics simulation. When a charge is applied to objects with Electrostatic applied, every 

collision that occurs, reduces the value of Charge.  

o Charge: just as with all power scenarios, there is a negative and positive charge at work. By 

default the value is neutral at 0.000. Values close to 0.000 provide very subtle attraction and 

repulsion, while values further away from 0.000 provide more powerful forces. Value for Charge 

remain constant until the Electrostatic check-box is selected, at which time the value for Charge is 

reduced with every collision. 

o Adhesive: this checkbox determines if forces of adhesion will be present for this object in your 
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physics scenario. 

o Adhesion Power: set this particular value to increase or decrease the power this object’s adhesion 

will have. 

o Weak/Dynamic: sometimes referred to as string effect. When checked, you enable this force for 

the object. Weak Dynamic only works between objects with this setting enabled. 

o Power: how powerful the Weak/Dynamic force will be for the object. 

o Radius: distance the Weak/Dynamic force will be effective over. Distance is calculated from 

object’s center. 

o Buoyancy: objects with mass in a low value (.2 or so), will or are considered lighter than air so 

they will rise or move opposite to gravity’s pull/forces on them. If you wish to have the object 

become buoyant, select the Buoyancy checkbox and adjust the object’s Mass on default aspect in 

order to facilitate buoyancy. 

 

 

tsPhysics1f: explore PhysObject Forces aspect: Electrostatic and Charge values 

 

o  video link 

 

The Forces aspect contains values that will provoke attraction or repulsion between objects. There are three areas of 

the Forces aspect, covering Electrostatic charge, Adhesive power and Weak/Dynamic power and radius.  In the 

illustration below, two torus objects have identical physical properties. When the physics simulation is started, the 

Electrostatic charges on each torus will serve to repel the two apart. You can enter negative numbers into the Charge 

value, which in this case, if only one charge value is changed, would lead to an attraction between the two objects. 

 

resources/chapter10/tsphysics1f.wmv
resources/chapter10/tsphysics1f.wmv
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Two torus objects, each with positive Charge values, will repel each other when simulation is started. 

 

Once you begin to experiment with the values on the Forces aspect, you will begin to see the power of trueSpace at 

work. The values can be combined for an even larger group of possible scenarios that can be created just on this 

aspect of the PhysObject alone! 

 

 

tsPhysics1g: explore Forces aspect: Adhesive and Adhesion Power 

o  video link 

resources/chapter10/tsphysics1g.wmv
resources/chapter10/tsphysics1g.wmv
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tsPhysics1h: explore Forces aspect: Weak/Dynamic, Power and Radius 

 

o  video link 

 

 

 Constraints 

 

Center of gravity X, Center of gravity Y and Center of gravity Z allow you to modify or set a center of gravity for the 

object. By default the center of gravity is set to the location of the object’s axis.  

 

Disable Collision and Collision can be used to set special flags for the collision detection algorithm for the object. 

If Disable Collision is checked, collision between this object and other objects in the scene is fully disabled and only 

a collision with ground is detected. The object will simply pass through and ignore other objects in the scene. 

 

The Collision attribute sets a precision of collision checks between a physical object and other objects. The default 

value of this attribute is Normal, meaning that during a simulation collision points are computed from all of the 

object’s mesh intersections. This is the slowest setting, considering the number of calculations required. You can 

speed up the physics by setting the Collision value to either Point or Box, depending on what the situation warrants. 

With Point as the choice, collision between intersections of the vertices is computed, with an average point being 

used as a basis for the calculation. This method, although faster than the Normal setting, loses precision, so it ends 

up being a trade off between speed and precision.  If you set the value of Collision to Box, only collisions between 

oriented bounding boxes of colliding objects are considered, and mesh intersections are not evaluated.  Once again, 

this is faster than the Point setting; however precision is at its lowest when Box is chosen. 

 

 

 

resources/chapter10/tsphysics1h.wmv
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PhysObject Constraints aspect in the LE and the Stack 

 

 

o Active: determines if the Constraints panel will have affect on the object or not. 

o Center Of Gravity X: just as with real-world physics, each object has a center of gravity. In 

trueSpace, you define center of gravity by locating it using xyz coordinates.  X sets location for x-

axis. 

o Center Of Gravity Y: set location of COG for y-axis. 

o Center Of Gravity Z: set location for COG for z-axis. 

o Disable Collision: determines if collisions are calculated for this object. 

o Collision:  

 Normal: collisions between vertices, edges and faces are computed. Slowest setting 

because of heavy computations required for all collisions. 

 Point: collisions for vertices are only calculated for this object. A vertex may collide 

with another object’s vertices, edges and faces, however calculations for this object’s 

edges and faces are not calculated. 

 Box: fastest calculations as the bounding box for this object is used for collision 

detection. The bounding box is a cube that encompasses all the geometry of the object. 

Given that its structure is fairly simple, collision calculations are rapid but less accurate. 

 

o Number of FixPoints: as you add fixation points to this object, the number (0, 1 and 2) are 

displayed here but used by trueSpace physics engine. Let trueSpace populate this value for you. 

No need to set manually. 

o Fixation1: when you use the FixPoint1 tool  a new object is created inside the object. The 

object is named PhysConstraint. The PhysConstraint has output connector called Vector, which is 

connected to this Fixation1 input connector on the PhysObject. 

o Fixation2: just as with Fixation1, using the FixPoint2 tool  a second PhysConstraint object 
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is created inside the object and connected to the Fixation2 connector on the PhysObject.. 

 

 Physics Attr: this attribute is common across all the aspects. It is an output parameter that gathers up all 

the information and values from the 5 aspects and packages them all up for the physics engine to utilize. 

 

 

tsPhysics1i: explore Constraints 

 

o  video link 

 

10.2.2 Sub-objects with physical attributes  

If you assign physical attributes to an object with several parts, each sub-object (that has a Mesh and Matrix) of this 

object has its own set of physical attributes represented by the PhysObject and the output Physics Attr (which 

belongs to the sub-object). 

 

The overall attributes for the whole object are still  represented by the PhysObject  , (in the Atoms scene this is 

named PhysGroupObject  the name can be arbitrary for objects ) but this time the output connector is named Physics 

Group Attr and the attributes are computed from the values of the PhysObject  Physics Attr objects that belong to the 

individual sub-objects. 

 

The advantage of this setup is that in a simulation you can set different attributes for each sub-object (different 

elasticity, friction, weight) and simulate a complex object consisting of different materials. (For example, a car can 

have rubber wheels with an elasticity of 90 and an iron body with an elasticity of 40.) 

The Atoms scene in trueSpace takes advantage of Weak/Dynamic forces. Each of the ten objects contain additional 

sub-objects  which each have individual physical properties set that affect the overall dynamics of the scene. You are 

encouraged to load the scene from the Scenes – Base library and explore how the physics works in this scenario. 
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Atoms scene contains examples of group-physics at work 

 

 

Inside the Oxygen atom where we see PhysGroupObject with a Physics Group Attr connector.  

Inside  a sub-object is a PhysObject with just Physics Attr connector. 
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o Physics Group Object attributes and tabs 

 

 

The properties and aspects of the Physics group object contain all the settings for the physics object , and also 

contain some additional physical attributes that are only relevant to a grouped object , these settings are displayed in 

the Forces and Constraints aspect for PhysObject. 

 

 Forces Aspect Breakable Objects 

The breakable option can be set only for objects that consists of more than two parts. 

The additional Forces attributes for the Physics group object are Glue Power and Breakable. 

 

o Forces: 

    

Forces aspect in the PhysObject for an object with Physics Group Attr 

Left  Physics Group object has some additional attributes, Right single object Physics Attributes 

 

If  the Breakable checkbox in the PhysObject panel is checked, an object can break into smaller parts during the 

simulation when colliding with other objects or the ground.  

Breakable is used in conjunction with the Glue Power attribute which  modulates the intensity of a required collision 

impulse to break some parts away from the  object, or more exactly it gives the magnitude of force required to break 
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the object apart. The higher the Glue Power value, the more intensive object-object or object-ground collision 

impulse required to break the object. If Glue Power is zero, an object will break at any collision events, eg: just by 

running the simulation will allow the object to break apart . 

 

 Glue Power. 

o The amount of force needed to break apart the grouped object . Low values mean the object breaks easily 

on collisions , high values means it takes more force from a collision to break the object apart. 

Valid Values range from 0 to 100. 

 

 Breakable . 

o If checked the grouped object can break apart.  Each sub-object then is able to participate and react as an 

individual during the simulation and the surfaces of the sub-objects will participate in collision events. 

o If unchecked the grouped object behaves as if it was just a single object and doesn't break apart with 

collision events during the simulation. 

 

 Example: The tricycle from the Objects Base Library is a good object to use to experiment with the 

Breakable and Glue Power values. 

Load the tricycle, add physics attributes to it  enter the tricycle, change the PhysObject for the 

tricycle to the Forces aspect,  and place a check in the BreakAble checkbox. 

Run the simulation and observe the results. Since Glue Power is 0 the tricycle breaks apart. 

 

 

Tricycle breaks apart during simulation with Glue Power set to 0 

 

Change the glue power to 25 and run the simulation again. The tricycle appears to behave as if it was made 

from one solid object. This is because no impacts or collisions are occurring and the glue power is too great 

to allow the object to break apart on its own forces. 
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Tricycle appears to be stuck together during simulation with Glue Power set to 25 

 

Run the simulation again and  this time Select the Phys Move tool ,raise the tricycle a little off the ground 

and release it. The tricycle will begin to break apart during an impact or collision with another object or the 

ground. 

 

 

tricycle Breaks Apart on collisions with the ground during simulation with Glue Power set to 25 

 

When another object collides with a physical object with Breakable checked the collision affects the 

grouped object and breaks it apart on impact during the simulation. 
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tricycle Breaks Apart on collisions on objects impact during simulation with Glue Power set to 25 

 

 

 Constraints Aspect:  Characters, IK, Self Collision, Collision Size, Locks. 

 

   

Left  Physics Group object has some additional attributes, Right single object Physics Attributes 

 

The additional attributes in the Constraints aspect for the Physics group object are IK,  Self Collision, Collision 

Shape Size, Disable IK locks, these settings are mostly applicable to characters and their reactions during a 

simulation. By default, characters collide with all objects in the scene and collision between a character’s parts are 

ignored (bones could go through each other). 

 Reference Characters and Physics  
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 IK  

o Checked : IK for the character joints and bones is considered during the physics simulation. 

o Unchecked : the character will behave like any ordinary solid group object without considering its joints 

and bones during the physics simulation. 

o Note: This value cannot be changed during simulation and needs to be set before running a simulation: an 

object can either have character-like or solid object-like behavior during a simulation. 

 

 Self Collision 

o When Checked will enable collision between parts of a grouped object or if a character object the bones 

collision shapes. Self-collisions can be turned on or off during the simulation. 

 

 Collision Shape Size  

o set or modify the thickness of Collision shape size of bones or objects.  A Default value of a shape size is 

0.4. For example with characters  if you increase the thickness of bone’s shape, the collision will be 

detected further away from the bone or object. You can interactively change this attribute during 

simulation. 

 

 Disable IK locks 

o When you edit a pose of a character for example with Dynamic Pose tool, you can use many IK locks 

(rotation, full, position). To enable these locks in the simulation, check the Disable IK locks attribute. By 

default, all locks are disabled. Enable or disable of locks can be done interactively during the simulation 

(toggle on/off). 

 

 Reference Characters and Physics  

 

 

o Command - Disabling of collisions for static objects 

Collision detection can be disabled for static objects in the scene. This allows having static objects in the scene 

(simulation) that do not interact with objects with physical attributes. 

You can utilize this feature also for FPN collision, when you wish to turn off collision for certain objects. To change 

behavior of object in collision detection use a command with following syntax: 

Physics.Collision(bEnable, objname)   

where objname is full name of object for which you wish to change collision detection (for example /Project/Space 

3D/Sphere) and parameter bEnable can be false if you wish to disable collision and true if you wish allow collision. 

 

The command can also be applied for the currently selected object in the scene using the following syntax:  

Physics.Collision(bEnable,’’)  in this case, the collision will be enabled (bEnable = true) or disabled (bEnable = 

false). 
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Example: The Sphere has physics properties, Torus does not have any but when the simulation runs the Sphere will 

collide with the Torus and cannot pass through its geometry boundary. 

 

 

Sphere cannot pass through Torus when simulation is run 

 

By opening a command window and typing:  Physics.Collision(false,'') and pressing enter an extra attribute called 

Disable Collision is created on the expanded aspect for the selected object which can be toggled on and off if desired 

later to disable or enable collisions with the object . Now when physics is run the Sphere no longer collides with the 

Torus and passes through it. 

   

Command window  

 

 

Attribute created by the command to disable collision, sphere passes through torus 
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10.2.3 Local Environments - Liquids and Gasses 

 

 Add Local Env:  

 

L-Click on the tool creates a local environment within the confines of the object’s geometry. When you add a Local 

Environment to an object, LocalEnvObject is created inside the object. Default values are used for the attributes and 

can be edited either in the panel in the stack or by using the Link Editor to navigate inside the object to access the 

LocalEnvObject object and parameters it houses. 

R-click on the tool will show the selected object’s Local Environment settings in the stack  if the object has this 

property set. 

 

 

Add Local Env Object 

o LocalEnvObject attributes 
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Default Local Env Object in LE and Stack 

 

 Active: Determines if the Local Env Object will be active in the simulation or not. 

 Atmosphere: Set the atmosphere density with this value. 

 Thinning: height within the local environment where the atmosphere thins; has lesser effect on the objects 

inside. Most powerful area is at base of object and as other objects rise/move away from the base, the 

atmosphere has less effect. Just as earth has an atmosphere that thins as you move away from the earth 

itself. 

 Gravitation X: Set gravitation force for the X axis. 

 Gravitation Y: Set gravitation force for the Y axis. 

 Gravitation Z: Set gravitation force for the Z axis. 

 Local Gravity:  Set whether the Local Environment will have gravity during the simulation, or if left 

unchecked, the scene gravity will prevail. 

 Stream X: Set power for stream force in X direction. 

 Stream Y: Set power for stream force in Y direction. 

 Stream Z: Set power for stream force in Z direction. 

 StreamType:  

o None: stream is turned off. 

o Stream: stream force has linear direction/force. 

o Cyclone: stream force has a circular force/direction. 

 Phys Env Attr: all the values for the settings on the Local Env Object are bundled together and exported to 

the physics engine for computation in simulation.  
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tsPhysics1j: explore Local Env Object 

  video link 

 
Objects in the Liquids and Gasses Libraries represent Local environments. The pre-sets are; Air, Space Vacuum, 

Tornado, Vacuum, Water Stream and Water. Each of these pre-set local environments are based on the settings 

found on the Local Env Object.  

These items are used for the simulation of various physical environments that can be present in a scene/scenario. 

Local Environments are represented by the physics environment object. The placement of the environment object 

within some object (eg:cylinder) assigns local environment attributes to this object, and the properties of the local 

space will be valid in the volume/confines of the object. 

 

  

Physics- Liquids and Physics – Gasses Libraries 

 

Example scene : 6 cylinders, each with a different environment, are placed in the scene. Then a material is applied 

from the Physics- Liquids and Physics – Gasses Libraries, onto each of the individual cylinders .  

The checkered ball is assigned physical properties, then copies made and placed in each of the cylinders. 

 

resources/chapter10/tsphysics1j.wmv
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Time Lapse example of the six different environments 

  

 

Setup an experiment to review local environments 

 

When the simulation is run, you can watch the reaction of each sphere/ball inside each cylinder. The Water Stream 

is interesting in this scenario, where the force of gravity on the checkered-ball is moving against the water stream’s 

direction. As the forces reach a point of equilibrium, the ball begins to move upwards (downstream) and float on 

surface. 

 

With the help of the local environment object you can define the local atmosphere density, local atmosphere 

thinning, local gravitational forces, and two kinds of moving environments: stream (movement in one direction), or 

cyclone (movement is circular). If the StreamType is set to “None”, streaming is deactivated. With streaming 

enabled, any objects within or entering that local environment will be affected by the forces within that environment, 

as if they were being carried along in a stream or caught up in a tornado. 

 

Local Environments only affect objects with Physical Attributes applied; that is, they only affect “active” objects.  
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10.2.4 Physics Cloth 

 Add Cloth:  

 
Adds the cloth attributes to an object. First select the object and then L-click on the Cloth icon: 

 

Physical cloth attributes can be assigned to any object that has a Mesh and Matrix. The current implementation 

doesn’t support hierarchical objects (with more sub-objects); only simple objects can have cloth attributes assigned. 

The cloth attributes are represented by the PhysCloth object, which is created inside the object to which it was 

applied . 

When you use this tool to add physics Cloth properties to a mesh it will create a PhysCloth object. 

 

 

the PhysCloth object 

 

The properties for the cloth can be set or adjusted by using the panel in the stack which is visible when the cloth tool 

is used or from the LE inside a mesh that has had cloth applied. 

The stack will only show the aspects for the Default and the Special  whereas in the Link editor you can see the 

expanded aspect which shows all the available attributes on one aspect. 

Tip:- If you wanted to see the Exp aspect in the stack you can R-click in the title bar in the LE and choose Detach 

from the menu. 

 

   

PhysCloth attributes and aspects in the Panel in the stack  
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PhysCloth attributes and aspects in the Link Editor  

 

The available attributes for PhysCloth which can be adjusted are described below: 

o PhysCloth object attributes 

 

 Bend: specifies the rate of allowed bending between neighboring triangles of cloth mesh. The values can 

be in the range from 0 to 1 – the value of 0 means no bending allowed, whereas value 1 means maximum 

bending allowed. 

 Damping: specifies the rate of damping of vertex  movements in the cloth mesh. The values can be in the 

range from 0 to 1 – a value of 0 means no damping, a value of 1 means maximum damping (in this case 

cloth should behave more like a solid object for example). 

Fixation Marker: specifies the size of fixation points if cloth fixation tool is used with this object (widget 

tool reads this value and sets the size of fixation markers accordingly).  Cloth fixation tool 

 Mass Density: specifies density of cloth – the total mass of cloth object is product of cloth’s surface and 

mass density. 

 Self Collision: If Selfcollision attribute is checked, self-collisions between cloth mesh triangles are 

considered during simulation. 

 Stretch:  specifies the rate of allowed stretching between neighboring vertices of cloth mesh. The values 

can be in the range from 0 to 1 – a value of 0 means no stretching allowed, a value of 1 means maximum 

stretching allowed. 

 Thickness: define the thickness of cloth considered in collisions evaluation. 

 Update Normals: when checked updates the  mesh’s normals if they are present. 

 Physics Attr:  all the values for the settings on the PhysCloth Object are bundled together and exported to 

the physics engine for computation in simulation. 

 

Limitations- Cloth simulation cannot be captured to keyframes for rendering of animations. 
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 Example Scene : 3 Flags : provided by Stephen Beauchamp.  

 Instructions : Load the scene , Run Physics. Flags Flap in the wind. 

 Resources contains some additional flags to change flag textures. 

 

10.2.5 Remove Physics properties 

 Remove Phys Attrib: Left-Click will remove/delete the PhysObject object from within the selected object. 

 

 

Remove PhysicsObj 

 

 Remove Local Env: Left-Click will remove/delete the LocalEnvObject object from within the object.  

 

 

Remove Local Env 

 Remove Cloth: Left-Click will remove /delete the cloth attributes from an object.  

 

resources/chapter10/3_Flags
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Remove Cloth 

 

10.2.6 Speed and Rotation 

 Speed and Rotation tools :  

 

There are four tools for modifying the initial kinematics attributes with physics:  L-click on the tool shows a widget 

in the workspace which can be manipulated by dragging on its surface for direct manipulation and the corresponding 

values will be applied to the PhysObject properties for the selected object.  The values the physics widgets relate to 

can also be manually input into the corresponding attributes for the selected object in the Panel in the Stack or can 

be located and input directly in the Link editor for the object. 

 

  Speed : Adjusts the values for Speed X, Y, Z in the Velocity Aspect. 

 

 

Widget for Speed X, Y, Z in the Velocity Aspect. 

 

  Rotation: Adjusts the values for Rotation X, Y, Z in the Velocity Aspect. 
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Widget for Rotation X, Y, Z in the Velocity Aspect. 

 

  Speed Acceleration: Adjusts the values for Acc Speed X, Y, Z in the Acceleration Aspect. 

 

 

Widget for Acc Speed  X, Y, Z in the Acceleration Aspect. 

 

  Rotation Acceleration: Adjusts the values for Acc Rotation X, Y, Z in the Acceleration Aspect. 

 

 

Widget for Acc Rotation X, Y, Z in the Acceleration Aspect. 

 

Tip:  Transparent Modes. 

When working with and setting up physics objects a good setting to use is one of the transparent view modes for the 
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Workspace window as it can help to see and manipulate the physics widgets more easily. 

 

10.2.7 Centre of Gravity and Fixation 

  COG and Fixation tools 

 Center Of Gravity: L-Click on the tool shows center of gravity for the object and is adjusted by moving  the  

widget’s  "blue dot"  in the Workspace or by input in the Constraints aspect in the LE, or the panel in the stack. 

 

 

Widget for Center Of Gravity in the Constraints Aspect 

 

 Fixation point 1:  adds fixation point -  Green widget can be used to adjust values or values can be manually 

set in the LE for the PhysConstraint object. 

 Fixation point 2:  adds fixation point -  Similar to fixation 1 both fixation points can be adjusted by moving  

the Red widget in the Workspace or by numeric input in the LE for the X,Y,Z attributes of the  PhysConstraints 

objects which are created when the tool is used on an object which has physical properties already assigned to it. 

The stack does not have access to these objects and only shows the Number of FixPoints  used.  

 

Every active physical object can be fixed by one or two fixation points called Nails. The position of nail points is 

handled by the attributes Fixation1 and Fixation2 in the PhysObject .  
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 Green fixation point 1 Red fixation point 2.  PhysConstraints in the LE, Panel  shows fixation points used only 

 

The image below, shows the result of selecting the “Fixation1” tool. This creates the PhysConstraint object in the 

LE and displays the “Nail” controller in Workspace View. Simply place a Fixation/Nail on one of the torus objects 

and in Workspace, move the nail a little. Run simulation and use the PhysMove tool , to move the torus ever 

so slightly. You will see that the torus reacts as if tethered/connected to a rope. It can move around in a circular 

fashion within the radius of the nail’s length. 
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 A close-up when adding fixation points to an object 

 

In the scenario illustrated below, second fixation point/nail is added to the object. This creates a second 

PhysConstraint object in the Link Editor. The scenario will work with our PhysEngine setting for xy plane physics, 

however if you set the PhysEngine to use “None” for plane physics, we can see clearly how the second fixation 

point is restricting the torus’ movement in Workspace. Experiment with moving the controllers and re-start the 

simulation to review the changes in how the simulation plays/runs.  
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Using both Fix1 and Fix2 will result in a different reaction to your Physics Scenario 

 

 

 Cloth Fixation: adds fixation points to physics cloth objects. L-Click the tool then L-mouse press and drag 

over the points to be fixed. L-Click and drag on existing fixation points will remove them. R-Clicking over the tool 

while it is active will remove all fixation points on the currently selected object. Adjust the size of the fixation points 

in the Fixation Marker in the Panel. 
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10.2.8 Wind and Environment 

 

  Wind and Environment  L-Click on either of the Wind tools creates an object to represent 

the wind  in the Workspace view.  R-Click will show the panel in the stack for the wind object. The wind object 

position and direction are set by using the object transform widget: as you move the widget surfaces the panel’s 

values update.  The strength of the Wind is set in the Wind Power in the Panel or in the Link Editor. 

 

 Edit Local Wind:  

 

 

Wind tab of Local Wind in Link Editor at left, while Local Wind controller is showing at right 

 

  Edit Global Wind: 

 

 

Link Editor view of Global Wind on left, with Global Wind controller on right 
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  Edit Local Environment: L-Click on the Edit Local Environment tool shows a blue arrow controller in the 

Workspace view.  R-Click will show the panel in the stack for the selected object if it has Local env attributes set. 

Dragging the widget with the mouse changes the values for Stream X, Y, Z on the Local Env Object. It offers an 

alternative method to directly inputting the values in the Panel or in Link Editor. To exit the tool use a R-click in the 

Workspace or choose another tool. 

Below shows a cube with Local Environment added, and the cube is entered in the LE to show the 

LocalEnv object panel. When you use the Edit Local Env icon a widget shows; the blue arrow can be 

dragged with the mouse. As you move the blue arrow in the Workspace the values for Stream X, Y, Z will 

update in the Local Env Object.  

Note -  Objects must have Local Env Attributes  added to them first for the widget to show. 

 

 

 

Default tab of Local Env Object at left, while Edit Local Environment controller within a cube on right 
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 Edit Gravity: L-Click on the Edit Gravity tool shows a red arrow controller in the Workspace view.  

 Dragging this widget with the mouse changes the values for Gravity on the PhysSpace object, it offers an 

alternative method to directly inputting the values in the Panel or in Link Editor. 

As you move the red arrow about the values for Gravitation X, Y, Z will update in the PhysSpace object. To exit the 

Edit gravity use a R-click in the Workspace or choose another tool. 

Note -  Physics must be enabled in a scene by using the start/stop simulation for the widget to show. 

  

 

 

Edit Gravity tool brings the controller’s red Arrow  into view. Attributes for Gravity exist on the PhysSpace object 

 

10.2.9 Libraries:  Loading and Saving physics materials 

The physical attributes of objects and local environment can be saved to separate files with extension: 

 .RsPhysMat for physical attributes. 

 .RsPhysEnv for attributes of local environments.  

 

In the  library system there are three libraries – Solids, Liquids and Gasses, which contain several samples of 

physical attributes (Solids) and local environment attributes (Liquids and Gasses). You can use these libraries to 

load particular attributes (item in library) to selected objects in scene. When more than one object is selected, the  

library item is loaded and applied to all objects in the selection. Physical attributes are not loaded for objects that can 

have no physical or environmental attributes (in general objects without mesh and/or matrix attributes). If objects in 

the scene have no physical attributes before loading (they were static in terms of simulation), after loading they turn 

into active objects and if simulation is running, they are immediately included in the simulation. 

 

 

library browser icon 
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Double click the Physics Libraries,  Gasses, Liquids , Solids in the loads them in the stack 

 

To save attributes into the library, first you have to select object(s) in the scene. If selected objects have physical 

attributes or they are a local environment when the library insert action (right-click in library) is performed, the 

option for saving of the physical materials or physical environments will be listed in the menu. Use Insert as/Rosetta 

Phys Material from menu to save the selected object’s physical attributes. 

 

 

Menu offers extension for saving/inserting file, depending on what is selected 

 

 Back to Section 
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10.3 Tutorials: 

10.3.1 Tutorial: Putting it all together 

The tsPhysics101 scene consists of a standard default Workspace sphere. It has a unique texture on it created to 

allow you to see subtle movement of the sphere while running physics simulations. 

 

tsPhysics101 test scene 

 

The tsPhysics101 scene uses default values for the PhysSpace and PhysEngine. The sphere itself does not have any 

Physical Attributes applied to it. First order of business is to select the sphere in Workspace or Link Editor and use 

the Add Phys Attr tool  on the sphere to create attributes for it and make it ready to use in testing this scene. 

We will use default values for the sphere’s newly created PhysObject object. 

With the sphere now part of the physics scenario in trueSpace, activate the simulation by left-click on the Start/Stop 

physics tool  and as one would expect, the sphere falls towards the ground plane as it would in real-world. 

Left-click the Start/Stop tool again to stop the simulation and return the sphere to its original location. 

 

Activity 1:  

 On the PhysSpace object, change the Gravitation Z value to 0.00 and also change the Atmosphere to 0.000. 

Once you have done this, start the simulation. You should see no action at all as the sphere sits in space. 

Stop the simulation. 

 On the PhysSpace object, change the Gravitation X value to 10.000 and start the simulation. You will see 

the sphere begin to move in the positive X direction rather quickly. Stop the simulation. Repeat this again, 

using Gravitation Y and Gravitation Z. What happens when you use negative numbers instead of positive 

numbers? What happens when you use combinations of Gravitation for XYZ in both positive and negative 

numbers? Mix up the values and experiment with them until you have a good understanding of how to 

control the movement of the sphere in space. 
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 Lets add the PhysEngine’s settings into the mix now. With your knowledge of how to control the sphere in 

space using Gravitation values on the PhysSpace object, begin to mix these settings with (only) the Plane 

Fixation setting on the PhysEngine object. If physics is restricted to only certain planes, how does this 

affect how the Gravitation values are affecting the sphere? You should see that restricting Plane Fixation 

also restricts gravitation. It is important that you understand that one setting will have an effect on other 

settings.  

 Open up a separate AE window and examine what happens when you check Save Anim on the PhysEngine 

object. Start and stop the simulation to see what is being saved in the Animation Editor from a keyframe 

perspective. When you check the Erase Anim on the PhysEngine object, how does this affect the AE 

keyframes? 

 Toggle the Continue checkbox on the PhysEngine object and start/stop the simulation several times. What 

do you see happening? Understanding how these settings work with physics will give you a deeper level of 

understanding as to what is happening within the physics environment in trueSpace. 

 

Activity 2: 

 In the Link Editor, enter the sphere object and focus in on the PhysObject inside. Up until now we have 

used default settings here and changed nothing. The basic intent of Activity 2 is to have you systematically 

go through the various aspects of the PhysObject object inside the sphere, making changes and running the 

simulation to see what happens. To do this effectively, you should make a copy of the sphere object and 

move the copy to the left of the original sphere. This copy should be done before you begin adjusting 

values on the various aspects of the PhysObject object. 

 With the two identical spheres in Workspace, lets set the PhysSpace object back to its default values, where 

the Atmosphere = 1.40, Gravitation for Z = -10.80 and the rest of the values we did not really change. You 

could reload the scene and start from there if you wish. As long as you have two spheres in a default 

scenario of the tsPhysics101 scene. 

 

Add a second Link Editor window to show second sphere’s PhysObject 
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 On the Default aspect of the copied sphere’s PhysObject, change the Mass value of the Sphere, 1 to 10000 

and also the Elasticity to 100.000. Now when you run the simulation, you see the difference by watching 

the original sphere and the edited values of the second sphere at play.  

o As long as you leave the values on the original sphere alone, you should be able to make changes 

to the second sphere and run the simulation. If you wish to restore the values, you have the first 

sphere to use as a reference. 

 Once you have explored the Default aspect of the PhysObject, carry on to the next aspect, which is 

Velocity. 

o Change the Speed values for x … then for y …. then for z on the second sphere.  

o Change the Rotation values for x … then for y … then for z on second sphere.  

o By default all these values on the Velocity aspect are 0.00, so you may wish to experiment with 

editing values on the first sphere as well. After experimenting a little, you should be able to 

accurately control the spheres in space. 

 Moving along to the next aspect of the PhysObject; Acceleration, follow the same process of editing the 

second sphere and running the simulation.  

o Again the values for Acceleration default as 0.000, so you should be able to edit both spheres, test 

the scenario and return the values to default as desired. As you experiment you begin to gain 

control and knowledge of how the settings function.  

o Once you have a feel for acceleration for speed and rotation, you can begin to flip back to the 

Velocity aspect and edit values for speed and rotation as well as for acceleration. As you can see, 

the whole scenario can become quite interesting when you combine different values on different 

aspects of each object’s PhysObject object. 

 Next aspect to explore is the Forces aspect. Once again, if you remember the default values for the 

PhysObject, you can begin to experiment with the two spheres’ attributes on the Forces aspect. 

o In physics, opposites attract. Set one sphere to have electrostatic on with a value of 10.000. Set the 

second sphere to electrostatic on with value of -10.000. Run the simulation and examine the 

results. 

o Examine the rest of the attributes on the Forces aspect for each sphere. 

 Create a few more copies of the sphere and spread them out in the scene. Adjust their 

values for Forces attributes and begin to explore the interactivity between the spheres. 

 Set the scene up for zero-gravity and experiment a bit with the Forces attributes. It is a 

most interesting way to understand trueSpace physics. 

 The last aspect to explore is the Constraints aspect. With the knowledge and understanding you have gained 

up to this point, you should be able to explore the attributes on the Constraints aspect for single sphere, for 

two spheres and of course for multiple spheres. Keep the scenario simple, change one attribute at a time 

until you get a feel for what will happen.  

o Add changes to the PhysSpace and PhysEngine object along with constraint attribute changes on 

the sphere(s). Mix values on all the aspects and see what you can come up with. 

o By the time you finish exploring the PhysObject object and all its aspects and attributes, you 
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should have a solid foundation of understanding on the subject of physics simulation in trueSpace. 

As a final exploration of trueSpace physics, find the scene named Gravity in the Physics101 library area. Load this 

scene and run the simulation. What you should see is gravity at work without using PhysSpace gravity in scene. 

Check the values for the Mass of the objects within the scene. In short, objects in trueSpace with very large Mass 

values, have gravity associated with them. 

 

Large Mass objects have gravitation in trueSpace 

 

10.3.2 Tutorial:  Using the Physics Materials basic Solids Library 

At this point in time, we have covered Physics Libraries and the various tools, which make up Physics in trueSpace.  

We should now go over the parameters that are having an effect on Physics in trueSpace libraries and tools. At a 

very basic level we only have a few objects which need to be overviewed. In the illustration below, the same basic 

attributes exist on each of the Solid materials. If you examine the default values for each Solid, you will see where 

the attributes are adjusted to emulate these basic Solid materials. 

What better way to understand this principle than to introduce a tutorial which shows these basic Solids in action.  

 

 

Different values for basic attributes are changed to emulate various Solid materials 
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 In a new scene, create a single sphere object from the primitives toolbar. Once the sphere is created, move 

it up along its z-axis so it is approximately 2 units above the ground/grid. 

 Copy the sphere 5 times, to give you 6 spheres total. In Link Editor, you can control+drag the initial 

sphere’s titlebar to create a copy. Once you have all six spheres, spread them out as shown below. 

 

 

Simple scenario to explore the 6 basic Solid materials in trueSpace 

 

 With your spheres spread, select each sphere beginning with the first and drag a material from the Physics – 

Solids library, onto the selected sphere in the Workspace. When finished, each sphere has a different basic 

solid material. 

 Once each sphere has a solid material the simulation can be started. Note the PhysSpace and PhysEngine 

objects appear in the Link Editor.  
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Start the simulation and observe each sphere’s physical attributes in real-time 

 

 In the Link Editor, enter one of the spheres and locate the solid material object. It will have the default 

settings for the physical attributes for that sphere.  You may begin to change values if you wish. To see 

how the changes you make influence the physics simulation, simply re-start the simulation and observe. 

 

 Back to Section 

 

10.3.3 Tutorial: Basic Simulation 

1. Load the PaintSphere object from the Base library into the Workspace. 

 

 

The scene with a sphere loaded and the Link Editor opened 
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2. With the Sphere selected, click on the icon  to assign physics attributes to the object. 

3. To set or modify the physical attributes for the sphere, you can either change the values in the Panel in the 

stack or enter the object in the LE and set appropriate values for the input attributes of the PhysObj object 

(or PhysGroupObj if it is a group object).  

 

 

 

… and a look inside the sphere after creating Physical Attributes for it 

 

 

The composite image below shows some of the physical attributes available to you. 

     

PhysObject has 5 specific tabs with attributes unique to that tab 
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4. For group objects with many sub-objects, you can specify different physical attributes for each sub-object. 

Simply enter the sub-object’s  in the LE and set values for the input attributes of PhysObj (currently only 

elasticity, friction, coarseness and weight are implemented). If you do not wish to set different values of 

phys attributes for sub-objects, edit only the values for input attributes of the PhysGrObj object.                

 

5. Repeat steps 1, 2, and 3 for the other objects that you wish to include in the simulation. 

6. To run the simulation, click on  . 

7. If you want to stop the simulation, click on  again. If you do not stop the simulation by clicking on 

 , the simulation will stop automatically when the simulation time exceeds the value in the input 

attributes for “Total Time” of the PhysEngine object. 

 

8. The precision of the computation can be specified by modification of the Time Step attribute value of the 

PhysEngine object. Higher values mean greater precision. The speed of the simulation may decrease, 

however, with higher values of Time step. 
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10.4 Characters and Physics 

Workspace physics allows the assignment of physical attributes to characters and generation of character animation 

using physics-engine. To assign a physical attribute to a character, first you select the character object in Workspace 

or in the Link Editor,  then press the Add Phys Attr button   from main toolbar. The character object must have 

a connector “Skeleton” exported to be recognized as a valid object for character-physics. This connector is located 

on the skeleton object panel that defines skeleton for character.  

 

 

Assigning Physical Attributes to the character 
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Character must contain a proper Skeleton object 

 

To start a simulation with characters press button from main toolbar .   

 

            

Running simulation with character –unconstrained 
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Simulation using two locks on character’s wrist joints 

 

The character can be constrained during simulation by using several locks. You can add a lock before the start of a 

simulation using the character editor toolbar; the properties of locks are the same as for inverse kinematics (there are 

three types – rotational, position and full lock). For the moment, all added locks are active and have effect on the 

character simulation. To remove or disable lock from the character object, you must delete it. 

The character may also react with the Global or Local wind objects.  
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Set up the character for use with physics environment 

 

 

Add and edit Global wind to affect the character 

 

With the Global wind selected, activate physics and use the navigation controller to change the direction of the 

wind.   You may also wish to experiment with surrounding the character with for instance a cylinder and setting the 

cylinder to be a Local Environment with a cyclonic attribute for the Stream. 
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Using Local Environment with character 

 

By combining various forms of physics, you are able to create very diversified scenarios for characters to react in. 

In addition to using the Add Physics Attrib button from the main toolbar, physics can be assigned to a Character or a 

Skeleton from the Physics-Solid library of predefined physical materials. Double-left-click on given material’s icon 

or by Drag and Drop of the material on the Character or Skeleton object. You can enter individual objects in the 

character’s hierarchy, to edit each as desired. 
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PhysObject displayed in several locations in the hierarchy of the character 

 

Physical attributes are assigned to a character similar to the hierarchical (group) object. You can modify these 

attributes for whole object (see PhysObject object panel), by modifying single attributes of the PhysObject object.  

The PhysObject object that controls the physical parameters of a skeleton object has one output attribute: Physics 

Group Attr.  

It is possible to set individual physical parameters for each single bone of a skeleton. After assignment of physics to 

a skeleton, each bone object has one exported output attribute named Physics Attr where all the bone’s physical 

parameters are stored. This connector is exported from PhysObject object that you can find in the bone encapsulator. 

After physics is added to a skeleton, the default parameters for each bone are the same as global skeleton physical 

parameters – all bones have the same values of elasticity, friction, resistance and so on. However you have the 

ability to set parameters for bone(s) that can be different from global setting, by editing values of attributes on 

bone’s PhysObject panel– for example you can set different elasticity for hands and legs of a character object which 

will result in different behaviors during collisions with the environment. 

PhysObject top level for the group controls the PhysicsGroupAttr as shown by its output connecter and controls the 

entire character. Looking inside Crazy Bob’s skeleton and looking inside a bone shows the Physics Attr output 

connecter, the PhysObject has been changed to rubber; this physObject only applies to the individual element within 

the hierachy. 
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Bone 2 has Rubber material applied 

 

Four main attributes control or determine the behavior of character object in simulation; they can be found in 

Constraints aspect of Character’s PhysGroupObject panel. By default, characters collide with all objects in the scene 

and collision between character’s parts are ignored (bones could go through each other). To enable collision between 

parts of skeleton, you need to check out attribute with name Self Collision on the PhysObject object panel. You can 

turn on or off self-collisions during running simulation. 

 

 

Enable Self Collision from Constraints aspect 

 

Collisions between bones and other objects in the scene are checked using bone collision shapes (they are similar to 

bounding boxes) that envelop character’s bones and not by use of skinned mesh. With attribute Collision Shape Size 
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you can modify and set the thickness of these shapes. Default value of a shape size is 0.4, for example if you 

increase the thickness of bone’s shape, collision will be detected further away from the bone. You can interactively 

change this attribute during simulation. 

 

When you edit a pose of a character for example with Dynamic Pose tool, you can use many IK locks (rotation, full, 

position). To enable these locks in the simulation, check the Disable IK locks attribute. By default, all locks are 

disabled. Enable or disable of locks can be done interactively during the simulation (toggle on/off). 

 

The IK attribute allows you to turn off a character’s physics for object, if this attribute is not checked; object will 

behave like any ordinary solid group object without considering its joints and bones. By default, if you assign 

physical attributes to a character object, this option is enabled. You should set whether object will have character-

like or solid object-like behavior before running a simulation, it can not be changed during simulation. 

 

 

attributes in PhysObject panel for character object with physics (Constraints aspect) 

 

 

10.4.1 Generating key frames using physical engine 

You can save the movement of objects that are animated using physical simulation to key frames and later you can 

replay the result of simulation without the need to rerun physics. Later, you can use the generated key frames for 

more complicated and more complex animations using Workspace animation subsystem with help of clips and 

tracks. 

 Reference : Chapter 9 Animation 

ch9_Animation.pdf
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Saving physical animation into key frames 

 

To save the result of the simulation to key frames, open the default aspect of the PhysEngine object panel (object is 

located by default in Space 3D encapsulator in the Link Editor) and check the attribute Save Anim. After starting the 

simulation, movement of objects are saved into key-frames at the rate specified by the value of the Frame Rate 

attribute. For example if you set this value to 10, ten key-frames per second will be generated for every object 

included in simulation. When total time of simulation is for example 60s, 601 key-frames will be saved (including 0. 

frame). The value of the Frame Rate determines the quality of saved key-framed animation. If this value is too low, 

the playback of the animation may be different from the actual simulation (live), since the positions between key-

frames are calculated using interpolation based on neighbor key-frames. The interpolated position of the object can 

be different in comparison with position in simulation at the same time. This will be visible mainly in a situation 

where there are many collisions and movement is fairly fast. Optimal value of Frame Rate is between 10 frames per 

second and 25 frames per second.  

 

In addition to Frame Rate, you can specify the number of the first generated key-frame by value of the Start Time 

attribute. For example, value of 5 means that the first key-frame after start of simulation is saved at frame 5. For 

example, a 10 second long simulation would key-frame from frame 5 to Frame 316, with key-frames set at 30 fps 

frame rate. 

 

You can toggle saving of key-frame on and off during the simulation. With simulation running, you can start or stop 

the generation of key-frames at any time, by toggle of the checkbox for Save Anim. You can also adjust the Frame 

Rate attribute when simulation is running by changing the value during the running simulation. The simulation will 

use new values as you adjust them. 

 

10.4.2 Setting speed and acceleration for character object with physics 

When you assign physical attributes to a skeleton and then start a simulation, by default all speeds are zero and 
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skeleton starts to move in gravitation field down towards the ground. To change or to set initial speeds of skeleton 

you will need to set initial speeds using speed tools (widgets) or by editing of values of attributes on the PhysObject 

object with output attributes Physics Group Attr.  

 

The Vel and Acc aspects of physics panel contain the required settings. There are two possibilities to set/change the 

speed - either for entire skeleton and/or for single bone within a skeleton. To set speed for whole attributes you need 

to change speed attributes value of skeleton’s PhysGroupObject, to set speed for an individual bone, edit the bone’s 

PhysObject. Speed and acceleration of bones are always relative to skeleton object, final bone’s speed is sum of 

global skeleton speed and bone speed from panel. You may change speeds using LE panels during simulation – new 

values will be applied immediately to objects. For more advanced uses  it is possible to write scripts to adjust these 

values if desired. 

 

 

Velocity and Acceleration aspects of PhysObject panel 

 

Speed and Rotation tools 

There are four tools for modifying of initial kinematics attributes of characters with physics and are used as 

described earlier: 

 

   Speed     Rotation    Speed Acceleration    Rotation Acceleration  

 

All speed tools can be used in two modes – in the first mode, user can set speeds for each bone individually; second 

mode sets global speeds for whole skeleton (character). 
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Buttons for speed tools 

 

To start speed tool for character object with physics, first select the character. Then you can apply speed tools.  

The first mode (speed for individual bones) is started by left-click on the tool. You will notice x-ray view mode for 

character is turned on and you can pick which bone initial speeds should be set for. 

After clicking  on a bone, the speed widget for that bone appears.  By dragging the widget, you change the initial 

speeds for  that bone. To set speeds for other bones, pick and repeat the widget action again for it.  

To exit the tools, R-click anywhere in the Workspace 3D window. 

 

  

 

Setting of Speed and Acceleration  for bones 
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Setting of Rotation  and  Acceleration Rotation for bones 

  

To set speeds for whole character, press ALT key together with L-Click on button of tool you wish to use. The speed 

widget should then appear on the skeleton and you can use it for changing initial speeds of character. To exit speed 

tool, again R-Click somewhere in Workspace. 

 

You can combine setting of initial speed with widget and use of phys object panel. When you activate widgets for 

bones or for whole character, R-Click on button. Phys object panel for selected bone or character will open in Panels 

Stack – you have to switch manually to Panel Stack if it is not visible. Using Velocity or Acceleration aspect you 

can exactly set or modify the size and direction of initial parameters for selected object. To see speed widget for 

selected object while editing values of panel attributes (after panel is opened, widget tool is deactivated – it is 

limitation of current implementation), simply activate speed tool again by L-Click (or combination ALT+L-Click if 

you work with whole character) on tool’s button. Then, you can modify speeds with widgets and/or by setting values 

in phys object panel – if you set values of speed attributes in panel, you will see change of widget orientation and 

vice versa. 
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Use Alt Key when setting Speeds or Rotations for whole character 

The other way to interact with skeleton during simulation and modify its speeds is to use The Phys move tool . 

Activate this tool by L-Click on phys move tool icon and then L-Click on an arbitrary part of the skeleton. You will 

be able to change the speed of that part and thus you will be able to drag the skeleton in any direction you wish. The 

Phys move tool is available for use only when a simulation has started and the physics engine is at work. 

 

10.4.3 Enabling interaction between characters and objects with animation 

Enabling interaction between characters and objects with animation and objects and characters with physical 

attributes in simulation. 

In simulation, the physics engine calculates all the movements of characters and objects with physical properties. If 

characters/objects have animation recorded beforehand, this animation is ignored (for objects/characters with phys 

properties) and new animation is calculated by the physics engine.  

 

There is however the possibility to incorporate into the simulation, characters and objects with pre-animated 

movements – in this case, animation-system will manage the movement of characters and objects, according to 

saved key-frame information. The physics engine will calculate the interaction between these types of characters and 

other objects with physical attributes. These characters and objects are inactive (from a keyframe point of view) in 

physics engine. 

 

To enable such behavior, load a character or object with pre-recorded animation. If it has no physical attributes, 

assign them as desired. Open PhysObject panel for the character, go to Constraint aspect of the PhysObject, and un-

check Active. The Active Attribute specifies whether the given object is to be included in the  simulation. If Active 
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is not checked, the object will be inactive in the simulation and will behave as a static object. For character physics, 

if the character is set to inactive in simulation and has animation recorded, movements of the character are included 

in the simulation and collisions with other object are monitored. This allows interaction of the animated character 

with other objects in the simulation. 

 

 

Constraint aspect of phys object panel 

10.4.4 Soccer Bob Tutorial 

Applying this principle of animated characters in physics simulation, the illustrations below demonstrate the Crazy 

Bob character and a soccerball object in a scene.  The tutorial is easy enough to set up. Bring in the CrazyBob 

character and record a few keyframes at frame 30 and frame 60, moving his right leg as shown in the images below. 

Bring in a ball/sphere object and assign physical properties to it. Place it in the path of the leg-movement you 

created. Lastly, select the character, assign physical properties to it and enter the character in Link Editor. On the 

PhysObject’s Constraints tab, un-check Active attribute. Once the simulation is started, the physics engine calculates 

the speed and force of the leg/foot as it collides with the ball.  
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Using keyframed animation and physics in trueSpace 

 

There are any number of different scenarios you will think of to try this type of scenario in trueSpace. The 

possibilities are most interesting.  

 

 Reference : Chapter 9 Animation 

 

ch9_Animation.pdf
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10.5 Scripting the Physics Event object 

 

 

Various events to detect 

 

There are a number of different physical events, which the Physics Event monitors. You specify which event you 

wish the Physics Event to monitor. When that event occurs, the Physics Event fires a control-pulse, which would 

then trigger in our example, a script designed to toggle visibility of vertices and edges.  
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Physics Event object used to detect Peer Collision 

 

There are also exposed attributes of the Physics Event, which allow you to access the information via scripting in 

trueSpace. 

Check the IRiPhysicsCommand Struct Reference for specific information on what is exposed and how to access this 

data. 

 

 

 Reference:  Chapter 11 Activities 

ch11_Activities.pdf
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             Chapter 11 Activities 

 

11.1 What is an activity? 

An Activity is a sequence of actions with a duration in time. Unlike animations (even procedural animations), an 

activity has a goal, which the activity participants try to accomplish. In order to accomplish the goal, user must be able 

to interact with objects or other users during the activity. An activity can be a task like painting a texture, playing a 

simple game, or a collaborative modeling effort with other trueSpace users.  

 

Activities are the building blocks for trueSpace-based applications, and they are accessible to you for creating your 

own applications, even without programming a single line of code. The trueSpace Link Editor provides flexible 

editing tools for creating and modifying activities in a convenient way. 

 
Activity object libraries. 

 

With activity control flow tools you can create and modify behaviors in either small or large contexts, such as game 

rules, physical laws (physics), and manipulation access. You can also create behaviors associated with specific objects 

(models) like driving a vehicle, walking an avatar, or an engine simulation. Also, the Link Editor will assist you with 

the construction of compound and scripting commands. Combining behaviors with objects is a powerful new way to 

create complex procedural, interactive behaviors. It empowers the objects in trueSpace; it gives them life. 
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11.2 Simple Activities 

11.2.1 Tutorial: Click and Jump 

In this tutorial you will create a simple scene with several objects, then begin an activity called Click and Jump. The 

Click and Jump activity will cause the selected object to perform a flip when you click on it. 

 

Step 1: Start trueSpace in a new scene configuration, or if trueSpace is running, select New Scene from your toolbar.  

Step 2: From your “Activities/Base” Library, drag and drop the “Click and jump” library object into the space 3D 

context of your Link Editor window. 

 

If your library is not showing open the library browser and then open the library in the stack from here by either a 

double click or using the r-click menu. 

 

 
Library Browser Icon 

 

 
Activities Base Library 

 

 
Click and jump object 
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 Click and jump object in Link Editor. 

 

Step 3: From your Objects/Base Library, drag the Rhino and Dino items into the Workspace , you can add some 

primitives from the toolbar as well , here I added some text and a sphere . 

 

 
Figure 2: Add some objects to Space 3D. 

 

Step 4: Start the activity by pressing the Click and Jump’s “Start” button. Select the Sphere, and then select the Dino. 
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As you select an object, it will “jump” once. You must select a new object before the activity will cause the object to 

jump.  

 

 
Figure 3: Click and jump in action. 

 

The image above simulates the Dino object’s jump. You have created a simple activity, but it can lead to other, more 

complex activities. 

 

Step 5: Once you are finished experimenting with the activity, press Click and Jump’s “Stop” button. 

 

Step 6: From Link editor, click the orange square on the Click and Jump object. This will open the object and transport 

you and your view inside it. Once inside, you can see that the Click and Jump object is composed from other objects 

which are linked together into some sort of a Structure. This structure is what gives an object its essence. 

Programmers call this structure a Method (or Function) and generally use all kind of esoteric tools like 

VisualStudio.NET to create and edit it, but the Link Editor allows you to create and edit this structure without actually 

programming although it still allows for you include a script of your own or re-use an existing one to take part in your 

own activities.  
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Click and jump object, entered in Link Editor. 

 

 
Jump object, entered in Link Editor. 

 

 
Jump control script entered in Link Editor. 

 

Use the orange triangle near the 1D in the title-bar to exit the Script Editor 

 

11.2.2 Tutorial: Street Lamp - Sensor 

In this tutorial you will create a simple scene with a smart Street Light, which automatically turns on when the selected 
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object moves closer to the center of the base. 

 

Step 1: Start a New Scene with the Workspace view visible.  

 Load the Activities/My Activities library using the Library Browser, drag and drop the StreetLampAuto 

activity into the Workspace or Link Editor view. 

 Drag the Cone Punched object into the Workspace or Link Editor view. 

         
StreetLampAuto activity example objects.                    Link Editor Settings. 

 

Make sure “Lights” is enabled in the Link Editor section of the Workspace Settings. 

 

 
StreetLampAuto and Cone Punched object in the scene. 

 

Step 2: In the Link Editor, activate the StreetLampAuto object by left-clicking in the check-box. This tells the 

object to start calculating how close the selected object is to the center of the circle-base under the Street Lamp. As the 

cone object is moved closer or further away, the intensity of this lamp increases or decreases accordingly. 
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Activate the StreetLampAuto. 

 

Step 3: Once you have activated the StreetLampAuto object, select the Cone object and move it around the Street 

Lamp. You will notice that as the Cone draws nearer to the center of the Street Lamp’s base, the lamp brightens. Move 

the Cone away from the Street Lamp, and the light dims. 

 

 
StreetLampAuto in action 

 

Next we’ll enter the StreetLampAuto object in the LE using the orange square and look at the various building blocks 

used to enable the scenario. 

If you cannot see an orange square you may need to choose the default aspect for the object. 

 

 
StreetLampAuto in default Aspect 

 

Once you are inside you may want to arrange the objects to see them all more clearly as shown in the following image. 

You can switch the LE to either Developer or to Artist Tab to give a quick clean up of the connectors and links that 

show to allow for a neater presentation of the objects and give a less cluttered feel to the LE without having to use the 
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filters in the preferences for the LE controls. 

 

 
Inside view of StreetLampAuto object in Artist tab. 

 

Here is a breakdown of the various sub-objects within the StreetLampAuto object: 

 

    
LE  View               Timer Event            Stack View. 

 

Timer Event: This object is the engine that drives the StreetLampAuto object. Once activated, this object sends a 

control signal to the Detect object. The Timer Event Period Slider adjusts how often the activity will check for 

changes in position. The Period is measured in milliseconds (1/1000). The higher the number for Period, the 

slower the reaction of the activity to changes in position of the selected object. 

• Activate - Activates or deactivates the timer. This can be performed by anyone who has privileges to modify the 

timer. 

• Period – Defines the period in milliseconds when the “tick” will be generated. 
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 The first tick is generated after the first period and not immediately after the timer is started. 

• Frame – The current frame of the timer is always an integer. 

• Time – Time in seconds for how long the timer is running. 

 This value together with the Frame value is not reset when you disconnect from shared space or if you just 

stop the timer. To reset the timer it is necessary to reset one of these connectors. 

• Control own is used only in shared space. 

 This is a string value that represents the computer on which the activity is running. As a default it is running 

server. In other cases it will list the name of the participant who took control of this timer. If the field is 

empty, then the activity is executed on your own computer while you are not connected in shared space or the 

timer is stopped. 

• Take control – If you click on this button and you are logged into a shared space, then the activity 

will be executed on your computer instead of on the server or another computer. This setting 

is useful for example, if the activity depends on your own settings. eg: The Street Lamp Auto object uses your 

current selection and will work properly only if you take control. 

• Leave control – Click this button to leave control. 

 If you are in shared space the then activity will run on the server 

• Control Out – Calls your activity each the timer ticks. 

Note: The Time connector stay synchronized with the server’s time, but the ratio between the Time and Frame 

connectors will be different after you disconnect from shared space. 

 

      
LE  view             Detect object     Stack view. 

 

Detect:  

 This object serves as the “brain” of the smart lamp. Some methods of Detect object detect the center of the 

CircDetect object, which of course is the circle polygon we see at the base of the Street Lamp. The 

CircDetect’s WldMatrix output connector sends the information across the wire to the Detect object. Other 

methods capture the name of the currently selected object (Cone Punched in this example) and call the Cone 

object’s matrix information to find out where its center is located. The distance between the center of the 

circle and the center of the selected object is calculated. There are also some triggers involved that determine 

the brightness (color) of the lamp. In this particular example, there is a trigger at distance of 7. If the distance 

is greater than 7, the lamp is black or dimmed. Once the selected object moves closer, the lamp light changes 

from black to dark gray, to white, as the selected object approaches circle’s center. 
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          LE     Projector object    Stack. 

 

Projector:  

 The Projector object is the actual light in trueSpace that is being adjusted as the selected object moves closer 

or further away from the circle’s center. In this example, the Detect object is setting a value for the color of 

the light. This value is passed from the Detect’s outColor connector to the Projector’s Color input connector. 

 

 
Detect’s outColor connected to the Projector’s Color input connector. 

 

Step 4: Now that you have an idea as to the logic behind this activity and how the activity itself will function, it is time 

bring a few extra StreetLampAuto objects into our scene. From the Activities/My Activities library, drag some 

additional StreetLampAuto objects into the Link Editor window.  

 

 Note that StreetLampAuto objects are actually occupying the same space in 3D (check your Workspace 

window once you have the Street Lamps loaded into the scene).  

 Once you have dragged the objects into the Link Editor, move them apart in the Workspace window.  
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Figure 6: Spread out the Street Lamps. 

 

Step 5: Once you have activated and spread out the Street Lamps, select the Cone object and drag it around the scene. 

You should see that each lamp lights up as Cone object moves closer to it. 
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11.3 Activity Control Flow 

11.3.1 Control Flow structures      

Control flow objects allow you to explicitly decide what actions (commands) are executed at a particular time and in 

which order. They include blue control connectors with blue links. Unlike gray links, which represent a flow of data, 

no data flows along blue links, just a control signal determining which action will be have control next. In the image 

below, once the RunActivity Event object sends a control signal to PhysCreateEngine, it loses control and 

PhysCreateEngine acquires it and then passes it onto the PhysInitEngine, it loses control and passes the control 

message to the next linked object in the activity, until it reaches the end of the line and then stops when the conclusion 

or decision is reached . 

 

 
Inside the Shot object the control flow passes on to each object in the linked chain to reach its decision 

 

Connecting control objects resembles visual programming, complete with switches, loops, etc. Complex activities can 

be assembled quickly simply by using blue links to create activity control flow. Control links and data links can be 

combined within one activity, even within one object, as you can see from the Shot activity example: 

 

   
Shot Activity object                                        Shot Activity object dragged to LE           
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Shot Activity blue control links 

 

In fact, control links are not strictly necessary, and any behavior could be created by using data links only. The benefit 

of control links is that they make time an explicit part of trueSpace activities, and time is of paramount importance 

in making trueSpace objects live. 

 

 
Shot Activity in action 
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11.3.2 Activity Objects 

     

   
Activity object libraries 

 

A simple activity object represents an action or sequence of actions. This activity object usually has one input 

connection from the previous object and one output connection indicating the transition to the next activity object. A 

simple activity object can have several other input and output attributes. The data supplied by the input attributes can 

be used in the execution of the action, and the results are stored in the output attributes to be used (sent as messages) in 

other objects. 

 

 
A simple activity object 

 

Decision Activity Object 

A Decision activity object represents an action where a decision is necessary. This activity object has one input 

connection and usually at least two output connections indicating the next activity objects. A Guard condition is used 

to evaluate transitions in the flow. 

 

 
ZeroCondition object 
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Loop Activity Object 

Allows an action to be executed a specified number of times. 

 

 
ActvLoop object 

 

Example object: The Sim Activity in the Animations - Animations library gives an example of its use .  

 

 
Sim Activity shows an example of the ActvLoop usage 

 

The iteration count on the front of the panel controls the amount of looping. This is a connector that been exported 

from the ActvLoop activity encapsulated within the Sim Activity object so that the values can be changed without 

having to enter the object again. 
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The Run Activity button fires a command to run the first activity in the chain of linked behaviors inside the object. 

To see how this command is run: 

1: Right-click the title bar of the object this will put you into a Panel Edit Mode, this is an advanced mode that allows 

for interfaces to be defined and created through the use of context specific toolbars it is covered in more detail in its 

own section of the manual Chapter 2 User interface. 

2: select the button  

3: Right-click over the button control to show the properties . 

 

   
Enter Panel edit Mode to see the buttons script properties in the Sim Activity;  

  1:R-click title bar.          2: Select button. 

 

 

In here you will see this text in the script dialog window: Activity.Run('/Project/Space 3D/Sim Activity/Run Activity')  

 

Basically this in effect tells the first activity ('/ inside the /project/scene/object/name of activity: to run' ), which in turn 

passes the control to the other activities linked together in the chain. 

You could add other buttons in Panel Editing Mode which would set different activities or chains of activities within 

the same object so using these methods alternative behaviors' could run depending which buttons were pressed . 

 

 
   3: R-click to show the buttons properties. 

 

After looking at the script for the button you can exit the objects Panel Edit mode by a R-click in the Sim Activity title 

bar and choose cancel from the menu. 
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   4: R-click in the title bar and choose cancel. 

 

Next we can take a look inside the Sim Activity and then you can study how its linked together more closely: 

Enter the Sim Activity object by a left-click on the orange square in its title bar. 

 

 
Enter the object by the orange square. 

 

Once inside you can see the control flow passing from one object to the other represented by the blue wires and can see 

the ActvLoop and see how its linked to form the loop body , also note the exported Iteration count which is visible on 

the top level of the object. 

 

When you've finished looking at how the control passes through the activity to achieve its goal and how the loop body 

is formed, Navigate back out of the object to scene level by using a left-click on the orange triangle in the LE title bar. 
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The control flow and the ActvLoop object inside the Sim Activity object 

 

Run and Stop Activity 

Allows you to start and stop an activity by clicking a button. Note: Most activity objects placed in libraries have their 

own start/stop buttons in their panels, so there is no need to use the universal Run Activity starter for them.  

 

 
Run Activity object 
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Pause Activity Object  

Allows you to control the speed of activity loops, keep a constant speed of loop execution on various machines, and 

save some CPU time (to not drastically slow down other processes in trueSpace, like scene navigation, while the 

activity is running). It is strongly recommended that you put the Pause Activity with loop-based activities.  

Examples of use can be seen by looking at the Clock scene which is in the Scenes -Active library and navigating into 

the TrueClock object. 

 

 
Pause Activity object 

 

 
Pause Activity object inside the TrueClock 

 

 

Event activities  

You can use special event activities to trigger your activities in different ways. The advantages to using events are 

saving CPU time, and the ability to detect particular changes / situations in the scene in an elegant way. The types of 

events are as follows: 
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• Watch dog event: Fires the activity when an output attribute change is detected. (For example, you can attach 

it to a matrix attribute of the object to perform a special action on the object’s movement or rotation.) Refer to 

the Scene Deformer demo in the Activities library, to get a better idea on how it works.  

 

 
Watch Dog Event object 

 

• Timer event: Fires the activity each period of time (default is 300 ms). Similar to the Timer object but 

contains control out link and the Activate checkbox to start / stop. For an example, refer to the Living circle 

demo in the Animation library. 

 

 
Timer Event object 

 

• Selection change event:  

Fires the activity each time the object selection has been changed (e.g. you click on a different object in the LE or D3D 

view). Refer to the Scene Deformer demo in the Activities library for an example.  
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Selection Change Event object 

 

• Physics Event: 

Physics Event enables to receive and monitor special events coming from a running simulation. When you start a 

simulation in Workspace, this object will listen to user defined events in the simulation and will fire immediately when 

the defined event occurs in the scene. The Physics Event activity can be used with scripts or activities and gives an 

opportunity to respond to events in user defined way.  

 

The Physics Event has two controlling connectors for connecting to other activities and four input connectors, that 

allow to activate and set events. 

 

  
Physics Event object 

 

o Active activates and deactivates Physics Event node, node will receive information from simulation only 

when Active is checked. 

For the Physics Event to be considered during physics you need to put a check in the Active connector on the Physics 

Event, before starting physics. When the object is active the Physics Event monitors the objects named Object and 

Peer linked to the inputs by a collision event defined by the dropdown menu ; 

When a collision is detected an activity or script can be made to run. 
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o Event sets the type of event to be monitored. There are nine values that can be chosen for this attribute: 

The choices available via a drop down menu to trigger and generate an event are as follows: 

 

- None: No event is monitored,  event will not fire even though it is in active state 

- Start Simulation: Event is generated when simulation is started. Example of use refer to 3D SoundBall 

- Stop Simulation: Event is generated when simulation is stopped. Example of use refer to 3D SoundBall 

- Next Frame: Event is generated after simulation frame was saved to keyframes (Note: the option Save Anim 

on phys engine panel has to be checked to receive this event) 

 

Next five events are for the monitoring of collision events for objects included  in a simulation: 

 

- Scene Collision: Event is generated when object with the name that is stored in Object connector collides 

with any objects in the scene 

- Ground Collision: Event is generated when object with the name that is stored in Object connector collides 

with ground 

- Peer Collision: Event is generated when object with the name that is stored in Object connector collides with 

object with name that is stored in Peer connector. 

- Broken Object : when controlled object is breaking. 

- Broken Part : when controlled object is broken from parent object. 

 

o Object contains the name of object for which events as Scene Collision, Ground Collision and Peer Collision 

should be monitored, the object has to have physical attributes assigned, and it has to be included in 

simulation to receive given events (either as active object or physical object with animation with unchecked 

Active attribute). Sub-object of physical objects inlcuded to the simulation can be also set to this connector, 

in this case only collisions for given sub-object will be monitored (for example when you have character 

object, you can set to this connector the name of bone for which you would like to monitor collision events). 

 

o Peer contains the name of peer object that is used when  Peer Collision is set. This object can be any objects 

from Workspace. 

 

In workspace, you can create and use more Physics Event nodes to monitor one or more objects. For one physical 

object in simulation, more events are allowed to be detected using more Event nodes (for example different kind of 

events can be monitored for different parts of physics object). When simulation is not running, the events are not 

generated and node is not working. 

 

Example scenes which can be unzipped imported and studied: 

o Physics Event 1   monitors the collision between the orange cubes, when a collision is detected, then a 

simple script that opens a system Alert window is shown. 

resources/chapter11/PhysEvent1.zip
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o Physics Event 2 shows a character with physics and animation and car moving towards the character, the 

event monitors for a collision between them and when the collision is detected, the animation for the 

character is turned off and physics is turned on using simple scripts. 

o Physics Event 3 this scene is very similar to second one, but the event node only monitors a collision 

between the characters head and one cube, when the collision is detected physics is turned on for the 

character by a simple script. 

 

Example scene : Scenes-Base library: 

o 3D SoundBall demonstrates how you can attach sound to physics events using the Link Editor.  

To see how the events are triggered and used navigate into the PhysSoundBall, then look inside the PhysSound 

 

 
3D SoundBall Scene 

 

 

Engines 

Engine and Funnel do not have control links. Engine is a more robust timer which will allow you to precisely control 

types and timing of various real time activities. Funnel is useful for precise real time control using time varying 

attributes of other objects. 

 

The Random engine, found in the library next to the previous engines, produces random output values in given range 

resources/chapter11/PhysEvent2.zip
resources/chapter11/PhysEvent3.zip
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(the Upper Limit and the Lower Limit attributes) and in the given speed (the Timer period attribute).  

 

 
The engine objects 

 

Script access to activities 

By using the following command you can start the processing of any particular activity: 

 Activity.Run(„<full name of object>‟).  

The object identified by “full name” must have at least one control input attribute. 

 

The Activity library contains the Run Activity object. It defines a button with the run activity preset: 

 Activity.Run(„/Space 3D/Run Activity‟).  

Clicking the button starts the activity identified by the object. 

 

    
Run Activity object 
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Run Activity Preset  

 

There is an example in the Animations Library in the jumping sphere, the script in the properties of the button that calls 

the activity that’s inside the object is typed like this Activity.Run('/Project/Space 3D/Jumping Sphere/Run Activity') 

 

 
Run Activity by Name of activity 
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11.3.3 Decision Activity Example  

 
Decision Activity 

 

 video link 

A positive or negative number passed by the slider, determines which chain of activity will run. In this example the 

RunActivity object inside the Decision object was simply re-named to Make a Choice as the name for the activity to be 

run when the button is pressed. 

The True or False values when passed determines which other activity branch will Run , whether it makes a tree or 

decides to speak. 

Another example is the Activity Example in the my activities library. 

 

 

 

resources/chapter11/Activities.wmv
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11.4 Complex Activities 

11.4.1 Tutorial: Secure Fence 

In this tutorial you will investigate a more complex activity titled Secure Fence. It uses an Optical Detector to 

determine the color of a sphere and its proximity to the secured door. The interesting thing about this activity is that it 

is built entirely within Link Editor by linking objects, and there is no scripting involved at all! 

 

Step 1: Load the Secure Fence scene by left-clicking on it in the Scenes-Active library. Once in the scene, you will 

notice the following: 

• Green Spheres 

• Non-Green Spheres 

• Secured Door and room, with an Optical Detector (located at the foot of the door). 

 

 
Load Secure Fence scene to start the activity. 
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Loaded Secure Fence scene in the LE after switching to 2D. 

 

Step 2: Select a Green Sphere and move it towards the doorway. The yellow line at the bottom of the doorway is the 

Optical Detector, which is tracking the sphere as you move it closer. When you get within “range” of the detector, the 

sphere’s color is detected. If the color is green, the door is opened and the green light comes on. 

 

 
Door opens for green sphere …green light is on 

 

If the color is other than green, the door will not open and red lights indicate an unwelcome intruder. 
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…..  but not for red one … red light is on 

 

How does it work? 

Let us take a look at what is involved in this more complex activity. In the Link Editor enter the Secure Fence object by 

left-clicking its orange entry square.  
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A look inside the Secure Fence object.  

 

The yellow line in front of the door in the 3D window represents the Stop Line object. The line is connected to the 

Optical Detector object through the Detector Matrix attribute to determine its location in 3D space. 

 

The DistOutput output attribute is automatically set to 1 if an object is nearer than or equal to the distance specified in 

the DistRange attribute. The ColOutput connector is set to 1 if the near object matches the color specified by the 

ColRed, ColGreen and ColBlue attributes. With the ColRange attribute you can specify the color deviation. 

 

Finally, with the Active attribute you can activate and deactivate the Optical Detector from the outside level of the 

object as its connecter has been exported. 

 

You can see in figure 3 that ColOutput is connected to the Door Mechanism so that it knows to open and close the 

door when the “right object” is detected. Similarly, both the output connectors are connected to the Light 

Signalization object. The lights indicate whether the object is allowed in or not.  

 

11.4.2 PacMan 

This is a simple 3D clone of the famous PacMan game, written in scripts. As always, PacMan tries to collect all of the 

gems while avoiding getting caught by the Ghost. You will get either a “congratulations” message at the end or “game 

over” with the score you achieved. You can start a new game by clicking “Press to start” again.  

To start the game, open the load the Pac Man scene from the Scenes Active library: 
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Figure 1: Pac Man activity.  

 

Game controls: 

 Click the “Press to start” button to start a new game.  

 Click the “Press to stop” button to stop a current game at any time. 

 the PacMan’s movements follow the position of the mouse cursor.  

 

 
Game controls. 
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Figure 2: PacMan object, entered in Link Editor. 

 

Enter the PacMan object by left-clicking on its orange entry square in the Link Editor. You should see a screen similar 

the one above. This is the entire top-level structure of the PacMan game with links indicating relationships between 

important game objects. For example, both PacMan and Ghost have a relationship with the Labyrinth object.  

 

To see more detail, you can enter any object in this top-level context that displays an orange square, which is like a 

door handle on the door to the next room. 

Enter the Ghost1 Activity object: 
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Figure 3: Ghost1 Activity object, entered in Link Editor. 

 

Here you can see that Script Mover is an important part of the Ghost activity. You can also see some blue links that 

transfer control of activity between objects. Enter the Script Mover object next: 

 

 
Figure 4: Script Mover object entered in Link Editor, LE changes into Script Editor. 

 

As you can see, Script Mover is written as a script, Javascript to be precise. Note that trueSpace automatically 

switched from 2D to 1D to present the appropriate editing controls for changing the structure of this object. 

 

As it happens, several important objects in the PacMan game are written in script. They are mostly lower level objects. 

On the other hand, two top levels are created simply by linking these lower level objects together in the Link Editor to 
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create a complete game. The Link Editor allows you to navigate through all levels of an object easily and quickly, 

providing you with both a fast and a deep understanding of the entire game composition.  

There is a also collaborative version of this game where one player gets to be a Pacman and the other one the Ghost. 

 

Finally, it is equally easy to take existing parts of PacMan and reuse them in a similar game simply by dragging and 

dropping. 
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11.5 Physics Activities 

Activities can be combined with physical simulation using actions from the Activity Simulation library. There are 

five action objects contained in the library.  

 

The actions PhysStartSim and PhysStopSim initialize and manage the global parameters of the simulation. 

PhysStartSim sets the basic time parameters of the physical engine, such as the total time of the simulation in seconds, 

and the time step, which determines the precision of the computation. (A higher value means higher precision.) “Total 

time” indicates the time interval in which the simulation will run. If you set it to 10, the simulation will run for 10 

seconds. Setting the value to a number below zero (-1, for example) will cause the simulation to run non-stop. An 

Activity connector indicates whether the simulation is used with activities or not. The PhysStartSim engine is created 

in Space 3D and has the default name PhysEngine as is the name of the engine connector.  

 

If you wish to stop a simulation before the simulation time has lapsed, simply push the simulation icon . You can 

manage the stopping of a simulation also by using the PhysStopSim object in the activity flow connection. In this case, 

however, you must specify the name of the engine (input connector PhysEngine) that you wish to interrupt.  

 

 
Activities Simulation -  start and stop objects 

 

To simulate the behavior of objects using activities and physics, the objects must first have physical attributes assigned 

to them. You can do this by using the action object PhysAttr. There are several physical parameters that can be set for 

each object, including initial speed, initial rotation, weight, and elasticity.  
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Activities Simulation - PhysAttr object 

 

The action object PhysRegisterObj starts the simulation of the object (connector ObjectName) using the physical 

engine (connector EngineName). On the other hand, the PhysUnRegisterObj object stops the simulation for a given 

object (connector ObjectName) by the specified engine using the connector EngineName. If the connector All objects 

is marked, all objects are excluded from the simulation.  

 

 
Activities Simulation – PhysRegisterObj and  PhysUnRegisterObj objects 

 

Other action objects, including InitCollision and SimpleCollision, are not directly linked to physical simulation and 

activities, but may be used in activities for collision detection between objects. The action InitCollision activates 

collision detection for a given space (identified in the attribute “Space”). The SimpleCollision action object performs 
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a check for collision between two objects with the names Object1 and Object2. If the objects collide, then the Collision 

attribute is set to 1; if they do not collide, the Collision attribute is set to 0. The attribute Full sets the precision level of 

collision checking. If Full is checked, a very precise collision analysis (on a mesh level) between objects is performed. 

If this attribute is not checked then only the collision between the bounding boxes of the objects is evaluated. If you 

wish to obtain collision information between an object and the ground, leave Object2 un-named or type in “ground” 

for Object2. 

 

 
Action objects for collision checking  

 

Physics Move Tool  

You can use the Physics Move Tool during a simulation to set the position and speed of objects with physical 

attributes. 

To interact with active objects during a simulation, you must select the Physics Move Tool from the Workspace 

toolbar. With this tool you can click and drag any physical object in the 3D scene. If an object has physical attributes 

and a simulation is running, a mouse drag sets the speed of the object, and the object will move according to your 

mouse movements. If you drag an object quickly, the speed of object will be fast, and so on. 

 

 
Physics Move Tool in the Workspace toolbar 
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Using Physics Move Tool in the shot activity to place a torus on the cone. 

 

Hint: Run the Shot activity example. “Shoot” a torus into the scene. Select the Physics Move Tool 

from the navigation toolbar, click on the torus, and then try to place the torus  on one of the  cones 

by dragging the mouse. 

 

11.5.1 Tutorial: Wind Tunnel 

This tutorial will give you a look at how to create custom controls for any aspect of your scenes, and on how you can 

make your scenes truly interactive. You will build a small wind tunnel, which features three balls contained inside it. 

The strength of the wind is adjustable via a dial, which is a simple part of the scene. The wind strength can be set to 

range from having no effect, all the way up to blowing quite strongly! It will also be possible to reverse the wind 

direction. 

 

All of this you will achieve without a single line of code or scripting, with just some simple use of the Link Editor to 

bring the scene to life. 
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The final scene 

 

There are various elements that make up this scene. Some are important, while others are purely decorative. It is 

outside the scope of this tutorial to take you through the modeling steps to produce this scene, so we will just take a 

look at the individual elements and identify their purposes. 

The completed scene is in the scene Libraries so you can load it and study how it was made before going on to make 

one of your own. 
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The important elements that play an active role in this scene 

 

Here you can see the elements that play an active role in the scene. First there is the Local Wind object, indicated by a 

green arrow and fan. Next are the three spheres which will be influenced by gravity and the Local Wind once you start 

physics. 

 

The main element in this scene which makes it unique from most scenes in a 3D modeling package is the dial. This is 

a regular 3D object, just like any other in your scene, but you are going to use the Link Editor to connect the rotation 

property of the dial to the strength of the Local Wind. This is going to turn the dial into a control for an aspect of the 

scene, while the control is still part of the environment itself, as if you were running a game engine. 

 

The cylinder is a vital element to this scene, as it will keep the balls in place; without it, they would simply blow away 

under the influence of the Local Wind, probably before we could experiment much with our dial to see what 

happened! It is made from three objects: a hollow cylinder, and two end caps. You can make any sort of container you 

like, of course. 
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Purely decorative objects that give the scene some meaning and bring it to life 

 

These last objects don’t play any role in the physics at all. They have been added in there to give the scene more 

substance and anchor it in reality. You could go further of course, and construct a laboratory room with a desk for the 

objects to sit on, and so forth. Here, the objects are a little motor on the end of the tube, and a remote control which will 

house the dial. This sets up the scene as if you were really interacting with physical objects, making it less abstract. 

 

Making It Happen 

 

We’re going to start from the point where you have all your objects modeled and positioned, including your Local 

Wind. 

 

The first step is so assign Physical Attributes to the balls. Note that you will most likely need to increase the Resistance 

and decrease the Mass and Friction of the balls to produce a more interesting effect. Some sample parameters are 

shown below. 
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Sample Physical Attributes 

 

Note that your other objects such as the cylinder do not need Physical Attributes assigned. The balls will still collide 

with them, which is what we want. Assigning Physical Attributes is only necessary for those objects that are going to 

move under Physics. 

 

Press the Physics button, and your balls will be blown by the wind, fall down under the influence of gravity, and 

bounce off the inner walls of the cylinder.  

 

Let’s turn our scene into something that is not normally possible in a 3D modeling application: an interactive scene 

like you might find in a game engine. To do this, we will need to hook up the Dial to the Local Wind.  

 

 
The Dial and the Local Wind objects, as yet unconnected 

 

We want the rotation of the Dial to affect the strength of the wind. You can see the Wind Power parameter in the Local 

Wind object since it is a parameter that is displayed in the Default aspect of that object. The rotation of the Dial, 

though, is hidden, so you will need to make it visible. 

 

The quick and easy way is to right-click on the WldMatrix parameter and select Expand. This instantly opens up a new 

object in the Link Editor which shows us all the parameters of the Dial object, such as its size, position, and rotation, as 

seen below. 
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Reveal the parameters of the Dial object 

 

In this instance, we are interested in the Yaw parameter. (If you are unsure of which one to use, you can simply try 

rotating the Dial object in the Workspace using the widget and watch which parameter changes.) 

 

 
Connect the Yaw to the Wind Power, and your Dial becomes an interactive control 

 

Now we will connect our Dial to the Local Wind. Click on the blue arrow beside the Yaw, and drag to the Wind Power 

attribute in PhysWind to create the link. With this single step, you have taken a regular trueSpace scene and turned it 

into an interactive trueSpace scene. When you turn the Dial, you will change the strength of the Local Wind, and 

change what is happening in the scene. Because you are using the built-in Physics and the built-in geometry, you did 
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not need to write a single line of code or script to get this to happen. Let’s take a look at how to interact with the scene 

in detail. 

 

 
Rotate the red arc on the object widget for the Dial to control the wind strength 

 

Using the Dial is simple. We want to rotate it, and the easiest and most controllable way to do that is to use the 3D 

object widget.  

As you rotate the dial, you will change the strength of the Local Wind. You can see this in the Wind Power box in the 

Link Editor,. The image above illustrates the effect. Note that Physics is not running in this screenshot, which is why 

the balls remain at their starting positions. 

 

 
Rotating the Dial adjusts the Power of the Local Wind in the LE 
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The BinaryOp which is found in the Math - Operations library is being used so that the result from rotating the dial 

follows the common way for increasing a value when adjusting a dial , without it the results would become  negative 

values as the dial was turned clockwise and the power would decrease as the dial was turned. 

That brings us to the end of this tutorial, which we created without a single line of code or script. Of course, it would be 

easy to use the same principles for many other scenes. You could connect the rotation of the dial to the strength of 

gravity, either globally or for a Local Environment, or to the intensity of a light, or to the position of a robot arm. You 

could also change the object from a dial to a slider in the 3D space, or to a lever or switch, and in this way you could 

construct interesting and complex scenes with a high level of interactivity. 

 

11.5.2 Tutorial: The Wheel 

In this tutorial we will work with a scene that has a machine-like element to it, with a wheel that rotates constantly as 

if driven by a motor. This wheel moves balls inside the machine, which in turn trigger a scoring system when they pass 

by a certain point. All of this is done using the physical simulation abilities of trueSpace, and by assembling existing 

objects in the Link Editor without writing any code or scripting. 

The completed scene can be found in the scenes libraries so you can load it and study as you go along. 

 

 
The final scene – click Run Physical Simulation to see what happens 

 

This “desktop toy” object serves no real purpose, but it is fun to watch! The wheel and balls are enclosed in a case, 

which has a transparent top cover. Whenever a sphere passes through the channel, it triggers a light and adds one to the 

counter. All the elements and ideas in this scene can easily be used in many other scenes. 
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Setting The Scene 

The scene is easily constructed. The case is a set of simple objects, with a Solid Transparency material used for the 

cover. The spheres are simple primitives with Physical Attributes assigned to them. Changing the Physical Attributes 

such as Mass, Elasticity, Friction, Resistance, and so on, will give different results for the machine, so have fun 

experimenting! 

 

You can also experiment with changing the physical parameters, too, since changing the gravity, atmosphere, and 

accuracy all affect the animation that plays out. 

 

The wheel itself rotates under its own power using Physical Simulation alone, without any keyframing or scripting. 

The first thing that needs to be set up are some constraints, called Fixation Points. Click on the Add Phys Attr icon to 

open up the physics toolbar, and by selecting the wheel object and choosing FixPoint 1 and FixPoint 2, we can assign 

two “nails” to the wheel that will limit its movement. This will prevent it from falling down under gravity or rotating in 

any direction other than the one we want. 

 

 
Location of fixation point tool 
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Workspace changed to wire mode to see the physics widgets more clearly 

 
Zooming in to see the physics fixation point widgets  
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Setting the nails precisely in the Link Editor 

 

Above you can see the fixation points displayed in the Workspace. In this instance, the values were set in the Link 

Editor to position them accurately. Simply enter the wheel object to view and work with this information directly in 

the point node objects. What is important here is that the two nails lie in a straight line, one on either side of the wheel. 

 

With the basics covered, the next step is to introduce the elements that will bring the scene to life. 

 

Another Turn of the Wheel 

You can make an object rotate by setting a value for one of the Rotation attributes (found in the physics settings inside 

the object). However, that value will change during simulation. For example, the wheel will slow down due to friction 

or air resistance.  

 

Removing resistance or friction would alter how the wheel interacts with the balls, so we do not want to do that. 

Instead, we can “drive” the wheel by constantly feeding in a value for the rotation so that it gets reset despite physical 

elements acting on it. 

 

By adding in a UnaryOp (unary operator, found in the Math Components, Operations library) as seen in the image 

below, we can constantly feed a value into the rotation parameter. This produces a realistic situation: the UnaryOp 

object will try to keep the wheel rotating at a constant speed, just as a motor might in the real world. Collision with the 

balls will cause the wheel to try to slow down, and if a ball gets trapped between the wheel and the case, the wheel will 

become “jammed” (unlike using keyframes, where the wheel would just move straight through the ball without any 

interaction at all). 
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Driving the wheel’s rotation 

 

Using a UnaryOp like this would have similar results in many physical situations, acting like an engine or motor which 

attempts to move an object in a constant manner, but not always succeeding depending on the physical interactions 

that take place. 

 

The Watcher 

To make things a little more interesting, there is a detector which will spot when an object moves past. This object is a 

copy of the Optical Detector from the Security Door scene (which you can find in the Building Blocks library). Re-use 

objects from other scenes or libraries to save yourself from reinventing the wheel. 

 

 
Detecting when a ball passes nearby 

 

A cube is created painted with a totally transparent material to make it invisible in the scene, and then positioned to act 

as the area that is checked by the Optical Detector. The value of the DistRange attribute of the Detector is set to a small 

enough value to avoid detecting the case and only trigger when something comes closer. The color range attributes are 
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set so that any ball will trigger the count. You can adjust these color and range parameters yourself to change the 

workings of the machine, so that it counts only red balls, or to narrow the range at which it detects an object, for 

instance. 

 

Whenever something passes close enough to the cube, the DistOutput attribute on the Detector becomes set to 1; 

otherwise, it remains at 0 if there is no object nearby. This DistOutput value is passed on to the Green attribute of an 

HDRColor object (from the DXComponents, View library), and that color is then fed into a light and a sphere. This is 

an easy way of making the light change from black to green as the detector picks up on a passing object. 

 

Keeping Count 

The final step is to count how many times a ball comes down the extra channel. This can be done by hooking up a 

Score Counter object and connecting the result from that to the Score object, which will display the score. You can 

find both the Score Counter and the Score object in the Building Blocks library. 

 
Expanding the aspect of the Score Counter 

 

The Score Counter works by incrementing each time its input changes to a number greater than the previous input. 

This means when the Detector changes from 0 to 1, the Score Counter adds 1 to its score. (When the Detector changes 

back from 1 to 0, the Score Counter ignores the change.) The connections are illustrated in the Expanded aspect above. 

Simply connect your value to the Current Value attribute, and the object takes care of the rest. You can reset it at any 

time by entering a new value into the Previous Score attribute. (Both Previous Score and Previous Value are the 

“memory” for the object to store values over time.) 

 

Once you have hooked up the input, you can switch to the Score aspect, which is simpler to use because it hides the 

various “memory” parameters and only displays the one thing of interest, the current score. 

 

The Score Counter is a simple script that you can enter and edit. For example, you could change it to detect particular 

conditions or values being sent to it and how it decides to when to increase the score. 
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Displaying the Score 

The final step for this scene is to display the score in the 3D scene itself. The Score object does this. All it requires is an 

input, and it displays the values from 0 to 9 in the 3D scene, updating in the Workspace automatically whenever a new 

value is sent to it. 

 

Its operation is deceptively simple. It has 10 geometric objects for the digits 0 through to 9, and it changes the size of 

those objects in order to control which is visible. So if it receives the value 3, it ensures that the size of the geometric 

objects for 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are set to 0 (effectively making them disappear), while the size for the geometric 

object for 3 is set to 1. 

 

 
Looking inside the Score object 

 

Looking inside the Score object will reveal quite a few links, but if you keep in mind the description from above on 

how it works, you will see it is much simpler than it looks.  

For the curious, the Score Display object is a script that handles setting the values for the 10 output attributes, one for 

each digit. This value is then passed along to control the size of each geometric object. Most of the settings are used to 

enable the correct display of the geometry, and to ensure you can select the whole Score object and move it into 

position without having to move each digit individually. You retain the ability to adjust the size, rotation, scale etc of 

each digit independently, too, just like a regular hierarchical object. 

 

Things To Try 

Now that we have explored how this scene was created, here are some things you might like to try. Remember, you can 

also copy and reuse the objects from this scene in creations of your own, too. 
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 Adjust the physical attributes of the balls, the physics settings for the whole scene, or the speed of the wheel. 

 Build a new case and place the inner workings of the machine in there. 

 Add more balls. 

 Change the color of the light. 

 Only count score for a certain color of ball. 

 Advanced: Change the font of the score counter. 

 

 

 

11.5.3 Tutorial: AirHockey Game 

The AirHockey game was created as an example of physics within trueSpace. 
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AirHockey game  

In a real air hockey game, you use paddles to deflect the puck across the surface of the ice area. The puck floats on a 

cushion of air and can move quite fast.  

 

 
Figure 1: AirHockey game in the LE. 

 

The same principles exist in this virtual version of the game. 

The PhysEngine object in trueSpace has the ability to limit or restrict which planes gravity will react on (XY, XZ, YZ, 

or none).  
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For this particular scenario, physics is restricted to the XY plane, which represents the ice surface in the game. 

 

 
Figure 2: Plane Fixation set for XY 

 

The modeling portion of this scene is pretty straightforward. First, the ice surface and surrounding boards were created 

to test the plane fixation. The puck and team paddles are simple cylinder primitives. The only items with physical 

properties are the puck and the team paddles. Once the physical simulation is started, you use the Physics Move tool to 

move your paddle into the path of the puck. Upon collision, the puck moves in a new direction, hopefully towards the 

opposing team’s goal line. Objects with Physics Attributes react to objects around them, whether those objects have 

physical attributes or not. The boards surrounding the rink serve to keep the puck on the playing surface. The goal 

areas allow the puck to enter and perhaps bounce back out into the playing surface area.  

To add a little flavor into the scenario, remember the Fence scene, where a red light or a green light would turn on 

depending on the color of the sphere that moves towards it. This would be handy and allow a “goal-light” to turn on if 

the puck enters the net. The following images illustrate the inner workings of the AirHockey game:  
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Inside  DaGame Object 

 

 
Figure 3: Using existing objects to create complex scenarios 

 

Of course with any complex activity, there is some customization which will happen. Here, using parts of the Fence 

activity’s “Secure” object, the Lime and Grape Goal objects use the “Stop Line” as a goal line. The Optical Detector 

and Lights Signalization had to be customized a little as well. The point is that you have some excellent examples that 

pre-exist within trueSpace, which can be utilized elsewhere. 
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Figure 4: When the puck crosses the goal-line, the red light turns on. 

 

Once the goal line scenario was completed, one additional activity was added to the scenario to demonstrate the use of 

pre-existing items in trueSpace. 

There is an activity called Click’n’Jump, where objects jump when you click on them. The part of the scenario that 

causes object to jump was applied in a custom fashion to this game. In the first image of this tutorial (Figure 1), there 

is a “Run Activity” object. This starts or stops this next portion of the scenario.  
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Inside the cheers object 

 

 
Figure 5: Using the Click’n’Jump activity in a custom fashion 

 

Encapsulated inside the Cheers object you will find Click’n’Jump object. In short, either of the goal lines in the game 

will trigger respective colored flag to jump when a goal is scored. The ability to turn the flag jumping on or off just 

demonstrates additional control available within the game scenario. You can take the customization even further by 

finding (or creating) and adding a Score Board to this scenario. 
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             Chapter 12 Collaboration 

 

 

For the first time ever trueSpace allows you to collaborate in real time in a shared virtual 3D space with your 

partners or customers over the web. 

This chapter will explain how to access shared spaces and how the collaboration process works. 

 

Most of the areas covered in this section are only touched on briefly as the other sections of the manual cover 

specific elements of the trueSpace interface and toolsets  in more depth and detail and you should become familiar 

with all aspects of the interface by studying the other sections of the  manual as well to take full advantage of the full 

set of authoring tools made available to you use both offline and also online in the shared spaces. 

 

truePlace is an online 3D world you can visit using trueSpace and where you can meet your friends. The image 

below illustrates one area of truePlace, available for meeting and collaboration with friends. This space represents a 

“ ArtWork in Progress” area. In this particular space, trueSpace artists can upload images created using trueSpace 

and have them displayed on the walls of the WIP Lounge 

 

 

Toolbar with SharedSpace icon  

.  
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WIP Lounge 

 

 

Collaborative authoring 
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12.1 Access to Shared Spaces  

12.1.1 Login  

 

  When you click the login to SS button you have to read and agree to the agreement presented before you can 

continue and get access to the shared spaces on the server.  

After Reading and clicking Agree you can follow the steps to login using the chat panel. 

 

 

 

12.1.2 Chat Panel 

 Logging in : Format description 

 
You need to specify the server and portal address by entering the string into the address bar in the top of the login 

window in this particular format or the server will go to the default address. 

Example 1.   //tpportal.caligari.com/1109 

Example 2.   //tsportal.caligari.com/1109 

 

Then you can enter your username and password, into the Login Screen. Left-click the Login button to begin the 

login process.  
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Upon successful completion of the login process, the login screen will change to show the Chat view panel. 

 

  

Login screen ,  after a successful Login,  The  Chat view appears. 

 

When the Chat view panel is opened , access is available to the administrative areas through the use of the 

moderator icon, for most people the moderator Tools are not an area that you need to be concerned about. 

The main parts most people may want to know about are the Raised hand and Need Help icons. 

 

The following section describes the Chat panel and the settings. 

Starting from top-left, there is the title bar, which will take its name from the name of the server and shared space 

you are currently logged in to. 

At the right hand side on top, there are familiar windows controls for minimize, restore and close buttons for the 

panel.  The buttons also have a pop-up tool hint with useful information to describe the icon usage. 

 History combo-box: 

 
Immediately below the title-bar on the left is a drop down combo-box of your history. As you visit other 

rooms/spaces, you will add to the list. You may edit the top empty field, if you know the address and port of the 

room you wish to visit.  

Once you have your destination, left-click the GO button to change from the current location to the new location. 
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 History combo-box: drop-down list.  Chat view icons. 

 Chat view toolbar: 

Just below the combo-box, we find a toolbar with the following icons: 

 

   Raised hand: client may select this to notify the Moderator that they wish to speak or chat This 

toggles to allow client to cancel the request..  

     Moderator view: opens the Moderator panel only if the client has privileges to do so. 

   Need Help: help is required. Inform Moderator that you require advice or assistance. Toggle this 

button to cancel the request. 

     Exit: Logout of the shared space. Chat view returns to Login view.  
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Default Caligari Portal with Link bar to other spaces  

Depending on the current size of portal content and your Internet connection speed, the initial download could take 

several minutes. You can see the progress in the bottom line of the Chat panel, and the downloaded objects will 

appear progressively one by one, as soon as each is downloaded .  

 

When you are connected and ready, the status line will show “Ready.” Other participants will see your status, too.  

Even though network transfer uses compression, please use small objects if possible. 

Textures and materials take most of the size. Thus objects with simple materials are the best candidates.  

 

Currently the only rooms available where objects can be added is in the Meeting Room , and the Scriptorium, you 

can enter the Meeting Room  by clicking on the icon in the link Bar shown above. More open areas will be added 

later . 

 

 You can also use a link or address embedded in a word document or webpage like the ones found on our 

main website here.   truePlaces .  

 Example: caligari.truespace://tpportal.caligari.com/1109 this will launch an instance of trueSpace and 

attempt to login and access the public truePlace server  on its default port of 1109 

http://www.caligari.com/products/trueSpace/ts75/Brochure/truePlaces.asp?SubCate=S2forum
caligari.truespace://tpportal.caligari.com/1109
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There are  a Number of clubs and regular meetings that are organized and run by trueSpace Forum members: These 

can be found here . Birds Of A Feather 

Our Community Forums are also a good source of information help and advice on the use of trueSpace and 

collaborative spaces: The Forums can be found here Community Forums : 

 

Leaving a Shared Space  

To disconnect from a Shared Space, click on the Exit button in the Chat panel.  

If the Chat panel is not visible, then click on the Connect to  button to display it. 

If you are not connected, the Login panel will be displayed and not the chat window.  

 

12.1.3 Portals  

 
Portals serve as gateways to shared collaborative places. They are full of signposts showing you direction to your 

final destination. Clicking on these toolbars will transport you to the other spaces. 

 

 

Link bar with links to other spaces 

12.1.4 Avatars  

 
Inside of a shared space, all participants are represented as stylized 3D characters (avatars). These will be refined 

later. 

http://www.caligari.com/BirdsOfAFeather.asp?SubCate=S2BOAF%20
http://forums1.caligari.com/truespace/index.php
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Avatars 

12.1.5 Chat  

 
When you enter a shared space, you will see a chat panel. In its upper part you can see all participants in this space; 

in the lower part you see the current conversation. You can join the conversation by typing in the text edit box 

below.  

 

Chat Panel 
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12.1.6 Basics of Navigation 

 

 First Person Navigation 

 

 

FPN Tool 

 

Left-click on this tool enters into First Person Navigation “mode”.  

Right-click on the tool shows the panel in the stack. 

 

 

FPN Panel 

 

FPN mode has the following keyboard key-strokes defined and used by default: 

Note: the keyboard shortcuts can be changed in spaces where this is allowed by using the panel in the stack.  

 

W    walk forward.  

A    step left.  

S     walk backward.  

D    step right.  

Spacebar   jump.  

Shift   run.  

ESC   exit FPN mode.  

 

Whilst in FPN a right-click will toggle FPN mode on and off without exiting it. 

 

Mouse sensitivity allows you to set sensitivity to mouse movement as described below.  

In addition to the keyboard items, the mouse can be used to control the direction looked in:  

Move mouse left or right to pan left or right. Move mouse forwards or back to tilt your view up or down.  
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Tip: If you do not see your mouse pointer, and are wanting to select something, chances are you are still in First 

Person Navigation mode and you should right-click somewhere on the screen to exit FPN mode, then the mouse 

pointer will become visible. 

 

View Navigation Controller 

 

The View Navigation Controller in the bottom right-hand corner of the interface can be used for navigating around 

the 3D space when the FPN mode is not being used.

 

 

Object and Navigation Controls 

 

On mouse-over the parts of the View Navigation Controller, the element will highlight yellow, indicating what 

action is performed when you left-click-hold and drag the mouse. 
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View Navigation Controller 



 

Move: between each arm of the Object Navigation Controller, is a semi-transparent “web”. Each will move the 

object in x&y, x&z or y&z directions respectively. 

To move the object restricted to either  x, y or z, use the color-coded arms themselves. 

Each arm will move the object in its respective direction. 

 

Rotate: each arc of the Object Navigation Controller will rotate the object around that axis: x, y or z.  

 

Scale:  on the outside end of each arm is a small “cube”. Left-click/hold & drag mouse to scale, restricted to that 

respective axis. 

To scale uniformly in all axis directions, hold both the left and right mouse buttons on any of the gray cubes and 

move the mouse.  
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Object Navigation Controller 
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Seal of Good Modeling 
While we at Caligari try to make the trueSpace as robust as possible, it never hurts to develop good working 

practices for yourself, too. You will get the best out of trueSpace if you work with the program’s strengths and avoid 

unnecessary complexity. Just the smallest amount of thought, planning, and workflow adjustments can reap major 

benefits! 

 

This section aims to give you some pointers and hints on how to develop scenes and models to maximize what 

trueSpace can do for you. Many of these tips will help with scenes that were originally created with an earlier 

version of trueSpace where such issues still impacted performance, but that effect can be more noticeable when 

using the real-time renderer or the bridge. With some thought and planning, the real-time Player can help you work 

fast and smooth with models that have so many polygons they could bring other displays to a halt!  

 

A.1 Avoid Complex Hierarchies 

A.1.1 Replace Glue as Child links with Glue as Sibling links in older models 

Glue as Child is functionally equivalent to Glue as Sibling, but it tends to create much deeper hierarchies. Deep 

hierarchies kill performance in all versions of trueSpace, so we removed Glue as Child from trueSpace altogether. If 

you have some models created in an older version of trueSpace that have a lot of Glue as Child links, you can 

improve performance significantly by ungluing them and converting them to Glue as Sibling links. 

 

A.1.2 Use Object Union for groups of objects that do not touch 

Note here that the hierarchical structure is the problem, not the number of faces or vertices. You can simplify the 

hierarchy by using boolean addition of objects that do not touch with the Object Union tool. 

 

In discussions about modeling the advice often given is to avoid using booleans, and this is good advice where 

geometry touches or intersects as you can get artifacts in the resulting join. However, where the objects do not touch, 

you end up with no such problem and the boolean is perfectly safe to use. 

 

   
Left shows wide hierarchy using Encapsulate / Glue; Right shows simpler hierarchy using Object Union 

 

A prime example here would be in constructing railings, as seen in the images above. Each post in the railing is a 
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single object, and this could lead to a great number of objects in your scene. If you glue them all together, then the 

result is a very wide hierarchy, and this could be problematic. Using Object Union to join them together however 

results in one single object containing all the posts, with no hierarchy at all. This is much easier for trueSpace to 

handle. 

 

This step is one you might take toward the end of the project, once all the posts are in place and you don’t expect to 

edit the individual objects inside the group again. Even so, the step is not irreversible, as it is possible to separate all 

the posts again using the Decompose Into Objects tool. Note that this tool does not work if objects that touch or 

intersect have been booleaned together, but it will work just fine where the objects did not touch or intersect. 

 

This same technique is useful if you plan on exporting your model to other applications, since many other 

applications do not support the hierarchies that are possible in trueSpace. This makes reducing hierarchies a good 

modeling practice in general, not just something to be done due to the bridge or real-time renderer. 

 

   
Applying the Object Union approach on a more complex hierarchy gives even greater simplification 

 

A.1.3 Don’t Group All Objects Into One 

It can be tempting to group everything together into one “super object” - for example if you create a park scene, you 

may have ground, hills, bushes, railings, people, trees and benches. You could create a structure that had a Park 

group containing all of those, with the Benches group containing each individual Bench, where each Bench was a 

group of all the separate parts arranged into groups such as Legs and Back, with groups inside those for Bolts and 

Planks... 

 

This could be a very complex hierarchy indeed! It may be best to keep the groups separate to avoid a hierarchy that 

is too wide or too deep, for example each bench could be simplified as shown previously, but then each bench could 

also be kept as a separate object, rather than glued into a group of all benches in the scene. Should you want to move 

all objects at once, you can do so via selecting them with a bounding box (click and drag) or by holding CTRL and 

clicking to select each object. Alternatively, if you frequently move all the objects at once, you could simply glue all 

the park objects into one park without sub-grouping them into “Trees,” “Benches,” “People” etc. 
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Avoiding sub-groups can make a big difference to performance 

 

You can see above that the hierarchy is marginally less attractive in some ways once simplified in the right hand 

image, since it now has all benches, all lamps, all trees etc shown individually inside the Park object. Yet despite 

this slightly more ungainly look, this should not remove any degree of usability from the hierarchy, while applying 

this approach wherever possible will give you a performance in trueSpace. 

 

In combination with the use of Boolean Addition for non-touching objects, this can lead to a greatly simplified 

hierarchy, making an object or scene much more “digestible” for the real-time renderer and bridge. Note that for 

compatibility with previous versions of trueSpace, it is best to edit the hierarchies before saving the scene from the 

previous version and loading it into the current version. 

 

Of course, all example scenes shown here are so simple that they will perform equally well with the “bad” and the 

“good” approaches to hierarchies. They have to be kept simple, however, to illustrate the concepts. Not only that, 

but taking care of these details at this sort of simple level will add up as a scene grows in size with more and more 

objects! 
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A.2 Triangulate 

The real-time renderer requires models to be triangulated, and this happens to all objects in a scene when they are 

passed across the bridge to the real-time render engine. It often helps to run the triangulation yourself on the source 

objects in the trueSpace Model window, as then the software does not need to triangulate it for you each time the 

object is sent over the bridge. Since triangulation can make working with the model harder, this step is best taken at 

the end of a project, for example if you are about to make a scene available through truePlay, or use the real-time 

renderer to set-up lighting once modeling is complete. 
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A.3 Reduce Your Poly Count 

The Polygon Reduction tool is greatly improved compared to previous generations of trueSpace. With the quality 

that can be achieved using the Polygon Reduction tool, you can lighten the load during rendering or for a real-time 

use of an object or scene without a loss of quality. Choose the level of reduction that matches just how much detail 

needs to be seen in the object - for instance, if you are using a car model in an animation and it just driving by as 

part of the background, then there is no need for it to retain high detail. 

 

The tool actually keeps the high poly version stored inside it, and allows you to change how much detail is shown in 

the real-time renderer through the use of a slider, making it non-destructive. This is ideal for real-time use of objects, 

and lets you tweak the amount of simplification you use until you are happy with the result. 

 

Of course, with the high poly count version preserved “inside” the object, memory requirements will remain higher. 

If you want to reduce those requirements too, rather than just lighten the load for the real-time display, then you can 

permanently extract the low poly version and use that instead, saving the high poly version to a library for safe 

keeping. 
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A.4 Activate and Deactivate the Bridge 

The Bridge brings you the advantage of being able to use tools, workflows and plug-ins from previous generations 

of truespace, while also being able to use all the new features in trueSpace. To give you this advantage, though, the 

Bridge has to do quite a bit of processing, and use quite a bit of memory, and there are times when you simply don’t 

need the Bridge - and that’s why you are not forced into having it active all the time. 

 

If you take the time to learn a little about the Bridge - all you need to know is in the next few paragraphs - then 

you’ll be able to use it to your best advantage, ensuring it always helps you. 

 

A.4.1 Bridge basics: 

The purpose of the bridge is to synchronize Player scenes with Modeler scenes and synchronize some settings. It is 

good to remember the following: 

  

• If you make an action in Player, then it takes time to appear in Model, and vice versa. 

• It takes more memory to keep both Views synchronized. 

• Not all the objects are transformed to 100% equivalent between both views. 

• The bridge stays active in Auto mode if at least one Player view (LE, View3D, Object library, Scene library) 

is opened, and at least one Model View (KFE, main window) is opened. 

• The bridge is activated for one-time synchronization each time you are switching between Model and 

Player View, or if you render with selected VRay renderer. 

• If the bridge is activated, it has to synchronize both Model and Player Views. To do this, it has to know the 

sync. direction (Model scene syncs to state of Player, or vice versa). Because some objects are known only 

to Model or only to Player, you can lose some objects during synchronization. This can happen mainly if 

you edit object hierarchy, mesh, or materials. 

 

A.4.2 Player and Model libraries 

• Player and Model have separate libraries. Be careful to understand the differences mainly for objects and 

scenes.  

• Player libraries can store any object you want, independent of the hierarchy in which you are saving it. This 

is not possible in Model, where only the TOP hierarchy level of objects can be stored 

• If you save a Player scene, then it saves automatically all info from the Model scene too, so you will not 

lose any information. 

• If you save a Model scene, it saves info from Player scene too, except unconnected connectors on the scene 

object. This means all the info about scene content is saved except items such as Player camera entry point, 

etc. 

 

A.4.3 Workflows: 

• KF Animations: If you want to create a key-frame animation without Player scripting, it is best to turn off 

bridge and work in Full layout. If you need Player materials, then set the bridge switch to “Auto” or “On,” 

and turn off “Support Model procedural animation.” 

• KF Animation with scripts: If you want to combine KF animation and Player scripts, then set the 

“Support Model procedural animation” to “On,” together with bridge to “On.” 

• Modeling: If you want to just model some new objects without behavior or KF animation, then use Full 
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layout or turn the bridge off. You can speed up response on the Model side if you turn off “Support Model 

procedural animation.” 

· Working With Imported Scenes/Hierarchies: Imported scenes, either from other applications or from 

earlier versions of trueSpace, may have material or hierarchy issues that need correcting in order to gain 

optimal performance in trueSpace7. Since these problems cause slow response from trueSpace, it can be 

hard to correct them! The solution though is simple. With the Bridge set to Auto, switch to the Full layout. 

This will allow you to change the hierarchies or materials without the Bridge making any updates (since 

there is no Player or Link Editor window active), and will give you fast performance. Switching back to the 

Default layout (or any layout that includes a Link Editor or Player window) will cause the Bridge to move 

your changes from the Model window over to the Player window also - this means the switch may take a 

moment as all your changes are moved from the Model window you were working in to the Player window. 

Once the new Layout is loaded, you can save your scene to the Player libraries, and indeed you should find 

you can work with the scene in a Model window under the Default view as the performance should be 

improved due to the changes made to the problem areas of the scene. 

• Import objects, scenes, configurations or projects from older trueSpace versions: If you are in Full 

layout, or the bridge is turned off, then trueSpace will behave identically to trueSpace6.6. For objects and 

scenes, there is no difference. For .CFG and .PRJ files, the interface changes are not loaded, and they are 

replaced by Player ones. 

• Slow Modeling plus behaviors: Turn Bridge off, do modeling work e.g. type a lot of 2D text or edit 

hierarchies that could run slow if the Bridge was on. Enable Bridge, Sync from Modeler, and add behaviors 

in Player. Work in Player and use all of its tools with the Bridge on, as none are known to run more slowly 

due to the Bridge. Disable Bridge to return to Modeling. Also, reducing texture resolution for textures 

transferred from Modeler to Player (in the Display Options panel) can significantly increase speed and 

reduce memory requirements of material-related operations in Modeler with Bridge turned on.  

• Slow Player: If for some reason Player becomes slow you can turn Bridge off, do modeling work in Model, 

enable Bridge, Sync from Modeler, then disable Bridge again. Now add behaviors in Player, enable Bridge, 

Sync from Player, then Disable Bridge. Return to Modeling. 

 

A.4.4 Bridge limitations: 

• All Model procedural objects are transformed to Player as special objects (metaballs, plastiform, IK, some 

materials, arrays, skinning, NURBS, SDS), which behave as polyhedral objects. 

• If you modify a hierarchy, mesh, or materials on the Player side, then these objects are converted back to 

Model View as simple polyhedrons. So if you modify, for example, an IK object in Player, then you can 

lose the IK structure. No undo is available. 

• Player supports some functionality that Model does not support; therefore those objects are not transformed 

to Model (for example, all script nodes). If you modify a hierarchy or type of an object that contains a 

script in Model, for example, then it will be transformed back to Player without the script. In this case, 

Undo is not available. 

• Be careful if you load a large object or scene from tS6.6. If the object uses 200Mb in memory, then it can 

take 400Mb or more if you turn on the bridge. It is important to decide which layout you use in these cases, 

as some layouts will not activate the bridge, and some will. 

• If the bridge is set to Auto mode, it is not recommended to switch between layouts too often. If you use up 

all your memory, you may be forced to close trueSpace with your task manager.  

• If you select the V-Ray renderer, then be aware that the bridge will be activated for each render, so the 

memory requirements will be higher. 
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Due to the fact that Modeler’s scene is cleared (to save a memory) when Modeler’s views are closed and you are in 

“Auto” state, these limitations should be noted: 

 

• If you turn off bridge while you are in Auto, and none of Modeler’s views are displayed, then remember the 

Modeler’s scene will be empty. So if you switch from Player to Modeler and the scene will be empty, just 

switch bridge to “Auto” or “On” state and choose in synchronization dialog “Sync from Player”. Then you 

can turn off the bridge again. 

• If no Modeler’s views are open and you choose “On” and then “Off” or “Auto” state, the Modeler’s scene 

will be again cleared. 

• Similarly, be careful when you choose “Auto” state with Modeler’s views closed. The Modeler’s scene will 

be cleared. 

• To copy and then turn off bridge you must do the following: Choose Dual layout (or open at least one 

Model and one Player view), and turn off the bridge so both scenes become independent. You can then 

close Modeler’s or Player’s views as you want, but be careful to the “Auto” state. 

• When you have unsynchronized scenes, remember you have to save Modeler’s items to Modeler’s libraries 

and Player’s to Player libraries. In each case you lose Player’s or Modeler’s part of the objects. To save all 

the parts you have to activate bridge and merge/synchronize the content 

• If you close the program and the scenes are unsynchronized, Player’s scene will be saved automatically to 

default.ctx, and for the Modeler’s scene you will be asked. 

• The synchronization dialog appears only when you switch bridge from “Off” state to “Auto” or “On”. If 

you choose “Auto” then the dialog appears only when the bridge is going to be activated. 
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Preferences 
B.1 D3D settings 

When you right-click on the D3D icon, you get access to the D3D settings panel 

 

 
 

Bilinear Filtering 

Bilinear filtering is a feature implemented on many hardware accelerator cards that will attempt to remove some of 

the artifacting that appears when your view is close to a texture map. This option lets you enable or disable bilinear 

filtering in your D3D displays. This has no effect on final render output, only during real-time rendering. 

 

Perspective Correction 

By enabling perspective correction, trueSpace will compensate for visual distortions that happen due to perspectives, 

giving you a more accurate view of your scene. 

 

Enable Dithering 

Enabling dithering allows trueSpace to simulate a higher number of colors than an original image (used as a texture 

or image map) consists of. 

 

Video Memory Accel 

Video memory acceleration enables trueSpace to take advantage of hardware memory if your video card has it. 

Turning this off tells trueSpace to only use non-local video memory, which usually means the system memory. This 

option should be turned on to increase performance. 

 

Compress Textures 

This instructs trueSpace to compress textures when possible in D3D mode. This is useful for using less overall 

memory, but is only available if the video card you are using supports it. 

 

Procedural textures 

Enabling procedural textures allows trueSpace to render a preview of how procedurally generated materials will 

look on the objects they are mapped to. This may affect performance, especially if a large amount of procedural 

materials are used in a scene. 
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Bump mapping 

Real time rendering can display bump mapping on objects as well to give you an idea of how the bumps will look on 

final render. This may affect performance in real time rendering. 

 

Transparency 

This sets the level of transparency used in real time rendering for objects that are being edited. 

 

• Level 1: This setting will give you the best performance, but the lowest quality of transparency. In some 

cases you do not see what is behind foreground objects. 

• Level 2: At this transparency level, all objects are fully transparent but they are highly saturated with light. 

In this level the color blending is the same between two or more objects so it becomes difficult to 

distinguish between overlapping objects. 

• Level 3: This is the highest quality transparency, but also the slowest. 

 

Device 

This displays what device trueSpace is using for the real time rendering. If possible trueSpace will use Direct3D 

HAL as this will have best performance. If this is not available, trueSpace will use either RGB Emulation or the 

Reference Rasterizer. 
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B.2 OpenGL settings 

Right-clicking on the OpenGL icon will give you access to the OGL settings panel. 

 

 
 

The OpenGL settings are all similar to the D3D settings covered above with a few features not available, such as 

“Compress Textures” and “Enable Dithering”, and a few that are not available to D3D such as “MipMapped textures” 

and “Antialiasing”. 

 

Mipmapped textures 

Mipmapped textures have different levels of detail depending on how close the viewer is to the texture. This setting 

enables trueSpace to make use of mipmapping to help performance. 

 

Antialiasing 

Antialiasing improves the appearance of textures through sampling and will frequently fix the jagged edges (or 

“jaggies”) that occur on the boundaries of a texture. 

 

Prefer: OpenGL32.dll or OpenGL.dll 

Depending on which driver you wish to use, you can instruct trueSpace to have a preference using this dialog box. 

You only need to change this if you are having trouble using OpenGL; try changing to the other setting to see if that 

gives better performance. 
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B.3 Preferences Panel 

The Preferences Panel is accessed from the File menu: File:Preferences. 

 

 
 

Dynapick 

When Dynapick is enabled, an object can be selected and manipulated with the current tool without having to 

release the mouse button. The benefit is that many objects can be manipulated quickly by simply clicking and 

dragging on each object. If two objects are under the mouse pointer, selection alternates between them with each 

mouse click. When more than two objects are under the mouse pointer, selection gives preference to an object’s 

edge or vertex. 

 

Turning off Dynapick can help avoid accidental selection of objects while manipulating a complex scene. When 

Dynapick is disabled, you must select an object by clicking and releasing the left mouse button on it. Then you can 

manipulate the object by a second mouse click, or drag. This mode is useful when you wish to work with one object 

that is positioned on top of others. With an object selected, the mouse pointer need not be over the object in order to 

manipulate it. 

 

Doublepick 

Mouse double click is necessary to select an object. This can prevent accidental or unwanted selection. 

 

OrthoNav 

Normally, trueSpace uses the left mouse button to control actions along the X- and Y-axes, and the right mouse 

button to control actions along the Z axis. However, you can only work in two axes in 2D, or orthographic views 

(Front, Left, Bottom, Right, and Top). 

 

The 2D Move setting, when enabled, allows you to use the left mouse button to control actions in both the horizontal 

and vertical directions in the Front and Left views. Note that the vertical direction corresponds to the World Z axis. 

If 2D Move is disabled, you must use the right mouse button to control vertical (Z axis) actions. 

 

2D Move has no effect on a Top view. Top views always show the XY plane, and all actions in this plane always 

use the left mouse button. 

 

Tablet 

This setting is primarily intended for use with graphics tablets. trueSpace does not have any special support for 
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tablets, so they should be set up to run under Windows. If the tablet is set to use absolute positioning, this setting 

must be enabled in order for the device to work properly in trueSpace. 

 

Normally, trueSpace allows proportional scaling through the use of both mouse buttons together. If you find it 

awkward to hold both buttons down, as with some tablet pens, you can enable this option. When the Tablet setting is 

enabled, the scaling will automatically be proportional on all three axis when using the left mouse button. If Tablet 

is enabled, and you want to temporarily turn off proportional scaling, simply turn off one or more axes in the 

Coordinates panel. 

 

Recursive Texture Search 

This lets you enter one or more user-defined paths for image map files. trueSpace has a flexible method of dealing 

with the location of image map files. When an image map is used in a scene or on an object, trueSpace will expect to 

find the file in the path specified inside the scene or objects file. However, if it does not find the image, trueSpace 

can continue to search. This makes it easier to move scenes and image maps to other machines and/or hard drives. 

 

The places that trueSpace searches for image maps are controlled in the Change Texture Path field in the 

Preferences panel. It is possible here to define one or more directory paths in which the program will search for 

image maps. Separate directories need to be separated by semicolons (;). 

 

Example: 

 

 D:\TRUESPACE\TEXTURES;C:\MAPS 

 

You can enter the first user-defined path via the keyboard, or by clicking on the Texture Path button, navigating to 

the desired subdirectory, and then double clicking on any file in that directory. To enter additional user-defined 

paths, you must use the keyboard. Using the Texture Path button always replaces any currently defined path(s). 

Materials are searched for in this order: 

 

1. The material’s last location. 

2. In the current project’s directory and its subdirectories for textures, bumps, and Environment. 

3. In the current scene directory and its subdirectories for textures, bumps, and Environment. 

4. In the user defined directory and its subdirectories for textures, bumps, and Environment. 

5. In the current directory and its subdirectories for textures, bumps, and Environment. 

 

If the recursive search is enabled: 

 

a) In the user’s directory and all of its subdirectories. 

b) In all trueSpace subdirectories 

c) In the current directory and all of its subdirectories. 

 

If the texture is not found, then the user is asked for it. The recursive texture search can be interrupted by the ESC 

key. The dialog prompting for the location of the missing texture can be dismissed by clicking the cancel button. 

 

Magic Ring 

trueSpace can make advanced primitives using a control called the Magic Ring. This will toggle the use of advanced 
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primitives off or on. For a detailed explanation of primitives, see Artist Guide Chapter 3: Modeling. If this option is 

unselected, primitives behave as they do in previous versions of trueSpace with no extra sizing or control options 

available. There is a button associated with the advanced primitives which has two choices: scalable or automatic. 

 

Automatic causes trueSpace to place primitives with default size and location as soon as one of the primitive tools is 

selected. Primitive parameters may only be modified before placing the primitive into the scene. 

 

Scalable lets you size and manipulate a primitive after initial placement using the Magic Ring. In addition, the size 

of the primitive can be controlled during placement using the left and right mouse buttons. Scalable primitives are 

sorted into four groups: 

 

1. Planar mouse tool for adding a plane: 

• Left-click adds a 3D primitive into the scene with default position and orientation; the mouse cursor 

defines the location of the object’s center on the ground. 

• Left-click and drag adds a primitive into the scene while allowing the modification of primitive’s 

diagonal size. 

2. Cubic mouse tool for adding a cube: 

• Left-click adds a 3D primitive into the scene with default position and orientation; the mouse cursor 

defines the location of the object’s base center on the ground. 

• Left-click and drag adds a primitive with following options: 

• Left drag for modification of the primitive’s diagonal. Z dimension is equal to the smaller of the X and 

Y dimensions. 

• Right drag for modification of the primitive’s height. 

3. Spherical mouse tool for adding geosphere, rounded cube, rounded cylinder, sphere, and torus: 

• Left-click adds a 3D primitive into the scene with default position and orientation; the mouse cursor 

defines the location of the base center on the ground. 

• Left-click and drag adds a primitive into the scene; further movement modifies the primitive’s radius. 

Right drag allows non-proportional scale in Z direction. 

4. Cylindrical mouse tool for adding cone and cylinder: 

• Left-click adds a 3D primitive into the scene with default position and orientation; the mouse cursor 

defines the location of the base center on the ground. 

• Left-click and drag adds a primitive with following options: 

• Left drag for modification of primitive’s radius. 

• Right drag for modification of primitive’s height. 

 

Primitives can be created in the side views (left, right, front, back) as well. In this case, only left-click creation using 

the default position and orientation works as there is no way to specify the “depth” of the primitive in the 

perpendicular view. 

 

On Grid 

When enabled, new primitives are placed with their bottom edges on the grid plane. Otherwise, new primitives are 

placed with their center on the grid plane. This applies to both Automatic and Scalable modes. 

 

Local Decimal Separator 

The Local Dec. option in the preferences panel allows the use of the local decimal separator in typed numbers.  
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TopMenu 

The default position for new panels (such as tool options panels) in Model is at the bottom of the window. If you 

prefer to have them appear at the top of your screen, enable TopMenu. Note that this also affects the title bar in 

small view windows. 

 

Titles 

If this setting is enabled, control and property panels all have the standard Microsoft Windows title / drag bar across 

the top. You can use the title bar to drag the panel around your screen. Panels with title bars also have a Close box in 

the upper right corner. You can close a panel with a single left-click on the Close box.  

 

To close a panel with no title bar, place the mouse pointer over a blank area of the panel. Press and hold the right 

mouse button while dragging it outside of the panel. You will see a large X appear over the panel. Release the button 

and the panel will close. To move a panel with no title bar, click and hold the left mouse button on the panel, and 

then drag the panel to the desired location.  

 

Save State 

If Save State is enabled, trueSpace will save the current state of the workspace on exit so when you return to 

trueSpace it will look exactly like when you left it. If this is not enabled, trueSpace will start up with whatever 

configuration was saved last. 

 

Dual Monitor 

This option gives users with multiple monitor support more control over their workspace. When this option is 

selected, child views may be moved outside the primary workspace to the second monitor, leaving a full, 

unobstructed main view with up to three child views from different angles on a separate monitor. This option has no 

effect in 4-view mode. When enabling or disabling this option all child views are closed. 

 

Auto Load 

Auto Load tells trueSpace whether or not you would like trueSpace to automatically load the last scene you were 

working with upon startup. If you deselect this option, trueSpace will start you with a new scene upon startup. 

 

Auto Save 

Auto Save is similar to Auto Load, except that enabling this option will cause trueSpace to automatically save the 

scene you are working on upon scene exit if it has already been saved at least once and has a name. This option is 

disabled by default, so you will be prompted to save changes when leaving a scene. 

 

Auto Convert 

When this option is unchecked, you will be prompted anytime a conversion from one object representation to 

another, such as NURBS conversion to polyhedron before a Boolean operation. The dialog box that appears will ask 

you if you wish to convert the object, giving you the option to proceed or not. This serves as a warning to you if you 
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did not know that an object has to be converted before an operation can take place as you may not have wanted to 

convert it. If you check this option, trueSpace will not prompt you but will assume you know what you are doing 

and perform conversions whenever necessary. 

 

3D Controls 

The 3D Controls checkbox enables or disables the displaying of all the controls, such as the View Control, the 

Rotary Control, the Selector Control and the Global Panel. 3D Controls and the 3D panel are a matter of preference 

and a different way of accomplishing tasks in trueSpace that may speed up your workflow. All tasks can be 

accomplished by other means, so these Controls are offered for those who wish to find new, faster methods for 

doing their work, but are not required for those who wish to stay with familiar interfaces. Controls are covered in 

depth in Artist Guide Chapter 2: User Interface. 

 

Transparent Edit 

When this option is selected an object will switch from being drawn solid to being drawn transparent any time the 

object is being edited. When this option is not selected an object will remain solid rendered during editing. 

 

Backup 

This sets the number of scene backup files trueSpace will create. The default is one, but can be increased or 

decreased depending on your preferences. To make a history of scene versions trueSpace will first save a scene to a 

temporary file, then will rename existing backup files if needed so that the oldest version has the lowest extension, 

and the newest backup version has the highest extension. For instance, with backup set to “0”, when you save a 

scene called “myscene”, trueSpace will do the following: 

 

1. Create myscene.tmp. 

2. Rename myscene.tmp to myscene.scn. 

 

With the backup option set to 1, when you save the scene again trueSpace will do the following: 

 

1. Create myscene.tmp. 

2. Rename myscene.scn to myscene.bak. 

3. Rename myscene.tmp to myscene.scn. 

 

With the backup option set to 3, the following actions take place: 

 

1. Create myscene.tmp. 

2. Rename myscene.b02 to myscene.b03. 

3. Rename myscene.b01 to myscene.b02. 

4. Rename myscene.scn to myscene.b01. 

5. Rename myscene.tmp to myscene.scn. 
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B.4 Display Options Panel 

The display options panel can be accessed either by right-click on the draw modes icon, or from the File menu. 

 

 
 

The top row of icons are dedicated to assigned colors to the different states of a wireframe object. Drag on the color 

to set a new color for the specific state. For example, to set the wireframe color for any objects that are in edit mode 

to yellow, left drag on the second color from the left to get the pop up menu of available colors. Select yellow from 

the list and release the mouse button. To test out how the color works, make sure you are in wireframe display, then 

go into edit mode on an object. You should see the object’s wireframe drawn in yellow. 

 

Note that enabling Use Wire Color in the Layer Wire Color panel overrides the color choices set here. If Use Wire 

Color is enabled, the wireframes of all objects on a layer will use the wire color set for that layer. (See Artist Guide 

Chapter 3: Modeling for details.) 

 

Grid 

Use the grid button (first on left after color settings) to set the display of the trueSpace grid. Your options are: 

textured grid, solid grid, wireframe grid, or hide. Hiding the grid will help speed up real time rendering, but the grid 

will be invisible. Setting the grid to wirefame (the default) will display a set of guidelines for you to work against. 

Setting the grid to textured or solid will give you more of an idea of where the grid is and when your objects go 

through it, but solid or textured modes will also slightly slow down the real time rendering. If your display is set to 

wireframe (instead of D3D or OpenGL), setting your grid to textured or solid will have no effect. 

 

Visible lights 

This will toggle the lights in your scene as either being visible, hidden, or wireframe. 

 

Visible camera 

Use this button to make all cameras in your scene either visible or invisible. 

 

Visible deform objects 

This will toggle the visibility of deform objects (objects used strictly as tools to deform other objects). 
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Texture view in solid render  

This will toggle the rendering of textures in solid views. With this disabled, solid mode interfaces will still render 

lighting and color, but textures will not be previewed on objects. This can help speed up redraw of a complex scene. 

 

Show background image 

This will toggle whether or not a color or image designated as the background for a scene is displayed in the real 

time render. If you are using multiple views, the background image can be set on a per-view basis. Right-click this 

button to open the background image options. 

• Background image: The image to be drawn in the background of the current view for real-time rendering 

modes. Left-click this box to bring up the texture browser; right-click it to bring up the standard Windows 

file browser. 

• Use Global: When enabled, the current view will use the background image specified in Background 

Effects Shader - Image. Disabling this setting allows you to use a background image different from the 

Global image. 

• Lock: When enabled, the background image is “fixed” in the current view as if it were projected onto a 

plane behind the view. When locked, the background image responds to changes made to the view, such as 

moving or zooming. (Note that this setting is not available in perspective view.) Otherwise, the background 

image remains statically placed, as if it were locked to the “eye” of the view. 

• Keep aspect ratio: When enabled, the original aspect ratio of the image is maintained. Otherwise, the 

image is scaled to fit the current view. 

 

Txt res 

This controls how large the textures are drawn in real time render. Setting this higher gives you a more detailed 

display of the textures you are using in your scene, but will affect performance. Setting this lower gives a lesser 

approximation of the textures you are using, but will help performance. This setting does not affect the output of 

your final render. 

 

Txt res for Player 

Texture resolution used for Player textures. All textures shown in Player will be rescaled to this resolution to restrict 

memory usage. 

 

SLW 

Texture resolution used for SuperLightWorks materials when displaying them in the real-time rendering engine 

(both Model and Player). If there is an SLW material in the scene, this resolution will be used to render the SLW 

material preview, which is afterwards used in the real-time rendering engine. 

 

Grnd res (x,y) 

Changing these two fields sets the number of squares that the grid is made up of. This does not affect your final 

render output. 
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Detail 

This setting effects how the trueSpace real time renderer draws the objects in your scene as changes are made, such 

as moving and object or moving the view. The options available are: 

• Render all: Keep all objects drawn in real-time render. 

• Wireframe: Unselected objects will switch to wireframe when a change is made. 

• All wireframe: All objects (even the active one) will be drawn in wireframe when a change is made. 

• Always wire: All unselected objects will be drawn in wireframe, even when no changes are being made. 

The active object will be rendered solid if solid render is set in display options. 

• All Always Wire: All objects will always be drawn in wireframe. 

• Boxes: Objects are drawn as boxes when changes are made. The active object remains rendered. Boxes 

mode faster than wireframe or full rendering. 

• All in Boxes: All objects will be drawn in boxes when changes are being made. 

• Always Boxes: All unselected objects will be drawn in boxes, even when no changes are being made. The 

active object will be rendered solid if solid render is set in display options. 

• All always boxes: All objects will be drawn as boxes. 

 

Pass Though 
 

This toggle determines whether or not Per-object Draw Modes are used during real-time rendering. (See Artist Guide 

Chapter 2: User Interface.) 

• When disabled, all objects in the scene are drawn using the currently active global drawing mode.  

• When enabled, objects are displayed using their assigned draw modes. If the object has not been assigned a 

Per-object Draw Mode, or Object Mode Off is active, it is drawn using the active global draw mode. 

 

Note: The Icon Finder houses a Pass Though button that performs the same function as the Pass 

Through toggle on the Display Options panel, but may be placed anywhere on the desktop and 

displays the active mode. 

 

Grid Units 
 

When enabled, grid resolution will change every time an object with different units is selected. If you select, for 

example, an object which has units set to centimeters, the grid will change so that one quad of the grid will have 

exactly the size of one centimeter. 
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Grid in centimeter units 

 

Sensitivity 

By setting this number to something other than 0, trueSpace will only update the auxiliary windows when the mouse 

is not being moved. This can help performance when editing with multiple views open as you do not have to wait 

for all windows to update before continuing with your work. If this number is set as high as 100, only the current 

view window will be refreshed on changes. When the mouse is inactive for a period of time, the other views will be 

refreshed. 
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B.5 Global Panel 

The Global Panel is a 3D interface into many common settings in trueSpace. Essentially, it is a square settings area 

surrounded on the left sides by menu controls that will display their options in the settings area. Shown below is the 

Global Panel with the grid settings showing, and each of the menu controls numbered for reference. 

 

 
 

1. Close Global Panel. 

2. Grid settings; ground size and visibility. 

3. Enable / Disable 3D controls. 

4. Object collision properties. 

5. Appearance Renderers Setting. 

6. Visibility of cameras, lights, deformation lattices, and physics and IK elements. 

7. Choice between 3D Global Panel and non-rotating 2D Global Panel. 

8. Drag Panel, used to move the Global Panel around. 

 

To access any of the 3D menus, simply click on the appropriate 3D icon along the edge of the panel, and the panel 

will instantly display the selected 3D menu’s options. If you have Tooltips activated, you will see a helpful text 

reference that lets you know you are in the right place. 

 

The various options are arranged in a grid on the Global Panel. To select an option from the Global Panel, point your 

mouse to the desired option and click. The selected option will be highlighted by a wireframe box that envelops it. 

 

Opening and/or Moving the Global Panel 

To enable the Global Panel, you must ensure that the 3D Controls box is checked in your Preferences panel. (It will 

be on by default.) To open the Global Panel, select the Global Panel icon in the Object Tool toolgroup. If you wish 

to move the Global Panel, drag the global panel with the left mouse button on the icon in the left corner (labeled 

number 9 in the figure). 

 

Closing the Global Panel 

To close the Global Panel, click the icon labeled with an X (labeled number 1 in the figure).  

 

Affixing the Global Panel in place 
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Clicking the Move Global Panel To/From 3D Space button (number 8 in the figure) toggles between two views of 

the Global Panel. When the Global Panel is set to rest in 2D space, it remains fixed in a three-quarters perspective, 

unaffected by eye rotation. When set for 3D space, you can rotate your eye around the Global Panel and see it from 

all angles. If you are having trouble seeing or using the Global Panel at first, try clicking this button to ensure a 

steady view. Once you have gained experience using the 3D menus, you might wish to free it up by placing it into 

3D space. 

 

Menu Setting 

The Menu Setting panel (number 3 in the accompanying figure) allows you to customize your trueSpace interface. 

 

• Enable point edit controls: Use this option to toggle off or on the creation of point edit controls when 

entering point edit mode. 

• Enable navigation controls: Use this option to toggle off or on the creation of navigation controls in view 

windows. 

• Enable view controls: Use this option to toggle off or on the creation of View controls in view windows. 

 

Object Collision Menu 

 
 
The Object Collision Menu allows you to set the parameters that determine how your trueSpace objects behave 

when they come into contact with one another. Using these settings allows you the maximum amount of freedom 

and precision according to the needs of your scene, or to determine the most efficient settings for your particular 

machine. Note that you must set the collision properties of individual objects by bringing up the object’s 3D menu 

(explained in detail in this section). Refer to the accompanying figure for the explanation of the Object Collision 

commands that follows. 

 

First Tier (or, Who Hits What?): 

1. Collision With All - Solid (collision-enabled) objects stop when hitting any other object. 

2. Collision With Peers Only - Solid objects pass through non-solid objects but collide with other solid 

objects. 

3. Collide With Ground Only - Solid objects collide with the Grid, but pass through all other objects. 

4. No collision. 

 

Second Tier (or, What Happens after a collision?): 

5. Stop After Colliding - The collidor halts in place when it encounters another solid object or the Grid. 

6. Stick After Colliding - The collidor comes to rest on the surface of other solid objects or the Grid, much 

like the Magnetic tool. 
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Third Tier (Collision Precision) 

7. Low precision collision (default) - trueSpace performs minimal calculation for detecting collisions. This is 

the best setting for older machines, or when working with more complex objects (those with a higher face 

count). 

8. High precision collision - the most accurate collision detection setting. This is the best setting for more 

powerful computers, or for detecting collisions between simple primitives such as planes and cubes. 

 

Appearance Renderer Settings 

These settings on the global panel are the 3D equivalent to the 2D popup menu explained in Artist Guide Chapter 2: 

User Interface under Draw Mode. 

 

Visibility 

Through the Visibility menu, you can toggle the visibility of certain elements of your scene. If, for example, you are 

happy with the lighting scheme of your 3D scene and do not wish to alter a light source accidentally, you can hide 

the lights by clicking the Make Lights Visible tool. Similarly, you can hide deformation lattices to speed up scene 

navigation. 

 

1. Make cameras visible - Show/hide all cameras in your scene. 

2. Make lights visible - Show/hide all lights in your scene. 

3. Make lattices visible - Show/hide all stand-alone deformation lattices in your scene. 

4. Draw/Hide Inverse Kinematics Joints - Show/hide all IK joints and connectors; especially useful for 

working with bones objects. See Artist Guide Chapter 6: Animation for more information. 

5. Draw/Hide Physics Resources - Show/hide Physical Simulator indicators (vectors, center of gravity, etc.) 

See Artist Guide Chapter 6: Animation for a more detailed description. 

6. Draw/Hide Inverse Kinematics Effector - Toggles the visibility of the effector (the yellow line which 

indicates force and direction when manipulating a skeleton). See Artist Guide Chapter 6: Animation for more 

information. 

 

Ground Settings 

The Ground Settings menu allows you to modify the appearance and size of the Ground . Although the Ground will 

not appear in your rendered scene, you can make adjustments to help you in your modeling and scene layout. 

 

Ground Appearance Settings 

 
                               Set grid to Hide                 Set grid to Wireframe  
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                              Set grid to Solid                  Set grid to Textured 

 
 

 
 Ground Size Settings 

 

Click and drag on any of the three Ground Size Settings tools to modify the size of the Ground. Drag left to decrease 

the size setting, or drag right to increase it. 
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B.6 Object Properties Panel 

When this panel is first displayed, only a subset of these settings is shown. To open the complete panel, press the red 

arrow at the top-right of the panel. 

 

 
 

Location 

These three settings show the current object’s position in the world according to the axis of the current object. The 

unit of measurement displayed is either in the World or Object system, depending on whether Dynaunits is disabled 

or enabled. Change the position values by clicking on the X, Y and Z boxes, entering a new value from the keyboard, 

and pressing Enter. Location values may also be entered as formulas involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, 

and division functions. Parentheses may be employed within formulas. As an example: 43+67-5 or 43*(8+7). 

 

Rotation 

These three settings show the current object’s alignment in degrees. Change the alignment by clicking on the X, Y 

and Z boxes, entering a new value from the keyboard, and pressing Enter. Rotation values may also be entered as 

formulas involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division functions. Parentheses may be employed 

within formulas. 

 

Size 

These three settings show the current object’s absolute scale values which are displayed either in the World or 

Object system, depending on whether Dynaunits is disabled or enabled. Change the scale by clicking on the X, Y 

and Z boxes, entering a new value from the keyboard, and pressing Enter. Scale values may also be entered as 

formulas involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division functions. Parentheses may be empolyed 

within formulas. 

 

Name 

This shows the object’s name and lets you change it. Objects other than primitives, cameras, and lights are 

automatically called NoName when created. Primitives, cameras and lights are named automatically and have 

numerical extentions added for each new instance. For example, adding to spheres to your scene will show you that 

the first one is named “Sphere” and the second is named “Sphere,1”. To change the object’s name to one that you 

prefer, click on the name and enter a new name from the keyboard, then press Enter. You can also use this box to 

unselect all objects, by choosing “None”. 
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Layer 
 

This is the name of the layer that the current object resides on. You can change its layer assignment by choosing a 

different layer from the drop-down list. 

 

# Vertices 

This shows the number of vertices in the current object. Since the only way to change this value is by interactive 

editing, it cannot be changed in the property panel. 

 

# Faces 

This shows the number of faces or polygons in the current object. Since the only way to change this value is by 

interactive editing, it cannot be changed in the property panel. 

 

Tip: If you unselect all objects (choose None in the name drop-down box), the # Vertices and # Faces values will 

reflect totals for the scene. 

 

Class 

Display the type of an object (e.g. polyhedron, camera, light, metaball). 

 

LOD Distance  

You can enter a numeric value into this box to set the LOD distance. This value is documented in greater detail in 

Artist Guide Chapter 3: Modeling. 

 

Inlined 

This check box lets you indicate whether or not the object should be inlined during VRML export. Note that this 

setting just marks individual objects for possible inlining. The Export VRML Files dialog has a global setting that 

determines whether or not any inlined files are created. See Developer’s Guide Chapter 10: File Formats for more 

information. 

 

Obj. Convert 
 

The Obj. Convert popup will convert units of objects, which means 1m changes to 1mm if you select millimeters 

and had meters before. The size of affected objects will change compared to other objects in the scene. 

 

Obj. Units 
 

The Obj. Units popup will change units of objects, which means 1m changes to 1000mm if you select millimeters 

and had meters before. The size of affected objects will not change compared to other objects in the scene. 

 

Scn. Units 
 

The Scn. Units popup will change units of all objects in the scene, similar to the Obj. Units popup. Another effect of 
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changing scene units is that it changes implicit units, meaning the default size of one grid quad or unit to which 

object units are referenced. You can see this effect by watching the location or size vectors while changing object 

and/or scene units. 

 

Render Options 

This button brings up the Object Render Options Panel. 

 

 
 

• Invisible: This check box lets you indicate whether or not the object should be visible. Making objects 

temporarily invisible helps in speeding up navigation with complex scenes. You can also use an invisible 

object as a “null object” in animation with the Look At function to control the camera’s aim without having 

it pointing at a specific object.  

 

 Note: To unhide all invisible objects at once, click the Unhide All Objects   icon (located on the same 

toolbar as the Object Tool). 

 

• Cast Shadows: Enable or disable an individual object’s abilities to cast shadows. 

• Receive Shadows: Enable or disable an individual object’s abilities to receive shadows. 

• Double Sided: When enabled, the trueSpace renderer will treat this object as two-sided, regardless of the 

state of the Enable Single-sided rendering setting on the render options toolbar. Faces with normals 

pointing away from the camera will be rendered visible. 
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B.7 Startup Menu 

The startup menu (accessible by holding the CTRL key while starting trueSpace) allows you to start trueSpace in 

any real time mode, as well as start a “clean” trueSpace session without automatically loading any stored 

configurations and projects. 

 

 
 

• PixmapMode: Allows the selection of the DDB (device-dependent bitmap), Mixed, DIB (de-

vice-independent bitmap) and Low mode for the software wireframe real time display. Note that this setting 

does not affect any of the real time rendering modes (DirectX, OpenGL). 

 

• Real Time Mode: Allows the selection of the default real time rendering mode for all views from the 

following list: wireframe (software mode only - no hardware acceleration), DirectX (hardware acceleration 

if the graphics card supports it) and OpenGL (hardware acceleration if the graphics card supports it). We 

suggest using DirectX as the default setting on any system that supports it (Windows95, Windows98, 

WindowsME, Windows2000, WinXP). Use OpenGL on WindowsNT, as DirectX is not supported. Please 

note that when dealing with very complex scenes, the hardware accelerated OpenGL mode might give 

faster refresh rates than the DirectX mode. 

 

• Use default configuration: If this setting is checked, then trueSpace starts without loading any stored 

configurations (from the truespace.cfg file), projects/libraries, and default scene. This mode is suggested 

when having problems loading the previously created configuration. 

 

• Use SetPixel: Special compatibility mode for software wireframe - use only if trueSpace refuses to run in 

software wireframe mode. 
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File Formats 
C.1 3D Input Formats 

Import Settings Panel 

In the Load Object dialog, click the Settings button to bring up an import settings panel for the currently-selected 

file format. 

 

 
 

DXF Import 

 

 
 

• Fix Normals: Reverses the normals for the object. Use this option if objects appear to be imported inside 

out. 

• Object Scale: Converts the object to a desired unit system, no unit system, or to fit onscreen. 

• Extract One Layer: Only a desired layer is imported. The layer name is to be selected from the Layer 

name field. Objects not associated with any layers are always imported. Subsequently, layers are preserved 

as separate objects. 

• Layer name: Combination box containing either a list of layers in the selected file, or a text field when no 

file is selected in Load Object dialog. 

• Resolve Holes: Properly imports holes associated with some variations of DXF files. If holes are not 

imported properly, enable this option. 
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• Arc/Circle Segments: Sets the resolution of arcs and circles when they are converted to polygons. 

• Close Arcs: Any arc entities in the file will become solid polygons with edges that go around the arc and to 

its center point. 

• Line/Arc/Point Width: Sets the size of polygons when .DXF entities are converted from 2D to 3D. 

• Center Object: Places the object at the World center (0,0,0). 

• Merge layers: Places all imported object on one layer. 

• Update layer color: Use this option to keep the trueSpace layer color instead of colors used in DXF file. 

(This updates the DXF layer color with the trueSpace layer color.) 

• Existing layers: Place imported object to existing layer if exists. 

 

Certain DXF entities and options are not currently supported as follows: lines with no width, extrusion vectors, 

bulges in polylines, polyarcs, 3dlines, traces, text, shapes, and types. 

 

Layer structure after importing a DXF file: 

 

 

Merge Existing Description 

Layers Layers  
On On All imported objects will be stored in current active layer in trueSpace. 

On Off All imported objects will be stored in a newly created layer in trueSpace. 

Off On New layers will only be created in trueSpace for missing layers. 

Off Off New layers will be created in trueSpace for each layer from DXF file. 

 
 
Layers in trueSpace are identified by unique layer numbers, not by name, so there may exist several layers 

with the same layer name. Therefore, when you try to import the same DXF file with Existing 

Layers off, new layers will be added after each import. 

 

PostScript Import 

trueSpace can import .EPS, .PS, and .AI files.  

 

 
 

• Standard text: This is a kind of text you get when you type in a word processor. It is different from the 

text that you generally type in a structured drawing program. With this option turned off, you can, for 
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example, read in a page containing text and graphics and have only the graphics converted. 

• Filled curves: Convert solid colored regions PostScript entities like circles and other closed curves. 

• Stroked curves: Convert outlines and thin, potentially open, curve or line PostScript entities. 

• Unstroked path: Import unstroked path as a NURBS curve. 

• Curve resolution: This allows you to control the quality of the conversion from curves to trueSpace 

polygons. Set according to your needs, but Low should be adequate for almost anything unless your 

artwork/text is extremely detailed (e.g. 12 point text). 

• Inner-Object step: This allows you to “layer” the different curves, characters, text, etc. as they are loaded. 

Larger values can be used to exaggerate the spacing between shapes and create some interesting special 

effects. 

• Inter-Page step: This is similar to Inner-Object step but is the amount of space that will be put between all 

of the shapes in one page and all of the shapes in the next page in multi-page PostScript documents. In 

addition each PostScript page will come in as a separate trueSpace object. 

 

DirectX Import 

The DirectX (*.x) file format supports importing of all templates defined in Version 1.13 January 13, 1997. 

 

VRML 1.0 Import 

This is the Virtual Reality Modeling Language, version 1.0. trueSpace will load .WRL files as well as any JPEG 

textures associated with the world. 

 

Amiga Caligari Import 

All of the information present in the Amiga Caligari .SOB file will be converted including hierarchy, color and 

smoothing. 

 

3D Studio Binary Import 

Separate objects within a .3DS file will be loaded as sub-objects of a single parent. Lights and cameras are not 

currently supported. Hierarchy information is not currently maintained. Object colors are taken from 3DS diffuse 

color. All materials default to auto-facet. Texture mapping coordinates are preserved, and texture formats supported 

will also transfer. When loading 3DS objects that have texture maps, the directory where the 3DS object is stored is 

now the first one searched for texture maps. If a requested texture cannot be found there, then trueSpace will prompt 

you for the location of the texture file. 

 

3D Studio ASCII Import 

Separate objects within a file are loaded as sub-objects of a single parent. There is no hierarchy information in the 

file, so it cannot be correctly converted. There is no material information in ASCII files beyond simply labeling 

different polygons with different material group names. Polygons that are supposed to have different materials are 

recognized, and each different material group in the file will be represented as a different shade of gray. Texture 

mapping coordinates are preserved. 

 

Imagine Import 
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As with 3D Studio binary files, each different object within an Imagine file will be loaded as a sub-object of a single 

parent object. Although there is hierarchy information in the file, it is not currently converted. Colors are converted. 

All materials are set to auto-facet. 

 

LightWave Import 

Surface details and one-and two-point polygons are not converted. All surface information possible, including 

smoothing, glossiness, and color, are converted. Only objects from version 5.6 and earlier can be imported, and they 

should be reduced to a single layer before exporting from Lightwave. 

 

VideoScape Import 

Surface details and one-and two-point polygons will be ignored. All VideoScape material numbers (including 2.0 

additions) are correctly converted. 

 

Wavefront Import 

Since Wavefront files can have object groups which conflict with trueSpace hierarchies (this is typically the case), 

grouping information is not preserved. Material names will be run through a name parser with associated color 

information in an attempt to convert well-named materials to actual colors with transparency. E.G., “light blue” will 

be recognized and result in a color of R173 G216 B230 A100, as will “ltblue” and many other variants. 

 
BVH Import 

BVH files are popular format for motion capture. There are a lot of BVH animations available for download on web, 

available both free and for a fee.  
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C.2 3D Export Formats 

 

 
 
Export Settings Panel 

In the Save Object dialog, click the Settings button to bring up an export settings panel for the currently-selected file 

format. 

 

trueSpace 4.3/5.x/6.0/6.6 Object/Scene Export 

trueSpace7 objects and scenes can be exported to older trueSpace formats. This provides the possibility to use them 

in an earlier version of trueSpace if needed. Note that only objects and parameters supported by the previous 

versions will be exported - the others will be ignored. 

 

iSpace Object/Scene Export 

trueSpace objects and scenes can be exported in iSpace format. This provides the possibility to export geometry and 

animation for future use in Caligari iSpace1.0. Note that only object and parameters supported by iSpace1 will be 

exported - the others will be ignored. 

 
BVH Export 

BVH files are popular format for motion capture.  

 
COLLADA export 

COLLADA is a popular 3D format used in game industry but it is also supported by high end DCC tools such as 

SoftImage, Maya and 3D Studio..  

 

User Interface 
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Select object to export. You can select multiple objects if you want to export multiselection into one file. Select 

whole scene (scene node) to export whole scene. In File menu, select Save. Type desired file name and choose 

Rosetta Collada export files (*.dae). Click on save. Exporter dialog will open.  

 

 

 

 

Choose desired exporter properties and click Export. 

 

Collada exporter provides various settings to allow exporting only resources you are interested in. These settings are 

provided: 

 
 Animations: Animations will be exported. Start and end frames as well as desired frame rate are 

provided in Animation section. When exporter panel opens, start and stop frame as well as frame rate 

are set according to animation view. 

 Skeletons: Exporter exports skeletons with skinned meshes. You can enable support for bone 

stretching for animations. This may not be supported by other applications. 

 Cameras: enable export of cameras. 

 Lights: enable export of lights. 

 Geometry: export meshes and skins. For geometry you can chose resources you want to export like 

UV coordinate sets, normals or vertex colors. trueSpace Collada exporter allows to export geometry in 

4 forms available by Collada file format: 

o Export as triangles 

o Export as polygons where faces with holes are triangulated (for compatibility reasons as holes 

are not widely supported) 

o Export as polylists where faces with holes are triangulated 

o Export as polygons with holes.  
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 Copy textures: Create directory together with exported file and copy there bitmaps used by materials. 

 Split hierarchies: don‟t export hierarchy; every object will be added directly to scene root. 

 

Another way to export to Collada is to create Collada library and drag&drop objects from scene there. Dropping 

object to library will open exporter dialog. 

 

You can use exporter directly from script by calling  

RsImport.ExportCollada(„path‟,‟nodes to export‟);  Exporter panel will not be opened but settings stored in this 

panel will be used. 

 
 

DirectX Export 

There are trueSpace features that cannot be exported into the .x file format because DirectX does not support them. 

These are limitations of DirectX and not of trueSpace‟s exporter. DirectX does not support material animation. 

However, trueSpace exports the animation of IK objects, converting it into Move and Rotate keyframes of all 

sub-objects of the IK object in each. 

 

 
 

Geometry Options 
• Export geometry: Check box for exporting mesh data. 

• Triangulate all faces: Triangulate all faces if you experience problems with the untriangulated geometry, 
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in particular in the DirectX viewer. 

• Store object as a single mesh: Hierarchical objects can be exported with a hierarchy, or they can be 

converted to a single mesh object. In the case of a single mesh export, the frame, including the 

transformation matrix information and animation, is not exported. 

• Center and normalize object: Object is exported centered and with a normalized size for easier viewing 

in DirectX viewer. 

 

Material Options 
• Export Material: Check box for exporting material (texture) data. 

• Change texture orientation: Old X format supported another orientation than new one DirectX 8.1. You 

have the option to select to change orientation of textures for the old DirectX format, or orientation by 

version 8.1 or newer. 

• Export with full texture path: Export the texture bitmap with full texture path. If disabled, the texture file 

will be copied into the current object export directory. 

• Inline material: You can choose define a material inside a mesh or before mesh declaration. 

• Export vertex color: Add or remove vertex color from X file (template MeshVertexColors).  When this 

template is in the exported file, some DirectX engines can mix this value from standard material (Material 

template) 

• Info about normals: Since DirectX does not support autofacet materials, feature edges of the object must 

be exported explicitly by gameSpace at the expense of a larger file size for the exported object. Enable this 

option if your geometry has important feature edges that have to be exported precisely. 

• Convert textures to: Type of exported format. You can choose form PNG, JPG, TGA, DDS or BMP. For 

example the oldest DirectX format supports only 8bit BMP textures with size a power of 2, so viewers 

using this format are not able to read another format. There is a necessary conversion of textures to 8bit 

bitmap that have a size of a power of 2. 

• Convert resolution to: Type of exported resolution. You can choose form 512x512, 256x256, 128x128, 

96x96, 64x64, 32x32 or find closest exponent calculation of number 2. 

 

Animation Options 
• Export Animation: Export selected object or scene with animation. 

• Animation Loop: Loop animation sequence. Default value is off 

• Animation Set Name: Name of Active Animation Channel 

• Rescale Factor: Value for user-defined keyframe scale factor for animation export with range from 0 to 

99999. Default value is 1. 

• Keyframe step value: Value for user-defined keyframe step animation export with range from 0 to 999. 

• Use original keyframe: Select if you want to export the original keyframes defined in gameSpace (from 

the scene editor). 

• Position Quality:  Linear or spline position quality 

 

Float size:  Define floating point size for DirectX format. 32-bit or 64-bit. 

 

Coordinate system:  Exported object is in Left-handed or Right-Handed coordinate system. 

 

VRML Export 

trueSpace will output both VRML 1.0 and 2.0 formats. You can control which version to output through a switch in 

the Export VRML File dialog.  
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Paths 

• Inline Files: This is the name of a sub-directory where all inlined objects will be saved. The sub-directory 

should already exist inside the directory you selected in the Save Scene dialog. If this setting is blank, or is 

set to the default value of <same as main file>, inlined objects are saved in the same directory as the main 

VRML file. 

• Textures: This is the name of a sub-directory where all textures will be saved. The sub-directory should 

already exist inside the directory you selected in the Save Scene dialog. If the setting is blank, or is set to 

the default value of <same as main file>, textures are saved in the same directory as the main VRML file. 

• Default Inline filename: When trueSpace creates inlined files, it will base the name of the file on the name 

of the main VRML file. If you change this setting from the default of <same as main file>, the name you 

enter will be used as the base inline filename.  

 

General Options 

• Save all frames: All frames of the animation will be stored explicitly in the VRML file. Use this if the 

interpolation provided by the VRML player gives different results than trueSpace animation playback itself. 

Note that interpolation between keyframes in trueSpace is more sophisticated than that of VRML so the 

playback results may differ if only the keyframes are exported. 

• Preserve Hierarchy: If this setting is enabled, trueSpace will preserve full hierarchical information that 

can be useful when further editing the VRML file. On the other hand, disabling the option will result in 

smaller (and possibly more compatible) VRML files. 

• Gen Camera Files: This option generates separate camera files for each camera in your scene.  

• Precision: This setting controls the numeric precision of the resulting VRML file. Setting this value to one 

or two digits will result in a smaller VRML file.  

 

Inlining Options 

• Marked Objects: If this option is enabled, any objects marked for inlining in the Object Info Panel will be 

saved as separate inline files. This option is enabled by default. 

• LOD Children: If this option is enabled, any LOD group will be saved as separate inlined files; one file is 

created for each level of detail. This option is disabled by default. 

• Textures: If this option is enabled, all textures will be saved as separate inlined files. This option is 

disabled by default. 
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• Unix File Paths: This controls how the path names are written into a VRML file. If your inlined files are in 

the same directory as the main VRML file, or if you have no inlined files, this option will have no effect. 

By default, this option is disabled. If, for example, you have a BRICK.JPG texture in your TEXTURES 

directory, any reference to this texture in your VRML file will be TEXTURES\BRICK.JPG, using the DOS 

backslash for paths. With this option enabled, trueSpace will instead output forward slashes in paths, which 

is the Unix convention. Thus, references to your texture will now be output as TEXTURES/BRICK.JPG. 

trueSpace can read in files with either type of path. This allows you to enable this setting, yet still test your 

worlds locally. 

• VRML 2.0 Output: When enabled, this option causes world files to be saved in VRML 2.0 format. Note 

that trueSpace cannot load this format. If you want to be able to load your saved worlds back into trueSpace, 

disable this option. Also, be sure to save your worlds in .SCN format as a backup. 

 Note: trueSpace supports many different image formats for textures. If you use formats such as Targa and 

Bitmap, these files will be output with your world. However, nearly all VRML browsers cannot handle 

these files. We recommend that you only use JPEG files as textures when creating VRML files. 

 

VRML 1.0 output summary: geometry (IndexedFaceSets only), transformation, hierarchies, inlines, LOD, material 

(color, reflectance) properties, textures (both inlined and external), light, camera, audio object. 

 

VRML 2.0 output summary: geometry (IndexedFaceSets only), transformation, groups, inlines, LOD, material 

(color, reflectance) properties, textures (both inlined and external), light, camera, audio object, keyframe animation 

of object, light and camera movements. 

 

DXF Export 

Material numbers for each face will be written as the color number for each DXF face. This will cause all faces of a 

certain trueSpace material to be shown as a different color when re-read. Faces that have more than four sides will 

be triangulated before writing. Currently, no layer information is written to the file. Some DXF readers may require 

that all entities be associated with a layer. 

 

 
 

• Make all objects materials unique: Material number for each face will be written as the color number for 

each DXF face. 

 

3D Studio Binary Export 

All faces will be triangulated when written to the 3D Studio file. This is a requirement of 3D Studio. Full hierarchy 

information is stored into 3D Studio file. Basic material information is stored into 3D Studio file: diffuse color, 

shading type, shininess and transparency. Texture bitmap files and bump bitmap files are stored also. Each face can 

have assigned a different material. Faces are stored in appropriate smooth groups, therefore smooth and faceted 

surfaces are supported. 

 

3D Studio ASCII Export 

All faces will be triangulated when written to the 3D Studio file. This is a requirement of 3D Studio. Sub-objects 

within a trueSpace object will be written as separate objects within the 3DS file. True hierarchies cannot be 
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represented in 3D Studio ASCII files, so this at least preserves grouping information. There is no material 

information in ASCII files except for a material name. This name will be set to the RGBA value of the trueSpace 

material, so reconstructing at least this much information is easy. 

 

Object Animation 

trueSpace can save a file that contains only the animation information on an object. This is useful primarily for game 

developers who want to save several animation paths for one object. These .CAN files cannot be read back into 

trueSpace. 
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C.3 2D Rendering Formats 

AVI (.AVI) 

This is an animation file which can be played with Windows Media Player. Bit depth depends on the type of 

compression used. Rendering an .AVI file to disk opens a compression settings panel: 

 

 
 

• Compressor: This list contains all available compressors currently installed. This depends on the version 

of Microsoft Video for Windows installed. 

• Compression quality: This option may not be available for all compressors and determines the final 

quality of the image. A high number means better image quality with less compression. 

• Key frame every: This option determines how many frames will be saved to file (this does not affect the 

frame rate of the animation) and how many will be in-betweened. A value of 2 means that the first frame 

would be saved to disk whole and only the changes to the second frame would be recorded, and so on. This 

is an effective way to compress simple animations but does not yield good results for animations where 

there is much camera movement. 

• Data rate: Allows you to optimize the file for the target hardware device. 

• Configure: This option allows access to a secondary settings panel for a specific compressor if one exists. 

 

Bitmap (.BMP, .DIB) 

This is a standard Windows bitmap file and contains 24-bit color depth information. 

 

Flic (.FLC) 

This is an 8 bit animation file that can be played back either in DOS or Windows. Rendering a .FLC file to disk 

opens a settings panel: 
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• Universal color palette: The animation uses a preset 8-bit palette suitable for most animations. 

• Create palette on first frame: The animation uses a palette created from the colors from the first frame of 

the animation. This option does not work well if new colors are introduced during the animation. 

• Create palette for each frame: Creates a palette for every frame rendered but is not suitable for playing 

back on an 8-bit display. 

• Dither frames: Enables dithering to avoid color bands created because of the color limit. This sometimes 

causes artifacts in animations. 

 

JPEG (.JPG) 

This is a compressed 24-bit file. Rendering a Jpeg file to disk opens a settings panel for the quality level. A high 

value means better image quality and less compression. 

 

 
 

Targa (.TGA) 

This file can be either 24 or 32 bits. A 32-bit file contains an additional 8-bit “alpha” containing transparency 

information (areas in the scene where the background color is seen). Targa files also have the option of compression. 

Rendering a .TGA file to disk opens a settings panel: 

 
 

Png (.PNG) 

This file can be either 24 or 32 bits. A 32-bit file contains an additional 8-bit “alpha” containing transparency 

information (areas in the scene where the background color is seen). Rendering a .PNG file to disk opens a settings 

panel: 
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DDS (.DDS) 

This file can be either 24 or 32 bits. A 32-bit file contains an additional 8-bit “alpha” containing transparency 

information (areas in the scene where the background color is seen).  

 

Rendering a .DDS file to disk opens a settings panel: 

 

 
 

TIFF (.TIF) 

Reading and writing of PackBits compressed and uncompressed 24 bit RGB scan-line data is supported. This is 

compatible with the baseline TIFF 6.0 specification (June 1992). 

 

Photoshop PSD (.PSD) 

For details on the features and options available when exporting to Adobe Photoshop‟s PSD format, see Artist Guide 

Chapter 5: Lighting and Rendering. 
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Appendix D – Virtual Earth 
 

D.1 What Is Virtual Earth? 

Virtual Earth gives you access to a 2D or 3D view of the earth, featuring road maps, cities, major landmarks and 

more. As well as the pre-made content that you’ll find in Virtual Earth, people can add their own using Collections. 

Collections can be anything from a simple push pin, all the way up to a 3D object. 

With trueSpace7.6, you can create and add your own 3D objects to Virtual Earth, and then share those with friends, 

or even with anyone who is using Virtual Earth and looking at that section of the map. 

 

A house modeled in trueSpace. 
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The same house exported to Virtual Earth and placed on a Scottish hillside. 

 

D.1.1 Signing-In to Virtual Earth 

While you can use Virtual Earth and view other people’s collections (including 3D objects) without signing up, if 

you want to add your own objects made in trueSpace into the Virtual Earth environment, you will need to sign up 

for a Windows Live ID. If you do not already have one, simply visit http://maps.live.com/ and click the Sign In 

button in the top right. 

If you are already signed up with a Windows Live ID, then you can simply log in at this screen. Otherwise, click on 

the sign up button on the left and follow the instructions there to create a sign in so that you can make and share 

your own collections. 

Note that it is not necessary to sign in to Virtual Earth first, as the export process from trueSpace will open a 

separate sign in dialog. However, to view your published objects you will need to be signed in through a web 

browser. 

 

D.1.2 Collections in Virtual Earth 

Customized information is added to Virtual Earth via collections. A collection contains one or more objects, and 

these can be 2D push pins, areas drawn on a map, 3D objects, or more. You can choose to see existing collections 

http://maps.live.com/
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that others have placed on the map by using the Explore Collections option. A panel opens on the left which shows 

any collections visible on the area of the map you are browsing. 

You use collections to group objects together – perhaps you want a collection of your favorite local restaurants (or 

favorite restaurants all over the globe), or a collection of places you have worked, and so on. It is up to you what you 

place inside a collection, and you can use them to group and categorize objects any way you wish. 

You can create collections from inside Virtual Earth, and then use trueSpace to export to those. The trueSpace 

export will also let you create a new collection as part of the export process however, so you will not have to set up 

collections in Virtual Earth first, unless you choose to. 

You can always add new objects to a collection from within Virtual Earth itself, such as regular push pins to go 

along with your exported 3D models. You can also edit the properties of your exported 3D models in Virtual Earth, 

adding descriptions, hyperlinks, moving or scaling them on the Virtual Earth map, etc. 

 

D.1.3 Adding an Object from trueSpace into a Collection 

Adding objects from trueSpace is done from inside trueSpace itself, rather than from inside Virtual Earth. There is 

an option in Virtual Earth to add a 3D object, but this works with the 3DVIA application and not with trueSpace. 

Once you have your object created in trueSpace, ensure it is selected and then click on the Export To VE icon. 

 

The Export to VE icon on its toolbar. 
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Where to find the Export To VE toolbar and icon icon in the default layout. 

 
 

This will open the VE-X Export dialog. Virtual Earth uses X format for its models, and this dialog will let you set 

the parameters for the X format export, and for the Virtual Earth values. 
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The VE-X Exporter dialog with default settings. 

 

You can manually copy the Longitude, Latitude and Elevation from Virtual Earth, although it is suggested you only 

use rough positioning during the export, and use Virtual Earth itself to accurately position the model in its final 

location. 

Animations, Skeletons, Stretchy Bones, Cameras and Lights should be unchecked as these parameters are not used 

for Virtual Earth (they are shown as part of the regular X format export). Note that the Skeletons parameter is 

checked by default. You should set Start Frame and Stop Frame to zero since they are not used, and Frame Rate can 

be ignored and left at the default value. 

Be sure that UV1 and Normals are checked, so that the object will display properly once in Virtual Earth. Leave 

UV2 and Split Hierarchies unchecked, and ensure the Polygon Mode is set to “Polygons, triangulate holes”. 

For the output format, it is best to set X File Format to “Compressed”. You may choose to set Texture and Normal 

maps to JPG to save space, or leave them as PNG files to maximize quality. 
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Once the settings are done, click on Export. If this is the first time you have done an Export since running 

trueSpace7.6, you will be required to sign in to Virtual Earth with the sign in dialog seen below. On subsequent 

Exports in the same trueSpace session, you will not be asked to sign in. 

 

The Virtual Earth sign in dialog opened when you first export. 

 

If you have not already created a Windows Live ID, you can use the “Sign up for a Windows Live ID” at the bottom 

of this panel. If you have an existing Windows Live ID, enter it and the password to sign in. Checking Remember 

Me and Remember My Password will allow trueSpace to automatically export again without asking you to sign in 

each time (until trueSpace is closed and restarted, when it will require you to sign in again). 

Note that you are signing in to “Virtual Earth – 3DVIA” since you are publishing 3D objects. 
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Once you are signed in, you choose the name of the Model and the collection to publish it to. 

Any existing collections stored under your Windows Live ID will be shown in the lower panel. 

 

Once you have signed in, a new dialog box will prompt you to name the object. This is the name that Virtual Earth 

users will see and be able to search for. You can also specify which collection to publish the object to. You can 

choose to publish the object to a new selection (enter the name in the space below the option). 

Alternatively, you can check the “Add to this collection” option and choose the name of an existing collection stored 

under your Windows Live ID. trueSpace will automatically load the list of collections (if any exist) when it opens 

this export dialog. 

Once you have chosen the name of your object and which collection it should be published to, click on the Publish 

button to continue. If you chose to publish to an existing collection, trueSpace will export the object and all the 

export dialogs will close. 
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Additional Properties 

If you chose to create a new collection, you should click on Additional Properties before choosing to publish the 

object. This ensures you will have the correct settings for sharing set for your new collection. 

 

If you chose to publish to a new collection, you will be asked to set the options for that collection. 

 

The options for this panel are: 

 Notes – This lets you enter notes for the collection, such as a description of what it contains and shows. 

 Tags – This lets you enter tags for the collection. You should separate each tag with a comma. Tags will 

allow people to search your collection, so these should describe the objects and / or locations in this 

collection. 

 Turn on sharing – By turning on sharing, you allow other people to see the collection. If you leave this 

option unchecked, your Windows Live ID will be the only one that can see the collection and the objects in 

it. With this option unchecked, no-one will be able to find or view your model, even if you send them a link 

to the model itself. 
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 Make this collection searchable – The option only applies if Turn On Sharing is checked, and lets you 

choose whether the collection is searchable. If checked, then people searching on Virtual Earth by keyword 

or tags will be able to find this collection if it matches their search criteria. If unchecked, the collection will 

not be shown in any search results, and people will only be able to see your objects if you send them a 

direct link to your collection. 

 Let others copy items in this collection - This determines whether you allow people to take copies of the 

objects you publish in this collection. If checked, then other Virtual Earth users will be able to copy the 

objects in this collection and use them in their own Virtual Earth collections. If unchecked, then other 

Virtual Earth users will still be able to see your objects, but will not be able to copy them. 

Note that Turn On Sharing, Make This Collection Searchable, and Let Others Copy Items In This Collection set the 

values for all objects in the collection. You cannot set those values individually per object. Every object in the same 

collection will inherit whether it can be copied by other Virtual Earth users or not from this setting for the whole 

collection. 

Clicking Save will create the collection and export the object to that collection, making it available in Virtual Earth. 

Note that you can also edit these all these values in the Additional Properties dialog from within Virtual Earth itself, 

so you can change them later after publishing from trueSpace if required. 
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D.1.5 Viewing and Sharing Your Collections 

 

Once you have published your objects from within trueSpace, 

you can then view them in Virtual Earth. If Virtual Earth was 

open in Internet Explorer when you published a new object, 

you must use your web browser’s Refresh option to update the 

display of your collections and objects. When you refresh the 

browser, your new collections and objects will be displayed 

within the Virtual Earth collections information dialog. 

On the left, you can see the collections editor displaying the 

collection for the trueSpace house shown earlier at the start of 

this section. By clicking on that collection, you would see all 

the objects contained in it. 

From there, you can view your objects, and you can also select 

them, zoom in to see them, move or rotate them, change their 

elevation, add comments or hyperlinks, and so on. 

 

If your collection is shared and searchable, then people will be able to find it if they are viewing collections and 

zoom in on that area in the map, or if they search for particular tags or keywords that match the ones you set up for 

your collection. 

If you want someone to view your object directly without them needing to search for it, or if the object is shared but 

not searchable, then you can make a link available that will take someone straight to your object in Virtual Earth. To 

create this link, open the collection in your collections editor, then use the Share option in the top right of the Virtual 

Earth screen. 
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The Share option is found in the top right of the Virtual Earth page. 

 

 

The Share dialog box gives three options. 

 

Clicking the Share option will open a dialog box with three options:  

 Send In Email – This will open your default email application, placing the link in the body of the email. 

 Blog It – This will open the Window Live blog page for the Windows Live ID you are signed in with, 

placing the link in the body of the blog. 
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 Copy To Clipboard – This will copy the link to the clipboard so that you can paste it wherever you wish, 

such as onto a web page, into a forum reply, into a document, and so on. 

Note that other sharing options (such as the ones found within the Collection Editor panel) may not allow the user to 

view the 3D object, but just to view a pushpin instead. Also, there may be a slight delay between you being able to 

view the object on Virtual Earth and others being able to view the object. If someone is unable to view the object 

soon after you published it, they should try again a little later. 

And that’s all there is to it! Now you can add your own 3D objects to Virtual Earth and start bringing the world to 

life! 

 

D.1.4 Setting Up Your Scene in trueSpace 

There are some important points to keep in mind when creating your scene in trueSpace, to ensure you get the 

desired result when you export to Virtual Earth. A sample scene is provided in the trueSpace scene library which can 

help you prepare your object for export to Virtual Earth. The lighting from that scene is also provided as a light 

library, so you can quickly drop it into any scene of your own. 

First, you should always use a texture for the color. If you use the Plain Color shader in trueSpace, then you will get 

unwanted reversed colors on the unlit side of the object. You can capture the materials from the preview spheres in 

the sample scene and replace the texture maps on those with images of your choice. 

Second, your object in Virtual Earth will always be lit with a light source coming from the north. This means that 

north facing areas will be brightly lit, areas facing east and west will be less brightly lit, and areas facing south will 

be in darkness. 

The sample scene has a lighting set up that simulates how an object will look when viewed in Virtual Earth, and it 

also features a compass showing which direction is north. Note that you can rotate an object once it is loaded in 

Virtual Earth, but when you rotate it, the lighting will follow with it – whichever areas were south facing in 

trueSpace when you exported will remain unlit even when the object is rotated in Virtual Earth so those faces are no 

longer pointing south. 

The best way to avoid having completely unlit faces on an object in Virtual Earth is to rotate it in trueSpace before 

exporting, as you can always rotate the model in Virtual Earth to get the alignment with the world and landscape that 

you need. An example is given below. 
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The house is aligned due north / south, resulting in the south facing areas being unlit, as 

shown here in trueSpace using the VE sample scene and lighting. 

 

 

The north facing side of the house is brightly lit, but we want a more even lighting on all sides. 
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You can rotate the house in trueSpace using the VE lighting to ensure you get no completely unlit areas. 

 

 

Rotated like this, our lighting is good, and we are ready to export – we can rotate the house  

once it is in Virtual Earth, so its rotation in trueSpace is only relevant for getting the lighting we want. 

 

Bear in mind that the lighting in your trueSpace scene is not exported to Virtual Earth, nor does it change how the 

objects will look in Virtual Earth. The sample scene provided has a light set up that mimics how the object will 

appear when viewed in Virtual Earth, but changing it or using a different lighting set up will not change how your 

exported object looks in Virtual Earth. 
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D.1.5 An Important Reminder About Copyright 

You should note that placing an object on Virtual Earth can be considered sharing or distributing that object, since 

you are placing the actual 3D geometry and texture information in a public area rather than simply using its likeness 

in a 2D image or animation. You should check for any copyright or licensing issues in using a 3D model in this way. 

For protecting your own objects, you can uncheck the “Let others copy items in this collection” so that no-one else 

can take a copy of the model, and you can uncheck “Make this collection searchable” if you do not want people to 

find it via searches. For example, with those two options unchecked and “Turn on sharing” still checked, this would 

enable you to place a model into Virtual Earth for a client, ensuring no-one else could find it by browsing or copy it, 

but still allowing you to send the link to the client for them to view it. 

With “Turn on sharing” unchecked, you can use Virtual Earth to generate images or flythrough animations which 

you could share, while ensuring no-one else can view or copy the object even if a link is sent to them. 

In all cases, whichever sharing options you use, you must take all steps necessary to ensure that you are not 

infringing any copyright or license requirements before you make a model shareable in Virtual Earth. 

 

 

 


